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Introduction 

David A. Munro 

The significance of the small wetlands of the 
prairies as breeding grounds for North American 
ducks has long been recognjzed. While the jour
nais of early travellers across the plains tes tif y to 
the spectacle provided by countless flocks of 
waterfowl, it is only during the past two decades 
that systematic waterfowl cens uses have provided 
precise data . We now know that the s'Iougbs and 
potholes of southern Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
Manitoba, and adjacent parts of the Dakotas and 
Montana are the breeding habitat for over two
thirds of the continent's most sought-after ducks . 

The earliest settlers modified the prairie en
vironment, but it was onIy sorne 10 or 15 years 
ago that the reduction of the total wetland are a by 
agricultural drainage was seen as a threat to the 
continued maintenance of waterfowl populations. 
In recent years we have become steadily more 
concerned about ·the conflict between waterfowl 
and agriculture. 

In 1966, the Minister of Indian Affairs and 
Nortbern Development tabled in the House of 
Commons a statement of policy tbat read in part, 
"Suitable wetland habitat in amounts sufficient to 
support desired populations of ducks and geese 

will be preserved .. . . " It is now our responsi
bility to implement that policy by the most effec
tive me ans possible . 

We recognize that we are concerned not with 
ducks alone but with the management of an en
vironment. Our point of departure is the prairie 
as habitat for ducks, but it is quite c1ear that we 
cannot solve the probJem of waterfowl habi·tat 
maintenance without an understanding of the 
ecological and economic characteristics of cereal 
culture, the social and economic implications of 
recreation, and the physical nature of ground
water flow and evapo-transpiration, to name but 
a few aspects of the prairie environment. 

Thus it follows that our approach to the prob
lem of waterfowl habitat maintenance must be 
conceived in the light of ecological understanding 
and carried out with the guidance of many disci
plines. We must try to overcome the constraints 
that specialization of knowledge and department
alization of interest have too long laid upon us. 

That is why this seminar has been arranged to 
provide an opportunity for discussion of so many 
different but related aspects of the prairie scene. 
1 trust that it will prove worthwhile. 

Photo by Chris Kelland 
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PART 1: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SMALL WETLANDS 

Waterfowl-production 
habitat requirements 

F. G. Cooch 

What amount, type, quality, and location of 
prairie production habitat should be retained and 
developed? Before those questions can be an
swered, someone has to determine the level of 
demand we are attempting to pro vide for. In 
1977, how many ducks of which species will it be 
desirable to have in various parts of the country 
for what number of hunters? 

Sorne of these administrative decisions have 
been broadly framed, but much detail remains to 
be worked out. The present goals were set in 1962 
by the International Migratory Bird Committee: 
1. maintain the continental breeding population 
of waterfowl between levels equivalent to those 
which occurred between 1956 and 1962, a period 
of high and low populations; 
2. provide, protect, create, and develop sufficient 
habitat to rear, stage, and winter that population. 
The foregoing refers only to ducks and implies 
an autumn flight of ducks ranging from 60 to 100 
million. 

Satisfaction with that size of autumn flight is 
apparently predicated on the assumptions that 
the maximum number of hunters in Canada, the 
United States, and Mexico will never rise above 
3 million, and that bag limits will not change. 
At present (1966-67) there are approximately 
400,000 waterfowl hunters in Canada, 1,700,000 
iq the United States, and perhaps 250,000 in 
Mexico; or 2,350,000 hunters in North America. 
B.ased on duck stamp sales in the United States 
during periods of waterfowl abundance in the 
mid-fifties, there are 500,000 more American 
hunters waiting for a return to more generous 
regulations. In short, we may have nearly reached 
the continental saturation point with regard to 
total number of hunters. 1 think it is a safe as
sumption that the ratio of hunters to the total 
population will decline at a faster rate in the 
United States than in Canada. The ratios in 1966 
were 11.7: 1000 in the United States and 50: 1000 
in Canada. While the population of each country 
will increase, and despite the talked-about 30-hour 
week, 4-week vacation, etc., the number of 

hunters must decline, or at least increase at a 
slower pace than the population as a whole, be
cause of decreased opportunity to hunt. 1 thiIik 
that it is also predictable that the present 4: 1 
ratio (20 per cent) of American to Canadian 
hunters will gradually become 5: 2 (28 per cent) 
or even 5:3 (37 per cent) by the year 2000, when 
sorne estimate 350,000,000 people south of the 
49th parallel. 

It has been assumed by others that six ducks 
per season is a minimum acceptable bag to 
American hunters. We are unable to make similar 
assumptions about Canada. However, let us as
sume an annual minimum continental harvest of 
3 million X six, or 18 million ducks. If this is our 
goal, how much habitat must we provide in Can
ada and the United States to support an annual 
duck harvest of 18 million plus at least a 25 per 
cent crippling loss? 

A. S. Hawkins at a meeting in Patuxent in 
September 1966 made the following assessment: 
"You canharvest about one duck in five in a faIl 
flight of 90 million ducks, or if we could harvest 
one in four, we could get away with 72 million." 
Those figures are within our autumn flight para
meters of 60 to 100 million ducks, if assumptions 
with regard to numbers of hunters and average 
kill are correct. 

Preliminary examination of the magnitude of 
the 1966 autumn flight would indicate that the 
upper parameter (100 million) of our target was 
exceeded. Yet in terms of species composition, 
that autumn flight did not fulfil the United States' 
desires, nor probably the desires of Canadians. 
To quote Hawkins again on hunter satisfaction: 

Yet the bag limit on mallards is still restricted. The 
reason is that approximately three of the six ducks 
which hunters must shoot to feel satisfied must be 
mallards. This would mean a mallard kill of upwards 
of 9 million. We need at least 21 and preferably 
24 million mallards before it is safe to rem ove 
restrictions on the mallard bag limit. 
While 1 do not agree that we must provide 

hunters with a tailor-made species composition in 
their bag or set as a goal the 3 million North 
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American hunters proposed in sorne documents, 
1 do recognize that in diversity there is strength, 
that different hunters in different places desire 
different species, that all seem to want "big birds", 
and that mallards are at present the main trophy 
species in much of North America. What this 
does point out is the need for a statement of in
tent with regard to the species composition of the 
autumn flight as weIl as the size of that flight. 

No such administrative decision has been made, 
although sorne public statements have been made 
that an autumn flight of up to 24 million mallards 
is necessary. The next question is, what should be 
the make-up of the remaining 76 million birds? 
In other words, what are our goals for redheads, 
canvasback, shovelers, pintail, and so on. AI
though blue-winged teal, coots, and shovelers 
presently rate low in most Canadian priorities 
because of difficulties associated with harvest or 
hunter acceptance, they are important to the ful
filment of our international (continental) com
mitments. 

When we undertake to slow the drainage of 
wetlands by renting or purchasing rights to wet
lands, two factors must be kept in mind: ( 1 ) 
whether drainage is imminent and feasible and 
(2) capacity of the area to produce waterfowl. A 
few years ago, a book was written by Polly Adler, 
a well-known Chicago madam, entitled A House 
is Not a Home. That can be paraphrased in terms 
of species-specific habitat requirements as: a pot
hole may not be a duck factory. The habitat re
quirements of a redhead may not equally serve 
a blue-wing, and the mere presence of water does 
not automatically guarantee adequate habitat. 

For years we have been gathering data in 
western Canada, recording by segment, transect, 
and stratum the number of water areas in May 
and July. Gollop (1965) has summarized the 
data for the southern prairies. In the interval1953 
through 1965, the number of May ponds has 
varied from 6,055,000 (1954) to 1,702,000 
(1961) and in July from 5,027,000 (1955) to 
561,000 (1961). These data are notably deficient: 
L they say nothing about the frequency distribu
tion of potholes; 
2. they do not de scribe aggregations of potholes; 
3. they do not describe quality of potholes; 
4. they do not refer to sheet water or Types 1 
and 2 potholes which may have disappeared by 
the time a particular transect is flown, 
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In 1962, J. B. Millar (unpubl. memorandum) 
analysed water area data in four Saskatchewan 
districts varying in size from 37 square miles to 
42 square miles. The number of water areas 
ranged from 547 to 827. Between 73 and 80 
per cent of the water areas counted were between 
0.1 and 1.0 acres and 15 to 21 per cent were 
between 1.1 and 5.0 acres. The remaining 4 to 6 
per cent were 5 + acres. The relative area oc
cupied by a pothole will vary, of course, from 
year to year and within a single season. In terms 
of waterfowl habitat the important consideration 
is that we are primarily concerned with are as 
considerably less than 5 acres in size where it is 
generally agreed that most waterfowl occur. Re
stated in terms of water area, about 50 per cent 
of surface water occurs in sloughs larger than 5.1 
acres, but the really productive portion is that 
covering from 0.1 to 0.5 acres. 

As yet, we really know little about the habitat 
requirements of most species of ducks: the degree 
to which ducks can be crowded, the degree to 
which they can be pu shed from optimum habitat 
to areas of lower quality and still have high re
productive success in terms of net increment to 
the autumn flight, the degree to which available 
habitat can be modified to produce an increased 
yield of ducklings, the role of inter- and intra
specific competition in regulating reproductive 
success. l think that these points are important in 
any attempt to forecast our requirements for 
waterfowl habitat in the future. 

It has been estimated that there are approxi
mate1y 10 million natural depressions on the 
Canadian prairies (GoHop, 1965). We aH know 
that in any given strata or any given area not aIl 
basins are wet at the same time, furthermore that 
in less than a 12- to 14-year wet-dry cycle a 
pothole can pass through several grades of excel
lence (as defined by size, permanence, and 
vegetative succession) from class 1 through class 
5, and then dry up. We do not yet know the sig
nificance of sheet water when birds are making a 
"stay - no stay" decision in April and early May. 
There is a strong correlation between the number 
of potholes in July and reproductive success in 
one year, and the tendency of birds to return to 
the prairies the next year. 

N atural basins represent our potential. Destruc
tion of basins is permanent drought but, more 
important, regularization of the distribution of 
basins per square mile, such as might happen in 
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community pastures or rangeland situations, re
duces the potential for aggregations of potholes. 
It is probably correct ta state that complete 
destruction of basins over a lOO-square-mile area 
(say 15,000 basins) would be less damaging to 
total waterfowl production and potential for pro
duction than if the same number (15,000) of 
basins were destroyed over an area of 200 or 300 
square miles. There are probably no factual data 
to support this statement. In making it, 1 have 
assumed that sorne potholes wruch remained 
would be rendered more stable because channel
ing so-called "phantom" waters into a single deep 
basin would increase their permanency. 1 think 
that we are aH agreed that on the prairies at least, 
and probably elsewhere as weIl, permanency can 
be equated with steadily decreasing productivity. 
Other potholes which are not "stabilized" might 
also be reduced in value because of a general 
reduction of the ability of the habitat to produce 
aggregations of potholes during periods of high 
precipitation or water retention. The Canada 
Land Inventory which estimates total capability 
of the habitat to pro duce waterfowl is essential if 
we are to keep track of our production potential. 

In 1955, Evans (1955), working in the 
Waubay area of South Dakota, concluded that 
there was a rather direct but variable relationship 
between the amount (number) of water areas and 
the number of ducks. Several years before, John 
Lynch in an unpublished memorandum entitled 
"Waterfowl Crop-Forecasting in the BDF (with 
special reference to the Saskatchewan Sweat
shops)" concluded .that: "With regard to May 
ponds, in arriving at our early (June Ist) forecast, 
this item is just as important as the breeding 
population. The best possible stock of potential 
breeders ain't going to pay off if there ain't enough 
water. Our seed won't germinate if the land ain't 
ready." John Lynch went on to create in a single 
tongue-in-cheek memorandum a masterpiece of 
biological sense. Condensed to basic facts, John 
Lynch said that both ducks and May water are 
essential ta production. 

This winter, 1 have been examining the present 
s.ur:eys system with the intention of modifying the 
tImIng of those surveys to present usable data to 
the Federal-Provincial Wildlife Conference in 
mid-July. 1 went through several exercises, two 
of which 1 would like to present at this time. 
1 think that they are germane to the question "how 
much habitat", 

The following calculations are for mallards only 
and cover the years 1958-66. The total area in
volved is Northwest Territories, northern British 
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, the 
Tri-states, and Montana. BasicaUy, the input data 
consist of May ducks, May ponds, July ponds, 
and three area-dependent correction factors. The 
results from each area are summed to give a 
continental production ratio. 

Method A 
Zone l-Northwest Territories plus northern 
Alberta, northern Saskatchewan, northern Mani
toba, and northern Ontario = sum total boreal 
ducks ( mallards ) . 
It is generally agreed that birds which overfly the 
prairies do not reproduce, or do so at a reduced 
rate. Examination of population data over the 
past 10 years leads me to believe that there is 
sufficient habitat ta support about 2 miHion breed
ing mallards in Zone 1. Once that optimum num
ber has been passed, the crowding caused by ex
cess birds tends to suppress reproductive activity 
by the physiologically adapted boreal birds. 

The calculations were as follows: sum May 
mallards and divide that number into the 2 mil
lion optimum figure, then multiply the resulting 
fraction by 2 million, which gives the number of 
young raised in the zone. 
Example-1962 
May ducks (3,239,000) divided into 2,000,000 
=(optimum breeding population) X 2,000,000 
=(total possible breeders) 1,235,000 young. 
Zone 2-U.S. prairies (Tri-states plus Montana). 
Two equations are needed, depending on whether 
July potholes exceed May potholes. 
Normal equation is: 

May ducks X July ponds X 2=productÎon 

May ponds 
If July ponds exceed May ponds (as occurred in 
1966) : 

May ducks X May ponds -
(July~May ponds) X 2=production 

May ponds 
The July /May ratio can never exceed 1. The 
correction factor was selected because size of 
brood over a number of years averaged four, or 
two per adult. 
Zone 3-Southern Canadian prairies-as in Zone 
2 except a corrective factor of 3 was chosen 
because brood averages over a number of years 
averaged six, or three per adul1, 
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A basic assumption is that Canadian potholes 
are more productive than V.S. potholes because 
of . the drainage of phantom waters the re , the 
relatively large water areas there, and to some 
degree the greater stability of their water areas. 

Details of the method used are given in Table 
1 using 1965 as an example. Although this was 
an interesting exercise, data on which the cal
culations are based would not be available in time 
for the Federal-Provincial Conference in July. 

Various relationships of May ponds and May 
ducks were then considered in order that a 
reasonable forecast could be made before July 1 
in any given year. Several analyses of the data 
involving both May and July ponds lead to the 
conclusion that within limits the J uly water data 
have no or little bearing on productivity. 

Method B 
The same zones and correction factors as used 
previously are repeated in this method. It is based 
on an intuitive assumption that there is a direct 
relationship between May ponds, ducks, and sub
sequent production. The main thesis is that since 
the unit production area is constant, increases in 
the number of water areas (even without consid
ering size or quality of those areas) have the net 
effect of producing an increased number of bene
ficial aggregations. It will be shown that within 
limits the proportion of ducks attracted to the 
prairies is a function of the number of water 
areas and that since 1957, at Ieast, the more 
water, the more ducks, and the higher the pro
ductivity rate. Corrections used in this method 
are identical with those used in Method A. The 
zones are also identical. 
Zone 1-As in Method A 
Zone 2-May ponds X May ducks X 2 (correc

tion factor) 
Zone 3-May ponds X May ducks X 3 (correc

tion factor) 
Details of the method are given in Table 2 

again using 1965 as a basis. A comparison with 
resuIts obtained from Patuxent and by means of 
method A and B is given in Table 3. 

Further modifications of this method are pos
sible by assigning weighting factors to the resuIts 
from each stratum based on the area of that 
stratum. In some years obviously aberrant results 
occur in some strata. These anomalies are de
tectable when young: adult ratios exceed the 
adjustment factor (which is theoretically impos
sible) or where the production ratio for a particu-
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lar stratum is obviously distorted when compared 
to adjacent strata. In part, this is a function of 
the quality of the water data. One might be com
pelled to think that because water are as are rela
tively large and not mobile, a survey of the 
areas would yield more or less absolute results. 
Such is not the case. Indeed there is a suspicion 
that many water data are less realistic than duck 
population figures. Further, there is no possibility 
at present of measuring annual or regional 
changes in quality of the habitat. We must 
develop that capability. 

ln conclusion, our absolute requirements for 
prairie waterfowl production habitat are ulti
mately predicated by an administrative decision as 
to our goals with regard to waterfowl populations. 
Let us assume our target is an autumn ftight of 
20 million mallards and an average production 
ratio of 1: 1. This means a breeding population 
of at least 9 million adults, of which no more 
than 2,500,000 are permitted to overfly the prai
ries, leaving a habitat requirement to be supplied 
by the p,rairies for 6,500,000 mallards. 

The Tri-state area, Montana, and miscella
neous Vnited States production areas (including 
Alaska) account for 1 million of these birds. This 
leaves approximately 5,500,000 mallards for the 
Canadian prairies. If one assumes a rough ratio 
of one duck per species per water area the hab
itat requirement becomes 5.5 million water areas 
containing water in any given year. We have prob
ably never had more than 75 per cent of aIl 
basins containing water in any single year. If 
the previous assumptions are correct then we must 
retain 7.3 million usable basins, or increase occu
pancy rates of individual potholes or productivity 
in terms of young added to the autumn flight. 

This perhaps sets the upper parameter below 
which we must not falI until technology provides 
a basis for cheaply improving the quality of the 
habitat. 

The critical parameter is the minimum value 
which we can tolerate. In my view, there is little 
doubt that potholes can be made more productive, 
but can we put water in them? ln the period 
1953 through 1966, May ponds fell to lows of 
1,702,000 (1961) and 1,929,000 (1959). Those 
years resulted in production ratios of 0.6 and 0.7 
respectively (the lowest on record), primarily 
because in those years 6,840,000 and 5,630,000 
birds overflew the prairies. The prairies per unit 
area of water did not become markedly unproduc-
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Table 1 1965 production ratios derived by using the ratio of July ponds to May ponds 

May May July 
ducks, ponds, ponds, Ratio Result, 

Area Strata Ooo's OOO's OOO's J/M Correction ooo's 

N.W.T. 2092 2092 
Man. A,B 334 805 389 .4832 1.450 484 
Sask. AW,C 386 534.4 372.7 .6974 2.092 808 
Sask. B 521 709.3 391.3 .5516 1.656 863 
Sask. AE 236 393.6 153.3 .3894 1.17 276 
Alta. A,C 322 391 368 .9412 2.823 909 
Alta. B 568 637 485 .7613 2.284 1297 
Tri-states and 

Montana 1088 1374 519 .3778 0.7556 822 

Total 5547 7551 

Adult ta young ratio = 1 : 1.36 (1.58) 

Table 2 1965 production ratios derived from consideration of May ponds only 

May May Ducks X 
ducks, ponds, ponds, Adjusted, Adjusted + 

Area Strata OOO's OOO's OOO's OOO's May ducks 

N.W.T. 2092 2092 
Man. A,B 334 805 268870 807 2.42 
Sask. AW,C 386 534.4 206278.4 619 1.60 
Sask. B 521 709.3 369545.3 1109 2.13 
Sask. AE 236 393.6 92889.6 279 1.18 
Alta. A,C 322 391 125902 378 1.17 
Alta. B 568 637 361816 1085 1.91 
Tri-states and 

Montana 1088 1374 1494912 2176 2.00 

Total 5547 8545 1.54 

Adult ta young ratio 1 : 1.54 (1.58) 

Table 3 A comparison between production ratios derived by Patuxent and by use of methods A and B 

Year 

1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 

Patuxent 

0.8 
0.6 
1.2 
0.7 
1.0 
1.0 
0.8 
1.58 

Method A 

1.22 
0.63 
0.93 
1.22 
0.83 
1.35 

Method B 

0.52 
1.28 
0.65 
0.94 
0.97 
0.94 
1.57 
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tive but the production area relative to the total 
population was smalt. On a short-term basis we 
could probably maintain our goals if our minimum 
parameter is stated to be 1,500,000 water areas 
-provided that our regulations governing har
vest are sufficiently flexible so that as soon as it 
becomes apparent that the production ratio for a 
species tips markedly toward a potential decline, 
steps can be taken to ensure survival of sufficient 
seed stock to repopulate the most productive 
areas. At present we can probably make reason
able evaluations for the mallard. We must be 
able to make similar evaluations for aIl species. 

To this point, no reference has been made to 
the distribution of water areas. The years 1959 
and 1961 had record low May water. Estimates of 
the numbers of water areas in Manitoba remained 
at or nearly normal. This meant that Saskatch
ewan and Alberta were extremely dry, especially 
in grassland situations. When there is adequate 
water on the grasslands, mallards and pintails are 
attracted there and generally have tremendous 
reproductive success. We must not preserve wet-
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lands in the parklands and let those on the grass
lands disappear. Sorne in this room may have 
data but, in terros of productivity, 1 think it can 
be shown that a square mile of relatively stable, 
productive parkland in Manitoba or Saskatchewan 
will pro duce fewer mallards and pintails over a 
10-year period than a square mile of productive 
grassland over the sâme 10 years. Even if basins 
are dry 5 years out of every 10, they must not 
be lost. As a mIe of thumb the present ratio 
between grassland and parkland potholes must be 
retained. 
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Agricultural use of wetlands 

R. W. lodge 

The agricultural region of the Prairie Provinces 
of Canada as defined by the agricultural industry 
is apparently the prairie pothole region to the 
migra tory game bird biologists. As has been 
previously mentioned, five out of eight ducks 
shot by hunters in North America are raised in 
the region. This is the wildfowl point of view. 
The agriculturalist looks to the region as the 
source of 98 out of every 100 bushels of wheat 
produced in Canada. If, then, one group is look
ing to the continuing capability of the area as a 
production source of ducks and geese, and the 
other is looking to it for the production of bushels 
of wheat, it is indeed salutary to examine the . 
degree to which the two aims are jointly possible. 

The agricultural areas of the three Prairie 
Provinces comprise sorne 30 per cent of their 
total area. The breakdown for individual prov
inces is given in Table 1. 

The improved land classification in the table 
consists largely of cropland given over to cere al 
grains: in Manitoba, 94.0 per cent, in Saskatch
ewan, 97.0 per cent, and in Alberta, 92.8 per 
cent of the totals are classed as cropland. Unim
proved land is, in the main, range pastures, that 
is, grazing· lands with natural vegetation, prin
cipally grasses and forbs. 

The most important product of prairie farms 
is cereal grain. Somewhat more favourable cli
matic conditions in Manitoba, and irrigation in 

Alberta, allow sorne diversification, but in 
Saskatchewan the production of grain crops is 
paramount. Saskatchewan's improved farm land, 
comprising over 50 per cent of the total prairie 
cropland, is iIlustrative of the land-use pattern of 
the prairies. 

In 1964, of the total of 43,117,813 acres of 
improved farm land in Saskatchewan, 23,923,192 
acres were in grain crops, 17,179,572 acres were 
in summer faIlow, and 1,394,280 acres were 
under cultivated pasture and hay. The remaining 
620,769 acres were in miscellaneous crops, prin
cipally rapeseed. Eighty-seven per cent of the 
(lrea un der grain crops was seeded to wheat, 4.3 
per cent to oats, 6.5 per cent to barley, 0.9 per 
cent to rye, and 1.1 per cent to flax. 

The implications of projections for continuing 
demands for wheat are relative 10 the question of 
agricultural land use. The increasing world 
population and its requirement for additional food 
supplies have been suggested to be the greatest 
problem that now faces the world. World grain 
consumption is increasing at an estimated average 
rate of 1.6 per cent a year. A recent review of 
the world grain situation pointed out that for at 
least the next 10 years this increased consumption 
demand can be filled only by increasing grain 
production in the developed countries. It is 
estimated that we will need to increase the present 
world food production of grains from 470 million 

TABLE 1 Occupied agriculturalland in the three Prairie Provinces, 1961 

Sas-
Manitoba katchewan Alberta 

Improved, acres 11 ,964,000 43,118,000 25,288,000 
Unimproved, acres 6,206,000 21,298,000 21,940,000 

Total acres 18,170,000 64,416,000 47,228,000 
Per cent of total land area 13.4 45.7 29.7 
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tons (1965) to 670 million tons by 1980. 
The yearly demand outside Canada for Cana

dian grains is now about 14 million tons. It may 
rise to 19 million tons by 1980. This strong 
export demand, coupled with the rising internaI 
demand, has made the western Canadian farmer 
optimistic regarding the continuing need for in
creased grain production. 

Let us turn from grain production to look at 
the demand for livestock products. Livestock pro
duction on the prairies is principally poultry, 
hogs, and caule. Of these, beef caUle production 
is by far the large st enterprise. Beef caule raising 
has a direct demand for land for pasture, hay, 
and sil age production. About 48 million acres 
of grass and brush pasture and 3.5 million acres 
of improved pasture are being grazed in the 
Prairie Provinces. The cattle population is rising 
rapidly. In 1964, cattle on prairie farms totaUed 
6,574,000 head, up 5 per cent over 1963. In
creasing consumption per capita and Canada's 
exp an ding population mean that there will need 
to be an additional 3 million beef cattle on the 
prairies by 1980 and that an additional 7 to 10 
million acres of improved pasture will be needed 
to support them. 

The general outlook for agricultural products 
as illustrated by the se examples is for a continuing 
demand for greater production. 

Farm production on the prairies is being in
creased not oruy as a result of the demand for 
farm products, but also because of increasing 
economic pressure. The rising costs of production 
inputs, such as machinery and farm fuels, and 
increasing farm income expectations have resulted 
in a greater efficiency requirement. In part, this 
is being achieved by an increase in individual 
farm size. This has resulted in a tremendous jump 
in farm land costs. In Saskatchewan the average 
price for agricultural land rose from $36 an acre 
in 1960 to $66 an acre in 1966, and class 1 agri
cultural land in any area in the province is selling 
for upwards of $125 an acre. 

Increased production costs and higher invest
ment charges resulting from the increase in land 
cost are making farmers increasingly sensitive to 
the economic loss involved in uncropped acreages. 
Land within the settled area formerly under trees, 
brush, or sloughs is being cleared, broken, 
drained, and cropped because of economie neces
sity. In 1961, 354,379 acres of unimproved land 
were brought under the plow in the provinces of 
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Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan. In 1964, 
365,000 acres were similarly treated in Saskatche
wan alone. 

The important question for this discussion is: 
What part of the acreage being taken into agricul
tural production is land whieh has a wildlife 
habitat capability? Unfortunately, there appears 
to be little data av ail able that will allow a full 
answer to this question. Statistics on land brought 
into production as a result of drainage and/or 
water control are not specific as to actual are as 
under permanent as opposed to semi-permanent 
or casual water, or to productivity of the land 
before and after drainage. The figures available 
are only for water control in organized districts 
and do not take into account the smaller drainage 
schemes carried out by individual farmers. Re
ports of the various agencies of the several gov
ernments suggest that the total acreage of land 
under post-war drainage schemes is in the neigh
bourhood of 8 million acres. 

Other programs of various agencies whieh are 
developing bushland for pasture are also afIecting 
the small water areas. The Prairie Farm Rehabili
tation Agency, through its Pasture Branch, and 
the three provincial governments are converting 
bushland to developed pasture. The brush being 
removed varies from the wolf willow, western 
snowberry, and rose of the dry plains to the 
trembling aspen, balsam poplar, willow, and 
spruce of the Black and Gray Wooded soil zones. 
The so-called aspen grove communities of the 
Black and Gray Wooded soil zones are more 
important to this discussion since their develop
ment will more directly influence small water 
areas. 

Aspen-grove communities coyer from 60 to 80 
million acres in the three provinces. Of this total 
sorne 15 to 20 million acres are probably suitable 
for development as improved pastures. Alberta 
development sources estimate the lands in this 
class as 5.3 million acres, of which approximately 
250,000 acres are being converted each year. 
Saskatchewan has 3 to 3.5 million acres of aspen
grove areas suitable for development, and Mani
toba has 3.8 million acres. Estimates of rate of 
clearing are incomplete, but the Saskatchewan 
Department of Conservation and Development 
report of 1965 shows that their development 
program in the previous year included 28,000 
acres of brush removal and clearing, and pasture 
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development in various phases on approximately 
85,000 acres. The P.F.R.A. report for the same 
year states that clearing and breaking operations 
were catried out on 18,000 acres. 

Pasture development programs which clear 
aspen-grove brushlands will have an efIect on 
small water areas. Tree clearing can be expected 
to influence the hydrological cycle. Reduction in 
aerial coyer should increase net available moisture 
resulting in greater internaI and external runofI 
and a change in snow melt pattern. Greater sup
plies of water would be available to small water 
areas in the spring. Whereas increased free water 
evaporation from ponds would result from micro
climate deterioration due to tree loss, it is thought 
that with the generally cool summer temperatures 
of the area there might be a net gain in gross 
water held by depressional areas. There would 
therefore be more individual ponds and existing 
ponds would be larger. However, water levels in 
ponds would fluctuate more widely. Ponds would 
take on the more variable level and permanency 
characteristies of those of the open prairie region. 

In general, the development in the northern 
forest-fringe, aspen-grove area will be for the 
pasture resource, and for the near future further 
development by drainage and water control is not 
likely. There are exceptions, however. Recent 
newspaper reports indicate that drainage pro
grams are to be undertaken in 60,000 acres in the 
Carrot River area of Saskatchewan. The efIect of 
this development is, however, outside the scope of 
a discussion on small water areas. 

South of the aspen-grove and forest-fringe area, . 
the impact of increasing agrieultural production 
pressure is somewhat difIerent. Here development 
of small water areas for cereal and forage crop 
production is already under way. 

For cereal crops the agronomic requirements 
caU for a properly prepared seedbed, free of 
weeds, which means sorne period for preparation 
of land is needed prior to seeding. Cere al crops 
are not seeded into water and can withstand only 
very short periods of flooding of the seed or 
emergent plants. Therefore, areas for cereal crop 
production must be free of standing water and 
dry enough for the passage of cultural equipment. 
As a result, cereal crops will be limited in those 
depressions which have standing water in the 
Spring after a given date, and impossible in 
those that have more than casuaI season-Iong 
water storage. The latest suitable date for dis-

appearance of spring flooding will vary through
out the prairie area, but it is unlikely that spring 
seeding could be delayed past June 1 for barley 
and wheat. If oats are to be used for green 
forage, their seeding might be delayed until as 
late as July 1. Depressions in or adjacent to 
cultivated land which are flooded past mid-May 
either every year or in most years will receive 
first priority in drainage. 

Drainage costs are estimated by one authority 
at approximately $6 an acre-foot with gravit y 
ditching and $12 an acre-foot upwards with 
pump, tractor, and disposaI pipe. The report 
emphasizes that costs will be increased when the 
size of individu al sloughs decreases below 1 ° 
acres, and that pump drainage of less than 
10 acres of sloughs in total may be uneconomical. 
It also suggests that a slough that has over 
10 acres in surface area and an average depth 
of 2 feet or more should not be drained, but 
used for irrigation. 

Productivity of drained depressions will nor
mally be as high or higher than that of adjacent 
land. When the water is used for irrigation, an 
increase in productivity can be expected on 
approximately 30 acres of land from a 10-acre
foot water area. Net returns from grain produc
tion, although highly variable, might be expected 
to average $12 per acre per year with one crop 
every 2 years. 

Arguments for alternatives to cropping suitable 
depressions do not appear valid. Farmers can 
increase the returns from cropland by fertiliza
tion, decreasing summer fallow, and improved 
agronomie practices, but these will provide equal 
or greater returns on depressions because of 
their inherently more favourable moisture regime. 

In certain depressions the soil characteristics 
are, of course, not suited to cropping. Topography 
and stoniness will be factors in sorne instances 
but, in the main, the agronomie decision to crop 
sloughs will be based on the salinity of the soils. 
Grain crops have a low salt tolerance, as Table 
2 shows. 

One additional factor will be operative in the 
farmer's decision to crop depressions, one that 
bears little relation to economics. Discussions 
with farmers reveal that their main reason for 
drainage and cultivation of sloughs is often the 
inconvenience of such sloughs. Farmers usually 
state their reasons thus: "Even if we don't get a 
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crop from the slough, it's less trouble to drive 
through it th an around it!" 

Besides those depressions which have value 
when used for grain production there are those 
which have a potential for forage. Most serni
permanent small water depressions have a p.ar
ticularly high potential for forage productlOn 
because of the resistance of certain forage crops 
to long periods of flooding. As cultivated far~ 
land becomes increasingIy valuable for gram 

. crops, depressions, particularly those in uni~
proved land, become more and more attractive 
as a source of forage. Increasing animal numbers, 
plus the emphasis on the need for adeq~ate 
nutrition, have enlarged the demand for hlgh
quality forage. One of the problems of dry-land 
production, particularly in the Brown and Dark 
Brown soU zones, is the relatively low yield. The 
yields from dry-land hay acreages in these soil 
zones will vary between .75 and 1.60 tons per 
acre. Forage yields from simple spring flood 
projects will be from 2 to 4 tons per acre of 
grass legume hay of somewhat higher quality 
and value. The conversion of areas from water 
or, at best, slough grass hay, of little value, to 
productive hay meadows producing up to 100 
dollars worth of hay per acre per year will become 
increasingly more attractive. 

In many instances areas which are flooded for 
considerable periods in the spring and which are 
too saline for crop production are suitable for 
forage production. Table 3 contains the recom-

TABLE 2 Salt tolerance of grain crops 

Degree of soil salinity 

mendations for Saskatchewan. 
Within the limits of availability of agricultural 

personnel qualified to advise on the factors affect
ing the productivity of such areas, the recom
mendations in Table 3 are valid. However, those 
engaged in soils research are quick to point out 
that factors of topography, drainage, soi! and 
parent mate rial characteristics, quantity ~nd 
quality of ground water will an have a beanng 
on the advisability of utilizing depressional areas 
with saline soils for forage production. They 
stress that knowledge of the edaphic ecology of 
depressional areas is extremely limited. They 
point out the real need for fundamental programs 
to study the ecology of this type of land. It 
appears that certain saline wetlands are marginal 
for agricultural production with the basic knowl
edge now available. Cursory study of the findings 
of prairie migratory bird research indicates that 
these problem areas have a high wildfowl-rearing 
potential. 

Exact figures of the acre ages of this category 
of saline soils are not available. Estimates put 
the total figure at 2 million acres. A decision as 
to the p(jrtion that is suitable for retention as 
small water areas must await the completion of 
the various land-use surveys being conducted by 
the provincial governments under the ARDA 
(Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development 
Act) program. 

Grain and forage production in the western 
Canadian prairie area will continue to put pres
sure on the wetlands. This pressure will come 

Tolerance of annual crops 

Little or no salinity No significant efIects on most annual crops 

i: (below 2 mmhos Icm) * 
! . 

Slightly saline 
(2.0-4.0 mmhos Icm) 

Moderately saline 
(4.0-6.0 mmhos lem) 

Severe salinity 
(6.0-10 mmhos/cm) 

Very severe sali nit y 
(10-15 mmhos/cm) 

*Rating for salt content 
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Wheat, oats, and flax slightly tolerant. At 4 mmhos lem, flax, oat 
and wheat yields reduced up to 50% 

Rape, barley are fairly tolerant. At 6 mmhos lem, barley and rape 
yie1ds reduced up to 50% 

Most annual crops not tolerant and not recommended 

Annual crops not tolerant and not recommended 

per centimetre conductivity. 
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particularly in those are as in which ponds attain 
a high density per acre because of the special 
needs of farmers in these areas to maximize their 
returns per farm unit by utilizing a greater por
tion of the land surface. Against this economic 

pressure those who wish to retain small water 
areas will need to develop concepts which will 
provide an alterna te source of income, or at 
least will reduce the depressing effect of small 
water areas on the economic returns to farming. 

TABLE 3 Forage crops for saline soils, flooded areas, and peat (6- to '-inch row spacings) 

Salinity rating Crop or mixture 

Soils with little or no spring flooding (up to 2 weeks): 
Slight to moderate Brome + Russian wild rye + alfalfa (Rambler) 

(2-6 mmhos/cm) Brome + slender wheat alfalfa (Rambler) 
Slender wheat sweetclover (short-term stands and not over 1 
week of flooding) 

Severe (6-10 mmhos/cm) 

Very severe 
{l0-15 mmhos/cm) 

Spring flooded 2-5 weeks: 
Little or none 

(up to 2 mmhos Icm) 

Slight to moderate 
(2-6 mmhos Icm) 

Severe to very severe 
(6-]5 mmhos/cm) 

Spring flooded 5-8 weeks: 
Little or none 

(up to 2 mmhos Icm) 

Slight to moderate 
(2-6 mmhos/cm) 

Peat, poorly drained soils: 
Slight 

(0-2 mmhos/cm) 

Bromegrass + Russian wild rye + slender wheat 
TalI wheatgrass (moist districts or seepage areas) 

Russian wild rye slender wheat 
TaU wheatgrass (moist districts or seepage areas) 
(Several native grasses show tolerance) 

Reed canary + brome 
Reed canary + timothy 
Timothy + brome 

Reed canary + brome 
Reed canary + brome + slender wheat 

Slender wheat 
TaU wheatgrass 
(Several native grasses show tolerance) 

Reed canarygrass 
Reed canary + timothy+ slender wheat 

Reed canary, slender wheat 

Timothy + alsike 
Timothy + brome + slender wheat alsike 
Timothy + brome + alsike 
Reed canary + timothy 

.e. 
15 
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Engineering limitations on 
water transfers 

M. N. laRose 

Introduction 
The early settlers in western Canada had a funda
mental interest in directing the development of 
the water resource to its most expedient use. Most 
of the early water-development projects were 
built by individu al farmers or companies using 
their own knowledge and resources and with little 
or no assistance from government agencies. How
ever, as a result of the water crisis of the thirties, 
the Prairie Farm RehabHitation Act (PFRA) in 
1935 initiated an organized program to provide 
tinancial and technical assistance for farmers and 
communities in developing storage and irrigation 
projects in the three Prairie Provinces. 

Types of surface storage and 
irrigation structures 
The dugout 
As the name implies, a dugout is an excavation 
designed to impound runoff water below the 
ground surface. Because it is adaptable to wide 
variation in topography and because it is simple 
to construct, the dugout is the most common type 
of storage project undertaken on individu al farms. 
The average farm dugout recommended today is 
about 200 feet long, 70 feet wide, and 14 feet 
deep, with side slopes of 1 t: 1 and end slopes of 
4: 1. A dugout with these dimensions has a volume 
of 4300 cubic yards, a capacity of 2.5 acre feet, 
and a surface area of one-third of an acre. 
Stockwatering dams 
Dams require suitable topographical conditions 
and are usually associated with requirements for 
larger storage volumes than dugouts. Dams con
structed to meet requirements of individual farms 
must be kept relatively simple in design or the 
cost becomes prohibitive. The coulee or stream 
banks should allow for at least 10 to 12 feet of 
water depth in order to provide a reasonable 
surface area - volume ratio. 

The embankment of dams less than 20 feet in 
height is usua-Ily of homogeneous earth-tilled 
material procured from the immediate vicinity of 
the structure. The vegetative material is stripped 
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away and a core trench is excavated into im
pervious subsoil to prevent seepage under the fill. 
Small dam embankments are usually designed with 
an upstream slope of 3: 1 and a. downstream slope 
of 2: 1. The top width is sufficient to accommodate 
the width of the equipment used in placing the 
fill. Generally, the upstream face is protected 
with rock riprap to prevent erosion from wave 
action, but where suitable rock is not available 
the upstream slope can be flattened to about 5: 1. 
The average stockwatering dam is estimated to 
have a capacity of 10 acre feet with a surface 
area of 2.5 acres. 

The construction of a dam, large or small, 
requires an authorization from the Provincial 
Water Rights Authorities. This is not the case for 
dugouts. Before construction can begin on a dam, 
a properly prepared plan must be submitted to 
Water Rights for approval. To ensure that the 
structure has been built in accordance with the 
approvep plan, a final inspection is made when 
the construction has been completed. Upon ap
proval, a license is issued to the owner making it 
a legal project. 

Controlled drainage and dykes for spring flood 
irrigation 
A relatively cheap method of irrigation involves 
the construction of dykes across a natural water 
course and bordering a leve1 area of land. Water 
from spring runoff is held on the land ,tem
porarily (usually 5-7 days) and is then released 
through a control structure at the point where the 
dyke crosses the water course. The dykes used 
in flood irrigation schemes are designed to mini
mum standards as the storage head is usuaUy 
low and the water is retained only for short 
periods. A typical dyke has 2: 1 slopes on the 
upstr~am and downstream sides with a top width 
sufficient to accommodate the equipment used in 
construction. 

The other type of spring flood irrigation is con
trolled drainage, which is used for reclaiming 
sloughs and potholes. Where there is an outlet 

channel within a reasonable distance of the area 
to be drained, a ditch is excavated to a depth and 
with a capacity to drain the slough in the desired 

• length of time. An earth plug is placed across the 
drainage channel with a culvert and control gate 
installed through il. Water from spring runoff is 
held in the slough to irrigate the area and is then 
released through the drain ditch intothe outlet 
channel. 

For spring flood irrigation systems, investiga
tionsare required to determine the flooded area, 
the height and extent of the dykes, and the size 
and capacity of the release structure as described 
for smaU dams. Water Right authorization and 
licensing are also required for flood irrigation 
schemes. 

PFRA assistance policies 
PFRA assistance in water deve10pment was avail
able in the region south of township 53 in the 
Prairie Provinces from 1935 to 1960. In 1961 
the northern limit was removed and assistance 
was made available to aIl the settled areas in 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. 

When assistance is granted for dugouts designed 
for individual use, the applicant is held respon
sible for site selection, including drilling to test 
for soil suitability. He must make his own arrange
ments for the construction of the project. To 
qualify for financial assistance the constructed 
dugout must have a minimum depth of 12 feet. 

If constructed to specifications, PFRA will pay 
a portion of the cost of construction calculated on 
the basis of 7 ~per cubic yard of earth excavated 
to a maximum of $300. >1< This grant covers from 
25 to 50 per cent of the total cost of construction. 

Stockwatering dams owned by individuals are 
granted assistance subject to construction being 
authorized by Water Rights and the project being 
built in accordance with specifications and plans 
prepared by PFRA. The rate of tinandal assist
ance paid on this type of development is again 
calculated on the basis of 7 ~ per cubic yard for 
earth work, 25~ per cubic yard for rock riprap, 
and the cost of materials purchased including 
earth, rock, and materials, to a total maximum of 
$300. * Again, the grant covers from 25 to 50 per 
cent of the total cost of construction. 
. Individual irrigation projects are granted as

Sistance for construction, subject to authorization 
by Water Rights in the same manner as stock-

'" Reduced to a maximum of $150 on April l, 1968. 

watering dams. Financial aid is awarded only to 
projects where it can be firmly established that a 
dependable water supply i8 available to irrigate 
not less than 5 acres of land. For the most part, 
therefore, fafm 'dugouts would not fall in this 
category. Subject to these qualifications, tinancial 
assistance for irrigation projects is paid at the rate 
of 7~ per cubic yard for earth moved, plus 25~ 
per cubic yard for rock work, pills the co st of 
earth, rock, materials, culverts, gates, and struc
tures, to a total maximum of $600. 

With sprinkler irrigation systems, the supply 
line necessary to transpo~ water from the source 
of supply to the land to be irrigated qualifies for 
assistance to a maximum of $600. However, the 
sprinkler heads and assodated facilities required 
to complete the sprinkler irrigation system cannot 
be claimed. In most cases the assistance granted 
represents a smaU portion of the total cost of the 
system. 

Neighbour projects are those where two or 
more individuals find it to their advantage to 
pool their water resources. Financial assistance 
may be granted on the same basis as for an in
dividual project, but to a maximum of $1,000 in
cluding earth, rock, and materials. Joint owner
ship of neighbour projects is essential. 

Community water storage and drainage projects 
are applied for by municipalities, counties, or 
other legally constituted organizations such as 
watershed associations. Projects are considered for 
assistance on the basis of their individual merit 
following a thorough agricultural and engineering 
survey. When approved, PFRA will assume 
responsibility for establishing the location and 
designing and supervising construction of the 
project. Construction of such projects is usuaUy 
handled by contract and, owing to their size, the 
major share of the cost is borne by PFRA. In 
turn, the municipality, county, or other agency 
is required to obtain control of the necessary land 
and right-of-way required for the project, and to 
accept responsibility for the operation and main
tenance of the project within one year after com
pletion of construction. 

Provincial assistance policies 
Policies of the Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Al
berta governments do not provide for assistance 
for the drainage of small water potholes. How
ever, legislation does exist under which assistance 
can be given for the drainage of large areas of 
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marshland. The cost of these large projects is 
usually shared by the local organization and the 
provincial and the federal governments. 

Land levelling to date has not, affected the 
small wet areas in the Prairie Provinces. As
sistance is granted for land leveIling but only on 

irrigation projects where intensive irrigation prac
tices are carried out. At the present rate of de
velopment it is expected that in the future 
drainage will affect the small wetlands more than 
will land levelling. 

For the purpose of evaluating the preceding list 

Table 1 Water development projects under tbe Prairie Farm Rebabilitation Act showing Bomber of 
projects from 1935 to Dec. 31, 1966 

Number of Number of 
Number of stockwatering irrigation 

Province and classification dugouts dams projects 

Manitoba: 
lndividual 16,683 345 301 
Neighbour 76 16 20 
Small community 11 25 2 

Total 16,770 386 323 

Saskatchewan: 
lndividual 50,664 5,538 2,996 
Neighbour 429 63 147 
Small community 472 216 71 

Total 51,565 5,817 3,214 

Alberta: 
lndividual 14,509 3,501 1,406 
Neighbour 61 16 18 
Small corn munit y 119 123 60 

Total 14,689 3,640 1,484 
,--, ~--'--"-~' 

Grand total 83,024 9,843 5,021 

of projects it is necessary to make the following 
assumptions with regard to the specifications of 
the various types of projects: 
1. Irrigation projects 
Of a total of 5021 projects 1653 are sprinkler 
systems. Of the remaining 3368 projects, it is 
assumed that 50 per cent are drainage projects 
and the remainder are backflood dyke systems. 
The backflood dyke systems only remotely affect 
wetlands because they held no water before con
struction. Therefore, there are 1684 drainage 
backflood projects having an estimated average 
surface area of 20 acres, an average depth of 
2 feet, and a capacity of 40 acre feet. 

ft is assumed that 85 per cent of the 1653 
sprinkler systems consume water from dams and 
potholes which average 20 acres in area and use 
8 inches of water a year. 
2. Stockwatering dams 
It is assumed that 80 per cent of the stockwater
ing dams constructed since 1935 are still in opera
tion. The average capacity is 10 acre feet with a 
surface area of 2.5 acres. 
3. Dugouts 
Many dugouts constructed during the first 20 
years of the program are smaller than now speci
fied. The average capacity is assumed to be 1.5 
acre feet with a surface area of one-quarter of an 
acre. The community dugouts average 4 acre feet 
with a surface area of one-half acre. 

Figure 1 shows a cyclical rise and fall in the 
number of projects constructed since 1935. This 
fluctuating demand is probably caused by changes 
in precipitation. The increase of irrigation proj
ects in 1950 was probably due to the introduction 
of sprinkler irrigation in western Canada and to 
excess spring runoff causing an increase in the 
demand for drainage. However, most of the drain
age during that period was of areas not normally 
covered with water. 

The large number of dugouts constructed in 
1961 and 1962 was influenced by the extension 
of the act to include aIl people living in the 
settled areas in the Prairie Provinces. Never
theless, there was a record number of dugouts 
constructed within the boundaries originally 
covered by the act. 

Limitations on drainage 
1. Chemical 

The only chemical limitation that private indivi
duals consider when draining a slough is the 

Figure 1 Small projects granted financial and tecb. 
nical assistance in Manitoba, Saskatcbewan, and 
Alberta from 1935 to 1966. 
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salinity of the soil and water. The following is 
a rule of thumb followed by field inspectors: 

Suggested standards of water quality 
for irrigation 

Very 
good Good Fair Poor 

Salts, ppm 0-200 200-500 500-1000 1000+ 
SAR (sodium 

adsorption ratio) 
0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ 

Soil samples from potholes are seldom analysed, 
and the soil is usually considered suitable for 
crop production if the salinity of the water in 
the slough is low enough to permit its use for 
irrigation. New techniques such as manuring, 
continuous cropping, shallow tillage, and surface 
and subsurface drainage have permitted farmers 
to drain and bring into production land which 
was previously too saline. 
2. Financial and physical 
Numerous landowners have sloughs on their 
property which they do not drain because of 
inability to obtain easements from neighbours for 
the right-of-way required for a drain ditch. This 
is sometimes overcome by purchasing a sprinkler 
irrigation system and pumping the water on sur
rounding dry agricultural land. Sorne land-Iocked 
sloughs are also drained or partially drained in 
this manner. This type of irrigation increases 
production on the dry land and often permits the 
farmer to cultivate the wetland area. PFRA does 
not grant tinandai aid for this type of project. 

The individual small farmers in the region are 
clamouring to expand their economic unit. Good 
farm land in sorne areas is selling for $150 an 
acre and the price is steadily rising. In many 
districts there is no land for sale because the 
owners are continually trying to expand their 
units. This trend will certainly increase the 
drainage of smaU wetlands in the future. 

Farm operators with large equipment are in
convenienced by potholes and are likely to carry 
out drainage programs in the future. Construction 
costs in excess of the value of the land reclaimed 
are not expected to be a deterrent. 

Many of the large marsh and shaUow lake 
areas in the parkland belt and the lacustrine 
plains such as Rosetown, Eston, and Kindersley 
are privately. owned by several individu al oper
ators. The owners can form an association, or
ganize under existing legislation, and expropriate 
the right-of-way for a drainage ditch. Although 
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this report is concerned with small potholes, 
large wetlands have been drained and many more 
will be drained in the future. 

Conclusion 
Development of the water resource in western 
Canada has emphasized water regulation and 
storage. To date, Uttle work has been done in 
draining sloughs and potholes. Approximately 
91,000 storage projects with a surface area of 
40,600 acres have been constructed, and ap
proximately 1700 projects with a surface area of 
33,600 acres have been drained. 

It cannot be denied that the breaking of small 
sloughs and potholes has caused sorne hardship 
for wildlife butto what extent is difficult to 
measure. The Gardiner Dam near Outlook will 
eventually provide a lake 140 miles long with 
475 miles of shore Jine. In southwestern Saskatch
ewan PFRA has constructed 22 large reservoirs 
since 1936. They have a total capacity of 313,000 
acre feet with a surface area of approximately 
21,000 acres. 

The statistics outlined in this paper would 
indicate that, to date, pothale destruction by man 
has had no significant effect on waterfowl pro
duction in Canada. 

The future may not be as encouraging as the 
past. Sprinkler irrigation combined with the large 
farming unit will make the potholes in the prairies 
vulnerable to drainage. WiIdlife agencies have 
long recognized the threat of agricultural drainage 
and land levelling to waterfowl habitat. In the 
United States, 35 per cent of the wetlands had 
been drained by 1955 (Saw and Fredine, 1956). 
There is no reason to expect that the pattern will 
be different in Canada. 
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Legal considerations of water use 

Grant C. Mitchell 

The rapid expansion of the semi·arid west to
ward the end of the 19th century revealed a need 
for control of the use of our Umited water re
sources. This control was required to protect the 
interests of those who had constructed works 
for the use of water and to minimize disputes 
between users. 

Late in the 19th century, the Canadian govern
ment made a detailed study of water Iaw in other 
countries to determine the type of legislation 
best suited to this prairie situation. 

The Northwest Irrigation Act, proclaimed in 
1894, contained the following basic provisions: 

1. title to all surface water was vested in the 
Crown; 

2. the purposes for which the right to use water 
might be acquired were domestic, irrigation, and 
other; 

3. appropriations of water had priority in order 
of date; 

4. riparian rights to the use of water were 
abolished except for the right of a person owning 
or occupying land adjoining a water body to use 
sufficient for domestic purposes; 

5. supervision of construction and operation 
of works; and . 

6. procedures for settlement of disputes. 
In hindsight, this original act was a tremen

dously effective instrument. A great many of the 
problems encountered in other jurisdictions where 
the riparian ·and other doctrines applied have 
been avoided in western Canada. The absenCe of 
litigation in the water-use field is due partly to 
the effectiveness of this legislation and its ad
~inistration. Whether this harmonious regula
bon of water use will continue in ar~as where 
our water has been fully appropriated remains to 
be tested. It is fair to say, however, that it should, 
provided up-to-date administrative procedures are 
followed. 

Returning to the history lesson, this act he
came The Irrigation Act of Canada in 1906. 
Subsequent amendments inc1uded the extension of 

recognized purposes to inc1ude domestic, munici
pal, industrial, irrigation, and others. The ques
tions of precedence and priority were clarified. * 
The amendments also established the right of the 
Cabinet to reserve unappropriated water in order 
that surveys could be made to determine how 
such water could best be used in the public 
interest. 

At the time of transfer of resources to provin
cial jurisdiction in the early thirties, Saskatchewan 
had a total of 582 authorized and licensed pro
jects. At that time, Saskatchewan passed a Water 
Rights Act which related very c10sely to the 
federal act it snperseded. A Water Rights Branch 
was established in the Department of Natural 
Resources to administer the act and regulations. 

The drought years and the creation of the 
Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration pro
vided the motivation and the finances for a rapid 
expansion in the number of small farm and irri
gation reservoirs in the late thirties and early 
forties. By 1949, there were 1,412 applications 
on hand pending inspection, 1,603 authorized 
projects, and 3,981 licensed projects. Most of 
these projects were for agricultural or domestic 
use. 

In 1949, the Water Rights Branch became a 
division of the Department of Agriculture. Con
sidering the use being made of our water, this 
change was part of the natural evolution but, like 
other evolutionary processes, the changé followed 
the need rather than anticipated it. Over the next 
15 years, the number of licensed projects doubled, 
and by 1964 there were 2,200 applications on 
hand pending inspection, 1,823 authorized pro
jects, and 7,276 licensed projects. 

*Generally speaking, applicants for water use have 
priority according to date of application or date of 
issuance of license. Precedence is important in that a 
user with a higher precedence can app1y to have exist
ing rights with lower precedence caneelled or dimin
ished. If such application is approved, the owner of 
the cancelled right is entitled to compensation for 10ss 
or damage suffered as a result of sueh cancellation. 
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The Saskatchewan Water Resources 
Commission 
The resolution of water resource development 
problems today requires a unified and co-ordi
nated approach to both planning and develop
ment. Vastly greater expenditures of private and 
public capital are being devoted to projects to 
supply various water needs. Today's projects are 
larger, more adaptable to multiple use and, in 
sorne cases, were planned and developed as true 
multi-purpose projects. Many of today's single
purpose projects are developed for other than 
agricultural purposes, for example, power, indus
trial, municipal, recreation, and wildlife reservoirs. 

In sorne of our southern stream basins, we are 
approaching complete allocation of existing sup
plies. It is acknowledged that new demands for 
water in these are as will develop and these 
needs must be met. In many cases, the new re
quirements can be fulfilled only through costly, 
inter-basin diversions. Before rational decisions 
can be made regarding projects to augment sup
plies in water-short areas, we need to be sure 
that those licensees with existing appropriations 
are actually using the water that they have been 
allocated. Appropriate Iegislation and procedures 
are required to enable the regulatory and plan
ning agency to determine actual water use. Where 
appropriated water is not being used or is being 
wastefully used, the se appropriations should be 
diminished accordingly. 

In 1964, the Saskatchewan Water Resources 
Commission was established. The Commission 
has been given broad responsibility for co-ordina
tion of planning and development of water-use 
projects. In addition, the regulation of water use 
under The Water Rights Act was transferred to 
the Commission and is administered by a branch 
of the new agency. 

Co-ordination of water development plans and 
policies is achieved in a number of ways. First, 
the provincial govemment departments or agen
des active in the water field are aIl represented 
on the Commission by their permanent heads. 
Other provincial agencies with a related interest 
such as the Economie Development Board, the 
Department of Industry and Commerce, and the 
Department of Public Health have representatives 
as weIl. Any water development plan or policy, 
therefore, is examined from nearly all water-use 
aspects. 

Second, the Cabinet can designate any pro-
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ject a multi-purpose project, making the Com
mission responsible for the approval of aIl plans 
for development and operation of the project. 
The South, Saskatchewan River Project and the 
Saskatoon-Southeast Project are examples of 
designated projects. 

To carry out its assigned task of co-ordinating 
research and planning, the Commission has estab
lished an Investigation and Planning Branch. This 
branch is staffed with a relatively small comple
ment of professionals with hydrology, economics, 
and regional planning backgrounds. The branch 
is responsible for preparation of' plans for devel
opment of water basins. This work consists of 
the inventory of water resources, forecasts of 
water requirements, and investigation of alterna
tive forms of development. Development propos
aIs are evaluated from both an engineering and 
economic standpoint. The Commission staff pre
pare terms of reference for these studies, and the 
investigation may be conducted by staff of the 
Commission, other government agencies, private 
consultants, or interested non-government organi
zations, ego Ducks Unlimited. The study com
mittee is chaired by a Commission employee. 

The Commission Act gives greater authority 
for the regulation of water use than The Water 
Rights Act. Under the act, the Commission may 
cancel or alter a water right where it is satisfied 
the person no longer requires the right or any 
part of the right. In the past, the Water Rights 
Branch concentrated on licensing projects and 
handIing disputes between holders of licenses. In 
the future, the emphasis will be on developing a 
system of collecting and analysing data on actual 
water use. We are hopeful that this can be done 
using data-processing techniques. The goal is a 
system that can quickly and accurately provide 
data on present allocation and use of water in 
any basin. It is difficult to overstate the impor
tance of this kind of information in assessing 
water development requirements in specific areas. 

Existing legal framework for water use 
for wildIife purposes 
The latest significant amendment to The Water 
Rights Act as it concerns wildlife projects was 
made in 1961. Prior to this amendment, wildlife 
projects could not be licensed. The 1961 amend
ments provided for licensing of such projects 
provided the Minister could attach such terms 
and conditions as he deems expedient. 

-

Under existing legislation and regulations, 
Ducks Unlimited or any other group interested in 
developing a water body for wildlife purposes is 
required to apply for a license. A license entitles 
the holder to do the preliminary work in connec
tion with location of works and to enter public 
or private land to make the necessary surveys. 

Following the preliminary stage, each appli
cant must file a memorial setting forth, among 
other things, the following information: 
1. the source from which water is to be diverted 
and the point of diversion; 
2. the quantity of water to be used (in the case 
of wildlife projects, the water used is considered 
to be the evaporation from the water body 
created) ; 
3. general and detailed plans showing the size 
and nature of works to be constructed; 
4. a right-of-way plan; 
5. written permission from municipalities or 
other authorities where the works affect any 
public road; and 
6. evidence of ownership or easement on private 
and Crown lands required for the works and 
reservoir. (In sorne cases the applicant may not 
be able to secure control of private lands. If the 
project is authorized under the act, the applicant 
cal) be given the power to expropriate the land.) 

When the memorial and plans are received, the 
act requires that the Minister publish or require 
the applicant to pubIish a notice of filing. This 
procedure permits any person affected by the pro
posed works to file his objections with the Minis
ter. After study of the plans and review of objec
tions, if any, the Minister may authorize con
struction of the proposed works as submitted or 
with such changes as are deemed necessary. The 
authorization contains a fixed time period for the 
construction of the works. 

Upon receipt of authorization the construction 
of works may begin. Upon completion, the works 
are inspected by the Commission and if the 
works are constructed according to plan, if right
of-way has been obtained, and if agreements have 
been entered into for the use of works not owned 
by the applicant, the Minister issues a Iicense. 
Where the works are constructed for recreation 
~oOd control, conservation, or the bene fit of wild~ 
life, the license may be subject to terms and 
conditions as the Minister deems expedient. 

In the case of wildIife projects, future licenses 

will 'he issued with the condition that the Minis
ter may reduce the licensed allocation to the 
project by such amount, at such time, and 
for such periods as are necessary to ensure 
sufficient water for projects or uses with a higher 
precedence. (In the present Water Rights Act, 
domestic, municipal, industrial, and irrigation 
users have higher precedence than wildlife.) 

The purpose of the condition, of course, is to 
permit the use of water aUocated for wildlife 
purposes for higher priority uses during drought 
years. How would tbis condition affect wildlife 
projects? These projects are normally storage 
reservoirs. A hypothetical case would be a con
troUed marsh area with a surface area of 100 
acres and a calculated use of 90 acre-feet. In 
a low runoff year, the Minister may require the 
release of water from the reservoir for other uses, 
thereby reducing its water level and surface area. 

The other important aspect of provincial legis
lation as it relates to water use for wildIife pro
jects is the new approach to water development 
practiced by the Commission. In aIl the basin 
studies undertaken by the Commission, Depart
ment of Natural Resources personnel are in
volved. In any water study where there is a 
wildlife potential, the Commission has invited 
Ducks Unlimited to participate in the study. The 
net result of this involvement by wildIife people 
is that the potential of each area or proposed 
multi-purpose water development for wildIife pro
duction is assessed. 

An example of the application of tbis approach 
may be found in the studies preceding the recom
mendation to proceed with the Saskatoon-South
east Water Supply Project. H.C. Moulding, 
Saskatchewan Manager, Ducks UnIimited, pre
pared a "Report on Waterfowl Production Poten
tial for the Saskatoon-Southeast Water Supply 
Study". The study involved, as a first step, the 
delineation of areas of value to waterfowl, fol
lowed by estima tes of water requirements, costs 
of development, and waterfowl production. 

This study identified sorne 12,000 acres of 
wetlands that could feasibly be developed for 
waterfowl production. In addition, the develop
ment of the irrigable land associated with the 
project would create an additional 3,200 acres 
of wetlands. The water requirement was identified 
as 4,000 acre-feet for direct use for wildlife pur
poses with the additional requirement being a 
supplementary benefit of the irrigation use. The 
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capital costs of the development of the wildlife 
areas were calculated, and an annual production 
of 81,000 ducks was forecast. 

The findings of Mr. Moulding's study were in
corporated in the final report and recommenda
tions presented to Cabinet. Cabinet approved the 
project, and the canal-reservoir system has been 
sized to provide 4,000 acre-feet of water for 
wildlife purposes. The Saskatoon-Southeast sys
tem is being constructed on the assumption that 
each use will bear a portion of the capital and 
operating costs in relation to its share of the 
over-aIl water use at full development. The wild
life share represents about 7 per cent of the 
total water requirement. The source and method 
of payment for the wildlife share of the costs 
are presently under consideration. 

ln addition to its share of project costs, the 
wildlife use would, of course, bear any costs of 
addition al works required to utilize the water 
delivered by the SSEWS project. 

In April 1966 the Minister of the Department 
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
tabled the national wildlife policy and program 
in the House of Commons. It provided for the 
acquisition and management of wetland habitat 
under two types of programs: 

1. agreements with landowners to preserve wet
lands (in exchange for agreeing not to drain, 
fill, or burn vegetation in and about wetlands, 
the owner would receive a payment based on the 
value of surrounding land discounted at 5 per 
cent for a 20-year period) and 

2. purchase of long-term lease of large marshes 
for greater productivity and public use. 

This program has been operated on an experi
mental basis in eastern Saskatchewan with sorne 
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success. The details of the leasing arrangements 
with landowners are being worked out and the 
full-fledged program will be implemented tbis 
year. 

If the program is successful in its objective of 
maintaining two-thirds of the 6 million potholes 
in the prairie breeding grounds it is estimated 
that habitat can be provided for waterfowl popu
lations within the 1950-56 levels. 

Future legislative changes affecting 
wildIife projects 
The Water Resources Commission has under 
study the updating and consolidation of the three 
regulatory acts it administers in the water field. 
These are The Water Rights Act, The Water 
Power Act, and The Ground Water Conservation 
Act. The first two of these acts are becoming 
antiquated. They are not aIitiquated in terms of 
the basic principles of water use regulations since 
1 believe the principles are sound. However, the 
acts were written when the major concern in 
water regulation was to record individual irriga
tion projects and to protect the project owner's 
rigbt to the use of water. This paper has sug
gested sorne of the changes in actual water use 
that should be reflected in the new legislation. 
These are the trend toward larger multi-use pro
jects, the need to record actual water use, and 
the need to tailor the water allocation to actual 
use bistory. It will be sorne time before the 
Commission is in a position to recommend a new 
consolidated act for consideration by the govern
ment. In the meantime, the Commission would 
welcome the views of experts in the wildlife area 
on the adequacy of existing legislation. 

Economic values of small wetlands 

Ralph Hedlin 

1 do not wish to recapitulate points aIready made 
by Mr. Lodge in his speech earlier tbis morning. 
1 still think it is necessary, however, to touch 
lightly on the relationsbip between the smaIl 
pothole and the prospects and aspirations of the 
agricultural industry. Waterfowl production areas 
often face direct elimination througb growing 
demand for grain crops. If they are to remain as 
waterfowl production are as, the owners' potential 
grain income must be matched by those who 
wish to use the land for waterfowl production. 

The developing world demands for food and 
the growing market for farm products are perti
nent to any discussion of the economic value of 
small wetlands because the major problem of 
available land resources is common to both. 

The seriousness of the direct conflict between 
the acre age demands of waterfowl and of agri
culture varies greatly. Agricultural land demands 
may bear little relationship to the water habitat 
demands of geese on the shores of Hudson Bay 
or the land habitat demands of Dall sheep in 
the mountains of the Yukon, but they have a very 
intimate relationship to habitat prospects in pot
hole country that is predominantly devoted to the 
production of farm crops and livestock. 

The wildlife manager concerned about the 
maintenance and improvement of duck produc
tion in the great prairie region of Canada must 
think constantly of how changes in the economics 
of agriculture, the developing technology in the 
industry, and the growing world market for food 
are most Iikely to affect the stability of the acre
ages of waterfowl habitat in his region of jurisdic
tion. Demand for wheat by the Chinese, the 
Russians, and the under-developed countries of 
the world has a direct significance for the pros
pects of the duck on the Canadian prairies. 

Wheat is a market good with measurable pro
duction costs and relatively predictable markets 
and market prices. Net returns to the farmer
the money he has left over to feed his family and 
indulge his various appetites-relate directly to 

his ability to reduce his unit production costs, 
maximize his production, and achieve the best 
possible prices. 

Maximum production and its implications for 
increasing gross income and reducing unit pro
duction costs is not consistent with aS-acre slougb 
in the middle of a grain field. Neither is minimum 
production cost consistent with manoeuvring big 
machinery around one or a dozen potholes in a 
grain field. Maximum net returns tend to be con
sistent with the largest practicable fields and the 
minimum number of interruptions within those 
fields, assuming for the moment for simplicity that 
the marsh areas can be fully reclaimed at minimal 
cost, and are potentially equally fertile- to the 
adjacent area that is already under cultivation. 

What does the wildlife manager have to offer 
to correct the economic disutilities of having pot
holes in the middle of a farmer's field? 

It's not easy. Frequently, we talk of the 
aesthetics of ducks swimming in a marsh or flying 
against a sunset. Tbis does not convince many 
farmers of the inherent values of ducks. In fact 
it is my impression that a great many farmers 
regard ducks as no more worth preserving than 
the jack rab bits or gophers that feed in his fields. 
A great many, 1 suggest, regard the elimination 
of the duck as an incremental benefit that accrues 
from the breaking up of a marsh for pasture land 
or cultivation. 

WildIife managers have resisted and still resist 
the fact that a duck is not a market good. For 
a market good the normal interacting forces of 
supply and demand place a price upon the prod
uct. Wheat is a market good. Improved farm land 
is a market good. A duck against the red sunset 
or in a hunter's bag, however, is not an economic 
good in the same sense that market demand for 
wheat or grand pianos or shotguns results in their 
being market goods. 

While wheat or shotguns are market goods, 
they are not free goods, but for aH practical 
purposes a duck is a free good. In other words, 
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it is available to the consumer at zero price in 
terms of a direct charge. On the producer's side, 
similarly, it must be regarded as still essentially 
a free good, since he normally is un able to charge 
a hunter on his property an amount in dollars 
for a duck or for five ducks. 

This very basic fact is critical for anyone at
tempting economic evaluation of our wildlife re
sources. It may not be entirely clear to the 
wildIife manager, since he regards the value of 
the wildlife resource (the live animal or bird) as 
very real. The farmer, on the other hand, sees 
an area of marshland which, if drained and 
turned into fertile land, will produce for him 
several hundred dollars' worth of grain in a good 
year. The argument in favour of draining that 
marsh becomes more compelling in cases where 
the costs of such drainage and rec1amation are 
modest, because eertainly the incremental cost of 
plowing, seeding, and harvesting the newly re
claimed acreage is far out-weighed by the addi
tional crop revenues. 

We must start by recognizing that this point 
of view is not a pessimistic one, but a realistic one 
for wildlife managers to assume when dealing with 
the agricultural community. Also, the wildIife 
manager should expect that the attitude of the 
farmer will not soften but is more likely to harden 
over future years. The prospect is that over the 
next decade or two farm land will increase in 
value, farm machinery will grow larger so that 
it is more of a nuisance to work around potholes, 
and the priee of farm products will tend to rise 
rather than decline. Failing sorne significant 
countervailing influence 1 believe that the pres
sure from the agricultural community to break 
up potholes will intensif y rather than ease. 

1 hasten to acknowledge that farmers and pub
lic agencies frequently over-estimate the returns 
that will he achieved in ·agricultural production 
from marshlands, that anticipated capital values 
may not be achieved, and that additional incre
ments in income may not be realized. On the rec
ord, however, this has not prevented farmers 
from destroying marshes and, again on the record, 
in market terms the marshes have been more 
valuable as broken land than as unbroken. We 
must remember also that until very recently no 
capital funds have existed in Canada within the 
government wildlife agencies which permit an 
alternative dollar payment from the public sector 
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to the farmer in return for his agreement to leave 
the wildlife habitat area in its natural state. 

1 have tried in these last few minutes to set 
out the realistic perspective of the problem of the 
economics of small wetlands. That the problem 
has not been properly identified or, perhaps, even 
acknowledged is confirmed by the fact that the 
general terms of reference given to me for this 
paper-terms prepared by our friends in wildlife 
management-after noting that most of the small 
wetlands productive of ducks are owned by farm
ers, state "agricultural products and recreational 
activities are marketed in different ways but bath 
produce incorne". In the market sense, as was 
outlined earlier, this statement is not correct in 
its implications, because ducks do not produce 
direct income to the owner of the land in the 
manner that grain does. On the other hand, aIl of 
us here recognize. that very real benefits can be 
derived from the existence of the ducks or, more 
appropriately, from the waterfowl resource being 
in a particular location. The associated costs 
involved in bagging a duck--equipment, am
munition, gasoline, and t,he Iike-are also real. 

This could be the starting-point for a lengthy 
and circuitous debate on the "worth ofa duck" 
to an individual hunter or farmer, or indeed to 
someone less directly involved in the production 
or utilization of a waterfowl resource. 1 suggest, 
however, the debate would be fruitless because 
the farmer might weIl argue that the ducks, far 
from being a resource to him, actually cost him 
money in damage to crops; while the hunter might 
argue with equal vehemence that the area derives 
considerable dollar benefits and he himself ap
preciable benefits from a duck shoot. 

How, it is asked in the terms of reference for 
this paper, should the transfer (i.e. of income) 
be made if recreational opportunity is produced 
in one area and consumed in another? 

The short answer is that, if the attempt is 
made always to put the value on the duck, it 
cannot be transferred or directly attributed. The 
duck is a free good, and the moment it flies be
yond the margin of my farm, it is irrelevant to 
me as an economic asset and is only economically 
relevant to me as one of 20 million Canadians. 
Once it flies across an international boundary, 
it is irrelevant to me as a Canadian, and becomes 
a free good in sorne other country. 

The duck, of course, can have value because 
if 1 restrict entry to the marsh, and charge each 
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hunter, for example, $10 for each duck that he 
collects, the value of that duck has been estab
lished by me at $10. In other words 1 have 
created a market, at least locally, by matching 
supply and demand. 

We will suffer nothing but frustration, however, 
if we continue to approach the waterfowl evalua
tion problem by somehow trying to place a value 
on the "bird". As long as we consider the duck 
as the value element in arriving at the economic 
value of the wedand, 1 submit that this problem 
will evade solution. And the same is true of estab
lishing a remuneration figure to the owner of the 
wetland. 

A more logical approach is to examine ways 
and means of evaluating the habitat areas as 
parcels of land open to several potential uses. 
Our studies have Ied us to the conclusion that 
the only appropriate place to attempt selection 
criteria, evaluation of alternatives, and wider 
economic evaluation is on the productive water
fowl habitat area-on the one part of the whole 
waterfowl resource which is not a free good. 

We might note in passing that if the value is on 
the product and not on the habitat there is no 
justification for saving habitat for any rare or 
treasured species. Wood Buffalo National Park 
can hard1y be justified on the basis of the value 
of the buffalo per se, unless we establish a c1ear 
market and an economic production cost for 
buffalo meat and hides. The park exists because 
it was decided hy the· public sector in Canada 
that it was good public policy to main tain habitat 
in which buffalo could survive in their native 
state. Nobody has ever felt it neeessary to estimate 
that the buffaloes in the park are worth $200 each 
and that the annual increase is worth a specified 
number of dollars, and therefore the park is 
justified. It was simply decided that it was in 
the public interest to create the park, and the 
resultant costs and loss of potentirul income that 
may have resulted were viewed as a justifiable 
charge on the public treasury. 1 would submit 
that regardless of how arbitrary the decision of 
the public officiaIs may at first appear, there was 
a strong conviction that such a decision was right 
and proper for Canada from a social point of 
view even if not from a short-term economic point 
of view and, on balance, was appropriate. 

It is not my intention to push this comparison 
of buffaJo and waterfowl very far, but 1 submit 
that in considering the social desirability and 

economics of maintaining prime waterfowl habitat 
areas across Canada for the very long-term future 
the comparison is valid. 

The economic value of wetlands is not general 
but very specifie and must be related to its poten
tial value in alternative economic uses. It is clear 
that the moment the opportunity costs-the 
equivalent costs of foregoing the benefits of alter
native use such as agriculture-bec orne the 
criterion for determining the value of that wet
land, the actual unit cost of producing ducks 
becomes irrelevant. 

ln the few minutes still available to me, 1 
would like to switch from these general com
ments to sorne specific suggestions of approaches 
to this evaluation puzzle. 1 realize that 1 may 
weIl be raising many more questions and not 
providing answers but 1 suggest that in seeking 
to maintain and improve the tremendous water
fowl resources of this country you in the wildIife 
field might consider SOrne of the following 
problems and suggested solutions as worthy of 
further study. 

1. It seems abundantly clear that there is a 
critical need for an adequate inventory of the 
waterfowl habitat resources of this country. The 
question in my mind is whether the current Wild
life Wetland Inven tory Program can be the first 
major break-through in this struggle for evalua
tion approach. Surely if properly and objectively 
dassified it will indicate the main concentrations 
of what we might term "prime" Class 1 water
fowl habitat areas. 

2. It seems to me that economists with the 
best intentions in the world will be unable to 
put an economic value on a "duck", but on the 
other hand 1 feel there is considerable merit in 
attempting .to put a reasonable economic value 
on particular major land regions across the 
country, from the point of view of their over-all 
value as waterfowl habitat regions. 1 would pose 
the question of what criteria might he used to 
define each of these major waterfowl habitat 
regions and caution you that in addition to water
fowl habitat characteristics it will be important 
to have a region for which other basic agricul
tural and economic statistics are available. 

1 would like to suggest that the first sub-pro
vincial breakdown we might consider should be 
a region such as a Census Division here in Sas
katchewan. This type of area has several advan
tages: certain basic population and economic 
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data are available; relevant agricultural statistics 
are available; and it is more manageable for evalu
ation than a whole province. Several questions 
have to be answered in this area; for example, 
what are the most appropriate waterfowl habitat 
regional boundary criteria? How will these crite
ria vary among the provinces? 

3. Given sorne well-defined waterfowl habitat 
regions classifted on, for example, the seven-class 
system accepted by your own National Advisory 
Sub-Committee last year, 1 suggest we must then 
proceed to assess the direct dollar values of the 
gross benefits of that habitat region to the hunter 
and the measurable secondary benefits to the 
region's inhabitants. It seems to me this. probl~m 
can be quantified and solved from a startlOg pomt 
of such data as numbers of hunters, average 
annual hunting-days, expenditure patterns on 
duck hunting, distribution of local and non
local hunters, licence fees, and so on. On the 
other side of the equation we must, of course, 
similarly attempt to quantify all the relevant 
direct costs and any measurable secondary costs 
involved in providing and maintaining the wate~
fowl habitat of the region. From these data It 
seems promising that the net benefits accruing to 
our over-all waterfowl habitat region annually 
and for, perhaps, 10, 25, or even 50 years, can 
be estimated within sorne reasonable limits. 

4. The next big hurdle is to translate water 
habitat regional totals in dollars down to the 
local level where they can provide guidance to 
acquiring or leasing individual marshes or sm~ll 
groups of potholes. Here 1 feel the economlst 
must rely heavily on agricultural and other eco
nomic data available and on the judgement of 
the field biologist, because the major problem 
is one of achieving a set of reasonably broad and 
flexible distribution guidelines to enable a fair 
breakdown of the over-aH waterfowl benefits for 
the whole region. 1 don't suggest we have aH the 
answers to this problem yet, but 1 do suggest 
that we have, probably, in the audience at this 
seminar, an ideal group to debate sorne of the 
questions involved. Let me just m~ntio~ an ex
ample of an important area for diSCUSSion, and 
then pass on. 

Let us assume that we have a provincial region 
completely mapped and all the waterfowl areas 
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catalogued and classified. We know also the tot~l 
number of marsh or pothole are as of each claSSI
fication in the entire region. The question is, 
how would you, as ,field biologists, familiar with 
a particular Jegion, distribute the regional water
fowl benefits among the various classifications? 
Is it reasonable to suggest, for example, that the 
top class habitat, Class 1 habitat, is responsible 
for 60 per cent of the total benefits, the next 
classification for 30 per cent of the benefits, the 
third classification for perhaps 7 or 8 per cent 
of the benefits, and the remainder for virtually 
zero practical benefits? This is the ~ind of ~rob
lem we must tackle to obtain practlcal solutIOns, 
and it is the type of problem which requires 
sound judgement of local waterfowl regions and 
production patterns far more than knowledge of 
theoretical economics. 

1 suggest to you in this regard that the study 
areas in your various field programmes of recent 
years, for ex ample at Redvers or Vermillion, may 
weil provide a use fui source of local data to help 
provide realistic answers to sorne of these ques
tions of fair benefit distribution. 

It may be a radically new idea to suggest to 
you that, whatever amounts of money are finally 
to be otfered to farmers in various parts of the 
country for waterfowl habitat, those amounts 
must have sorne broad justification in the context 
of the value of the habitat to the waterfowl re
source of the whole region, rather than simply 
as the sale value of the surrounding prime agri
cultural land. 1 feel too that if public support is 
to be obtained for a government programme 
aimed at waterfowl habitat "conservation", the 
programme will have to be able to demonstrate 
that sorne practical attempt has been made to 
assess the value of the net benefits of the water
fowl habitat as part of the land resource of the 
whole region. 

1 think 1 should end up by emphasizing that 
whereas the first few minutes of my paper here 
this morning have dealt with the general problems 
facing us in evaluating small wetlands, the latter 
part has intentionally attempted to focus on pos
sible avenues of approach toward solutions of 
sorne of our long-standing difficulties. 1 hope some 
of the se latter comments will stimulate questions 
and comments from you during the discussion 
period. 

) 
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Summary: Part 1 

L. R. John 

A few general comments are otfered before con
sidering the specific content of this fust session 
on the significance and future of small wetlands. 
First of aU, 1 did not have sufficient lime to direct 
a personal letter to each one of the participants 
who mailed me a copy of their manuscripts. 1 
want to take this opportunity to thank them for 
the privilege of reviewing their manuscripts be
fore arriving here. Much more thought was given 
to papers that were sent to me in advance than 
to those reports received very recently. 

There are two ways of summarizing. You can 
merely give a digest of the facts which have been 
otfered previously, or you can give what is termed 
an interpretative summary. My understanding 
of the invitation which brought me to this meeting 
is to interpret and offer comments, as weU as 
to summarize the material otfered by the speakers. 

Dave Munro's opening statement this morning 
set an attitude and atmosphere for tbis meeting. 
He stated that we are considering small wetlands, 
frequently less than 1 acre in size, in terms of the 
total landscape. This is the environmental ap
proach, an avenue currently being used to evalu
ate and resolve many resource problems. 

A challenge is clearly set before us. How, can 
the activities of individuals and groups be guided 
to manage a landscape, thereby providing profits 
for individu al landowners while protecting the 
public interest in basic resources, such as small 
wetlands? Essentially, the principle involved is 
that variety of landscape offers a diversified, 
pleasing environment and maintains a high quality 
standard of living for peoplehaving different 
interests. 

The purpose of tbis seminar is to determine the 
significance of the approximately 10 million 
water-holding depressions in the Prairie Provinces 
south of 54 0 latitude and to explore what is 
known about their ecology, particularly as it satis
fies breeding requirements of mobile waterfowL 
More than 90 per cent of the natural basins are 
under 20 acres in size, with the average size 
being about 1 acre. 

Climatic variations cause drastic annual and 
seasonal fluctuations of water levels that result in 
marked changes in the number of potholes con
taining water. Since 1953, from 17 to 61 per cent 
of the basins held surface water for breeding 
waterfowl on May 1. On the average, 33 per 
cent of the ponds containing water in May are 
dry by August 1. In severe droughts, a large 
portion of the natural basins may lack surface 
water during the waterfowl breeding season (late 
April - August), but refill rapidly when spring 
runoff and rainfall are adequate. 

An average of five out of eight ducks (62 per 
cent) bagged by hunters in North America are 
raised on small wetlands in the agricultural region 
of the Prairie Provinces of Canada. This is the 
supply depot for many waterfowl that furnish 
both consumptive and non-consumptive recrea
tional opportunities for people and stimulate the 
economy in thousands of localities visited by the 
birds. 

Demands now exceed supplies of waterfowl 
(e.g., recent restrictive hunting regulations, espe
cially for diving ducks which lost breeding habitat 
in drought years). To ensure optimum faH 6ights 
of waterfowl, small wetland basins located in 
a matrix of privately owned agricultural lands 
on the Canadian prairies and parklands must be 
preserved. 

Canada's recently established National Wildlife 
Policy and Program calIs for preservation of suit-

,able wetland habitat by acquisition, lease, or 
agreement, in amounts sufficient to support de
sired waterfowl populations and without resulting 
in complex problems of crop damage. Attempts 
are being made to define numerical population 
goals for key species and habitat preservation 
goals. These actions are in the public interest, 
both nationally within Canada and internationally 
in Canada, the United States, Mexico, etc. 

With improved basic information on waterfowl, 
potholes, and views of grain growers, stockmen, 
hunters, and outdoor enthusiasts, the immediate 
need is to develop approaches to preserve natural 
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basins in crop fields, where they are frequently 
considered an inconvenience by grain growers. 

Magnitude of the task of preserving small wet
lands was explored using duck population and 
habitat maintenance goals established in 1962 
by the International Migratory Bird Cornrnittee. 
Sufficient small wetlands are required to produce 
a faU flight of 60 to 100 million ducks, of which 
20 to 24 million (25-33 per cent) are mallards. 
A fall flight of 90 million ducks is needed to 
provide a bag of 18 million ducks (20 per cent) 
for 3 million hunters averaging six ducks per 
hunter. Crippling loss would be additional, pos
sibly 3t to 41 million ducks (20-25 per cent). 

To achieve hunter satisfaction, over-all duck 
population goals must be subdivided to reflect 
population levels forkey species in great demand. 
Apparently 50 per cent of the harvest must be 
mallards to satisfy many North American hunters. 
For example, the 1966 faH flight probably ex
ceeded the upper goal of 100 million ducks, but 
mallard population levels were low, hunting regu
lations restrictive, and hunter satisfaction incom
piete. Therefore, the over-aH faH flight goal of 
60 io 100 million ducks must be arrived at by 
surnrning the population levels of individual 
species, giving special attention to those in great 
demand, such as the mallard. Population goals 
for individual species require numerical defini
tions. 

Of the figures used in exploring population 
goals, the best estimate seems to be on the number 
of waterfowl hunters. In 1966-67, there were 
about 2,350,000 waterfowl hunters in Canada 
(400,000), the United States (1,700,000), and 
Mexico (250,000). This means we are within 
22 per cent of the goal of 3 million waterfowl 
hunters in North America. With a return to larger 
bag limits, 500,000 American duck hunters cur
rently inactive would probably participate in the 
sport again. This suggests the hunter goal prob
ably could be achieved in 1 year, if regulations 
were liberalized. On a long-term basis, decreasing 
hunting opportunities immediately available to 
people are expected to slow hunter recruitment 
and result in loss of sorne hunters in the future in 
spite of increasing leisure, income, and recrea
tional activities. 

The toughest job is relating the stated faH flight 
levels to small wetland needs of the surviving 
spring breeding duck populations (45-75 mil
lion). Confounding the problem is the lack of 
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knowledge, understanding, or both, of the habitat 
requirements and preferences of individual species 
of ducks. Special requirements of breeding pairs 
and their reproductive success under different 
population densities are largely undefined. But is 
the absence of such detailed knowledge and un
derstanding really keeping us from defining habitat 
preservation goals? Ponder this question deeply 
because it is crucial. 

Aren't we really concerned with preservation of 
natural basins capable of yielding at least a shal
low marsh (Type 3) and at most a shallow open 
water pothole (Type 5)? Whether or not the 
basin is dry or filled with water or what the 
pattern of aquatic vegetation is at a given moment 
seems of secondary importance. Climatie varia
tions are abrupt in the prairies and parklands, 
hence sharp fluctuations in water levels and pat
terns of aquatic vegetation are expected. But to 
advance a small wetlands preservation program 
it is essential to know for the natural basins (1) 
whether drainage or filling is feasible and highly 
probable, and (2) their potential attractiveness to 
breeding pairs and yields of broods to flight stage. 

Most of the smaU wetland basins needing 
preservation are under 5 acres in size. Two needs 
are reported: ( 1) to preserve natural basins 
capable of yielding attractive waterfowl breeding 
habitat when surface water is present, and (2) 
maintaining a distribution and density of small 
wetlands per square mile to enhance brood sur
vival. The key question left unanswered at this 
stage of the seminar is, which types of wetlands 
( = natural basins) should be preserved? 1 speèu
late that we shall be in a position to offer rather 
firm judgement on the question before we adjourn. 

The immediate key question is, how many 
small water areas are needed to accommodate a 
spring flight of 45 to 75 million breeding ducks? 
Calculations suggest that 8 million natural basins 
in the Canadian prairies and parklands must be 
preserved. To ensure proper use of these basins, 
hunting regulations must be flexible and be re
stricted to enhance survival of breeding stock 
when age ratios show poor duckling production. 

Directly related to duck population and habitat 
preservation goals are the human needs for rec
reation, such as hunting. Howard Nixon empha
sized that hunting is the most fundamental recrea
tional activity that man pursues. * His statement is 

"Paper withdrawn by the author. 

supported by CH.D. Clarke's essay in the Journal 
of Wi1dlife Management (1958) which covered 
the basic foundation for hunting in our culture. 
The resulting satisfaction is partly aesthetic, but 
it goes much deeper, in that it is rooted in the 
maintenance by man of an old and harmonious 
relationship with nature. Variations in weather, 
animal movements, the physical environment, and 
the hunter's own reactions offer challenges and 
opportunities for adventurous achievements on 
hunting trips. Solving the problems Ieads to per
sonai satisfaction. The basic need for perpetuat
ing hunting opportunities for people is deeply 
rooted and weU established. 

But destroy the habitat required for wildlife 
production and survival, lower wildlife popula
tions, and alternative activities must fill the basic 
needs of people for recreational activities. Be
cause of the fundamental character of hunting, 
substitute activities must equal or corne close to 
giving the components of hunting to satisfy the 
needs of many people. 

If duck hunting were eliminated, alternate rec
reational activities are expected which will be 
closely related to hunting. The objectives of these 
substitute activities are more personal and less 
tangible. Bird watching, natural history observ
ing, camping, picnicking, hiking, canoeing, pho
tography, etc. are becoming weH entrenched in 
our society. These are really subdivided compo
nents of hunting which are becoming primary ends 
on their own. But most of these outdoor activities 
require units of habitat having wild or semi-wild 
characteristics. Habitat preservation is needed for 
these activities, as well as for duck hunting. 

Dr. Nixon recommends that man provide the 
type of environment that will produce wildlife 
in sufficient quantity to yield recreational oppor
tunities. This means that people must see that the 
landscape provides the habitat essential for wild
life production and survival. Better education of 
our increasing urban residents, especially children, 
is needed to help them live in harmony with the 
land and to have the land continually yieid a 
variety of products that make for quality living. 
Through educational programs, people can be 
provided opportunities to gain information on 
environmental needs and recreational activities. 
Such programs need strengthening. 

Preservation and perpetuation of ducks and 
other wilderness resources is an end in itself, is 
most desirable, and in the public interest. In at-

tempting to irnplement essential habitat programs 
it is vital to recognize that "ducks don't vote and 
people do". The concept of perpetuating wilder
ness resources must be sold to the general public 
much more effectively. The confiict with agricul
tural interests over small wetlands must be re
solved. 

Greatest need for the small wetland preserva
tion program for waterfowl is in the agricultural 
region of the Prairie Provinces of Canada. This 
is where 62 per cent of North America's ducks 
and 98 per cent of Canada's wheat are produced. 
Of the three Prairie Provinces the agricultural 
region comprises 30 per cent of their total area. 

Landowners' interests and impacts on small 
wetlands within croplands and grazing lands are 
intensifying as a result of increasing demands 
for grain and beef to feed ex:panding numbers of 
people within Canada and elsewhere in the world. 
High demand for farm products and rising costs 
of production (machinery, fuels, land) are forc
ing farmers to convert smaU wetlands and other 
wild lands from production of wildlife to produc
tion of grain or forage. Magnitude of the conver
sion is indicated by the reported fact that about 
8 million acres were involved in post World 
War II drainage schemes. 

No one presently knows what proportion of the 
converted acreage had important waterfowl and 
other wildIife values. A system of registering 
drainage equipment or drainage projects seems 
essentia1 to routinely provide information crucial 
for judging the impact of drainage on small wet
lands of public value in enhancing waterfowl pro
duction and survival. 

Views of the grain farmer on presence of surface 
water in the growing season provide insight on 
which small wetlands will be eliminated first by 
drainage. Natural basins, in or adjacent to culti
vated land, that are flooded past mid-May, either 
every year or in most years, will receive first pri
ority in drainage. These are the shallow marshes, 
deep marshes, and open water areas (Type 3, 4, 
and 5 wetlands) of most value for breeding pairs 
of ducks and brood survival. To the landowner, it 
is an inconvenience to farm around natural water 
areas. Here lies a conflict to be resolved imme
diately by any small wetland preservation pro
gram. 

While fertilizers, improved agronomie practices, 
or new higher yielding varieties of crops could be 
used to increase grain and forage production on 
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existing cropped acres, drainage of small wetlands 
is favoured by the fine moisture conditions in the 
basin bottoms and convenience. Production of 
agricultural crops on drained basins is usually as 
high as or higher than yields on adjacent lands. 

Even depressions having excessive soil salinity, 
which prohibits raising grain, frequently have a 
high potential for forage production. Such areas 
can be converted to productive hay meadows 
yielding hay crops valued up to $100 peracre per 
year. The great need is for better soUs and hydro
logic information to separate potential hay
producing s·aline basins from those incapable of 
such production. Saline basins marginal for agri
cultural production have a high potential for 
waterfowl production. Crude estimates suggest 
there may be 2 million acres of saline soiIs in 
Canada's agricultural region of the three Prairie 
Provinces. But no one knows the number, acre
age, and location of those basins that should not 
be developed for grain or forage production, but 
should be retained for waterfowl production. The 
immediate challenging task of high priority for 
resource managers is to identify those key basins. 

Size of pothole also seems to be one important 
factor in resolving the conflict of basin preserva'" 
tion versus destruction. For example, pump drain
age of less than a 10-acre wetland may be uneco
nomical. 

Advancing the maintenance of small wetlands 
as part of a diverse landscape is no simple task. 
As Ralph Hedlin emphasized, agricultural lands 
are generally developed for simplicity, uniformity, 
and full agricultural use. Though uniformity of 
landscape brings about unstable ecological condi
tions, the current notion of producing grain and 
other crops to "feed the world" is accelerating 
conversion of wild land, such as small wetlands, 
to cropland. 

But are sorne faulty premises established by 
speculation that Canadian grain can be used to 
feed a large segment of the world's people over 
more than a very brief time? Ml. Hedlin stated 
that even if aIl Canadian potholes are destroyed, 
food demands of the world could not be met in 
the next 10 to 15 years. 

It seems much more realistic to provide modem 
technology and encourage its use by local resi
dents to develop the resource base of each coun
try and to resolve the population problems. If we 
think in terms of the en tire environment and hs 
ability to produce a reasonable standard of living, 
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then family planning is essential to prevent and 
blunt the impact of excessive numbers of people 
on the resource base. 

Large-scale preservation of small wetlands will, 
in many cases, involve a rather basic change in 
philosophy. The single-use approach will have to 
be expanded to a multi-purpose approach. This 
need for change in philosophy was reflected by 
sorne of the speakers this moming. They called 
upon their existing legal authorities, past experi
ences, and existing knowledge to resolve the prob
lem of small wetland preservation. But the author
ity and experience are probably not broad enough 
and prevailing procedures seem inadequate to 
protect the public values and interests in small 
units of wilderness habitat, such as small wet
lands. Greater imagination and new administrative 
vehicles are needed to preserve essential small 
wetlands in land· and water-use programs. 

The major implication of this discussion on 
the impact of land use on small wetlands is clear. 
If left to chance or mounting pressures from 
landowners, many existing small wetlands will 
be converted to agricultural land uses and will 
lose their waterfowl values. A specific preserva
tion program is required to protect the public 
interest in small wetlands, their variety of wild-

'life, and hydrologie values. A positive incentive 
must be provided to encourage landowners to 
preserve key small wetland basins within their 
agrieultural lands. 

Economists ask that the value of the wetland, 
rather than of the duck, be used to figure reim
bursement for landowners that maintain key wet
land basins in their agrieultural fields. This request 
can be met, since comparable land values are 
now commonly used in purchasing or taking 
easements on wildlife lands. 

White certain agricultural practices, such as 
draining, filling, and pumping, are eliminating 

. natural sm aIl wetlands, through other agricultural 
practices man-made dugouts and stock ponds are 
being added to the landscape to meet specific 
needs of landowners and operators. From 1935 
through 1966, with technical assistance and 
25-50 per cent financial aid received through the 

. Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act, 83,024 dugouts, 
each averaging about one-quarter acre, and 9,843 
stock ponds, each averaging 2! acres, were built 
in the three Prairie Provinces. In addition, 5,021 
irrigation projects were installed, with 1,604 of 

them involving drainage projects, probably aIl 
afIecting small wetlands. 

Under the existing PFRA program, only agri
cultural practices are eligible. Expanding this 
program to include wildlife practices, as has been 
done in the United States agricultural program, 
would seem appropriate to reflect Canada's new 
wildlifepolicy. 

Because of economic pressures landowners are 
expected to drain many more potholes now incon
veniencing them in their cropfields. Limitations to 
curtail drainage and irrigation are few. Excessive 
salinity of soil and water is the only chemical 
limitation. Modem technology is providing meth
ods for overcoming excessive salinity to permit 
cropping in sorne areas. 

Numerous landowners have small wetlands 
they cannot drain because neighbours refuse to 
grant rights-of-way for a drainage ditch. Occa
sionally this roadblock is overcome by using a 
sprinkler irrigation system to improve soil 
moisture on adjacent uplands and permit cultiva
tion of the basin bottoms, at least in part. 
PFRA does not grant financial aid for such 
projects. 

Small wetland destruction by man in Canada is 
reported as having had no significant efIect on 
waterfowl production in Canada in the past. 
But drainage, filling, and sprinkler irrigation 
now threaten many potholes in the prairies. 
Fortunately, policies of Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
and Manitoba governments do not provide for 
assistance to drain small potholes. What is defined 
as small remains to be learned. 

Large marshes can be drained by landowners 
organizing an association and expropriating the 
right-of-way for a drainage ditch. Many more 
large marshes are expected to be drained in the 
future, mostly through cost sharing by local, 
provincial, and Dominion governments. 

Community drainage projects may be applied 
for by municipalities, counties, watershed associa
tions, or other legally constituted organizations. 
Agricultural and engineering surveys are con
ducted on proposed projects. Under the Prairie 
Farm Rehabilitation Act, large projects are 
located, designed, and construction supervised 
largely at agency expense. Voids preventing com
plete understanding of this program are reflected 
by the following questions. 

1. Are these single purpose or multiple pur
pose community projects? 

They should be multiple purpose. 
2. Are administrative vehic1es provided to 

identify and preserve key types of existing wildlife 
habitat, such as small wetlands, within the project 
boundaries? 

If not, one agency of government may he 
sllbsidizing destruction of essential wildlife habitat 
while another agency of the same government is 
prèserving wildlife habitat. To avoid such con
flicts, government programs should be realigned 
to reflect policies in the public interest. 

3. Are administrative vehic1es provided to miti
gate and develop essential wildlife habitat within 
project boundaries? 

If not, excellent opportunities to receive divi
dends on investments of public funds (PFRA) 
may be missed. 

Presently, construction of a dam, large or 
small, requires preparation of a plan, construc
tion authorization and inspection by Provincial 
Water Rights Authorities, and a license making 
it a legal project. Such is not the case for dugouts. 
Water Right authorization and licensing are also 
required for flood-irrigation projects designed to 
rec1aim smaIl wetlands for cropping through con
trolled drainage. This seems like a fine adminis
trative procedure to handle agricultural interests 
in waters of small wetlands. The logical advance
ment would be to expand the single-purpose sys
tem to a multiple-purpose system. As a first step, 
consideration should be given to withholding 
licenses when key types of wetland basins im
portant to waterfowl production and survival are 
involved. 

Water in the semi-arid parts of Canada is 
handled under appropriation water law established 
in 1894. Uses of water are acquired and have 
priority according to date of issue of license and 
purposes. Amendments authorized the Cabinet to 
reserve unappropriated water and make surveys 
to determine how the water could best be used 
in the public interest. 

Resolution of water resource development 
problems now requires a unified and co-ordinated 
approach to both planning and development. 
More projects need to be planned and developed 
as multiple-purpose projects. Since 1964 the 
Saskatchewan Water Resources Commission has 
had broad responsibility for co-ordination in plan
ning and developing water-use projects. The Cabi
net can designate any project as a multiple
purpose project. The South Saskatchewan River 
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Project and $e Saskatoon-Southeast Project are 
examples of designated projects. Basin plans are 
developed by professional hydrologists, econo
mists, -andregional planners. Where wildlife po
tential is involved, Ducks Unlimited is invited to 
participatein the study. Provincial wildlife agen
cies should probably participate to a greater 
degree. Existing procedures have resulted in de-

- velopment of sorne fine wetland habitaUor water
fowl, such as in the Saskatoon-Southeast Water 
Supply Project. But source and method of pay
ment for the wildlife share of project costs re
main to be worked out. Since the public at large 
beneflts from these mobile birds, possibly these 
costs should be financed by the Dominion gov
ernment, just as the federal govemment sponsors 
such wildlife developments in the United States. 

Only since 1961 can wildlife projects be Ii
censed, providing the Minister can attach terms 
and conditions he deems necessary. Therefore, 
under existing legislation and regulations, any 
group, such as Ducks Unlimited, interested in 
deve10ping a water area for wildlife purposes is 
required to make application for a Iicense. In the 
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present Water Rights Act, domestic, municipal, 
indus trial, and irrigation uses for water have 
higher priority than wildiife projects. This means 
that water aUocated for wiIdlife can be used for 
higher purposes during drought years. 

ln April 1966, Canada dec1ared a policy and 
program for maintenance and management of 
migra tory bird habitat. Agreements with land
owners will be executed to preserve small wet
lands, and large marshes will be purchased or 
obtained under long-term lease to enhance water
fowl values and public use. With this dec1aration 
of wildIife policy, it now seems crucial to review 
and, where necessary, realign water laws to re
Bect the new policy and avoid serious conBicts in 
philosophy and purposes of land- and water-use 
programs. More multiple-purpose water develop
ment projects seem essential to supply habitat 
needs of waterfowl and to meet the expanding 
recreational needs of more people~ Wildlife work
ers should not fail to respond to the invitation 
to ofIer constructive recommendations for revis
ing water laws. 

. ------

PART Il: KNOWLEDGE OF, AND RESEARCH NEEDS FOR, SMALL 
WATER AREAS 

Hydrology of small water areas 
in the prairie pothole region* 

W. S. Eisenlohr Jr. 

ln this paper 1 want to discuss brieBy those hy
drologic facts and principles that 1 think will he 
of most use to you in your discussion tomorrow 
of the use of small water areas in the prairie 
pothole region by migratory wat~rfowl." .. 

First let me explain sorne termmology. Prame 
pothole" is commonly used in the Uni:ed ~tates 
and 1 will use it here to me an a depresslOn m the 
prairie capable of holding water. The body of 
water in il "prairie pothole" 1 will refer to as a 
"slough". Although the two terms are almost 
synonymous, 1 find it necessary on occasion to 
difIerentiate between the two. 

1 was somewhat handicapped in preparing this 
paper because 1 know very little about Saskatch
ewan. Most of my statements are based on my 
experience in North Dakota. 1 am assuming that 
they are applicable to Saskatchewan also. You 
will have to be the judge of the validity of that 
assumption. 1 must also point out that our studies 
are not complete. It would not be surprising 
if sorne of my statements today may need to be 
modified later in view of new information. 

As nearly as 1 can estimate, the average annual 
precipitation in central Saskatchewan, as in North 
Dakota, is on the order of half the average annual 
evaporation from lakes. This tells us a lot about 
the general nature of the region under discussion. 

First, evaporation demand, by its magnitude, 
exerts a primary control on the permanence of 
a slough. Unless there is sorne way of getting 
enough water from Hs drainage basin into a 
slough, to make up the difIerence between direct 
precipitation and evaporation demand, a pothole 
will be dry part of every year. This water is 
termed basin inBow in this paper. Another con
trolling factor is the rate at which water seeps 
out through the bottom of a slough-if it does. 
Potholes in North Dakota in high areas generally 
lose water by outfiow seepage. The rate is very 
low, but it can easily be as much as a quarter 
of the total water loss. Furthermore it is prac-

* Publication authorised by the Director, U.S. Geolog
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tically constant. In low areas, however, there is 
generally seepage infiow but the rates have not 
yet been measured. For our potholes in high 
areas, evaporation and outfiow seepage rates are 
nearly constant, and they usually represent the 
total outfiow from a pothole because very few 
overfiow. A permanent slough in such an area 
is one that somehow gets more than enough 
water to offset the losses from evaporation and 
seepage outBow. 

ln North Dakota, precipitation directly on a 
slough is the major source of its water supply. 
Precipitation from year to year is highly variable, 
and, as of the present, unpredictable. In an area 
where seepage outfiow prevails, basin infiow will 
be considered as coming from surface infiow, 
which can be divided into two parts, one from 
melting snow and the other from heavy rains. 
Our study potholes are on the high parts of the 
Coteau du Missouri. They are thus topographi
cally high, and they are in a glacial till that con
tains a high percentage of montmorillonitic clays. 
When this till is saturated, as it is beneath a 
slough, it has a very low permeability and water 
moves through it slowly. When it is dry, how
ever, the cracks in it provide good channels for 
water fiow until they are closed by swelling. 

The extreme importance of the condition of 
the soil in controlling basin infiow will now be 
demonstrated. Of course when the soil is frozen 
it is truly impermeable and basin infiow takes 
place easily. For example, at a pothole in North 
Dakota tbere was a heavy snowfall on March 
19, 1963. The next day we made a snow survey 
of the basin and estimated the water equivalent 
as 0.09 acre-foot. A week later, ail the snow 
was gone from the basin and there was 0.5 foot 
of new ice in the pothole. The water equivalent 
of this ice was 0.07 acre-foot. If snow melts 
gradually, much of the water can evaporate. If 
snow melts after the ground thaws, a lot of water 
can seep into the ground. If snow piles up in 
deep drifts that last a long white, there is evidence 
that melting takes place at the bottom of such 
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drifts even during the win ter. For example, on 
April 6, 1965, in the Allan Hills area just south 
of here (Saskatoon), Meyboom (1966) dug 
through 3 feet of snow to find the bottom of the 
soow pack had already melted and several inches 
of water were restiog on apparently unfrozen 
soil. These conditional effects on the melting of 
snow can obliterate and even reverse the effects 
of total seasonal or annual precipitation. This is 
illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the winter 
and summer precipitation in relation to normal 
and the basin infiow it produced. Notice that 
the winter precipitation in 1960 and again in 
1962 was weil below normal, but the basin in
fiows produced were far greater than any others 
that occurred in the period shown. In fact , these 
are 2 of the only 5 out of 30 station-years of 
record in which snow-melt infiow was greater 
than total rainfaU and basin infiow the following 
summer. 1 understand that in both of these years 
(1960 aod 1962) the weather was cold untillate 
March and then rapid snow melt occurred while 
the soil was still frozen-an unusual happening. 
The situation with respect to basin infiow from 
rain shows much greater variability thao that 
from snow. In the summer of 1962 the rain
faU was more than 60 per cent ab ove normal, 
yet the basin infiow was less than half the infiow 
that occurred in 1963 when the rainfaU was 
below normal. Prairie soils have high infiltration 
rates unless they are frozen or saturated. We ran 
infiltrometer tests at two widely separated sites 
and found that 3 inches of water infiltrated at 
both sites in 1 hour. Basin infiow will occur only 
wh en rain faIls on frozen or saturated soil, or at 
a greater rate than the maximum infiltration 
capacity of the soil. These controls operate in 
wet years and dry years , so it is possible to get 
more water into a slough in a dry year than in 
a wet year-if the precipitation that occurs in a 
dry year is concentrated in one short wet period 
in contrast with precipitation in a wet year that 
consists of scattered light rains from which no 
basin infiow oceurs. The principles involved are 
shown in Figure 2. In the upper part of the figure 
are shown contrasting conditions for one pothole 
in 1964, and in the lower part are shown con
trasting conditions in the reverse order for an
other pothole in 1965. 

The figure shows that in the early morning of 
July 5, 1964, pothole 5 received 0.18 foot of rain 
and 0.05 foot about 24 hours later. There had 
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Figure 1 Relation of precipitation to baslo 1080w. 

been no previous rain since 0.07 foot fell on 
July 1. Sorne drying of the soil undoubtedly took 
place in the 3-day interval so the effect of soil 
moisture on producing basin inflow on July 5 
is not known. It is known that 00 July 5 the 
rainfall was very heavy; so heavy that it is not 
expected to OCCur at that rate, for so long a time, 
oftener than once in 10 years, on the average. 
This storm raised the water level in the slough 
by 0.385 foot; 45 per cent from direct precipita
tion and 55 per ceot from basin inflow. The sec
ond storm was not especially heavy but coming 
so soon after a heavy rain, with the soil pre
sumably saturated, 0.05 foot of rain caused arise 
of 0.156 foot in the slough on July 6. Now look at 
the chart for August 17-20 a little over a month 
later. There had been no ra in for more th an a 
week and [ess than 0.04 foot since the first of the 
mont~. There was 0.04 foot of rain in the morning 
of August 17,0.06 foot in the afternoon, and 0.05 
foot about noon of August 20. There was 00 

basin inflow from any of these rains and the first 
rain of 0.04 foot fell in about half an hour. 

We now have two storms of 0.05 foot each 
that can be compared. One produced basin in
tlow on July 6 equal to twice the amouot of 
rain that fell directly on the slough, and the other 
on August 20 produced no basin intlow at ail. 

Let me also point out that the 0.05 foot of rain 
about midnight July 5 produced far more basin 
iotlow than the 0.18 foot of rain less th an 24 
hours previously. 

The lower part of Figure 2 shows another 
ex ample with the time relatiooship reversed and 
where raiofall intensity probably had no effect. 
The chart for June 13-14, 1965, shows that rain 
of 0.12 foot produced a rise of 0.146 foot in 
the slough, 0.021 foot of which was basin intlow 
or less than 0.2 of the amount of direct precipita
tion. The chart for July 20-23 shows that a rain 
of 0.11 foot on J uly 22-23 caused the slough to 
rise 0.495 foot, 0.387 foot of which came from 
basin inflow or 3.6 times the amount of direct 
precipitation on the slough. The difference? The 
effects of the rain of 0.05 foot on July 20, only 
42 hours before the rain on July 22. There had 
been no rain for more th an 2 weeks prior to the 
rain on June 13. 

One in fers from these ex amples that soil mois
ture, and to sorne extent the magnitude of a 
storm, are the effective con troIs over the amount 
of precipitation that becomes basin intlow, and 
that annual precipitation is meaningless as a meas
ure of water replenishment in a slough. If annual 
precipitation is meaningless as a measure of water 
replerushment, how does one answer a question 
about the future water supply of a pothole? 1 can 
only suggest an approach to the problem; one that 
will make use of our present knowledge, and of 
data that we know can be obtained. 

Sometime in the faIl of the year (September 30 
is a good date for North Dakota), the hydrologic 

activity of a pothole and the stage of the slough 
will be close to a minimum for the year. The bulk 
of the evapotranspiration losses for the season 
are over, no great replenishment is expected be
fore the spring thaws, and ice coyer is not yet a 
problem. The stage of the slough at this time is 
not always the result of the season just past; it 
frequently is a measure of several seasons past. 
If a record of quite a number of pot ho les for a 
good many years, that include several cycles in
volving very wet and very dry years, can be 
accumulated, then perhaps a scale could be con
trived so that by measuring the stage of any 
slough, on September 30 for example, an ap
proximation cou Id be made of its relative per
manence. This scale, of course, would not work 
in a year when all potholes are dry. 

The stage of a slough on September 30 is also 
a good starting point for estimating its water 
supp1y through the breeding season the following 
summer. 1 understand that the breeding season 
can last until the middle of August or later. For 
simplicity of computation and also to allow a fac
tor of safety (or ignorance) 1 will assume that it 
lasts through September. My computations will 
then involve only annual figures. 

1 stated earlier that evaporarion exerted a pri
mary control on the permanence of a sIough. For 
a slough to end a year with as much water as it 
started the year, it must receive enough replenish
ment to meet the demands of evaporation and 
local outfiow seepage. How much is this? From 
evaporation records generously supplied by Ralph 
Melvin of the Saskatchewan Research Council, 1 
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picked 30 inches per year as a 10ngLterm average 
for central Saskatchewan. In any one year, evapo
ration could be greater, but there seems to be less 
than a 10 per cent chance it would exceed 36 
inches. To this must be added the seepage loss. 
Assume that this cou1d be 18 inches a year, that 
is 0.004 foot per day. Thus there is a prospective 
loss of 4.5 feet of water from a slough in any 
year. From this 4.5 feet can be subtracted the ex
pected replenishment. If the minimum annual pre
cipitation observed in the area of the slough is 
10 inches, and the minimum annual basin inflow 
is as muc:h as 0.2 times the amount of annual pre
cipitation, then the minimum replenishment wou Id 
be 1 foot. Therefore, if the water in a slough was 
3.5 feet deep on September 30 of any year, one 
could practically guarantee an adequate water 
supply through the breeding season the foUowing 
year. One can go on from there and assign prob
abilities to various amounts of greater replenish
ment, so that if there is less than the 3.5 foot 
minimum depth on September. 30 necessary for 
guaranteed replenishment, the probability of get
ting the higher replenishment rate to meet the 
evaporation-seepage demand could be selected. 
The figures 1 have used were chosen only to illus
trate a method. 1 give it to you for what it is worth. 

Thus far 1 have been discussing sioughs without 
emergent laquatic vegetation. As 1 have explained 
elsewhere (Eisenlohr, 1966), vegetation affects 
water Ioss from a pothole in two ways: 1) it re
duces the loss from evaporation by sheltering the 
water surface from the wind and shading the 
water surface from incoming radiation, and 2) it 
increases the 10ss by the amount of water it tran
spires. The net effect in North Dakota has been a 
slight reduction in total water 10s8-on the order 
of 10 per cent. Do hydrophytes reduce water 10ss 
from potholes? This is difficult to say. We have 
observed that potholes tilled with hydrophytes 
aiso have much higher seepage outflow rates than 
those c1ear of vegetation. Whether the greater 
seepage is the resuit of vegetation or vice versa we 
do not know. The net result, however, is that the 
totaI water loss from a vegetation-filled pothole is 
on the order of 10 per cent more than from a 
clear one. This of course is in North Dakota; 1 
understand that there are very few vegetation
filled sloughs in Saskatchewan. The rate at which 
hydrophytic vegetation tills a slough seems to de
pend on the depth of water. If a pothole becomes 
dry, it can fill with vegetation in a few months. If 
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the water gets too deep, the vegetation will he 
drowned out just that fast. In between there is 
some expansion and contraction of rings of vege
tation near the shore. 1 think that here, also, the 
direction and rate of movement of vegetation de
pend on water depth. 

What effect does surrounding vegetation have 
on water los ses from a pothole? Of the many 
factors involved, direction of ground-water move
ment and depth of phreatic surface below land 
surface are probably the most important. We use 
"phreatic surface" rather than "water table" be
cause there are sorne ideas usually associated with 
water table that do not hold for our North Dakota 
potholes. For vegetation surrounding a slough to 
affect the water level of a slough, the vegetation 
must have roots that absorb water that: 1) would 
othetwise seep into the slough or 2) is induced 
to seep out of the slough in addition to what 
would otherwise seep out. If the phreatic surface 
is so deep the roots can't reach it, there is no 
effect. If the phreatic surface is shallow, so the 
roots of aIl plants can reach it, and ground-water 
movement is generally towards the slough, then 
the effect can be large. But there is not much 
you can do about it. There are many references 
in the technical literature showing that, for plants 
never short of water, transpiration is controlled 
by atmospheric demand. There may be slight 
variations among species, but it is doubtful that 
these variations are very significant. The one 
situation where some improvement might be 
achieved, by substituting a different type of vege
tation, is where the phreatic surface is deep, the 
ground water flows into a slough, and the vegeta
tion species are aIl phreatophytes, such as willows. 
It is doubtful if willow rings on the shores of a 
slough would fit this situation as the phreatic 
surface there is usuaIly so shallow that it could 
be tapped by nonphreatic vegetation. 

With respect to quality of water in a pothole, 
the principles are very simple; it's determining 
the magnitudes of the factors involved that is the 
problem. AIl water flowing into a slough (with 
one possible exception) brings with it sorne 
minerals in solution. Evaporation continually re
moves water from a slough, leaving behind the 
salts that were dissolved in it. This process makes 
the contents of a slough more saline than the 
inflow, but they could still be quite fresh. Precipi
tation directIy on a pothole contains only minute 
quantities of dissolved solids. Basin inflow that 
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never gets below the surface of the soil, because 
the soil is frozen, or for other reasons, is usually 
fresh. Water that has moved through the ground 
on its way into a slough can have almost any 
amount of dissolved solids. It is not necessary 
for that water to get below the soil zone to 
dissolve lots of mineraIs. 

As always in this discussion 1 am omitting 
overflow. As a means of removing dissolved solids 
from a pothoIe, especially in a season of great 
basin inflow, overflow, through periodic flushing, 
may well keep dissolved solids in many potholes 
from becoming very concentrated. 

In ordinary years, seepage outflow is probably 
the most effective means of reducing the salt 
content of a slough. 1 know many of you have 
observed wind blowing white salts from the shores 
or dry bed of a pothole; but have you ever ob
served that afterwards such a pothole contained 
fresh water? 1 think not, so wind will not be 
considered as having a significant effect on the 
salinity of a pothole. If there is no seepage out
flow from a pothole, that is, if the bottom is tightly 
sealed, or seepage inflow occurs wherever it is 
not, there is no way for dissolved solids to he 
carried out of a pothole. Thus the slough will be 
saline in an amount dependent on the amount of 
dissolved solids contained in the inflows and the 
rates of inflows. The possible exception to this 
analysis is that under certain favourable condi
tions, dissolved solids might diffuse out of a 
slough against the flow of water, if the movement 
of water is very slow, and the gradient of con
centration is high enough. 

In view of the principles just discussed, one 
could expect in generai that the fresher sloughs 
would be at the higher elevations where seepage 
outflow might predominate. Likewise one could 
expect that the more saline sloughs would be at 
the lower elevations where there is greater chance 
for seepage inflow, especially from glacial out
wash sands and gravels that seem to occur (for 
good reason) mostly at the lower elevations. These 
are generalities, and as anyone who has worked 
with potholes knows, there are many exceptions. 

To the hydrologist, the quality of water in a 
pothole is not as important in itself as it is as an 
indication of the flow regime that is taking 
place. The work that Charles E. Sloan is doing 
on our ground-water project is yielding much 
useful information and his results to date have 
been used freely in the foregoing discussion. 1 

also want to caU your attention to the extremely 
rewarding work that R.E. Stewart (V.S. Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wild1ife, Jamestown, North 
Dakota) is doing on vegetation species as indi
cators of the quality of water in potholes. 

The rate at which a prairie pothole accumulates 
sediment from its drainage basin is dependent 
on too many factors to be discussed in general 
terms. There does seem to be a greater accumula
tion of sediment from those basins that are culti
vated than from those that are not. 

1 was asked to discuss the possibility of reduc
ing water loss from a slough without affecting 
water chemistry or aquatic plants and animaIs. 
1 do not foresee any such development in the 
near future. The best way to stop water Ioss is 
to seal the bottom and top of the slough. 1 have 
described how quality of water deteriorates when 
seepage outflow is prevented naturally. There 
are two kinds of seals that could be applied to 
the surface, mechanical and chemical. Any me
chanicai seal would keep out the ducks. Chemical 
seals, such as monomolecular layers, are very ef
fective in the laboratory, but they are impractical 
in the field. Extensive research on such chemical 
films has been going on for at least 10 years 
without any real advance in their application. Of 
course, there could be a break-through, but work
ers in this field think such an event is not like1y. 
Therefore, until some such event does occur 1 
would forget the subject. 

Throughout my discussion 1 have attempted to 
generalize. Those of you who know prairie pot
holes know how dangerous this can be. Maybe 1 
should qualify my remarks in the same manner 
Meyboom (1966) did for his study in the Allan 
Hills area. It is necessary to restrict extrapolation 
of the findings of this investigation to the very 
environment in which the study was conducted: 
that is, to potholes that are at relatively high 
elevations on the Coteau du Missouri in North 
Dakota, that seldom overflow, and that are in 
glacial till where net seepage is outflow and 
practically constant. 
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An evaluation of Saskatchewan soil 
maps and reports 

J. G. Ellis 

The prime objective of the Saskatchewan Soil 
Survey since its inception in 1921 has been to 
make an inventory of the soil resources of the 
province. This is a continuing project, consisting 
of field surveys together with the associated re
search in the composition, genesis, and classifica
tion of the soil that eventually leads to the 
publication of maps and reports. 

Surveys in the southern portion of the prov
ince, or more specifically up to Township 48, 
were amalgamated into what is locally referred 
to as Soils Report Number 12. This report was 
first published in June 1944 and was reprinted in 
1947 and 1962. The report is accompanied by 
four map sheets, each of which covers slightly 
over 15 million acres for a total of 61,376,000 
acres. The 1944 and 1947 editions contained 
maps at a scale of 1 inch to 6 miles. The 1962 
edition contains maps at a scale of 1 inch to 8 
miles in which the same soil information is pre
sented but the base features are up-to-date. 

The area of the province above Township 48 
to the provincial forest boundary appears as Soils 
Report Number 13. T'his report was published 
in 1950 and is accompanied by four maps of 
various sizes which total 6,323,400 acres. The 
scale is 1 inch to 3 miles. Thus the total area 
covered by reconnaissance soil survey in 1950 
totalled 67,699,400 acres. 

Within this area many detailed surveys have 
been carried out, such as irrigation surveys, 
surveys of Indian Reserves, experimental farms, 
substations, and special research sites such as the 
PFRA hydrology site at Davin. 

Outside of the area there have been numerous 
exploratory and preliminary surveys, carried out 
mainly to determine the agricultural potential of 
northem areas. 

In 1958 the soil survey commenced revision 
of the area covered by Soil Survey Report 
Number 12. Thus more detaHed surveys are 
being carried out, using the old survey as a 
stepping-stone. This was considered necessary 
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because Numbers 12 and 13 represent a scale 
too broad to depict many important local soil 
areas, and are out of date with respect to the 
present system of soil classification. The new 
surveys benefit from the advantages derived from 
modem aerial photographs, more detailed base 
maps, and the presence of more and better roads 
for traversing the country. As a resuIt it is pos
sible to prepare soil maps showing more detail 
and greater accuracy than those of the earlier 
surveys. 

To date three sheets, at a scale of one-half 
inch to 1 mile, covering approximately 4 million 
acres each, have been mapped, and another sheet 
is presently being surveyed. These sheets are the 
Regina or National Topographie Sheet 721, the 
Willow Bunch 72H, the Rosetown 720, and the 
Saskatoon 73B. 

The Regina map and report were distributed 
last year. At the present rate of mapping, whieh 
is determined by the number of trained personnel 
working On a map sheet, it takes from 4 to 5 
years from the start of the survey to the publica
tion of maps and report. Thus it can be assumed 
that for sorne years to come Numbers 12 and 13 
soil maps and reports will be used as a guide 
to soil information in the province. However, as 
the new map sheets are published they will sup
ersede those portions of older map sheets on 
which they occur. For example, the Regina Map 
Sheet 721 and the Willow Bunch Map Sheet 
72H cover less than half of the old SE. sheet of 
Report Number 12; thus the remainder of this 
sheet continues to be the source of the soil in
formation for the . SE. portion of the province 
until such time as it is resurveyed. Knowing then 
that in most of the province Numbers 12 and 
13 represent the soil information, and bearing 
in mind that the object of these reports and maps 
was to separate different soils in the field and 
evaluate their agricultural potential and problems 
through field and laboratory examination, what 
interpretation can be applied to the soils map in 
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Table 1 Generalized vegetation and son profile correlation in topographie catena relationship on medium 
textured soUs within the Dark Brown son Zone 

Position Vegetation Subgroup profiles 

1. Knoll, upper slope, 
rapidly drained 

Bouteloua (Blue Grama) Orthic Regosols (5.11) 
Shallow Calcareous 
Dark Brown (1.23) 

2. Upper mid slope, 
rapidly to weIl 
drained 

3. Mid sI ope, 
weIl drained 

Bouteloua-Stipa 
(Spear Grass) 

Stipa-Agropyron 
(Wheat Grass) 

Calcareous Dark Brown (1.23) 
Orthic Dark Brown (1.21) 

Orthic Dark Brown (1.21) 

4. Lower slope, 
moderately weIl 
drained 

Agropyron-Festuca (Fescues) 
Symphoricarpos (Buckbrush, 

Eluviated (Cumulic) 
Dark Brown (1.24) 
Gleyed Eluviated Dark 
Brown (1.24/8) 

5. Edge of depressional 
basin imperfectly 
drained 

6. Depression (meadow), 
poorly drained 

7. Depressions, 
very poorly drained 

SaUx (WiIlow) 

SaUx (Willow) 
Carex (Sedge) 
Scirpus (Cattails) 
Typha (Bulrush) 

Scirpus 
Typha 

Snowberry) 

Gleyed Carbonated 
Calcareous (1.23/(6-8» 

Gleysolic (6.0) 
Hu!DÎc Gleysols (6.1) 
Eluviated Gleysols (6.3) 

Humic Gleysols (6.1) 

8. Depressions, 
slough or pond water 
surfaces 

Nymphae (Waterlilies) 
Potamogeton (Pondweeds) 

Non soils or 
Gleysols (6.2) 

Saskatchewan (and by the way in the other 
Prairie Provinces) hy those who do not have an 
agricultural background or bias? What value are 
these maps to the contractor looking for gravel, 
or the engineer building roads, or the banker 
lending money, or the naturalist trying to locate 
20-acre sloughs. WeIl, let's he honest and say 
right at the start-not a lot-unless people using 
soil maps are prepared to do a little reading and 
10 traverse the areas in which they have problems 
and thus familiarize themselves with the relation
ships between soil associations and soil land
scapes. 

It goes without saying that a soil map with its 
legend does not explain the soil areas delineated 
on the map. The soil map indicates the area 
OCCupied by a specific association, the dominant 
surface texture, the topography, such soil phases 

as stones, gravel, and erosion, and also records 
the surface geology. 

However, the soit map does not show what 
groups of soil occur in a specific association, 
their drainage characteristics, their relationship. 
to one another throughout the soillandscape, their 
physical and chemical properties, their produc
tivity, their susceptibility to erosion by wind or 
water, and how those factors are altered by 
changes in slope and aspect. Thus one has to tum 
to the soil report to obtain additional information 
to interpret the soils map correctly. 

Let us review, for ex ample, a soil association 
which is familiar to many of you that live in 
Saskatchewan or here in Saskatoon, namely the 
Weyburn Association. This association occupies 
sorne n million acres or 12.8 per cent of the 
area covered by Number 12. It is of interest 
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to note that almost 40 per cent of the soils 
covered in Number 12 are developed on the same 
geological deposit as the Weyburn (locally named 
undifferentiated glacial till). In the Brown Soil 
Zone the equivalent of Weyburn is called Haver
hill and occupies 13.9 per cent of Number 12; in 
the Black, it is called Oxbow, occupying Il.2 
per cent; and in the transition zone it is called 
Whitewood and occupies 2 per cent. 

Turning to the report, we find in reviewing 
Weyburn that we are dealing with a Dark Brown 
soil and thus Dark Brown soil landscapes which 
are similar to those in the Brown Soil Zone except 
that the surface soil colours are darker, the native 
grass coyer is denser and taller, and as one ap
proaches the Black Soil Zone or the moister por
tions of the Dark Brown, small groves of poplar 
and willow occur. This vegetation is usually 
confined to low-Iying areas that are not satine 
and often surround permanently wet potholes 
and sloughs. 

We learn that Weyburn is developed on glacial 
tHl having a matrix of clay, sand, and silt and 
containing chips and fragments of stones of 
Paleozoic and Precambrian origin. We learn that 
on the surface there are numerous glacial boulders 
and stones. The Weyburn landscapes vary from 
undulating to rolling or hilly and consist of a 
series of knolls or ridges and depressions . In the 
rougher landscapes the soils on the knolls are 
shallow and caJcareous and when cultivated 
appear as whitish eroded knolls so typical on the 
prairie ; the depressions frequently contain alkali 
sloughs. 

Drainage throughout the soil landscapes of 
Weyburn soils are normal for the mid-slope or 
phytomorphic position, excessive on the knolls 
or oromorphic position, and impeded in the 
lower or hydromorphic positions. 

Throughout the landscape and due to the pro
file development that takes place under these 
different soil climates (which are the result of 
the various drainage characteristics along the 
slope) we find the weakly developed or immature 
profiles on the knolls and increasing profile devel
opment down the slope, with the regional or 
normal profile in the mid-slope positions . We find 
that as slope increases the knoll type of profile 
increases in area, surface textures are coarser, 
and stones more abundant. With decreasing slope 
there is an increase in areal extent of the regional 
profile. Generally the more knolls one encounters 
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the more kettles or depressions occur. Sorne are 
permanently wet, others periodically. With these 
different profiles down the slope we have different 
chemical and physical characteristics in the soil, 
each being normal for its particular site or place 
in the landscape, and each occurs with similar 
characteristics at the same site in other land
scapes. These points are illustrated in the accom
panying figures. 

Under the ARDA program Soil Capability 
Maps are being produced across Canada . Our 
own department is compiling data by rural mu
nicipalities . They are using both the soil survey 
information and the more detailed quarter section 
inspections compiled by the Assessment Commis
sion. These maps are already being used by sorne 
of the wildlife people who find them of value. 1 
recommend their use to you as another source 
of information in your studies. 

ln conclusion 1 wou Id like to make reference 
to the new maps especially to point out that the 
profile types are indicated by use of the map 
unit. There are also more topographic divisions . 
It is hoped these maps and reports will be of 
greater vaJue. However, until the province is re
surveyed Numbers 12 and 13 Soil Reports will be 
your source of information. If at any time we 
can be of service to you the doors of the John 
Mitchell Building are always open. 

1 
2 

Figure 1 Columnar or regional profile found ln the mid 
slope position; note the deeper surface horizon and the de
velopment of a Iime-free, slightly texturai B horizon. Note 
also the development of structure in the B and the concen
tration of CaCO) below the B. 

Figure 2 Calcareous or weakly developed profile found in 
the excessively drained position. Erosion is taking place 
slowly, but ils rate is accelerated under culdvation. 

Figure 3 Elu\'iated or leached profile found in the lower 
slope position just above the poorly drained depressional 
soils. Note the thicker surface horizon- part is pedogenlc, 
part is deposilional material from up-slope soils. Note the 
development of the Iighter coloured acidic Ae horizon and 
the deep lime-free B. 

Figure 4 Gleysol or poorly drained leached profile. Note 
the mottling indicative of intermittent poor drainage. Note 
the deep, ashy, acidic Ae horizon denoting leaching because 
of the downward movement of water. This slough holds water 
in the spring and occasionally after heavy rains, but we can 
deduce from the soil profile that it is sufficiently porous to 
allow the water to pass through and replenish the local ground
water supply. If the soi! were not porous, the soli profile 
would be a dull greyish-blue colour, have a massive, fused 
structure, and there would probably be a layer of organic 
material on the surface. 

3 4 
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Figure 5 Cross section showing the areal extent of the eight 
dilferent soli profiles. The variation here is a matter of thin 
and thlck phases of these basic profiles. 

Figure 6 DJustrates the importance of slope. Note that slopes 
over 5 per cent have profiles developing under oromorphic or 
excessively drained conditions. Profiles developing on slopes 
less than 5 per cent but over 3 per cent are most nearly in 
equilibrium with the environmental conditions of the region, 
referred to as tbe phytomorphic conditions. Profiles between 
3 and 1.5 per cent are developing under more moist or phyto
hydromorphic conditions. These solls receive not only the 
moisture which faUs in the area but the excess which runs 

down the slope. Profiles under 1.5 per cent slope are develop
ing under varying hydromorphic or excessively moist condi
tions. 

Figure 7 I1Justrates the horiwn depths down the slope. Note 
the increase in profile development as indicated by the deeper 
A, Ae, and B horizons and the greater depth to lime. 

Figure 8 lliustrates that 1) the conductivity or presence of 
salts decreases downslope but increases with depth within each 
profile, 2) the CaCO) content decreases downslope and the 
maximum CaCO) occurs beJow the B horizons in most pro
files, 3) the pH becomes more aeidic downslope and more 
basic with depth in each pr06le. 
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Figure 9 lliustrates that the 
nitrogen content in the surface 
horizons increases downslope and 
decreases dOWllward in each 
prome. 

Figure 10 IIIustrates the effect 
of a marked increase ln slope. 

Figure 11 lliustrates the effect 
of a slight increase in slope. 

Figure 12 lllustrates that with 
more subdued landscape there 
are few prome variations. 

11 
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R24 

RURAL MUNICIPALITY 
USBORNE 

C AN AQA LA ND IN VEN TO R '!' 

R23 

6 0 % or more of Class 4 soils . 

NO. 310 

R22 

0 60% or mOre of Closs 5 and 6 soils. 

The Initial Capability Grouping and Basic Soi! Index for the Soil Associations and Texturai Types in R.M. No. 310. 

Basic 
Soil Association Soi! Initial Soil Soil Association Soi! Initial 

Symbol and Texturai Type Zone Capability Index Symbol and Texturai Type Zone Capability 

YL y orkton Loam Thick 90 WLL Weyburn Light Dari< 4m 
Black Loam Brown 

OL Oxbow Loam Black 2m 78 BrVL Bradwell Very Dark 3m 
MeLL Meota Light Loam Black 2m 76 Fine Sandy Loam Brown 

MeFL Meota Fine Sandy Black 3m 65 ALL Asquith Light Dark 3m 
Loam Loam Brown 

MeSL Meota Sandy Loam Black 3m 65 AFL Asquith Fine Dark 4m 

WsSL Whitesand Sandy Black 4m 53 Sandy Loam Brown 

Loam BgLL Biggar Light Loam Dark 4m 

ECL Elstow Clay Loam Dark 3m 64 Brown 

Brown BgGL Biggar Gravelly Dark 4m 

EL Eistow Loam Dark 3m 59 Loam Brown 

Brown BgSL Biggar Sandy Loam Dark 4m 

WL Weyburn Loam Dark 3m 58 Brown 

Brown Av Alluviurn 

TP.33 

TP.3l 

TP.31 

Basic 
Index 
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57 
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Figure 13 lIJustrates the information which can be obtained from the type of ARDA capability map being prepared in 
Saskatchewan. 
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Observations on the ecology of 
wetland vegetation 

J. B. Miller 

Factors affecting the distribution and 
density of plant species 
The violent fluctuations in moisture regime to 
which prairie potholes are subject, both within 
and between seasons, create an extremely un
stable environment for plant species. It is not 
surprising therefore that very rapid and exten
sive changes in vegetation are corn mon, and that 
plant succession is continually being reversed. 
The status of a plant species in a basin may, 
however, be the result of the interaction of many 
environmental factors in addition to moisture 
regime. At present, our knowledge of the complex 
interactions between these environ mental factors 
is fragmentary. It is, however, possible to make 
certain generalizations about sorne of the factors . 

1. Availability of seed. The absence of a plant 
species from certain ponds in an area may be 
due to the absence of viable seed rather than to 
deficiencies in the environment. This applies 
particularly to species whose seeds are not wind
borne and probably accounts in part for the slow 
rate of spread of su ch species into new regions. 

2. Moisture regime is only one of many factors 
which determine whether a species will become 
established in a particular basin , but it is un
doubtedly the one most responsible for determin
ing the distribution of a species within the basin 
as weil as changes in its distribution from year 
to year. Each species will tolerate different depths 
and duration of flooding, and these differences 
are reflected in the rather definite zonation of 
wetland vegetation. The importance of these 
zones as indicators of relative permanence will 
be d~scussed later. Drought conditions allow many 
specles from the higher elevations to seed into 
portions of the basins left bare as the more 
aquatic species die out or become reduced in 
number. With a return to higher water levels 
the trend is reversed. 

The moisture requirements of a species during 
the germination and seedling stages may be mark
edly different from those of the mature plants. 
Thus the establishment and continued survival 

of a species may depend upon different environ
mental conditions occurring in a particular se
quence. This was weil illustrated in the wide
spread germination of caltail and bulrush seeds 
at Melfort , Saskatchewan (104 °40'W, 52°50'N), 
in 1965. In 1964 many basins went dry early 
in the season and were cultivated. The 1965 
~ea son was quite wet and many of the cultivated 
basins that went dry early in the season were 
reHooded in mid-June for periods varying from 
a week to over a month. This situation was ap
parently ideal for the germination of both caltail 
(Typha) and bulrush (Scirpus) seeds, and good 
stands of these species developed in a lmost every 
cuJtivated basin. Survival in 1966, however, was 
restricted 10 those basins which held water 
through most of the season. Anolher example is 
that of willow seedlings, which are dependent 
upon moisture in the surface soil until the root 
systems become established and penetra te to the 
water table. Once the mature plants become 
truly phreatophytic they are independent of sur
face moisture . Thus it is possible for willow 
growths to develop in potholes in the grassland 
region of Saskatchewan if there is a wet period of 
sufficient duration for seedlings to become well 
established . The development of willow growths 
in the Pangman area (l04°40'W , 49 °37'N ) of 
the Missouri Coteau south of Regina can be 
traced back to the high-water years of the early 
1950's. 

3. Chemistry of the basin soil has a very 
profound effect upon the vegetation of a pothole. 
The effects of extreme salinity in reducing the 
complexity and luxuriance of marsh vegetation 
is a well-known example. Individual species vary 
greatly in their tolerance of salinity. Some such 
as Poa palustris , Carex atherodes, and T ypha 
latifolia do best with low levels of salinity, while 
Hordeum jubatum and Potamogeton pectinatus 
will Hourish over a wide range of salinity. Still 
others like Scirpus paludosus, Salicornia rubra, 
and Ruppia maritima require a high level of 

sali nit y to survive. 
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The salinity requirements of a species may, as 
in the case of moisture, be markedly different in 
the germination and seedling stages th an for the 
mature plant. Sorne phreatophytes which grow in 
alkaline soils use relatively pure ground water as 
mature plants but have seedlings which are alkali
tolerant until such times as they can extend their 
roots to the water table (Meinzer, 1927) . 

While we can characterize species as to their 
relative moisture requirements and salinity 
tolerance, we know very little about the relative 
importance of each of the se factors as they func
tion in combination to determine the statlls of a 
species in a basin. 

4. Climatic factors su ch as length of growing 
season and seve rit y of temperature extremes cer
tainly play a role in controlling the range of many 
aquatic species, but as yet we know virtually 
nothing about the requirements of individual 
species. A good case in point is the die-off of 
Scoloch/oa which occurred in parts of central 
Saskatchewan during the win ter of 1965-66. 
These stands were not flooded out nor were they 
killed by drollght, and the chemistry of the en
vironment did not apparently undergo a radical 
change. We can speculate that they were winter
killed but we know nothing of the winter hardi
ness of this species. 

5. Mode of reproduction can be instrumental 
in determining the survival and proliferation of a 
species. A perennial such as whitetop (Scolo
ch/oa) which spreads by means of creeping 
rhizomes as weil as by seed can perpetuate itself 
mu ch more easily than an annual or bien niaI 
such as Senecio congestus which must depend 
u pon the re-occurrence of the same set of en
vironmental conditions each year for its germina
tion. Su ch species may establish themselves in 
quantity in a pothole only at irregular intervals. 

6. Inter- and intra-specific competition un
doubtedly plays an important role in limiting the 
density and distribution of species but as yet our 
knowledge of this factor is negligible. Il is known 
that certain plants can compete for available 
moisture and nutrients more efficiently than 
others. Many species can establish themselves 
successfully only if competition is reduced at the 
time of germination and seedling development. 
Farmers in Saskatchewan, for example, have 
learned that if they wish to convert a pothole to 
reed canary grass for forage production they 
must first destroy or reduce the existing vegeta-
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tion by cultivation. This species apparently can
not establish itself successfu1Jy in a well-estab
lished plant community. 

Jn Holland, Bakker (1960) has demonstrated 
that the biennial Senecio congestus renders its im
mediate environment unsuitable for its own per
petuation by producing subtle changes, including 
reduction of ammonium nitrogen , in the soil. 

Growth of sorne species is inhibited by the 
accumulation of a thick mulch of dead plant 
material from previous years' vegetation. 

7. Disturbance can be very important in de
termining the composition of wetland vegetation. 
We commonly think of disturbance in terms of 
human activities-cultivation, mowing, grazing, 
burning, drainage, and filling of basins. In the 
broadest sense, however, disturbance is any event 
which tends to alter the environment of a basin 
in such a way as to adversely affect the existing 
vegetation. Many natural events faH into this 
category. Fluctuations in water level can be just 
as effective as cultivation in destroying vegeta
tion and so, on a smaller scale, are the burrowing 
activities of pocket gophers. 

Cultivation has the effect of returning the 
sequence of plant succession to the primary stage, 
and dry basins thus affected are, if not sown to 
cereal crops, typically colonized by pioneering 
annuals, many of which are coarse weedy forbs. 
If a cultivated basin is llooded for any length of 
time in the spring sorne perennial marsh plants, 
e.g., Sc%chloa, frequently re-establish them
selves very rapidly from surviving root-stocks. 
Within one year such basins may have regained 
most of their original vegetational structure. The 
effects of cultivation appear to persist longest 
around the periphery of the basin, and a pa st 
history of cultivation can often best be detected 
by examining the composition of the vegetation 
of the wet meadow zone. 

Mowing, burning, and grazing ail tend to 
encourage the growth of species which are tol
erant of that particular event and to inhibit 
growth of those which are intolerant. The timing 
and severity of such disturbance can be important 
in determining the effects on various species. 
Early mowing will remove sorne annual species 
before they have set seed and thus reduce their 
reproductive potential the next year. A fast-bu rn
ing fire may affect certain species less than a 
slow smoldering one which burns deeper into 
the organic soil. The intensity of grazing may 

determine wnether favoured forage species, such 
as Scolochloa, will survive in a pastured basin. 

Most factors affecting the distribution and 
density of aquatic plants work their effects 
through sorne aspect of the plant's physiology, 
and until we have gained a greater understanding 
of the physiological requirements of these spe
cies we can only speculate as to ail the reasons 

for their behaviour. 

Vegetation as an indicator of pothole 
permanence 
Each plant species has its own particular level 
of tolerance to inundation. Those with similar 
moisture requirements and limitations are char
acteristically found in locations with the same 
moisture regime. As a result, pothole vegetation 
typically occurs in bands or zones that can be 

correlated with depth and duration of submer
gence. This relationship has frequently been used 
as a factor in the classification of wetlands (Nord 
et al., unpublished, 1951; Martin et al., 1953; 
Stewart and Kantrud, 1969; and Millar, unpub
Iished, 1967). 

Four vegetation zones can be readily recog
nized in wetland basins: 

(a) Wet meadow zone-submerged for only 
a very short period in the spring and character
ized by short, fine-textured grasses or grass
like plants such as Poa palustris and Hordeum 
jubatum plus a rather ri ch assortment of forbs. 

(b) Shallow marsh zone-flooded in normal 
years until June or July and characterized by 
grasses or grasslike plants of intermediate height, 
e.g., Scolochloa testllcacea, Glyceria grandis, and 
Carex atherodes. 
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Figure 1 Wet meadow 
basin, Swift Current. 

Figure 2 Shallow marsh 
basin, St. Denis. 



(c) Deep marsh zone-normally flooded until 
late in the season, or in moist years may be sub
merged through the winter. Dominant species are 
taU coarse emergents-Typha latifolia, Scirpus 
validus, and Scirpus aeutus. 

(d) Open water zone-normally flooded the 
year round. Nearly all plants are submerged 
aquatics, e.g., Potamogeton spp. In drought years 
this zone may be exposed by falling water levels 
and a fifth temporary zone, the summer draw
down zone, may develop. This is characterized 
by pioneering coarse weedy forbs such as 
Chenopodium spp., Senecio congestus, and 
Rorippa islandica. This zone is subsequently de
stroyed by a return ,to higher water levels or is 
gradually transformed into a shallow marsh or 
wet meadow zone if low water continues. 
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Composition of the vegetation becomes less 
complicated in the deeper water zones. In recent 
studies in Saskatchewan (Millar, unpublished, 
1967) 74 species of vascular plants were recorded 
for the wet meadQw zone, 34 for the shallow 
marsh zone, and 19 for the deep marsh and open 
water zones. 

Generally speaking, the complexity of veg
etat ion al zonation increases as a pond becomes 
more permanent. An ephemeral pond will have 
only the wet meadow zone whereas one which 
normally lasts to mid-season will be dominated 
by shallow marsh vegetation. A permanent pond 
typically has elements of ail four zones. The 
availability of individual species and fluctuations 
in the moisture regime can, however, create many 
anomalies, e.g., shal10w marsh species growing 

Figure 3 Deep marsb 
basin, east of Saskatoon. 

Figure 4 Open water 
slough, Mt. Moriah Study 
Area, North Dakota. 

between the deep marsh and ?pen water zones , 
and semi-permanent ponds wlth shaUow marsh 

d open water zones but no deep marsh zone. 
~ cropland the moretemporary basins are usual
Iy cultivated and in an intensively farmed area, 
such as Melfort, it is difficult to find an un
disturbed basin dominated by wet meadow species 
or the more xeric shallow marsh species such as 

Carex atherodes. 
A wel1-defined open water zone is usually the 

best indicator of a permanent pond. Such a zone 
is one in which there is widespread growth of 
submerged aquatics, such as Myriophyllum and 
various species of Po/amage/on, and in which 
there are no scattered plants of species belonging 
to the shallow marsh or summer draw-down 
zones. The presence of such plants usually in
dicates the previous existence of exposed mud
ftats or, in the case of shallow marsh species 
alone, the possible flooding out of an established 
shallow marsh zone. It is possible, however, for 
relatively permanent ponds to go dry late in the 
season during a drought period and reflood the 
next year without the spread of shallow marsh 
or summer draw-down species or a decrease in 
the abundance of submerged aquatics. 

The composition and distribution of vegetation 
in a pothole can be used quite effectively to inter
pret its current level of permanence. However, 
the rapidity with which vegetation can change in 
response to fluctuations in water level (Evans and 
Black, 1956; Gollop, 1963; Stewart and Kantrud , 
1963; Leitch, 1966; and Millar, unpublished, 
1967) makes me extremely sceptical of the prob
able accuracy of the prediction of a pond's per
manency 20 years hence on the basis of its 
current . vegetation. Several large potholes on a 
Canadian Wildlife Service study area in the Allan 
HlUs, 70 miles southeast of Saskatoon, are an 
excellent example of the hazards involved in long
range prediction. In the early 1950's they held 
5 10 10 feet of water and had developed well
defined deep marsh and open water vegetation 
zones. On the basis of observations at that time 
one would have predicted that these areas were 
permanent. In fact they deteriorated from the 
mld-fifties onward, went dry in 1961 and 1962, 
and have gone dry most years since. 

SoU productivity as it relates to cerea] 
erops and aquatic vegetation 
The history of wetland drainage in the United 

States and Canada con tains many examples of 
marshes which were productive of aquatic vegeta
tion but cou Id not be converted successfully to 
production of cereal crops. 1 am not, however, 
able to establish that the reverse situation has 
occurred. The soils of the Melfort district, for 
example, are as productive, agriculturally speak
ing, as any in Saskatchewan and this applies to 
the basins of potholes when they are drained. 
Likewise these basins are, in their natural state, 
as productive of aquatic vegetation as any in 
Saskatchewan. Certainly within my own expe
rience 1 have never encountered a basin which, 
when cultivated, was productive of cereal crops 
and when reflooded was not productive of aquatic 
vegetation. 

Effects of evaporation and seepage 
manipulation on aquatic plants 
The development of techniques to reduce the loss 
of water by evaporation and seepage from do
mestic, industrial, and agricultural reservoirs is 
of interest to wildJife ecologists inasmuch as it 
should be possible, in theory, to apply the se 
techniques to wetlands being managed for wild
life and th us increase their permanence. To be 
practical such a technique has to meet three basic 
criteria: 

(a) Il must be effective in reducing water loss. 
(b) The cost of application must be realistic 

in relation to the benefits obtained. 
(c) There must be no appreciable adverse 

effect on the biota of the treated area. 
The first two criteria are beyond the scope of 

the present discussion but will be considered to 
the extent to which they affect the practicality 
of specifie techniques. 

Beadle and Cruse (1957) list eight methods 
of retarding loss of water by evaporation: 

( 1) Monomolecular films applied to the water 
surface. 

(2) Construction of reservoirs with maximum 
average depth (minimum exposed surface area). 

(3) Concentration of water into single reser-
voirs. 

(4) Elimination of marine growth. 
(5) Elimination of shallow water areas . 
(6) Storing of water in ground-water reser

voirs (recharge of underground aquifers). 

(7) Reservoir roofs, floating covers, and 
sealants. 

(8) Wind-breaks. 
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Methods (2) to (7) cannot be used in the 
maintenance of natural wetlands since they in
volve either the concentration of water at the ex
pense of individual basins or the alteration of the 
basins to the point where aquatic vegetation can
not exist. Win.d-breaks can be effective in reducing 
evaporation but, as Michel (1963) points out, the 
efficiency of such a method is reduced by the 
water consumption of the wind-break itself. 

The general concensus of workers in the field 
of evaporation suppression (Beadle and Cruse, 
1957; Magin and Randall, 1960; and Michel, 
1963) is that monomolecular films, particularly 
those of the waxy alcohols such as hexadecanol 
and octadecanol, show the greatest promise as 
a means of reducing evaporation loss from large 
water bodies. While these substances have proven 
very effective under laboratory conditions their 
performance under natural conditions has been 
less inspiring. Wind, rain, dus t, and bacterial 
action aIl disrupt the film, and suitable methods 
of application are still being developed (Cruse 
and Harbeck, 1960; Koberg, Cruse, and Shrews~ 
bury, 1963). As Eisenlohr (1969) has pre
viously indicated, monomolecular films are not 
yet a practical means of evaporation suppression. 

Since monomolecular films are intended for 
use on domestic and stock-watering reservoirs, 
the biological effects of the substances used have 
received more attention than would have per
haps otherwise been the case. Even at that, most 
observations have been incidental to the general 
line of research. Magin and Randall (1960) in 
their review of 322 papers relating to evapora
tion suppression mention only four references to 
effects of monomolecular films on the biota of 
water bodies. Tests conducted by the U.S. Bureau 
of Reclamation (Timblin, L.O., Jr., as quoted in 
Hobbs, 1961) have not shown any adverse 
effects from cet yi and stearyl alcohols on fish, 
plants, and wildfowl, nor was the passage of 
oxygen through the monolayers inhibited. The 
V.S. Public Health Service also has studied the 
effects of hexadecanoi on humans and fish (Ber
ger, 1957). This paper makes no mention of the 
effects on aquatic plants but the following ob
servations may be pertinent. 

(1) Reduction of evaporation by a film result
ed in a warming of the water. 

(2) Films caused a reduction in oxygen trans
fer between air and water only when they be
came abnormally thick. 
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Koberg, Cruse, and Shrewsbury (1963) have 
noticed no adverse effects of dodecanol, hexa
decanol, and octadecanol on algae and other 
aquatic plants during tests in Texas. In two 
experiments they actually observed an increase 
in aquatic growth. This was interpreted as being 
due to (a) the reduction, for sorne unknown 
rcason, of turbidity by the film which allowed 
greater penetration of sunlight and a correspond
ing increase in photosynthesis and (b) an in
crea se in water temperature. The effect of mono
molecular films in accelerating plant growth by 
raising the water temperature has been exploited 
commercially in Japan (Koberg et al., 1963) 
where alkanol films are used to increase the 
water temperature of rice paddies to mature the 
crop at an earlier date. 

Sorne forms of vegetation may actually be 
effective in reducing water loss by evaporation 
without producing a corresponding increase in 
water loss by transpiration. Durrant, in a discus
sion following the paper by Hobbs (1961), re
ported that Russian research has shown that 
duckweed reduces evaporation losses from free 
water surfaces by about 20 per cent. 

Efforts to reduce water lost by seepage appear 
to be most practical for small ponds and canals 
(Michel, 1963), since the cost of treatment for 
large reservoirs becomes prohibitive in terms of 
the water saved. Agey and Andrew ( 1965) 
have studied the reduction of seepage losses from 
irrigation canals by chemical sealants and have 
found sodium carbonate to be very effective and 
economical in reducing seepage under laboratory 
conditions. A report on the results of similar 
tests under field conditions is not yet available. 
The sealing effect of sodium carbonate is dis
rupted by drying and by freezing and thawing, and 
would have to be renewed annually. The most 
effective rate of application appears to be 0.4 
pounds per square yard or 1,936 pounds per 
acre at a cost of $30 per acre for the salt alone. 
It 1S reasonable to assume, even without experi
mental evidence, that a yearly application of 
approximately 1 ton of sodium carbonate per 
acre to sm aIl fresh-water ponds would ultimately 
have an adverse effect on aquatic vegetation. 

In experimental field studies at the Canada 
Agriculture Experimental Farm at Swift CUITent, 
Pohjakas and Rapp (1967) have compared the 
effectiveness, durability, and cost of compacted 
earth, asphalt, concrete, and plastics as canal 

d dugout linings. On the basis of their findings, 
~astic linings are best in terms of ease of installa
tion, low cost, and excellent seepage control (no 
deterioration in 10 years, life expectancy 20-30 
years). On the basis of the .lowest cost figure 
presented it would cost apprOlumately $3,200 per 
acre to reduce seepage loss in potholes with this 
type of lining. Although Pohjakas and .Rapp did 
not specifically study the effects of vanous types 
of linings on plants, Pohjakas (pers. comm.) 
made the following observations: 

Soil coyer on plastic or asphalt linings usually 
carries a good crop of aquatic and other plants. 
As their rooting depth is limited (12" soi! coyer 
over plastic) they do not achieve the same opulence 
as the plants on unlined or compacted earth linings. 
Taller plant varieties like Reed Canary Grass tend to 
be absent on a newly installed lining where creeping 
varieties dominate a few years after installation. 

l have no quantitative data on the effective
ness of bentonite clay in reducing seepage. J. M. 
Murray, Department of Agricultural Engineering, 
University of Saskatchewan (pers. comm.), con
siders it to be ineffective when applied as a siurry 
to the soil surface since the seal breaks up upon 
drying. 11 is apparently most effective when 
rototilled into the surface soil. Pohjakas (pers. 
comm.) observed no adverse effects on plant 
growth when the bentonite was applied as a 
slurry. Application with a rototiller did, of course, 
disrupt the vegetation temporarily. 

Eftects of brush removal and cultivation 
on pothole permanency 
To the best of my knowledge no quantitative 
studies have been conducted on the effects of 
brush removal and cultivation on pothole per
manence. However, on the basis of ecological 
studies at Melfort and Saskatoon from 1962 to 
1966 it is possible to make a few generalizations: 

1. Removal of the brush ring around the periph
ery of a basin generally has the effect of reducing 
snow deposition in the immediate vicinity of the 
basin. This reduction in potential runoff is most 
serious in the case of small basins which have a 
restricted watershed and depend largely on snow 
lodging in and around the basin itself as a source 
of water. The relative permanency of such basins 
may be materially reduced by brush removal. 
Larger basins with extensive watersheds are not 
as severely affected since much of their water 
Cornes from beyond the immediate basin. Even in 
a case of widespread brush removal there is 

ample opportunity in a large watershed for snow 
to accumulate. 

2. Brush removal and cultivation may reduce 
water loss by removal of plants which would 
otherwise remove water from the basin by trans
piration. However, this gain is likely offset by 
increased exposure to wind action and a cor
responding increase in evaporation. 

3. The extent to which cultivation will affect 
the permanency of a pothole depends to a great 
extent upon the nature of the subsoil underlying 
the basin. The process of cultivation breaks up 
the mat of organic material which has accumu
lated over the years and which in essence has 
formed a "seal" that reduces seepage out of the 
basin. If the underlying material is a heavy clay 
or clay loam, as at Melfort, which is relatively 
impervious to water, the destruction of the organic 
"seal" will have Uttle effect on the rate of water 
loss. If, on the other hand, sand, sandy loam, 
or other such porous material underlies the basin 
the rate of water loss will increase markedly 
after cultivation. Such is the case on the CWS 
study area near Saskatoon where ten small 
(0.1-0.6 acre) cultivated basins lost an average of 
0.96 inches per day during the period April 13-
27, 1965, compared to a maximum average daily 
rate of water loss during the entire season of 0.59 
inches for 22 0.1- to l.O-acre uncultivated basins. 

Research needs 
The day is rapidly approaching when we must 
undertake the intensive management of our 
prairie wetlands if we wish to maintain waterfowl 
populations at the levels considered desirable for 
their continued exploitation as a recreational 
resource. Such management will necessarily in
volve the manipulation of the vegetation. If tbis 
is to be done intelligently we must know not only 
the role played by each plant species in the crea
tion of productive waterfowl habitat but also 
the environmental requirements that must be 
met to encourage or inhibit its development. At 
present we have only fragmentary knowledge 
of the nature of the environmental factors which 
control the distribution of wetland plants or the 
manner in which these factors function and 
interact through the physiological, reproductive, 
and structural capabilities of each species. T}1e 
point has been reached, l believe, where we 
must begin undertaking detailed ecological studies 
of individu al wetland plant species in the same 
manner as has been done with wildIife species. 
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These studies should logically commence with the 
commonest and most widely distributed species. 

Suitable techniques for measuring environ
mental factors are a necessary prerequisite to the 
study of the effects of these factors on plant 
species, and there are still many deficiencies in 
techniques to be overcome. One of the most 
pressing needs in this respect is for an evaluation 
of the relative reliability of water and soil salinity 
tests as measures of the level of salinity in the 
environment that is affecting plant growth. 

Although it does not reaIly faIl into the cate
gory of research, mention should be made of 
the need to have existing knowledge of wetland 
plants, as weIl as new knowledge as it becomes 
available, presented in a simple concise format 
for use by field technicians. This should take the 
form of a guide to the identification of species, 
the environmental conditions under which each 
species is normally found, the time of year at 
which it is most conspicuous, and any special 
circumstances indicated by its presence. 
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Proposed classification of potholes 
in the glaciated prairie region 

Robert E. Stewart and Harold A. Kantrud* 

Introduction 
The preliminary wetland classification system 
adopted by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife in 1953 is described in Special Scientific 
Report: Wildlife No. 20 (Martin et al., 1953) 
and in Fish and Wildlife Service Circular 39 
(Shaw and Fredine, 1956). This classification 
has been followed by many biologists for several 
years, and has been found to be especially useful 
in appraising general wetland conditions through
out the country. It has become apparent, how
ever, that for purposes of research investigations, 
land acquisition, and more intensive management 
programs, a classification system that is more 
closely oriented with regional and local varia
tions in the environment is needed. To establish 
a sound basis for a general wetland classification 
system for North America, it is prQbable that 
detailed ecological investigations of wetlands in 
each of the major biogeographical regions will 
be required. 

During the past 40 years, several classification 
systems have been applied to wetlands in the 
glaciated prairie region. Metcalf (1931) used a 
system based on salinity and vegetation to differ
entiate several types of prairie lakes and potholes. 
Bach (1951, unpublished paper, N.D. Game and 
Fish Dep., Bismarck) described a system of 
pothole types on the basis of their longevity or 
permanency. Nord, Evans, and Mann (1951, 
unpublished report, Div. of River Basin Studies, 
U.S. Bur. Sport Fisheries and Wildl., Washing
ton, D.C.), in evolving the "chain type" wetland 
classification, used Bach's permanency types in 
combination with a series of other factors includ
ing density, distribution, and species composition 
of marsh plants. The system currently used by 
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (Mar
tin et al., 1953) is based primarily upon water 
depths during the growing season and various 
types of cover interspersion. Evans and Black 
(1956) combined the system of Bach with that 
of Martin et al. (1953) for adaptation to South 
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Dakota wetlands. Millar (1964, unpublished 
progress report, Cano Wildl. Serv.) proposed a 
more complex system combining the vegetation al 
factors used by Stewart and Kantrud (1963, 
unpublished progress report, V.S. Bur. Sport 
Fisheries and Wildl., Denver) with topographic 
features including basin area, capacity, drainage, 
and configuration. Leitch (1966), using Bach's 
basic permanency types and the criteria used in 
the system of Nord, Evans, and Mann, added 
various physical, ecological, and historical factors 
when describing wetlands in Canada. 

The classification system currently used by 
the Bureau is too generalized for adaptation to 
regional investigations of wetlands. It has often 
been misinterpreted by investigators who placed 
too much emphasis on the relative importance 
of water depth and cover interspersion. Water 
depth alone is generally a poor indicator of 
prairie wetland types and should not be used 
synonymously with water permanence. The de
scription of water relationships of the designated 
types does not always correspond with the habitat 
requirements of characteristic plant species listed. 
Insufficient attention is given to the complex of 
zones within wetlands and to the specific rela
tionships of vegetation to various environmental 
factors. 

Recent intensive ecological investigations of 
wetlands in central North Dakota (1961-66, 
inclusive) indicate that the relative use of prairie 
potholes by waterfowl is strongly inftuenced by 
water permanence, water depth, water chernistry, 
and land-use. Although these environmental rela
tionships are very complex and interrelated, any 
marked variations that occur are usually reftected 
by pronounced differences in life form zonation, 
cover interspersion, species composition, and 
dominance of marsh and aquatic vegetation. 
Since these vegetative differences are readily 
discernible in the field, they have been used as 
the principal criteria in the development of a 
more satisfactory classification system for prairie 
potholes. 
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For purposes of this report, the term "pot
holes" refers to wetlands occurring in natural un
drained pond and lake basins in the glaciated 
prairie region. This region includes portions of 
the northern prairies in the Central Lowland 
and Great Plains which were covered with glacial 
drift deposits during rniddle advances of Wiscon
sin age glaciation (Lemke et al., 1965). It is 
characterized by numerous undrained depressions 
and is weil represented in southern Alberta, 
southern Saskatchewan, extreme southwestern 
Manitoba, extreme northeastern Montana, north
ern and east-central North Dakota, eastern South 
Dakota, and small portions of western Minnesota 
and northwestern Iowa. The glaciated prairie 
region referred to here does not include the con
tiguous, transitional belt of aspen parkland, which 
is usually considcred to be an ecotone between 
the glaciated prairie region and boreal forest. 

Zonation of wetland vegetation 
Typical plant associations of wetlands can be 
grouped into several vegetative zones that are 
characterized by differences in community struc
ture or life form, and also represent distinct as
semblages of plant species. Many of the charac
teristic plants of each zone may be found as a 
general mixture or may be represented by one, 
two, or more associations composed of one or 
more species. The occurrence of these zones 
was closely correlated with variations in water 
permanence and indirectly related to water depth . 
Certain wetlands contained only one zone; others, 
two, three, or more. In wetlands with two or more 
zones, one zone usually occupied the central 
deeper portion of the pond basin, while others 
were represented by concentric peripheral bands. 
The presence or absence and distributional pat
tern of the respective zones were the primary 
factors used in distinguishing the major classes 
of wetlands. 

Most of the vegetative zones were represented 
by two or three distinct ecological phases that 
frequently alternated with each other whenever 
appropriate water-Ievel fluctuations occurred or 
occasionally when changes in the intensity or 
frequency of certain land-use practices took place. 
Within each vegetative zone of a pothole only 
one phase may be present, or two or three phases 
may occur at the same time. These phases are 
as follows: 

Emergent phase.-Emergent vegetation of 
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general occurrence (chiefly biennial or perennial 
species) extends above the water surface and 
oflen forms a canopy or overstory. Subdominant 
submerged or floating plants occurring under the 
emergent cover are also included. The emergent 
plants of this phase normally persist even after 
the surface water has disappeared. 

Open-water phase.-Open water without 
emergent plants extending above the surface 
characterizes this phase. Submerged aquatic 
plants are often present. 

Drawdown phase.-Vegetation is represented 
by typical drawdown species (annuals, mostly 
forbs, of irregular occurrence) that germinate on 
exposed mud resulting from temporary loss of 
open surface water du ring late spring or summer. 

Low-fallow phase.-This phase is restricted 
to cropland potholes that have been repeatedly 
plowed and cultivated, and develops on moist 
exposed soils that result from loss of shallow, 
open surface water during the early spring. Most 
of the characteristic plants are coarse, weedy 
forbs or grasses, including many foreign, intro
duced species. Farm crop species also may be 
present, and bare, non-vegetated soil is common. 

Important differences in species composition of 
the characteristic plant associations within zones 
were found to be correlated with variations in 
average salinity of surface water. Distinctive as
sociations of plants may be classified as fresh, 
slightly brackish, moderately brackish, brackish, 
subsaline, or saline. However, measurements of 
specific conductance (micromhos/ cm) used to in
dicate differences in sali nit y were found to fluctu
ate widely within many individual potholes. In 
these potholes, reductions in specific conductance 
appeared to be related to increasing water depths 
and occasionally to periodic overflow (dilution 
factors) resulting from accelerated rates of water 
infiow from surface runoff. An increase in specific 
conductance was usually associated with losses 
in water depth caused by evapo-transpiration, or 
with a greater inflow from ground-water seepage 
or springs resulting from rising ground-water 
tables . Thus, many of the plant associations that 
are indicative of average differences in salinity 
also persisted temporarily over widely overlapping 
ranges of salinity (Fig. 1). Since unstable water 
conditions were characteristic of most potholes, 
it was necessary to use the plant associations 
rather than single measurements of specific con
ductance as indicators of salinity. 
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The relationship of dominant emergent deep
marsh associations to specific conductance of 
surface water, shown in Figure 1, is based on 
measurements taken during the early summer of 
1965 when water levels were slightly higher than 
average. Potholes sampled were located on the 
Missouri Coteau of North Dakota in the western 
half of Stutsman County, eastern haU of Kidder 
County, and northeastern quarter of Logan 
County. AlI water samples were collected from 
the central deeper portion of the deep-marsh 
zone. Specific conductance was determined 
through use of an Industrial Instruments Model 
RB-2 solubridge meter with automatic tem
perature-compensating cell. In the associations 
designated as Typha spp, - Scirpus acutus and 
Scirpus acutus - Scirpus paludosus, the indicated 
species were co-dominant, In the association des
ignated as Scirpus paludosus - Scirpus acutus, 
Scirpus paludosus was dominant (comprising 80-
95 per cent of emergent growth) with lesser 
amounts of Scirpus acutus. 

The approxima te ranges in specific conduct
ance of surface water in plant associations that 
characterize differences in average salinity are 
shown below: 
Fresh associations <40 - 700 micromhos/cm 
Slightly brackish 

associations 300 - 2,200 micromhos/cm 
Moderately brackish 

associations 1,000 - 8,000 micromhos/cm 
Brackish 

associations 1,600 - 18,000 micromhos/cm 
Subsaline 

associations 3,500 - 70,000 micromhos/cm 
Saline 

associations 20,000 100,000 + micromhosl cm 
The principal vegetative zones of prairie wet

land~ are described in the following paragraphs 
and 10 Tables 1-6 (p. 64-69), Ratings of abun
dance assigned to various plant species listed may 
be defined as follows: 

Abundant.-Areal coverage (shading effect) 
of 50 per cent or more of surface water or bottom 
soils. 

Common.-Areal coverage (shading effect) 
of 10-50 per cent of surface water or bottom 
soiIs. 

Fairly common.-Areal coverage (shading 
effect) of 1-10 per cent of surface water or 
bot tom soils. 

Except for a few extra-limitaI species of vas
cular plants and a few species of algae, liverworts, 
and moss, Latin names of plants follow the eighth 
edition of Gray's Manual (Femald, 1950), 
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Low-prairie zone.---:-In certain types of wet
lands, low-prairie vegetation may occupy the 
central area of a pond basin. Occasionally, in 
deeper potholes with other zones, a narrow 
border of surrounding low prairie is inundated 
during unusually high water. Due to the porous 
conditions of the soils in this zone, the rate of 
bottom seepage outflow is very rapid, As a result, 
surface water ordinarily is maintained for only 
a brief period in the early spring before the 
bottom ice seal disappears. Two wetland phases 
o~ this zone occur regularly, an emergent phase 
wlth low-prairie species occurring as emergents 
and an open-water phase without submerged 
aquatic plants which develops when water levels 
rise above the tops of low-prairie plants. Measure
ments of specific conductance (micromhos/cm) 
of surface water in low-prairie plant associations 
occurring in central areas of pond basins indi
cated that these species are characteristic of fresh 
water. Typical low-prairie species found in wet
land low-prairie zones are listed in Table 1. 

Wet-meadow zone.-Wet-meadow vegetation 
occupies the central areas of many of the more 
shallow pond basins, and commonly occurs as a 
peripheral outer band in most wetlands of other 
types. Water-Ioss from bottom seepage outflow 
is fairly rapid in this zone, so that surface water 
usually is maintained for only a few weeks after 
the spring snow melt and occasionally for several 
days after heavy rainstorms during late spring, 
summer, and fall. Most of the dominant plants 
in wet-meadow zones are fine-textured grasses or 
grasslike plants of relatively short stature. Wet
land phases include an emergent phase with wet
meadow species occurring as emergents, and an 
open-water phase without submerged aquatic 
plants which develops when water levels rise 
above the tops of wet-meadow plants. Character
istic wet-meadow species are listed in Table 2, 

Shallow-marsh zone.-Shallow-marsh vegeta
tion dominates the central areas of pond basins 
that normally main tain surface water for an ex
tended period in spring and early summer, but 
frequently are dry du ring late summer and faU. 
This zone often occurs also as marginal bands 
in some of the deeper, more permanent wetlands. 
Typical dominant emergent species in shallow
marsh zones are grasses and grasslike plants that 
are intermediate in height in comparison to char
acteristic emergent plants of wet-meadow and 
deep-marsh zones. The emergent wetland phase 
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Deep-marsh zone.-Deep-marsh vegetatIon 
dominates the central areas of pond basins that 

d
'narily maintain surface water throughout the 

or 1 d' . f Il spring and summer, frequently exten mg lOto a 
and winter. Deep-marsh zones usually occur also 
aS marginal bands in the more permane~t deep
water lakes. Dominant emergent plants 10 deep
marsh zones are generally coarser and taller th an 
corresponding species in other zones. Three wet
land phases are represented in this zone, an 
emergent phase and open-water phase, both of 
regular occurrence, and a drawdown phase that 
occurs occasionally du ring drought conditions. 
Characteristic plant species in this zone are listed 

in Table 4. 
Tillage zone.-A distinctive type of wetland 

vegetation is found in potholes that have been 
repeatedly disturbed by plowing and cultivation, 
and may occupy the central area of a pond basin 
or occur as a peripheral border in other wetlands. 
Surface water is generally present for ooly a few 
weeks following the spring snow melt. Occasional
ly, during wet years with numerous heavy rain
storms, surface water may be maintained in til
lage zones of some of the deeper pond basins 
for considerable periods in late spring and sum
mer, Three wetland phases occur regularly: a 
low-fallow phase developing on moist soils and 
resulting from loss of shallow surface water in 
the early spring; a drawdown phase resulting from 
late spring or summer exposure of mud flats; and 
an open-water phase without submerged aquatic 
plants, occurring regularly in the early spring 
and present during high water conditions later 
in the season. Measurements of specific con
ductance (micromhos/cm) indicated that surface 
water in tillage zones is fresh. Characteristic plant 
species in tillage zones are listed in Table 5. 

Permanent open-water zone.-This deep
water zone is of local occurrence in a few lakes 
that maintain fairly stable water levels. Only two 
species of vascular plants were found in this zone. 
Ruppia occidentalis (western widgeongrass) 
occurs regularly, occasionally in association with 
Potamogeton vaginatus (big-sheath pondweed), 
In some lakes, the deeper portions of this zone 

are completely devoid of submerged vegetation. 
Measurements of specific conductance (microm
hos/cm) inœcated that water in this zone may he 
c1assified as slightly brackish, moderately brack
ish, brackish, or subsaline. Toward shore, this 
zone is frequently bordered by a band of open 
water representing the open-water phase of the 
deep-marsh zone. Although superficial1y similar 
in appearance, this shallower open-water band 
differs with respect to species composition of 
submerged plants. 

Intermittent saline zone.-This zone is char
acterized by highly saline, shallow water that 
frequently alternates with exposed salt fiats. 
Emergent plants do not develop in this zone, 
apparently owing to the high salt content. How
ever, one submerged aquatic species, salt-water
widgeongrass (Rup pia maritima) , is frequently 
abundant whenever surface water is maintained 
for a few weeks during the summer. 

Alkaline bog (fen) zone.-Alkaline bog vege
tation occasionally dominates the central areas 
of pond basins, but more frequently occurs as 
isolated pockets along the margins of typical 
potholes and lakes. Surface water is often lacking 
in tbis zone, although the bottom soUs are nor
mally saturated by alkaline ground-water seepage. 
Characteristic plant species occurring in this zone 
are listed in Table 6. 

Major classes of wetlands 
Eight major classes of wetlands occurring in 
natural basins were recognized on the basis of 
general ecological differentiation. Typical pot
holes comprise five of these, and the others are 
represented by lakes and alkaline bogs, The 
particular vegetative zone occupying 5 per cent 
or more of the total pond basin (wetland area) 
and occurring in the central deeper portion is 
used to distinguish each class. The classes are 
described as follows: 

Class 1. Ephemeral potholes.-Low-prairie 
zone dominates central area of pond basin. 

Class 2. Temporary potholes.-Wet-meadow 
zone domina tes central area of pond basin. 

Class 3. Seasonal potholes.-Shallow-marsh 
zone dominates central area of pond basin. Pe
ripheral wet-meadow or tillage zone usually 
present. 

Class 4. Semi-permanent potholes.-De,ep-
marsh zone dominates central area of pond basin. 
Peripheral shallow-marsh zone and wet-meadow 
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or tillage zone usually present and occasionally, 
isolated pockets of alkaline bog zone occur. 

Class 5. Tillage potholes.-Tillage zone dom
inates central area of pond basin. 

Class 6. Permanent lakes.-Permanent open
water zone dominates central area of basin. 
Peripheral deep-marsh, shallow-marsh and wet
meadow zones are often present and occasionally, 
isolated pockets of alkaline bog zone occur. 

Class 7. Intermittent saline lakes.-Intermittent 
saline zone dominates central area of basin. Pe
ripheral shallow-marsh and (or) wet-meadow 
zones are usually present. Deep-marsh zone 
normally absent except occasionally for isolated 
pockets along the margins. Isolated pockets of 
alkaline bog zone may occur a150. 

Class 8. Alkaline bogs (fens).-Alkaline bog 
zone dominates central area of basin. Peripheral 
wet-meadow zone is often present. 

Wetland classes are easily distinguished in the 
field. Occasionally, a pothole intermediate be
tween two classes will be encountered, in which 
the central area of the pond basin is dominated 
by mixed species characteristic of two different 
zones. In this case, the class designation would 
depend upon the group of plants characteristic of 
one zone that represents more than 50 per cent 
of the vegetative growth in the central area. 

Closely related wetlands occasionally shift from 
one class to another during extended periods of 
abnormal water conditions. For example, many 
shallow-marsh species invaded typical wet
meadow zones in 1966, responding to extremely 
high water levels. During this period, sorne pot
holes were transformed from temporary (Class 
2) to seasonal (Class 3). Conversely, extreme 
drought conditions in 1961 allowed wet-meadow 
vegetation to become established in many zones 
formerly dominated by shallow-marsh species, 
thus converting sorne seasonal (Class 3) to tem
porary (Class 2) potholes. 

Seasonal potholes (Class 3) and semi-per
manent potholes (Class 4) are the predominant 

. wetlands in terms of total acreage throughout 
the prairie pothole region. Large numbers of 
ephemeral potholes (Class 1) and temporary 
potholes (Class 2) are present, although their 
total acre age is comparatively small. Tillage pot
holes (Class 5) are usually small and vary greatly 
in numbers from one area to another, depending 
on local land-use practices. Lakes (Classes 6 and 
7), although often quite large individually, are 
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few in number and, therefore, on]y of secondary 
significance. Alkaline bogs (Class 8) are usually 
small and quite local in occurrence. 

Principal subclasses of wetlands 
Distinct subclasses were recognized within several 
of the major classes of wetlands, including tem
porary, seasonal, and semi-permanent potholes, 
and permanent lakes. These subcIasses were 
based upon a natural sequence of plant associa
tions within wet-meadow, shallow-marsh, or deep
marsh zones that is correlated with differences in 
average salinity of surface water. The composi
tion of these associations differed with respect 
to occurrence or abundance of various plant 
species (Tables 2-4). The other major classes 
of wetlands showed less variation in salinity and 
were each represented by one subclass. The des
ignated subclasses with indicated salinity and ap
proxima te range of specifie conductance (microm
hos/cm) are: 

SubcIass A (fresh, cond. <40-700 
micromhos/ cm) 

Subclass B (slightly brackish, cond. = 300-
2,200 micromhos/cm) 

Subc1ass C (moderately brackish, cond. 
1,000-8,000 micromhos/cm) 

Subclass D (brackish, cond. = 1,600-18,000 
micromhos / cm) 

Subclass E (subsaline, cond. = 3,500-70,000 
micromhos/cm) 

Subclass F (saline, cond. = 20,000-100,000+ 
micromhos/ cm) 

The subclasses represented in each of the 
major classes of wetlands (predominant. sub
class in boIdface type) are as follows: 
Class Subclass 

1 (ephemeral pothoIes) A 
2 (temporary potholes) A, B 
3 (seasonal potholes) A, B, C 
4 (semi-permanent potholes) A, B, C, D, E 
5 (tillage pothoIes) A 
6 (permanent lakes) B, C, D, E 
7 (intermittent saline Iakes) F 
8 (alkaline bogs) B 
Certain variations in species composition of the 

dominant emergent plant associations within sub
classes were due to the secondary influence of 
land use. These effects were especially noticeable 
in the subclasses of temporary potholes (Class 2) 
and seasonal potholes (Class 3), and in sub
classes A, B, and C of se mi-permanent potholes 

1 
4). For example, in subclass B of seasonal 

(C asS . . 1 d . 
1 3) Potholes the pnnclpa ommant emer-

(C asS ' .. 
eCI'es in the prevaIlmg shallow-marsh zone gent sp . 

were slough sedge (Carex atherodes) , v.:hltetop 
(Scolochloa festucacea) , common splkerush 
(Eleocharis palustris) , and ~loughgrass (Beck
mannia syzigachne). In undlsturbed (non-u~e) 

tholes in this subclass, slough sedge and white
f~ were co-dominant; in mowed potholes, white
to~ was dominant; in. lightly. grazed. potholes, 
lough sedge was dommant; m heavlly grazed 
~otholes, common spi~erush was dominant;. and 
in potholes representmg an early successlOnal 
stage from previous cultivation, sloughgrass was 
dominant. These relationships were not always 
apparent, since the degree of land use was im
portant, and when changes in land-use occurred, 
the response of vegetation often was somewhat 
deIayed. 

In subclasses of temporary (Class 2) and 
seasonal (Class 3) potholes, the general influence 
of land use usually was reflected by the principal 
dominant emergent species of the prevailing 
vegetative zone (wet-meadow in temporary pot
holes and shallow-marsh in seasonal potholes). 
In subclasses A, B, and C of semi-permanent 
potholes (Class 4) the dominant deep-marsh 
emergent species usually were not affected by 
land use, except under grazing pressure during 
drought conditions. However, variation in species 
composition due to land use was apparent in the 
marginal shallow-marsh and wet-meadow zones 
of these potholes. 

Coyer types of wetlands 
Cover interspersion within zones containing emer
gent phases of wetland vegetation was correlated 
fairly weIl with water depth. Closed stands of 
emergents occurred in comparatively shallow 
water, open stands in deep water, while semi-open 
stands were characteristic of intermediate depths. 
Expanses of open water, when present, were 
normally found in the deepest portion of a pot
hole. However, under extreme land-use condi
tions, such as heavy grazing, expanses of open 
water occurred in any portion of a pothole, re
gardless of depth. 

The emergent plants used to describe cover 
types include species of wet-meadow and (or) 
low-prairie zones in temporary (Class 2) and 
ephemeral (Class 1) potholes; but are restricted 
to emergent marsh or drawdown species of shal-

Iow-marsh and (or) deep-marsh zones in seasonal 
(Class 3) and semi-permanent (Class 4) potholes 
and in permanent (Class 6) and intermittent 
saline (Class 7) Iakes. Cover in alkaline bogs is 
represented by emergent bog species, while cover 
in tillage potholes is restricted to emergent draw
down or 10w-fallow species, including agricultural 
crops. Four types of cover interspersion occur 
regularly in northern prairie wetlands. These are 
described as follows: 

Coyer Type l-Wetlands containing closed 
stands of emergents with open water covering less 
than 5 per cent of pond basin. 

Coyer Type 2-Wetlands with open water 
covering 5 to 95 per cent of pond basin, inter
spersed with scattered dense patches or diffuse. 
open stands of emergent cover. This cover type 
also includes ponds with closed stands of emer
gents in the central portion that are surrounded 
by open-water areas along the shallow margins. 

Coyer Type 3-Wetlands with centrally located 
expanses of open water (comprising more than 
5 per cent of pond basin) that are surrounded by 
peripheral bands of emergent cover averaging 
6 feet or more in width. 

Coyer Type 4-Wetlands largely devoid of 
emergent cover. Open water covers more than 95 
per cent of pond basin, or if emergent cover is 
restricted to marginal band, the average width 
of band i.s less than 6 feet. 

The assignment of cover types to dry potholes 
may be extrapolated on the basis of their probable 
appearance if surface water were present. 

In ephemeral (Class 1), temporary (Class 2), 
seasonal (Class 3), and semi-permanent (Class 
4) potholes, cover type 4 usually occurred only 
under extremely high water conditions, unusually 
heavy grazing pressure, or when mowed. Only 
two cover types (3 and 4) were represented in 
permanent lakes (Class 6) and intermittent saline 
lakes (Class 7). In tillage pothoIes, cover type 
4's were predominant in the spring, but other 
types often developed 1ater in the season. 

Application of classification system 
For practical use of this system in the field, each 
pothole may be classified by designating the class, 
subcIass, and cover type, in that order. For 
example, a semi-permanent (Class 4), slightly 
brackish (Subclass B) pothole with semi-open 
emergent cover (Type 2) could be designated as 
4B-2. Whenever desirabIe, the principal dom-
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inant species in the prevailing vegetative zone may land types may be incorporated into the system 
be shown in parentheses, e.g., 4B-2 (Typha spp.) in the future by the designation of addition al 
or 4B-2 (Typha spp., Scirpus acutus). In sorne wetland classes. 
cases, it may he helpful to list the principal dom- This classification system was repeated1y 
inant species in other zones as well, e.g., 4B-2 tested during intensive studies of potholes in 
(Typha spp., S. acutus - Eleocharis palustris). North Dakota and was found to be both expedient 

In certain extensive types of wetland investiga- and realistic. Generalized observations during 
tions, including aerial surveys and ràpid ground exploratory trips through other portions of the 
reconnaissance, it may be difficult or unfeasible glaciated prairie region, including the Prairie 
to attempt to identify wetland subclasses. For Provinces of Canada and states adjoining North 
these studies, the recognition of major classes Dakota, indicated that it would be an effective 
and (or) cover types of wetlands should suffice. method for the entire region. 
Wetland subclasses can also be more broadly It is not intended that this classification system 
interpreted by combining the six subclasses into be substituted for other methods currently being 
three groups. Subclasses A, B, and C are related used until it has been adequately tested in other 
in that characteristic species of relatively fresh portions of the glaciated prairie region. Its appli-
water predominate. In subclass D, thecommon cability to the aspen parklands should also be 
occurrence of brackish-water species in combina- determined. During the forthcoming season, the 
tion with fresh- and' salt-water species represents classification will be given further testing by 
the intermediate salinity range. Halophytes are several research project leaders and management 
predominant in subclasses E and F, and the se personnel in the north-central United States and 
could be combined into a third group. in Canada. Upon completion of testing in 1967, 

Ecological investigations of natural riparian . a determination will he made regarding the need 
habitat and man-made wetlands such as stock for modifications and desirability of adopting this 
dams, dugouts, reservoirs, and sewage lagoons method as a step toward standardization for re-
have not been completed. These and other wet- search and management purposes. 

Table 1 Cbaracteristic plant speciesin wetland low-prairie zODes'" 

Equisetum hyemale 
(common scouringrush) 

Poa pratensis 
(Kentucky bluegrass) 

Agropyron trachycaulum 
(slender wheatgrass) 

Agropyron subsecundum 
(bearded wheatgrass) 

Elymus macounii 
(Macoun's wildrye) 

Sphenopholis obtusata 
(prairie wedgegrass) 

Phleum pratense 
(timothy) 

Agrostis scabra 
(ticklegrass) 

Muhlenbergia richardsonis 
(mat muhly) 

Sporobolus heterolepis 
(prairie dropseed) 

Panicum virgatum 
(switchgrass) 

Andropogon gerardi 
(big bluestem) 

Carex brevior 
(fescue sedge) 

Zigadenus elegans 
(smooth camas) 

o 

• .. 
o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o .. .. .. 
o 

A/lium stellatum 
(pink onion) 

Lilium philadelphicum 
(red lily) 

Hypoxis hirsuta 
(yellow stargrass) 

Sisyrinchium angustifolium 
(blue-eyedgrass) 

Urtica procera 
(tall nettle) 

Anemone canadensis 
(Canada anemone) 

Fragaria virginiana 
(wild strawberry) 

Rosa woodsii 
(western rose) 

Melilotus a/ba 
(white sweetclover) 

Me/ilotus officinalis 
(yellow sweetclover) 

Lo/us americanus 
(prairie trefoil) 

Glycyrrhiza /epidota 
(wildlicorice) 

Zizia aptera 
(prairie alexanders) 

Asclepias ovalifolia 
(ovalleaf milkweed) 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o .. 
o .. .. .. 
o .. 
o 
o 

Symphoricarpos occidentalis 
(wolfberry) 

Liatris ligulistylis 
(meadow blazingstar) 

Solidago altissima 
(taU goldenrod) 

Aster ericoides 
(smallflower aster) 

Antennaria aprica 
(mat pussytoes) 

Ambrosia psilostachya 
(perennial ragweed) 

Rudbeckia serotina 
(black-eyed susan) 

lfelianthus laetiflorus 
(stiff sunflower) 

Helianthus maximiliani 
(narrowleaf sunflower) 

Artemisia ludoviciana 
(white sage) 

Taraxacum officinale 
(common dandelion) 

Agoseris glauca 
(prairie false dandelion) 

Crepis runcinata 
. (scapose hawksbeard) 

Prenanthes racemosa . 
(prairie rattlesnake-root) 

·Symbols indicating relative abundance may be defined as follows: • = frequently common or abundant; .. 
frequently fairly common. occasionally common or abundant; 0 = occasionaUy fairly common. 
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Z Cbaracteristic plant species iD wet-meadow zones'" 

, h' aritima (common arrowgrass) 
Trlg/oc ln m ) 
poa palusrris.(fOwl bluegrass 
Distichlis strlcra (saltgrasS) 
Hordeum jubatum (wild barley) . 

h mpsia caespitosa (tufted halrgrass) 
Delsc a rostis canadensis (bluejoint reedgrass) 
Caamag h d ) Calamagrostis inexpansa (nort ern ree grass 
Agrostis a/ba (redtop) 
Muhlellbergia asperifol~a. (scratchgrass) 
Sparrina pectinata (pra~ne. cordgrass) 
Spartina gradUs (alkali cordgrass) 
Hierochloe odorata (sweetgrass) 
Carex praegracilis (sedge) 
Carex sartwellii (sedge) 
Carex vulpinoidea (fox sedge) 
Carex laericonica (sedge) 
Carex lanuginosa (sedge) 
Juncus ba/licus (Bal tic rush) 
J uncus longisryUs (longstyle rush) 
Juncus dudleyi (Dudley's rush) 
Juncus torreyi (forrey's rush) 
Salix interior (sandbar willow) 
Salix cordata (beartleaf willow) 
Rumex mexicanus (narrowleaf dock) 
Rumex occidentalis (western dock) 
Polygonum prolificum (long-branched knotweed) 
Atriplex patula (orach) 
Stel/aria longipes Oongstalk chickweed) 
Ranunculus macounii (Macoun's buttercup) 
Rorippa is/andica (marsh cress) 
Potenti//a anserina (silverweed) 
Potentilla norvegica (rough cinquefoil) 
Euphorbia serpyl/ifolia (thymeleaf spurge) 
Hypericum majus (greater St. John's-wort) 
Epilobium g/andulosum (northem willowherb) 
Lysimachia hybrida (lanceIeaf loosestrife) 
Gentiana andrewsii (c1osed gentian) 
Apocynum sibiricum (claspingleaf dogbane) 
Asclepias speciosa (showy milkweed) 
Verbena hastata (swamp vervain) 
Teucrium occidentale (germander) 
Mentha arvensis (wild mint) 
Stachys palus tris (marsh hedgenettle) 
Lycopus americanus (waterhorehound) 
Lycopus asper (western waterhorehound) 
Planlago eriopoda (meadow plantain) 
Plantago major (common plantain) 
Lobelia spicata (pale Iobelia) 
Vernonia fasciculata (western ironweed) 
Boltonia latisquama (faise-aster) 
Solidago graminifolia (flattop goldenrod) 
. Aster simplex Oowland white aster) 
Artemisia biennis (bienniai wormwood) 
Cirsium arvense (Canada thistle) 
Sonchus arvensis (sow-thistle) 
Lactuca scariola (prickly lettuce) 

Presh 

• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
• o 
o 
o .. .. 
o .. 
o .. 
o .. .. 
o 
o .. .. 
o 
o .. .. .. 
o 
o 
o .. .. 
o 
o 
o 
o .. 
• o 
• .. .. .. 

Slightly 
brackish 

.. 
o 
• o 
o 
• 
• 
o .. .. 
o .. 
• 
o .. .. 
o 
o 
o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

.. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o .. .. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
• .. .. .. 

Moderately 
brackish 

o 
o .. 
• 
• 
o 
• o 

o 
o 

o 
• 
o 

o 
o 
o .. 

o 

o 

o .. 
o 

.. .. 
o 
o 
o 

Brackish 

• • 
o .. 
o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

Subsaline 

.. 
• .. 

o 

o .. 
o 

o 

1 : 
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Table 3 Characteristic plant species in shaHow-marsh zones* 

Emergent phase: 
Dr:ep'anoc!adus spp. (aquatic moss) 
R~cc~a /lm/ans (aquatic Iiverwort) 
RlcclOcar:pus na/ans (aquatic liverwort) 
Sp~rgam~m. eurycarpum (giant burreed) 
Al~sma tnvÙ:l'.e (western waterplantain) 
~lzs'!1a ~rammeum (narrowleaf waterplantain) 
agl~tan~ cuneata (arumleaf arrowhead) 

Puccmellla nuttalliana (a1kaligrass) 
Glyceria grandis (tall mannagrass) 
Glyceria borealis (northern mannagrass) 
Scolochloa festucacea (whitetop) 
Alopecurus aequalis (shortawn foxtail) 
Beckmannia syzigachne (sloughgrass) 
Phalaris arundinacea (reed canarygrass) 
E/~ocharis pa/us/ris (common spikerush) 
Sc,:pus nevadensis (Nevada bulrush) 
SClrpus americanus (common threesquare) 
Carex a/herodes (slough sedge) 
Lemna /risulca (star duckweed) 
Lemna minor (common duckweed) 
Polygonum amphibium (water smartweed) 
Po/;:gon~m coccineum (marsh smartweed) 
Sallcorma rubra (samphire) 
Suaeda depressa (western seablite) 
Ranuncu/us cymba/aria (seaside buttercup) 
Rt:nuncu/us sce/era/us (cursed buttercup) 
SIU~ sua~e (water parsnip) 
U/rlcu/arla vulgaris (common bladderwort) 

Open-water phase: 
Chara spp. (muskgrass) 
Drepanocladus spp. (aquatic moss) 
Potamoge/on gramineus (variableleaf pondweed) 
Po/amoge/on pusl1/us (grassleaf pondweed) 
Po/amogr;/on ~pirillus (snailseed pondweed) 
Eleochans aClcu/aris (needle spikerush) 
Ranunculus /richophyllus (white watercrowfoot) 
Ran~n~ulus /labellaris (yellow watercrowfoot) 
Callz!nche palus/ris (vernal water-starwort) 
"trl01hY.!luml hetr;rophyl/um (variableleaf watermilfoil) 

rlcu aria vu gans (common bladderwort) 

Drawdown phase: 
Marsilea mucronata (water fern) 
Hor~eumjub~tum (wild barley) 
Pamcum capillare (witchgrass) 
Eleocharis acicularis (needJe spikerush) 
Rumex mcrÎlimus (golden dock) 
Chenopodium album (1amb's quarters) 
Chenopod~um salt'num (oakleaf goosefoot) 
ChenopodIUm rubrum (red goosefoot) 
Koehia seo paria (kochia) 
He/iotropium eurassavicum (seaside heliotrope) 
As/er brachyaetis (rayless aster) 
X,anthium italicum (cocklebur) 
B:dens cernua (marigold beggarticks) 
Bldens vu/gata (taU beggarticks) 
Senedo conges/us (marsh ragwort) 
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1 4 Characteristic plant species in deep-marsh zones* 
Tab e 

Fresh 

Emergent phase: . 
D epanoc1adus spp. (aquatlc moss) ., 
R~cia fluitons (aquatic Iiv~rw?rt) • 
Riccioearpus natans (aquatlc hyerwort) 0 
Typha latifolia (common cattad) . ., 
Typha angustljolia (narrowleaf cattad) 
Typha "glauca" (hy~rid cattai]! 
Phragmites eommums (phragrrutes) 
Scirpus validus (softstem bulrush) 0 
Scirpus acutus (hardstem bulrush) 0 
Scirpus he/erochae/us (slender bulrush) • 
Scirpus paludosus (alkali bulrush) 
Scirpus fluviatilis (river bulrush) ., 
Lemna trisulca (star duckweed) • 
Lemna minor (common duckweed) ., 
Myriophyllum verticillatum (needleleaf watermilfoil) 
Vtrieu/aria vu/garis (common bladderwort) • 

Open-water phase: 
Chara spp. (muskgrass) 
Drepanocladus spp. (aquatic moss) 0 
Zannichellia palustris (homed pondweed) 
Ruppia mari/ima (saltwater widgeongrass) 
Potamage/on riehardsonii (claspingleaf pondweed) ., 
Potamoge/on pec/inatus (sago pondweed) 0 
Potamogeton pusillus (grassleaf pondweed) ., 
Potamogeton zosteriformis (eelgrass pondweed) 
Elodea canadensis (common waterweed) 0 
Ceratophyllum demersum (coontail) ., 
Ranuncu/us trichophyllus (white watercrowfoot) ., 
Calli/riche hermaphroditica (northem water-starwort) 
Myriophyllum exalbescens (whitestem watermilfoil) ., 
Hippuris vulgaris (marestail) 
Vtricularia vulgaris (common bladderwort) ., 

Drawdown phase: 
Hordeum juba/um (wild barley) 
Panicum capillare (witchgrass) 
Eleoeharis acicu/aris (needle spikerush) • 
Juncus bufonius (toad rush) 
Rumex maritimus (golden dock) ., 
Chenopodium album (lamb's quarters) 0 
Chenopodium salinum (oakleaf goosefoot) 

. Chenopodium rubrum (red goosefoot) 0 
Koehia scoparia·(kochia) ., 
Spergularia marina (sand spurrey) 
Aster brachyac/is (rayless aster) 
m,dens cernua (marigold beggarticks) 0 
Buiens vu/gata (tali beggarticks) 0 
Senecio conges tus (marsh ragwort) ., 

S!ightly 
brackish 

• 0 ., 
• 0 

• 0 ., 
• 0 
0 

• • • 0 

• 
0 ., 
0 

• ., ., 
0 ., 
• • 0 

• 0 ., 
0 
0 

• 0 

• 
• • 
0 
0 
0 ., 

Moderately 
brackish 

., 
0 
0 
0 

• ., 
0 ., 
• ., 
., 
., 
0 

• 0 

0 ., 
., 
0 

., ., ., 
• 
0 

• • ., 
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o 
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• 
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., 
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Table 5 Characteristic plant species in tillage zones· 

1 i Drawdown phase: Kochia seo paria • Brussica kaber .-
1 Riccia spp. 0 (kochia) (field mus tard) 

(mud liverworts) Sa/sola kali 0 Descurainia sophia .-
Marsilea mucronata .- (Russian-thistle) (fiixweed) 

(water fern) Amaranthus retrofiexus .- Rosa arkansana 0 
Panicum capillare 0 (rough pigweed) (prairie rose) 

(witchgrass) Amaranthus graecizans 0 Melilotus alba 0 
Echinochloa crusga/li • (creeping pigweed) (white sweet-clover) 

(wild millet) Portulaca oleracea 0 M elilotus officinalis 0 
Cyperus acuminatus 0 (common purslane) (yellow sweet-clover) 

(cyperus) Fumaria officina/is 0 Medicago lupulina 0 
Eleocharis acicularis • (fumitory) (black medick) 

(needle spikerush) Thluspi arvense .- Oxalis stricta 0 
Eleocharis engelmanni • (pennycress) (yellow wood sorrel) 

(Engelmann's spikerush) Capsella bursa-pastoris 0 Euphorbia geyeri 0 
Rumex maritimus • (shepherd's purse) (Geyer's spurge) 

(golden dock) Chenopodium album .- Malva rotundi/olia 0 
Polygonum lapathifolium • (lamb's quarters) (small mallow) 

(nodding smartweed) Limosella aquatica 0 Androsace occidentalis 0 
(mudwort) (fairy candelabra) 

Low-fallow phase: Ammannia coccinea 0 Asclepias syriaca 0 
Equisetum arvense 0 (ammannia) (common milkweed) 

(common horsetail) Plagiobothrys scopulorum .- Convolvulus sepium 0 
Bromus inermis 0 (false-purslane) (wild morningglory) 

(smooth brome) Bacopa rotundifolia .- Lappula echinata 0 
Agropyron smithii .- (water hyssop) (blue stickseed) 

(western wheatgrass) Lindernia dubia .- Verbena bracteata 0 
Agropyron repens • (false pimpernel) (bracted vervain) 

(quackgrass) Gratiola neglecta • Plantago major 0 Phleum pratense 0 (hedge hyssop) (common plantain) 
(timothy) 

Agrostis scabra ·0 Veronica peregrina • Erigeron canadensis 0 
(purslane speedwell) (horseweed) (ticklegrass) 

Setaria glauca • Xanthium italicum .- Iva xanthifoUa .-
(yellow foxtail) (cocklebur) (false ragweed) 

Polygonum aviculare 0 Bidens fronrrosa .- Ambrosia psilostachya .-
(knotweed) (common beggarticks) (perennial ragweed) 

Polygonum convolvulus • Senecio congestus 0 Cirsium arvellse .-
(wild buckwheat) (marsh ragwort) (Canada thistle) 
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Cbaracteristic plant species in alkaline bog zones· 

Carex aquatilis 
Emergent phase: • (water sedge) 
Drepanocladus spp. Carex hystricina 

(aquatic moss) 0 (sedge) 
Marchantia polymorpha Carex atherodes 

(liverwort) • (slough sedge) 
Typha lati/oUa . Carex buxbaumii 

(common ca~t~ll) .- (sedge) 
Triglochin marltlma Carex rostrata 

(common arro~grass) 0 (beaked sedge) 
Triglochin palustrlS Lemna minor 

(marsh arrowgrass) .- (common duckweed) 
Glyceria striata Juncus interior 

(fowl mannagrass! • (rush) 
Phragmites commums Juncus torreyi 

(phragmites) .- (Torrey's rush) 
Calamagrostis inexpansa Habenaria hyperborea 

(northern reedgrass) (taU green orchis) 
Muhlenbergia racemosa .-

• 
0 

• 
0 

.-

.-
0 

.-
0 

0 

Asclepias incarnata 
(swamp milkweed) 

Scutellaria epilobiifolia 
(marsh skullcap) 

Veronica scutellata 
(marsh speedwell) 

Gerardia tenuifolia 
(slender gerardia) 

Galium trifidum 
(sma)) bedstraw) 

Lobelia ka/mU 
(Kalm's lobelia) 

Eupatorium maculatum 
(joe-pye weed) 

Aster junciformis 
(rush aster) 

Helenium autumnale 
(sneezeweed) 

Senecio aureus 

.
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

• 
o 

o Spiranthes cernua 
(marsh muhly) (nodding ladies-tresses) (golden ragwort) 

Eleocharis calva .- • Sa/ix interior 
(slender spikerush) (sand bar wilIow) 

Eriophorum angustifolium .- SaUx candida • Open-water phase: 
(taU cottongrass) (hoary willow) Chara spp . 

Scirpus va/idus • Caltha palustris 0 (muskgrass) 
(softstem bulrush) (marsh-marigold) Drepanocladus spp • 

Scirpus acutus 0 Parnassia palustris .- (aquatic moss) 
(hardstem bulrush) (bog star) Zannichellia palustris 

Scirpus atrovirens .- Viola nephrophylla .- (horned pondweed) 
(dark-green bulrush) (kidneyleaf violet) Ceratophyllum demersum 

Carex sartwellii .- Epilobium paniculatum 0 
(coontail) 

(willow-herb) (sedge) 
Cicuta maculata • Ranunculus gmelini 

0 

• 
• 

o 
Carex int erior (bog yellow watercrowfoot) 

(common waterhemlock) (sedge) 
Lysimachia thyrsiflora .- Hippuris vulgaris 

Carex aurea 0 
(tufted loosestrife) (marestail) 

(golden sedge) 
Gentiana procera .- Utricularia vulgaris 

Carex lanuginosa 0 
(small fringed gentian) (common bladderwort) 

(sedge) 
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Summary: Part Il 

l. R. John 

This session focused attention on three objectives: 
0.) to explore basic knowledge of hydrology 
so~ls, ~nd vegetation and establish inter-relation~ 
ShI~S Impo~t~ntly influencing small wetlands and 
theu c~pablhties to accommodate waterfowl, (2) 
to con~Ider needs for a new system to classify wet
lands ln prairie .areas, and (3) to identify impor
tant areas needmg additional research. 

Mr. Eise~lo~r covered important hydrologie 
facts and pnncIples based on pothole studies in 
~orth Dakota. The water-flow regime is more 
Import~nt to the hydrologist than the quality of 
water In a pothole. Aquatic areas lose water 
through evaporation, transpiration, and outflow 
seepa~e. For aquatic plants, transpiration water 
l~s~ IS cont:olIed mainly by atmospheric con
dItIons and IS largely independent of the plants 
themselves. 

For open water lakes and potholes lacking 
emergent vegetation, average annual evaporation 
exceeds ~verage annual precipitation by 50 per 
cent. ThIS value varies Httle among years. 

A pothole in North Dakota supporting a dense 
stand of emergent plants has a 10 per cent greater 
yearly total water loss than a pothole lacking 
emergents. To a small wetIand with or without 
emergent plants this means considerable water 
must enter the basin from the watershed, or it will 
be d~ a good part of the time. Basin inflow is 
essentlal to main tain water levels. 

. Topographical location of small wetland basins 
m~uences seep~ge gains and losses through basin 
soils. Potholes In topographically low areas gen
erall~ have seepage inflow, but the rates of inflow 
remaIn to be measured. 

Many low-Iying potholes having tightly sealed 
b.ottom~ and lac king seepage outflow are saline 
sIn~e dlssolved solids are not carried out of th; 
basl~s. Degree of salinity depends on the amount 
of diss~lved solids contained in inflows and the 
rate of Inflows. Evaporation concentrates salt . 
natural ~asins. Subsequently, the salts influe::~ 
the sp~cles composition and pattern of aquatic 
plants In wetland basins. 
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Potholes in topographically high areas generally 
lose water by seepage outflow at a rate varying 
from low to as much as a quarter of the total 
water loss .. This seepage outfiow is probably the 
most ~ffect~ve means of reducing the salt con
centratIOn In a slough. For high-Iying potholes 
both evaporation and outflow seepage rates are 
nearly constant and usually represent total water 
outflow or loss because few basins overfiow 
Est~blishment of these constants is an importan~ 
achlevement. 

~a~er .supplies for natural basins come from 
pre~lp~tatIOn falling directly on the pothole and 
baSIn Inflow, with each contributing about 50 per 
ce~t of th~ total water supply. Amount of precipi
tation ~anes widely among years and presently is 
unpredlctable. 

Surface basin inflow cornes from melting snow 
and heavy rains. Soil conditions and amount of 
runoff lost to evaporation control the quantity of 
melt-water entering smaU wetland basins. If in 
late March snow is abundant and the ground fro
zen when the melt occurs, a large basin inflow can 
be expected. 

E~ectiveness of rainfall in producing basin in
fl?;-v IS controlled primarily by soil moisture con
dItIons at the ~ime the rain occurs, and secondarily 
b! the ~agmt~~e and duration of the rainfall. 
~Ince sol1 condItIon is the major control of basin 
mflow f~om rain, more water may enter a small 
wetIan~ ln a ?~ y~ar than in a wet year. This will 
occur if preCl~1tatlOn occurring in the dry year is 
conce~trat~d m one short period. If precipitation 
o~urnng. In the. wet year consists of evenly dis
tnbuted hght raInS, basin inflow can be zero 

When rain falls on frozen or saturated soil; or 
f~lls at a greater rate than the maximum infil~ra
tIon rate of the soil, basin inflow will OCcur. If 
none o~ t~ese three conditions exists, there will be 
no baslO lOflow. 

.In view of the above-described inflow relation
ShlPS: annual precipitation records are judged 
pra~tl~ally useless for determining the amount of 
baslO InflOW or for predicting water levels in small 

1 nds in a local area. Whether or not a general 
wet a f ... 

latl'on exists between amount 0 preCipItatIOn 
corre . 

rrl'ng over a penod of years and water levels 
occu . . 
in potholes remams to be determmed. 

Mr. Eisenlohr suggested that permanence of 
any pothole, and therefore its value to waterfowl, 
might be determined from its water depth on 
September 30. Use of water depth as an index is 
favoured by stability of water levels at that time 
of year, minimal evaporation rates, and no prob
lems with ice. Depth of water on September 30 
reftects basin inflow du ring the past season as 
weil as previous years. 

Crude estimates of a yearly average evapora
tion rate of 30 inches and seepage outflow of 18 
inches indicate that any slough containing 4 feet 
of water on September 30 will have sufficient 
water to produce a brood of ducks the following 
summer. This is true even if there is no replenish
ment of the water supply. 

Researchers should test Mr. Eisenlohr's 
hypothesis for judging water conditions for a 
duck breeding season from water depth figures 
collected the previous September 30. 

Mr. Ellis very ably reviewed the value of 
published and unpublished soils data for locating 
small wetlands. Published soil maps and reports 
are of little use for delineating speeific small wet
lands (20 acres or less). 

A more detailed mapping of soils is under way. 
These maps will show areas of the landscape 
where potholes are located, but it will be many 
years before the information is available for 
southern Saskatchewan. 

Land capability maps now being prepared un
der ~the ARDA program probably will be of 
conSiderable value to wildlife managers. These 
maps will show areas having concentrations of 
potholes. But it will probably take individu al 
effort in the field to identify boundaries of a 
specific pothole. 

During the discussion values of potholes were 
p~obed, but finite answers not necessarily pro
vIded. Potholes definitely contribute to ground 
water, but the importance of this contribution 
requires better definition. They probably have an 
e,ffect on microclimate within an agricultural set
tlOg, but the particular benefits are unidentified. 
Dnder certain topographical conditions drained 
potholes contribute to downstream flooding. In 
other cases, especially small closed watersheds 
th ' ey may or may not contribute to flooding 

downstream. Both ground water recharge con
tributed by wetland basins and reduction of down
stream flooding are receiving greater attention 
in the United States. More facts establishing 
values of small wetlands would be extremely use
fuI in Canada and the United States. 

Distribution and density patterns of aquatic 
plants and their relationships to hydrologie and 
soil characteristics are understood generally but 
not in detail, especially for individual species of 
plants. Widely ftuctuating water levels, which 
occur seasonally, annually, and periodically, pro
vide a rapidly changing environment for the 
establishment, reproduction, survival, and spread 
of plant species. Isolating cause and effect factors 
in specific detail has largely been impossible. The 
alternative has been to use presence of individu al 
plants or communities of plants as indicators of 
the environment in a small wetland produced by 
an interaction of a complex of physi~al, chemical, 
and biotic factors.-

Presence or absence of a plant can be in
fluenced by: availability of seed, patterns of 
water-Ievel fluctuations, soU and water chemistry 
within a basin, Iength of growing season, sea
sonal temperature extremes, physiological re
quirements and tolerances, intra- and inter
species competition, biotic inhibitors, and natural 
and man-induced disturbance. Any given en
vironmental requirement, such as moisture levels, 
may be markedly different for seed, seedIing, and 
mature plant. Thus establishment and survival 
of a species may depend upon different environ
mental conditions occurring in a particular 
sequence. For example, bare saturated soil ex
posed in spring provides ideal germination con
ditions for cattail seeds. 

Based on my own experiences and discussions 
with John Moyle, one of the authorities on 
aquatic plants, 1 venture to guess that specific 
environmental cause and effect relationships for 
individual plant species will not be identified in 
the immediate future. Furthermore, is it really 
important to have such knowledge at this point 
to advance a program to save small wetlands? 
Or, is it more important to preserve key basins, 
such as those capable of yielding shallow marshes, 
deep marshes, and open water areas (wetland 
types 3, 4, 5), and use a part of those saved for 
detailed studies in the future? 

Species composition and distribution of vege
tation in a pothole undisturbed by man can be 
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used as an indicator of pothole permanence. 
Varying tolerances of plant species to depth and 
duration of fiooding and soil and water chemical 
composition result in distinct zones of vegetation. 
Knowing the placement of characteristic species 
of each zone within a basin at a given moment 
reveals the probable water Ievels in the recent 
past. Presence of a distinct zone of open water 
suggests the basin is fiooded year round. Gen
erally speaking, the most complex interspersion 
of vegetation from the four rather distinct vege
tative zones offers the greatest variety of niches 
for breeding waterfowl. These attractive patterns 
of vegetation are primarily the product of soil 
moisture conditions and fiuctuating water levels. 

Both soil and vegetation in and near potholes 
are now being disturbed by man's activities. 
Though small wetland basins may be cultivated 
when dry and produce agricultural crops, when 
reflooded they again produce aquatic vegetation. 
The crucial point is, will aIl basin soils again 
hold water following cultivation? With clays, the 
answer is yeso With porous materials, such as 
sand or sandy loams, the answer is yes, if or
ganic matter provides a "seal" to reduce or 
prohibit seepage outfiow. 

Effects of brush removal on snow accumula
tion and subsequent water levels in a pothole 
are related to the size of the watershed "feeding" 
a pothole. Removal of shrubs bordering small 
basins having restricted watersheds is serious. 
Spring water levels of such basins can be mate
rially reduced with a lesser volume of snow. But 
natural basins having large watersheds probably 
are not seriously affected by brush removal. 

Various mechanical and chemical techniques 
were explored for reducing water 10ss from pot
holes. Mr. Eisenlohr and Mr. Millar do not 
recommend use of any such procedures at this 
stage of knowledge. 

Whether or not windbreaks should be estab
lished to reduce evaporation in potholes must be 
deterroined through future research. Investiga
tions are also recommended to improve knowl
edge of the environmental factors controlling the 
distribution of wetland plants (individu al spe
des), the manner in which these factors function 
and interact, and the extent to wbich the physio
logical, reproductive, and structural capabilities 
of each species dictate its response to these 
factors. Such knowledge could be accumulated 
in the immediate and distant future and improve 
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the efficiency of habitat management for water
fowl. But the pressing problem is to preserve the 
natural basins, thereby helping to ensure a fall 
fiight of waterfowl (ducks) sufficiently large to 
meet goals established administratively and to 
make the basins available for study. 

A revised classification system for natural 
basins in tlie glaciated prairie region was pro
posed to ensure common understanding when 
discussing small wetlands. This system involves 
three steps. 

1. Separating eight classes of wetlands, de
pending on the type of vegetation occupying the 
central area of the pothole basin. Water level 
fluctuations are the major influencing factor. 

2. Delineating subclasses on the basis of domi
nant species of plants present. Salinity levels 
influence the species present. 

3. Designating cover types on the basis of 
vegetative patterns. Water depth is the controlling 
factor, but land-use activities maycause com
plications. 

This proposed system was developed in the 
prairie region and needs testing in the park
lands. Figures will be added to show the degree 
to which waterfowl use the different classes of 
wetlands. 

With any plant classification system, we must 
face the practical problem of having a well
illustrated and simply written text available for 
use on a field level by aIl people who have an 
interest and impact on small wetlands. Do we 
presently have a suitable publication for use 
by work unit conservationists, agricultural exten
sion workers, engineers, planners, game managers, 
fish managers, biologists, and other resource 
managers having varying backgrounds of training 
and experience? The answer is no. 

Needed is a simple publication to aid workers 
in identifying the major wetland communities, 
the distinct zones of aquatic vegetation, and the 
dominant species in each zone. My personal con
viction is that a Peterson field guide to aquatic 
plant communities and dominant species would 
provide tbis much needed tool. TIlustratioris 
should feature mature plants, fiowers, seeds, and 
seedling stages, sin ce workers will be afield at 
various seasons. Maps showing distribution of 
species and brief notes on their ecology, such as 
salt tolerance, would be helpfuI. Completion of 
such a publication challenges aquatic plant spe
cialists and biologists. J 

WATERFOWL AND SMALL WATER AREAS 

h racteristics of wetland 
So~e c. a entrai and southwestern 
baSins ln c 
Saskatchewan 

J. B. Millor 

Abstract 1 d habitat study areas were estab
ln 1962 wet a~ . 'ty of Melfort Saskatoon, and 

d' the Vicmi , 
lishe lU S skatchewan Between 1963 and 
Swift ~urr~nd r:cords of w~ter levels were col-
1966 etaI e a roximately 35 basins in each of 
lccted from ri~ing this period vegetation records 
these areas. dUf m 25 of the same basins in each 
were collecte ro 

are~etland basins ranged in density from 81.3 to 
are mile in the study areas and 

94.2 ?edr 8
Sq

t
U
o 12 5 per cent of the total land 

occuple' f h 
surface Between 82.0 and 87.5 per cent 0 t e 
basins 'were 1 acre or less in size, but these 
constituted only 29.2 to 44.1 per cent of the 

basin acreage. . 
Winter carry-over depth appeared ta be m-

fluenced to a great extent by the amount of sum-

mer precipitation. . 
Average gain from spring runoH dl~ not corre-

late with winter precipitation except ln the c~se 
of large basins at Melfort. Ponds in ~man basI~s 
at Melfort had consistently greater mcreases ln 
depth from spring runoff than large basins, b~t 
this did not hold true at either Saskatoon or Swift 
Current. 

Ponds in basins 1 acre or less in size la st water 
at a faster rate and on the average, survived a 
shorter time than did those in larger basins. A 
correlation between rate of water loss and length 
of shore Hne per unit of basin area is suggested. 

N umber of ponds was not found to be an 
accurate measure of average pond depth. 

Less than 2 per cent of aIl basins in the study 
areas were types that could be expected to hold 
water through the season in a year of average 
moisture conditions. 

A total of 127 species of vascular plants was 
recorded in the 75 study basins. Seventy-two of 
these were found in all three study areas. The 
general composition of wetland vegetation in t~e 
prairie and parkland region of Saskatchewan IS 

apparently quite similar to that in North Dakota. 

Human disturbance affected 21 of the 35 study 
basins at Melfort and four basins at S~skatoon 
between 1962 and 1966. Increased gra~lng pres
sure on three basins was the onl~ new disturbance 
at Swift Current during this penod. 

Introdnction . . 
ln 1962 the Canadian WildIife ServIce, ln co-ope~-

. ·th the Saskatchewan Research Council, atlOn WI· 
established seven research areas in Saska~che,:an 
. which to study some physical and bIOlogIcal 
:aracteristics of small prai~ie w~tl~nds. The 

b · b)'ective was to establIsh cntena for the 
aSIC 0 .' t m 

development of a wetland classIficatIOn sys e 
based on relative permanence. The study ~e.as 
were located near Melfort, Saskatoon, WIlkle, 
Kindersley, Swift Current, Moose Jaw (Coteau), 
~nd Ft. Qu'Appelle. Pressure of field work sub
sequently forced a reduction in the number of 
study areas, and since 1964 efforts have be~n 
concentrated at Melfort, Saskatoon, and SWIft 

C nt These three areas were selected because 
urre. . h h 

they provided a sampling of wetlands 10 t e t ree 
major soil zones of the prairie and parkland 

regions of Saskatchewan. .' 
This paper deals with the determmatlon of (a) 

factors influencing the depth and permanence of 

d (b) the distribution of wetland types, (c) 
pon s, . d (d) 
the composition of wetland v~getatlOn, an 
the extent of recent human dlsturbance. of wet-
lands in the study areas. 

1 wish to express my appreciation to Mr. R.E. 

M 1 · Dr E J Langham and other personnel eVln .'" . 
of the 'Saskatchewan Research Counci~ for theu 
assistance in many aspects of the pro)ect. l am 
1 0 indebted to Mr. T.D. Williams of the Can~
~i~n Wildlife Service for assisting in .the an~lysis 
of field data and for preparing the I:lustra~IO~s, 
and to Dr. J.B. Gollop of the CanadIan ~ildhfe 
Service for critical review of the manuscnpt. 

Description of the study areas. . 
The locations of the three study ru;eas ln relatIo: 
to the various vegetational and sol1 zones of th 
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Map of Saskatchewan showing soil and 

are shawn in Figure 1. Geographical 
physiographical data (Table 1) show the 

of environmental conditions encompassed 

these areas. 
C1imatic data are summarized in Table 2. Mean 

wind speed, and evaporation ail 
..... ....,.'1Ile )ower as one moves northeast from Swift 
têarrelnt ta Melfort. Annual precipitation is high

at Melfort and lowest at Saskatoon. The 
jWl8ge frost-free period is 106 days at bath 

katoon and Swift Current but 13 days shorter 
MeHarI. The Swift Current are a is subject ta 

chinook winds in the winter and this often reduces 
die amount of spring runoff derived from winter 

precipitation. 
The density of basins in the study areas varied 

lom 81.3 per square mile at Saskatoon ta 94.2 at 
Melfort. Total basin acreage ranged from 51.3 
lCI'eS per square mile at Saskatoon ta 79.9 at 
Melfort, or from 8 ta 12.5 per cent of the total 
land surface (Appendix Table I). 

Ail wetlaod acreage values in this paper are 
based on the area of the basin as determined 
from vegetational patterns or, in the case of 
cultivated basins, from the high-water mark 

registercd in May 1965. At no time was the actual 
acreage of water in a basin measured. 

Basin size varied from 0.02 acres in ail areas 
ta 142.8 acres at Melfort, 32.7 acres at Saskatoon, 
and 23.8 acres at Swift Current. Very small 
basins constituted the great majority of the total 
basins in each area but formed a much sm aller 
proportion of the total wetland acreage. Basins 
one-quarter acre and under comprised 43.1 ta 
46.7 per cent of the number of basins but only 
5.9 ta 9.4 per cent of the basin acreage. Between 
82.0 and 87.5 per cent of the basins were 1 acre 
or less in area, but they constituted only 29.2 ta 
44.1 per cent of the basin acreage. The propor
tion of basins in each size c1ass decreased in a 
regular pattern from the smallest size-category ta 
the largest, and the percentages were fairly con
sistent from area ta area except for the 0.26- ta 
0.50-acre category (Fig. 2). The percentage of 
basin acreage increased through the first four 
size-categories ta a maximum in the 1.01- ta 
2.50-acre c1ass, and then decreased through the 
next three ta the 10.01- to 20.00-acre c1ass before 
increasing again in the 20.01- ta 40.00-acre c1ass 
at Saskatoon and 40.01 +-acre c1ass at Melfort 

Table 1 Geographical and physiographical characteristics of study areas 

Name (nearest 
community) 

Diatance and direction 
from community to 
centre of area 
Latitude and longitude 

Arca and dimension 

PhYSiographic division 
Topography 

Surficial geology 

SoU ZOne 
Solls 

Vegetation zone 
Natural drainage 

Watcrfowl stratum 
Land use 

Melfort 

5.5 ml. NW 

104° 40' W 
52° 50' N 

48 sq. mi. (6 X 8) 

Carrot River Lowlands 
Gently undulating to 
very gent Iy rolling 
Glacial lake clay depos
its 

Black 
Melfort silty clay and 
silty clay loam 
Northern parkland 
External through Thatcb 
and Melfort Creeks 
B-east 
Almost exclusively crop
land. Woody vegetation 
largely confined to basin 
rims 

Saskatoon 

9 mi. SE 

106° 30' W 
52° 03' N 

16 sq . mi. (4 X 4) 

Saskatchewan River Plain 
Very gently rolling 

Silty and sandy glacial 
lake deposit 

Dark brown 
Elstow loam and silty 
loam. Asquith ligbt loam 
Southern park land 
Poorly defined, internai 

A-west, B-west 
Predominantly cropland 
witb scattered pasture. 
Woody vegetation largely 
confined to basin rims 

Swift Current 

9 mi. E 

107° 36' W 
50° 18' N 

25 sq. mi. (5 X 5) (One study 
basin outside area) 
Cypress Hills Upland 
Moderate to steeply rolling-knob 
and kettle 
Predominantly terminal or reces
sional moraine boulder clay or till 
with sorne ground moraine 
boulder clay or till in the nortb
east corner 
Brown 
Haverhill and Wood Mountain 
loams 
Grassland 
Internai and external through Swift 
Current and Rush Lake Creeks 
A-west, C 
Cropland with natural grassland 
on the more steeply rolling land 
in west and south portions of the 
area. Woody vegetation occurs on 
only a few basin rims 
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(Fig. 2). Irregularities in acreage distribution 
were most evident in the 0.26- to 0.50-acre c1ass 
and the 20.01- to 40.00- and 40.01 +-acre 
classes. In the two largest size classes the marked 
increases in acreage at Saskatoon and Melfort 
were due to the presence of a few very large 
basins. Only at Melfort were basins over 40 acres 
in area recorded. Mean basin size ranged from 
0.63 acres at Saskatoon to 0 .85 acres at Melfort. 
Detailed quantitative data on basin size distribu
tion in the three study areas are presented in 
Appendix Table I. 

Methods 
In this paper the term "basin" is used to describe 
any depression capable of holding water. A 
"pond" is defined as the body of water occurring 
within a basin. The term "small" is applied to 
basins 1 acre or less in size and "large" to those 

Table 2 Oimatic characteristics of study areas 

over 1 acre. There is sorne minor vanatlOn in 
these categories among study basins, as will be 
eXplained later in this section. Maximum water 
depth is the depth of water in the deepest spot 
in a pond. 

Quantitative water loss studies in this project 
were conducted on 35 basins (hereafter termed 
study basins) at Melfort and Swift Current and 
on 36 basins at Saskatoon. These basins were 
subjectively selected on the basis of size, per
manence, vegetation, disturbance, and accessi
bility (Millar, unpublished, 1964). Sorne basins 
were not selected until 1964 and others were 
replaced during the study because of disturbance . 
As a result, the numbers of basins for which data 
were available for the entire period of the study 
were reduced to Melfort-24, Saskatoon-22, 
Swift Current-28. In analyses where a corn pari-

Average Average mean Average wind speed,c Average water loss 
precipitation,' inches temperature, oF' m.p.h. (inches) by evaporat iond 

Sask- Swift Sask- Swift Sask- Swift Sask- Swift Period Melfort atoon Current Melfort atoon Current Melfort atoon Current Melfort atoon Current 

]anuary 0.63 0.56 0.78 -3 -1 8 4.7 9 .5 14 .4 0.10 0 . 11 0.13 February 0.56 0 . 64 0.55 3 3 Il 5.2 9.3 14.3 0 . 16 0.17 0.21 March 0 .63 0.55 0.62 16 17 23 5 .7 II. 1 15 . 5 0.35 0.39 0 .47 April 0.86 0.77 0.85 36 37 41 6 .8 12.6 15.7 0 . 83 0.91 1.09 
May 1.43 1.45 1. 67 50 51 52 6 . 1 13.0 15.0 1. 36 1.49 1. 79 June 2 .75 2.66 2.98 58 60 61 6.3 11.4 14.3 2.60 2.85 3 .42 ]u!y 2 . 32 2.56 2.13 63 65 66 5.8 10 .2 12.8 3.90 4 .28 5.13 August 2.01 1. 59 1.84 60 62 64 5.5 10.6 13 . 5 4.33 4 . 75 5.70 September 1.89 1. 33 1.28 50 51 53 5.6 10 .2 14.2 3.49 3.82 4.58 October 1.15 0 . 83 0.83 37 39 42 5.9 11.7 15 .4 2.11 2 . 31 2.77 
November 0.99 0.67 0 .68 19 22 26 5.6 10.8 15.2 0 . 39 0.43 0 . 52 Deœmber 0 .62 0.54 0 .68 5 7 16 4 . 8 10 .2 15.2 0 .08 0.09 0.10 

Total Average Average Total 

Annual 15 . 84 14.15 14.89 32.8 34.4 38 .6 5.7 10 .9 14 . 6 19.70 21.60 25.91 May I-Oct. 31 e 11 . 55 10.42 10.73 53 .0 54.7 56 . 3 5.9 11.2 14 .2 17.79 19 . 50 23.39 Nov. I-Apr.30 4 .29 3.73 4.16 12 .7 14.2 20 . 8 5.5 10.6 15.1 1. 91 2 . 10 2.52 

Frost dataI 

Melfort Saskatoon Swift Current 

Average Range Average Range Average Range 

Frost-free season 93 days 55-133 days 106 days 48-144 days 106 days 71-139 days Last spring frost June 7 May 12 to June 19 May 26 Apr. 26 to June 29 May 27 Apr 29 to June 23 First fall frost Sept. 4 Aug 22 to Sept 20 Sept 9 July 25 to Oct 7 Sept 10 Aug 8 to Sept 28 

°1965 Monlhly Records, Deparlmenl of Transport. 
bDeparlmenl of Transporl. 1947. 
CBoughner and Thomas, 1948. 
"Calculated for small dugouts according 10 the method of Berry and Stichling, t954. 
"May 1 lo Oc lober 31 is lhe period used in lhis projecl for the sludy of water los. from wetlands. 
'Boughner, Longley, and Thomas. 1956. 
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son of mean values from year to year was not 
required, data from all basins available in one 
year were used in tbe calculations for that year. 

The distribution of sizes of study basins in each 
are a, although originally intended to parallel the 
pattern of basin size distribution in the area as a 
whole, deviated markedly from the over-all pat
tern in sorne size categories (Table 3). The 
biggest difference was in the ~0.25-acre category, 
which was grossly under-represented in the study 
basin group in all three areas. This was because 

most basins of this size were cultivated, and 
cultivated basins were fiot included among those 
originally selected for water loss study. 

Water loss from each study basin was recorded 
at 1- to 4-week intervals from late April to early 
November by measuring the change in water level 
on one or more steel pipes or posts anchored 
firmly in the basin soil. Effects of heavy rainfall 
or runoff on water levels were determined by 
means of crest gauges located in 25 of the study 
basins in each area. These consisted of al-inch 

Table 3 Sue distribution of study basins and over-aU basin sue distribution 

Per cent of basins 

Melfort Saskatoon Swift Curreot 

Basin size Over- Over- Over-
category (acres) Study ail Study ail Study ail 

:$0.25 2.9 46 .7 5.6 43.1 17 .1 44.4 
0.26-0.50 17.1 14.9 22.2 25.9 22 .9 19.5 
0.51-1 .00 25.7 20.4 30.6 18 .5 37.1 20.7 

Subtotal 45.7 82.0 58.4 87.5 77.1 84.6 

1.01-2.50 25.7 12.7 27.8 9.3 8.6 11.5 
2.51-5.00 20.0 3.3 8.3 1.8 8.6 2.4 
5.01-10.00 2.9 1.2 0 0.8 5.7 1.0 
10.01-20.00 2.9 0.4 2.8 0 .3 0 0.4 
20.01-40.00 0 0.2 2.8 0.3 0 <0.05 
40.01+ 2.9 0.2 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal 54.4 18.0 41.7 12.5 22.9 15 .3 

Total 100.1 100.0 100.1 100.0 100 .0 99.9 

Sample size 35 2,447 36 1,138 35 1,931 
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perforated steel pipe with a brass rod suspended 
inside on which powdered cork adhered at the 
maximum water level attained between readings. 
This method of determining water level crests is 
admittedly quite crude, and it was not possible to 
distinguish the individual effects of two or more 
periods of rainfall between readings. 

Summer rainfall (May 1 to October 31) was 
determined from a number of standard ram 
gauges located throughout each study area (see 
Legend, Figs. 3-5). 

Daily rate of total water loss between readings 
was determined by adding together the recorded 
loss in depth, the precipitation, and the recorded 
increase in depth due to runoff for the period, 
and dividing by the length of the period in days 
(Fjgs. 6-8). 

During the initial analysis of daily rate of 
water loss data a fairly consistent separation of 
the data occurred at approximately the 1-acre 
level. Ali water loss analyses have, therefore, 
been based upon a separation of the data at 
this level (± 0.2 acres). 

Total water depth values used in the calculation 
of the estimated depth of water required for a 
pond to last from May 1 to September 1 were 
obtained by adding together the maximum depth 
of a pond on May 1 and the precipitation and 
gain from runoff received by that pond during 
the period it held water. 

Records of the time and intensity of spring 
runoff at Saskatoon and Swift Current were ob
tained from one instrumented watershed in each 
area operated by the Saskatchewan Research 
Council and Canada Department of Agriculture, 
respectively. Melfort data were based on the 
records of snow disappearance from a level 
surface and on daily temperatures. The onset of 
runoff could be estimated with reasonable 
accuracy from temperature records but the dura
tion was grossly underestimated on the basis of 
snow depth on a ievel surface. In 1966, for 
example, the last snow disappeared at the 
meteorological station at Melfort on April Il but 
heavy runoff was still occurring on April 22, at 
which time sorne country roads were still blocked 
with snow. 

Ail basins in 26 square miles of the Melfort 
study area, 14 square miles of the Saskatoon 
study area, and 23 square miles of the Swift 
Current study area were delineated on 1 
inch = 400 feet enlargements of aerial photo-
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4 

Average maximum" pond deptb and seasonal precipita
don at Melfort (Fig. 3), Saskatoon (Fig. 4), and Swift 

Current (Fig. 5). 

Legend to Figs. 3-5 

Average maximum pond depth" 

Melfort Saskatoon 
Swift 

Current 

Left band column 
for each year 
Basin size range ::; 1 . 1 acres ::; 1 .0 acres ::; O. 8 acres 
Sample size 10 13 9 
Right hand colurnn 
for each year 
Basin size range :2: 1 . 2 acres :2: 1 . 1 acres :2: 1 . 0 acres 
Sample size 14 9 19 

liti~ Average maximum depth at spring crest. 

[88~ Average maximum depth on May 1. 

~ Average maximum depth on July 31. 

• Average maximum depth on October 31. 

• The average of the maximum water depths in aIl 
basins, whether wet or dry, in each sample. 

b Ail smalt basins were dry on October 31, 1962. 
C Spring crest data for 1963 are incomplete. 
4 Spring crest levels were not attained prior to May 1. 

Precipitation 

B········ ........ ......... ........ 

:::::::::::::::::: 

Period 

Nov. l-Apr. 30 
Precipitation 

Nov. l-Apr. 30 
Long·term aver
age precipitation 
(D.O.T., 1965) 

May 1-0ct. 31 
Precipitation 

May 1-0ct. 31 
Long term aver
age precipitation 
(D.O.T., 1965) 

Melfort 

Based on records from 
Canada Agriculture Exper
imental Farm at Melfort 8 
miles SE. of the centre of the 
studyarea 

4.29 in. (52-year average) 

Average of records from 5 
(1963-1965) and 9 (1966) 
rain gauges located through
out the study area 

11.55 in. (52-year average) 

Area 

Saskatoon 

Based on records from 
Saskatchewan Research 
Council Meteorological 
Station Jocated 8.5 miles 
NW. of the centre of the 
studyarea 

3.73 in. (58-year average) 

Average of records from 4 
(1963), 3 (1964 and 1965) 
and 7 (1966) rain gauges 
10cated throughout the 
study area 

10.42 in. (58-year average) 

Swift Current 

Based on records from 
Swift Current Airport located 
4 miles W. of the centre of 
the study area 

4.16 in. (28-year average) 

Average of records from 4 
CI 963-1965) and Il CI 966) 
rain gauges located through
out the study area 

10.73 in. (28-year average) 
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graphs taken in early May 1965. The acreage of 
each basin was th en calculated with a planimeter. 
In addition, tbe length of shore line of each study 
basin was measured with a fine pair of dividers. 

Aerial photographs of the above-mentioned 
areas taken at a scale of 1 inch = 1,320 feet 
in late April and late May 1963 and 1964, and 
at a scale of 1 inch = 660 feet in early May 
1965, were exarnined under a stereoscope to 
deterrnine the number of basins which contained 
water. 

No attempt was made to determine the number 
of ponds in each area that unite or divide with 
rising and falling water levels. In areas sueh as 
Melfort whicb have relatively low topographie 
relief this tendency is mu ch greater than it is in 
areas of strong relief, e.g., Swift Current. It is, 
of course, possible to hypothesize almost any 
degree of pond coalescence if a sufficiently high 
water level is assumed. In practice, however, 
the relationship of the union and division of ponds 
to water levels bas to be evaluated in terms of 
the frequency with which particular water levels 
occur. Such determinations require long-term 
water level records 'and this information was not 
available for any of the study areas. 

Aerial photographs taken of each study area 
in October 1962 and July 1963, 1964, and 1965 
were examined under a stereoscope and each of 
the basins which had been delineated in the size 
distribution study was categorized according to 
a system wbich is, insofar as type and inter
spersion of vegetation are concerned, a modifica
tion of that proposed by Stewart and Kantrud 
(1967). For the purposes of this paper, however, 
the results of the survey have been converted to 
the system of Martin et al. (1953), which is more 
familiar to most workers in the field of wetland 
research. One departure from the classification 
system of Martin et al. is the addition of the 
category of "cultivated" basin. Most, if not aIl, 
of the basins in this category wou Id be placed in 
Types 1 and 3 if they possessed natural vege
tation. 

Quantitative vegetation studies were confined 
to 25 of the study basins in each area. Vegetation 
was sam pIed along a minimum of four permanent 
3-foot-wide transects extending from the lowest 
elevation in each basin to the outer edge of the 
wet meadow zone. The relative importance of 
each species in a basin was calculated by multi
plying tbe fraction of the total transect length 
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Figure 6 Daily rate of total water Joss, Melfort. Note: 
In Figs. 6-8 broken Imes have been drawn by inspec
tion to emphasize the separation of water loss values 
for sm ail and large basins. Values for small basins are 
concentrated in the upper left-hand quadrant and values 
for large basins are concentrated in the lower right-hand 

quadrant. 

over which the species occurred by its abundance 
value along those transects. Abundance values 
were determined according to the following scale 
used by Stewart and Kantrud (unpublished, 

1963). 
5 Abundant-of regular occurrence, areal cov-

erage 50 per cent or greater. 
4 Common-of regular occurrence, areal cover

age 10-50 per cent. 
3 Fairly common-of regular occurrence, areal 

coverage 1-10 per cent. 
2 Occasional-of irregular occurrence as scat

tered plants, areal coverage up to 0.5 per 

cent. 
1 Rare-of irregular occurrence, seldom re

corded and/ or of minor importance. 
Importance values were rated as follows : 

1 2.51-5.0 (maximum attainable=5(abun
dance) X 1.00(fraction of total transect 
length» . 

II 0.51~2.50 

III 0.11-0.50 
IV 0.009-0.1 
V <0.009 

This method of rating relative importance has not 
proven satisfactory and is being modified. 

Bach plant species was also given an impor
tance rating for the study area as a whole based 
on its importance value in individual basins 
according to the scale presented in footnote b, 
Appendix Table V. 

Each plant species was further rated according 
to the percentage of the study basins in which it 
occurred, using the number of basins possessing 
the vegetation zone with which the species was 
typically associated as 100 per cent. Ali basins 
bad wet meadow and shallow marsh zones but 
relatively few had deep marsb or open water 
zones. 

ResuUs and discussion 
Some factors inftuencing pond depth and 
pennanency 
Annual fluctuations in depth 
No quantitative data on water levels were avail
able for any of the study areas prior to the time 
the project began in 1962. However, on the basis 
of evidence of lowered water levels in sorne of 
the more permanent ponds in each study area and 
records from other study areas in Saskatchewan, 
it appears that water conditions had been de
teriorating in aIl areas for several years before 

Figure 7 Daily rate of total water loss, Saskatoon. 

1962. Water levels in aU areas declined to their 
lowest level in the faIl of 1964 but with the 
occurrence of aboye-normal precipitation have 
since recovered to the highest levels of the study. 
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Average maximum depths of the ponds in the 
study basins at spring crest and on May 1, 
July 31, and October 31 are presented graphically 
in Figs. 3-5 for the period 1963-66. 
Winter carry-over 

Winter carry-over depth (i .e., the maximum depth 
of water a basin possesses on October 31, just 
before freeze-up) appeared to be infiuenced to a 
great extent by the amount of summer precipita
tion . Initial spring depth was important but its 
effect was over-ridden by summer precipitation 
in several instances during the course of the study. 

Win ter carry-over in smaU basins at Melfort 
dropped ta zero only in 1964. May 1 water levels 
in that year were 3.9 inches higher than in 1963 
but summer precipitation was only 85 per cent of 
normal (Table 4). In 1965 and 1966 changes in 
carry-over closely followed changes in May water 
levels under conditions of slightly aboye-normal 
precipitation (105 and 111 per cent, respectively). 

Changes in carry-over in large basins at Melfort 
greatly exceeded the changes in May 1 water 
levels in every year from 1964 ta 1966. In 1964 
the decline in carry-over from 1963 exceeded 
the decline in May 1 level by 6.1 inches with 
summer precipitation that was 85 per cent of 
normal. In 1965 and 1966 gains in carry-over 
from the previous year exceeded the gains in 
May 1 levels by 4.8 and 5.5 inches, respectively, 
with aboye-normal precipitation (105 and 111 
per cent, respectively). 

At Saskatoon there was no carry-over in small 
basins except in 1966. Carry-over in that year 
occurred in spite of May 1 water levels that were 
8.5 inches lower than in 1965 (Table 4) . Sum
mer precipitation was, however, 127 per cent of 
normal. Many basins received runoff on as many 
as four occasions and sorne went dry and re
fiooded up to three times. 

The change in carry-o ver in large basins at 
Saskatoon in 1964 coincided with the change in 
May 1 water levels with precipitation that was 
only 79 per cent of normal . In 1965, however, 
the increase in carry-over level from 1964 fell 
15.8 inches below the increase in May 1 level 
with precipitation that was only 82 per cent of 
normal. In 1966 carry-over increased by 9.9 
inches despite May 1 levels that averaged 3.2 
inches less. Precipitation was, however, 127 per 
cent of normal and produced frequent runoff. 

Small basins at Swift Current in the sam pIe 
used in Table 4 and Figure 5 did not have any 
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Figure 8 Daily rate of total water Joss, Swift Current 

• 

Table 4 Winter carry-over, May 1 water depth, and summer precipitation 

-
May 1 water depLh Win ter carry-over (Oct. 31) 

Average maxi- Change from Average maxi- Change from 
mum deptha previous year mum deptha previous year 

(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches) Summer 
(May 1- 0ct. 31) 

Smafl Large Smalt Large Small Large Small Large precipitation 
Area Year basins basins basins basins basins basins basins basins (% of normal) 

MeJfort 1963 20.8 34.2 0.7 16.7 106 
1964 24.7 33.4 +3.9 -0.8 0 9 .8 -0 .7 -6.9 85 
1965 24.9 34.7 +0.2 +1 .3 0.8 15.9 +0.8 +6.1 105 
1966 32.9 45.0 +8 .0 +10 .3 9.4 31.7 +8.6 +15.8 III 

Saskatoon 1963 13 . 1 25.6 0 9.5 105 
1964 13 .0 24 .3 -0 . 1 -1.3 0 8 .2 0 -1.3 79 
1965 32.1 48 .8 +19.1 +24.5 0 16.9 0 +8 .7 82 
1966 23 .6 45.6 - 8 .5 -3 .2 2 .2 26.8 +2.2 +9.9 127 

Swift Current 1963 13 .8 19.9 0 1.6 88 
1964 0.9 2 .7 -12 .9 -17 .2 ° 0.5 ° -1.1 70 
1965 23.7 37 .2 +22 . 8 +34 .5 ° 17 .5 ° +17.0 141 
1966 24.6 37.1 +0.9 -0.1 0 9.6 ° -7.9 99 

• Based on the average of aU basins whether wet or dry. Dry basins =0 inches. 

carry-over during the study. In 1965 , however, 
two smaU basins which had been added to the 
study in 1964 did carry water over into the win ter. 
May 1 water levels averaged 22 .8 inches higher 
than in 1964, and summer precipitation was 141 
per cent of normal. Even higher May 1 levels in 
1966 failed, however, ta produce any carry-over 
when precipitation was 99 per cent of normal. 

The smaU size of the decline in carry-over in 
large basins at Swift Current in 1964 relative to 
the decline in May 1 water level is largely an arti
fact resulting from the fact that only one basin 
out of 19 carried water into the win ter in both 
1963 and 1964. The increase in carry-over depth 
in 1965 feU 17.5 inches behind the increase in 
May 1 water level in spite of precipitation that 
was 141 per cent of normal. In 1966 carry-over 
declined by 7.9 inches in spi te of May 1 levels 
that were essentially equal ta those of 1965 and 
precipitation that was 99 per cent of normal. The 
situation at Swift Current in 1965 and 1966 
suggests that summer precipitation there is not as 
effective in maintaining water levels. This is to be 
expected since the rate of evaporation at Swift 
Current is considerably higher than at either of 
the other study areas (Table 2). 

Amount of summer precipitation is, of course, 
not the only seasonal factor affecting the level of 
winter carry-over. Distribution and intensity of 
precipitation and the level of mean temperature 

and wind velocity through the season aU play 
their parts . The evaluation of su ch factors was, 
however, beyond the scope of this study. 
Winter precipitation and gain jrom spring runofJ 
The average gain in depth of ponds in study 
basins from spring runoff varied widely in ail 
areas in relation to the amount of winter pre
cipitation (Table 5). At Melfort the gain in depth 
from runoff by large basins appeared ta follow 
the trend in winter precipitation, but no such pat
tern was evident in the case of smaU basins. 
At Saskatoon and Swift Current there was no 
apparent correlation between win ter precipitation 
and the amount of gain from spring runoff in 
either basin size grou p. 

The general lack of correlation between winter 
precipitation and gain in pond depth from spring 
runoff is the result of many factors which in
teract to determine the relative proportion of the 
water in the snow pack which will infiltrate into 
the sail or fiow into basins as surface runoff. 
These include the lime, intensity, and duration of 
snow melt, as determined by the weather in the 
spring, the level of soil moisture at freeze-up the 
preceding faH, and the depth of frost penetration 
in the soil. Sail moisture and frost penetration 
determinations were beyond the scope of this 
study, but data on spring runoff in the three 
study areas for the period 1962 to 1966 have 
been summarized in Table 6. 
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Runoff at MeJfort and Saskatoon generally oc
curred with only minor breaks but at Swift Cur-

rent chinook winds regularly spread the runoff 
over several periods through February and March. 

Table 5 Win ter precipitation and gain in depth from spring runoff 

19638 1964 1965 1966 

Melfort 
November 1 to April 30 precipitation as percent of normal 101 82 107 132 
A verage gain in depth SI . 1 acre 20.8(24 .3) 27.8 28.6 32.4b 
Average gain in depth ~ 1.2 acre 19.4(21.9) 18 .9 27.0 29. lb 

Saskatoon 
November 1 to April 30 precipitation as percent of normal 101 92 94 106 
Average gain in depth S 1.0 acre 17.8(24.2) 21.3 37.7C 29.8 
Average gain in depth ~ I.I acre 18.6(21.4) 19 .3 42.3C 31.7 

Swift Current 
November 1 to April 30 precipitation as percent of normal 77 90 132 121 
Average gain in depth SO.8 acre 15.0(19.6) 5 .9 31.5 30.2 
Average gain in depth ~ 1.0 acre 18 .5(22.0) 4.8 43.8 22.7 

a Records incomplete-no crest readings. Figures in parentheses are the estimated average crest values based on number of days 
after height of runoff to first reading and the average daily rate of water loss for the comparable period in 1964--66. 
bPonds at Melfort in 1966 did not show a greater response to spring runoff because most (7 of 10 ponds I.I acre and less and 
7 of 14 ponds 1.2 acres and over) reached capacity and overftowed. 
cResponse to spring runoff at Saskatoon in 1965 was reduced owing to the fact that 3 of 13 ponds 1.0 acres and less and 5 of 
9 ponds I.I acres and over reached capacity and overftowed. 

Table 6 Time of spring runoff 

Melfort8 Saskatoonc Swift CurrentC,d 

Year Period No. days Peak flowb Period No. days Peak fiow Period No. days Peak flow 

1962 Apr 4-5 9+ Apr 17-20 Apr 5-18 14 Apr 5,7, Jan 29-31 20 Mac 25-28 
Apr 15-21+ 10, 14-16 Feb 1-3, 10 

Mar 24-
Apr 5 

1963 Mar 21-28 13+ Mar 27-28 Mar 20--27 8 Mar 21-23 Feb 5-8 13 Mar 20--22 
Apr 4-8+ Apr 4-8+ Mar 18-26 

1964 Apr3-11+ 9+ Apr 4-5 Apr 2- 12 II Apr 2-6 Feb 29- 17 Mar 11-12 
Mar 3 30 
Mar 8-18 
Mar 30--31 

1965 Apr 2-12+ IH Apr 8-12 Apr 5-19 15 Apr 8-12 Feb 18-19 18 Apr 8-9 
and 26 
Mar 6-12 
Apr 7-14 

1966 Mar 28- 30 Mar 30--31 Mar 28- II Mar 30-- Feb 25- 17 Mar 9-10 
Apr 26 (est.) Apr 12-15 Apr. 7 Apr 1 Mar 2 
(est.) Apr 22-24 Mar 8-18 

"Data for runolf at Melfort are based on the records of the disappearance of snow from a level surface and from dai ly temperature 
records. Duration of runolf is underestimated from 1962 to 1965. 
bPeak flow periods at Melfort are estimated from temperature records. 
"Data for ruoolf at Saskatoon and Swift Current are based on actual flow records from instrumented watersheds. 
dThe occurrence of chinook wiods at Swift Current greatly complicates the runoff picture since brief periods of runolf cao occur at 
any time during the win ter. 
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EarIiest runoff (based on peak flows) occurred 
at Melfort and Saskatoon in 1963 and at Swift 
Current in 1966. The greatest annual variation in 
dates of runoff occurred at Swift Current, where 
peak flow in 1965 was a month later th an in 

1966. 
Withln any study area there was considerable 

variation in the actual time of runoff for each 
basin. Runoff was usually completed in basins 
with no brush around the periphery before it was 
in those in which heavy drifts had accumulated in 
the brush rim. At Saskatoon in 1965, for example, 
runoff was complete in brush-free basins by 
April 13 whereas brush-rimmed basins still had 
3- to 4-foot drifts. Topography also influenced the 
dme of runoff in that sorne basins did not receive 
all their runoff until those at higher elevations had 
filled and overflowed. 

Ponds in smail basins at Melfort had a con
sistently greater increase in depth from spring 
runoff than did those in large basins. At Saska
toon, however, this relationship existed only in 
1963 and 1964 and at Swift Current it occurred 
in 1964 and 1966 (Table 5). The situation at 
Melfort in 1966 and at Saskatoon in 1965 1S open 
to question because of the large proportion of 
study ponds in both basin size groups that over
flowed. 
Decline in water levels Jrom spring crest to May 1 
The drop in water levels in basins before May 1 
varies from year to year and from area to area 
(clear segments of bars, Figs. 3-5). One would 
expect a decrease in such loss from south to 
oorth with decreasing winds and temperatures 
and a slightly later season. This is borne out at 
Melfort which had consistently lower losses than 
either of the other areas. However, the relation
shlp between Saskatoon and Swüt Current is 
confused and in 2 of 3 years (1964 and 1966) 
the pre-May losses at Saskatoon were as great as 
or greater than at Swift Current. The hlgh level 
of soil permeability at Saskatoon was undoubtedly 
a factor in this situation. 

The dec1ine in water levels before May 1 in 
aoy one area is a function not only of the length 
of time between runoff and May 1 but also of the 
weather during that period and the time at which 
the frost seal in the soil is dissipated. The inter
action of the se and other factors, su ch as the level 
of soil saturation prior to runoff, can produce 
widely varying results. Peak spring runoff at 
Saskatoon was at least a week earlier in 1966 

than in 1965 and the amount of water lost before 
May 1 was slightly higher as expected. A similar 
situation at Swift Current, however, produced 
opposite results. Peak runoff was 1 month earlier 
in 1966 than in 1965 but only 72 and 44 per 
cent as much water was lost from sma11 and large 
basins, respectively, before May 1. This anomaly 
is difficult to explain except on the basis of varia
tion in level of soil moisture and time of dissipa
tion of the frost seal. 

An example of the effect of extremes in time 
of runoff on water loss before May 1 is seen at 
MeUort in 1966 where prolonged runoff and 
overflowing basins resulted in no measurable 
wa:ter loss from large basins before May 1 (Fig. 
3). This situation occurred in a few basins in a11 
areas in 1965 and 1966 and emphasizes the 
extreme variability in the time at which runoff is 
completed in individual basins within an area. 
Relation of pond permanency and basin size 
Pond survival ta laie May 
Pond count data obtained from aerial photographs 
taken in late April and late May, 1963 and 1964, 
and in early May 1965, are plotted in Figure 9 in 
terms of the percentage of basins in each size
category that held water. Quantitative data from 
which this figure was derived are presented in 
Appendix Tables II-IV. 

Two points are readily apparent from Figure 
9. First, a sm aller percent age of basins 1 acre 
and less in size contain water early in the spring 
than do basins over 1 acre. Second, a much 
larger percentage of the ponds in basins 1 acre 
and less go dry in the 1-month period from late 
April to late May th an do ponds in larger basins. 
This is clearly demonstrated below: 

Area 

Melfort 
Saskatoon 
Swüt Current 

Percentage of late April 
ponds lost by late May 

1963 

Small Large 
basins basins 

77 31 
77 56 
84 46 

1964 

SmaII Large 
basins basins 

85 47 
83 67 
92 81 

The difference between the two size groups in 
percent age of ponds lost from April to May is 
least at Saskatoon (with the exception of 1964 
at Swift Current). This is attributed to the high 
rate of seepage loss by ail ponds due to the ex
tremely porous nature of the soil. The particularly 
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high rate of pond loss in both smaU and large 
basins at Swift Current in 1964 was due to the 
severe drought that year. 
Depth requirement for pond survival ta Sep
tember 1 
Accurate prediction of the probable durability of 
ponds in any one year can be of considerable 
value in assessing the extent to which habitat 
conditions might affect waterfowl production in 
that year. In this study an attempt was made to 
estimate the depth of water required for ponds 
in sma11 and large basins in each study area to 
remain in existence from May 1 to September 1, 
the latter date being arbitrarily considered the 
end of the waterfowl breeding season. Estimated 
depth requirements were derived from the 
average of 4 years' records of pond duration 
and total depth (i.e., May 1 maximum depth 
plus precipitation and runoff during the period 
each basin held water). On the basis of these 
figures the estimated average maximum depth 
of water a pond must have on May 1 in a year 
of normal precipitation in order to last until 
September 1 is as fo11ows: 

Area 

Melfort 
Saskatoon 
Swift Current 

Normal 
precipitation 

May 1 to 
September 1 

(inches) 

8.51 
8.26 
8.62 

Estimated May 1 
maximum depth 
(inches) needed 

for pond survival 
to September 1 

Small Large 
basins basins 

27.0 
45 .2 
34 .9 

26.0 
35.2 
29.9 

That Melfort has the lowest required water 
depth of the three areas is to be expected in 
view of the lower rate of evaporation in that area 
(Table 2) . At first glance the occurrence of the 
highest required water depth at Saskatoon is 
surprising, since its rate of evaporation is inter
mediate between Melfort and Swift Current. This 
situation can, however, be explained by the fact 
that the Saskatoon area is located on highly 
permeable sandy soUs and undoubtedly has a 
higher rate of seepage loss than either of the 
other are as. 

The differential between required depths for 
smaU and large basins varies from 1 inch at Mel
fort to 10 inches at Saskatoon. This variability 
is also thought to be related to the permeability 
of the soils and will be discussed further in the 
next section. 
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Figure 9 Percent age of basins containing water in spring. 

. Relation of rate of water loss ta basin size 
The data accumulated from 4 years' observations 
of ponds in the three study areas show con
c1usively that the rate of water loss (in terms 
of depth) decreases as the basin area increases. 
This is indicated in the relative changes in average 
maximum pond depths between May 1 and July 
31 (Figs. 3-5), the variation in depth require
ments for pond survival, and the rates of total 

ter loss for individual basins as recorded by 
~;_ to 34-day periods over the 1966 season 
(Figs. 6-8). The pattern of water loss in relation 
to basin size as illustrated for the 1966 season 
is typical of that observed in the preceding 3 

yeats. 
The characteristic distribution pattern of the 

individu al water loss values is a hyperbolic curve 
which drops almost vertically with an increase in 
basin area to about 1 acre and then gradually 
ftattens out to about the 3-acre level, after which 
it becomes almost horizontal. It is on the basis 
of this pattern of water loss that basins were 
separated for analysis into two size groups at 
approximately the l-acre level. The point. of 
separation between sm ail and large study basllls 
vatied slightly from area to area: betweeen 1.1 
and 1.2 acres at Melfort, 1.0 and 1.1 acres at 
Saskatoon, and 0.8 and 1.0 acres at Swift Current 
(Figs. 6-8). These differences can be attributed 
to individual peculiarities of the study basins at 
the point of separation. Since the separation 
values for a11 three study areas were very close 
to 1 acre, that value was used as the separation 
point for the general size classification for aU 
study areas . Undoubtedly further separation of 
basins into smaller size classes on the basis of 
rate of water loss could be made, but this was 
not justified in this study owing to the smaU size 

of the sample. 
The area - water loss relationship appears to 

be correlated with the decrease in length of shore 
Hne per unit area as the area of the basin in
creases. When basin acreages were plotted against 
the length of shore line per acre (Figs. 10-12), 
hyperbolic distributions were produced which 
were almost identical to those formed by the 
area - water loss plot. The area - shore line 
relationship for a perfect circle (the geometric 
figure having a minimal area-circumference ratio) 
was plotted on each graph for comparison. Since 
length of shore line is a function not only of basin 
area but also of basin shape it was to be expected 
that actual basin values wou Id deviate from this 
Curve. This departure was greatest at Melfort 
where many of the basins were highly irregular 
and least at Saskatoon where most of the basins 
were nearly circular. 

When the daily rate of total water loss was 
plotted against the length of shore line per acre 
of basin area a linear relationship was obtained. 
Figures 13-15 are samples of this relationship 

Figure 10 Ratio of shore line to area, Melfort. 

Figure 11 Ratio of shore line to area, Saskatoon. 
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for periods that were not affected by heavy rain
faU or runoff. The correlation between these fac
tors was highly significant (p < 0.01) in 48 of 
the 81 7- to 54-day periods for which data were 
avai!able from the three study areas over the 4 
years, 1963-66. The correlation was significant 
(p < 0.05) in an additional nine periods and not 
significant (p > 0.05) in 24. Most of the non
significant correlations occurred early (before 
mid-May) or late (after mid-September) in the 
season. The remainder were associated with 
periods of heavy rainfall and runoff, unusually 
high water loss readings obtained from ponds that 
were nearly dry, or periods for which only a few 
readings were available. Vnder normal circum
stances the correlation between total rate of water 
loss and length of shore line per acre was highly 
significant (p < 0.01) du ring the period from 
mid-May to mid-September. 

The scatter of points in Figures 13-15 can be 
attributed in part to individu al variations in seep
age loss due to soi! characteristics and evapo
transpiration loss due to the nature and distribu
tion of vegetation and exposure to wind. 1 believe, 
however, that sorne of the scatter is due to the 
relative crudeness of the analysis . The length of 
shore line per acre used in the se calculations was 
a fixed figure based on the area of the basin, not 
the area of the actual water surface at the lime 
of each reading. Limited observations suggest that 
ponds behaved, in terms of rate of water loss, 
according to the actual length of shore line per 
unit of water area rather than to the length of 
shore line per unit area of the basin in which they 
occurred. Further studies planned for the 1967 
season should define more precisely the relation
ship of both length of shore line per acre and 
pond area to rate of water loss. 

The relationship between the length of shore 
line per unit area and rate of water loss has ap
parently not been recognized by hydrologists 
(R. E. Melvin and E. J. Langham, Saskatchewan 
Research Council, pers. comm., and Wm. S. 
Eisenlohr, Jr., V.S. Geological Survey, pers. 
comm.). Therefore any interpretation on my part 
of the hydrologic basis of this relationship is 
highly speculative. 

The correlation of rate of water loss with the 
length of shore line per unit of basin area suggests 
that a higher rate of water 10ss occurs around 
the periphery of a basin. If this is the case then 
the higher rate of water loss in very small basins 
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Figure 12 Ratio of shore line to area, Swift Current. 

can be explained by the fact that the peripheral 
"zone" of higher water loss forms a mu ch greater 
proportion of the total basin area than it does in 
a large basin and hence makes a greater con
tribution to the total water loss. The actual 
mechanics of this higher rate of water loss can 
only be hypothesized but likely involve a com
bination of the three principal forms of water loss 
from ponds, i.e., evaporation, transpiration, and 
seepage outftow. The relative importance of each 
of these forms of water loss undoubtedly varies in 
individu al ponds. 

It is known that very shallow water warms 
more rapidly and to a higher temperature than 
does deeper water. Since water temperature is a 
factor in the calculation of evaporation by the 
mass transfer method (Eisenlohr, 1966), it 
follows that the rate of evaporation should be 
higher from the warmer, shallow peripheral area 
of a pond. In the case of ponds with large areas 
of emergent vegetation, evaporation is reduced by 
the shading and sheltering effects of the vegeta
tion, and transpiration becomes more important 
as a source of water loss. However, since the cal
culation of the rate of transpiration also involves 
consideration of water temperature (Eisenlohr, 
1966), the effect of shallow water is essentially 
the same. 

In addition to the loss of water by transpiration 
from plants occurring in the peripberal zone of a 

Figure 13 Dally rate of water loss and shore llDe
area ratio, Melfort. 
Note: in Figs. 13-15 broken Hnes have been drawn by 
inspection to emphasize the separation of smalI and 

pond, there is also the loss of water through 
plants beyond the water's edge. By absorbing wa
ter moving from the pond as seepage outflow, 
these plants may increase the rate of sucb outftow 
by increasing the hydrostatic gradient. 

The increase in the slope of the regression lines 
in the graphs of the relation of rate of water 10ss 

large basin values. Values for small basins are con
centrated in the upper right-hand quadrant and values 
for large basins are concentrated in the lower left-hand 
quadrant. 

to length of shore line per unit area (Figs. 
13-15) as one moves from relatively imper
meable lacustrine clay at Melfort to highly per
meable sandy 10am at Saskatoon suggests that the 
nature of the basin soil is also a factor in deter
mining the rate of water loss from the periphery 
of basins through its effect on seepage outflow. 
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Figure 14 Daily rate of water Joss and shore Hne - area ratio, Saskatoon. 

This possibility is given further support by the fact 
that the differential between the depth of water 
required by small and large basins to last from 
May 1 to September 1 is greatest on the porous 
soils at Saskatoon. There have apparently been no 
investigations specifically devoted to the study of 
the nature and magnitude of tbe lateral move
ments of water from the soil-water interface at 
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the margin of ponds (R .E. Melvin, pers. comm.). 
Meyboom (1966) has studied ground-water fiow 
in the vicinity of a small wiJlow-rimmed pond and 
has calculated the vertical and horizontal com
ponents of such flow . He has, bowever, made no 
distinction between seepage loss from the bottom 
of the pond and any lateral seepage loss from the 
margin of the pond. 

Figure 15 Daily rate of water Joss and shore line - area ratio, Swift Current. 

Two aspects of the relation of rate of water 
loss to basin area which have not been sufficiently 
explored are basin shape and profile. Two 1-acre 
basins may have identical surface area but if, 
for example, one is a perfect circle and the other 
is rectangular with a length-to-width ratio of 5: 1, 
the length of shore line will be approximately 
50 per cent greater for the latter pond. Such a 

case is rather clear-cut and the estimated relative 
rates of water loss can be easily calculated from 
a graph of length of shore line per unit area 
versus rate of water loss. Ponds with highly con
voluted shore lines may, however, be more com
plex in their water-Ioss relationships. For exam
pie, water loss from 100 feet of shore line forming 
the two sides of a very narrow peninsula may 
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i i 

1 1 
not be the same as from a straight shore line of 
the same length. In such an instance lateral seep
age outftow would be negligibJe. 

, 
1 1 

Basin profile undoubtedly plays a role in the 
amount of water lost from the periphery of a 
basin since it determines the extent of the shallow 
water zone at any water level. Detailed studies 
of the effects of this factor were, however, beyond 
the SCope of this study. 

The establishment of a relationship between 
rate of water loss and length of shore line per 
unit area adds a new dimension to the use of basin 
size as a factor in the classification of wetlands on 
the basis of relative permanence. The more 
temporary nature of ponds in smaU basins has 
long been recognized and has been further docu
mented in the discussion of spring pond loss in 
this paper. It should now be possible to appraise 
the relative permanence of such ponds in quanti
tative terms on the basis of their size and the 
depth of water they possess in early spring. 
Pond numbers and pond depths in late April and 
early May 

The number of basins with water in the spring 
apparently does not provide a consistently accu
rate estimate of the average pond depth. This 
conclusion is based upon an appraisal of the 
percentage change in number of basins with water 
and average pond depth in 1964 and 1965 from 
the 1963 level (Table 7). 

There was reasonably close agreement in the 
percentage changes in pond numbers and pond 
depths for large basins at Melfort in both 1964 
and 1965 and for both small and large basins at 
Saskatoon in 1964. In aIl other cases, 'however, 
there were appreciable differences. Ponds in sma]] 
basins at Melfort showed a 2.5 per cent decrease 
in numbers but an 18.8 per cent increase in 
depth in 1964. In 1965 these ponds decreased 
23.7 per cent in numbers but increased 19.7 per 
cent in depth. At Saskatoon in 1965 ponds in 
smaU basins showed a 12.9 per cent increase in 
numbers and a 145 per cent increase in depth. 
Ponds in large basins increased 6.4 per cent in 
numbers and 90.6 per cent in depth. Pond num
bers and depths decreased markedly in both size 
categories at Swift Current in 1964. The decrease 
in depth was, however, much more extreme in 
both cases. In 1965 pond numbers at Swift Cur
rent showed a decrease of 20.3 and 2.1 per cent, 
respectively, for smaU and large basins but pond 
depths increased by 71.7 and 88.9 per cent. In 
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view of the data previously presented on rate of 
pond loss, the 7- to 12-day deviation from the 
1963 date in the time of recording pond numbers 
in 1964 and 1965 undoubtedly places sorne bias 
on the comparative percentage of basins with 
water in the 2 years, but it is certainly not suffi
cient to offset the differences observed between 
the changes in proportions of basins with water 
and depths of ponds, particularly in 1965 at 
Saskatoon and Swift Current. 
Distribution of wetland types 
The average distribution of wetland types based 
on 5 years' data is presented in Table 8. Cul
tivated basins constituted 56.3 and 60.0 per cent 
of the total basins in the study areas and from 
28.4 to 37.5 per cent of the basin acreage. The 
large. difference between the proportions of basin 
numbers and acreage in this category indicates 
that most of the cultivated basins were very sm aU 
in size (Millar, unpublished, 1967). 

Type 1 basins (seasonally ftooded basins) were 
not distinguished from Type 3 basins on the 
aerial photographs. Ground surveys indicated that 
virtually aIl Type 1 basins were cultivated at both 
Melfort and Saskatoon. Some Type l 's did oceur 
in grazing land at Swift Current. From 38.3 to 
4:2.4 per cent of the total basins in the study areas 
and from 52.1 to 64.1 per cent of the basin 
acreage were Type 3 (shaIlow fresh marsh). In 
total, cuItivated and Type 3 basins comprised 
between 98.3 and 99.6 per cent of the basins and 
80.9 and 98.8 per cent of the basin acre age. In 
other words, only 0.4 to 1.7 per cent of the basins 
in the study areas were types that could be ex
pected to hold water through the season in a year 
of average moisture conditions. 
Wetland vegetation 
The zonation' of wetIand vegetation has already 
been discussed in two papers at this seminar 
(Millar, 1969; Stewart and Kantrud, 1969). The 
wet meadow and shallow marsh zones were 
present in aIl of the 25 study basins subjected to 
intensive vegetational investigation in each of the 
three study areas. In sorne instances, however, the 
wet meadow zone was badly disturbed or reduced 
by cultivation. Deep marsh and open water zones 
were present in only a portion of the basins-13 
and 11, respectively, at Melfort; 5 and 3, respec
tively, at Saskatoon; and 6 and 3, respectively, 
at Swift Current. 

A total of 127 species of vascular plants were 
recorded for these 75 basins, including 74 wet 

II1eadow species, 34 shallow marsh species,. 6 
arsh species and 13 open water specles. deep m, . 1 d' 

of Saskatchewan are contained in Fraser and 
Russell (1954) and Breitung (1957). 

In addition, several non-vascular plants mc u mg 
worts and algae were colIected .. More com-

liver 1 d ft 
prehensive accounts of the vascular wet an ora 

Plant species were divided into two gro~ps 
according to the percentage of the study basms 
in which they occurred. Occurrence in 50 per cent 

Table 7 Relationship of number of ponds to depth of water (1963 data as base level)====.====== 

Area 

Melfort 
Saskatoon 
Swift Current 

o/i change from April 25 and 26, 
1;63, in no. of basins8 with-water 

April 18 and 20, 
1964c 

SmaU Large 

-2.5 -1.2 
+2.3 +0.8 

-67.0 -47.7 

May 3 and 8, 
1965d 

Small Large 

-23.7 -1.4 
+12.9 +6.4 
-20.3 -2.1 

--d .. t tal number of basins surveyed in each study area (see Fig. 9). aBase on 0 . 3 5) 
bBased on study basins in each area (see Flg5. - . 
eAprill8 at Swift Current, April 20 at Melfort and Saskatoon. 
c!May 3 at Swift Current, May 8 at Melfort and Saskatoon. 

Table 8 Distn'butiOD of pond types according to Martin et al. 1953 

rer cent of basins8 

Swift 
Typeb MeIfort Saskatoon Current 

Cultivated 60.0 56.3 59.1 
3 (Shallow fresh marsh)C 38.3 42.4 40.5 
4 (Deep fresh marsh)d 1.2 0.1 0.1 
5 (Open fresh water) 0.2 0.3 
11 (Open saline water) 0.2 
Dugouts 0.4 0.7 0.2 

Total 100.1 100.0 99.9 

01 change from May 1, 1963, in 
10 h

b average maximum pond dept 

May 1,1964 May 1, 1965 

Small Large Small Large 

+18.8 -2.3 +19.7 +1.5 
-0.8 -5.1 +145.0 +90.6 

-93.5 -86.4 +71.7 +88.9 

Per cent of acreage8 

Swift 
Melfort Saskatoon Current 

28.4 37.5 34.7 
52.5 52.1 64.1 
8.3 0.5 1.1 

10.6 5.3 
4.0 

0.2 0.7 0.1 

100.0 100.1 100.0 

"Average values for the period 196~-66. .. Il sed 'th's study to those of Martin et al" the following criteria have been bIn converting the wetland categorIes ongma y u ml. . 
used' 
'. t meadow and shallow marsh vegetation zones. 

Type 3-typ~cally possess we d shallow marsh and deep marsh vegetation zones. T e 4-typlcally have wet mea ow, , tzone 

T~~e 5-typically have ail the aboVe-menti°haned zones ~IU~: ~~e:f ~:a~~w and deep marsh vegetation. They typically have a 
Type Il-have a wet meadow zone and per ps a scan y w '.. 

large central open water zone. not distin ished from Type 3's in photo mterpretabon. 
eType l's (those having only a wet meadow zon;) were fi ru number and were not separated from deep fresh marshes c!Type 10's (saline marsh) occurred only at Sas atoon, were ew .'. 
in the photo interpretation. 93 



or more of the basins having the vegetation zone 
with which the species is typically associated was 
arbitrarily taken as the dividing point for these 
groups. AIl species which occurred in 50 per cent 
or more of the basins in which they were expected 
to occur in one or more study areas are listed in 
Appendix Table V. Species occurring in less than 
50 per cent of the basins in which they were 
expected to occur in aIl three areas are listed in 
Appendix Table VI. The 127 species of vascular 
plants were almost evenly divided between the 
two groups (63 species in the 50 per cent 
occurrence group and 64 in the under 50 per cent 
group). Species which occurred in at least 50 
per cent of the basins in which they were ex
pected to occur in at least one area were most 
frequently the ones which were recorded for aIl 
study areas. Fifty-two out of 63, or 83 per cent, 
of such species were recorded in all three study 
areas whereas only 20 of 64, or 31 per cent, of 
the less widely distributed species occurred in aIl 
three areas. 

Since only three out of the total of 75 basins 
in the vegetation study had mid-season salinities 
in excess of 700 ppm of total dissolved solids, 
the list of the more widely distributed plant 
species' (Appendix Table V) is entirely composed 
of those species which are capable of growing 
under conditions of low salinity. Several of the 
less widely distributed species were salt-tolerant 
plants which were confined to the more saline 
basins at Saskatoon and undoubtedly would have 
had wider distribution had saline basins been 
studied in the other areas. 

The great majority of the most widely dis
tributed species (those with ~50 per cent occur
rence in all three areas) were also those with 
high (A or B) relative importance values in at 
least two out of the three study areas. 

Several of the most widely distributed species, 
including Hordeum jubatum, Artemisia biennis, 
Cirsium arvense, and Sonchus arvensis from the 
wet meadow zone and Glyceria grandis, Beck
mannia syzigachne, Alopecurus aequalis, and 
Alisma triviale from the shallow marsh zone, were 
ones which flourish with disturbance which 
produces an exposure of mineraI soi!. 

Wetland studies in Saskatchewan, including 
B. H. Walker (1966) and Millar (unpublished, 
1967) and those in North Dakota (Stewart and 
Kantrud, 1969; Dix and Smeins, 1967) have 
shown the general composition of the wetland 
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vegetation in the Northern Great Plains Region 
to be quite similar over a large area. Individual 
species may be absent or of reduced importance 
in various localities but the vast majority of 
species are common to aIl the areas studied. The 
vegetation zones described by Stewart and Kant
rud (1969) for basins in Stutsman County, North 
Dakota, are just as clearly recognizable at Melfort 
in the northern parkland of Saskatchewan. Pres
ence of the characteristic willow rings around 
basins in the latter area changes the gross aspect 
of the wet meadow zone but does not alter the 
basic zonation pattern. 
Human disturbance of wetlands 
Records of human disturbance of study basins 
during the 5-year pedod of this study provide a 
capsule view of the extent to which human 
activities are altering or destroying wetlands in 
various parts of Saskatchewan. 

The Melfort study area is located on some of 
the most productive agricultural land in the 
province and as a result the destruction and 
modification of wetlands for agricultural purposes 
has been severe. Undisturbed basins were totally 
absent from many farmsteads before this study 
began. In 1964 an extensive brush removal 
program eliminated the willow-aspen rims from 
basins in nine of the least-disturbed quarter sec
tions in the area. A major drainage program 
extended into the northern part of the area in 
1966 and will seriously reduce the number and 
permanency of the basins in several square miles 
when it is completed. Since the study began in 
1962, 21 of the original 35 study basins have 
been affected as foIlows: 
Drainage-6 partial, 2 complete 
Cultivation-6 partial, 7 complete 
Removal of brush rim-3 partial, 4 complete 
Reduction of basin size by road construction-l 
Vegetation destroyed by over-grazing (conver
sion to pasture )-1. 
Seven of the 21 basins have been affected in 
more than one way. Only one basin was used for 
stock watering. 

At Saskatoon there had been considerable 
brush removal and cultivation of basins before 
the start of the study. Since 1962, however, there 
has been extensive brush removal on only two 
quarter sections of land and only one of 36 
basins has been so affected. Four study basins, 
including the one just mentioned, were cultivated 
during the drought of 1964 but have since re-

developed their original vegetation with the re
turD of higher water levels. Five basins were 
grazed regularly and used as a source of stock 
water during the period of the study. Others were 
used for brief periods in spring and faH. 

Increased disturbance at Swift Current since 
1962 has been negligible and on the study basins 
has been confined to increased grazing pressure 
on three basins. Eight basins in aIl were used 
regularly for grazing and stock watering and most 
of the rest were grazed lightly in the faIl. 

None of the study basins in any of the three 
areas were used regularly as a source of water 
for domestic purposes although some were 
occasionally used as a source of water for crop 
spraying. 

Use of study basins as a source of hay was very 
erratic and has been greatly reduced since 1965 
because of higher water levels. The maximum 
number of basins mowed for hay in any one year 
was Melfort 3, Saskatoon 7, Swift Current 15. 
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Appendix Table 1 Basin size distribution in three study areas in Saskatchewan 

Size class 

> 0.25 
([26-0.50 
0.51-1.00 

Subtotal 

1.01-2.50 
2.51-5.00 
5.01-10.00 
10.01-20.00 

20.01-40.00 
40.01+ 

Subtotal 
Total 

Average" no. of 
basins per sq. mi. 

Per cent of 
total basins 

Average basin 
acreage per sq. mi. 

Per cent of 
total acreage 

Sask· Swift Sask· Swift Sask- Swift Sask- Swift 
Metfort atoon Current Melfort atoon Current Melfort atoon Current Melfort atoon Current 

44.0 35.1 37.3 
14.0 21.1 16.4 
19.2 15.1 17.4 

77.2 71.3 71.1 

46.7 43.1 44.4 
14.9 25.9 19.5 
20.4 18.5 20.7 

82.0 87.5 84.6 

12.0 
3.2 
1.1 
0.3 

7.6 9.7 12.7 9.3 11.5 

0.2 
0.2 

1.4 2.0 3.3 
0.6 0.9 1.2 
0.2 0.3 0.4 

(1 pond) 
0.2 <0.05 0.2 

o 0 0.2 

1.8 2.4 
0.8 1.0 
0.3 0.4 

0.3 <0.05 
o 0 

17.0 10.0 12.9 
94.2 81.3 84.0 

18.0 12.5 15.3 
100.0 100.0 99.9 

4.7 4.8 5.1 
5.0 7.5 6.1 

13.6 10.3. 12.1 

23.3 

18.0 
10.3 
7.8 
4.7 

3.6 
12.2 

56.6 
79.9 

22.6 

10.9 
5.7 
2.9 
2.9 

6.3 
o 

28.7 
51.3 

23.3 

15.2 
7.5 
5.8 
4.2 

1.0 
o 

33.7 
57.0 

5.9 9.4 8.9 
6.3 14.6 10.7 

17.0 20.1 21.2 

29.2 44.1 

22.5 21.4 
12.9 9.2 
9.8 7.6 
5.8 5.6 

4.5 12.3 
15.3 0 

70.8 56.1 
100.0 100.2 

40.8 

26.7 
13.1 
10.1 
7.4 

1.8 
o 

59.1 
99.9 

'Survey area-Melfort 26 5q. mi., Saskatoon 14 5q. mi.; Swift Current 23 5q: mi. 
Sample size-Melfort 2,447 basins; Saskatoon 1.138 basins; Swift Current 1,931 basins. 
Mean basin size-Melfort 0.8$ acres; Saskatoon 0.63 acres; Swift Current 0.68 acres. 
Number of dugouts per square mile (196S)-Melfort 0.79; Saskatoon 0.64; Swift Current 0.70 •. 

Appendix Table n Spring ponds and April-May pond loss-Melfort 

Size cJass 

::;;0.25 
0.26-0.50 
0.51-1.00 

Subtotal 

1.01-2.50 
2.51-5.00 
5.01-10.00 
10.01-20.00 
20.01-40.00 
40.00+ 

Subtotal 
Total 

Basins with water 

1963 1964 1965 

April 26 May 24 April 20 May 27 May 8 

Total" % of % of No. % % of % of No. % % of 
basins No. total No. toml 108t 108S No. total No. total lost loss No. total 

1144 869 76 103 
364 314-· 86 87 
499 476 95 195 

2007 1659 

312 
82 
29 
9 
4 
4 

308 
82 
29 
9 
4 
4 

83 385 

99 200 
100 55 
100 28 
100 9 
1004 
lOCi 4 

9 766 
.24. 227 
39 281 

88 819 
72 322 
59 477 

19 1274 77 1618 

64 108 _ 35 
67 27 33 
97 l '3 

100 0 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 

303 
82 
29 
9 
4 
4 

440 436 300 68 136 31 431 
2447 2095 86 685 . 28 1410 67 2049 

72 51 
88 56 
96 137 

81 244 

97 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

144 
43 
25 
8 
4 
3 

4 768 
15 266 
27 340 

12 1374 

46 159 
52' 39 
86 4 
89 1 

100 0 
75 1 

94 564 
83 262 
71 441 

49 
72 
88 

85 1267 63 

52 
48 
14 
11 
o 

25 

302 
82 
29 
9 
4 
4 

97 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

98 227 52 204 47 ·430 98 
84 471 19 1578 77 1697 69· 

'Survey area-26 square miles. 
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Appendix Table ID Spring ponds and April-May pond loss-Saskatoon 

Basins with water 

1963 1964 1965 

April 26 May 24 April 20 May 27 May 8 

Sire class 
Total" % of % of No. % % of % of No. % % of 
basins No. total No. total lost loss No. total No. total lost loss No. total 

::;;0.25 491 278 57 27 5 251 90 279 57 24 5 255 91 315 
0.26-0.50 295 226 77 54 18 172 76 230 78 42 14 188 82 259 

64 
88 
92 0.51-1.00 211 177 84 74 35 103 58 188 89 55 26 133 71 195 

--------------------------------------------
Subtotal 997 681 68 155 16 526 77 697 70 121 12 576 83 769 77 
---- .... ----.....•• ----------------------------

90 37 35 58 61 94 89 28 26 66 70 101 95 
85 10 50 7 41 18 90 7 35 Il 61 17 85 
78 4 44 3 43 8 89 3 33 5 62 9 100 

100 1 33 2 33 3 100 1 33 2 67 3 100 
100 3 100 0 0 3 100 2 67 1 33 3 100 

1.01-2.50 106 95 
2.51-5.00 20 17 
5.01-10.00 9 7 
10.01-20.00 3 3 
20.01-40.00 3 3 
40.01+ 0 

------------------
Subtotal 141 125 
Total 1138 806 

'Survey area-14 square miles. 

89 55 
71 210 

39 70 
18 596 

56 126 
74 823 

89 41 
72 162 

29 85 
14 661 

67 133 
80 902 

94 
79 

Appendix Table IV Spring ponds and April-May pond loss-Swift Current 

Size class 

::;;0.25 
0.26-0.50 
0.51-1.00 

Subtotal 

1.01-2.50 
2.51-5.00 
5.01-10.00 
10.01-20.00 
20.01-40.00 
40.01+ 

Subtotal 
Total 

Basins with water 

1963 1964 1965 

April 25 May 24 April 18 May 26 May 3 

Total" % of % of No. 
basins No. total No. total lost 

% % of % of No. % % of 
loss No. total No. total lost loss No. total 

858 421 
377 262 
399 333 

49 19 
64 40 
83 102 

1634 1016 62 161 

222 208 
46 46 
20 20 
8 8 
1 1 
o 

297 283 
1931 1299 

94 
100 
100 
100 
100 

95 
34 
15 
8 
1 

95 153 
67 314 

2 402 95 99 12 3 T 96 97 280 
Il 222 85 103 27 9 2 94 91 214 
26 231 69 133 33 15 4 118 89 316 

33 
57 
79 

--------------------------------
10 855 84 335 21 27 2 308 92 810 50 

43 
74 
75 

100 
100 

113 
12 
5 
o 
o 

54 
26 
25 
o 
o 

100 
23 
17 
8 
o 

52 130 46 148 
16 985 76 483 

45 18 
50 3 
85 3 

100 4 
o 0 

50 28 
25 55 

8 
7 

15 
50 
o 

82 
20 
14 
4 
o 

9 120 
3 428 

82 
87 
82 
50 
o 

202 
46 
20 
8 
1 

91 
100 
100 
100 
100 

81 277 93 
89 1087 56 

------------------_ .. __ .. _------------
"Survey area-23 square miles. 
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. Appendix Table V Plant species occurring in 50 per cent or more of the study basinsa in one or more 
studyareas 

Species 

WET MEADOW ZONE 

Species with ~ 50% occurrence in 3 areas: 
Poa palustris 
Hordeum juhatumd 

. Mentha arvensis 
Staehys palustris 
Rumex mexieanus 
Artemisia biennisd 

Cirsium arvensed 

Sonehus arvensisd 

Species with .2 50% occurrence in 2 areas: 
Calamagrostis inexpansa 
Agropyron traehyeaulum 
SaUx petiolaris 
SaUx discolor 
Rumex occidentalis 
Rorippa islandicad 

Potentilla anserina 
Steironema hybridum (Lysimaehia hybrida) 
Helenium montanum 
Solidago spp. 
Chenopodium albumd 

Thlaspi arvense 
Taraxaeum officinale 

Species with ~ 50% occurrence in 1 area: 
Agrostis seabra 
Carex arthrostaehya 
Carex syehnoeephala 
Juneus baltieus 
SaUx bebbiana 
Rumex maritimusd 

Anemone eanadensis 
Potentilla norvegiea 
Vicia amerieana 
Galium spp. 
Planta go mûjord 

Aster hesperius (A. eaeruleseens) 
Aster faleatus 
Epilobium glandulosumd 

Polygonum ramosissimum 
Bidens eernua 
Laetuea seariola 
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Per cent occurrence and relative importanceb 

Melfort Saskatoon Swift Current 

84c A 84 A 100 A 
60 B 84 A 100 A 
88 B 88 B 100 B 
92 C 64 C 76 C 
64 B 72 D 92 C 
88 B 96 C 80 C 
96 A 96 A 76 C 

100 A 92 A 64 B 

32 D 52 D 84 C 
48c B 88 B 84 B 
80C A 84c B 12 D 
80c A 52° C 20 C 
32 B 64 D 96 B 
64 C 8 D 72 C 
16 B 64 B 84 B 
4 De 52 B 72 B 

72 C 56 D 
24 D 64 D 76 C 
32 D 72 B 68 B 
80 D 48 C 68 C 
68 B 48 C 88 B 

72e B 24 B 48 C 
44 B 64 D 

52 B 4 D 
12e D 48 B 88 C 
44e C 56e C 28 D 
68 B 36 C 40 C 
36 B 40 D 60 C 
76 ce 24 De 28 D 
68 D 4 D 
76 B 28 D 20 D 
60 B 36 D 8 D 
84e A 48 C 48 B 
4 D 40 C 72 C 

72 D 24 D 24 D 
40 D 26 D 60 D 
60 B 12 D 

44 D 68 C 

$ 

Appendix Table V Plant species occurring in 50 per cent or more of the study basins8. in one or more 
studyarelJs-(Conc.) 

Per cent occurrence and relative importanceb 

Species 

SHALLOW MARSH ZONE 

Species with ~ 50% occurrence in 3 areas 
Glyeeria grandisd 

Beekmannia syzigaehned 

Alopeeurus aequalisd 

Carex atherodes 
Sium suave 
Alisma trivialed 

polygonum amphibium 
Eleoeharis palustris 

Species with 2 50% occurrence in 2 areas 
Seoloehloa festueaeea 
polygonum eoecineum 
Ranuneulus maeounii 

Species with ~ 50% occurrence in 1 area 
Glyceria pulchella 
polygonum lapathifoliumd 

Ranuneulus sceleratus 
Lemna minor 

DEEP MARSH ZONE 

Species with 2 50%' occurrence in 3 areas 
Typha latifolla 

Species with 2 50%' occurrence in 2 areas 
Scirpus acutus 

Species with ~ 50%' occurrence in 1 area 
Scirpus validus 
Scirpus paludosus 

OPEN WATER ZONE 

Species with 2 50%' occurrence in 2 areas 
Potamogeton riehardsonii 
Potamogeton pusillus 
Myriophyllum exalbeseens 
Ranuneulus cirelnatus 

Species with ~ 50%' occurrence in 1 area 
Potamogeton peetinatus 
Potamogeton zosteriformis 

Melfort 

92 A 
84 A 
72 A 
88" A 
80 B 
60 B 
92 D 
80 B 

92 A 
36 B 
44 D 

12 C 
60 B 
52 D 
60 A 

Potential 
13 ponds 

1311 B 

8 D 

62 D 

Potential 
Il ponds 

55 A 
13611 C 

55 B 
36 B 

9 A 
9 D 

AIn which the vegetation zone with which they are normally associated occurred. 
blmportance ratings: 

Saskatoon 

64 B 
96 B 
58 B 
88 A 
52 B 
52 C 
56 B 
76 A 

56 A 
80 A 
56 D 

60 B 
12 De 
8 D 
8 C 

Potential 
5 ponds 

80 C 

100 C 

40 D 
80 B 

Potentia1 
3 ponds 

67 B 
67 Ae 

133h A 
133h B 

100 B 
671 A 

A-Species rated 1 or II in over half the basins in which it oceurs. . 
B-Species rated 1 or Il in 10 to 49 per cent of the basins in which it oceurs ~nd as III ln over half of the rest. 
C-Species rated III in over half of the basins in which it oceurs and 1 or II ln less than 10 per cent of them. 
D-Species rated IV or V in over half the basins in which it oceurs and never above III. 
<Species oceurrence has been limited by cultivation. 
dSpecies fiourishes under unstable or disturbed conditions. 

Swift Current 

100 B 
100 A 
96 A 

100 A 
80 B 
60 D 
76 B 

100 A 

8 B 
100 A 
84 D 

4 D 
16 De 

Potential 
6 ponds 

100 C 

50 D 

Potential 
3 ponds 

33 A 
33 De 
33 A 
66 D 

33 B 

·Species recorded for the first time in 1965. ..... . d' d) 
IBased on the percent of the ponds in which the vegetation zone a~tually. eXlsted (P?tentlal number of ponds ln each area IS In lcate . 
'Occurrence is over 100 per cent because of seedling development ln cultlvated. baSins. . 
hOccurrence is over 100 per cent because of species presence as a rare element In a pond wlth only a Shallow Marsh Zone. 
lRecorded only in 1964. 
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Appendix Table VI Plant species occurring in less tban 50 per cent of the study basinsa in ail study 
areas 

Per cent occurrence and relative importanceb 

Species Melfort Saskatoon Swift Current 

WET MEADOW ZONE 
Calamagrostis canadensis 36 AC 
Deschampsia caespitosa 12 Dd 8 Dd 36 B 
DistichUs stricta 16 C 4 Cd 
Hierochloe odorata Present in 4 D 8 D 

studyaread 
Muhlenbergia asperifoUa 8 C 
Muhlenbergia richardsonis 8 C 12 C 
Puccinellia nuttalliana 24 C 
Spartina graciUs 4 D 
Carex brevior 8 D 32 D 
Carex praegracilis 28 C 
Carex lanuginosa 4 D 4 D 
Carex sartwellii 8 D 
Juncus dudleyi 8 cr 8 D 8 Dd 
Sa/ix interior 4 DC 16 DC 12 D 
Sa/lx lutea 28 Dc 28 Dc 36 D 
SaUx amygdaloides 12 DC 24 D 
Equisetum arvense· 36 C 12 D 4 A 
Scutellaria epilobiifolia 20 D 
Lycopus asper 12 Dd 28 D 4 Dd 
Veronica peregrinae 12 C 
Cicuta douglasii 12 D 
Aster laevis 4 D 8 D 16 D 
Aster brachyactis 4 D 
Erigeron spp. 24 D 20 D 12 D 
Glycyrrhiza lepidota 16 D 28 D 
Triglochin maritima 16 Dd 16 D 
Urtica dioicae 24 C 12 C 24 D 
Chenopodium rubrum" 16 D 28 D 12 C 
Atriplex patula 12 D 
Glaux maritima 16 D 
Bidens vu/gata 4 D 12 D 
Lactuca pulchella 4 D 4 C 
Erysimum cheiranthoides· 4 C 40 C 
Gratiola neglectae 16 C 4 D 
Petasites sagittatus 24 C 
Geum aleppicum 4 D 16 D 8 D· 
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Appendix Table VI Plant species occurring in Jess tban 50 per cent of tbe study basins!!. in ail study 
areas-(Conc.) 

Per cent occurrence and relative importanceb 

Species Melfort Saskatoon Swift Current 

SHALLOW MARSH ZONE 
Glyceria boreaUs 24 B 
phalaris arundinacea 4 D 
Scirpus americanus 4 Cd 

Carex rostrata 36 B 
Equisetum fluviatile 8 B 
Sagittaria cuneata 32 C 
Sparganium eurycarpum 20 B 
Sparganium chlorocarpum 8 A 
Sparganium angustifolium 4 A 
Ranunculus cymbalaria 
Ranunculus gmelinii 48 B 
Suaeda depressa 
Potamageton gramineus 4 Bd 

Utricu/aria vulgaris 24 B 
Ca/litriche palustris 8 Cd 

Lemna trisulca 48 A 
Riccia fluitans 12 Cd 
Ricciocarpus natans 12 Ali 
Veronica scutellata 40 D 
Eleocharis acicularis 24 B 
Senecio congestus· 12 B 

DEEP MARSH ZONEr 
Potential 
13 ponds 

Scirpus fluviati/is 8 D 
Hippuris vulgaris 

OPEN WATER ZONEr Potential 
Il ponds 

Ceratophyllum demersum 27 B 
Potamogeton vaginatus 9 C 
Zanniche/lia pa/ustris 
Callitriche hermaphroditica 18 D 
Myriophyllum verticillatum 9 A 
Ranunculus aquati/is (trichophyllus) 9 C 
Ranunculus flabel/aris 18 Bd 
Aquatic moss spp. 27 Cd 
Chara spp. 

aln which the vegetation zone with which they are normally associated occurred. 
bSee footnote b, Appendix Table V. 
cSpecies distribution has been limited by cultivation. 
dSpecies recorded for the first lime in 1965. 

4 D 20 D 
16 B 20 C 

8 C 
28 C 28 C 

28 C 4 Ad 
4 Cd 
4 D 

8 Dd 
4 Dd 

12 D 
12 Dd 40 Ad 
8 Bd 16 Dd 
4 C 12 Dd 
8 B 4 B 
8 QI 

32 C 20 D 
8 Cd 12 A 
4 C 

Potential Potential 
5 ponds 6 ponds 

20 D 33 D 

Potential Potential 
3 ponds 3 ponds 

33 Ad 
33 C 33 C 
33 Cd 
33 D 33 D 

33 Dd 
33 QI 

33 Ad 

·Species flourishes under unstable conditions. .... . . 
fSpecies occurrence is based on the percent of the ponds In whlch Ihls vegetatIOn zone actually eXlsted. The potenual number of ponds 
in each area is indicated. 
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Ecological relationships of breeding 
blue-winged teal to prairie potholes* 

Roderick C. Drewient and Paul F. Springert 

Abstract 
Ecology of breeding blue-winged te al (Anas 
discors) was studied on the Waubay Study Area 
in Day County, South Dakota, in 1965 and 
1966. Breeding pair use of the wetland habitat 
and importance of Type 1 ponds in the wetland 
complex were evaluated. Changes in breeding
pair densities and wetland habitat conditions on 
the study area were compared for the 16-year 
period, 1950-66. 

Blue-winged teal pair densities of 30.7 and 
33.0 per square mile in 1965 and 1966, respect
ively, were above the 16-year average from 1950 
to 1966 and near the maximum for this period. 
Blue-winged teal comprised 46.7 per cent of 
the waterfowl breeding population in 1965 and 
51.7 per cent in 1966. Number of water areas 
per square mile through mid-spring 1965 was 
comparable to the average for the 16-year 
period, whereas during late spring 1965 and 
throughout the 1966 spring breeding seasons the 
number of water areas increased to near optimum 
conditions. 

Annual breeding-pair densities from 1950 to 
1966 appeared to be largely influenced by water 
conditions, and pair-density fluctuations resulted 
from changes in number of wet ponds from late 
April through mid-May. Variations in water con
ditions after this period did not appear to have 
as great an effect on numbers of breeding teal. 

Use of wetland habitat by pairs changed 
throughout the spring breeding seasons. During 
the post-arrival period, teal congregated on larger 
wetlands. With onset of egg-Iaying, pairs dis
persed into ponds throughout the wetland com
plex to establish breeding home ranges. Other 
factors that influenced changes in habitat use 
included: 1) pond type and size, 2) breeding 
cycle phenology, 3) availability of wet ponds, 
and 4) land use. Number of blue-winged teal 
pairs per unit area of water was highest in 1965 
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and 1966 on Type lB ponds, followed in de
creasing order by Types 3, lA, and 4 and 5. 
Greater use of Type lB ponds was probably 
related to larger ratio of edge or shore line 
to unit area of water. Interspersion of many 
small wetlands throughout the breeding habitat 
provided for maximum pair dispersal during egg
laying and early incubation stages of the re
productive cycle. 

Introduction 
In 1950 the Office of River Basin Studies, U.S. 
Fish apd WildIife Service, established the Waubay 
Waterfowl Study Area in northeastern South 
Dakota in order to intensively study waterfowl 
use and production on a representative Il.25-
square-mile block of prairie pothole habitat. The 
results of the first 4 years of the study were 
reported by Evans and Black (1956). The study 
has been continued by the U.S. Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and WildIife through 1966 with the 
exception of 1954, when surveys were sponsored 
by the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish 
and Parks (Jenni, 1956), and 1956, when no 
surveys were conducted. 

In 1964 the South Dakota Cooperative Wild
life Research Unit initiated a project to more 
intensively evaluate waterfowl use and require
ments of the wetland habitat, de termine the 
relationship of Type 1 temporary ponds to the 

'" A contribution from the South Dakota Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Unit, the U.S. Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife, the South Dakota Department 
of Game, Fish and Parks, the South Dakota State 
University, and the WildIife Management Institute 
cooperating under Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoratio~ 
funds, Project South Dakota W-75-R. 

tSouth Dakota Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 
South Dakota State University, Brookings. Present 
address: South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and 
Parks, Aberdeen. 

tSouth Dakota Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 
South Dakota State University, Brookings. Present 
address: Northern Prairie Wildlife Rcsearch Center, 
Jamestown, North Dakota. 

wetland complex, and appraise ecological factors 
associated with different wetland types. The 
Waubay Study Area was selected as the site of 
the present study because of the large amount 
of previous data available. Limitations in man
power required that the area be reduced in size. 
The southeastern portion was selected because it 
contained a representative assortment of the 
various wetland types. 

Efforts were directed mainly toward studying 
the blue-winged teal (Anas discors) , which is 
the most abundant breeding duck at Waubay and 
in many other areas in the Dakotas and Minne
sota (Crissey, 1965). In 1965 and 1966 it com
prised 46.7 and 51.7 per cent, respectively, of 
the en tire waterfowl breeding population on the 
study area. AlI data presented are concerned 
with this species unless indicated otherwise. . 

Particular acknowledgement is extended to 
personnel of the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and WildIife including the Division of River 
Basin Studies, the Northern Prairie Wildlife Re
search Centre, the Division of Wildlife Refuges, 
and the Division of Management and Enforce
ment; personnel of the South Dakota Department 
of Game, Fish and Parks; the statistician of 
South Dakota State University Experiment Sta
tion; and an others who helped duringthe period 
1950 through 1966 in making breeding pair and 
habitat surveys on the original Waubay Study 
Area. These survey results were made available 
for analysis by the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fish
eries and Wildlife. 

Description of study area 
The study was conducted on a 3.45-square-mile 
area in the prairie pothole region of north
eastern Day County, South Dakota. The study . 
area consists of the southeastern part of the 

original Waubay Study Area (Sections 7, 18, 
Township 124 N, Range 53 W; Sections 12, 13, 
19, 30, Township 124 N, Range 54 W) described 
by Evans and Black (1956: Fig. 2) and Jenni 
(1956) and lies 6 miles north of the Waubay 
National WildIife Refuge. 

This area, located in the physiographic region 
known as the Coteau des Prairies, or "prairie 
hills", is a glaciated upland area, 1800-1900 feet 
in elevation, lying between the Minnesota and 
James River valleys. The topography of the region 
varies from nearly level to rolling, and its sur
face is pitted with thousands of glacially formed 
depressions oc cu pied by lakes and marshes. The 
soils have developed from materials deposited 
by the third substage of the Wisconsin Ice Sheet 
and consist of a mixture of clays, silts, sands, 
gravels, and stone. Parnell Silty Clay Loam, a 
very poorly drained soil, underlies the more 
permanent wetland basins (Kingelhoets et al., 
1952). 

Day County, which lies in the northern prairie 
hills, has an area of about 1,089 square miles 
and 27,252 wetlands, or an average of 25 wet
lands per square mile. Type 1 seasonally flooded 
basins and Type 3 shallow marsh wetlands (Mar
tin et al., 1953) comprise nearly 70 and 26 per 
cent of the potholes, respectively, whereas the 
deeper and more permanent Types 4 and 5 
wetlands make up less than 4 per cent of the total 
(Fredrickson, 1967). The study are a is located 
in rol1ing topography in one of the areas of 
highest pothole density in Day County and is 
comparatively unaffected by drainage. 

The subhumid continental climate of Day 
County is typical of the northern Great Plains, 
with wide variations in temperatures between 
winter and summer (Table 1). Monthly mean 
temperatures range from 10.2 OF (January) to 
71.2°F (July). Temperature extremes of -41°F 

TABLE 1 Weather summary from Wehster, South Dakota (16 miles south-southwest of the study ares) 

Total 
or 

Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. DJF mean 

Precipitation (inches) 1.05 2.12 2.61 4.15 2.67 2.48 1.81 1.27 .80 1.66 20.62 

Mean daily min. tempo 
("F) 16.0 30.6 42.9 52.4 58.5 56.5 45.6 33.9 18.3 3.3 30.4 

Mean tempo ("F) 26.2 42.3 55.5 64.5 71.2 69.5 59.2 47.1 28.6 13.7 42.1 
" Mean daily max. tempo 

("F) 36.3 53.9 68.0 76.6 83.9 82.7 72.7 60.2 38.8 24.0 53.8 
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TABLE 2 Distribution of wetlands by size and type, Waubay Study Area, 1965-66* 

Size (acres) 

0.1-0.3 
0.31-0.5 
0.51-0.9 
1.0-1.9 
2.0-4.9 
5.0-11.9 
12.0+ 
Total 
Avg. size (acres) 
Avg. no. (sq. mi.) 
Avg. acreage (sq. mi.) 
% total number 
% total acreage 

lA 

66 
II 
2 
4 

83 
0.24 

24.1 
5.8 

44.6 
5.8 

lB 

16 
17 
15 
5 
2 

55 
0.6 

16.0 
9.5 

29.6 
9.6 

Type 

3 

4 
3 
6 

16 
2 
1 

33 
2.9 
9.6 

27.4 
17.7 
27.5 

4&5 

4 
5 
5 

15 
13 .1 
4.3 

57.0 
8.1 

57.1 

Total 

83 
33 
20 
15 
22 

7 
6 

186 
1. 85 

54.0 
99.8 

100.0 
100.0 

·Includes a 1.4-acre Type lB wetland present in 1965 and drained prior to the 1966 breeding season. Seven ponds, totaUing 7.4 
acres, that had been drained prior to 1965 are excluded. 

and 109 °F have been recorded (V.S. Dept. of 
Commerce, 1965). The average annual precipita
tion is 20.62 inches with about two-thirds falling 
during the 4t-month growing season from May 
16 to September 25. 

The study area flora was originally mixed 
grass prairie. The dominants of this association 
were mid-grasses of sod and bunch life forms 
(Weaver and Clements, 1938) and included such 
species as little bluestem (A ndropogon scoparius) , 
porcupine grass (Stipa spartea), prairie dropseed 
(Sporobolus heterolepis) , dropseed (S. asper), 
J unegrass (Koeleria cristata) , western wheat
grass (Agropyron smithii) , and side-oats grama 
(Bouteloua curtipendula), as weil as tall grasses 
such as big bluestem (Andropogon gerardi) and 
lndian grass (Sorgastrum nutans) from the post 
climax and needle-and-thread (Stipa comata) 
from the mixed prairie. A few sm ail relict sites 
of the original prairie remain on the study area. 

During the period of this study about 55 per 
cent of the area was cultivated (wheat, oats, 
flax, barley, and corn); slightly more than 25 per 
cent was used for pasture and hayland; 15 per 
cent was wetlands; and less than 5 per cent con
sisted of shelter belts, farmyards and idle areas. 
A more detailed description of this area is given 
by Evans and Black (1956) and Jenni (1956). 

Wetland classification 
Nearly 190 wetlands occur on the study area 
(Fig. 1) and occupy about 345 acres, depending 
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upon water conditions. The individual potholes 
range from shallow, temporary Type 1 depressions 
less than 0.1 acre in size to moderately deep (3-5 
feet), more permanent Type 4 and 5 marshes 
(Shaw and Fredine, 1956) covering nearly 40 
acres. A relationship exists between wetland size 
and type, with the larger potholes usually corre
sponding with the deeper and more permanent 
types (Table 2). 

Potholes were classified with slight modification 
according to the system described by Evans and 
Black (1956), who in turn modified the system 
of Martin et al. (1953). The present system is 
based on vegetation composition, zonation, and 
density, ail of which are influenced primarily by 
water permanence and depth during the growing 
season and secondarily by long-term water condi
tions. Plants become arranged in zones primarily 
according to their tolerance of water during the 
growing season. The four zones described by 
Evans and Black (1956: 6-7) according to in
creasing tolerance of water are ( 1) plants of 
temporary or intermittently flooded shore lines, (2) 
shallow-water emergents, (3) deep-water emer
gents, and (4) submerged and floating plants. The 
wetland types are as follows . * 

"'Type 1 A wetlands correspond to Class 2 wetlands of 
Stewart and Kantrud (1969), Type lB to their Class 3, 
and Types 3, 4, and 5 to their Class 4. Tilled Type lA 
and 1 B wetlands correspond to their Class 5 wetlands. 

1. Seasonally flooded basins 
1 A. Temporary or Intermittent Areas are de

pressions of variable depth which may conta~n 
standing water for a few days to several weeks ln 

a wet spring and after heavy rains. They do not 
hold water through the summer and in sorne years 
will be dry throughout the spring. The depres
sions are usually so slight or the water-retaining 
capacity of the soils is such that they do not 
contain water for a sufficient period for shallow
water emergent vegetation to develop. Character
istic species include sedges (Carex spp.), rushes 
(Juncus spp.), hedge nettle (Stachys palustris), 
wild mint (Mentha arvensis) , dock (Rumex 
mexicanus), wild barley (Hordeum jubatum), 
prairie cordgrass (Spartina pectinata), northern 
reedgrass (Calamagrostis inexpansa), and fowl 
bluegrass (Poa palustris). These areas are often 
disturbed by cultivation, grazing, or burning to 
the extent that no moist soil vegetation may be 
present. 

1 B. Shallow Marshes are depressions of var
iable depth that usually conta in water for a 
few weeks or longer in the spring and after heavy 
rains. They may hold water through June and into 
July during years of heavy runoff or may be COID

pletely dry after an open winter. Water rema.ins 
for a sufficient period during part of the groWlOg 
season for shallow-water emergent vegetation to 
develop. Vegetation includes species mentioned 
under Type lA as a marginal band and dominant 
shallow-water emergents such as whitetop (Sco
lochloa festucaeea), slough sedge (Carex athero
des), marsh smartweed (Polygonum coccineum), 

Figure 1 Pothole distribution by type on the Waubay 
Study Area (Sections 7, 12-19, 18, and 30-13), 1965-66. 

mannagrass (Glyeeria grandis), common spike
rush (Eleoeharis palustris), slough grass (Beek
mania syzigachne), giant burreed (Sparganium 
eurycarpum), and water plantain (A lisma trivi
ale) unless removed or disturbed by cultivation, 
burning, or grazing. In dry years crops may be 
raised in these areas. In wet years they are flooded 
too long for cultivation. 

3. Shallow-Deep Marshes are wetlands that, in 
normal years, will usually hold water through 
midsummer and longer in wet years. Ali are too 
wet to cultivate in years with near-normal runoff. 
They often contail1J up to a foot or more of water 
for a part of the growing season, and both shal
low- and deep-water emergents develop. Domi
nant vegetation includes shaIJow-water emer
gents listed under Type lB, as weil as stands of 
deep-water emergents such as river bulrush 
(Scirpus fluviatilis), slender bulrush (S. hetero
chaetus), softstem bulrush (S. validus), hardstem 
bulrush (S. acutus), and cattail (Typha spp.). 
Disturbance from cultivation, burning, or grazing 
may remove vegetation; otherwise the stands are 
closed and dense. 
4. Deep Marshes are wetlands that often hold 
surface water throughout the year. They fre
quently contain from 1 to 3 feet or more of water 
during the growing season. Deep-water emergent 
cover tends to be sparser than in Type 3 areas 
and often occurs in patches or broken stands 
interspersed with areas of open water. The open 
water supports submerged and floating aquatics 
such as bladderwort (U tricularia vulgaris), water 
milfoil (Myriophyllum exalbescens), coontail 
(Ceratophyllum demersum), buttercup (Ranun
culus trieophyllus), sago pondweed (Potamoge
ton peelinatus), clasping leaf pondweed (P. 
Richardsonii), star duckweed (Lemna trisulca), 
and lesser duckweed (L. minor). 
5. Open Water Marshes are wetlands that will 
usually hold surface water throughout the year 
except during drought. They have a central area 
of open water often containing up to 4 feet. or 
more of water which is bordered by margmal 
zones of emergent vegetation. Submerged and 
floating plants are usually abundant. . 

In ail cases the separation between classes 1S 

not weil defined due to continuous gradation be
tween types. lt is often possible to classify a 
pothole in one or more types in different years. 
Seasonal and annual variations in water levels 
are followed by changes in water chemistry and 
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vegetation composItIon and density. In sorne in
stances, potholes are in transitional stages be
tween types, and their condition is temporary . 
Surrounding land use such as heavy grazing, 
burning, or plowing also affects the classification 
to a lesser extent. Types are not considered to be 
absolu te although ail ponds are limited in their 
maximum development by basin depth and water
holding capacity of basin soils . 
Water qua lit y 
Moyle (1956: 310) suggested that total alkalin
ity (carbonate hardness) can be used as a rough 
index of the productivity of water, with 40 ppm 
being a natural separation point between soft 
and hard waters . The me an total alkalinity of 47 
wetlands on the study area during midsummer of 
1965 was 205 ppm (range, 75-482 ppm) (Table 
3). Mean total alkalinity of seven wetlands from 

which 21 samples were collected du ring the fol
lowing spring, a period of high water levels, was 
130 ppm (range, 75-206 ppm) (Table 4) . Total 
alkalinities were highest in the northwest part of 
the study area and lowest in the southeast (Tables 
3 and 4). These differences were probably rela
ted to the heterogenous composition of the 12 soil 
types on the area which were derived from parent 
materials of glacial till, lacustrine, and glacial 
outwash origin (Kingelhoets et al., 1952). 

Sul phate salts appear to influence the distribu
tion of aquatic plants more than do carbonate 
salts (Moyle, 1945: 419). Water samples ana
lysed du ring the spring of 1966 had moderate 
concentrations of sulphates (mean 45 .7 ppm; 
range, 7 .5-200 ppm) (Table 4). The dominant 
wetland plants are indicative of water interme
diate between hard carbonate and al kali, and 

TABLE 3 Total alkalinities of wetlands in sections of the Waubay Study Area) August 2--4, 1965 

Location 

Section 12-19 NW. 
Section 7 NE. 
Section 30-13 SW. 
Section 18 SE. 

Total or average 

Sample 
size 

15 
7 

Il 
14 

47 

Mean total 
alkalinity, ppm 

263.0 
199.1 
199.2 
149.9 

205.0 

Range 

141-482 
104--331 
75-434 
81-266 

75-482 

TABLE 4 Summary of monthly water analyses from seven wetlands on the Waubay Study Area during 
April, May, and June 1966* 

Wetland number (section /pothoJe) 

18/15 18/24 18/35 18/26 12/34 18/18 7/17 Mean 

Type lB lB lB 3 3 4 4 
Location SE. SE. SE. SE. NW. SE. NE. 
Total alkalinity 117 98 111 150 192 89 156 130 
Calcium hardness 88 61 73 94 116 51 90 80.1 
Total hardness 143 104 1 J 3 169 404 93 158 157.4 
Su1phate 21 12 16 63 180 35 36 45.7 
Chloride 2.2 1.8 2.7 3.3 1.8 1.0 4.3 2 .6 
Sodium 5.0 1.3 6.7 15.3 70.0 2.7 9.3 13. 1 
Potassium 12 . 1 15.9 9.1 14.5 5 .9 9.5 14.3 12 .3 
Conductivity 269 203 215 382 747 188 327 333 
Dominant vegetationt A B C D,E B C,F (B,C,E,G) 

* Resulls expressed as means for the three collecting periods and in parts per million (conduclivity in mmhos/cm2 al 25°C). 
t A Marsh smartweed C Siough sedge E Caltai! G River bulrush 

B Whitetop D Mannagrass F Sien der bulrush 
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would be c1assified in Moy!e's Hardwater Sub
group 2 (Moyle, 1945 : 412-413). Plants typical 
of this subgroup and abundant on the study are a 
are giant burreed, river bu Irush, slender bulrush, 
marsh smartweed, coontail, clasping leaf pond
weed, sago pondweed, lesser duckweed, and star 

duckweed. 

The pothole habitat 
Wetlands on the study area appear to be de
pendent primarily on precipitation and surface 
runoff for their water supply. Rapid changes 
in water levels and number of water areas can 
occur when heavy showers provide a good supply 
of surface runoff. In the spring of 1965, the nu m
ber of wet ponds and water 1evels continued to 
decline after spring break-up until mid-May, 
wben 6.7 inches of rain fell in a 10-day period. 
The number of water areas increased from an 
average of 22.4 to 52.1 per square mile, and 
gauges in eight selected deeper potholes showed 
an average increase in water levels of 17.3 inches 
during this period (Fig. 2) . Large wee kly 
variations in numbers of wet pot ho les result 
from nearly 75 per cent of the areas being 
Types lA and lB ponds (Table 2). 

None of the potholes on the study area are 
deep and permanent enough to survive a severe 
drought such as occurred in the late 1950's. In 
1959 ail natural wetlands were completely dry 
by June with only one stock dugout containing 
water on the study area. Evans and Black 
(1956: 52) stated that variations in number 
of water areas were the result of varying 
degrees of drought and that the more temporary 
areas were the fust to go dry foUowed by those 
next in order of permanence. Analysis of data 
plotted in Figure 2 shows that a positive rela
tionship exists between changes in water levels 
in deeper marshes and the number of wet ponds 
of Types lB through 5 during the spring (r = 
0.81 in 1965; r = 0.82 in 1966), with the 
number of water areas decreasing with falling 
water levels. These correlations were significant 
(p < 0.01). Thus, the number of wet ponds is 
an indicator of general water conditions. When 
water conditions are deteriorating and the more 
temporary ponds are disappearing, water levels 
are also declining in the deeper Types 3, 4, and 5 
wetlands. 

Compared to the 16-year average of the period 
1950-66 (no survey in 1956), the number of 

Figure 2 Weekly changes in tbe number of wet Types 
lA-5 potboles and Types IB-5 ponds, and average 
water levels in eigbt selected deeper potholes, Sections 
7, 12-19, 18, and 30-13, Waubay Study Area, 1965-66. 

wet ponds per square mile in mid-May during 
the 2 years of this study was average or better. 
The number of water areas per square mile in 
1965 and 1966 was 22.4 and 34.0, respectively, 
whereas the 16-year average was 22.5. Water 
conditions during the last half of the 1965 spring 
breeding season and throughout the entire spring 
of 1966 were representative of optimum condi
tions at Waubay and were as good as any that 
existed from 1950 to 1966. 

Waterfowl breeding populations 
The total indicated breeding pair density for 
both years of the present study was weIl above 
the 16-year average (Table 5). Higher pair 
densities were mainly due to increases in 
blue-winged teal and gadwall (A nos strepera). 
The years having maximum and minimum breed
ing populations densities are included for com
parison. The maximum pair densities which 
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occurred in 1963 are for aU species combined 
and do not especially represent peak densities 
for any particular species. 

For comparative purposes, segregated pairs, 
lone drakes, or drakes in groups of up to five 
were considered to indicate breeding dabbling 

duck pairs. Pairs, lone hens, and hens in court
ing parties were considered to indicate diving 
duck pairs. 

Evans and Black (1956) and Jenni (1956) 
found that the Waubay Study Area received little 
use by migrant blue-winged tea!. They stated 

TABLE 5 Summary of waterfowl breeding pair densifies, Sections 7, 12-19, 18, 30-13, Waubay 
Study Area, 1950-66 

Average 
(1950-55, 
1957-66) 

BJue-winged teal 20.5 

Gadwall 6.7 
Mallard (Anas platyrhynehos) 6.1 

Pintail (Anas aeuta) 5.6 
Shoveler (Anas c/ypeata) 2 . 5 
Redhead (Athya amerieana) 2.1 
Ruddy duck* (Oxyura jamaicensis) 0.9 

Othert 1.0 

Total 45.4 

1965 

30.7 

1 .5 
7.5 
4.1 
2 .0 

3.5 
2.6 
1.7 

65.7 

Density (sq. mi.) 

1966 

33.0 

9.6 
9 .0 

3.2 
1.7 
4.3 
2.0 
1.1 

63.9 

Minimum 
year 
1959 

0 .3 

Maximum 
year 
1963 

35.4 
10.4 
12.2 
11.9 

9.6 
4.3 
0.6 
2.3 

0.3 86.4 

* Breeding population believed to be underestimated due to the difficulty of censusing this species. 
t Other species occasionally remaining to nest on the area in decreasing order or abundance were American widgeon (Mareca 
americana), canvasback (Athya va/isineria), lesser scaup (Athya affinis), green-winged teal (Anas carolinensis), and nng-necked 
duck (Arhya col/aris) . 

TABLE 6 Distribution of blue-winged te al pairs by pond types during weekly censuses, Waubay Study 
Area, 1965-66 

1965 

Type 4/15 4/22 4/30 5/6 5/13 5/21 5/28 6/5 6/11 6/16 6/24 

lA 7 6 7 7 5 9 
lB 7 9 9 16 17 13 23 18 30 

3 6 12 25 33 41 41 46 39 36 34 24 

4 and 5 7 18 41 50 42 35 44 44 45 30 

Pairs 6 20 51 83 100 106 104 103 110 102 93 

1966 
lA * * 

lB 4 5 8 II 24 22 17 14 13 * * 
3 2 4 27 58 55 55 48 44 38 * * 
4 and 5 10 II 27 34 34 37 32 36 33 * * 
Pairs 16 20 63 103 113 114 97 94 84 

*No counts were made. 
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that breeding populations branched from the 
main migration routes in the river valleys which 

are located on both the east and west sides of 
the prairie hills. Weekly censuses conducted in 
1965 and 1966 (Table 6) also indicated that 

migrant blue-wings did not use the area to any 
extent and that population increases were mainly 

due to the arrivai of residents. 

The number of indicated blue-wing pairs sta
bilized by the second week in May during both 

years of the present study (Table 6). Subsequent 
weekly censuses failed to show any major decline 

due to migration, and the "high pair counts" 
obtained in May were selected to represent the 

annual indicated breeding pair population for 

this species. 

Figure 3 Comparison of the number of wet potboles 
and blue-winged teal breeding pairs per square mile 
in mid-May, Sections 7, 12-19, 18, and 30-13, Waubay 
Study Area, 1950-66. Breeding pair counts for 1950 and 

Blue.winged teal - pothole relationships 
Pair-pothole fluctuations from 1950 to 1966 

Studies conducted at Waubay during the 16 years 

from 1950 to 1966 (no survey in 1956) show 

that wide variations in spring water conditions 

and breeding pair densities have occuned. Dur

ing this period the number of water areas in mid

May varied from 0.6 to more th an 50 per square 

mile, while breeding pair densities ranged from 
zero to nearly 37 pairs per square mile (Fig. 3). 

During the first 4 years of the study, 1950-53, 

the number of water areas and pair densities 
remained at a relatively high level (Evans and 

Black, 1956). In 1954, water areas and breeding 

pairs began to dec\ine (Jenni, 1956). Except for 
a temporary improvement of water levels due to 

1961 made ln late May and early June. Data for 1954 
for 12-section Waul>ay Study Area (Jenni, 1956). No 
survey in 1956. 
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heavy rains in late May, 1957, potholes and breed
ing populations continued to decline from 1955 
to 1958, and the waterfowl habitat and popula
tion were lowest in 1959 during a period of ex
treme drought. The wetland habitat improved 
temporarily in 1960, and the blue-winged teal 
population increased. In 1961, water conditions 
again deteriorated, and the teal population re
sponded accordingly. 

More than 8 inches of rain fell in May 1962, 
resulting in greatly improved water conditions. 
Greater-than-average rainfaU during the remain
der of 1962 and adequate precipitation. since 
1963 have restored the wetland habitat to levels 
comparable to or better than those of the early 
1950's. The indicated blue-winged teal pair den
sities from 1963 to 1966 were greater than in any 
other year since initiation of the study in 1950. 
Examination of the data plotted in Figure 3 shows 
that a highly significant correlation (r = 0.72; 
P < 0.01) exists between the number of water 
areas in May and yearly blue-winged teal breed
ing pair densities. 

Several investigators besicles Evans and Black 
(1956) and Jenni (1956) have shown relation
ships betweell spring water conditions and breed
ing pair densities of various species. Salyer 
(1962: 78) , working in North Dakota, stated 
that breeding pair populations tended to fluctuate 
with the number of available water areas. Men
daU (1958 : 239-241) found that water levels 
during a brief period prior to nesting were of 
major importance in determining breeding popu
lation levels of black and ring-necked ducks in 
Maine. Rogers (1964 : 217) indicated that lesser 
scaup in Manitoba were probably affected by both 
the quality and number of potholes. In Wisconsin, 
Jahn and Hunt (1964: 37) found that the abun
dance of breeding blue-winged teal fluctuated 
widely between years, depending largely upon the 
amount of surface water available. 

Variations in early and late spring water con
ditions were compared in order to determine if 
changes influenced yearly blue-winged teal breed
ing pair densities . Since most of the population ar
rived from late April through mid-May (Tables 
6 and 7) and nesting started in mid-May, water 
conditions during this period would probably have 
the most influence on breeding population levels . 
Comparisons were made only for those years in 
which a sufficient number of counts were made 
during the spring. 
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TABLE 7 Comparison between years having 
variations in carly and late spring water conditions 
expressed as wet pot ho les per square mile and the 
indicated blue-winged teal breeding pairs per 
square mile, Waubay Study Area 

1951 
Water 
Pairs* 

1957 
Water 
Pairs* 

1958 
Water 
Pairs* 

1959 
Water 
Pa irs* 

1963 
Water 
Pairs* 

1964 
Water 
Pairs* 

1965 
Water 
Pairs 

1966 
Water 
Pairs 

Early spring 

Late 
April 

40.0 
2 .9 

22.7 
4.7 

16.0 
8.4 

1.2 
0.6 

32.3 
12.8 

50 .6 
8.4 

30.5 
14 . 8 

39 . 5 
18.3 

May 
1-15 

27.2 
21.7 

19.2 
12.5 

11.6 
9.3 

0.6 
0.0 

27.6 
35.5 

23.8 
36.9 

22 . 1 
29.1 

33.7 
32.8 

Late spring 

May 
22-31 

21.7 
24 .9 

40.1 
9.3 

3.2 
2.6 

0.6 
0.0 

t 
t 

t 
t 

50.9 
30 .2 

25.6 
28.2 

June 

35.4 
24 .0 

29 .9 
10 . 5 

2 .0 
3 . 8 

0 .3 
0.0 

31.4 
36.3 

11.6 
33.4 

48.5 
32.0 

22.7 
27 .3 

• Unpublished data, U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife; annual Waubay Study Area breeding pair surveys. 
t No counts made. 

Blue-winged teal apparently responded to water 
conditions from late April through mid-May. 

Variations in water conditions after this period 
did not appear to have as much effect. In 1951 , 
1957 , and 1965, water conditions improved 
rapidly in late Mayor June, but teal densities 

apparently had already stabilized and no appre
ciable increase in population occurred. ln 1958 

the number of water areas was less than normal 

in late April and continued to decIine through 

May. Moderate numbers of blue-wings arrived in 
late April and early May, but over half departed 
from the area by late May when pair densities 
should have been greatest. Rogers (1964 : 217) 
indicated that lesser scaup on his Manitoba study 
area were similarly affected by extremely low 
water levels priOf to nesting. 

During the extreme drought conditions of 1959, 
almost ail areas dried up, and no teal stayed to 
breed. In 1963, water conditions remained rela
tively stable throughout the spring, as did the 
number of breeding pairs. In both 1964 and 
1966, water conditions were excellent in late 
ApriJ, but decIined slowly and continually during 
May and June. Breeders arrived and maintained 
high densities; no appreciable population decline 
resulted with the decrease of water in June 
(Table 7) . 

These data indicate that annual breeding 
population levels at Waubay are largely deter
mined by local water conditions, and that pair 
density fluctuations result from changes in water 
conditions during a critical period in the spring. 
These population changes at Waubay appear to 
be independent of changes in continental popula
tion levels (Crissey, 1964). The findings suggest 
that breeding birds from other areas may be 
shortstopped at Waubay during years of good 
water conditions and establish residency there. 

Factors inftuencing pothole use 
Evans and Black (1956) studied wetland use 
for aU species at Waubay from 1950 to 1953 
and stressed the importance of small wetlands 
to breeding pairs . They found that the sma1\est 
wetlands held 13 times as many pairs per acre 
as the largest ponds; however, they did not spe
cifically relate breeding pair use to pond type. 
Jenni (1956) also pointed out that high breeding 
pair use was made of the smaller and more 
temporary ponds at Waubay in 1954. In addition, 
he found that the average number of pairs per 
wet acre for ail species throughout the breeding 
season was 0.63, 0.92, 0.55, 0.38, and 0.38 for 
Types lA, lB , 3, 4, and 5, respectively. In 
contrast, results from a recent Minnesota study 
(Jessen et al., 1964) showed that wetland types 
other than 4 and 5 received little use by breed
ing pairs of blue-winged teal and other species. 

In order to better understand wetland habitat 
utilization by blue-winged teal pairs, weekJy cen
suses made in 1965 and 1966 were examined 
to determine if differences occurred in use of 

pond types throughout the spring breeding 
season (Table 6). It is apparent from these data 
that variations do exist. Sorne factors that in
fluence habitat use include (1) pond type and 
size, (2) breeding cycle phenology, especially 
as it relates to changes in behavioural patterns 
and mobility, (3) availability of wet ponds, es
pecially the more temporary types, and (4) land 
use, particularly as it influences the availability 
and quality of nesting and roosting coyer. 
Pond type and size 
Breeding blue-winged teal exhibited considerable 
variation in use of both pond types and sizes. 
However, pothole types and size are closely cor
related and difficult to separate on the Waubay 
area . Nearly 88 per cent of ail Type lA areas 
are less th an 0 .5 acre, 92 per cent of ail Type 
1 A and 1 B ponds combined are less than 1 acre, 
67 per cent of ail Type 3 ponds range from 1 
to 5 acres, and 67 per cent of ail Types 4 and 5 
ponds are larger than 5 acres (Table 2). Since 
type and size are· so cIosely related , and Evans 
and Black (1956) have already indicated the 
significance of various pond sizes to breeding 
pairs, the data will be presented mainly by pond 
type. 

The relative importance of each pond type was 
determined by computing both pair densities per 
100 acres of available water and the percentage 
of the breeding pa irs of dabbler species using 
each type. The average blue-wing pair densities 
per 100 acres for 1965 and 1966 during the 
nesting period (May-June counts) are shown in 
Table 8. In terms of selection of available wet 
habitat , blue-wing pairs had the highest concen
tration per unit area of water for the 2 years on 
Type 1 B ponds, followed in decreasing order by 
Types 3, 1 A, and 4 and 5 ponds. Although use 
on a per-acre basis was high for Type 1 A ponds, 
percentage of total pairs found on the se areas 
was low. This was due both to the very small 
total acreage of Type 1 A ponds (Table 2) and 
to the fact that they were largely without water 
and unavailable for use during much of the two 
breeding seasons (Fig. 2). 

Evans and Black (1956: 36) stated that ponds 
larger than 2 acres were the preferred early 
season habitat for blue-winged tea!. They found 
that dispersion did not occur until the population 
built up and pairs became crowded, which re
sulted in increased use of small areas. We found 
in this study that blue-wing pairs frequented the 
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larger and more permanent Types 3, 4, and 5 
ponds early in the breeding season. In general, in
creased pair use of the more temporary and 
smaller types (l A and 1 B ponds) occurred in 
Mayas the population increased (Table 6) . 
Breeding cycle phenology 
The increased use of sm aller, more temporary 
ponds by blue-winged teal pairs after mid-May 
may not be due entirely to population crowding 
as suggested by Evans and Black (1956). Pair 
dispersion, which occurred after mid-May, also 
coincided with the start of nesting activities. 
During this period pairs showed an intolerance 
for other breeding ducks of the same species and 
remained relatively isolated from each other. Blue
winged teal dispersal is thus probably a function 
of both population density and an innate disper
saI urge during this period. 

An example of blue-winged teal nesting disper
saI after mid-May 1966 is shown in Figure 4. 
Information on movements and pond use was 
obtained from observations of 21 colour-marked 
teal which were trapped with spotlights at night 
on two larger, more permanent wetlands du ring 
the prenesting period (Iate April to mid-May). 
Prior to nesting, many of these marked teal re
mained on the larger ponds. As egg laying started, 
pairs dispersed into the surrounding wetland com
plex to establish breeding home ranges. It was 
during this period that a large increase in breeding 
pair use of the sm aller, temporary ponds occurred 
(Table 6). 

Figure 4 Potholes utilized by 21 blue.winged teal 
during the peak of the nesling dispersal, May 15-31, 
1966. Ali teal were captured at night and marked on 
two large wetlands from April 23 to May 14. 

TABLE 8 Average numbers of breeding pairs by species and pond type per 100 acres of water during 
the nesting period, Waubay Study Area, 1965-66 

Pond 
Blue-winged teal Gadwall Mallard Pintail Shoveler 

type 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 

Pairs per 100 acres of water 

lA 45.7 26.1 3.7 35.0 27.2 12.6 2.8 2.2 
lB 56.8 63.6 32.8 20.7 23.1 20.3 12.4 12 .6 3.8 7.1 
3 38.9 52.1 12 . 5 11.9 9 . 6 12 .2 5 .7 4.2 2.9 2.5 
4 and 5 21.0 17.4 7 . 5 8.2 5.0 5.4 1.6 1.5 0.8 0.5 

Pair distribution (per cent) 

lA 5.1 0.0 6.9 0.4 12. 1 3.5 9.5 LI 4.4 0.0 
lB 16.9 16.7 25.1 17.2 23.5 19.5 27.2 33.7 20.0 34.6 
3 36.7 49.3 30 . 2 34 . 1 31.1 40.2 39.7 37.9 48.9 46.2 
4 and 5 41.3 34.0 37.8 48.3 33.3 36.8 25.5 27.3 26.7 19.2 
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The higher pair use of larger water areas prior 
to the nesting dispersal is not unique to the Wau
bay area. Keith (1961: 44, 45) found that duck 
numbers on the largest lake on his Alberta study 
area were highest in early May and declined 
rapidly thereafter. He believed that the popula
tion decline was due mainly to pair dispersal for 
nesting into the surrounding pothole areas. Lacy 
(1959), working in North Dakota, also found 
that breeding pairs left large marshes to make use 
of nearby smal! artificial potholes when nesting 
activities were initiated. 

A vailability of wet ponds 
The smaller, more temporary ponds (lA and 
1 B) were used by pairs d uring the nesting period 
as long as they were wet. In 1965, Type 1 ponds 
decIined rapidly in number until May 20 when 
a large increase resulted from heavy rains (Fig. 
2). This was fol!owed by an immediate dispersal 
of blue-wing pairs to these reftooded ponds, even 
though the population remained stable (Table 
6). In 1966, few Type 1 A areas contained water 
during the nesting period (Fig. 2) . Pairs were 
not found using the few remaining available 
areas, arthough they dispersed at the onset of 
the nesting period and made use of the Type lB 
ponds. Thus, use of small lB areas increased at 
a time when small temporary 1 A ponds were 
disappearing. The greater use of Type lA ponds 
in 1965 than in 1966 appears to be related to 
their increased availability . 

In 1966, breeding pair densities of blue-winged 
teal and other dabbling duck species, except the 
gadwall, were comparable to those in 1965 
(Table 5). This suggests the possibility that 
Type lA areas are too temporary in nature and 
may not influence breeding pair densities. In 
1965, pair use on Type 1 A areas for blue-winged 
teal, and other dabblers also, was relatively high 
on a per-acre basis, although the percentage of 
the total breeding population found on these 
areas averaged 5 per cent for blue-wings and 12 
or less per cent for ail other dabbler species 
(Table 8). 

The importance of the Type lA areas should 
not be measured entirely in pair use received , 
but rather in their contribution to the completion 
of the breeding cycle. In 1966 the data indi
cated that these ponds were not essential to 
breeding blue-wings and other dabbler species. 
Even in 1965 when the Type lA areas were dis-

appearing daily until May 20 no population 
decrease was observed. 

Type lA areas at Waubay make up about 45 
per cent of the potholes while Type lA and lB 
combined represent nearly 75 per cent of the 
ponds (Table 2) . This large proportion of Type 1 
to more permanent ponds makes it difficult to 
determine if increased breeding populations 
in years with aboye-average water conditions 
(Fig. 3) resulted from the numerous temporary 
Type 1 ponds or improved water conditions in 
Types 3, 4, and 5 ponds. The number of wet 
potholes has been shown to be an indicator of 
water conditions in the more permanent potholes, 
and breeding pairs were probably responding to 
both improved water conditions and the increased 
number of water areas . 

Land use and vegetative cover 
During both years of the study most Type lB 
potholes contained water into June. These ponds 
were found to provide waiting sites for nesting 
pairs of blue-winged teal. As these potholes were 
used by pairs and by drakes waiting for hens 
on nearby nests, the immediate land use sur
rounding each pond was evaluated to de termine 
its influence on pair distribution and use. The 
four land-use categories which contained most 
of the Type 1 B ponds were (1) idle land, 
including soil bank, (2) hayfields, or mowed 
prairie, (3) cultivated or plowed fields, and (4) 
pasture. 

Table 9 shows the number of pairs and wet 
Type 1 B ponds observed in each land-use cate
gory. Ponds located in soil bank fields, idle areas, 
and hayfields received considerably higher use 
than ponds located in cultivated or plowed fields 
and pastures. A chi-square comparison shows 
that a difference in pair use between the ponds 
in the four land-use categories was significant 
(x~=33.3). 

Differences in number of pairs using ponds 
in various land-use groups were probably in
fluenced by availability of nearby nesting coyer. 
Idle areas, soil bank fields, and new growth in 
hayfields provided coYer for initial nesting in mid
May, whereas tilled fields and newly planted fields 
of sm ail grain apparently lacked sufficient coyer. 
Heavy grazing on al! pastures likewise made them 
unsuitable for nest locations. 

Breeding pair use of Type 1 A ponds during 
the 2 years of the present study was largely 
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TABLE 9 Blue-winged teal breeding pair use by land-use classes of Types lA and lB potholes during 
May-June, Waubay Study Area, 1965-66* 

Land-use class 

Idle land or Hayed or Cultivated 
soil bank mowed prairie or plowed Pasture 

Type lA 
No. of pairs 2 11 25 3 
No. of wet ponds 18 67 183 60 
Pairs jwet ponds 0.111 0.164 0.137 0.05 

Type lB 
No. of pairs 31 100 37 20 
No. of wet ponds 47 231 156 113 
Pairs jwet ponds 0.659 0.433 0.237 0.177 

·Pair use based on six weekly censuses from May 21 to June 24, 1965 (see Table 6). 

restricted to a 5-week period following May 20, 
1965 (Table 6), when many of these areas were 
temporarily restored by heavy rains (Fig. 2). 
On 328 visits to ponds containing water during 
this period, 41 pairs were observed (Table 9). 
Although somewhat lower use was observed on 
lA potholes located in pastures, the differences 
were not significant (:1:2 = 3.7). Pair use of 
Type lA potholes containing water in different 
land-use classes appears to be proportional to 
their availability. 

Land use, as it affected the amount and density 
of vegetative coyer, influenced night roosting sites 
of breeding pairs. Ponds with sufficient residual 
coyer were found to serve as night roosting sites 
during the spring, whereas more open ponds 
received little or no use in this regard, even 
though pairs occupied them during the day. Ponds 
having vegetation in patchy stands of moderate 
density appeared to receive the heaviest roosting 
use. Various species of buIrushes and cattails 
provided adequate coYer as did marsh smartweed, 
whitetop, and sedges. Pond type or size did not 
appear to influence use, and ducks were found 
roosting in aIl pond types except temporary Type 
lA areas. However, many of the smaller and 
less permanent types that were cultivated, mowed, 
burned, or over-grazed, lacked roosting coyer in 
early spring. Once new vegetative growth in an 
open pond provided acceptable coyer, pairs and 
waiting males could usually be found using them 
at night. 

It is not known how lack of roosting coyer in 
ponds over an area of a square mile or more 
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wou Id influence habitat use by pairs. Although 
many ponds on the study area lacked roosting 
coyer in the spring owing to various land-use 
practices, it was not believed to limit over-all 
breeding pair densities because a sufficient amount 
and distribution of such coyer was still present. 
We are unaware of data from other areas on 
the prairie breeding grounds regarding roosting 
coyer requirements of blue-winged teal and their 
possible influence on habitat use or population 
density. 
Optimum habitat distribution 
Evans and Black (1956: 35) concluded that the 
best distribution of a given amount of water for 
pairs only would be many small, relatively per
manent areas available throughout the breeding 
season. Data gathered in the present study show 
this to betrue. The number of pairs per 100 acres 
of available water was highest on the small Type 
lB ponds for blue-winged teal and all other 
dabbler species except the mallard (Table 8). 
The greater use of small lB ponds over the 
more permanent types (3, 4, and 5) appears to 
be due to the larger ratio of edge or shore line 
to unit area of water, which the birds seek during 
the breeding season. The interspersion of many 
small wetlands throughout the breeding habitat 
provides for maximum dispersal of pairs during 
the egg laying and early incubation stages of the 
reproductive cycle. Unfortunately, in years of 
below-normal water conditions at Waubay these 
lB ponds do not contain water for a suflicient 
period to provide the habitat requirements of 
numerous pairs. 
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Waterfowl-habitat relationships 
on the Lousana, Alberta, 
Waterfowl Study Area 

A. G. Smith 

Today's discussions have been reduced to a sim
ple statement of the relationships between habitat 
and breeding and brooding waterfowL What could 
be more basic? Yet hidden within this seemingly 
simple subject are sorne of the most controversial 
questions confronting the wildlife field. Because 
of the argumentative nature of these questions, 
my remarks regarding them will be based solely 
upon our findings at Lousana, unless otherwise 
indicated. 

Of all the controversial subjects regarding wa
terfowl habitat, none is so nebulous in value and 
form as "sheet water". If its true value were 
commensurate with the number of words expen
ded on it, it might be classed as prime habitat. 

Sheet water has always been of minor import
ance at Lousana, appearing only three times in 
15 years. In 1955, a wet year, there were three 
such ponds. In 1965, a very wet year, there were 
95, and in 1966, 16. Ducks did not frequent 
them in 1955, but when there were 95 ponds, 
22 breeding pairs of ducks were counted on 15 
of them during a beat-out. Twelve of the pairs 
were mallards and the balance was made up of 
two pairs each of pintails, gadwalls, baldpates, 
blue-winged teal, and redheads. In 1966, 9 of 
the 16 areas present were used, again by 22 pairs, 
in about the same pattern of species and pond use. 
None was ever observed being used by broods. 
The increased percentage of use in 1966 was 
probably due to the continuation of wet condi
tions, a fact which allowed sorne of these ponds 
to persist throughout the breeding season, assum
ing in the process sorne of the characteristics of 
a Type 3 pond. 

At best, these ponds are ephemeral; at worst, 
they are a nuisance to the farmer. Though ducks 
do use them occasionally when they are present, 
we can find no proof that they are an essential 
part of the breeding habitat, and their absence 
does nothing to lower populations. They might 
be classed as extras, the presence of which only 
raises an otherwise excellent waterfowl society 
to an affiuent one. When the interests of ducks 
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and farmers clash, we can hardly hope to main
tain an affiuent waterfowl society. 

ln this regard, unoccupied ponds are an equally 
unnecessary part of the environment, and, if it 
would improve farmer relations, could be offered 
as a sacrifice on the altar of draining and clearing 
operations. Unoccupied ponds have always been 
of minor significance at Lousana, for during wet 
years practically aIl ponds on the area are used 
by one or more pairs. During the wet cycle from 
1952 through 1958, only 16, or 8 per cent, of 
the 200 potholes available were unoccupied. Of 
these, 10 were without ducks because they were 
dry in early May, 5 were dry 2 out of 3 years, and 
1 was dry each summer by July. 

During wet years, the only factors that appear 
to influence a pond's occupancy are the density 
of the duck populations or of the emergent vege
tation. In 1966, with a low population of 340 
resident pairs of breeding ducks, only 117 ponds 
out of 217, or 54 per cent, were occupied. In 
July, with only 171 ponds remaining, 72, or 42 
per cent, were used by broods. Unoccupied ponds 
with one exception (a 5-acre lake, deep and in
fested with leeches and the alga Aphanizomel'Wn) 
were choked with emergent vegetation. The rela
tionship of any one breeding season to wet or 
dry cycles influences the degree of emergent ve
getation in a pothole. This in turn affects its 
utilization by broods and can also be important 
to breeding pairs if a very early spring triggers 
a quick growth of Carex. 

More important in the over-aU picture are those 
ponds that we know represent primary breeding 
habitat. A knowledge of certain characteristics of 
that environment at one time of the year can 
assist in predicting conditions at another. For 
example, with long-range weather forecasting, 
waterfowl habitat conditions and productive suc
cess can be foretold within certain limits. Pond 
densities, water acreages, and water levels in May 
can be used to predict conditions in July. 

Un der most circumstances, from one-third to 
one-half of all potholes will dry up between May 

and July. Appropriate compensation can be made 
for a wet, normal, or dry season in forecasting 
waterfowl production. From past experience, 1 
believe that because of the known relationships 
between habitat and waterfowl, reasonably ac
curate predictions of production can be made 8 
out of 10 years. In fact, 1 would go further. If it 
were possible to spend 2 weeks in late April or 
early May on a familiar pothole breeding area to 
appraise habitat conditions and waterfowl popu
lations as of that date, one could, with little more 
than the temperature and precipitation data ap
pearing in the daily paper, predict with con
siderable accuracy the productive capacity of the 
waterfowl resident on that area in May. 

But to predict the spring habitat conditions 
from those of the previous July is another s-tory. 
At 'Lousana, greater deterioration has taken place 
in aquatic habitat between J uly 1 and October 1 
than du ring the heat of June or July. However, 
if records of temperatures and precipitation were 
available for that period, as weIl as knowledge of 
the weather of the preceding seasons and the 
ground water conditions, relationships and results 
could be forecast with reasonable accuracy. 

Thete have been countless opportunities to 
observe the effects of cultivation and tree clearing 
on the permanency of small water areas in 
Alberta. Both of these activities reduce per
manency, butthey are not always detrimental. 

Peripheral tree growth seems to be as instru
mental in preventing the drying up of a smaU 
pond as it is in causing its desiccation. Transpira
tion losses account for much soil moisture, but 
shading and the protective effects of trees and 
shrubs lower the natural high evaporation rates 
of summer by reducing wind effects to a mini
mum. If the peripheral vegetation is very dense, 
grazing of emergents is reduced, as is trampling 
by livestock. Clearing opens the pond to sun and 
wind, thus increasing the evaporation. Ponds so 
opened are reduced from Type 4's to Type 3's, 
perhaps in one season. If it is a Type 3 that is 
cleared, its life span is further reduced. Drying 
oceurs earlier in the spring, and after· a few years 
the shallow basin takes on the characteristics of 
sheet water. 

Plowing of ponds breaks the organicseal, in
creases surface to sub-surface percolation of 
water, and speeds evaporation and the movement 
of water into the shaUow edges by wind. Plowing 
also aids the movement of earth fromhigher to 

lower elevations. If the basin remains dry for a 
few years and is plowed and planted during that 
time, the depression may actually disappear, being 
replaced by a relatively flat surface no longer 
capable of holding water. Plowing of shallow 
basins also speeds the filling of those locations by 
the movement of earth during dust storms, so 
common on exposed prairie soils. 

Mowing, buming, cultivatiori, and tree-clearing 
operations have an effect on aquatic vegetation, 
even as they affect the permanency of a pond. 
Anything that tends to increase evaporation, lower 
water levels, or in any way reduce the permanency 
of a pond will influence, adversely, the habitat 
characteristics necessary to perpetuate an aquatic 
plant community. Aquatics on this study area are 
normally associated with deep, permanent, hard
to-drain ponds of Type 5 or perhaps Type 4 
nature. Drought at Lousana followed by cultiva
tion or burning did not deter the retum of the 
former species of aquatics, even though two suc
cessive crops of grain were harvested on the old 
pond bed. Tree burning and the destruction of 
edge emergents have a delayed effect on aquatic 
plants. At first, their growth in areas formerly 
shaded by peripheral tree growth is encouraged. 
Eventually, as the ponds tend to become less 
permanent, true aquatics give way to emergents 
and increased trampling by livestock. This be
cornes more prevalent with easier access to the 
ponds when the dense edge growth is destroyed. 
Emergents, unlike true aquatics, can be destroyed 
quickly by burning or cultivation. This is particu
larly true with cattails. Plants like the soft
stemmed bulrush (Scirpus validus) , the baltic 
rush (Juncus balticus) , and the spike rushes 
(Eleocharis spp.) have come back even after 2 
years of cropping. 

One of the interesting phenomena associated 
with the pothole country of Canada and the 
United States is the manner in which a severe 
drought alters waterfowl habitat. In the first year, 
as ponds decrease in size, numbers of pools of 
water may increase. As water levels faIl, hour
glass-shaped ponds separate into two bodies of 
water, and clover-Ieaf-shaped ponds into three 
or more individu al pools. Any possible advantage 
to a duck that may result from the increased 
edge-effect in pond separation is more than off
set by the greater detrimental effects of lowered 
water levels, exposed shore tines, desiccated aqua
tic and emergent vegetation, and the destruction 
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of nesting, escape, and brood cover. At Lousana, 
only 16, or 8 per cent, of the 201 ponds become 
so separated by falling water levels. From years 
of flying aerial transects in Alberta, 1 feel confi
dent that a figure of 10 per cent would represent 
the appro.ximate number of ponds throughout that 
province that would faB in this category. 

Habitat is aIl things to aIl ducks. It can make 
or break a breeding population in one season. 
One major instance of this has been noted in 
Alberta. The severe drought of the early 1960's 
destroyed diver habitat, causing redheads, can
vasbacks, ruddys, and coots to become rare or 
non-existent at Lousana. The loss of so much 
water of aIl categories of permanence lowered 
the entire population to the danger level. As 
deterioration of breeding habitat affected duck 
populations there, so drought conditions south of 
the parklands caused an increase in local popula
tions through an influx of displaced birds. This 
was particularly apparent in 1963. The number 
of resident blue-winged teal doubled in early June, 
when northern U.S. prairie breeding areas dried 
up. Under most circumstances, when extreme po
pulation fluctuations occur during any one breed
ing season in a place where no visible changes 
have occurred in the local habitat, they can 
usually be attributed to major changes in other 
distant but important breeding habitat. 

Man may so alter the habitat by his own road
building, agricultural, industrial, or other activi
ties that duck populations can he severely re
duced. At Lousana, duck numbers have not yet 
returned to pre-drought levels, and the effects of 
local agricultural activities cannot be assessed 
until this happens. 

The question of carrying capacity is another 
nebulous problem. But again we are not forced 
to guess, if comments regarding it are based on 
reasonably widespread and carefully gathered 
data. Waterfowl densities attained the very high 
figure of 300 pairs per square mile at Lousana in 
1958. At that time sorne of the species' densities 
were as follows (pairs per square mile): mallards, 
93; blue-winged teal, 80; scaup, 50; green-winged 
teaI, 18; and pintails, 14. 

Mallards ranged from 2 to 20 pairs per acre. 
The latter figure was arrived at by expanding the 
population of five pairs on a quarter-acre pond. 
Breeding pair densities of aIl duck species com
bined varied from zero to 84 pairs per acre; again, 
the latter figure was calculated from the number 
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on a quarter-acre pond. On the entire study area 
ducks reached 7.15 pairs per acre on 152 acres 
of water during the hest year (1958), and 2.6 
pairs per acre on 84 acres du ring the height of the 
drought. Our water acreage never exceeded 164 
acres, nor did it ever faB below 82 acres. One 
might say that the high carrying capacity of 1958 
was the top limit, but that would be only because 
it was the highest ever noted. Mally more years 
of study are necessary before we can say that that 
figure was truly the highest and was neither ap
proached nor exceeded. It is possible that these 
densities may never recur because of the deteriora
ting habitat. However, they may increase with an 
improving habitat. Carrying capacity in pothole 
habitat is a questionable thing because of the 
rapidly changing quality of the environment. In 
fact, pothole habitat is probably so much sought 
after by ducks because of ils changing nature, 
not in spite of il. 

This leads us to another question relative to 
the part habitat plays in limiting a species from 
reaching its biotic potential. Mallard needs are 
easily met because of the great variety of habitat 
acceptable to them. PintaiIs, though widespread 
on the prairies and to a lesser degree in the park
lands, are far more specific in their needs. They 
prefer grassy, open ponds; and where these are 
found in largest numbers in the parklands of 
Alberta, pintails seek them out, shunning the 
wooded ponds. This characteristic does not hold 
for the entire parklands, however, for in the east 
they are attracted by isolated tree-rimmed ponds. 
Like the mallards, they use both theephemeral 
and the more permanent bodies of water, but 
unlike the mallard, they seldom renest if they lose 
the initial effort. Thus, drought, habitat destruc
tion, and ne st predation are important limiting 
factors to pintails. The same conditions may or 
may not be of equal importance to mallards, 
depending upon the availability and safety of 
second-choice habitat. Hunting pressures and 
disease on both migration routes and wintering 
grounds work equally against both of these 
species. Nest predation is directly related to habi
tat and habitat conditions, regardless of the 
species involved. AIl teal, shovelers, gadwalIs, 
and baldpates, as weIl as canvasbacks, redheads, 
and scaup, may be seriously affected by ne st 
predators, as they may be by drought. Golden
eyes, bufHeheads, and ruddy ducks are little 
affected by anything but habitat destruction or 
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severe specialized predation. They seek the per
manent ponds and lakes where drought is of 
minor consequence and where nesting sites are 
relatively safe from predation. 

At Lousana, man's manipulation of the habitat 
is both helping and hindering birds in reaching 
their productive capacities. Many formerly useless 
ponds have been made available and desirable to 
ducks by clearing, drying, plowing, planting, and 
eventually refilling with water. On other good 
potholes emergent vegetation has been destroyed, 
wiping out nesting and escape cover. Two factors 
have been paramount in limiting species from 
attaining their full potentials-drought and the 
use of the brusher. The latter has come into its 
own with the growing demands on Canadian 
farmers for grain production. 

Another major problem with immediate and 
far-reaching implications that is insidiously li mit
ing aIl wildIife in the attainment of its productive 
possibilities is pesticide residues, which have 
appeared in aIl life zones from the arctic to the 
antarctic. Infertile eggs and weakened, crippled, 
or dead embryos are turning up with increasing 
regularity from coast to coast. Bruce Wright, in 
his recent book Black Duck Spring, did not 
over-emphasize the problem. Eggs coUected in the 
Northwest Territories, on the Lousana area, 
and in many other widely separated localities 
in Canada and the United States attest to this. 
It may be that our other problems will recede into 
insignificance if something isn't done to stop this 
growing hazard. 

The planners of this Symposium have posed a 
real stickler in setting up an imaginary situation 
on a lOO-square-mile block of waterfowl habitat. 
If the answers to sorne of the questions about the 
original example were known, they would put 
many of us out of jobs. By inference, however, 
we think we know more than we dare state as 
facts. With this in mind, let me present a few 
Lousana figures, expanding them to fit the larger 
block of land suggested in the original example. 

In that sample, one-fifth of the land surface 
was covered with water. This is three times the 
water acre ages available at Lousana during its 
best years. If optimum Lousana conditions existed 
on the proposed sample area, the following pot
hole compositions and densities would be found 
there. There would be 5540 ponds with a total of 
4193 acres; few if any bodies of sheet water; 
3420 Type 3 ponds, 1765 Type 4, and 358 per-

manent, or Type 5, ponds; a resident population 
of 9324 pairs of mallards, 1379 pairs of pintails, 
6482 pairs of blue-winged teal, 1020 pairs of 
canvasbacks, and 5020 pairs of scaup. Approxi
mately 30,000 pairs of all species of ducks would 
occupy the available habitat. 

The highest population would occur when con
ditions and populations were at an optimum for 
mallards. Is this the limit? If other conditions 
were equal and there were three times the amount 
of water (as in the example) could there be three 
times the population that existed at Lousana dur
ing its best years? That would mean a population 
of 90,000 pairs, or about 180,000 ducks. 

The question is raised as to the role of habitat 
in homing and the characteristic of the habitat 
that attracts mallards and pintails to nest near 
ephemeral water. My comments on this subject 
will be drawn from personal experiences on the 
Lousana and Vermilion study are as, which are 
located in the parklands, on three prairie study 
areas near Strathmore, Brooks, and Mountain 
View, and thousands of miles of ground work 
throughout aIl Alberta served by roads. 

Four factors have considerable hearing on this 
question. First, undoubtedly, we must consider 
the homing instinct that causes a female to return 
to the site of her birth. Second is the presence of 
water, no matter how ephemeral; third, the 
existence of upland cover attractive as nesting 
sites; and fourth, the abundant duck food con
tained in potholes in Canada and the north· 
central United States. The first thtee factors need 
little comment; the fourth is another matter. 
Quantitative sampling of desiccating Type 3 and 
Type 4 ponds shows fantastic concentrations of 
invertebrate life and plant food in nearly aIl 
ponds, be they parkland or prairie. When the se 
potholes are in the process ofdrying or have been 
rejuvenated temporarily by spring run-off, they 
are very important sources of invertebrate life. 
Desiccation results in the encysting of many in
vertebrates; others await the return o.f water in 
egg masses. Either condition will allow for the 
perpetuation of an invertebrate species even 
though a particular pond may remain dry for 
more than 1 year or be plowed for 1 or 2 years. 

Most ducks, except for the ruddy and of course 
the coot, are unable to sense the coming loss of 
water that will take place within a few days and 
weeks. Coots and ruddys have been found to be 
invariably correct in their selection of breeding 
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ponds. Even temporary ponds selected by coots 
in the spring have been observed to deepen and 
persist through a season of increasing precipita
tion. This is no idle example. It has been observed 
countless times across the breeding· grounds. 

It has been suggested that another reason for 
mallards and pintails seeking ephemeral water as 
breeding sites is the homing instinct. We have 
considerable proof of homing from our ban ding 
records. Whether ducks home or, rather, whether 
they are able to home and breed, depends upon 
the environment in the spring when the pair 
returns from the south. Homing leads to success
fuI produètion if the environment is suitable, but 
if it has been destroyed by drought,fire, or flood
ing the birds must move on to new are as or perish. 
After the 6-year drought of 1959-64, only a few 
of the 1958 breeding pairs at Lousana would 
still have been alive. These would, however, be 
returning to their old haunts in 1965, as would 
the females that had been raised there during the 
drought years. Those birds, plus the pioneering 
individu aIs displaced from other sites, would 
comprise the resident population of 1965. Given 
a few years of good habitat conditions, these 
birds would eventually repopulate the habitat, for 
the high breeding potential of waterfowl is not 
apparent in one year. Present conditions and 
events since 1964 on the breeding grounds bear 
this out. 

Another controversial subject related to gene
raI drought conditions is the question of non
nesting as opposed to unsuccessful nesting. After 
a decade of excellent water conditions and rising 
duck populations, 1959 was a year of severe 
drought. Aerial and ground crews observed non
nesting in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. 

This condition had not been previously re
ported since the waterfowl studies began in their 
expanded fonn in 1947. Whenit was noted in 
1959, it occurred across the Canadian prairies. 
It occurred again, but to a much lesser degree, in 
1961. It is, therefore, assumed tobe an infrequent 
occurrence, one which may take place only after 
long periods of stabilized conditions. 

The following hypothesis concerning the 
reasons for non-nesting is quoted from our Lou
sana Annual Report of 1959: 

One lake inside the rectangle created by the 
Lousana Study Area peripheral roads contained 
about 1500 pairs of ducks of many species from 
early May until the end of July. Of these ducks 
sorne 50 pairs were canvasbacks, and about 1200 
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pairs were divided between mallards, pintails, bald
pates, gadwalls, blue-winged teal, and scaup. 
Frequent visits were made to this lake du ring ail 
hours of the day. On two occasions systematic and 
careful beat-outs of the surrounding upland vegeta
tion and marshes were made. Only one blue-winged 
teal and one blddpate nest in the uplands and one 
canvasback nest in the marsh were located. Aside 
from eating, sleeping, and loafing, these birds were 
never observed to leave this lake. They were not seen 
to make tlights to nearby lakes and only when the 
moulting period approached did the population begin 
to thin. Even then, many of these ducks, except for 
the call.vasbacks, moulted where they had remained 
ail summer. 

Ac~ually this is a strange behavior to explain, 
especlally as we have always been given to under
stand that ducks would attempt to nest regardless 
of conditions, even if required to move to another 
area through loss of water. Literally tens of thousands 
of pairs of ducks in Alberta and Saskatchewan failed 
to nest this summer and followed the same pattern 
as those referred to on the study area. Why the 
pattern followed by these ducks was as it was is 
open to individual interpretation. Possibly these 
ducks represented birds reared on ponds which were 
wet in 1958. Why they were unable to adjust 
themselves to the lack of water in one place and 
carry on normal breeding activities in another is a 
question. But though there was a great deal of 
excellent surrounding nesting coyer and the lake 
was of a size and in close proximity to a large 
bulrush marsh where these birds could have spread 
out in thinner concentrations, they failed to even 
show an interest in breeding activities. It appeared 
as ifthese ducks may have suffered what, for lack 
of another term, we will cali a physiological and/or 
psychological shock. Observing the confused behavior 
of individual pairs which frequented dry potholes 
for the ficst two weeks in May made this judgment 
appear reasonable. As to what these ducks represent, 
we are treading on thin ice. However,. it seems 
reasonable to assume that they rnay be the young 
of the 1958 season. Returning to their natal marshes 
to breed, marshes which were still present in the 
late months of last year's season, they found only 
dry .mud or a pond so low as to be cornpletely 
unsultable to them. Three successive very cold week
ends in late April and early May with snow and 
freezing weather delayed rnany migrants. When they 
did arrive, they were ready to begin nesting im
mediately, as sorne did. The failure to find water 
or a suitable habitat by many of these ducks seeking 
natal marshes, at a late period phenologically, may 
have resulted in a "shock" of such a nature that 
they were unable to cope with the situation. They 
gathered in large concentrations on available choiée 
lakes, passing the summer as non-breeding. pairs 
until the moulting period. 

Northern surveys showed greatly increased popula
tions of prairie ducks far beyond .their normal 
densities. If the above suppositions have any truth in 
them, possibly these excess northern fiights cou Id 
have been the adult birds that had nested before 
and that were able to adjust themselves to the extent 
of seeking more heavily watered northern habitat. 
Whether they succeed or not is another story. 

Robert Smith reported later that all the popula-

tions of so-called prairie ducks practically doubled 
in the northern areas. However, on his later sur
veys of brood production for that same popula
tion, brood numbers decreased 16 per cent to 
30 per cent over the 1958 figure wh en the dis
placed population segment was not a part of the 
resident breeding population. 

A particularly good production year in both 
1957 and 1958 would have injected a large 
number of juveniles into the continental popula
tions. If adults were able to adjust to an un
successful homing effort better than juveniles, 
this might explain both the increased northern 
populations beyond the forest limits, and the large 
number of others (possibly l-year-old ducks) 
that did not breed in 1959 in southem areas. 

Evidence that birds forced out of the prairies 
by drought move into the parklands is consider
able in amount yet circumstantial in type, but 
it is as valid as the evidence that they move into 
the northern country. Banding in late summer in 
the Athabaska Delta and other northern concen
tration points could give us sorne direct evidence 
to prove or disprove these suppositions. 

One of the trickiest questions on our agenda 
is the last one, "What waterfowl-habitat relation
ships are most in need of investigation?" ln my 
estimation there are several specific studies of 
waterfowl and their habitat that have been ade
quately investigated. Among these are nesting 
studies, predator-prey relationships, and food 
habits studies, as such. So many of these investi
gations have been made in the past that their 
true relationship to the over-aIl ecology of the 
species has been overlooked. They are no longer 
of such value in and of themselves. The time has 
long since been reached when studies of these 
types should be considered only in the light of 
larger, more complicated problems of breeding 
ecology. They involve relatively routine, mech
anical, data-gathering devices and are too easily 
categorized as an end in themselves. They could 
be, and often were, so considered when little 
or no data of that type were available. Now, 
enough is known of the mechanical phases of 
data gathering, the utilization of nesting habitat, 
the numbers of eggs laid per nest by different 
species, the distances of nests from or over water, 
the composition of nest-making materials, and 
all the hundreds of other facts and minute bits 
of useful and useless information that we should 
try to fit them into the over-aIl ecology of the 

species rather than enshrine them as ends in 
themselves. Our. studies should be directed not 
so much toward what ducks eat, as toward the 
nutritional values of those foods and the resulting 
effects on the normal development of the breed
ing season; not so much toward qualitative stud
ies of duck foods, as toward the environmental 
factors that provide or reduce those foods. 
Though the relatively virgin breeding areas are 
an invaluable part of our present environment 
and· the source of future investigations, less time 
should be spent on them and more on the saI va
tion of what we still have and are about to lose. 

Enough time has been spent on waterfowl 
ecology to make us realize the importance of the 
ever-increasing trend toward destruction of prime 
waterfowl habitat. If less time were expended 
on the enumeration of the losses to that habitat 
and its residentpopulations and more on the 
study of human ecology and its coming impact 
on our dwindIing natural resources, there might 
be a· lot more accompli shed toward accepting 
the inevitability of this struggle between ducks 
and man. Once it is accepted, the fight becomes 
a more even one. Instead of merely bemoaning 
the inevitable, we should accept the basic needs 
and innate selfishness of man, and reappraise 
and reconstruct our programs in a manner that 
will meet the needs of man and ducks, accepting 
the past for what it was and the present as ours 
to shape, leaving the future to other generations 
who will be looking back to us for guidance. 

Governments are the living expression of polit
ical philosophies, but philosophers seldom suc
ceed in running governments. Practical men with 
practical programs must still provide the basis 
for successful governments or agencies. The time 
must eventually come when specifics, not gener
alities, become the order of the day. This is as 
true in research as in any other field of endeavour. 

Ecology is not a dirty word; it is merely a 
very complicated one. Sorne people are so over
whelmed by the multitudinous facets of this 
science, or the impossibility of one man delving 
into aU its aspects, that they prefer to ignore il. 
Tt will not go away because, like dirt, we sweep 
it under the rug. If we ignore it, it merely grows 
until we stumble over il. To understand water
fowl we must understand their ecology-not just 
one isolated factor affecting their lives, but aIl 
the interlocking ones that in their totality make 
up the complete waterfowl picture. After years 
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of studying individual aspects of a duck's life, 
we should now begin to put the pieces together 
and concentrate on the inter-relationships of the 
various environmental aspects. Only as we un
derstand the whole ecology can we hope to solve 
the bigger problem of man versus ducks. 

Specific needs of this type of research are 
endless. Sorne of the more pressing require the 
services of aquatic entomologists, microbiologists, 
chemists, geologists, soil scientists, meteorologists, 
and hydrologists. The time has passed when a 
wildlifer alone can tackle and solve the ecological 
problems that confront us. Since the combined 
knowledge of these scientists and many more 
will be needed before we reach solutions, so we 
must forget competitive and wasteful professional 
jealousies and concentrate instead on the pooling 
of aIl knowledge for the most efficient solution 
to an interesting and timely, but serious problem. 

An example of such co-operation weIl known 
to aIl of us might serve to illustrate my point. 
If 20 years of experience on the Alberta duck
breeding grounds has taught me anything it is 
this: that men must be kept on intensive ground 
studies of waterfowl and their habitat while others 
are engaged in extensive aerial surveys. As long 
as they remain in the air, air crews cannot ac
curately interpret the causes of what they see. 
This is no reflection on aerial crews as such; 
1 was a member of one too long not to respect 
their abilities, the diverse nature of their work, 
and the ever-present but often overlooked dangers 
involved in such flying. But aerial work is such 
that its demands prohibit giving equal time to 
ground work. If this were not so, we would have 
an ideal situation. Instead, we are fast reaching 
a stage where aerially trained crews seldom, if 
ever, experience ground field work and, if they 
do, only that re1ated to other waterfowl activities 
such as banding or making family counts on 
migration routes or wintering grounds. This is 
no reflection on those crews, but a mere state
ment of facts. Every man has time for just so 

; much, and no more. Therefore, since both aerial 
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and ground work are necessary in order that 
administrators may have the best information 
available for management purposes, close groupd 
contact with ducks on breeding sites is absolutely 
necessary for the best interpretation of what 
happens during any specifie season. The loss of 
this ground contact leaves aerial crews with litÛe 
but imagination and their own survey data with 
which to attempt to interpret what has happened, 
or is about to happen. Aerial surveys record 
conditions as they were at the moment of flight 
and for that moment only. Ground investigations 
provide long-range continuity of information and 
an interpretation of the reasons for the data 
recorded by aerial crews. In other words, if we 
are in the duck business for keeps, and l'm sure 
we are, both types of work on the breeding 
grounds are an absolu te must. Neither can safely 
stand alone; each is necessary to complement the 
other. In our Service, aerial surveys are data
gathering devices. Interpretation of data is made 
by statisticians and computers. If the aerial crews 
provide the skeletal data, the ground crews pro
vide the flesh for that skeleton in order that the 
final result may he a reasonably accurate and 
scientific body of data that has real meaning and 
value to those who must manage the resource. 

To me, the searching out of seasonal informa
tion about waterfowl on our continental breeding 
grounds is a problem of co-operation between 
many data-gathering people. The current trend 
seems ever toward more and more dependence 
upon aerial surveys and less and less upon ground 
investigations. Neither can truly succeed without 
the other. Any attempt to solve our problems 
with one method to the exclusion or soft-pedal
ling of the other will utilize only half of our 
potential. Economies these may be, but they are 
false ones at best. The two basic methods were, 
and must continue to be, bound to each other if 
we are to truly fulfill the purposes of the con
servation agencies assigned the task of protecting 
our valu able waterfowl resource. 

• 

Relationships between waterfowl 
and water areas on the Redvers 
Waterfowl Study Area 

Jerome H. Stoudt 

In 1952, at Redvers, Saskatchewan, the Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife initiated a study 
to better understand the habitat requirements and 
population dynamics of the various species of 
ducks which inhabit the prairie regions of Can
ada. In this paper, 1 present certain data and my 
personal impressions on known and probable 
relationships between waterfowl and water areas 
obtained during the 15 years (1952-66) of 
investigation on the Redvers Study Area. 

The study area 
The Redvers Study Area is located in southeast
ern Saskatchewan (49°45'N, 102°00'W). The 
study area is L-shaped, 40 miles long by one
eighth mile wide, and 5 square miles in size. It 
extends east from Manor 20 miles to Redvers 
and then north 20 miles. 

Located at the southeastern edge of the as pen
parkland, the study area is dotted with small 
islands of aspen. The glaciated terrain is gently 
rolling to undulating, and relief is generally less 
than 10 feet. 

Because of the black prairie soils, this general 
area is weIl suited to farming. Fifty-seven per 
cent of the land is cultivated, cereal grains being 
the chief crop; 32 per cent is in pasture or hay. 

The climate of the study area is typical of 
the prairies, and it can be characterized by 
extreme fluctuations in both temperature and 
precipitation. From 1952 to 1965, the annual 
precipitation ranged from 7.3 to 24.3 inches and 
averaged 16.7 inch es. From 1952 to 1963, the 
average rainfall on the study area from April 
through July was 7.4 inches; and it ranged from 
a high of 12.4 in 1954 to a low of 3.25 in 1958. 
Climatological data used in this study area were 
obtained from the weather station at Manor, 
Saskatchewan, which is located at the western ~nd 
of the study area. 1 recognize that weather condi
tions over the entire study area may differ slightly 
from those recorded at the wea'ther station. 

The emergent vegetation was dominated by 
carex, cattail, and spike rush. Both white-top 
and spike rush increased in importance following 
the drouth; before 1963 they were uncommon. 
Submerged aquatic vegetation was conspicuously 
scarce. Water-milfoil and water crowfoot were 
the most common species. Duck weed, variable
leaf pondweed, and bladder wort were less com
mon. 

The water areas and environmental factors 
modifying them 
The number of ponds present on the Redvers 
area has averaged 319 on May 10 and 200 on 
J uly 10 (Table 1). The number on May 10 has 
ranged from 73 in 1961 to 574 in 1964, and on 
July 10 it has ranged from 10 in 1961 to 404 in 
1955. Pond loss between May 10 and July 10 

Table 1 Pond conditions and total broods observed, 
Redvers Study Area, Saskatchewan 

No. of ponds 
% change No. 

Year May 10 July 10 in ponds of broods 

1952 306 247 -19 249 
1953 306 280 - 8 246 
1954 232 335 +44 97 
1955 446 404 - 9 193 
1956 443 340 -23 205 
1957 327 190 -42 126 
1958 314 88 -72 97 
1959 172 54 -69 35 
1960 369 135 -63 87 
1961 73 10 -86 15 
1962 121 99 18 31 
1963 236 300 +27 55 
1964 574 241 -58 71 
1965 375 156 -58 22 
1966 492 128 -74 57 

Mean 319 200 37 106 
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has been as high as 86 per cent in 1961 when 
pond numbers dropped from 73 to 10, and 74 
per cent in 1966 when they dropped from 492 
to 128 (Table 1). However, in 1954 and 1963 
pond numbers increased 44 and 27 per cent, 
respectively. 

The average pond size du ring the 15 years 
of the study was 0.7 acre on May 10 and 1.0 
acre on August 1. This increase in mean size 
of the water area, from spring to summer, was 
due to the 10ss of small shaUow areas. The 
largest pond on the area was 6.5 acres. 

Pond permanency in any given year depends 
upon pond depth at the time of the spring break
up, type and condition of soil in drainage basin, 
evaporation, transpiration, and, especiaIly, upon 
the amount and timing of precipitation. New 
vegetation reduces surface runoff into the ponds, 
and frost seals increase it. Therefore, precipita
tion occurring in Mayor June probably has a 
greater influence on raising or maintaining water 
levels than precipitation occurring later in the 
season. When levels are high in early May there 
is an excellent chance that there will he ample 
brood water in July. But the number of ponds 
in May has HttIe relationship (r = +0.45, n = 
15; Table 1) to the number of brood ponds that 
will be present in July. 

The number of ponds which remain in July 
usually indicates the number of ponds that will 
be present du ring May of the following year 
(r _ +0.57, n 14; Fig. 1). However, this 
relationship was not consistent during the recent 
drouth period of 1959-61. 

The most serious effect of land clearing upon 
the permanency of ponds occurs when vegeta
tion and debris are pushed into the pond basins. 
This filling can eliminate the smaller water 
areas. At present, this is not a serious problem at 
Redvers; but if land values continue to increase, 
this practice will probably become a serious 
factor in reducing habitat. 

Siltation of ponds caused by erosion of soil 
from the cultivated fields reduces the size of the 
pond basins and may ultimately fill in the ponds. 

Burning of upland nesting habitat and oc
casionally the emergent vegetation within the 
pond is done both in the fall and spring when 
weather conditions permit. Sorne farmers and 
biologists believe that buming tends to dry up 
the edges of ponds, and, thereby, temp(lrarily 
reduce their size. There is no good evidence 
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Figure 1 Relationship between the number of ponds 
found on August 1 and the number of ponds found on 
May 10 of the following year, Redvers Study Area, 
Saskatchewan. 

from this area that burning changes plant suc
cession. Burning eliminates the previous year's 
growth of cattails, buIrushes, and white-top; and 
in sorne years, it greatly reduces the amount of 
over-the-water nesting coyer available to early 
nesting ducks. 

Mowing reduces the amount of nesting coyer 
available in the following year. However, 1 do 
not believe it has any appreciable effect on plant 
succession, at least on the wetter sites. Mowing 
may reduce the amount of moisture available to 
any given pond because the snow will not ac
cumulate on mowed areas as readily as in areas 
having standing emergent vegetation. 

Breeding ducks and their relationship to 
the water areas 
The utilization of small water areas by waterfowl 
is weIl known and has been documented in 
numerous publications and unpublished reports. 
For ex ample , in North and South Dakota during 
1949, 1 found that ponds under 1 acre in size 
had the highest utilization by breeding pairs and 
that pond use wàs inversely correlated to size. 
The ideal number and configuration of these 
ponds is less weIl known and may vary in differ
ent segments of waterfowl habitat. During the 
15 years of study, the density of breeding pairs 
averaged 55 per square mile (Table 2). Mal
lards, blue-winged teal, and pintails comprised 
42, 25, and 10 per cent, respectively, of the 
breeding population. 

Although the breeding population of an species 
of ducks decreased during the drouth years, 

Table 2 Species composition and density of breeding pairs on the Redvers Study Area, Saskatchewan 

% composition Pairs per square mile 

Species 1952-53 1952-66 

Mallard 44 42 
Blue-winged teal 24 25 
Pintail 10 10 
Baldpate 5 6 
Canvasback 4 4 
Green-winged teal 6 4 
Shoveler 2 3 
Lesser scaup 2 2 
Gadwall 1 2 
Redhead 1 1 
Ring-neck duck 1 1 
Ruddy duck <1. 1 

Totals 100 100 

diving ducks were hardest hit. There was one 
pair, each, of canvasbacks and scaup on the 
area in 1959, no diving ducks in 1961, and two 
pairs of canvasbacks in 1962. In 1959, 1961, 
and 1962, over-the-water nesting coyer was al
most entirely absent; water levels were so low 
that breeding scaup did not remain on the study 
area. During 1960 there was an increase in the 
number of ponds and a corresponding increase 
in diving ducks. Oddly enough the highest breed
ing pair populations did not occur during the 
wettest years of 1963 and 1964; they occurred 
in 1952 and 1953, when the number of ponds 
averaged 61 per square mile. Both the high conti
nental waterfowl population and the quality of 
the ponds may have caused this peak population. 

Species composition of breeding waterfowl 
changed considerably during the severe drouth 
years of 1959, 1961, and 1962. Surprisingly, 
maIlards and baldpates both increased in relative 
abundance while blue-winged teals and aU diving 
ducks decreased. GadwaIls maintained low but 
relatively stable numhers. Apparently mallards, 
baldpates, gadwalls, and shovelers adapted to 
conditions of fewer ponds, low water levels, and 
drying conditions more easily th an most other 
species. 

During 1952 and 1953, breeding mallards and 
blue-winged teals attained peak densities of 52 
and 29 pairs per square mile, respectively (Table 
2). Pintails and baldpates reached their highest 
densities one year later; but the increases were 

1966 1952-53 1952-66 1966 

30 52 28 10 
43 29 16 14 
3 12 6 1 
6 6 4 2 
3 5 3 1 
3 7 3 1 
3 2 2 1 

<1. 3 1 <1. 
3 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 

<1. 1 <1. <1. 
<1. <1. <1. <1. 

100 119 65 32 

only 20 and 33 per cent, respectively, over the 
averages for 1952 and 1953. Highest canvasback 
densities were five pairs per square mile in 1956 
and 1957. The breeding-pair densities of sorne 
of the less abundant species were highest in Iater 
years, but < none of the increases amounted to 
more than one pair per square mile. Except for 
a few small variations, peak densities of breed
ing pairs of ducks occurred in 1952 and 1953. 

The use of available ponds by breeding pairs 
on the Redvers area has varied from 5 per cent 
in 1964, when there were 115 ponds per square 
mile on May 10, to 63 per cent in 1954, when 
there were on1y 46 ponds per square mile. This 
difference may reflect either the high continental 
populations of 1954 and/or the poor water 
conditions of 1954. The significance of unoccu
pied ponds or sloughs is not weIl understood. 
They may be unoccupied because they are too 
small, too large, too shaIlow, too deep, too far 
from other ponds, inadequate in nearby nesting 
coyer, or too low in biological productivity. Per
haps they are unoccupied merely because the 
duck population is at a low level. Local occu
pancy may or may not be a measure of the con
tinental duck population or the quality of the 
habitat; but at best it is a very rough estimate. 

Relationship of breeding pair populations 
to their environment 
1 believe the greatest changes in waterfowl 
habitat occurring on the Redvers area during the 
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has been as high as 86 per cent in 1961 when 
pond numbers dropped from 73 to 10, and 74 
per cent in 1966 when they dropped from 492 
to 128 (Table 1). However, in 1954 and 1963 
pond numbers increased 44 and 27 per cent, 
respectively. 

The average pond size during the 15 years 
of the study was 0.7 acre on May 10 and 1.0 
acre on August 1. This increase in mean size 
of the water area, from spring to summèr, was 
due to the loss of small shallow areas. The 
largest pond on the area was 6.5 acres. 

Pond permanency in any given year depends 
upon pond depth at the time of the spring break
up, type and condition of soil in drainage basin, 
evaporation, transpiration, and, especially, upon 
the amount and timing of precipitation. New 
vegetation reduces surface runoff into the ponds, 
and frost seals increase it. Therefore, precipita
tion occurring in May or June probably has a 
greater influence on raising or maintaining watcr 
levels th an precipitation occurring later in the 
season. When levels are high in early May there 
is an excellent chance that there will be ample 
brood water in July. But the number of ponds 
in May has little relationship (r = +0.45, n = 
15; Table 1) to the number of brood ponds that 
will be present in July. 

The number of ponds which remain in July 
usually indicates the number of ponds that will 
be present during May of the following year 
(r = +0.57, n = 14; Fig. 1). However, this 
relationship was not consistent during the recent 
drouth period of 1959-61. 

The most serious effect of land clearing upon 
the permanency of ponds occurs when vegeta
tion and debris are pushed into the pond basins. 
This filling can eliminate the smaller water 
areas. At present, this is not a serious problem at 
Redvers; but if land values continue to increase, 
this practice will probably become a serious 
factor in reducing habitat. 

Siltation of ponds caused by erosion of soil 
from the cultivated fields reduces the size of the 
pond basins and may ultimately fill in the ponds. 

Burning of upland nesting habitat and oc
casionally the emergent vegetation within the 
pond is done both in the fall and spring when 
weather conditions permit. Sorne farmers and 
biologists believe that burning tends to dry up 
the edges of ponds, and, thereby, temp0rarily 
reduce their size. There is no good evidence 
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Figure 1 Relationship between the number of ponds 
found on August 1 and the number of ponds found on 
May 10 of the following year, Redvers Study Area, 
Saskatchewan. 

from this area that burning changes plant suc
cession. Burning eliminates the previous year's 
growth of cattails, bulrushes, and white-top; and 
in sorne years, it greatly reduces the amount of 
over-the-water nesting coyer available to early 
nesting ducks. 

Mowing reduces the amount of nesting coyer 
available in the following year. Howewr, l do 
not believe it has any appreciable effect on plant 
succession, at least on the wetter sites. Mowing 
may reduce the amount of moi sture available to 
any given pond because the snow will not ac
cumulate on mowed areas as readily as in areas 
having standing emergent vegetation. 

Breeding ducks and their relationship to 
the water areas 
The utilization of small water areas by waterfowl 
is well known and has been documented in 
numerous publications and unpublished reports. 
For example, in North and South Dakota du ring 
1949, l found that ponds under 1 acre in size 
had the highest utilization by breeding pairs and 
that pond use was inversely correlated to size. 
The ideal number and configuration of these 
ponds is less well known and may vary in differ
ent segments of waterfowl habitat. During the 
15 years of study, the density of breeding pairs 
averaged 55 per square mile (Table 2). Mal
lards, blue-winged teal, and pintails comprised 
42, 25, and 1 ° per cent, respectively, of the 
breeding population. 

Although the breeding population of ail species 
of ducks decreased during the drouth years, 

Table 2 Species composition and density of breeding pairs on the Redvers Study Area, Saskatchewan 

% composition Pairs per square mile 

Species 1952-53 1952-66 

Mallard 44 42 
Blue-winged teal 24 25 

Pintail 10 10 
Baldpate 5 6 
Canvasback 4 4 
Green-winged teal 6 4 
Shoveler 2 3 
Lesser sca u p 2 2 
Gadwall 2 
Redhead 1 
Ring-neck duck 
Ruddy duck <1. 

Totals 100 100 

diving ducks were hardest hit. There was one 
pair, each, of canvasbacks and scaup on the 
area in 1959, no diving ducks in 1961, and two 
pairs of canvasbacks in 1962. In 1959, 1961, 
and 1962, over-the-water nesting coyer was al
most entirely absent; water levels were so low 
that breeding scaup did not remain on the study 
area. During 1960 there was an increase in the 
number of ponds and a corresponding increase 
in diving ducks. Oddly enough the highest breed
ing pair populations did not occur du ring the 
wettest years of 1963 and 1964; they occurred 
in 1952 and 1953, when the number of ponds 
averaged 61 per square mile. Both the high conti
nental waterfowl population and the quality of 
the ponds rnay have caused this peak population. 

Species composition of breeding waterfowl 
changed considerably during the severe drouth 
years of 1959, 1961, and 1962. Surprisingly, 
ma11ards and baldpates both increased in relative 
abundance while blue-winged teals and a11 diving 
ducks decreased. Gadwalls rnaintained low but 
relatively stable numbers. Apparently mallards, 
baldpates, gadwa11s, and shovelers adapted to 
conditions of fewer ponds, low water levels, and 
drying conditions more easily than most other 
species. 

During 1952 and 1953, breeding mallards and 
blue-winged teals attained peak densities of 52 
and 29 pairs per square mile, respectively (Table 
2). Pintails and baldpates reached their highest 
densities one year later; but the increases were 

1966 1952-53 1952-66 1966 

30 52 28 10 
43 29 16 14 

3 12 6 1 
6 6 4 2 
3 5 3 
3 7 3 
3 2 2 

<1. 3 <1. 
3 1 1 
3 

<1. <1. <1. 
<1. <1. <1. <1. 

100 119 65 32 

only 20 and 33 per cent, respectively, over the 
averages for 1952 and 1953. Highest canvasback 
densities were five pairs per square mile in 1956 
and 1957. The breeding-pair densities of sorne 
of the less abundant species were highest in later 
years, but none of the increases amounted to 
more than one pair per square mile. Except for 
a few small variations, peak densities of breed
ing pairs of ducks occurred in 1952 and 1953. 

The use of available ponds by breeding pairs 
on the Redvers area has varied trom 5 per cent 
in 1964, when there were 115 ponds per square 
mile on May 10, to 63 per cent in 1954, wh en 
there were only 46 ponds per square mile. This 
difference may refiect either the high continental 
populations of 1954 and/or the poor water 
conditions of 1954. The significance of unoccu
pied ponds or sloughs is not well understood. 
They may be unoccupied bec au se they are too 
small, too large, too shallow, too deep, too far 
from other ponds, inadequate in nearby nesting 
coyer, or too low in biological productivity. Per
haps they are unoccupied merely because the 
duck population is at a low level. Local occu
pancy may or may not be a measure of the con
tinental duck population or the quality of the 
habitat; but at best it is a very rough estimate. 

Relationship of breeding pair populations 
to their environment 
l believe the greatest changes in waterfowl 
habitat occurring on the Redvers area during the 
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study have been the annual fluctuations in the 
numbers and depths of the ponds. Land use has 
permanently, as weil as temporarily, altered some 
of the habitat. Sixt Y per cent of the road along 
the east-west leg of the study area between 
Manor and Redvers was regraded and widened 
in 1956, destroying nesting coyer along the old 
ditch banks and road shoulders. However, it ap
parently did not reduce the breeding-pair popula
tion, because in 1956 the percentage of pairs seen 
on the east-west leg was slightly higher than 
du ring the previous 4 years . 

Drouth is a constant threat to duck popula
tions and affects both breeding pairs and pro
duction of broods. Populations of breeding pairs 
on the Redvers Study Area have fluctuated from 
600 during a year of optimum water levels to 
52 during a year of drouth. Nesting success for 
canvasbacks ranged from 70 to 84 per cent dur
ing years of normal water conditions, but dropped 
to 50 per cent in 1957 . 1 attribute this decrease 
in nesting success to predations by mammals that 
gained access to nests after the water levels 
lowered. Flooding accounted for approximately 
1 ° per cent of the total nest loss in 1954, and it 
was severe enough to affect both over-the-water 
and upland nesting ducks. Flooding was also 
serious in 1963, especially to over-the-water 

nesting waterfowl. 
Predation is probably the single most import

ant cause of nest loss to waterfowl. Just how 
habitat fits into the predator-prey relationship is 
poorly known. In areas of dense, permanent 
co ver predator populations may build up to such 
numbers that successful nesting is virtually im
possible. At Redvers, 18 nests were found in one 
day on approximately 10 acres of dense grasses, 
weeds, and snowberries. One week later the nests 
were checked, and ail but one had been des
troyed. Probably the best nest coyer of ail is 
temporary in nature and includes many coyer 
types from pure stands of grasses to new growths 
of snowberry. In plant growth of early succes
sional stages, far removed from permanent coyer, 
nesting success was initially high. After the first 
year or two predator populations increased and 
nest success decreased. Although conditions 
which cause early succession al stages may occur 
naturally owing to climatic factors, the same 
type of areas could be created artificially through 
management of habitat. Nesting success is also 
high in large continuous blocks of coyer such as 
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grassland surrounding stock ponds in the country 
west of the Missouri River in South Dakota. But 
here only one or two ponds occur per square 
mile; and while nesting success is high, total 
production is reduced because of heavy predation 
on the broods by large-mouth bass, coyotes, bull 
snakes, hawks, and other predators. 

As discussed under drouth and flooding, 
weather is a limiting factor; but it may be of 
even greater importance when it affects the in
tensity of predation. lt also affects the actual 
nesting effort-such was the case in 1959, when 
many pairs returned to their dried-up nesting 
grounds and remained there either without nest
ing or making only a weak nesting attempt. 

Weather may also have considerable effect on 
renesting effort. Data 1 have obtained from the 
Minnedosa Study Area indicate that canvasbacks 
were prone to renest when the first nesting effort 
was followed by cool temperatures and stable 
water levels. However, if dry, hot weather and 
rapidly receding water levels occurred after the 
loss of first nests, there was little likelihood that 
hens would renest. 

Mallards and pintails may nest in blocks of 
land where the possibility of rearing broods is 
poor. This occurs regularly in the James River 
Valley of South Dakota and in an area around 
Devils Lake, North Dakota. The presence of 
numerouS smalt temporary ponds or large areas 
of "sheet water" which teem with invertebrates, 
or whose bottoms are covered with small grain, 
corn, or weed seeds, are probably factors that 
lead pairs to nest around such areas. In these 
areas many of the first nests are destroyed, and 
hens move to more permanent water areas for 
their second nesting effort. These renesting areas 
may be in the Coteau or in the aspen-parklands 

of Canada . 

Waterfowl production 
Productivity of ail species combined in terms of 
broods per 100 breeding pairs has ranged from 
44 to 15. The highest productivity per 100 pairs 
for sorne of the more important species on the 
Redvers area were canvasback, 100; mallard, 
46; blue-winged teal, 46; and baldpate, 64. The 
best production per pair for ail species was in 
1955, but peak production occurred in 1952 and 
1953 whe'l breeding pair populations were 
higher (Table 3). 

The total number of broods produced by ail 

Table 3 Brood observations and densities on the Redvers Study Area, Saskatchewan 

Number of broods 

Species 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

Mallard 122 101 45 71 73 65 44 
Blue-winged 

tea1 62 63 21 39 44 23 25 
Pintail 19 20 5 8 9 Il 9 
Baldpate 12 18 6 14 15 3 8 
Canvasback 9 19 7 26 26 13 3 
Green-winged 

teal 14 6 4 3 5 3 3 
Shoveler 6 6 5 8 7 4 5 
Lesser scaup 2 8 2 7 8 2 0 
GadwaU 2 2 0 3 2 2 0 
Redhead 0 2 2 4 4 0 0 
Ring-neck 

duck 1 1 0 3 6 0 0 
Ruddy duck 0 0 0 7 6 0 0 

Annual total 249 246 97 193 205 126 97 
Per sq. mile 50 49 19 39 41 25 19 

species of ducks except the gadwall decreased 
during the severe drouth years, but divers suf
fered the most (Table 3). The number of broods 
of aIl species showed a closer relationship to 
the number of ponds on July 10 (r = +0.64, 
n = 14) than on May 10 (r = +0.32, n = 15; 
Table 1). 

8roods and the habitat 
The various types of ponds used by broods were 
almost too numerous to mention, but a few gen
eralizations about them can be made. At Redvers, 
mallard hens with broods seemed to prefer stock 
ponds; but this was partly because during the 
dry years they were the only ponds available for 
several hundred yards around. Many of these 
stock ponds were Type 5, or permanent ponds . 
MaIlard broods showed heaviest use of ponds 
that ranged in size from 0.6 to 1.0 acres and 
which were bordered by aspen or willows but 
which were less than one-third covered by emer
gent aquatics. Ponds in hayland or grazed wood
land seemed to be preferred. 

Canvasback broods were found mainly on 
ponds over 1 acre in size. These ponds had 
open shore lines, with less than 1 ° per cent of 
t~e water surface covered by emergent vegeta
hon; they were located in hayland, grassland 
~asture, or cropland. Utilization of ponds hav
mg these characteristics was similar on both the 
Redvers and Minnedosa areas. Wetland Type 5 
ponds were preferred at Minnedosa. At Redvers, 
however, dugouts located in natural pond beds, 

15-year 
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 average 

20 39 12 21 20 16 10 10 45 

3 16 0 2 19 34 5 26 25 
3 10 2 1 4 5 2 2 7 
5 8 1 3 3 3 2 5 7 
0 7 0 2 6 6 2 6 9 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 3 
2 2 0 0 1 2 1 2 3 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

35 87 15 31 55 71 22 57 106 
7 17 3 6 Il 14 4 Il 21 

with a substantial overflow, were most heavily 
used; this was probably because of the good 
combination of shallow water for feeding and 
deep water for escape. Generally canvasback 
broods utilized ponds where the water was at 
least 18 inches deep; but during the dry years, 
shallower ponds had to be used out of necessity. 
When water levels became too deep in the open 
portion of the ponds, then the canvasback broods 
tended to frequent the emergent vegetation be
cause of either the lack or the inaccessibility of 
food in the deeper water. This, of course, had a 
decided effect on the accuracy of roadside or 
aerial censuses. 

Pond water levels and broods 
The mallard, which is the most important species 
of duck on the study area, showed close correla
tions of both the number of breeding pairs with 
water levels (r = + 0 .82, n = 15) and the num
ber of broods with water levels (r = +0.73, 
n = 15, Fig. 2). The numbers of both breeding 
pairs and broods of ail ducks on the study area 
showed similar close correlations with water 
levels (r = +0.90 and +0.81, n = 15 and 15, 
respectively; Fig. 3). The number of breeding 
pairs of ail species did not show as close a 
correlation with the number of ponds (r = 
+0.58, n = 14) as it did with the water levels. 

There are many factors which affect water
fowl production so that it is almost impossible 
to attribute success or failure to any single factor. 
Predator populations, availability of prey, 
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weather, and timing of agricultural operations 
are just a few. The correlation between produc
tion and May 10 water levels and between total 
breeding pair populations and water levels sug
gests that when a waterfowl breeding population 
is high the total percent age of nests taken by 
predators is apt to be Jess than when duck popu
lations are low. Aiter a few years of very low 
duck populations, predators may lose their nest 
hunting habits to sorne extent; and nesting 
success may increase. 

8rood movement 
Food may be the principal cause for movement 
from one pond to another, although disturbance 
by predators, man, or machinery may also cause 
movement. There is probably enough food in 
most prairie ponds during normal years to sup
port broods; but when food becomes scarce 
enough to make feeding difficult and time
consuming, hens may move to more productive 
ponds. During the very dry years of 1959 and 
1961, broods at Redvers were concentrated on 
the few remaining ponds. One Type 5 pond had 
dwindled from its normal 2.7 acres to about 
0.5 acre with a maximum depth of approximately 
4 inches. Six broods of mallards and one brood 
of pintails were using this pond along with sorne 
shore birds. Owing to an apparent shortage of 
food for so many appetites, one or more broods 
were on the pond during aU of the daylight 
hours; and sorne hens le ft their broods to feed 
in summer-fallow fields near the pond. How
ever, in several instances at Redvers, broods 
were deserted by their hens during the downy
young stage; these broods remained on one 
pond until they were able to fiy. Very Jittle 
juvenile mortality occurred after the hen left. 
One brood of eight motherless pintails was 
found on May 30, 1957; all eight were banded 
in J uly just before reaching fiight age. This 
brood was observed repeatedly du ring the sum
mer and as no other ponds were within several 
hundred yards, it probably matured on the same 
pond. 1 made similar observations on mallards 
and canvasbacks. 

Comparative data from otber study areas 
Approximately 100 air-Iine miles to the north
east of Redvers lies the Minnedosa pothole area 
within the aspen-parklands of Manitoba where 
waterfowl studies have been carried on for many 
years. The study area lies south of the town of 
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Figure 2 Relationships between the number of maIlard 
breeding pairs, the number of mallard broods, and water 
levels (relative to the low water level of 1961), Red
vers Study Area, Saskatchewan. 

Figure 3 ReJationsbips between tbe number of breed
ing pairs of ail ducks, tbe number of broods of ail 
ducks, and water levels (relative to the low water level 
of 1961), Redvers Study Area, Saskatchewan. 

Table 4 Peak densities of breeding pairs per square mile and certain data on wetlands from five study areas 
in tbe prairie region 

Caron, 
Sask. 

Species 1956-58 

Mallard 54 

Blue-winged teal 44 

Pintail 21 

Green winged teal 2 

Baldpate 15 

Canvasback 2 

Lesser sca u p 17 

Shoveler 10 
Redhead 4 

Gadwall 15 
Ring-neck duck 0 
Ruddy duck 

Totals 185 

Ponds per square mile 61 
Acres of water per square mile 46 
% of area in water 7 .2 
Average pond size 0.7 
Pairs per acre of water 4.0 

Minnedosa. The terrain is more undulating than 
at Redvers and ponds are larger in size (Table 4) . 
Because the area is more intensively cultivated, 
there are fewer islands of aspen and fewer wooded 
ponds. Annual precipitation is 17.4 inches. 

Breeding-pair populations of the Minnedosa 
area were somewhat higher from 1963 to 1966 
than for any previous year of study (Table 4). 
During this 4-year period the number of pairs 
per square mile averaged 121, varying from 102 
in 1966 to 144 in 1964. Although the densities 
were similar to those found on the Redvers are a 
in 1952 and 1953, the similarity ends here . The 
number of pairs per acre of water at Minnedosa 
was less than half of that at Redvers, and the 
average size of ponds was 0.9 acre compared to 
0.7 acre. This could me an that the size and con
figuration of the ponds were more suita ble at 
Redvers th an at Minnedosa, but possibly not more 
suitable for ail species of waterfowl. According 
to Table 4, the density of mallards was greater 
at Redvers than at Minnedosa (52 and 20 pairs 
per square mile, respectively); but blue-winged 
teal were higher at Minnedosa (35 and 20 pairs 
per square mile). Pin tails were nearly twice as 

Redvers, Success, Minnedosa, Waubay, 
Sask. Sask. Man. S.D. 

1952-53 1955-56 1963-66 1950-53 

52 22 20 9 
29 18 35 31 
12 25 7 6 
7 <1. <1. 
6 3 7 1 
5 Il < 1. 
3 2 8 1 
2 9 8 2 
1 1 6 2 
1 3 5 10 

0 < 1. 
<1. <1. 12 2 

119 85 121 65 

61 31 93 25 
40 40 83 84 

6.2 6.2 14.2 13.3 
0.7 1.3 0.9 3.4 
3.0 2.1 1.5 0.8 

abund'ant at Redvers, while baldpate and ring
necked ducks were equally abundant on both 
areas . Ail diving ducks, shovelers, and gadwalls 
were considerably more abundant at Minnedosa. 
This suggests that Redvers was a preferred area 
for mallards and pintails, while Minnedosa con
tained better habitat for nearly ail the other 
species. 

Other factors, however, must be considered 
before any conclusions can be made. From 1952 
to 1955, Alex Dzubin worked on the Roseneath 
Study Area and found the breeding-pair popula
tions to range from 74 to 98 pairs per square 
mile. At that time the ma liards were the most 
abundant species, ma king up 36 per cent of the 
total breeding-pair population (29.5 pairs per 
square mile) as compared to only 17 per cent 
(20 pairs per square mile) in recent years. It is 
doubtful that habitat has changed significantly in 
10 years to effect this decrease in mallards and 
increase in blue-winged teal. Two possible reasons 
for this change in species composition are: (1) 
Extensive spring burning may have seriously 
reduced nesting coyer for the early nesting mal
lards while later nesting blue-winged teal were 
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not affected; (2) Hunting pressure could have 
decimated the local breeding population of mal
lards while the blue-winged teal escaped un
scathed. This may be especially important when 
the opening of the hunting season is delayed 
enough to allow the teal to migrate as in recent 
drouth years. 

1 believe that the larger-sized ponds at Minne
dosa, which have good stands of hard-stemmed 
bulrush and cattails, provide the kind of loafing 
and feeding areas and the over-the-water nesting 
co ver sought by canvasbacks and other diving 
ducks. Why canvasbacks do not attain the breed
ing-pair densities of mallards or blue-winged teal 
is not c1ear, but the reason may be associated 
with their greater vulnerability to shooting pres
sure instead of with the influence of habitat. 

Additional data on breeding pairs and ponds 
are available from the Waubay Study Area in 
northeastern South Dakota (Table 4). This area 
of Il square miles contained only 25 ponds per 
square mile. Peak populations of breeding pairs 
were found at Waubay du ring the years 1950 to 
1953 and again in 1962 and 1963, but they were 
much smaller th an at Minnedosa and Redvers 
(Table 4). The number of ponds also was much 
lower at Waubay than at either Redvers or 
Minnedosa, but the total acreage of water was 
about the same as that at Minnedosa and twice 
that at Redvers. 1 believe that because the water 

Appendix Table 1 Redvers and Minnedosa pond data 

Redvers 
1952-53 

Number of ponds 306 
Acreage of ponds 202 

Number of Type 1 ponds 22 
Number of Type 3 ponds 191 
Number of Type 4 ponds 39 
Number of Type 5 ponds 54 

Ponds Vz acre or less in size 219 
Pond s V2 -1 acre in size 28 
Ponds 1-2 acres in size 37 
Ponds 2-10 acres in size 22 

Total square miles of water .316 
Pairs of maIJards 
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areas are larger at Waubay they support fewer 
pairs per acre of water. However, because the 
Waubay area supports a similar population of 
blue-winged teal, and more gadwalls than the 
other two areas, perhaps there are other influ
encing factors. The relative scarcity of mallards 
and canvasbacks could be attributed to hunting 
pressure "burning-out" the local breeding popu
lations, while most local teals and gadwalls move 
out of the area before hunting begins in the fall. 
Perhaps data from the early teal seasons which 
were initiated in 1965 will help answer this 
question. 

For comparison, unpublished data from Caron 
Study Area, Saskatchewan (pers. comm., William 
Leitch) and the Success Study Area, Saskatche
wan (unpu blished Fish and Wildlife Service re
port, James River) are presented (Table 4). 

Appendix I-Optimum production model 
ln order to answer the hypothetical question of 
how many and what types of ponds are required 
to support an "optimum" breeding population of 
mallards on a lOO-square-mile block having 20 
square miles of water, l have used data from the 
Redvers and Minnedosa Study Areas. 

During the course of the investigations the 
habitat conditions were probably best for mallards 
on the Redvers area in 1952 and 1953 and on 
the Minne-dosa area from 1963 to 1966. These 

per 100 sq. Minnedosa per 100 sq. 
miles 1963-66 miles 

6120 288 9600 
4040 272 9067 

440 62 2067 
3820 100 3333 
780 39 1300 

1080 87 2900 

4380 189 6300 
560 36 1200 
740 27 900 
440 36 1200 

6.32 .425 14.18 
5200 2000 

f the Redvers and Minnedosa Study Areas 
data or . 
as projected to the lOO-square-mile area appear 

in Appendix Table 1. 
Qnly 6.3 per cent of the Redve.rs Stu~y. Area 

contained wetlands; perhaps this IS a ~lOunum 
mount of water required to produce a hlgh pop

:lation of mallards. Whether or not addition of 
ore permanent ponds to this area would have 

:creased the maUard population in 1952 and 
1953 is conjectural. An increase from 306 po~ds 
'n 1953 to 446 ponds in 1955 was accompanted 
1 . 1 
by a decrease in maUards. The decrease 10 ma-
lards may have been related to any of the fol-

lowing: 
1. Nearly ail the additional ponds in 1955 were 

temporary ponds. 
2. The previous year, 1954, was a year of poor 

mallard production. 
3. Improved water conditions throughout the 
prairie waterfowl habitat may have dispersed the 
mallard population in 1955. 

Production was very good in 1955; and in 
1956, there were 443 ponds on May 1. Still the 
pair population did not reach the highs of 1952 

and 1953. 
At Minnedosa, 14.2 per cent of the study 

area, or over twice that at Redvers, was wetlands, 
and the number of ponds was over half again as 
abundant. Under these conditions the maximum 
breeding pair population of ail species was 
slightly above that at Redvers. Water permanency 
also appears to have been better at Minnedosa. 
Ail the natural ponds dried up on the Redvers 
area in 1961 while the Minnedosa area still con
tained approximately 20 ponds per square mile 
that were suitable for brood use . Duck popula
tions in the recent years following the drouth 
have been much greater at Minnedosa th an at 
Redvers. Breeding pair populations on the two 
study areas since 1963 were as follows : 

Minnedosa 
Redvers 

Pairs per square mile 
1963 1964 1965 1966 
104 144 III 102 

28 62 33 33 
1 believe that on a long-term basis, the Min

ne dosa area contained better quality habitat than 
the Redvers area. Nevertheless, the Redvers area 
under the ideal conditions that existed in 1952 
and 1953 had over 2i times as many mallard 
pairs as did the Minnedosa area in its peak years 
of 1963 to 1966. The principal difference appears 
to have been in relatively fewer number of Type 1 
ponds and more Type 3 ponds at Redvers. The 
pond data for Redvers contained in Table 1 have 
been expanded proportionately in Table 2 to 
show the maximum number of mallard pairs that 
might be present on a lOO-square-mile area con
taining 20 square miles of water, enough of which 
persisted each year to provide good nesting and 
brood rearing conditions. 

Appendix Table 2 Hypothetical optimum pro
duction model for the Redvers Study Area, 
Saskatchewan 

Total number of ponds 19,300 
Total acreage of ponds 12,800 
Total number of Type 1 ponds 1,400 
Total number of Type 3 ponds 12,100 
Total number of Type 4 ponds 2,400 
Total number of Type 5 ponds 3,400 
Ponds t acre or Jess in size 13,800 
Ponds t-l acre in size 1,800 
Ponds 1-2 acres in size 2,300 
Ponds 2-10 acres in size 1,400 
Total pairs of mallards 16,400 

lt should be pointed out that this is a hypo
thetical optimum production mode!. Possibly, 
intra- or interspecific strife might prevent this 
hypothetical maximum pair population from ever 

being attained. 
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Relationships between the 
shoveler and its breeding habitat 
at Strathmore, Alberta 

Herbert J. Poston 

ln this paper 1 discuss field data on breeding 
habitat use by shovelers along with impressions 
formed during my 2 years of field work. The 
Canadian Wildlife Service has provided support 
for my study, "Home range and breeding biology 
of shovelers (Anas clypeata) in the Alberta 
grassland", which is being used as partial fulfill
ment for a MS. degree at Utah State University. 

The study area 
The Strathmore Study Area is located 2 miles 
north and 1 mile west of Strathmore, Alberta 
(24 miles due east of Calgary). This 3-square
mile area of low, sloping to gently rolling topog
raphy lies within the region of dark brown soils. 
The present land use is 80 per cent pasture, 8 per 
cent hay (grass and alfalfa), 5 per cent grain, 
5 per cent water, and 2 per cent roadside allow
ance. A unique feature of this study area is its 
location within the Western Irrigation District. 
Despite the variability of seasonal and annual 
precipitation, water levels remain quite stable be
cause water from a series of irrigation canals and 
ditches is regulated to offset any moisture defi
ciency in summer. This supplement to the annual 
precipitation of approximately 16 inches permits 
frequent shrub and tree growth along canals and 
ditches in this grassland biome. A wide variety 
of marsh and aquatic plants is present in asso
ciation with the numerous small ponds, as re
vealed by systematic vegetation sampling in and 
around five permanent water bodies on the study 

area (Table 1). 

Home range of a shoveler pair 
Six home ranges have been studied in detail. 
Each contained a "core area", a nesting site, and 
sever al (usually 3-6) peripheral ponds. The core 
area is defined as the pondes) on which most 
activity occurs, and near which the drake will 
not tolerate other individu ais. Areas of home 
ranges studied were 90, 15, 32, 47, 55, and 59 
acres with a mean of 49.7 acres. Figures 1 and 
2 show typical home ranges. 
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The core area is the most important com
ponent of a home range. l believe in sorne in
stances shovelers can find aIl requirements for 
breeding on single ponds, providing nesting coyer 
is present nearby. The two pairs studied in 1965 
spent more than 90 per cent of their time on 1.5-
acre ponds, 2 to 4 feet in depth, and their activi
ties while using other ponds did not appear to 
differ from those observed on the core pond. On 
sorne days these pairs left their core ponds only to 
fly about the area. In 1966 two pairs used sev-

Table 1 Vegetation on five pennanent water 
bodies OD tbe Strathmore Study Area 

Abundance 

Location Species index 

Lake shore Distiehlis strieta 113 

Hordeum jubatum 66 
A/opeeurus aequalis 1 

G/yeeria grandis 1 

Ranuneu/us eymbalaria 1 

Beekmannia syzigaehne Trace 

Trigloehin maritima Trace 

Seirpus va/idus Trace 

Seirpus amerieanus Trace 

Typha /ati/olia Trace 

Carex spp. 146 
E/eoeharis macrostaehya 102 

Emergent 

Juneus ha/tieus 15 

Potamogeton peetinatus 382 

Potamogeton pusillus 310 
Aquatic 

Myrophyllum exa/bescens 287 

Lemna minor 227 

Potamogeton riehardsonii 80 

E/odea 33 

Ceratophyllum demersum 26 

Ranuncu/us cireinatus 12 

Lemna trisu/ea 4 

Po/ygonum amphibium Trace 

1,807 

....... 1 Minimum home ranges of shoveler pair "C" untll time of batching of the brood. 

eral adjacent semi-permanent ponds of one-third 
to one-half acre as core areas. 

Perm . 
al 

anent ponds are preferred as core areas 
tho h 37 ' . ug per cent of core ponds in 1966 were 

Senti-permanent and 25 per cent in 1965. One 
shoveler pa' t d' d . If sUie ln 1966 selected a core 
area of . tw seml-permanent water and made use of 

: ponds (approximately one-third acre in size) :œ. numerous patches of surface water which 
po ed near the nest site. Pairs using small tem

rary water areas have been observed to be 
mobile than those using permanent ponds. 

, semi-permanent ponds do not usual-

ly become dry until July, when breeding has been 
completed. Although l cannot explain why as 
yet, it is possible that several small ponds are 
needed to ensure a continuous food supply, 
whereas in larger ponds the larger number of 
species of aquatic insects helps counteract fluc
tuations in individual species. Peripheral are as 
are used to a lesser extent once incubation com
mences, and sorne may no longer be used. Ail 
ponds utilized by shovelers have a length of shal
low, open shore line. 

Shovelers nest close to their core areas. Of 16 
nests found, the average distance from water was 
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Figure 2 Minimum home ranges of shoveler pair "Eu until time of hatching of the brood. 

52 yards, and only two were farther than 100 
yards. Nests were built of a wide variety of plant 
species, and there was more nesting coyer on the 
study area than required. 

l would like to stress that type and distribution 
of water appears more meaningful as an expres
sion of pair requirements than land area. 

Shovelers breeding on the Strathmore 
Study Area 
Numbers of breeding pairs of shovelers on the 
3-square-mile study area were 34 pairs in 1965 
(11.3 per square mile) and 38 pairs in 1966 
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(12.7 per square mile). Breeding pair spacing is 
shown in Figure 3. 

l doubt that habitat influenced the slight fluctua
tions in density. A slight increase in water in 
1966 was mainly sheet water which was of little 
significance to wa terfowl, although occasionally 
birds were observed "loitering" on it. Two pairs 
did select core ponds not present in 1965 but both 
spent much of their time on adjacent ponds. The 
probable cause of the slight increase, if significant, 
was the releasing of 60 flightless juvenile shovelers 
on the study area in 1965. As shoveler hens 
usually home, a higher number of spring arrivais 

ii 

PIaure 3 Distribution of breeding shovelers on the Strathmore Study Area in 1965 and 1966. 

was to be expected. At least two marked juveniles 
h?med and nested in 1966. An additional 171 
IlghtJess juveniles (87 males and 84 females) 
;:ere released On the area in 1966 and it will be 
teres~ng to find what impact this' "planting" has 
~ SprlDg arrivai and breeding pair density in 

67. 
D' UIed U~lDg the 2 years of study, 29 ponds were 

ID one but not both years (Fig. 3) . It is 
Whether ail potential core ponds in 

3 COu Id he used in any one year because 
elose '. 

proxlmlty of sorne ponds would cause 
hostility and eventually force sorne pairs 

to leave. However, pair distribution in the 2 
years indicates that more pairs could breed on 
this area . 

This raises the question of carrying capacity 
of waterfowl habitat. l believe that carrying ca
pacity applies, at least for shovelers. Each shov
e1er pair used a core pond, a nest site, and several 
peripheral ponds. Therefore, carrying capacity 
could be determined by superimposing potential 
home ranges on the habitat, with two limitations: 
the area of breeding habitat available and the 
breeding behaviour of pairs. Wetland habitat 
usually undergoes annual and seasonal changes 
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in area, directly affecting breeding population 
and production. Also, there will be sorne op
timum density of pairs able to seule on the water 
area present, and when additional pairs attempt 
to settle, behavioural hostility will deter them 
from becoming established. 

If carrying capacity can be applied on the 
species level, is behaviour of individual species in 
any way related to or influenced by other species 
present under average conditions? 1 think not. My 
2 years' data show that although sorne intra
specific strife (aggressive behaviour) occurred 
between shoveler pairs, there did not appear to 
be confiict with other species. If other species in
fluence shoveler density and pond use, one would 
expect to observe hostility between species, es
pecially with a closely related species such as blue
winged teal (Anas discors). It was not uncommon 
to observe shovelers and blue-winged teal on the 
same small pond at a given time. It is conceivable 
that under drying conditions a very dense breed
ing population might show species interaction. 
However, 1 believe intraspecific intolerance would 
take over before interspecific intolerance in
fluenced species density or carrying capacity. 

What is the status of shoveler density on the 
Strathmore Study Area? 1 believe this are a could 
accommodate at least 50 home ranges for shov
elers, an increase of more than 30 per cent from 
the present breeding population. During spring 
migration shoveler pairs never exceeded the even
tuai breeding population and little courtship or 
territorial behaviour was noticed throughout the 
breeding season. Thus, indications are that failure 
of sufficient birds to settle on the area limited 
the number eventually breeding on it. Forty-seven 
core ponds were used in at least 1 of the 2 
years of study, by 53 breeding pairs, although 
not simultaneously. Many ponds which were only 
moderately utilized appeared suitable as core 
areas for additional pairs. Thus habitat did not 
appear to be limiting. 

Shoveler broods and the habitat 
Observations of 60 shoveler broods in the Strath
more district showed that virtually every water 
area is suitable for use by young shovelers. Broods 
have been observed using narrow roadside ditches, 
irrigation canals, and water Types], 2, 3 , and 4. 
However, broods tend to use larger permanent 
water areas (1.5 acres and larger) more than 
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small puddles . This tendency is most notice able 
in Class 2 and 3 broods. 

Very few broods were seen on the study area , 
largely because of the dense vegetation around 
ponds. Also, 1 firmly believe that any disturbance 
during nesting causes sorne hens with broods to 
vacate the home range area immediately after 
leaving the nest, or else to become very wary and 
readily seek hiding on the approach of intruders. 
Two broods which left their nests at known times 
were never located, although the surrounding area 
was intensively searched by two men and a 
trained dog. 

Data on brood movement are limited to two 
marked hens with broods (Fig. 4). Marked hen 
"G" was a juvenile which homed and raised a 
brood of eight ducklings; however, her nest was 
never located . 

Breeding pond - brood pond relationships 
During the 2 years of my study there appeared 
to be a predictable relationship between breeding 
ponds and brood ponds as a result of stability 
of water. However, in dry years this relationship 
wou Id be invalid because temporary water used 
by breeding pairs would be gone before broods 
hatched or matured. In 1965 and] 966, water on 
the study area was more than sufficient to main
tain hatching broods; however, in dry years most 
ponds would dry during summer unless irrigation 
water was supplied . Thus, there could be a de
ficiency of water for broods on the area in late 
summer. 

One addition al point is that relationships be
tween breeding ponds and brood ponds seem 
predictable only in cases where past studies have 
accumulated data on the permanence of water 
during wet, normal , and dry years. 

Optimum shoveler habitat 
On a lOO-square-mile block of land with 20 
square miles of water, what numbers, acreages, 
shapes, and dispersion of various types of water 
areas and land use practices are required for an 
optimum breeding population of shovelers? As 
most conditions differ from those on the Strath
more Study Area, 1 am reluctant to answer this 
question in detail. 

Five ponds of 1.25 to 2.00 acres on the Strath
more Study Area were each occupied by two 
breeding pairs (Fig. 3) . Smaller ponds were oc
cupied by not more than one breeding pair, and 

Flaure 4 Map showing movements of two marked heos with their broods, 1966. 

were also more susceptible to drying. As shovel
ers spend a very high proportion of time on core 
~.nds which appear to supply ail breeding neces
slIles, 64 oblong 2-acre ponds dispersed evenly 

on each section of lightly to moderately grazed 
pasture should support very high, if not optimum, 
densities . Shoveler broods use ail types of ponds 
but prefer permanent water. 
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Comments on carrying capacity 
of small ponds for ducks and 
possible effects of density on 
mallard production 

Alex Dzubin 

The purposes of this presentation are (1) to 
examine the concept of carrying capacity as it 
pertains to small ponds habitat; (2) ta sum
marize sorne of the available literature from 
ground study areas on pond accu pancy by mal
lards; (3) ta suggest possible effects of increas
ing pair density on production of mallard young. 
1 have attempted ta give my documented results 
and undocumented theories on two of the mul
titude of questions asked by the convener of this 
seminar, Dr. J. B. Gollop. 

My comments are based on a literature review 
of published and unpublished ground study re
ports and 4 years of field work on each of two 
study areas, one in the parkland of Manitoba, 
9 miles south of Minnedosa, Manitoba, and the 
other in the grassland, 12 miles southwest of 
Kindersley, Saskatchewan. Descriptions of both 
study blacks are found in Dzubin (1969). From 
1952 ta 1959 observations on marked and un
marked breeding waterfowl pairs have been made 
from their first arrivaI in spring to their depart
ture ta moulting are as in July and August. My 
review of the population dynamics literature is 
not exhaustive but readers are referred to recent 
major reviews by Wynne-Edwards (1962) and 
Lack (1966). For descriptions of mallard beha
viour see Weidmann (1956), Lebret (1961), 
and Raitasuo (1964). 

The concept that animal populations them
selves control their densities is not new. The 
works of Nicholson, Salomon, Elton, Lack, 
Kluijver, and others c1early show that abundance 
of birds and animaIs in communities is self~ 
lirniting (for other views see Andrewartha and 
Birch, 1954; Wynne-Edwards, 1962). Associated 
with the concept of density-dependent population 
growth are Errington's (1951) views on inversity, 
Le., production of young per animal is higher 
when populations per unit area are lower and 
decreases as population density increases. 

The concepts of carrying capacity and critical 
limiting factors. after Liebig's "Law of the mini-
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mum", were presented by Leopold (1933) . 
Carrying capacity was utilized by Errington 
(1934) in reference ta bobwhite quail and was 
defined as "the heaviest population that a specific 
environment cou Id be expected to winter". Later 
Errington and Hamerstrom (1936)elaborated the 
concept and defined it as the "upper limit of 
survival possible in a given covert territory under 
the most favorable conditions". The upper limit 
was mainly determined by predation upon adult, 
vigorous birds. In the same paper (p. 309), 
weighing the effects of social interactions, they 
re-define carrying capacity "as the level beyond 
which simple predation upon adult birds, their 
own territorial intolerances and their tendencies 
to depart from coverts overcrowded with their 
own or sorne other species do not permit con
tinued maintenance of population". The Wildlife 
lnvestigational Techniques Manual defines carry
ing capacity twice: (1) "the maximum number of 
animaIs a given area can support during a given 
period of the year" and (2) "the maximum num
ber of animaIs which can be maintained indef
initely on a given area". Edwards and Fowle 
(1955) discussed at sorne length the various 
definitions found in the literature and concluded 
that ma st were vague and meaningless. Further
more, since more than one limiting factor is 
involved in placing an upper limit on population 
potential and since those limiting factors vary 
constantly, carrying capacity is not a stable 
attribute of the environment. From census data il 
is obvious that yearly mallard populations vary 
between sorne low and high figure. Mallards are 
not found on small pond habitats above a certain 
number of pairs per square mile. The maximum 
pair population in any spring may be determined 
by the limited capacity of the habitat to support 
pairs, whether the limit is imposed by food, 
predators, land use, juxtaposition of ponds and 
nest caver, climate and pond numbers, or social 
interactions. Also, although habitat can often sup
port maximum numbers of adult birds, the true 

-

measure of carrying capacity in the spring is the 
proportion of a~ults th.at raise young ta flying or 
breeding age wlthout Irreparable damage ta the 
environment, Le., habitats can support adults but 
not necessarily yearly main tain a viable breeding 
population. If carrying capacity of habitat is sur
passed, then the habitat deteriorates because of the 
presence of a superabundance of animaIs, or the 
animaIs themselves suffer sorne increased mortal
ity ta balance the inability of the environment 
to support them, or their reproductive capacity is 

lowered. 

Pond habitat canying capacity 
The apparent re1ationship of pond numbers ta 
breeding pair populations has been widely studied. 
That a general relationship exists on the Canadian 
prairies between high May and July pond numbers 
with high breeding populations, and good produc
tion is apparent from examination of pond and 
population figures published by the D.S. Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife from 1953 through 
1963 (Bellrose, Scott, Hawkins, and Low, 1961; 
Lynch, Evans, and Conover, 1963; Gollop, 1963; 
and Crissey, 1963a, 1963b, 1969). However, 
critical examination of pond figures and breeding 
population numbers for individual study blacks 
and transects shows wide variations in ponds 
available per species and pairs censused per 
pond. Valid comparisons of breeding pair and 
pond aerial survey data from different areas are 
?ea~ly impossible to make in that ponds varying 
III Slze from 0.1 ta over 10 acres are each clas
sïfied as one pothole and no quantitative record 
is kept of water or habitat quality on each 
~ransect. Similarly, the percentage of each breed
mg species seen by aerial crews varies yearly with 
stage of development of vegetation and other 
factors (Stewart, Geis, and Evans, 1958; Diem 
~nd Lu, 1960; Crissey, 1963a). Because of the 
mh~rent biases in pond-pair data gathered by 
aenal surveys and lack of supplementary data on 
year:y pond and habitat quality, 1 examined 
P~blished and unpublished data from a number 
of ground studies to determine: (1 ) if any 
constant or maximum relationship exists on any 
~ne area between spring pond numbers and mal
ard breeding pairs utilizing these ponds' (2) if 
space in th f ' r '. e orm of pond numbers available is 
Imltlllg populations. 

b 
SO~ls (1947) believed that the number of 

reedmg pa' . . . IfS per Ulllt of marsh IS a preCIse 

biological figure for "when a pothole, slough, or 
bay holds its limit of breeding pairs it has reached 
its full carrying capacity". He also noted that 
tolerance between species varies, and concluded 

A pothole large enough for one pair of Mallards and 
on~ pair of Pintails might have room enough for two 
pairs of Shovelers and four pairs of Blue-winged 
Teal. ~allards and Pintails require more space, they 
are qUlcker to defend. Blue-wings are the most 
tolerant of all. 

Stoudt (1952a) was the first to propose that 
there are density-dependent factors affecting duck 
breeding numbers in pothole habitat. Stoudt, after 
studying waterfowl populations for a number of 
years in the Dakotas and then initiating a study 
at Redvers, Saskatchewan, in the southern park
lands, noted that 

there is increasing evidence each year to the effect 
that breeding pairs on the prairie breeding grounds 
tend to make maximum use of the available small 
water areas and spill over into less favorable or sub
marginal habitat when maximum capacity has been 
reached. The data suggest that these small (one acre 
or less) water areas were populated about to the 
satura~i~n ?oint or to carrying capacity and possibly 
the uttlizatlOn of them may provide an index to the 
status of ~he population. 

The terms "submarginal", "saturation point", 
"carrying capacity" were not defined. 

Stoudt (1954) reported a drop of water areas 
from 306 in 1953 ta 232 in 1954 and a parallel 
18 per cent drop in breeding mallards from 258 
to 215 on' five square miles. He concluded that 
"apparently the water areas on Redvers area had 
reached maximum carrying capacity in 1952 and 
the reduction in numbers of areas in 1954 forced 
sorne breeders ta move elsewhere". Stoudt 
(1952b) noted that "in general it can be stated 
that the breeding pair population of waterfowl in 
the Dakotas has varied directly with the number 
of water areas per square mile du ring the past 
five years", Le., 1948 ta 1952 inclusive. He noted 
further that "the number of water areas per 
square mile is more important than the total 
acreage per square mile". 

Later, Stoudt (1964) noted that in 1955 
1960, and 1964 there were more ponds tha~ 
ducks available ta use them, also that low water 
1evels in ponds are a deterrent ta waterfowl use. 
He concludes (p. 15) that duck populations on 
the Redvers area "did not decrease seriously until 
the number of Type 3 (i.e., permanent) ponds 
began ta disappear in 1959". A close relation
ship existed between aU pair populations and the 
number of Type 3 ponds. 
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BeIlrose et al. (1961) discussed the relationship 
between ponds and productivity of breeding pairs 
and speculated that an inverse relationship exists 
between population density and production of 
young ducks (i.e., Errington's inversity principle). 
Theyconclude that 

when the grassland and aspen parklands have reached 
the Iimit of their carrying capacity as a result of 
population increase and/or habitat deterioration, the 
production of juveniles per adult Mallard declines for 
two to four years until the breeding population has 
declined to a point where population densityis no 
longer a Iimiting factor. Then, when a decrease in 
population or an increase in water areas result in some 
increased space per breeding pair, the production of 
young per breeder increases for one to three years, 
until population density again becomes a Iimiting 
factor. 

Changes in density of mallard breeding pairs on 
the breeding grounds were thought to affect pro
duction by altering (1) the rate of nest destruc
tion and desertion, and (2) the relative number 
of ducks that can be accommodated by prime 
breeding habitats. 

Evans and Black (1956) consider that breed
ing pairs show little preference for potholes 
especially attractive from the standpoint of food, 
coyer, or any other measurable factor. The major 
reason behind pond use was that pairs "sought 
space and freedom from interference and that the 
ability to find such isolation had an effect on the 
productivity of the birds as individuals, as weIl as 
on the carrying capacity of a given area". They 
also state (p. 45) that "the conftict between pairs 
when they come into proximity leads them to 
space themselves out and is very probably the 
factor which determines the carrying capacity of 
the habitat". No data are presented to show how 
lack of isolation or constant contacts between the 
same species on the same pothole directly or in
directly affected production. 

The need for "space" in spring was considered 
to be paramount in pothole habitats of Minnesota 
and the Dakotas (Ducks and drainage in the 
prairie pothole region, 1953). Small temporary 
potholes allowed the breeding population to dis
perse. Space requirements of ducks were con
sidered to be a limiting factor. Nesting was con
sidered a function of the hen alone, and her 
choice of nest location appeared to be influenced 
by a desire for isolation. Land nests did not 
appear to bear any particular relation to any 
pothole type. Pairs were highly mobile and utilized 
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any suitable sites within or near their breeding 
territory. The author(s) concluded that: 

1. Maximum waterfowl production in the pot
hole country results from the inter-relation of a 
number of ditIerent pothole types, each fulfilling 
certain needs of the population. 

2. The waterfowl habitat of the pothole region, 
therefore, can be evaluated only on the basis of 
the entire community of potholes and surrounding 
lands, rather than by individual water uhits. 

The apparent etIects of spring breeding-pair 
density on nesting and production of young are 
described by Smith ( 1961) for the Lousana 
Study Area, although both crowding and drought 
conditions occurred simultaneously. Smith felt 
that there was a "psychological and possibly a 
physiological shock" which takes place when 
mallards return to dried breeding grounds. In 
May of 1959 and 1961 he observed mallard pairs 
flocking on the little available water, making no 
apparent attempt to breed. He notes that "den
sifies [of pairs] on these ponds increased tremen
dously over ~nd above customary populations 
found on those ponds and continued to remain 
high until late May .... " "One pond that held 
one or two Mallard pairs in wet years held 15 
pairs in 1961" (p. 5). Ducks in drought-stricken 
parkland were unable to adjust to local disasters. 
Flocks of pairs remained on the area until mid
June when there was a general exodus of mallards 
(Smith, 1961). Either density of pairs atIected 
nesting or drought affected habitat, which in tUrD 
indirectly influenced the internaI physiological 
state of hens. Phillips and Van Tienhoven (1960, 
1962) have discussed the physiological mecha
nisms involved in 'gonad inactivity in wild pintails. 
Rogers (1964) showed that lesser scaup hens 
failed to nest when suitable nesting substrate was 
unavailable because of drought. The latter study 
parallels the work of Hinde (1966) on various 
environmental stimuli affecting gonad growth in 
canaries (Serinus canarius). 

Crissey (1965) has suggested that the growth 
of mallard populations in North America is 
density dependent. He felt that if hunting were 
to cease for several years, at first production 
would exceed mortality and the population would 
increase rapidly. As population increased more 
crowded conditions would exist in the migration 
and wintering areas. Mallard populations would 
expand to the extent of their breeding habitat, as 
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populations would be unable to find suit able 
breeding areas. He predicted that the North 
American mallard population might rise from two 
to four times its present size. At this level it 
would exceed the "capacity" of its breeding 
range, so that production ratios would be about 
0.25 young per adult. This level of production 
would balance natural mortality and population 
would become stable. With blue-winged teal, 
Crissey also suggested that during the recent 
drought period there have been more blue-winged 
teal breeders than could find suitable places to 
nest. With scaup he proposed that northern 
habitats may be overstocked as low adult:imma
ture ratios indicate poor productivity. 

MendaH (1958: 65) suggested that territorial
ism was limiting pair populations of ring-necked 
ducks on certain streams in Maine, in spite of 
the low evident overt conflict between pairs. 
Stoudt (1965), in a study of small pond habitats 
at Minnedosa, Manitoba, postulated that canvas
back pairs may have reached their "maximum 
carrying capacity" at about 10 pairs per square 
mile in 1963 through 1965. 

Ail authors suggest that various pond habitat 
units do indeed have a carrying capacity for each 
species. Although predators, nesting coyer, brood 
ponds, spring weather, pond numbers, and man's 
activities are key factors operating to prevent 
duck species from realizing their biotic potential, 
these authors suggest that space and spacing. 
mechanisms affect breeding pair densities and 
resultant production of young. However, few 
waterfowl biologists have clearly defined carrying 
capacity or experimentally shown how density of 
pairs and spacing mechanisms affect pair abun
dance and production. 

Species populations and pond numbers 
On any unit of small pond habitat the number of 
observed mallard pairs fluctuates yearly between 
certain limits. Rarely, except in grasslands, do 
they become extinct, and then only because of a 
lack of spring or brood ponds. The fluctuations 
may reflect the ability of the habitat to support 
O~ly a certain pair density, hunting mortality 
w:th resuItant poor homing, excellent production 
w.Jth high homing rates, population shifts, or 
Ploneering by yearlings. 

:-verage pair per pond figures based on total 
, pair populations from a study area tend to mask l any variations in tolerance between various 'Pe-

des. Little pair intolerance has been noted 
between diver pairs (Hochbaum, 1944; Sowls, 
1955; Mendall, 1961; McKinney, 1965; Dzubin, 
pers. obs.); therefore divers can well crowd on 
available deep-water ponds. Pintail pairs can and 
do successfully crowd into preferred ponds as 
there is !iule overt aggression between pairs 
(Smith, 1963). Shovelers and blue-winged teal 
show much aerial and overt aggression (McKin
ney, 1965) and partially isolate themselves on 
pothole habitat, but a number of pairs (e.g., five 
pairs on a 3.6-acre pond) tend to utilize one 
pothole and not utilize apparently similar ponds 
nearby. There is in effect a natural clumping of 
pairs of blue-winged teal in small pond habitat 
(Dzubin, 1955). Pairs of mallards, baldpate, and 
gadwall show by far the greatest intolerance of 
other pairs of their own species. Density effects 
should be determined on the basis of these three 
species as the other dabbler and diver species 
show a far greater predisposition to tolerate the 
presence of pairs of their own species in the 
same pond. In etIect, a 100 per cent increase in 
blue-winged teal numbers might lead to Httle or 
no increase in the amount of pair interaction, 
whereas a 50 per cent increase in baldpate pairs 
might increase pair interactions (Le., flights, 
fights, fteeing) many-fold. If need for space and 
pair intolerance affect both size of breeding 
population' utilizing a definite number of ponds 
and subsequent production of young, the pair 
per pond figure should be calculated for each 
species and associated production figures should 
be utilized. It is apparent that high pair per pond 
figures need not have any meaning if production 
from these pairs is affected by the crowding. The 
mere presence of pairs does not immediately 
reflect a high production rate of young. 

Crissey (1963), in an unpublished report (An 
Evaluation of Type One Water Areas) , questions 
the usefulness of Type 1 transient ponds in the 
spring as "necessary parts of waterfowl breeding 
habitat". He plotted relationships of water areas 
per square mile and ducks per square mile from 
a number of prairie aerial strata from 1951 to 
1963: His graphs show little or no positive rela
tionship between numbers of spring water areas 
and assodated breeding populations. This was 
especially evident in Saskatchewan parkland 
strata in those years in which water densities 
were in excess of 10 areas per square mile. Other 
conclusions were: 
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1. The ratio between temporary and permanent 
types of ponds should be examined in the light 
of spring breeding populations, especially pro
duction of young. 

2. Size of breeding population utilizing the 
pothole breeding areas may depend on quality 
of breeding, habitat, strength of homing tendencies 
of a species, and postbreeding season mortality. 

'Although a comparison of spring breeding-pair 
densities and water area numbers can be made 
from available aerial or ground data, 1 question 
the validity of such comparisons as a measure of 
optimum use or carrying capacity because: 

1. Populations are unable ta take immediate 
advantage of available ponds. Hunting mortality 
may decimate a population homing ta a particular 
strata, leading ta an underpopulation even though 
habitat is optimum. AIso, there may be a lag of 
1 ta 2 years in high production after high pair 
populations home to a wet region. 

2. Quality and size of ponds on an acreage 
basis are- not weighted in the comparison, nor 
is the upland nesting coyer or food resources of 
areas considered. 

3. Shifts of populations do occur from "dry" 
strata ta strata containing more favourable water 
supplies and in no way reflect the "attractiveness" 
of the ponds. 

4. AH species are lumped even though sorne 
show a greater predisposition and "need" for 
isolation than others. If isolation on small tem
porary ponds is a necessary prerequisite for mal
lards, gadwall,and baldpate (the three most 
aggressive species with most pair contacts) even 
for a short, 20-day period, and if the lack of it 
precludes successful breeding, then the value of 
such ponds in creating nothing more than "space" 
should be recognized. One of the main criteria 
of use should be, what spa6e does a particular 
species require (i.e., pond numbers and types) 
ta successfully and consistently produce maxi
mum number of young? 

5. Pond x breeding pair correlations and rela
tionships should be made on an individual species 
and data not lumped (e.g., not ducks per pond 
but mallards per pond). Also, quality of ponds, 
size, distribution, frequency and degree of pond 
aggregations, plus availability of nesting coyer 
should ail be considered. Indicated pairs enumer
ated should be known ta be breeding and not 
migrating or summering in a unit of habitat. 
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Pond occupancy 
1 have assumed that during the breeding season 
a mallard pair occupies a pond because of sorne 
requisite available there, i.e., resting and loafing, 
feeding, waiting, or because of its close proximity 
ta nesting coyer or nesting site (cf. Evans and 
Black, 1956). AIso, choice may be influenced by 
sorne species-specific "habitat releasing mecha
nism" (Svardson, 1949). The single pond may be 
one of six ta ten utilized on the home range, 
and the percentage of time spent on any one 
pond varies daily and seasonally. For example, 
once the feeding requisite is met the pair moves 
elsewhere or after the hen has flown into nesting 
coyer the drake may move ta the primary waiting 
area. Ponds are ais a utilized because of spatial 
requirements especially as "escape areas" where 
pairs are able ta land and not be pursued by other 
drakes. Pairs therefore occupy sorne ponds in 
arder to isolate themselves from other pairs of 
the same species. Such occupied ponds may not 
be the primary choice of the pair but may be the 
only available pond from which they are not 
pursued, i.e" on which there is no interference 
with their utilization of the breeding requisite. 
Evans and Black (1956) have concluded that 
the desire for isolation by breeding pairs on their 
Waubay Study Area, South Dakota, led ta a dis
persal of the population and ta an intensive use 
of parts of the habitat which would not otherwise 
have been used. 

For South Dakota, Murdy and Anderson 
(1951) showed that in 1950 and 1951 an average 
of 78 per cent and 74 per cent, respectively, of 
the potholes in various counties was occupied by 
breeding pairs of ducks. Sin ce mallards made up 
only 17 ta 18 per cent of the total number of 
pairs censused the percentage accu pancy of mal
lards must have been low indeed-probably less 
than 15 per cent of the ponds available. In Wis
consin, J ahn and Hunt (1964) show only 12 ta 
18 per cent of water areas occupied in cross
country road transects for 1948 ta 1950, while 
from 63 to 79 per cent of water are as are shown 
occupied in North and South Dakota. Smith 
(1956) indicated a percentage occupancy in May 
ponds of 51, 55, and 54 per cent for aIl types 
of sorne 200 water areas on the Lousana Study 
Area for 1953, 1954, and 1955. He also noted 
(p. 48) that "certain physical characteristics of 
potholes attract or repel waterfowl. Regardless of 
\Vater levels sorne ponds are not of value to ducks. 

No matter how prevalent the ponds nor how 
great the population of ducks, crowding seems ta 
oecur on certain areas rather than pioneering into 
hitherto unused ponds." 

Gollop (1954) noted a cIuster problem in 
census of pairs at Kindersley, Saskatchewan: 
"88 per cent of the 474 indieated pairs (including 
sorne 197 ± Mallard pairs) were located on 10 
per cent of the 195 water areas" and "75 per cent 
of the 474 pairs were recorded on seven large 
sloughs .... " Between May Il and June 10, on 
43 Saskatchewan ground transects containing 
12,465 ponds, Saper (1948) found the per
centage occupancy of ponds per transect ta vary 
between 2.6 and 89.3 per cent and ta average 
30.9 per cent. He tallied 13,408 ducks in this 
time, of which about 15 per cent were mallards. 
On the Kindersley Study Area, from 1956 ta 
1959, when number of late April ponds varied 
from 102 ta 35 and mallard populations from 
418 ta 176 per square mile (Table 1), pond 
occupancy by one or more mallards was always 
greater than 85 per cent. It tended to vary with 
time of day and nesting phenology. During mid
morning counts, when many hens were laying 
and pairs were spaced from other pairs, from 92 
ta 98 per cent of aIl ponds would be occupied by 
mallards, although it should be noted that pond 
sizes varied from 0.1 to 226 acres. 

It is difficult ta weigh the accuracy of pond-

occupancy data. Most censuses are carried out 
but once through the breeding season during 
varying periods of the day. Therefore, any con
sistent pattern of pond use seasonally or daily 
is not adequately measured by one instantaneous 
count. A pair may utilize a small pond for a 
loafing or feeding area for 1 hour a day, im
mediately after sunrise. The presence of the pond 
may be a prime reason for the hen remaining ta 
breed in an area. Yet hs over-aH value ta the 
pair is not weighed by the sampling procedures 
now utilized. More intensive daily and seasonal 
evaluation of pond use by pairs of different 
species must be made, especially during periods 
of maximum pair and drake intolerance. The 
present widely divergent views on pond use and 
pond occupancy are probably the result of varying 
sampling methods utilized by workers. In all, 
what most ground studies of ponds available and 
pair utilization show is that: 

1. Not aIl ponds are accu pied 100 per cent of 
the time. Pairs or drakes may utilize one or two 
ponds exclusively for a short time during the 
laying period. Before or after this period six ta 
ten other ponds are occupied for requisites during 
any one time interval of any day. 

2. Sorne are accu pied more than others and 
for longer periods of the day. There are seasonal 
differences in use associated with breeding phen
ology. Larger ponds (Le., 5+ acres) are nearly 

Table 1 Comparison of pothole numbers, water acreage per maUard pair, aud shore Une available 
per pair on two study areas during laying and early incubation periods 

Roseneath, Manitoba (895 acres) Kindersley, Saskatchewan (6,720 acres) 

Year 1952 1953 1954 1955 Average 1956 1957 1958 1959 Average 
1952 1956 

Census date 5/9 4/25 4/25 4/25 to 5/14 5/12 5/10 5/11 to 
to to to to 1955 to 1959 

Number of indicated 
5/15 5/10 5/10 5/10 5/15 

mallard 
pairs 54 49 41 33 44 290 418 191 176 269· 

Total number of potholes with 
water on April 25 to 30 101 149 150 162 140.5 102 63 43 35 60.8 

.53 .33 .27 .20 .33 2.84 6.63 4.44 5.03 4.74 

116.4 124.2 123.6 125.8 122.5 642.2 573.5 377.7 207.8 450.3 
2.16 2.53 3.02 3.81 2.88 2.21 1.37 1.98 1.18 1.69 

per acre .46 .39 .33 .26 .36 .45 .73 .51 .85 .64 
Total shore-line dista~ce of 

ponds (feet) 82,327 97,804 98,422 101,064 94,904 131,090 .106,807 85,464 54,665 94,507 
Shore lines per pair (feet) 
Total pothole basins 

1,525 1,996 2,400 3,063 2,246 452 256 478 311 374 

Average basin (acres) 
181 114 
0.7 5.7 

data include unmated drakes, not sex-ratio corrected (see Dzubin, 1969). 
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always occupied after they are ice free. Smaller 
ponds are used heavily in April when pairs are 
dispersed or nesting. Small ponds are also used 
in early spring as they are first to become ice free. 

3. There is some species difference in oc
cupancy: dabblers choose smalIer, shallower areas 
\vhereas divers are found in larger, deeper ponds. 
Density of pairs may affect pothole use. Poorer 
quality ponds may be heavily utilized under dense 
populations because of spacing effects. 

4. One pond does not generally contain all 
the breeding requisites for a pair (unless it is 
over 3.0 acres in size). Even if it apparently 
does, pairs will travel elsewhere and utilize other 
ponds, Le., they have sorne inherent tendency 
to move. A "community of potholes" relation
ship exists, each pothole having one or more 
requisites and each contributing to the successful 
breeding of the pair. In sorne instances a super
abundance of requisites exists; in fact pairs can 
successfully nest and produce young with less 
water than they utilize in high water years. 

5. The correlation of pond numbers with num
bers of mallard breeding pairs from one sample 
may be meaningless in that no objective measure 
of pond size or water quality is considered. Ponds 
per square mile figures are relatively meaningless 
for yearly comparative purposes unless acreage 
of water is given or pond sizes remain the same. 
However, this statistic can be used in a general 
way for long-term comparisons on the same 
transects or blocks and within the same area. 

6. In nearly all ground studies there were 
usually more ponds available than mallard pairs 
occupying them. Where data are presented to 
show that more than one pair of mallards per 
pond was censused in early May (e.g., Kin
dersley), pond size influenced the se figures. A 
small number of ponds over 3.5 acres in size 
can distort average pair per pond figures. No 
measure is made of large ponds immediately off 
a one-eighth- or one-quarter-mile transect and weIl 
within the home range of most species pairs. 
The need for consideration of pond size when 
discussing average pair use is obvious. 

7. The yearly fluctuations in pond numbers 
primarily reflect the drying and refilling of the 
temporary and transient waters with most per
manent ponds remaining relatively available for 
pairs. until major droughts. 

8. Mter a year of drought and poor produc
tion and then a return to higher pond numbers 
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the low pair population does not make immediate 
use of the additional water, Le., there is a lower 
pair per pond ratio. There may be a lag of 1 to 2 
years while production increases and pairs hom
ing to an are a reoccupy aIl potholes to "carrying 
capacity" (Bellrose et al., 1961) . 

9. Mal1ard and other pairs may be forced to 
crowd into available waters and be unable to 
isolate themselves at times of (a) local droughts 
which force homing pairs to use available water, 
(b) droughts elsewhere which shift a segment 
of the population into a new breeding area and 
result in crowding, or (c) heavy local produc
tion and low mortality leading to a high homing 
rate to a particular breeding area in the following 
year. 

10. Intolerance and hostile behaviour between 
pairs as a possible population-density control has 
largely been speculative with no concrete evidence 
yet presented to show that pair interactions con
sistently interfere with pair settling, thus forcing 
sorne pairs to move elsewhere, perhaps into sub
optimal habitat with a corresponding reduction 
in productivity. Kluijver and Tinbergen (1953) 
and Lack (1966) have discussed territorial 
effects in adjusting density of pairs of great tits 
(Parus major). Pairs preferred broad-Ieafed areas 
but occupied conifer plantations as territories 
filled. Jenkins, Watson, and Miller (1963) record 
red grouse (Lagopus 1. scoticus) being forced out 
of prime breeding habitat by territorial behaviour 
into submarginal habitat where they died. 

That pairs of mallards, baldpate, and gadwal1 
interfere with the successful utilization of breed
ing requisites by other pairs of the same species 
is regularly apparent. The total effects of such 
interference on production have not yet been 
shown under the population densities studied in 
parkland areas. Also, because of yearly mortality 
due to hunting the number of pairs returning to 
the breeding area may be appreciably lower than 
could potentially breed in any locality (Moyle, 
1964). Therefore parkland ponds might be con
sidered "underpopulated" with few apparent 
density effects on production. However, there is 
a suggestion that subtle density effects are operat
ing even under intermediate population levels. 

11. Any pond-pair density relationship must 
be determined at peak of intolerance period of 
drakes, i.e., prenesting, laying, and early incuba
tion periods. For early breeding mallards these 
periods vary but should run April 15 to May 10. 

• 

Spacing mechanisms come into play most in
tensely then, and more ponds may be required 
or used by a pair or drake du ring this interval. 
For baldpate the most Intolerant period of drakes 
would be May lOto 30, and for gadwall May 15 
to June 5. After peak periods of intolerance 
drakes become social and more drakes will utilize 
a smaller ntimber of ponds. Periods of pair in
tolerance may extend over 20 to 30 days but 
because aIl of a mallard population does not nest 
synchronously nesting may extend over a 2-
month period. Pond numbers decrease through 
April and Mayas ephemeral potholes dry. The 
attempted correlation of a decreasing number of 
ponds with a dynamic population of different 
spatial requirements leads to many incongruities. 

12. In one spring the actual capacity of the 
habitat to main tain a breeding population can be 
exceeded. Number of breeding pairs on ponds 
without supplementary data on productivity of 
pairs and numbers of young which reach fledging 
age gives an erroneous measure of the carrying 
capacity. In grassland habitat pairs crowd beyond 
the limit at which they can produce optimum 
number of young. Any self-regulatory mechan
ism is imperfect, or there is a time lag before 
its effects are visible. Before numbers of water 
areas and breeding pairs are related, yearly 
comparisons of average production of breeding 
pairs under various levels of density per unit area 
should be made. Although pairs per unit area 
~n be used as a general index to carrying capac
lty for a specific time period, we rnight consider 
less superficial measures such as clutch or brood 
size and percentage of hens fledging broods. 

Mallard pairs per pond 
1 examined a number of data from waterfowl 
~ound-study areas with the object of deterrnin
mg the number of mallard pairs per spring pond 
observed by the census takers. 1 had hoped to 
determine if on the average more than one 
~allard pair was found per pond. The examina
tion was hampered by a lack of published sup
plementary data on pond size, pond configuration 
and ' percentage of pond covered with vegetation. 
~lso.' both pairs and lone drakes are censused as 
mdlcated pa' "Th .. b us. ese cntena are warranted 
ut the relationship between two pairs and be

tween tw d k o ra es whose hens are away laying 
are not the' '" 
h same, I.e., drakes wlth mcubatmg 

ens are "s . 1" h' OCla w tIe those with laying hens 

are not. Although there is an apparent general 
relationship between high pond numbers with 
high pair populations, and excellent production 
of young (BelIrose et al., 1963), 1 tried to deter
mine if the relationship between high pond 
numbers and high mallard populations was 
consistent. 

Hochbaum (1944), Stoudt (1949), Smith 
(1956), and Evans, Hawkins, and Marshall 
( 1952) have shown that there was a decrease 
in intensity of use by breeding river ducks with 
increase in pothole size. On the Roseneath Study 
Area, Evans et al. (1952) noted wide variations 
in occupancy of certain pothole types and sizes 
by breeding pairs. Certain small ephemeral "D" 
areas were occupied 100 per cent of the time. 
The highest pair per acre figure, 2.9, was for 
ponds less than 0.5 acres in size. Ponds between 
1 and 4 acres contained from 0.3 to 1.5 breeding 
pairs per acre of water. Since mallards made up 
about one-third of the breeding population, 
mallard pairs per acre probably varied between 
0.1 and 0.5 for aIl pond sizes and types. 

Leitch (1954) reported on pair counts made 
by Ducks Unlimited staff in Alberta from 1951 
to 1954. His data show that of 275 square miles 
of habitat sampled an average of Il potholes per 
square mile was found in May 1953, and 10 in 
May 1954,. On the same transects an average of 
25 breeding pairs per square mile was recorded 
of which nearly 25 per cent were mallards. There 
were, therefore, sorne 1.6 to 1.8 ponds per 
mallard pair (i.e., 11/6 and 10/6) in the sampled 
areas in Alberta. In the grassland sections an 
average of 1.2 ponds per mallard pair was re
corded while in the parkland 2.5 ponds per pair 
were noted in May. Number of ponds per mallard 
pair in grassland ranged from 0.6 to 2.2 while in 
the parkland it varied from 1.0 to 5.5. No indica
tion is given of type, quality, or size of potholes. 

Similar transect data collected by Ducks Un
limited in Saskatchewan showed that of 161 
square miles sampled in 1952 and 177 square 
miles sampled in 1953 and 1954, there were on 
the average 21, 13, and 8 potholes, respectively, 
per square mile in May (Leitch, 1954). These 
ponds contained sorne 22, 37, and 30, respec
tively, breeding pairs of which mallard again 
made up about 25 per cent. In 1952 there were 
approximately four ponds per mallard pair, 1.4 in 
1953 and 1.0 in 1954. In the grassland section 
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Table 2 Comparison of pothole numbers and breeding mallard pairs for pothole regions of Canada 
and United States 

Area 

Newdale
Erickson, Man. 

Southey, Sask. 

South Dakota 

North Dakota 

Success, Sask. 
Kindersley, 
Eston, Sask. 

Caron, Sask. 

Area, 
square 

Number 
early 

Year miles 

1954 
1953 
1952 
1951 
1950 
1949 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1955 
1952 
1953 
1954 

1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 

50.4 1100· 
50.4 1200+ 
50.4 800· 
50.4 1000· 
50.4 1200+ 
50.4 1200 
2.0 84 
2.0 120· 
2.0 124* 

88.0 739 
88.0 1091 
88.0 1154 

146 1800 
146 1732 
146 1809 
11.2 340 
20.5 219 
20.5 250 
20.5 195 

(20 used) 
4.25 261 
4.25 261 
4.25 261 
4.25 261 
4.25 139 
4.25 261+ 

Number 
indi
cated 

mallard 
pairs 

734 
798 
807 
594 
712 
718 

13 
19 
27 

292 
335 
329 
586 
682 
599 
234 
241 
293 
197 

31 
34 

111 
154 
193 
106 

Average 
maIlard 

pairs 
per 
pond 

0.7 
0.7 
1.0 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.15 
0.16 
0.22 
0.40 
0.31 
0.29 
0.33 
0.39 
0.33 
0.69 
1.1 
1.2 
9.9 

0.12 
0.13 
0.43 
0.59 
1.39 
0.41 

Type 
of 
area 

Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Block 
Block 
Block 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 
Transect 

Block 
Block 
Block 
Block 
Block 
Block 

Grass
land 
or 

park
land 

p 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 

G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 

Author 

Pospichal et al., 1954 
Pospichal et al., 1954 
Pospichal et al., 1954 
Pospichal et al., 1954 
Pospichal et al., 1954 
Pospichal et al., 1954 
Leitch, 1952 
Sterling, 1953 
Sterling, 1954 
Stoudt, 1953 
Stoudt, 1953 
Stoudt, 1953 
Stoudt, 1953 
Stoudt, 1953 
Stoudt, 1953 
Reeves et al., 1955 
Gollop, 1952 
Gollop, 1953 
Gollop, 1954 

Leitch, 1951 
Leitch, 1951 
Leitch, 1952 
Leitch, 1953 
Leitch, 1954 
Leitch, 1955 

·Estimated from area descriptions. Data from yearly Waterfowl Populations and Breeding Conditions, V.S. Department of the 
Interior, Washington. 

number of ponds per pair averaged 1.4 and 
ranged from 0.4 to 5.5, while in the parkland it 
averaged 2.0 ponds per pair and ranged from 0.6 
to 7.0. His data clearly show a wide variation in 
number of ponds per mallard pair in both grass
land and parkland habitats, with invariably more 
ponds available than indicated mallard pairs on 
them. 

For sorne of the most intensively studied tran
sect and block study areas reported on by water
fowl biologists during the "wet" years, 1949 to 
1954, it is apparent that the number of indicated 
mallard pairs per pond varies markedly between 
areas in the grassland and parkland (Table 2). 
VaUd comparisons between areas are difficult to 
make because yearly pond size or quality of ponds 
is not described. On a parkland study area of 
Manitoba, Pospichal et al. (1954) reported a 
relatively stable figure of 0.6 to 1.0 mallards per 
pond from 1949 to 1954. However, for a Sas
katchewan grassland block, Leitch (1951 to 
1954) recorded an ever increasing number of 
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mallard pairs per pond, 0.12 to 1.39, in spite of 
yearly decreases in production. Occupancy may 
therefore reftect not only water conditions on the 
study area but also water conditions in the imme
diate environs of the area and elsewhere on the 
breeding grounds (Lynch, 1948; Stoudt, 1958). 
Local and long-distance shifts of breeding popu
lations into well-watered areas may occur with 
sorne frequency on the Canadian prairies and 
locally distort "average" pair per pond figures 
(Crissey, 1963a; Hansen, 1960; Hansen and 
McKnight, 1964). 

On two parkland study areas followed for over 
10 years, Smith (1964) and Stoudt (1964, pers. 
comm.) report very wide variations in number of 
mallard pairs per pond. Stoudt showed that the 
number of mallard pairs per early May pond 
ranged from .09 to .93, while Smith showed from 
.20 to 1.84 (Table 3). The number of ponds per 
pair varied from 1.15 to 10.91 and averaged 2.31 
for Stoudt's area, while it varied from .54 to 4.92 
and averaged 1.22 on Smith's area. 

-1 

Table 3 Yearly variations in mallard pairs per pond on two parkland study areas. (Alter Stoudt, 
1964, Tables 4 and 7, pers. comm.; Smith, 1964, Tables 2 and 3, pers. comm.) 

Redvers, Saskatchewan 

May 
mallard Mal lard % 
breeding Early 

pair May 
Year population ponds 

pairs 
per 

pond 

Ponds 
per 
pair 

success
fuI 

females 

1952 265 306 
1953 258 306 
1954 215 232 
1955 174 445 
1956 218 443 
1957 208 327 
1958 205 314 
1959 95 172 
1960 125 369 
1961 39 73 
1962 30 122 
1963 56 236 
1964 78 574 
1965 58 375 
1966 45 491 
Total 2069 4785 

.87 

.84 

.93 

.39 

.49 

.64 

.65 

.55 

.34 

.53 

.25 

.24 

.14 

.15 

.09 

1.15 
1.18 
1.08 
2.56 
2.03 
1.57 
1.53 
1.81 
2.95 
1.87 
4.07 
4.21 
7.36 
6.47 

10.91 

46 
39 
21 
42 
34 
31 
22 
22 
32 
31 
70 
41 
21 

Average 138 319 
Range 30-265 73-574 

.43 
.09-.93 

2.31 
1.15-10.91 

34.8 
21-70 

Stoudl (1952) shows 306 ponds containing 202 acres of 
water and 1.31 mallard pairs per acre of water. If an 
average of 138 pairs is found on the 200 acres of water 
there was an average of 1.45 acres of water per pair. 

Data from Roseneath and Kindersley (Table 1) 
also show a wide yearly variation in mallard 
pairs per pond and water acreage per mallard 
pair. On the parkland study area, Roseneath, the 
number of mallard pairs per pond varied from 
0.20 to 0.53 and averaged 0.33, whereas on the 
grassland area it varied from 2.84 to a maximum 
of 6.63 and averaged 4.7. The data merely 
reftect the ditIerences in average pond size for 
the two blocks, 0.70 acres for parkland and 5.,65 
acres for grassland, and do not necessarily con
firm wide apparent variations in number of 
mallard pairs per pond. 

The shore line available per pair on the park
land area varied from 1,525 feet to 3,063 and 
~veraged 2,246. On the grassland block shore 
bne available per pair varied from 256 to 
478 feet and averaged 374 (Table 1). The 
average shore line per pair is not a particularly 
good statistic in that the centre of ponds which are 
over 50 yards wide can also be used by pairs for 
escape. 

The data from aIl ground study areas showed: 
. 1. There were generally more ponds than in

~I:ated mallard pairs to utilize them (although 
lt 18 recognized that one instantaneous count does 

Lousana, Alberta 

May 
mallard Mallard % 
breeding Early pairs Ponds success-

pair May per per fuI 
population ponds pond pair females 

103 196 .53 1.90 61 
151 191 .79 1.26 45 
152 204 .75 1.34 92 
155 201 .77 1.30 77 
153 189 .81 1.24 68 
338 198 1. 71 .59 46 
241 131 1.84 .54 15 
228 168 1.36 .74 21 
112 78 1.44 .70 19 
66 50 1.32 .76 24 
55 174 .32 3.16 44 
75 114 .66 1.52 47 
60 295 .20 4.92 
84 217 .39 2.58 

1973 2406 
141 172 .82 1.22 46.6 

55-338 50-204 .20-1.84 .54--4.92 15-92 

One hundred and seventy-two May ponds probably con
tained sorne 121 acres. On these 141 malJard pairs 
were found for an average of .89 acres of water per 
mallard pair. 

not measure the daily and seasonal use of a 
single pond by a species). 

2. On any area there was a wide yearly varia
tion in number of ponds available per pair. 

3. There were wide variations in average water 
acre age available per mallard pair-0.89 acres 
per pair for the Lousana area, 1.45 acres per 
pair for the Redvers area, 2.88 acres per pair 
for the Roseneath block, and 1.69 acres for the 
Kindersley area. 

4. There is no apparent consistent relationship 
on the Redvers, Lousana, or Rosel'l;eath study 
areas between high mallard pair populations and 
productivity as measured by percentage of suc
cessful hens. Either pair densities had not reached 
"critical" levels at which production is atIected 
by pair interactions, or other limiting factors are 
more severe. In 1958, at Lousana, 338 mallard 
pairs (Le., 93 pairs per square mile or .61 pairs 
per acre)' were noted on 152 acres of water 
(Table 3). This was the highest pair population 
ever recorded, i.e., the upper "limit", but still 
the number of successful hens producing broods 
approached 50 per cent. Be"cause of droughts and 
poor water conditions, in 1959 densities were 
higher (i.e., 2.6 pairs per acre on 82 acres of 
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water) but the number of successful hens dropped 
to 15 per cent. Habitat conditions, due in great 
part to density-independent c1imatic factors, 
probably played a major indirect role in limiting 
production, although the effect of high densities 
per acre cannot be discounted. At Kindersley, 
there is evidence from 1956 through 1958 that 
pair interactions themselves had an indirect effect 
on productivity. 

5. Pair per pond data need not reHect optimum 
or maximum pair populations. They may be dis
torted by population shifts, i.e., immigration, due 
to droughts elsewhere on the breeding grounds. 
Production per pair under different densities per 
pond should be used as criteria for carrying 
capacity. 

6. Other factors besides pond availability, e.g., 
excessive hunting and natural mortality of pairs 
during the previous year may result in fewer 
pairs homing to an area. (See Moyle (1964) for 
discussion of hunting mortality effects on spring 
breeding populations.) Mallards are unable to 
make immediate use of all available ponds. In 
wet years following droughts and low population 
levels, there were usually more than two ponds 
available per pair. There may be a lag of several 
years before continuing high production of young 
and homing of these young can take advantage 
of availab1e water. The pair population response 
to high pond numbers is not instantaneous. 

7. Data on mallard pairs per pond (Tables 1, 
2, and 3) indicate that generaIly in the parkland 
habitat less than one maIlard pair per pond has 
been enumerated (Le., except for a 5-year period 
at Lousana when more than one but less than 
two pairs per pond was counted). In grasslands 
of North and South Dakota less than one-half 
pair per pond was seen, while in Canada usually 
over one pair per pond and as many as 6.6 were 
counted at Kindersley. This may merely reHect 
a greater average pond size in grassland with 
more crowding of pairs per pond, It is imperative 
that pond size ~nd quality be considered in any 
such comparisons between habitats, 

8. At Roseneath, rarely were there more than 
two mallard pairs on open ponds less than 1,5 
acres in size during the maximum pair dispersal 
interval, April 20 to May 15. More than two mal
lard pairs could utilize ponds larger than 1.5 
acres and covered with emergents. At Kindersley 
aggregations of pairs usually occurred on aIl 
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ponds over 3.5 acres in size, but rarely did two 
pairs successfully utilize ponds less than 1.5 acres. 

Pair spacing in grassland and parkIand 
habitat 
Under low or intermediate population levels of 
22 to 36 pairs per square mile of parkland pond 
habitat (i.e., on 66 to 112 ponds per square 
mile), mallard pairs space themselves through 
hostile and sexual chases and avoidance of oc
cupied ponds. Drakes are eminently successful 
in keeping from one to three ponds clear of 
other pairs as the number of other pairs attempt
ing to use or Hying over an occupied pond is 
small (e.g., two to ten pairs per day resulting in 
a maximum of lOto 20 drake-pair contacts per 
day). Drakes are able to pursue a1l hens of pairs. 
Open ponds 1.5 acres or less generally have only 
one mallard pair using them as waiting areas. 
Ponds larger than 2 acres, containing vegetation 
clumps, may occasionally be utilized by two pairs 
(but two to ten drakes whose hens were incubat
ing could utilize them). For 20 to 30 days drakes 
might be considered dominant over aIl other 
drakes on their own activity centres even though 
they may be displaced occasionaIly by more 
aggressive ones. Spacing (1) lessens competition 
for breeding requisites and interference with 
resource use, (2) distributes pairs into both 
favourable and unfavourable portions of the 
habitat, and (3) aids in dispersing nests which 
may serve an anti-predator function (McKinney, 
1965). 

Under slightly higher population levels of 17 
to 40 pairs per square mile of grassland pond 
habitat but containing only three to ten large 
ponds per square mile, homing maIlard pairs 
aggregate on available water. Pairs are spaced 
from other pairs but at closer distances than 
those in parkland. Populations of pairs may ap
proach one pair per acre on ponds over 3.5 acres 
in size. One studied 5.3-acre pond contained a 
maximum of five mallard pairs per acre. In these 
dense pair situations, drakes are incompletely 
dominant, as the number of pairs attempting to 
utilize or move through an activity centre may 
rise to 20 to 30 per day. The drake is un able to 
chase' aIl pairs and still retain the close pair-bond 
relaticinship with his hen or his' own hen is con
sistently chased by other drakes. Here threshold 
distance for attacked hens is much reduced. Pairs 
adapt to more crowded conditions by reducing 

d' tances Weeden (1965) noted that 
1 ance 1S • to er 'gan (Lagopus lagopus) also respond 
'llow ptarml . 

WI territorial transgressions of other pairs 
lesS to . 
when densities are hlgh. 

Although mallard drakes may keep a bay or 
. 1 r of other pairs for hours or even days 

P0tnt c ea 
'lnvariably displaced by other more ag-

they are . d . drakes (who may also be dlsplace ). 
gresslVe ., f . 

h 
. then a constant seasonal shlftmg 0 actlv-T ere IS • 

ity centres of pairs or drakes wlth. first one and 
then another aggressive drake usurpmg a favoure~ 

't' g sl'te The social structure of dense pau 
wa11O' .' 
opulations of maUards on a smgle pond IS ex-

fremely complex, while the social hierarchy of 
aggregated pairs is not constant. Age of drake, 
Le., adult or yearling, ma~ be. a factor. The 
dominant position of drakes IS alhed to the breed
ing condition of hen and sorne perio?Îc "bursts" 
in hostility which peak and wane dady and sea
sonally. However, a few marked drakes were 
noted to be dominant over aIl other drakes for 
2- to 5-day periods. 

Spacing mechanisms other than the ordinary 
mated-female or individual distance (Condor, 
1949) are attributes of most dabbler species. 
In spring mallard pairs are attracted to shallow 
ice-free ponds with c1umps of grass and shrub 
nesting coyer around them. Many pairs attempt 
to utilize such localities, and hens attempt 
to settle in nesting coyer. Through a series of 
pursuits and avoidance of occupied areas by newly 
arrived pairs, only one pair is able to utilize the 
most attractive site. Others disperse themselves 
into other nearby ponds. Since not all pond ag
gregations in a square-mile block appear to con
tain optimum habitat, Le., dense nesting coyer 
and brood ponds to assure maximum survival of 
c1utch or brood to Hedging, sorne localities are 
considered less suitab1e or suboptimal. Climatic 
factors and availability of water make certain 
aggregations of ponds more optimum in one year 
than another. A number of mallard pairs may not 
compete for space or requisites one year but do 
so the next because of much reduced pond num
bers forcing pairs to use available potholes. As 
pair densities increase or if habitat deteriorates 
because of droughts more pairs may be forced by 
the spacing mechanisms into suboptimallocalities 
or forced to emigrate to new habitat e1sewhere. 
Because of instability of water, runoff ponds may 
be optimum one year and suboptimum the next. 
Both density-dependent regulators, in the form of 

increased pair interaction, and density-independ
ent regulators, Le., climate affecting pond num
bers and quality, limit pair densities on parkland 
and grassland ponds. Density effects do not be~ 
come evident until certain critical levels are 

exceeded. 

Lethal brood areas 
Over the Canadian prairies mallard and pintait 
pairs are yearly observed to nest in the vicinity 
of ephemeral sheet waters and shallow ditches. 
High temperatures, winds, and evaporation rates 
dry these waters and leave no brood areas for the 
hatched young. Flat, glacial lake bottoms with 
poor drainage are periodically fiooded with snow
melt water, e.g., Red River plains of Manitoba 
and Regina plains of Saskatchewan. Such areas 
attract breeding waterfowl but rarely provide 
sufficient permanent brood ponds to fiedge duck
lings. 1 have termed these areas "lethal brood. 
areas". These lethal areas may also be tracts of 
habitat which were previously capable of sus
taining breeding pairs and broods but which, be
cause of droughts, nO longer provide the neces
sary brood requisites. For example, a mallard hen 
may continue to home to a lone grassland pond 
area which previously could sustain her brood to 
Hedging but because of drought the pond and aIl 
nearby ones, dry before the brood hatches. In such 
circumstances, the hen loses her brood but may 
continue to home to the area in subsequent years. 
Yearling hens nesting for the first lime may also 
pioneer to such transient pond habitat. Ne~rby 
high pair densities might also force hens mto 
using this suboptimal habitat. Similar lethal ter
ritory has been described by Nice (in Errington 
and Hamerstrom, 1936), who recorded that "ap
parently the birds [i.e., song sparrows) will take 
up these territories that prove lethal to them
partly through attachment to a former territory, 
even when considerably changed, partly because 
there is so little really good Song Sparrow ter
ritory in the vicinity". However, with song spar
rows, the adults themselves succumbed. lahn and 
Hunt (1964) note that duck pairs "on poorer 
quality habitat or on good quality wetlands at
tractive to pairs but lacking water to ensure brood 
survival, may be less efficient in producing duck
lings". Gates ( 1965) has also conc1uded that 
sorne farmland in central Wisconsin constituted a 
"trap" for nesting ducks as temporary waters at
tract pairs in spring but insufficient brood waters 
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do not ensure adequate brood survival in most 
years. Thus breeding home ranges, with ephem
eral waters, are lethal for broods but not neces
sarily for the adults which are more mobile. 

Mallard pair density and production of 
young 
Does density of pairs have an effect on final pro
duction of young from a locality? Does pair 
density directly affect the habitat occupied by aIl 
pairs? 

It is obvious from observational evidence that 
mallard pairs tend to space themselves in any 
habitat they utilize. The spacing is a result of 
attack, escape, and sexual tendencies, and the 
distribution of land nesting coyer and water com
ponents of the habitat. The degree of spacing 
(i.e., distance between pairs) varies with popula
tion densities, but mallards have a wide range of 
adaptability to density pressures. Spacing pro
motes the utilization of all portions of a habitat, 
although some portions may be more optimum for 
population survival than others (optimum here 
meaning the animal, land, water, and vegetational 
make-up of the habitat which leads to a maxi
mum sustained utilization by breeding birds, i.e., 
the sum total of aIl environmental factors in the 
habitat that affect a maximum survival of young 
to fiedging). As such, localities need not be 
optimum every year but vary yearly in their 
ability to sustain maximum numbers of breeders 
and produce maximum numbers of young which 
survive to breeding age. The yearly changes in 
the capacity of the habitat to hold pairs and pro
duce young vary markedly depending on water 
conditions, predator populations, the activities of 
man, and the interactions of pairs themselves. 

Mallard pairs restrict their breeding activities 
to a locality and utilize various portions of the 
water and upland contained in their breeding 
home range. Drakes show general hostility from a 
number of different points on the home range 
which may be used by the drake or pair for 
feeding, loafing, nesting, or gravelling. However, 
most hostility is shown from a specific waiting 
area whose main function, 1 submit, revolves 
about the re-establishment of the pair bond 
whenever the, hen is away from the nest. Hens 
which are pursued by drakes showing either 
hostile or sexual tendencies fiee the area and 
retire elsewhere. Any discussion of the cause
effect relationship of density on reproduction 
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revolves about the effect of hostility and sexual 
tendencies of drakes on the successful settling 
and nesting of a hen or the fieeing of a hen away 
from the pond, Iocality, or region. Two con
fiicting tendencies need to be considered. One is 
the hen's "urge" ta settle in the natal area (Le., 
homing) or choice of species-specific habitat, and 
the other is her tendency to fiee from the area be
cause of the hostile sexual attacks of drakes. 

In parkland habitat where ponds and nesting 
coyer are found in superabundance, hens are 
observed to fiee from ponds after being pursued 
by drakes but are apparently not deterred from 
settling on some other unoccupied nearby pond. 
Hens of pairs are also observed to avoid ponds 
already occupied by other mallard pairs. The 
pursuits of drakes are mainly directed toward 
the hen. Drakes therefore interfere with the 
exploitation of the breeding requisites of other 
nearby pairs. Hostile and sexual chases lead to 
some lessening of competition for resources and 
breeding space by pairs; the severity of the com
petition increases as population density increases. 
Because pairs are mobile they may utilize for 
requisites any pond within a mile or two of the 
pond from which they were chased. There must 
be a point at which continued interference with 
settling and exploitation of the resources results 
in excess energy expenditures for fieeing and 
less for breeding activities. Yet under the popula
tion levels studied in parkland, 22 to 36 pairs 
per square mile on 66 to 112 ponds, 1 gathered 
little evidence to suggest that continued harass
ment led to a home range abandonment and to 
lack of breeding. Shifting of the waiting area 
sites does occur occasionally due to pair inter
actions of dominant and less dominant drakes, 
but conclusive evidence that such shifting nega
tively affected the pair which moved is lac king. 
There is some observational evidence to suggest 
that some pairs locate themselves on more 
"optimal" home ranges than others, Le., those 
which contain much nesting cover, have many 
deep ponds for broods, and contain two or three 
excellent feeding areas. (This is especially true 
of adult (2+ years) mallards which come jnto 
breeding condition earlier than yearlings.) Con
clusive data are unavailable to indicate that 
fertility (i.e. viability of clutches), or fecundity 
(i.e., clutch size or brood survival to fiedging) 
are reduced as a direct result of continued inter-

L 

b drakes in resource use by hens. The 
ference Yth' e Roseneath Study Area suggest that 
data from d d air populations have not yet reache a 
mallar P .' 1 . t o' h e . . al d nsity at WhlCh SOCla m erac ons av 
cntlc e . . f d't Oth 

k d effect on ferohty or ecun 1 y. er 
a mar e . .' f , 'ndependent bnutmg actors are more 
dens1ty-1 . h'l f 1l 'd tly depressing summer mcrease, w 1 e a 
eVI en '1 . mortality itself serves as a major contro 
huntlng 
of spring pair abundance (Moyle, .19~4). . 

The question of the effects of SOCIal mteractlons 

production resolves itself to how frequently on re . 
. hen or drake pursued before the tlme and 
Ra d . 
energy regularly channelled to re~ro uctlve ~ur-

oses are negatively interfered wlth. One mlght 
~xpect the critical point at. which ~ hen or dr~e 
spends most of her or his tune fieemg or pursumg 
other mallards to the detriment of the normal 
sequence of events leading to nesting and hatc~
ing ta vary between each bird because of 1ts 
physiological condition and also because. of 
varying availability of requisites in each breedmg 

home range. 
The experimental evidence ta show the critical 

point at which rechannelling of energy and time 
expenditures worked to the detriment of repro
duction is singularly lacking. Little is understood 
of the physiological condition of each pair on its 
arrivaI from the south and, further, we have no 
measure of the need for, and relative availability 
of, the various resources within the home range 
to which the pair confines its activities. The 
evidence weighed in the present study concerned 
itself with 'a comparison of mallard breeding be
haviour and efficiency of reproduction in two 
areas. One was a parkland habitat where pairs 
are spaced and which is weIl endowed with water 
and nesting coyer. Here, production of young 
was nearly sufficient to keep the population in 
balance. The second was a grassland area in 
which pairs are forced to aggregate and nesting 
Coyer is not dispersed but is confined to small 
areas bath near to and at some distance from 
water. Here, production was never sufficient to 
keep population in balance, with immigration of 
pioneers and drought-displaced birds keeping 
spring populations high. At best, the evidence for 
a measurable relationship between high pair 
populations with a high number of social inter
actions, and a decrease in number of fledged 
young is indefinite. That the two are somehow 
Correlated is now obvious but the correlation 
itself is nearly impossible to weigh because of 

the many inter-related facets and subtleties of 
pair coactions. 

In certain grassland localities breeding drakes 
do interfere with the continued exploitation of 
water, food, and nesting coyer by both resident 
hens and hens attempting to settle for the first 
time. The degree of interference in resource use, 
tl1fough hostile and sexual pursuits, is governed 
largely by the density of the local breeding 
population. It follows that when populations are 
dense and where hens in the same breeding con
dition are attempting to exploit various requisites 
of the environment, more interference will result. 
We do not know at what point or how often a 
hen must be pursued and forced to vacate a re
source before she fails to breed, moves elsewhere 
or disperses her nest at some distance from the 
source of interference. Nor do we know at what 
densities she and her brood are affected physio
logically and psychologicaUy. Any anti-predator 
function of spacing nests which the three bird 
flight and attempted rape flight may have 
(McKinney, 1965) would work under high 
population densities to the ultimate regulation of 
density, through over-dispersal of nests and in
creased brood losses on the journey to the water. 
Some negative effects of increased pair densities 
From 1956 to 1959, 1 observed possible density 
effects on reproductive behaviour and production 
rates of immature mallards in grassland habitat 
(Ozubin, ms.). 1 have utilized the following ob
servational data in support of my proposaI: 

1. "Three bird flights" (McKinney, 1965) are 
the main mechanisms of maUard pair spacing. 
A voidance of occupied areas, "attempted rape 
fiights", and dispersion of suitable habitat also 
tend to space pairs. Spacing activity of mallards 
is most evident du ring the prenesting and laying 
periods. 

2. As pair populations increase on a pond the 
number of pair contacts increases and hens are 
chased more often by drakes. 

3. Many hens in laying condition (but certainly 
not aU) are not permitted by frequent drake 
activity to nest in coyer close to ponds utilized by 
groups of drakes. Hens must therefore withdraw 
some distance from ponds in order to find nesting 
coyer in which they are unmolested. 

4. Mallard nests are found farther from ponds 
in grassland under dense population numbers than 
mallard nests reported in studies where breeding 
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populations were much lower (Girard, 1941; 
Hochbaum, 1944; Sowls, 1955; Keith, 1961). 

5. Any increase in the distance hens nest away 
from water works to the detriment of brood sur
vival. That is, the probability of a brood success
fully moving to water from a nest 1,000 yards 
from a pond is lower than that of one moving 200 
yards or less to a pond. In North Dakota, Salyer 
(1962) reported increased brood mortality re
sulting from longer distances from nest to water 
in drought years. Mortality of broods on the 
Kindersley Study Area from nest to water has 
approached 50 per cent. 

1 therefore propose the following hypothesis: 
Although mallard breeding pairs can and do 

adapt to increasing pair numhers by decreasing 
the hostile-tolerance distances around them, the 
increasing pair density on ponds leads to what 
may be called an over-dispersion of nests away 
from water. The over-dispersion of nests at great 
distances from water leads to lower brood sur
vival which in effect decreases reproductive rates 
of dense populations. 1 propose, therefore, that 
higher brood mortality, indirectly due to pair in
teractions on water, is one of the proximate popu
lation regulatory mechanisms for mallards breed
ing under exceedingly dense pair numbers. 

In parkland habitat spacing mechanisms may 
force some hens and pairs into less optimum 
localities, Le., the chances of a hen nesting in 
poorer cover adjacent to poorer brood ponds to 
produce flying young are proportionally reduced. 
Preliminary evidence from early spring collections 
suggests that adult hens come into breeding con
dition fint and such hens and their drakes may 
usurp the optimum habitat. Later nesting yearling 
hens may therefore he forced to utilize the re
maining suboptimum habitat with a concomitant 
reduction in proportion of successful yearling hens 
producing broods. This postulate needs further 
corroboration. Grice and Rogers ( 1965) have 
established that yearling wood ducks (Aix 
sponsa) nested later than adults but some ev en 
failed to establish nests when population densities 
were high. Yearling wood duck hens were un able 
to compete successfully with oIder females for a 
restricted number of nest sites. Later nesting in 
yearlings may have some adaptive significance in 
that habitat used fust by breeding adults may then 
become available for the yearling segment when 
the aggressive responses of adult drakes wane. In 
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mallards, selection of spring breeding habitat and 
the accurate measure of optimum and subopti
mum tracts require more study. 
Management implications 
If nesting sites close to water are critical for 
brood survival and if hostile and sexual pursuits 
of drakes force females away from water during 
the nest-searching interval, an obvious solution 
would be to present nest sites on ponds. This 
might ensure that females would not have to rise 
into the air, leave the activity centre, and be 
visible to drakes. Spaced nesting structures in 
ponds should be tested to determine if hens will 
utilize them and if brood survival is materially 
increased. Stoudt (in litt.) has recorded five mal
lard nests in cattait coyer in one end of a 2.2-acre 
pond, and 1 have observed three mallard hens 
nesting in a 400-foot strip of cattail on a 10-acre 
pond. If wild mallard hens can nest together in 
ponds this might be an obvious solution to raising 
"two ducks where we raised one before". The 
anti-predator function of nest spacing might, how
ever, be thwarted, and predator control would be 
necessary in intensively managed pond units. 
Various types of nests have been successfully used 
by semi-tame mallard hens (Burger and Webster, 
1964), but need testing on wild populations. 
Possible density regulators 
With increasing density of mallard breeding pairs 
brought on by high survival of young hom
ing to natal areas, or shifts of breeding popula
tions from drought-stricken areas, or reduction 
of number of pond water areas by drought, a 
number of regulators could affect the immediate 
and subsequent population density in an area. 
These are as follows: 

1. Some pairs make long-distance emigrations 
to new habitats and successfully breed and pro
duce young in these newly colonized areas. 
Emigration May be selectively advantageous if 
the move from dense to less dense populated areas 
confers some added chance of survival on the 
parents or their young (Lidiker, 1962). Emigra
tion may not only he triggered by density effects 
but by density-independent factors, e.g., climate 
and its effect on pond availability and pond 
quality. (Density control through emigration.) 
(Crissey, 1957, 1969). 

2. Some pairs remain in the densely populated 
locality and do not attempt to breed or nest only 
once, and are not predisposed to renest. (Density 

h nonbreeding or low renesting 
1 throug 

contrD 'th 1959). 
rates.) (Sm1 .' are forced into or choose to use 

3. Some paIrs. of the habitat and fail to 
. al portIOnS . 

subDpum Grassland and parkland paIrs 

hens and prevent laying. As the br~eding season 
progresses pair densities and chasmg. decrease, 
and ovulation May again occur. (Densl1~ control 
through staggered or protracted breedmg sea
sons.) (McKinney, in litt.-shovelers). 

9. On dense nesting islands gadwall ducks m.ay 
show increased desertion rates of clutches or m
creased incidence of dropped eggs. (Ha~mond 
and Mann, 1956). The number o~ .mfertlle eggs 
and a tendency toward nest parasltlsm May a:so 
. However vastly increased hatchmg 

ny young. 
produce ad' to the forested areas where 

b force m . h 
maye. in these displaced pairs IS muc 
prDducUOn and McKnight 1964). (Den-

d (HanSen ' . 
reduce 1 th gh emigration and no recrUlt-
sity contro rou 

nt of young.) . b 
nIe . adapt to increasing densl1y Y 

4 Sorne paIrs . . 1 e distance and are able to nest 
ducmg to eranc . . b' h 

re Il y t with increasing densltles Irt 
successfu Yre' du:ed indirectly through self-regula-
rates are . 1 d' t hanisms associated with ong IS ance, 
tory ~ec rs'Ion of nests from water,)and high loss 
over-ulspe l't 

(Density control through ow recrul-
of young. 957) 
ment of young.) (Kindersley area, 1 . 

5. Parental stress may increase and affe~t later 
survival of young, i.e., survival of broods lS ~re
determined by the physiological and psycholog1cal 

dit' n of the parents. Direct contact between 
oon 10 • r 
pairs is not necessary as even visual s~lmu 1 May 
somehow affect parent birds. (Jen~ms, 1961, 
1963 on gray partridge.) (Denslty control 
throdgh increased brood mortality.) 

6. Mortality of broods reared in overcr~wded 
ponds increases and reduces over-all recrultment 
rate. Constant brood mixing leads to more or
phaned young. (Density control through lower 
recruitment of young.) (Kindersley area; see also 

Beard, 1964.) . 
7. Mortality of adults may increase ~ssoclated 

with density-dependent effects on phYSIOlogy. of 
birds and with continued interference of blrds 
attempting to utilize food, loafing spots, or nest
ing caver resources which are in short supply. 
Pairs May channel more time and energy toward 
pair encounters or tleeing than to breeding pur
poses. Also, in dense wild populations, rape of 
incubating and brood hens by gangs of . dra~es ' 
!eads to added hen mortality, especially m pm
tails, more rarely in mallards. Broods May be 
dispersed by frequent molestation of hens. (Den
sity control through increased mortality of 
adults.) 

8. Some pairs May be able to adapt to de~se 
population levels through asynchronous breedmg 
periods staggered through the season 80 that ~he 
habitat is being utili.zed to its fullest potent~al. 
Dense pair populations and associated agg~essl~e 
coactions may in some way affect ovulatIon m 

mcrease.' . 
success on islands outweighs any denslty effects 
on egg production or number of eggs hatched. 
Deubbert (1966) suggests an in~reas~ in em
bryonic mortality associated Wlth mc:eased 
harassment of hens by males. Similar studles on 
Canada geese are summarized by Mu,nro (196?) 
and Collias and Jahn (1959). (Mmo:. densIty 
control through increased effects on fertlhty.) 

Density-independent regulators 
Although self-regulatory mechanisms could be-

l'mportant after pair densities reach 
come . . 1 't 
"critical" levels (i.e., where competitive exp 01 a-
tion of resources in short supply, whether food, 
space, nest coyer, etc., leads :0 summer pop~la
tion decrease), climate actmg as a ~enslty
independent factor is paramount in supply~ng ~e 
water base of the pond habitat. Without lt paIrs 

Id not be attracted to nest and broods would 
wou, . . f 1 cal 
succumb quickly, leading to extlf~atlon 0 ~ 
populations. Spring weather also mtlue~c~s tlm
ingand success of breeding season and, mdlrect1!, 
availability of aquatic foods, although waste gram 
foods appear superabundant in. bo~ grassland 

and parkland habitats. Food on wmtenng grou~~s 
May be more critical. Since mu~h ~f pral~le 
Canada, especially the grasslands, lIes m. ~ ra.m
faU-deficient area where summer preclplta~IOn 
does not balance the loss through ev~poratlon, 
snow and rain exert the major controllm.g effect 
on pond habitat availability and . qua~lty and 
therefore on any waterfowl populatl~n mcrease. 
Since May and July pond numbers mcrease and 
decrease in relation to periodic runoff and evap-

atl' on rates the effects of climatic factors vary 
or, . . d d nt 
seasonally and yearly. Other densl1y-m epen ~ 
factors, e.g., activities of man and predation 
(although only the doomed surplus. may be 
taken) also greatly control local populatIOn lev~ls. 
Fan hunting mortality appears to be a malor 
population decrease factor with 65 to 70 per 
cent of the immature mallards and 35 to 40 per 
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, 1 cent of the adults succumbing from one year to 
the next (Keith, 1961). In Minnesota, Moyle 
(1964) has documented a study block on which 
hunting mortality exceeded production rates of 
yo~ng; this worked to markedly reduce spring 
paIr numbers. Hunting mortality may thus keep 
parkland populations weIl below the critical 
density level although circumstantiàl evidence 
suggests that density factors operate even under 
intermediate population levels leading to sorne 
dominant pairs being more successful producers 
of young than others which are less dominant. 

Spacing mechanisms limiting pair density 
Do spacing mechanisms and "territorial" be
havi~ur 'place an upper limit on the mallard pair 
densIty m small water habitat? 

Students of ornithology have for decades 
discussed the phenomena of incompressibility of 
territory sizes. Howard (1920) suggested that 
territoriality regulated density of breeding birds 
":hile Nicholson (1933) concluded that "in an; 
glVen area there is room for only a limited num
~er .. of territories. Consequently, the surplus 
mdIVlduals are continually harried by their more 
fortunate brethren or are forced into unsuitable 
environments and so their chance of survival and 
of producing offspring is greatly reduced." Terri
tories were Iikened to rubber discs by Huxley 
( 1934), who suggested that the more the se 

defended. are as were compressed by the activity of 
other paIrs the stronger becomes the resistance 
against further compression. It was postulated 
that t~e holding of territories by birds, especially 
passennes, defined sorne upper limit to the num
ber of successful breeding pairs any block of 
h~bitat could sustain. Later Svardson ( 1949) 
dlscussed how individu al pairs of the same 
species competing for breeding requisites en
couraged the spread of the population from 
optimum to marginal habitats. Errington (1956) 
~so note? that because of intraspecific competi
tIon, SP~CleS may be forced into a greater variety 
of habItats, s~me of which may be "scarcely 
defined as habItable for the species trying ta live 
in them". Kluijver and Tinbergen (1953) con
cluded that territorial behaviour in the great tit 
(Parus major) forced sorne pairs from a more 
"favorable" broad-Ieafed habitat to a suboptimal 
pine plantation, with resultant lower clutch sizes 
and renesting rates, although Lack (1966: 77) 
has questioned this view of population regulation. 
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In British Columbia, Tompa (1962) has also 
~o~cluded that song sparrow densities were 
bml.ted by territorialism on an island breeding 
habItat where imInigrant pairs were forced else
where. Beer et al. (1956) determined that sorne 
island-nesting . pa~serines successfully fledged 
y.oung on terntones well below the minimum 
Slze found in mainland habitats. There is still 
much controversy as to the function of terri
torialism as it pertains to reserving an adequate 
food supply for parents and young and how 
food resources may ultimately regulate density 
(Klopfer, 1964; Wynne-Edwards, 1962; and 
Lack, 1966). 

~allard pairs themselves have an incomplete 
dommance relationship in that a drake may or 
may not be doIninant through the breeding 
season on his activity centre. Sorne drakes are 
however, dominant and others subdoIninant fo~ 
periods of days. Mallard activity centres are not 
~nalogous to passerine territories with sorne 
lffeducibl.e size Iimit (Kluijver and Tinbergen, 
1953; Hmde, 1956; Tinbergen, 1957; Tampa, 
1962 and 1963; Lack, 1966) and are not com
pletely mu tu ally exclusive areas. Therefore 
crowding of mallard pairs can Occur on ponds' 
espe~ially as ~ftermaths of good previous pro~ 
~uctlOn and hlgh homing rates, shifts of popula
tlOn from drought-stricken areas to better watered 
ones, a~d spring droughts which force pairs ta 
use a~adable ponds more intensely. Can this 
cr~wdmg Occur indefinitely? 1 have observed 
paIrS successfuUy nesting which were crowded up 
to five pairs per acre of water under severe 
drought conditions, bùt crowding may also lead to 
nonbreeding, emigration, lower reproductive suc
cess of adults, increased mortaIity of adults and 
generally lower survival of resultant broods: For 
each habitat unit sorne operational or criticallevel 
of density must occur before pair interactions 
themselves depres~ population growth. Density 
effects are only mmor or nonexistent before this 
operational level is reached. 

Crowding under favourable and dispersed 
water conditions as found in parkland is pre
vented by spacing mechanisms (i.e., TBF, ARF 
and avoidance) so that aIl pairs are not found 
in the most attractive ponds but are spaced over 
the countryside. There are two conflicting tend
encies no~ed with mallard hens or pairs during 
the breedmg season: (1) hens of pairs attempt 

10 utHize aIl favourab~e and attractive ponds, 

t· g coyer, and feedmg areas; (2) drakes of 
nes In • hl" f 'dent pairs interfere m t e exp OltatlOn 0 
reSI d' Th' these resources by hens an paIrs. e mter-

f
. nee by drakes and avoidance of hens leads 
cre 1 al" d d 10 spacing. Since not aIl oc, ItIes are en owe 

wilh suitable tracts of nestmg coyer or deep 
brood ponds, 1 suggest sorne hens are forced 
into utilizing the poorer tracts for breeding, Le., 
spacing mechanisms le ad to maximum use of aU 
possible localities of the breeding habitat by 
forcing some pairs into suboptimum portions. 

In short, spacing mechanisms do not lead di
rectly to immediate limitation of mallard pair 
densities as various degrees of crowding can 
occur. As Solomon (1949) has pointed out, there 
may be a lag between the time a population 
reaches critical or operation al leve1s and the re
sultant observable density effects. The most, ob
vious lag is the interval between high density of 
breeders in one spring leading to low recruitment 
of young and a lower returning number of 
bleeders the following year, because of post
breeding season mortality on the adults. How
cver, spacing mechanisms must control upper 
densities, as rarely is there a complete breakdown 
of the mated-female distance leading to flocked 
aggregations of pairs, Short-range dispersal or 
long-range emigration are the possible alternatives. 

Observations indicate that mallards will suc
cessfully nest under dense pair leve1s with little 
apparent effect on fertility but an increasing 
effect on fecundity, Le., brood survival. There 
must, however, be sorne "optimum" density of 
pairs per unit of each pond habitat throughout 
the prairies. Assuming that all environmental 
factors are yearly constant (which they are not) 
this would be at sorne pair level which would re
suit in the maximum number of eggs hatched and 
young fledged, Because most environmental fac
tors are inter-related the critical or operational 
level of density cannot be accurately ascertained. 
There appears to be an increasing scale of neg- . 
ative effects on population growth paralleling 
density increases. 

Optimum pair levels per square mile of habitat 
would vary yearly and prairie-wide depending on 
~thole numbers, their sizes, shapes, and vegeta
tlonal component, predator populations, spring 
weather, land use, nesting coyer, etc, Spacing 
effects on reproductive efficiency would occur 
even under "intermediate" population levels and 

become more severe as pair density increases. 
Therefore, there is probably sorne upper limit of 
pair density beyond which the reproductive effi· 
ciency of mallard pairs drops to a level where 
birth rate does not balance death rate. 

Mallards may not be capable of regulating their 
immediate population density under severe en
vironmental conditions (Le., droughts). Although 
emigration ta new habitat and use of suboptimum 
or even lethal brood areas does oecur, sorne mal
lards can adapt to more dense levels and attempt 
breeding. The efficiency of production is, how
ever, much reduced indirectly through the effects 
of spacing and increased pair interactions. On the 
parkland and grassland study areas it appeared 
that a varying percentage of spring mallard pairs 
contribute fewer or no young to the faU popula
tion simply because they utilized or were forced 
into poorer quality habitat. 

Drake intolerance, three bird flights (terri
toriality), and sexual chases (attempted rape 
flights) are seasonal and usually restricted to 
short 30-day periods of the 3-month breeding 
season. Any adaptation that mallards have toward 
delay of breeding under dense pair levels or 
toward asynchrony of breeding season, i.e., early, 
intermediate, or late breeders, would work to the 
ultimate survival of the species in an area. Smith 
and Hawkins (1948) had earlier discussed the 
possibilities of three turn-overs of pairs during a 
6-week breeding season. A unit of small pond 
habitat could theoretically serve an early breeding 
pair from April 15 to May 15, an intermediate 
breeder from May 15 to June 15, and a late 
breeder, perhaps a yearling, from June 15 to 
July 15 with littIe or no pair interaction, even 
though three different pairs utilized the resources 
of one' home range. 

Summary 
1. The concept of "carrying capacity" has been 
utilized in the waterfowl literature for years. AI
though a number of environmental and density
independent limiting factors are recognized, 
workers have continually suggested that "space" 
limits pair densities and places an upper limit on 
numbers of pairs utilizing a unit of pond-type 
habitat. Carrying capacity has been based on 
maximum spring pair counts, whereas percentage 
of hens successful in producing fledged young 
should, in fact, be the criteria, 
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Long-term ground studies by J. Stoudt, A. 
Smith, and others indicate that mallard pair popu
lations fluctuate yearly between some high and 
low values. The fluctuations may or may not re
flect the ability of the habitat to sustain pairs 
while upper pair limits may be set by a number of 
factors. Hunting mortality, low homing rates, pop
ulation shifts, and poor production of young the 
previous year, aU affect spring breeding pair abun
dance. 1 suggesta better measure of carrying 
capacity would be clutch sizes and viability of 
eggs plus the number of fledged young produced 
or number of hens successful in producing broods 
to flyirig stage by a known spring breeding popu
lation. Although possessing various spacing mech
anisms, malIard pairs will crowd beyond the den
sity which produces maximum numbers of young, 
especially where habitats deteriorate because of 
droughts. Spacing mechanisms help place an 
upper limit on pair densities although upper den
sities themselves would vary with habitat units. 
The visible results of high density are not instan
taneous but there could be immediate emigration 
of "surplus" pairs which are unable to compete 
successfully for breeding space. There may be a 
lag of a year between attainment of densities 
beyond the "optimum" and the resultant negative 
effects on reproduction and general population. 
The summer decrease, especially on young pro
duced, is theoretically reflected in a decreased 
density of pairs the following spring. Therefore, 
enumeration of breeding pairs only may lead to 
erroneous conclusions about the ability of the 
habitat to sustain a pair population or its resultant 
young. Mallard habitat, itself, is relatively un
stable and this instability makes accurate meas
ures of carrying capacity difficult. 

2. Any correlations between pond numbers and 
breeding pairs should be tempered with data on 
pond size, quality, and density. Individual species 
and not ducks as a whole should be compared. 
Spacing mechanisms and space requirements are 
most evident du ring the prenesting, nesting, and 
early incubation periods of the mall ard , Le., the 
period of strongest site attachment. Comparisons 
of pond numbers and pair populations should be 
made at a time when the greatest proportion of 
the population ~s in these three breeding phases. 
AlI species are variable in their time of initiation 
of nesting and therefore periods of maximum in
tolerance vary. 

3. Pond occupancy or importance values of 
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pond types to a species cannot he measured by 
one count. Pairs and drakes localize their activity 
to six to ten ponds during the prenesting through 
early incubation period but restrict over three
quarters of their movements to one or two ponds 
(Le., waiting areas) plus a feeding area and nest
ing site. Studies in a number of grassland and 
parkland areas indicate that from one to ten 
ponds per mallard pair have been avaiJable during 
the period 1950 to 1960. Mallard populations 
have fluctuated yearly about some mean value in 
parkland study areas but have become nonexistent 
in grassland blocks which are completely devoid 
of spring ponds. The wide yearly population fluc
tuations in grassland habitats reBect the relative 
instability of numbers and quality of May and 
July ponds. Studies of waterfowl habitat selection 
and species preferences for certain upland coyer 
and pond types, similar to those of Beecher 
(1942), Svardson (1949), WeIler and Spatcher 
(1965), and Hilden (1965) should be under
taken. We must obtain some accurate measures of 
mallard environment. What do mallard pairs re
quire to successfully produce optimum numbers of 
young in parkland, grassland, forest, marsh, lake, 
or pond habitats, in terms of wat~r acreage, food, 
nesting coyer, dispersion of water and land, etc. 

4. Two related systems of density control are 
postulated, both based on spring spacing mecha
nisms of mallards. One, in parkland, under inter
mediate pair levels, operates when increasing pair 
density leads to more pair interactions forcing a 
proportion of pairs into suboptimal pond areas 
where production of young is reduced. The 
second, in grassland habitat, where high pair ag
gregations on restricted numbers of ponds leacÎ to 
high pair coactions around the se ponds, forces 
some hens to nest at great distances ( 500 + 
yards) from water to escape hostile and sexual 
pursuits by drakes (i.e., suboptimal nest sites). 
Any increased distance hens nest from water leads 
to lower survival of newly hatched broods to 
water. Under low and intermediate pair densities, 
spacing mechanisms function to disperse pairs and 
nests and this in itself may serve as an anti
predator device. With high pair densities there is 
in effect an "over-dispersion" of nests with subse
quent negative effects on brood survival. In both 
pond habitats, parkland or grassland, high pair 
densities associated with poor habitat quality or 
droughts may le ad to emigration of pairs to the 
forested habitat of the north where again pro duc-

. duced or pairs fail to breed (Lidiker, 
ùon 1S re and McKnight 1964). However, 
1962; ~ansen dent factors s~ch as weather and 

't mdepen ' 
denSI y- d numbers and quality, must also 
ils effect o.n Pro~e in control of spring density and 
1 y a major 

p a, ation to new habitat. . 
en1lgr .' f breeding pairs are controlled m 

Densltles 0 . h 1 th 'nteractions of the pairs t emse ves, 
part ~~ll :~ere optimum habitat is li~ited. T~e 
es~~Cl ~int at which continuous hostihty of paIrs 
cntlcal P competition for limited resources or 
leads to t'b ting to the lowering of birth rates, 
Pace con n u d bl k 

s . ' b tween habitat types and pon oc s. 
varies e d . t d spacing h limiting factors besides enS1 y an 
~~e~:s tend to control p~ir levels and brood pro
duction in parkland habitat. 
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Prairie pothol.es fro.m a 
continental vlewpolnt 

Walter F. Crissey 

During the past decade, waterfowl data collection 
rograms in North America have provided con

~derable information which, in retrospect, can 
be used to learn much about the importance of 
pothole habitat in the prairie states and provinces 
to North American duck populations. On the 
other hand, for each answer provided by these 
data, several significant questions have been 
raised. This paper represents an attempt to out
line briefly sorne of the discoveries of the past 
decade and then to pose sorne of the questions 
that are prompted by this knowledge. 

Perhaps a place to start is our current under
standing of the percentage of the total duck 
breeding population that nests in the southern 
portion of the three Prairie Provinces. An im
mediate qualification is that "total ducks" exclu des 
scoters, eiders, mergansers, and old squaws. The 
breeding range of none of these species is ade
quately sampled by aerial surveys and we have 
little knowIedge concerning the size of their breed
ing populations. AIso, they are relatively un
important as a source of hunting reëreatÎon. 

Following is a table showing the average per
cent age distribution of the duck breeding popula
tion during the period 1955 through 1964: 

Area 
Alaska 
Southern portion of 

Per cent of 
total ducks 

7 

three Prairie Provinces 
Remainder of Canada 
United States 

47 
30 
16 

Total 100 

Per cent 
mallards 

3 

57 
17 
23 

100 
It is important to note that there has been 

considerable variation from year to year both in 
the number of birds nesting in the southern 
portion of the three Prairie Provinces and in 
the proportion that this was of the total. For 
example, 64 per cent of the total mallards was 
recorded there from 1955 through 1959 but only 
48 per cent from 1960 through 1964. 

1 should mention at this point that our figures 
concerning numbers and distribution of ducks in 

North American breeding areas are changing as 
our knowledge increases concerning the propor
tion of birds present that are seen and recorded 
by aerial crews. Fragmentary information on this 
subject from Alaska and the Northwest Terri
tories suggests that our present estimates of visi
bility rates from northern breeding areas may be 
inaccurate. 

The changes in proportion of birds nesting in 
the prairie potholes are caused by the amount 
and pattern of precipitation, which materially in
creas es and decreases the number of potholes. 
It has been known for sorne time that when the 
potholes go dry the North American duck popula~ 
tion decreases. It is possible now to document 
this relationship. 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the 
number of July ponds in the southern portion of 
the three Prairie Provinces and the size of the 
North American duck breeding population the 
following spring for the period 1955 through 
1965. The fact that this relationship is significant 
at the 99 per cent level of probability (r = .89) 
is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that an 
average of no more than about 47 per cent of the 
total ducks nested in this area. 1 suspect· this 
means either that production in other breeding 
areas had the same trend as in the southem parts 
of the Prairie Provinces (which was generally 
true in pothole are as stateside) or that produc
tion in other areas was reasonably constant from 
year to year. 

The mechanics of the situation are quite clearly 
revealed by the distribution of the breeding popu
lation, as shown by the May-June aerial breeding 
population survey, and by the annual production 
ratio, as revealed by the duck wing collection 
survey. In the fust place, the aerial breeding pop
ulation survey shows a strong inverse relationship 
between the number of birds present in northem 
breeding areas and the number of water areas 
in the prairies. For example, when the recent 
drought reached serious proportions, the num~ 
ber of birds recorded in the southern Prairie 
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Provinces decreased from about 18.8 rrùJJion in 
19~8 to 12.1 million in 1959 (-6.7 million), 
while the number recorded in northern Canada 
and Alaska increased from about 10.6 million 
in 1958 to 15.9 nùllion in 1959 (+5.3 million). 
An increase in the number of prairie potholes in 
1960 caused the situation essentially to reverse. 
It seems obvious that during years when the 
breeding population moves north in the spring 
and finds the. number of potholes reduced by 
~rought there lS a tendency for a significant por
tion of the population to over-fly in a generally 
northwesterly direction. The bulk of these birds 
spend the summer in northern Alberta and the 
western portion of the Northwest Territories. 

Secondly, age ratios as determined from the 
duck wing collection survey demonstrate that 
during periods when the potholes are reduced in 
~umber and a high portion of the prairie popula
tIOn spends the summer in more northern habitat 
the net result is a low ratio of immatures to adult~ 
in the fail flight. Since there is no suggestion of 
a? increase in adult mortality du ring periods wh en 
blfds spend the summer in the north, it can be 
concluded that although northern habitat seems 
fully capable of supporting adults during the 
~ummer, t.his habitat is no substitute for potholes 
m producmg young of most important species. 

Although there is a highly significant relation
ship between number of potholes one year and 
the size of the duck breeding population the fol
lowing spring, it appears that the strength of this 
relationship has been reduced somewhat by pur
poseful management manipulations. As the supply 
of birds increased, season lengths and bag limits 

-Data from which figure drawn 

Number 
July 

Year ponds 

1954 4 .6 
1955 5.0 
1956 3.6 
1957 2.2 
1958 1.7 
1959 1.2 
1960 1.7 
1961 .6 
1962 .8 
1963 1.7 
1964 1.1 
1965 2.2 

Average 2.2 
Indexes in millions 
Correlation coefficient = .89" 
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Breeding 
population 
fOllowing 

year 

58 
61 
51 
54 
50 
44 
46 
40 
42 
46 
36 
45 

47.8 

.. 

Number of JUly ponds (millionsl 

Figure 1 Relationship between number of ponds in July in 
southern Prairie Provinces and size of eontioentaJ duek 
breediog population the following spring, ] 955-{i5 (excluding 
seoter, eider, merganser and old squaw) •• 

Figure 2 Relations~p between per cent shot and September 
through May mortality rate for mallards, 1955-{iS. t 

tData from which figure drawn 

Kill Mortaiity 
Year rate rate 
1955 37 54 
1956 45 56 
1957 40 54 
1958 47 54 
1959 32 50 
1960 31 58 
1961 33 55 
1962 26 40 
1963 32 5] 
1964 42 56 ]965 28 49 

Average 35.7 52.4 Indexes in millions 
Correlation coefficient = .61-

Mallard population dynamics, 1955-66* (population figures in millions) 

Breeding Pro- Ratio 
popu- duction No. Fal! 
iation (Imm/ Ad) young flight 

Year (1 ) (2) (3) (4) 

]955 9.6 1.5 14.4 24.0 
1956 11.0 1.2 13.2 24 .2 
1957 10.6 1.7 18 .0 28.6 
1958 13 .3 .8 10.6 23 .9 
1959 11.0 .6 6.6 17.6 
1960 8.8 1.2 10.6 19.4 
1961 8 .1 .7 5.7 13 .8 
1962 6.2 1.0 6.2 12.4 
1963 7 .5 1.0 7 .5 15 .0 
1964 7.4 .8 5.9 13 .3 
1965 5 .8 1.6 9.3 15 . 1 
1966 7.6 

Average 9.0 1 . J 9.8 18.8 

-Note: The data in this table are the best estimates 
availablc at the present time but are subject to correction 
when the present analysis of accumulated mallard data 
Il the Migratory Bird Populations Station is completed. 
Colwnn 1 is the aerial breeding population survey data 
adJusted for proportion of birds present but not seen. 
Column 2 is the ratio of immatures to adults in the fail 
Iliaht. In recent years this represents the age ratio in the 
till adjusted for ditferential vulnerability to the gun as 
measured by ditference in recovery rate from preseason 
banding. Prior to 1960 the ratios were deri ved in part 
from bas check records and in part by calcuiation. 
Column 5 is the estimated bag plus crippling 1055 in the 
United States obtained from the kill and wing coilection 
aurveys expanded to an estimate of the total by means of 
proportionate band recoveries between the United States 
and Canada. The remaining columns are obtained by cal
culations using these basic data. 

were liberalized. and vice versa. Enough data are 
available, at least for the mallard, to demonstrate 
that the effects of either liberal or restrictive 
shooting regulations are sufficient to allow an 
increase or cause a reduction in the proportion 
of the fall flight that is harvested and in the rate 
of survival to the following spring. This is dem
onstrated by mallard population dynamics data 
presented in Table 1 and Figure 2 for the period 
1955 through 1965. In other words, during peri
ods when breeding habitat was in good condition, 
liberal shooting regulations kept the breeding 
population from going as high as it might have 
and, conversely, during drought periods, restric
tive regulations kept the population from falling 
below the level it did. 1 might add that if this 
is not so, considerable effort has been wasted in 

Mortality from September 1 
to following May 

U.S.& Loss to 
Canadian causes 

bag + other than 
crippling 10ss shooting 

Total 
Number % Number % % 

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

8.9 37 4 . 1 17 54 
10.9 45 2.7 Il 56 
Il.4 40 3.9 14 54 
11.3 47 J .6 7 54 
5.7 32 3. 1 18 50 
6.1 31 5.2 27 58 
4.6 33 3.0 22 55 
3 .2 26 1.7 14 40 
4.8 32 2.8 19 51 
5 .6 42 1.9 14 56 
4.3 28 3.2 21 49 

7 .0 37 3.0 J6 53 

Sorne of the data are questionable. For example, il 
seems unlike1y that 1055 due to natura1 causes was as low 
as 7 per cent in 1958 or as high as 27 per cent in 1960. 
The most likely cause is an error in estimating produc
tion ratio. Also, it should be noted that data in ail 
coiumns in this table except columns l, 2, and 5 are 
somewhat in error. For exampie, column 3 (numbcr of 
young) was obtained by multiplying an age ratio ob
served in the fall population by the number of breeders 
in the previous spring population. Since sorne mortality 
of breeders occurred before fall this results in a some
what exaggerated estimate of the fall tlight, and, in turn, 
somewhat inflated estimates of mortality to the foilowing 
spring. Current estimates of aduit mortality between 
May and September average about 4 to 5 per cent 50 
this does not seem to be an important consideration . 

the collection and analysis of data leading up to 
the annual establishment of shooting regulations. 

Another important factor reducing the strength 
of the relationship between number of ponds and 
size of the breeding population the following 
spring is the effect of weather du ring the nesting 
and brood periods. Il is quite obvious that, given 
2 years with equal water, one with favourable 
weather and the other with adverse, there can be 
marked differences in production success. For 
examp:e, 1957 was a year with a rather high 
breeding population but with only an average 
number of ponds. The season was early, the 
weather was favourable, and, at least for the mal
lard, there was a high rate of production. As a 
direct result, mallard breeding populations in the 
spring of 1958 were the highest recorded du ring 
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Figure.3 :rotaI continental mallard and pinta il breeding 
populatIOn mdexes, 1955- 66 (adjusted for birds present but 
?ot seen and recorded) and numbers of May and July ponds 
m southern Prairie Provinces 1954- 66. 

Figure 4 Relationship between July ponds in southern 
Prairie Provinces and number of mallard young prOduced in 
North America 1955-65 (indexes in millions).' 

the mid-1950 wet period even though by 1957 the 
number of ponds had been sharply reduced. 

At trus point it is important to note tbat the 
reaction of sorne species to this drying trend was 
not the same as for mallards. Tbe trend in May 
and ~uly ponds .and .in the mallard and pintai! 
breedlOg popula.tlOns IS shown in Figure 3. The 
number of ponds in July 1956 dropped rather 
sharply as compared to 1955 and this was re
~ected by a drop in the pintail breeding popula
tIOn the following spring. This was probably due 
to the characteristic of pintails to ne st mostly in 
~rasslands, while maHards seem to prefer potholes 
In parklands. Since grassland potholes are the 
first to feel the effects of a reduction in rainfall 
this .is Iikely why pintails were among the firs~ 
specles to respond to the decrease in number of 
water areas. It is perhaps significant to note that 
the canvasback population trend seemed to follow 
the maIJard, reaching peak populations in 1958 
while species such as blue-winged teal and red~ 
he~d w~re ~ore like pintai l, reaching peak popu
Jat'lOns In eIther 1955 or 1956. 

It is feasible to examine the problem of ponds 
ve.rsus duck production more directly . To do 
thIS we must use mallard data since this is the 
oruy species for which we have sufficient informa
tion about enough of the factors involved. Know
ing so~ething of the magnitude of the breeding 
populatIon, the production ratio, the magnitude 
?f the .harvest, and the over-all mortality rate, it 
IS possIble to calculate sucb items as number of 
you~g and size of the fall flight (Table 1). 

FIgure 4 presents the relationship between 
number of July ponds in the soutbern Prairie 
Provinces and the total oumber of mallard young 
p.ro~uced on the continent. The relationship is 
sIgruficant at the 99 per cent level of probability. 
The relationship between July ponds and number 
of mallard young shown in Figure 4 ' has been 
plotted two ways: (1) including the observations 
made in 1957, and (2) excluding the 1957 ob
servations. In both cases the relationship is sig-

*Data from which figure drawn 

Year July ponds No . of young 
1955 5.0 14.4 1956 3.6 13 .2 1957 2.2 18 .0 1958 1.7 10.6 1959 1.2 6.6 1960 1.7 10.6 
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Year 

1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 

July ponds 

.6 

.8 
1.7 
1.1 
2.2 

No. of young 

5.7 
6.2 
7.5 
5.9 
9.3 

Comparison of mallard production ratios obtained by two independent methods, 1955-66 

Production ratio based on July ponds Production 

No. No. 

Vear ponds* breeders* 

1955 5.0 9 . 6 

1956 3.6 11.0 

1957 2.2 10.6 

1958 1.7 13.3 

1959 1.2 11.0 

1960 1.7 8.8 

1961 .6 8.1 

1962 .8 6.2 

1963 1.7 7.5 

1964 1.1 7.4 

1965 2.2 5 .8 

1966 2.0 7.6 

*(Millions) 

nificant at the 99 per cent level of probability. 
This is surprising for the same reason mentioned 
earlier regarding total ducks. The number of July 
ponds included in the above correlation is the 
number recorded in the southern portion of the 
Prairie Provinces oruy. Since a significant number 
of mallards is produced elsewhere in Canada 
and in the United States, this means that either 
the trend in number of ducklings produced in 
other areas agreed quite c10sely with the trend 
in the Prairie Provinces (which was probably 
true insofar as the pothole region in the prairie 
states was concerned), or the number of mallards 
produced in other areas was quite constant. 

At this point 1 would J.ike to propose a the ory 
of maUard population dynamics wruch 1 don't 
think can be proven but wruch 1 think is worthy 
of consideration. The theory is that the number 
of mallards produced in a given year is more a 
function of the number of July ponds than it is 
of the size of the breeding population during that 
year. Let me immediately state a qualification: 
this will be true only if the breeding population 
does not fail below certain levels. 1 am tempted 
to peg this level at between 5 and 6 million birds. 
To illustrate this, 1 believe that given average 
weather conditions and the number of ponds we 
had in a year like 1964, we would have got about 
5.9 million young regardless of whether tbe 
breeding population was 7.4 million, as it was, 
or much larger, say 10 million, or possibly 

ratio based 
No. Ratio on wing 

young* Yg. fAdo survey, etc. Difference 

15.4 1.6 1.5 - .1 
12.1 1.1 1.2 + . 1 
9.5 .9 1.7 +.8 
8.4 .6 .8 +.2 
7.4 .7 .6 - .1 
8.4 1.0 1.2 +.2 
6.1 .8 .7 - . 1 
6.6 l.1 1.0 -.1 
8.4 LI 1.0 - .1 
7.2 1.0 .8 - .2 
9.5 1.6 1.6 0 
9.1 1.2 ? 

smaHer, say 5 million . My notion is that had we 
entered 1964 with 10 million breeding mallards, 
the production ratio would likely have been 
about .6 immatures per adult (rather than the 
observed ratio of .8 irrunatures per adult), while 
if the breeding population had been 5 million the 
production ratio would Iikely have been about 
l.2 immatures per adult. 

The implications and ramifications of this 
theory are almost without end. Let me begin by 
repeating a point 1 made earlier conceroing vari
ability caused by favourable or unfavourable 
weather conditions. The year 1957 is a good case 
in point. Even though the number of July ponds 
in 1957 was oruy about average for the period 
1955 through 1965, the number of mallard young 
produced in 1957 was the highest for the 11-year 
period. The fact remains, however, that the rela
tionship between July ponds and number of young 
produced was significant for the period including 
1957 (correlation coefficient .712) and was even 
more so when 1957 was excluded (correlation 
coefficient .915). The implication is strong that 
variations in production due to favourable or un
favourable weather conditions are the exception 
rather than the rule. 

The manner in which the July pond count 
index can be used to predict mallard production 
rates for a given year is illustrated in Table 2. 
Starting with July ponds, the number of mallard 
young for each year was caIculated using the 
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predicting equation Y = 2.lOx + 48 .8 from 
the correlation shown in Figure 4 . The number of 
young each year was then divided by the num
ber of breeders from the breeding population 
~urvey to obtain a ratio of immatures to adults 
ln the faH flight. This calculated production rate 
was then compared with the estimates of annual 
production rate as obtained from wing surveys 
ban ding, and bag checks. ' 

With the exception of 1957, the agreement 
~etween the production rates obtained by two 
lUdependent methods is quite good. Further, it 
would seem that inclusion of weather factors 
rel~ted to .the pre-nesting and / or early nesting 
penod~ nught reduce the discrepancy during 
years hke 1957. In short, developing an estimate 
of annual production success using a count of 
the number of ponds in pothole breeding range 
appears promising for at least the mallard . Since 
there appears to be a good correlation between 
J.uly pond count and total duck breeding popula
tIons the foUowing spring, it would appear that 
the same sort of relationship developed here for 
the mallard must apply also for sorne of the 
other important species. 

If we accept the basic premise that number 
of ducklings produced is directly related to the 
number of July ponds, this immediately raises a 
ques.tion con~erning the possible effect of pond 
quality. 1 beheve that many biologists have the 
feeling that as the number of ponds decreases 
due to drought the quality of those remaining is 
also reduced. Although it is possible that this 
~s so, the data do not suggest that pothole quality 
IS nearly as important as pothole numbers. It 
would seem that if reduced quality was an im
portant factor du ring a drought condition then 
the relationship between number of ponds and 
number of ducklings wou Id be curvilinear rather 
than straight-line. That is, comparatively fewer 
young would have been produced per pond when 
the number of ponds was low. Although there 
may be a hint of this in the yearly observations 
shown in Figure 4, 1 can't see that it has been 
an important factor, at \east for the mallard. 

What about the principle of "inversity"? With 
several .nonmigratory species it appears that re
pr~duc~lve rate is higher when the breeding popu
latIOn IS low, and vice versa. At first glance 
t~is pri~ciple would not seem to apply with ducks: 
SInce hl~h production ratios were observed during 
the penod when peak breeding populations oc-
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curred. It must be remembered, however, that 
the amount of duck breeding habitat varies mark
edly .. Wh~n this is taken into consideration and 
the situatIOn is examined in tertns of breed . f ers 
per ~~It 0 . b:,ee~in.g habitat, it would appear 
that mverslty IS Important in affecting duck 
produ~tion ratios. For example, in 1959 when 
we still ha? a mallard breeding population of 
about Il millIon birds, but only about 1.2 million 
J uly ponds, it seems obvious that there was 
ins~fficient habitat for the number of breeders 
avallable and the low production ratio of .6 im
matures pero adult that occurred that year was 
almost certamly a refiection of inversity. At the 
other e~d of the scale, in 1965 with a breeding 
p~p~latlOn of about 5.8 million mallards and 2.2 
mlll~on J uly ponds there appeared to be sufficient 
habitat for most of these breeders, and in spite 
of som~what adverse weather conditions there 
was a hlgh production rate of 1.6 immatures per 
adult. 

I~ is not necessary to dig very deeply into the 
~ub~ect. of inversity to uncover a large number of 
mtngumg problems. In the first place, when an
nuaI harvest of agame species is added to natural 
losses th~ species must compensate for this by 
reproducmg at a higher rate, or by reducing the 
rate of loss due to causes other th an shooting 
or by a combination of these. Successful manage~ 
m~nt of agame species often depends on discov
ermg when, where, how, and to what degree 
~hese compensating factors operate. This can be 
Illustrated by examining the basic question: what 
would happen to the mallard population in the 
absence of shooting? If you accept the idea that 
~he numb.er of mallards produced in a given year 
IS a funct~on of the number of July ponds, 1 think 
th~ questIOn can be answered. In Table 1 it is 
estlm~ted that the loss to causes other than 
~hootmg from September 1 through the follow
mg May . has ~veraged about 16 per cent. 
E.xtrapolattng thls to a period of 12 months 
ylelds an estimate of about 20 per cent loss 
due t~ ~au.ses other than the gun. Further, 
and thls IS Important, there is no evidence that 
the loss rate due to natural causes was higher 
when .mallard populations were larger. Rather, 
there IS a suggestion that rate of 10ss due to 
natural causes w~s somewhat less du ring periods 
of ~eak populatIOn (possibly related to better 
habitat ~onditions on the breeding grounds). In 
a practlcal way fuis constitutes evidence that 

capacity of migration and wintering habi-
is not a limiting factor on mallard population 

at least within the population levels that have 
tcd in recent years . Related to this is the fact 

lllat water plus harvested grain lands , such as 
pist in the Columbia Basin in the Pacific North
west and in many other parts of the country, 
copsùtute migration and wintering habitat with a 
dernonstrated high carrying capacity for mallards. 
50 long as large acreages of corn, wheat, barley, 
and rice continue to be grown in the United States 
Il is hard to see how there could be a shortage of 
snigration and wintering habitat insofar as the 
lIlallard population that North American breeding 
habitat is capable of producing is concerned. 

This means that if the size of the mallard 
population were to increase materially it does 
Dot seem likely that natural loss rate would in
crease very much. Let us assume that if the faU 
ftigbt doubled or tri pied the loss rate to natural 
causes would increase to 25 per cent. If the loss 
rate were 25 per cent, the production ratio 
required to replace this loss in the absence of 
shooting would be .33 immatures per adult in 
the fail fiight. The problem, then, is to discover 
al what population level there will be a large 
enough portion of the breeders unable to find 
suitable places to nest so as to decrease the 
production rate to an average of .33 immatures 

per adult. 
During the period 1955 througb 1965, which 

represents a good cross-section of high and low 
pothole numbers, the average number of July 
ponds in the Prairie Provinces totailed about 
1,980,000. In Figure 4, this number has been 
associated with an average production of about 
9.5 million young mailards. If 9.5 million young 
were balancing a loss rate of 25 per cent, the 
average fall fiight would total about 38 mi11ion 
maUards and the breeding population would 
average about 28 .5 million. This compares with 
an estimated average faU fiight for the 1955-65 
period of 18.8 million and an average breeding 

population of about 9 million. 
Based on this line of approach, 1 wou Id say 

that the chances are quite good that the effect 
of hunting on the mallard population has been to 
reduce the faU fiight and the breeding population 
by about 50 and 68 per cent, respectively. At 
these levels the rate of production has been in
creased to the point where the population can 
sustain a loss due to hunting averaging at least 

one-third of the fall flight. Whether a larger 
harvest could be taken on a sustained yield basis 
is not clear. There seems to be little question 
that ducks have been over-harvested in sorne 
years, such as 1964. In other years, or at least 
in certain localities, 1 suspect that they have been 

under-harvested. 
1 feel certain that more research on mallard 

population dynamics will lead to more efficient 
harvest management. 1 suspect, however, that 
research on the population dynamics of sorne 
species less heavily shot than the mallard could 
pay bigger dividends. 1 am thinking of species 
such as the blue-winged teal and scaup, and per
haps the pintail, widgeon, and gadwall. 1 should 
mention that we know already that natural loss 
rates for sorne of these species are higher than 
for the mallard. This is true for both pintail and 
blue-winged teal. Il may be significant that both 
species migra te much longer distances than the 
mallard. There may be a loss associated with 
this longer migration that takes a more or less 
constant fraction of the birds making the flight. 
ln other words, the loss may not be density 
dependent. If this is so, these species may not be 
able to sustain a harvest rate equal to the mallard . 
Nevertheless, if their production can be increased 
by reducing the size of the breeding population , 
this is something we need to know. The present 
experimental teal season is a step toward trying 

to find out. 
Returning again to the question of number of 

mallard young produced being a function of the 
number of J uly ponds, it would seem that terri
torialism must be the controlling factor. 1 men
tioned earlier that in years like 1959 a large 
number of birds that ordinarily ne st in prairie 
potholes spent the summer largely in northern 
Alberta and the western portion of the Northwest 
Territories. They did not crowd into the reduced 
number of potholes remaining in the prairies. 
1 fail to see any explanation for the over-flying 
that occurred other than that once the available 
habitat was "filled" the remainder of the popula-

tion kept on going. 
1 am aware that in years like 1959 wh en large 

numbers of birds over-flew the prairies and ended 
up in the Northwest Territories there seemed to 
be potholes with no birds. 1 am also aware of 

. examples where even species like the mallard 
seemed to crowd into availab\e habitat. 1 am im
pressed, however, by the comparative evenness 
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with which nesting pairs distribu te tbemselves 
within pothole habitat in a given year. AIso, 
among years with considerable changes in both 
over-all breeding population and numbers of pot
holes there has been reasonable consistency in the 
average number of birds per pond from year to 
year in pothole habitat. For example, average 
ducks per May pond in the southern Prairie 
Provinces for the period 1955 through 1966 has 
been approximately 4.5, 6.2, 8.6, 7.0, 8.4, 5.1, 
7 .1, 4.0, 4.5, 4.3, 2.7 and 4.2, respectively. 
1 believe the low number of birds per pond in 
1965 (2.7) was due to insufficient birds to 
fill the habitat. AIso, 1 wish information was 
available concerning average pothole size by 
year since sorne of the differences in ducks 
per pond among years may be due to a change 
in average size. For example, during years with 
decreasing numbers of water areas, such as 
1957, 1958, 1959, and 1961, there is a tendency 
for the smaller ponds to go dry and the larger to 
remain. For whatever reason, it is noticeable that 
these years have higher-than-average numbers of 
birds per pond. During wet years, or years wh en 
the number of ponds is increasing, there is a tend
ency for smaller ponds to contain water and the 
number of birds per pond is lower than average. 
Finally, 1 am not convinced that pothole habitat 
during the nesting season is filled to capacity with 
birds insofar as food and shelter is concerned. For 
example, if ducks were gregarious during the nest
ing season, it seems to me that pothole breeding 
range could support many more birds than it 
does, as evidenced by the large number of moult
ing birds supported by limited amounts of wetland 
in midsummer. Although sorne waterfowl biolo
gists doubt that establishment and defence of a 
"territory" has much to do with the number of 
ducks that will nest in a given unit of the breeding 
range, it appears to me that a territorial behaviour 
of sorne sort cornes closer to explaining the over
ail situation than any other concept. 

When the mallard data are examined from the 
standpoint of territorialism there are sorne inter
esting sidelights. For example, if a territory is 
established and defended in sorne manner, thus 
limiting the number of birds that will nest in a 
given habitat unit, it wou Id seem that this defence 
should be strongest prior to and during the nesting 
season. If this is the case, it would seem reason
able that the correlation between May ponds and 
number of young produced should have been 
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stronger than that between July ponds and pro
duction. Actually, the reverse was true. A possible 
expIa nation is that with the methods used to count 
ponds, the May pond index may contain fairly 
large numbers of ponds that had little or nothing 
to do with determining the number of birds that 
would settle down to nest in a given area. The 
other possibility is that J uly ponds have much to 
do with the number of females successful in rais
ing a brood regardless of the number that may 
have nested originally. Since there is a correlation 
between the number of ponds in May and the 
number that will last through the summer, there 
is, of course, a significant correlation between the 
number of ponds in May and the number of 
young produced, but the correlation coefficient is 
smaller. 

With regard to the relationship between May 
versus July ponds and production of young 1 wish 
it were possible to obtain production data related 
to the Dakotas and the Prairie Provinces sep a
rately. In the Dakotas to a much greater degree 
than in the Prairie Provinces, the number of mal
lards that establish nesting terri tories seems to be 
determined by the ponds present in April and 
May, during the northward migration. 

This is a problem with many ramifications. 
Chief among them is the strength of "homing" to 
the area where the bird was raised or nested the 
previous year as compared to its willingness to 
"pioneer" into new areas. Related to this are such 
factors as latitude, habitat condition, and degree 
to which available habitat is "filled" with birds. 
1 would suspect also that age of the birds is in
volved, with yearlings being more willing to 
"pioneer" than birds which have nested before. 

An intensive ground study at Waubay, South 
Dakota, beginning in the early 1950's, revealed 
a very strong direct relationship between the 
number of water areas present in May and the 
size of the breeding population that established 
itself on the study area. It appeared that pro
duction each year was strongly correlated with 
the number of nesters, although the data are not 
definite on this point. 

To me, these data suggest that as the birds 
move northward in the spring individuals pioneer
ing into new areas are more likely to end up in 
the southern portion of the pothole breeding 
range than in the northern portion. 

A factor that may relate to the situation is 
over-shoot-ing the breeding population that homes 

. a AI Hochbaum became convinced glven are. . 
8urober of years ago .that populations homm.~ 
Il. f breeding habitat around Delta, Malll 
unlts 0 h t that were being reduced by a arvest ra e . 

the production rate . In a paper entltled 
.'*'W-'lfceaete')rft:uowl species management : p~oblem~ a~d 

" given at the North Amencan Wlldhfe 
nrogress h' s r nference in 1965, 1 reported on t .1S, as a po -
~ e of lower breeding densltles of late 
Slble cauS . h 

i rating species, such as the mallard, m t e 
m gk tas and western Minnesota as compared to 
Da ~t' l'n the southern Prairie Provinces. A densl les . 

t P
ublication by the State of Millnesota, 

recen . Th' al 
Ducks ana land use in Mmnesota, ee me ' 
Bulletin No . 8, proposes t~at t~e local. popula
tion in western Minnesota ~s bemg subJected to 
barvest and natural mortahty rates that alm?st 
certainly exceed the product.ion ~ate . Accordi.ng 
to recoveries of mallard bandlllgs lU western M.lll
nesota, mortality rate on the local populatl~n 
may have averaged as high as 85 per cent ID 

recent years, with the bulk of the birds being lost 
to shooting. Further, about 70 per cent of those 
lost to shooting were taken in Minnesota. 

Another area with a potential problem is south
western Manitoba. The ma1lard breeding popula
tion index for Stratum A, Manitoba, . for. the 
period 1955 through 1966 is presente~ m Figure 
5. Drought reduced the mallard breedmg po.pul~
tion in this area to a low level by 1962, as It dld 
elsewhere. In most other areas, however, there 
has been a considerable improvement in the last 
2 or 3 years. As you can see in Figure 5, there 
has been little or no increase in Stratum A, 

Manitoba. 
It is my opinion that even though the harvest 

of Stratum A mallards may have been relatively 
low in recent years, it may still have caused the 
mortality rate to exceed the prod~ction rate. 
This could account for the populatIOn not re
covering. Further, 1 can see reasons why south
western Manitoba might be similar to western 
Minnesota insofar as harvest distribution is con
cerned' that is the bulk of the harvest associated 
with this unit' of the breeding population may 

have been taken in Manitoba. 
Although the mechanics of the situa.tion. are not 

weIl understood 1 think it is becoffimg lllcreas
ingly obvious that an area which provides high 
quality breeding habitat, such as prairie. and p.ar~
land potholes, also provides a situatIOn wlthlll 
which the birds produced are very vulnerable to 

. 5 T d J'n mallard breedÏDg population index, FJgure ren . 
Stratum A, Manitoba, 1955-66 (Aerial survey mdex un· 
adjusted for birds not seen and recorded). 

shooting until south ward migr~tion begins. I.n 
those localities where the denslty of hunters IS 
comparatively high it appears that har~est ra~es 
and associated mortality rates can qUite e~sI1y 
exceed the production rates . It seems obvl~us 
that this is what has happened in we~t~r.n ~~
nesota, and it appears there is .a posslbility It IS 
occurring in southwestern Manitoba. 

Before leaving this subject 1 should ment~on 
that if over-shooting can reduce the breedmg 
population of a given species in a given area, then 

a "vacuum" has been created it will not once . . 
fill with "pioneer" birds to the same d~nslty It 
did with "homing" birds. 1 have a feeling, and 
it is no more than this, that areas with over-sh?t 
populations located within major flight ro~tes will 
fill with "pioneer" birds to a greater denslty than 
will areas located more or less on the fringe .. F~r 
example, North and South Dako~a may be W1t~m 
a major mallard fiight route whlle western ~m
nesota and southwestern Manitoba may be fnnge 
areas. If this is true, then each situation presents 
a different problem and will require a different 

solution. 
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Summary and conclusions 
In this paper a few interesting relationships have 
been examined in a general sort of way. l have 
not even mentioned dozens of important problems 
relating to pothole breeding habitat which can be 
examined from a continental viewpoint using 
extensive survey data. l believe the few relation~ 
ships looked into have value as locators or identiw 
fiers of research problems important to manage
ment of the resource. AIso, they can be used to 
illustrate an approach ta waterfowl research that 
l think is important. Simply stated, this approach 
is ta look first at the overwaIl situation as portrayed 
by extensive survey data before deciding that an 
intensive study is needed on a particular problem 
in a selected area. 

In the final analysis, populations of ail wild
life species are limited by one or more critical 
factors. Research on these critical factors is more 
likely to produce usable results than research on 
other factors. With waterfowl we are working 
with populations that are extremely mobile. 
Determination of factors affecting population 
dynamics of a migratory species demands data 
from widely separated portions of the continent. 
l believe we have reached the point where at 
least for some of the more common species we 
can examine size and distribution of the breeding 
population, shifts in distribution patterns in 
response ta habitat changes, production rates, 
size and distribution of the hunting kill by sex 
and age, mortality rates due ta causes other than 
shooting, and total annual mortality rates (meas
ured from about September 1). ln the tirst place 
l am impressed with the degree to which these 
data can be used to obtain practical answers to 
many research and management problems. 
Second, l am equaIly impressed by the way in 
which these data can be used to narrow the field 
and pinpoint important research problems that 
require more intensive methods for their solution. 
For example, data from western Minnesota sug
gest that a problem in need of investigation is a 
very high mallard mortality rate associated with 
over-shooting within Minnesota. This suggests 
that research to find acceptable methods of 
reducing the kill rate will likely be more produc
tive of useful results than will research aimed 
at finding methods for increasing the production 
rate associated with Minnesota breeding habitat. 

Once a priority problem is identified and a 
study area selected there is continuing need for 
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reviewing annual results in relation to data from 
extensive surveys. Depending somewhat on the 
problem, what happens on a given area in a given 
year may be markedly influenced by changes in 
conditions a thousand miles away. Results from 
an intensive study on the area are likely to be 
more meaningful if they are reviewed in light 
of conditions in aIl related areas. 

What are some of the problems uncovered by 
examination of the extensive survey data? First, 
l wish very much that we had sufficient data to 
examine populations of eight or ten important 
duck species in the same way that we have 
examined the mallard. Already we have bits and 
pieces of information concerning various species 
that are most intriguing. For example, we know 
that gadwall increased materiaIly during the 
drought period when most species were being 
drastically reduced. What was it that caused this 
to happen? We know that several species, such 
as blue-winged teal, pintail, and black duck, have 
natural mortality rates (due to causes other than 
shooting) that are considerably higher than that 
of mallards. Why is this so? Some others seem 
to have low mortality rates due to aU causes which 
seem ta be balanced by a low rate of production. 
The lesser scaup appears ta be in this category. 
Is the lower production rate among lesser scaup 
due to the fact that the bulk of the population 
nests in the north in habitat that may be less 
productive than pothole habitat; or is it possible 
that lesser scaup are sufficiently numerous to 
have overstocked the productive portions of their 
breeding range to the point where a significant 
portion of the population must ne st in habitat 
where their chance of being successful is low? 
Answers to problems such as these have a very 
definite bearing on future use of the North Amer
ican waterfowl population for hunting recreation. 

Another intriguing problem is prompted by the 
information which suggests that pothole habitat 
will furnish nesting sites for no more than a 
given number of birds with the limiting factor 
being number of significant ponds that are present. 
This suggests a certain spacing or territorial re
quirement which is probably a function of male 
activity during the prenesting period. If hunters 
could be induced to shoot drakes to the extent 
that breeding population sex ratios could be 
reduced from the present preponderance of 
drakes to ratios where hens outnumbered drakes 
two or more to one, it seems possible that the 

density of hens in pothole breeding ha?itat and 
associated production rates could be mcreased 
considerably. There has been much talk about 
inevitable loss of breeding habitat in the future 

nd the need for making remaining habitat more a . 
roductive. Is a modification of sex ratIos a 
~ay of accomplishing this? We know that in 
captivity a ratio of a~ut six ~allard hens per 
drake is most productive of vIable eggs. Ex
perience gained in years like 1962, when we had 
a one mallard daily limit plus a "save the hens" 
publicity campaign, den:onstrates that hunters 
can be reasonably selectIve of drakes. For ex
ample, in Arkansas in 1962, hunters killed 4.2 
drake mallards for each hen. l suggest that sex 
ratios as they relate to production rates in pot
hole habitat are a fertile field for research. 

Finally, insofar as ducks are concerned, aU of 
the research data with which l am familiar dem
on strate that pothole habitat is the key to the 
future of duck hunting in North America as it is 
practised today. The need for preserving ?othole 
habitat is recognized, and both the CanadIan and 
United States governments have developed pro
grams to accomplish this. In developing th~se 
programs attempts are being ma~e to determme 
what portion of the total depresslOns cap~ble of 
holding water we are justified in preser~mg. !t 
is my belief that data showing the relatlOnship 
between number of ponds and duck production 
presented in this paper demonstrate the need for 
preserving ail significant water areas. Any reduc
tion in number will befollowed by a commen
surate reduction in the number of ducks impor
tant to hunters unless this loss can be mitigated. 
A priority research problem is the determination 
of the kinds of ponds that are "significant". 

A subject under debate at the present time is 
the need for preserving ponds that may be wet 
no more than 3 or 4 years out of 10 or 12. l 
think it is obvious, however, that if these depres
sions were not capable of holding water during 
the 3 or 4 years when there was sufficient rainfaIl 
then the bumper crops of ducks and liberal shoot
ing regulations enjoyed at the peak of each water 
cycle by hunters in Canada and the United States 
would not be possible. 

l am aware of the philosophy of some indi
viduals engaged in preserving waterfowl breeding 
habitat that any amount of habitat preserved is a 
step in the right direction, and that with this 

approach it is impossible to go wrong. On the 
other hand, if we end up preserving only 50 per 
cent of the significant potholes and the remainder 
is lost, it seems rather obvious that faIl flights 
of ducks important to hunters would be reduced 
to the point where not much more than half the 
present number of hunters could participate. Al
ready the cost of the waterfowl program in rela
tion to the number of hunters is a matter of 
concern. A materiaI reduction in number of hunt
ers from the present levels would raise serious 
doubts about the economic feasibility of the por
tion of the program aimed at pro vi ding hunting 
recreation. It follows that if the pothole preserva
tion program ends up with a significant 10ss of 
ponds the portion of the program dealing with 
hunting might be terminated, and most of the 
money spent on potholes would essentially have 
been wasted. In justification of this statement, it 
is my personal belief that unrestricted agricul
tural drainage of pothole habitat would reduce 
the number of ponds considerably but in no 
respect would eliminate potholes as a breeding 
habitat type. 1 do not believe that even a 75 to 
80 per cent decrease in the number of potholes 
would reduce any species of waterfowl in North 
America to the endangered level although the 
populations of several species would be markedly 
lower. Even at reduced levels, however, l believe 
that sufficient birds of aU species would remain 
and that, if weIl distributed, they would be ca
pable of meeting a greatly increased demand for 
outdoor recreation in the form of bird watching, 
photography, etc. In other words, it is my opinion 
that if our objective was producing and distribut
ing a waterfowl population to supply bird watch
ers, it is not likely that we would need to spend 
millions of dollars preserving pothole habitat. This 
leads to the conclusion that the pothole preserva
tion program is tied directIy to a large harvestable 

surplus. 
We in the United States are being pressured 

more and more each year at budget time to ex
amine an expenditures in terms of "cost-benefit". 
Our "benefit" is hunting recreation, and justifica
tion for the pothole preservation program is 
measured in terms of number of days afield. 1 
suggest that both research and management or
ganizations keep their eyes on this particular 
bail when developing their programs. 
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Summary: Part III 

L. R. Jahn 

Objectives of this session were (1) to explore 
relationships between smaU wetlands and breed
ing ducks, for individual species where possible, 
based on information accumulated on intensive 
study areas over a period of years, (2) to relate 
these findings, where possible, to pond and duck 
populations trends revealed by extensive aerial 
surveys, and (3) to identify future management 
and research needs for breeding ducks. 

Seasonal characteristics of pothole gains and 
losses of water were explored and best defined by 
Jack Millar for three areas in southern Saskat
chewan studied in 1963-65. Winter chinook 
winds cause loss of snow and thereby reduce 
spring melt-waters that could refill wetland basins. 
During the waterfowl breeding season water loss 
is associated with pond size. Approximately 15 
to 38 per cent of aH basins 1.0 acre or less in 
size lacked surface water in spring. Of those 
basins containing surface water in late April, 77 
to 92 per cent were dry by late May. Losses of 
water were greatest in severe drought. Potholes 
over 1.0 acre also lost surface water between late 
April and late May, with a range of 31 to 81 
per cent losing water on different study areas 
( 1963-64). Only following ab ove-normal summer 
precipitation do potholes 1.0 acre or less in size 
carry water over winter. 

Average loss of ponds at Redvers, Saskat
chewan, between May 10 and July 10 was 37 per 
cent for the 15-year period 1952-66 and was 
86 per cent during the drought in 1961. In sorne 
years ponds with surface water increased between 
May 10 and July 10 due to precipitation and 
runoff. 

Numbers of May ponds alone probably should 
not be used as a comparative measure of year-to
year changes in the condition of habitat available 
to breeding waterfowl. Since most of the larger 
basins (over 1.0 acre) have sorne water in early 
spring in aU but the worst drought years, fluctua
tions in the number of temporary basins less 
than 1.0 acre contribute most to the change in 
numbers of flooded potholes among years. 
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While breeding ducks are sometimes seen rest
ing and feeding on temporary water areas, over
an value of these depressions to the birds was 
questioned by most speakers. Use by ducks is not 
considered equivalent to need by the birds for 
these temporary units of habitat. Thus, counts of 
water areas in early May probably inc1ude many 
temporary areas of questionable functional value 
to breeding ducks. 

Before a firm decision can be made to preserve 
or eliminate temporary water areas (sheet water), 
these natural basins must be defined c1early and a 
decision reached on which ones can be sacrificed 
without affecting breeding duck populations sub
stantially. Consideration should be given to elimi
nating sheet-water areas in cropfields where they 
inconvenience landowners. 

Numbers of ponds fiooded in May have little 
relationship to the number of flooded ponds avail
able to broods in July. But with high water levels 
in May chances are excellent for adequate brood 
water in July. Critical examination of existing 
pond records is needed to determine if duck re
productive success can be predicted on the basis 
of May water levels in more permanent basins 
plus precipitation records during the growing sea
son. If this is possible, consideration could be 
given to eliminating the July pond and brood 
survey. New surveys to collect data for testing this 
idea should overlap old surveys to provide con
tinuity of historical records. Only when firm data 
establish advantages should old surveys be re
placed with new surveys. 

Possibilities appear remote for using J uly pond 
numbers to predict the number of ponds present 
the following May. In most years a large percent
age of basins are dry by freeze-up, especially 
those located in the grasslands. Refilling depends 
upon the amount of winter precipitation, condi
tion of the soil, and magnitude and pattern of 
rainfall in spring, none of which can be forecast at 
this time. 

The number of J uly ponds in the southern por
tion of the three Prairie Provinces was correlated 
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with the size of the North American breeding 
duck population the following spring (1955-65). 
Since only about 47 per cent of all corn mon game 
ducks nested in the prairies and parklands, either 
production in other breeding areas showed the 
same trend as the prairies and parklands or pro
duction in other areas was reasonably constant 
among years. Although this correlation holds for 
a group of ducks, it does not hold for the mallard. 
Data used to establish the general correlation 
need to be examined critically for individual 
major duck species before the number of July 
ponds can be used with complete confidence in 
establishing relationships with the size of spring 
breeding duck populations. 

A correlation also exists between the number of 
July ponds in the southern Prairie Provinces and 
the total number of young mallards produced in 
North America. The relationship involved is c1ear. 
July ponds must be available in the prairies and 
parklands, as well as elsewhere, to ensure survival 
of broods to flight stage. Drought reduces the 
number of July ponds and lowers brood survival, 
especially in the prairies and parklands. 

Rod Drewien provided us with an excellent 
example of how basic ecological re'lationships can 
be revealed through a long-term ground study. 
Detailed observations at Waubay, South Dakota, 
and critical analyses of data illustrate relationships 
between available potholes and use of them by 
breeding ducks, particularly blue-winged teal. 

Densities of annual breeding populations of 
blue-winged teal at Waubay are determined pri
marily by local water conditions existing between 
April 25 and May 15, the pre-nesting and early 
nesting period. Blue-winged teal populations were 
not associated with improvement of water condi
tions from precipitation occurring in late May and 
June. Water areas flooded after the brief critical 
period in late April to mid-May failed to increase 
aIready stabilized breeding populations. 

Loss of water areas and declining water levels 
prior to nesting (late May) stimulated blue
winged teal to move away from the study area. 
No population decline was associated with a de
crease of water conditions in June, presumably 
after nesting was under way and teal were we11 
established in their home ranges. 

Drastic fluctuations in densities of the local 
blue-winged teal population were associated with 
numbers of water areas and were largely inde
pendent of continental teal population levels. 

This relationship suggests that teal may be short
stopped as they move northward through South 
Dakota from their wintering grounds. 

Strength of homing to natal wetlands is great
est in adult ducks. But what constitutes the 
average or maximum distance from the natal 
marsh that young ducks will accept a breeding 
area is unknown. Gross observations suggest that 
attractive wetlands on southern parts of the 
primary breeding range, such as Waubay, South 
Dakota, are filled by ducks as they move north 
on spring migration, as well as by ducks homing 
to the area. Theoretically, this short-stopping 
would be most pronounced where major north
ward flights cross attractive breeding habitat. 
This idea awaits further exploration through 
research. 

Utilization of potholes by blue-winged teal 
pairs varies throughout the breeding season. 
Habitat use is influenced by (1) pond type and 
size, (2) behaviour and mobility of the birds, 
(3) availability of wetlands, and (4) availability 
and quality of nesting and roosting coyer. 

Rod Drewien added a new dimension to known 
habitat needs by defining night roosting coyer 
for blue-winged teaI. Except for sheet-water areas, 
aIl sizes and types of flooded potholes having 
patchy stands of residual vegetation were used 
for night roosting in spring. Open ponds received 
Httle or no ~use for roosting, even though blue
wing pairs occupied them during the day. 

Early in the breeding season blue-winged teal 
pairs had a c1umped distribution, with the larger 
and more permanent type 3, 4, and 5 potholes 
being used. Later, following a brief period of 
behavioural ho stility , pairs radiated out to nest. 
Use of surrounding temporary wetlands increased 
as nesting was initiated. Tom Sterling described 
a similar pattern of habitat use by shovelers 
studied in Alberta by H.G. Poston. 

Waubay potholes located in idle areas, soil 
bank lands, and hay fields provided nesting coyer 
in mid-May and were used more heavily by blue
wing pairs than potholes located in tilled fields, 
newly planted grain fields, or heavily grazed 
pastures. Availability of suitable nesting coyer 
influenced pair use of potholes. 

Occupancy of potholes by breeding ducks 
varies widely, may be influenced by a number of 
factors, and is difficult to interpret. At Redvers, 
Saskatchewan, use of available potholes varied 
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from 5 per cent in 1964 to 63 per cent in 1954. 
Size of the breeding duck population, poor water 
conditions, or both may have been involved. 
Unoccupied potholes may have lacked nesting 
coyer or food in early spring, were too isolated 
or too close together, too shallow or deep, had 
emergents too dense, etc. One instantaneous 
count cannot adequately measure the daily or 
seasonal use of a pond. Size of pond has an im
portant bearing on use. GeneraIly, a pond must 
be over 1.5 to 3.0 acres before il supplies aIl 
requisites for a breeding pair of ducks. Existing 
pond records are not broken down by size. 

Unless there are sorne unrecognized very 
exacting habitat preferences or requirements by 
individu al species of ducks, breeding populations 
of most species have more small wetlands avail
able than are occupied during a year of good 
water. At the Strathmore, Alberta, study area, 
H.G. Poston estimated that available habitat 
could accommodate 30 per cent more pairs of 
shovelers than were present. 

Mere occupancy of high quality small wetlands 
by breeding pairs could be misleading. Repro
ductive success of the breeders must be known 
before judging the value of the habitat. Pesticides 
can limit reproduction of ducks in the best quality 
habitat. Research is needed to identify pesticide 
levels in soil, water, plants, and invertebrates in 
small wetlands and assess the impact of this factor 
on breeding waterfowl. 

Man's influence on small wetlands varies con
siderably. Filling with silt, brush, and rocks com
monly leaves part of the basin attractive to 
waterfowl when it is flooded. Complete filling or 
drainage destroys the basin. Cultivation may 
break the organic seal of basin soils, but this 
seal is re-established when certain soil types are 
again wetted. Removal of bordering shrubs re
duces snow accumulation and, subsequently, 
water in potholes having small watersheds. Over
grazing limits nesting coyer and modifies the 
pattern and species composition of vegetation, 
but the basins remain. The vegetation quickly 
recovers when the density or activity of livestock 
dec1ines. Burning removes early nesting coyer, 
may modify species composition of plants, and 
may reduce predators. But re-sprouting vegeta
tion can achieve sufficient heights to provide 
nesting coyer for late nesting and renesting ducks. 

At Redvers, Saskatchewan, the number of 
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breeding pairs and broods of mallards, as weIl as 
aIl ducks, were correlated with changes in water 
levels. With higher water levels, greater densities 
of breeding pairs and broods were recorded. 

Densities of breeding duck pairs also seem 
related to permanence of potholes. More per
manent potholes, as in Minnedosa, Manitoba, 
have smaller densities of breeding pairs, but raise 
ducklings to flight stage more years out of ten 
than sections of landscape, such as Redvers, Sas
katchewan, having less permanent potholes, 
higher breeding pair densities, and subject to 
drought periodicaIly. 

Predation is considered the most important 
cause of waterfowl nest losses in the prairies and 
parklands. Type of nesting habitat may influence 
the percentage of successful nests. Dense perma
nent coyer may support large predator popula
tions and yield low waterfowl nesting success. 
Plant growth of early successional stages, located 
far from permanent coyer, has yielded high duck 
nesting success for a few years. Best nesting coyer 
may be a mixture of grasses and forbs established 
temporarily. If data from other studies confirm 
what is best nesting coyer, soil and vegetation 
should be manipulated periodically to maintain 
the attractive and productive early successional 
stages of plants. 

Mallards and pintails nest in blocks of land
scape having attractive temporary water areas in 
early spring, but lacking more permanent wet
lands required for broods to survive to flight 
stage. Such areas constitute traps and dissipate 
the energies of breeding pairs. There are two 
possible avenues for managing such areas: (1) 
deepen sorne of the basins to make permanent 
wetlands available to broods, or (2) eliminate the 
attractive temporary areas, thereby encouraging 
breeding ducks to go elsewhere for nesting. 

Duck broods use a wide variety of small wet
lands ranging from stock ponds to potholes less 
than an acre and bordered with woody shrubs 
and having sorne emergent aquatics. A du go ut 10-
cated in a natural basin pro vides a combination 
of shallow water for feeding and deep water for 
escape. 

Specific factors stimulating movements of 
fiightless broods include food availability, dis
turbance by predators and man, and travel lanes 
of water, such as irrigation canals. Hens may de
sert their broods during droughts. But if the 
ducklings have suitable habitat, broods lacking 
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hens suffer no greater mortality than broods with 
hens. 
. An in-depth review of existing data and knowl-
edge by Alex Dzubin provided insight into the 
carrying capacity of breeding habitat for ducks, 
particularly the mallard. Census data show that 
yearly mallard populations vary between sorne 
low and high figure. Small ponds accommodate 
only a given number of ma lIard pairs per unit 
of habitat. At Roseneath, Manitoba, rarely were 
more than two mallard pairs ever located on 
open ponds less than 1.5 acres du ring the maxi
mum dispersal period of April 20 to May 15. 
More than two mallard pairs utilized ponds sup
porting emergent plants and larger than 1.5 
acres. 

Intraspecific conflict among pairs in close prox
imity results in the birds spacing themselves out 
and probably is the factor determining maximum 
population density of the habitat (carrying capac
ity). Spatial requirements for breeding pairs vary 
among different species owing to differences in 
behavioural hostility or aggressiveness. Mallards, 
American widgeons, and gadwalls show the great
est intolerance for other pairs of their own 
species. Blue-winged teal and shoveler pairs are 
less aggressive and commonly group early in the 
breeding season on favoured permanent potholes. 
Pintails and divers show little intolerance among 
pairs. 

Carrying capacity changes (1) seasonally and 
among years as habitat is modified by climate, and 
(2) as intolerance varies among breeders through 
dominance and adaptation. Observed pairs per 
pond need not reflect maximum or optimum 
breeding pair populations. Included may be birds 
shifting in response to drought. Or the breeders 
may be widely dispersed when fine water condi
tions prevail in major parts or aIl of the breeding 
grounds. Or excessive hunting mortality may 
have reduced the population. Although the habi
tat can often support maximum numbers of pairs 
from the standpoint of food and coyer, the true 
measure of carrying capacity is the proportion of 
pairs raising young to flying age. 

Mr. Dzubin established a hypothesis to explain 
the major mechanism regulating the mallard pop
ulation. In certain grassland localities, aggressive 
breeding mallard drakes interfere with the con
tinued exploitation of water, food, and nesting 
coyer by both resident hens and hens attempting 
to settle for the first time. Hostile and sexual 

pursuits by drakes and avoidance by hens lead 
to spacing of nests. Increasing pair density on 
ponds leads to over-dispersal of nests away from 
water. Broods produced in nests located long 
distances from water experience high mortality 
on the journey to water. Thus, high brood mor
tality, due indirectly to pair interactions at water 
areas, reduces reproductive efficiency of dense 
maIlard breeding pair populations. This is one 
of the proximate regulatory mechanisms for the 
mallard popula,tion. 

Dense breeding mallard populations would 
have low recruitment of young, while low popula
tions would have high recruitment of young. This 
principle of inversity seems to operate for mal
lards. For example, in 1959, Il million breeding 
mallards had only 1,200,000 July ponds avail
able and produced the low ratio of 0.6 immatures 
per adult. In 1965, 5.8 million mallards had 
2.2 million July ponds available and produced a 
high ratio of 1.6 immatures per adult. 

The three-bird fiight and at:temptedrape fiight 
serve an anti-predator function by spacing nests. 
But under high population densities these fiights 
work to regulate populations through over-dis
persal of nests and increased brood mortality. 

Unfortunately, many data collected on water
fowl breeding pair surveys are unsuitable to 
evaluate this behavioural mechanism for spacing 
pairs and nests and regulating population size. 
Many available records represent an instantane
ous reading collected prior to or after the crucial 
perlod of intolerance, which varies among the 
duck species involved. Research is needed to 
determine duckling production and survival in 
areas supporting different densities of breeding 
mallards and other intolerant species. 

Limited data show female mallards experienced 
no differences in success in producing young ai 
breeding densities up to one pair per pond. But 
when nesting mallards crowded up to five pairs 
per acre of water under severe drought conditions, 
crowding led to nonbreeding, emigration, lower 
reproductive success of breeders, and lower brood 
survival. 

Effects of droughts on the breeding duck popu
lations of study areas were evident in changed 
species composition of the breeders, inhibited 
nesting efforts, reduced nesting success, and in
creased brood mortality. As water levels in pot
holes receded, over-water nesting coyer became 
unavailable and diving ducks deserted the areas. 
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Breeding mallards, American widgeons, gad
walls, and shovelers seemed to adapt to fewer 
ponds, low water levels, anddrying conditions 
more readily than other species of ducks. 

Nesting success of canvasbacks at Minnedosa, 
Manitoba, ranged from 70 to 84 per cent with 
normal water conditions, but dropped to 50 per 
cent when receding water levels made over-water 
nests available to mammalian predators. Changes 
in water levels also affected renesting efforts. Can
vasbacks renested when water levels remained 
stable and temperatures cool. But with rapidly 
receding water levels and high temperatures, few 
hens renested. 

Non-nesting in breeding duck populations oc
curred in 2 years (1959 and 1961) out of 20 
from 1947 to 1966. Decreases in number of 
flooded basins and deterioration in quality of 
habitat in those basins having sorne surface water 
stimulated nonbreeding. Allen Smith suggested 
that sorne ducks suffered a physiological or psy
chological shock. This is an interesting item 
deserving testing. 

Walter Crissey broadened our horizons by ex
amining breeding waterfowl and habitat relation
ships on a continental basis. The status of com
mon game ducks as a unit and of mallards was 
explored by combining information from ( 1 ) 
aerial breeding pair, brood, and pond surveys, 
(2) band recoveries, (3) duck wing collections, 
and (4) harvest surveys. These data from broad 
areas permit examination of over-all relationships 
and identification of problems requiring intensive 
research. 

Examination of data on a continental scale pro
vides us with the best information available on the 
highly mobile mallard population. Discussion re
vealed it is best to continue examining survey data 
for individu al species. Findings can be combined 
later to arrive at common principles. Using 
pooled data for many species initially may give 
"paper" rather than biological correlations and 
lead to misinterpretations. 

Results from aerial surveys show that in years 
of severe drought, such as 1959 and 1961, a por
tion of the breeding duck population shifts north 
to more permanent water areas, particularly those 
in northern Alberta and the western part of the 
Northwest Territories. Fall age ratios demonstrate 
low reproductive success of ducks in years when 
a portion of the prairie breeders spp.nd.the sum
mer in more northern areas. This northernhabitat 
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seems fully capable of supporting adult ducks, but 
for duckling production it is an Inadequate sub
stitute for flooded potholes in the prairies and 
parklands. 

Over-harvest of ducks has occurred in sorne 
years, such as 1964, and in sorne areas, such as 
western Minnesota. Ducks occupying small, 
heavily hunted wetlands are very vulnerable to 
shooting. Hunters can go to the birds, rather than 
waiting for the birds to come to them, as happens 
in blind and decoy shooting on the edges of large 
lakes. 

These cases of over-shooting suggest two chal
lenges for waterfowl researchers and managers: 
( 1) to identify units of the breeding range where 
harvest rates exceed production rates, and (2) to 
develop procedures for protecting local breeders 
while permitting hunting of migrant waterfowl. 
Harvesting only drakes for specified periods of 
time is one possible solution. Removal of excess 
drakes couId reduce aggressive and avoidance in
teractions among breeding pairs and thereby im
prove reproductive efficiency by permitting nest
ing closer to water and better brood survival. 

Attempts were made to interpret variations in 
species composition of the duck breeding popu'la
tion at different areas as the result of over
shooting. Production and mortality rates for the 
breeders and their progeny must be at hand be
fore conclusions can be reached. Over-shooting 
may be involved, as demonstrated for western 
Minnesota, but critical and full evaluation of ex
isting data, and possibly more and better data, are 
required to decide if over-shooting of local ducks 
is involved in parts of the breeding range other 
than Minnesota. 

Various speakers attempted to define an opti
mum block of habitat for breeding ducks. For 
pairs the best distribution of a given amount of 
water would be to have it in many smail (one-haU 
to 2 acre) rela tively permanent potholes (types 3, 
4, and 5) available throughout the breeding se a
son and bordered by grassy and herbaceous nest
ing coyer. This would provide much shore line 
per pothoie. Many flooded sm aIl wetlands widely 
interspersed throughout a square mile provide 
maximum opportunities for dispersal and isolation 
of pairs for nesting. Wetlands of the more per
manent types provide sufficient water to August 
and promote survival of broods to flight stage. 

The Lousana Study Area in Alberta's parkland 
seems to come closest to the theoretical model. 
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With 55 ponds, each less than 5 acres in size, per 
square mile in May, 300 pairs of b~eeding du~ks 
experienced 45 per cent success III produ~Illg 
broods. Using six ducklings per brood at fllght 
stage, calculated production is 810 ducklings per 
square mik With potholes averaging 0.~5 acre, 
indicated average yield is almost 20 duckhngs per 
wetland acre or about 15 ducklings per pothole. 

At this seminar a wide variety of ideas, hypo
theses, and data were explored on relationships 
between breeding ducks and small wetlands. Ded
icated efforts of speakers and prolonged response 
by the audience demonstrate that this exchange of 
information has been stimulating to aIl partici
pants. But to move beyond the phase of exploring 
data will require more critical analyses of existing 
data, publication of findings, and initiation of new 
investigations. 

Research is needed on individu al species of 
waterfowl and their habitat. Isolated facts accu
mulated from individual studies must be put to
gether to reveal the ecology of each species. Sea
sonal needs of the birds must be related to the 
physical, chemical, and biotic features of the eco
system. To accomplish this will require specialists 
from sever al disciplines working as a team. 

To properly establish the status, distribution, 
and limiting factors for waterfowl populations will 
require both extensive and intensive investiga
tions. For ex ample, continental aerial surveys 
provide a skeleton of information on waterfowl 
populations which requires results from intensive 
studies for adequate interpretations of aIl data. 

To establish the current status of waterfowl 
research requires recognition of three different 
types of research: descriptive, analytic, and ex
perimental. Much descriptive work has been com
pleted on waterfowl and their habitat, but publica
tion of more findings is needed. 

Results from sorne analytical studies have been 
published. This seminar is an outstanding attempt 
to analyse a broad spectrum of factors affecting 
smaIl wetlands and breeding duck populations. 
Published transactions will provide a substantial 
dividend for the energies,· time, and funds de
voted to this session. 

Future progress in waterfowl investigations and 
management requires experimental research. Com
bined results from descriptive and analytic re
search provide valu able background information 
for formulating meaningful hypotheses that war
rant testing experimentally. While more descrip
tive and analytic investigations will be initia te d, 
substantial future progress in waterfowl research 
and management will result from experimental 
research. 

From a practical standpoint, better definition 
is needed of habitat management practices to 
increase density of breeding pairs, nesting success, 
and brood survival to flight age. When such in
formation is available for individual species of 
waterfowl, it can be pooled and used to establish 
principles· for managing a piece of landscape. 

When David Lack published his second book 
on bird population studies in 1966, no data from 
long-term waterfowl studies were included. None 
were available for review. Hopefully, this fact will 
challenge and stimulate waterfowl researchers to 
analyse critically their existing data and publish 
their findings. 

While many research efforts remain to be com
pleted and new investigations are. required, one 
point has been weIl established during our few 
days of discussion. Preservation of potholes is 
needed immediately to maintain a fall flight of . 
ducks sufficiently large to meet the goal of satis
fying at least 3 million North American hunters 
and many more non-hunters. 
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PART 4 

Assessing breeding populations 
of ducks by ground counts 
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Introduction 
Waterfowl inventories taken during the breeding 
season are recognized as a basic technique in 
assessing the number of ducks per unit area. That 
waterfowl censusing is still an inexact technology 
leading to divergent interpretations of results is 
also recognized. The inexactness stems from a 
wide spectrum of factors that inc1ude weather, 
breeding phenology, asynchronous riesting periods, 
vegetative growth, species present and their daily 
activity, previous field experience of personnel, 
plus others (Stewart et al., 1958; Diem and Lu, 
1960; Crissey, 1963a). In spite of the possible 
errors, accu rate estimates are necessary to our 
understanding of production rates of ail North 
American breeding waterfowl. Statistically ade
quate censuses of breeding pairs and accu rate 
predictions of young produced per pair still re
main as two of the primary statistics in determin
ing yearly recruitment rate of species breeding in 
particular units of pond habitats. Without precise 
breeding pair and production data, the problems 
involved in describing the reproductive potential 
of any species and its environmental or density
de pende nt limiting factors cannot be adequately 
resolved. 

The purposes of this paper are to (1) de scribe 
methods used to estimate yearly breeding pair 
abundance on two study areas, one in Manitoba 
and the other in Saskatchewan; (2) assess the 
relative consistency, precision, and accuracy of 
pair counts as related to the breeding biology of 
duck species; and (3) recommend census meth
ods that can more closel)" approximate absolute 
populations breeding in parkland and grassland 
habitats. 

Scientific names of each duck species are from 
the A.O.V. Check-list (1957) ex ce pt that both 
American widgeon and shoveler are considered 
species of Anas after Johnsgard (1965). Widgeon 
is used synonymously with American widgeon. 

Studyareas 
The comparative study of census methods in rela
tion to waterfowl ecology and behaviour was 
made on two partially cultivated blocks of pond 
habitat: one, the Roseneath Study Area in the 
parkland of Manitoba, 9 miles south of Minne
dosa; and the other, the Kindersley Study Area 
in the grassland of Saskatchewan, 12 miles south
west of Kindersley. Field work was conducted in 
Manitoba from 1952 through 1955 and in Sas
katchewan from 1956 through 1959. 

Roseneath Study Area 
This 895-acre block is part of the characteristic 
4,000-square-mile pothole country of southern 
Manitoba. The topography is of a knob-and
kettle type with sloughs, ponds, or potholes 10-
cated in the depressions (Fig. 1). 

One hundred and eighty-one basins were 10-
cated on the area, varying in size from 0.03 to 
10.5 acres. The average basin size was 0.70 acre. 
Of the total basins, 141 (78 per cent) were less 
than 1 acre in size (Table 1). The emergent 
vegetation of potholes varied with land use and 
previous water levels; the dominant plants were 
white-top (Scolochloa festueacea), sedge (Carex 
spp.), cattai! (Typha latifolia) , and bulrush 
(Scirpus acutus, S. validus, S. paludosus). The 
uncultivated upland areas contained clumps of 
aspen (Populus tremuloides) and bur oak (Quer
eus macrocarpa). The shrub layer was primarily 
snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidentaUs) and 
wolfberry (Elaeagnus commutata). Willow clumps 
(SaUx spp.) of various heights were common 
around the shore lines of sorne 20 ponds. Brome 
grass (Bromus inermis) was corn mon on alI 
road edges. 

The soils were predominantly northern black 
earth. Precipitation was variable, an average of 
18 inches faIling annually, much of it during the 
summer growing season. The frost-free period 
was usually less than 100 days. Approximately 
60 per cent of the total block was cultivated to 
cere al crops, 15 per cent was made up of water 
areas, and the remainder was in permanent pas
ture, fence rows, farm yards, aspen-oak bluffs, 
and unutilized pond edges. More complete de
scriptions of the Manitoba parkland and study 
area, in particular, are given by Kiel (1949), 
Evans (1949), Evans, Hawkins, and Marshall 
(1952), Dzubin (1954), and Bird (1961). 
Kindersley Study Area 
This area of 6,720 acres of partially cultivated, 
grassland-pothole habitat formed part of a de
lineated waterfowl survey block, Stratum A-west 
(Crissey, 1957, 1963a). The area lies between the 
pure grain-farming regions of central Saskatche
wan and the mixed grain farm - grassland regions 
of the drier western habitat, near the Alberta-Sas
katchewan border. Surface geology is a complex of 
glaciallacustrine clays, silt and sand deposits, and 
re-sorted till deposits. The topographie features 
are gently to moderately rolling with the low 
areas filling with spring snow-melt waters. 
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Figure 1 Pond-basin distribution on the Roseneath Study Area. FJaure 2 Pond-baslo distribution on the Kindersley Study Area. 
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TABLE 1 Size distributJon of pond basins, acreage, and shore-Une distances of the Iwo study blocks 
at full supply level of water 

Roseneath Study Area, 895 acres Kindersley Study Area, 6,720 acres 

Total 
Range number of 

acreage of pond basins in Total 
basins (acres) size range acreage 

0.01- 0.10 35 2.18 
0.11- 0.50 82 17.50 
0.51- 1.00 24 18.17 
1.01- 1.50 17 21.44 
1.51- 2.00 6 9.95 
2.01- 2.50 6 13.93 
2.51- 3.00 4 11.26 
3.01- 4.00 5 17.58 
4.01- 5.00 1 4.75 
5.01- 10.00 0 

10.01- 50.00 1 10.51 
50.01-100.00 0 
> 100.00 0 

Total 181 127.27 

The 10..5-square-mile area contained 114 de
pressions which held water (Fig. 2). The basins 
varied in size from 0.03 to 226.2 acres. Eighty
four (74 per cent) of the 114 basins were less 
than 1 acre in size (Table 1). However, eight 
basins were over 10 acres, increasing the average 
basin size to 5.65 acres. Because of violently 
fluctuating water leve1s and high salinity content 
of the waters and soils, few emergents were pres
ent. Dense stands of sedge (Carex spp.), alkali 
bulrush (S. paludosus), slough grass (Beckman
nia syzigachne) , and manna grass (Glyceria 
grandis) occurred in sorne 15 of the basins. In 
other fresh-water basins a few sparse stands of 
cattai! (Typha latifolia) and bulrush (S. paludo
sus and S. americanus) were found. Beyond the 
emergent zones, Juncus balticus and Eleocharis 
palustris were again found in sparse stands. On 
saline ponds, Suaeda depressa, SaUcornia rubra, 
and Chenopodium rubrum covered the wet areas, 
white Hordeum jubatum and Puccinellia nuttal
liana were common on shore Hnes. In the largest 
pond, which had been cultivated prior to flooding 
in 1952, sparse clumps of Polygonum coccineum 
and A lisma plantago-aquatica were scattered 
throUghout the shallow basin. 

On the grazed and waste-area uplands various 
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Total 
Total number of Total 

shore Hne basins in Total shore Hne 
(feet) size range acreage (feet) 

6,765 5 0.38 1,149 
26,235 52 14.03 19,670 
16,484 27 18.99 17,428 
17,045 7 8.44 6,363 
6,831 3 5.03 3,187 
9,108 1 2.14 1,457 
5,726 1 2.65 1,712 
9,537 7 24.52 13,330 
3,036 1 4.84 1,821 

2 13.99 4,752 
3,861 5 136.32 32,154 

1 83.07 9,689 
2 330.14 22,219 

104,628 114 644.54 124,926 
(19.82 miles) (25.56 miles) 

grasses, Bouteloua graciUs, Stipa spartea, Agro
pyron smithii, and Koeleria cristata, occurred. The 
shrub vegetation was confined to dry stream beds 
and low areas. Snowberry (Symphoricarpos occi
dentaUi) and rose (Rosa arkansana and R. 
woodsii) made up the greatest portion of the 
shrub cover used by dabbling species for nesting 
cover. Four small clumps of aspen (Populus tre
muloides) and a few stands of willow (SaUx sp.) 
were found near ponds. 

The Kindersley district lies in the Brown Soil 
Zone with soils composed of 10ams and sands. The 
April to October precipitation varies from 9 to Il 
inches with winter snowfall varying between 25 
and 40 inches. The frost-free period is about 100 
days. Eighty-three per cent of the land in the 
Rural Municipality of Kindersley is considered 
improved, with 52 per cent of tbis yearly in crops, 
42 per cent in fallow, four per cent in pasture, 
and the remainder in barn yards, roads, etc: 
Seventeen per cent of the land is unimproved, 
consisting of sandy areas too poor to pasture and 
woodlands. On the study area itself, approxi
mately 75 per cent of the landscape was culti
vated, 10 per cent was in pond areas, and the 
remainder was in pastures, unimproved lands, 
farm yards, and pond shore lines. For more 
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detailed descriptions see Mitchell, Moss, and 
Clayton (1944), Coupland (1950, 1961), Bough
ner, Longley, and Thomas (1956), and Gollop 
(1965). 

Census methods 
Because of poor visibility of pairs in the heavily 
vegetated parkland ponds, and because of the 
relatively large (10.5 square miles) study block in 
the grassland, two different census methods were 
adopted to assess the abundance of breeding pairs. 
Roseneath Study Area 
Dabbling ducks 
Each pond on the 895-acre study block was 
visited a minimum of four times during a 7- to 
10-day period when most of the early nesting 
pairs of mallards and pintails were in the laying 
or early incubation stages. Because of yearly 
variations in phenology, the census period varied, 
but was usually between May 5 and May 25. The 
exact locations on ponds of pairs, lone drakes, 
and groups of five or less drakes were p10tted on 
a base map. If a pair or lone drake was observed 
on or near the same pond on three out of the four 
counts, a breeding pair of that species was 
"assigned" to that area. This method was similar 
to the one proposed by Evans and Black (1956) 
to test "constancy" of pond use. It is also similar 
to a method in use by Kirsch (in litt.) on the 
Woodward Study Area, North Dakota. Counts 
were conducted in morning and late evening 
hours when many hens were off their nests for 
recess periods. A comparable census was con
ducted 2 to 3 weeks later when most of the late 
nesting dabbler species-widgeon, gadwall, blue
winged teal, shoveler, and green-winged teal
were also in the laying or early incubation stages. 
Again pairs were assigned to a particular pond 
or localized area. Where the number and species 
of pairs breeding in a locality was doubtful, 2 to 
3 hours of observation on 4 or .5 consecutive days 
helped resolve the questionable count. In short, 
the accuracy of the census depended on an in
timate seasonal knowledge of the pairs continually 
utilizing a localized area and on the assessment of 
these birds as indicated breeders. Because the 
study block was small and home ranges of many 
pairs would encompass all or parts of it (Sowls, 
1955; Dzubin, 1955),1 also periodically censused 
pairs in the quarter-sections surrounding the study 
area to determine populations. Pairs were arbi
trarily assigned to the study area only if the 

drake's or pair's waiting area (Hochbaum, 1944; 
Sowls, 1955; Dzubin, 1955) was located within 
its boundary. Censuses of a small block-type area, 
such as the 895-acre Roseneath Study Area, do 
not lend themselves to close approximations of 
breeding pair numbers as the ponds, upland and 
even pair populations form an integral part of a 
much 1arger complex of habitat surrounding the 
block. As such, the assigned population is an 
estimate of the pairs utilizing ponds on the study 
block as waiting are as and does not inc1ude the 
pairs breeding in its immediate environs and using 
the study area ponds periodically. 
Diving ducks 
Early in the study 1 concluded that ground 
census of diving ducks--canvasback, redhead, 
lesser scaup, and ruddy ducks-utilizing various 
ponds would not adequately estimate breeding 
members. Diver pairs, except ruddy ducks, tended 
to aggregate on particularly deep ponds that 1 
named "primary waiting areas" (Dzubin, 1955), 
and to fly to surrounding sm aller ponds for nest
ing, feeding, and loafing. On the study area, two 
such congregating ponds served 15 to 25 pairs 
that nested on the block and ponds surrounding 
it. A census of pairs and Ione, unmated drakes 
on such primary waiting ponds could not be used 
to estimate pairs actually breeding on the block. 
Canvasback and redheads have maximum home 
range sires of 2 to 4 square miles. Such 
mobile species with large ranges do not lend 
themselves to adequate census on a small block. 
Lesser scaup are not as mobile while ruddy ducks 
tend to be sedentary. Sorne redhead hens were 
semi-parasitic, sorne were completely parasitic, 
while others laid normal c1utches (see Weller, 
1959). The distorted sex ratio in aIl divers and 
especially scaup (Bellrose et al., 1961) made 
counts of diver lone males to indicate pairs, mean
ingless. The secretive habits of ruddy ducks also 
made analysis of observational data difficult. 
Therefore, diver populations were censused 
through a nesting study, wherein aIl emergent 
cover was periodically searched for over-water 
nests. The maximum number of viable, destroyed, 
and deserted nests found during the peak breeding 
period was used to estimate the breeding popula
tion on the study block. 

Several basic assumptions were made in arbi
trarily assigning breeding pair numbers to the 
study block: 
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1. That Ione drakes Or pairs of dabbling ducks 
Iocalize their breeding activity to one or more 
ponds and are consistent in their use of waiting 
areas. Previous studies on marked birds had 
shown that aIl breeding pairs restrict their activity 
during the prenesting, laying, and early incuba
tion periods (Sowls, 1955; Dzubin, pers. obs.). 
However, much individual variation in activity 
Iocalization within any species occurs, and 
species differ in hourly and daily mobility and 
home range sizes (Sowls, 1955; Dzubin, 1955; 
Evans and Black, 1956). Sowls (1955: 54-57) 
has reported that on a ditch near a marsh much 
interchange of pairs between the same waiting 
site occurred through the day. l noted more inter
change of waiting sites under dense pair popula
tions of the grassland than under less dense pop
ulations of the parkland. 

2. That any ingress of pairs onto the block was 
counterbalanced by a similar egress of the same 
number and species of pairs out of the study area. 
This is the most difficult assumption to assess, 
in the light of the wide home range size of pintails, 
maliards, and divers. However, under the low 
population levels with which l worked, assump
tion (1), above, was considered to be valid. 

3. That all pairs counted on the black re
mained there to nest and that all species present 
bred. l noted that pairs were occasionally dis
placed by other pairs or remained on the study 
area for 1 to 2 weeks without any nesting 
attempt. This was especially true of a small 
number of late nesting gadwall and widgeon pairs 
that tended to move off the area as soon as the 
nest site was chosen away from the study block. 
There was no evidence of nonbreeding pairs of 
any species in the parkland, except in the case 
of parasitic redheads. 

4. That turnover of pairs was minimal. Hoch
baum (1944: 158) and Smith and Hawkins 
( 1948) discussed the possibility of late nesting 
pairs moving into an area and not being enumer
ated by a census conducted during one interval. 
Almost yearly l noted an influx of five or six 
mallard pairs in late Mayor early June. Drakes 
of such pairs were brightly plumaged, unlike the 
drab males that had been seen in the area for 
the previous 2 weeks. These pairs appeared to be 
late breeders, nesting for the fust time. In the 
population assessment, they were not considered 
ta be breeding pairs over and above those cen-
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sused in mid-May. As l could not de termine if 
they were new breeders or renesters, l again 
assumed that an equal number of renesting 
mallards Ieft the area to breed elsewhere. Accept
ance of this assumption probably led to under
estimation of seasonal population sizes each year. 

5. That all diver nests were located in the 
emergent vegetation of study area ponds. This 
assumption was considered valid as ail emergent 
vegetation was checked for nests at 2-week inter
vals. Any diver pairs that utilized the study area 
as a part of their home range, and nested on a 
pond immediately off the area, were not counted. 

At best, estimates taken from direct ground 
counts of pair numbers breeding on a small block 
of parkland habitat should be considered rela
tively imprecise approximations of seasonal 
breeding pair populations. The estimation of 
absolute breeding pair numbers per unit area 
remains an inexact technique, subject to many 
vagaries of species behaviour, visibility, mobility, 
and seasonal nesting chronology. 
Coding of population components-Kindersley 
AH data were coded by a system adopted after a 
V.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
ground-census code, i.e., 1/0 = pair, 0/1 = lone 
male, 3/2 = 3 pairs and 2 lone males, 3:0 _ 3 
grouped males, 5:5 = 5 grouped pairs, OIF = 
lone female, 0:4 = 4 grouped females (W.H. 
Kiel, in litt.). 

Although Hochbaum (1944: 85) recom
mended that only territorial pairs and lone, 
waiting drakes be censused as breeding birds, he 
described seven categories of ducks found in a 
breeding marsh from April to early July: (1) 
unmated ducks not yet courting, (2) unmated 
ducks in prenuptial courtship, (3) mated pairs, 
( 4) novice drakes, ( 5) sexually active unmated 
males, (6) summering drakes, and (7) unsue
cessfu1 or nonbreeding females. 

For counts of dabbler species on the potholes 
of the Kindersley Study Area the following 
10 categories were adapted for use after Hoch
baum's components: 

1. Resident pairs-lone pairs on ponds, or 
pairs spaced over 15 feet apart along sections of 
shore Hne. These were apparently settled, dis
persed nonmigratory birds. 

2. Grouped pairs and drakes-aggregated pairs 
or pairs and drakes that behaved as Bocks and 
were not spaced. They were apparently migrating 
individu ais, not yet settled or dispersed. 

+ 

3. Breeding-season groups-aggregations of 2 
to 20 + males and one hen on ponds. Birds 
were assigned to either (a) "group flights asso
ciated with courtship" (GFAC), in April and 
early May, if males were giving displays and hens 
were "inciting", Le., "spring courting flight" of 
Dzubin (1957); or (b) "attempted rape flights" 
(ARF), if drakes harassed lone hens which gave 
the repulsion caU (Dzubin, 1957; Raitasuo, 1964; 
McKinney, 1965). In mallards and pintails these 
latter flights were seen after May 5, at a time 
hens start to incubate. For other species they 
were generally recorded after May 25. Birds in 
"three-bird flights" (TBF), Le., territorial pur
suits, were also noted. If the pursuing drake re
turned to the pond under observation, he was 
recorded as a lone drake. If the chased pair 
landed in an already censused pond, it was also 
recorded. 

4. Postbreeding-season groups-aggregations 
of males and two or more hens which behaved 
as a unit. These groups were usually observed 
after June 15. Such flocks of drakes and pairs 
were considered ta be in postbreeding condition 
and not part of the breeding population. 

5. Lone drakes-drakes that were spaced over 
15 feet from other drakes on waiting stations. 
These drakes were generally observed throl,lgh 
the laying and early incubation periods. The dis
tance separating drakes varied with phenology 
of season and the species. 

6. Grouped drakes, {ive or less-drakes asso
ciated with other drakes in small, cohesive ag
gregations of two, three, four, or five. These 
groups were observed in mallards and pintails 
from late in the laying period through the mid
incubation period, April 24 through June. In 
other dabblers they were seen from mid- to late 
incubation, beginning May 20 through June. 
Small groups of unmated drakes, two to five 
in number, of aU species, were occasionally re
corded through April and early May. 

7. Grouped drakes, more than {ive-aggrega
tions of more than five drakes. They were usually 
observed in the late incubation or postbreeding 
periods. 

8. Lone hens-hens not associated with drakes. 
This category included hens that had just Ieft 
their nests, after 1aying or during incubation re
cesses, and had not yet rejoined their drakes. 
They made up 1ess than 4 per cent of any popu
lation count in May and early June but were 

more common in late June after drakes had left 
for the moulting grounds. 

9. Grouped hens-two or more hens in aggre
gations that behaved as unÏts. They were observed 
in the postbreeding period after June 15 and to 
July 10. They included hens that had either 
lost c1utches or had abandoned near-flying broods. 
Rarely would two or more incubating hens on 
recess from the nest be seen together. They were 
not considered pairs, even though their drakes 
may have already abandoned the home range. 

10. Drake-hen ratios-where divers, and oc
casionally migrating dabblers, were associated in 
loose aggregations, and pairs and Ione drakes 
could not be separated, counts were lumped and 
recorded as a ratio of drakes to hens, e.g., 12:9. 
Kindersley Study Area 
Direct counts of aIl ducks were used to estimate 
population Ievels on the grassland study block. 
Because of staggered breeding seasons and dif
ferential times of migration and nesting of each 
species, a number of counts were conducted 
through April, May, and June. Few breeding 
pairs or lone drakes of any species were recorded 
after July 15. 

In 1956, the 10.5-square-mile study area was 
divided ioto three sections. AIl of the "indicated" 
pairs on the ponds of each section were counted 
by two men who walked together to each pond. 
Although an attempt was made not to flush pairs, 
it was unavoidable on small, open ponds where 
some pairs tended ta flush as far as 200 to 300 
yards away. Pair counts made on ponds in the 
western third of the study area showed that from 
20 to 45 per cent of the pairs were flushed. Pairs 
or drakes seen ta land in a pond not already 
tallied were subtracted from the pond totals. How
ever, some censusing of previously counted pairs 
undoubtedly occurred. The magnitude of the 
duplication error was unknown and variable. 
However, the consistency of counts taken in mid
May was high, and comparison with nests found, 
especially for the major breeding species (Le., 
mallard), showed no wide discrepancies. Counts 
were conducted from 0530 to 1100 hours, M.S.T., 
at approximately 7 -day intervals from May 3 to 
June 11. 

From 1957 to 1959, inclusive, breeding pair 
counts were made with binoculars or a 20 X tele
scope from a vehicle that was driven to a point 
overlooking each pond. Fewer than 5 per cent of 
an ducks were ftushed. Approximately 22 miles 
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were driven during the census of the 10.5-square
mile block. Censuses were generally conducted 
on bright days when wind velocities were below 
15 mph. Two censusers working together were 
able to survey an wet ponds between 0800 and 
1200 hours. 1 had determined that pairs of most 
species were least mobile during this period. 
Fewer than 15 of the 114 pond basins contained 
dense stands of dried emergents (Carex, Scirpus, 
Beckmannia, or Glyceria) in which pairs could 
secrete themselves. It was generally after May 20 
when emergent vegetation grew to a 6- to 8-inch 
height, and therefore no attempt was made to 
"beat-out" ponds. Near emergent-rimmed ponds, 
the slamming of the car door or sounding of a 
horn was sufficient to alert the birds enough to 
make them visible for censusing. Again counts 
were made at 5- to 10-day intervals from early 
April to mid-June. 

As on the Roseneath Study Area, census of 
pair and drake divers was not considered an ade
quate measure of the number of pairs breeding 
on the study block. Therefore, data on breeding 
divers were obtained from an associated nesting 
study. A viable, hatched, or predator-destroyed 
nest was considered evidence of a breeding pair. 

To ensure that dabbler censuses were con
ducted at an optimum period, a similar nesting 
study was simultaneously conducted to determine 
breeding season chronology. Census dates were 
arbitrarily chosen to ensure coverage du ring opti
mum breeding periods for early nesters, maIlards 
and pintails; intermediate nesters, widgeon and 
shovelers; and late nesters, blue-winged teal and 
gadwall. 
A nalyses of census results 
Census results from each survey made during 
the optimum breeding interval for each species 
(i.e., when the greatest proportion of hens of 
pairs were laying, incubating, or in renesting 
breeding phases) were lumped and an average 
breeding pair figure caIcuIated. AIl mallard and 
pintail pairs, lone drakes, grouped drakes, and 
grouped drakes in group fiights associated with 
courtship and attempted rape fiights, counted 
before May 20, were considered breeding pairs. 
For widgeon and shoveler, aIl of the above cate
gories were considered breeding pairs if censused 
before June 5, while for blue-winged teal and 
gadwaIl aIl of the above categories were con
sidered breeding pairs if noted before June 10. 
Lone hens were not added to the population 
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counts as 1 assumed aIl hens to be paired to one 
of the lone or grouped drakes already enumer
ated on the study block. Since fewer than four 
lone hens of any species, or less than 4 per cent 
of the indicated pairs counted from 1956 to 1959, 
were ever encountered on any census, any error 
in deleting this component would be small. The 
average number of pairs was termed the "mean 
indicated breeding population". 

Sex ratio data from BeHrose et al. (1961) had 
shown that among most dabbler species there is 
a preponderance of drakes immediately prior to 
the breeding season. 1 collected similar data 
during the prenesting interval. To ensure that 
pair census data were not weighted with the 
unmated-male segment, a correction factor using 
the average prelaying drake-to-hen ratio for each 
species was applied to the indicated population. 
The breeding-pair population figure was then 
termed the "sex-ratio corrected population". Sex 
ratio corrections were applied only to dabbler 
figures as diver populations were assessed from 
nesting studies. Murdy (1962) has more recently 
applied sueh eorrections to spring censuses of 
lesser scaup and ring-necked dueks at Yellow
knife' N.W.T. 

In 1956 and 1959, in order to test stability of 
population and reproducibility of census counts, 
four or five censuses were made during the 
period when the greatest proportion of pairs 
were in the prenesting, laying, or incubation 
periods. In 1959, periodic censuses were con
ducted three times a day on May 11, 15, and 16 
to de termine daily variability in the census and 
percentages of pairs, lone males, and grouped 
males during any one time interval. 
Definitions 
To c1arify further what population components 
were used in breeding-pair counts, the following 
definitions will be followed throughout this paper: 

Assigned breeding population-The dabbler 
breeding population assigned to a unit of habitat, 
usually 160 acres. The population was d~ter

mined by plotting the location of pairs and kme 
drakes on a map during four or five censuses. If 
a pair or lone drake of any species was seen on 
a particular pond three or four limes, it was 
assigned to that pond or quarter-seetion. 

/ndicated breeding population-The population 
estimated from counts of various components. 

1. Mallards and pintails: Prior to May 20, aIl 

i 
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lone males, pairs, aIl grouped males, and males 
in aerial flights temporarily on ponds censused 
were considered pairs. Thereafter, aIl lone males, 
pairs, grouped drakes of five or less, and aerial 
flights temporarily on ponds were considered 
evidence of breeding pairs. After May 20, groups 
of six or more males were considered postbreed
ing birds. 

2. Widgeon and shoveler: Prior to June 5, 
aIl lone males, pairs, aIl grouped males, and aIl 
males in aerial flights on ponds censused were 
considered pairs. Thereafter, only grouped males 
of five or less in number, lone drakes, drakes in 
aerial flights, and pairs were considered breeding 
pairs. Groups of mated males, usually in two's 
and three's, were rarely observed until mid- or 
late incubation. Groups of unmated males were, 
however, more common. 

3. Gadwall and blue-winged teaI: Same as 
widgeon and shoveler except cut-off date of June 
10 was used. Again, associations of mated males 
were uncommon until mid-incubation. 

4. Divers: AlI viable, hatched, destroyed, or 
deserted nests found, which were initiated prior 
to June 15, were considered evidence of a breed
ing pair unless field observation indicated a ne st 
to be a renest. With ruddy ducks the cut-off date 
was extended to June 20. 

Sex-ratio corrected population-This was the 
mean indicated breeding population taken during 
four or five censuses, during the time most breed
ing pairs were in the prelaying, renesting, laying, 
or incubation stages, to which a sex-ratio correc
tion factor as found in Table 3 was applied. The 
correction factor was determined from spring 
counts of the sex .ratio of each species before 
the first eggs were found. It reduced the indicated 
pair population by the proportion of unmated 
drakes found in the species. The sex-ratio cor
rected population was considered to be the best 
estimate of the absolute breeding population of 
a study area. 

Migration, inventory, and population 
components 
Spring arrivaI dates 
Most dabbler species arrived at both the Rose
neath and Kindersley districts before the diving 
ducks (Table 2). Of the dabblers, pintails were 
the first species noted, usually by the last week 
in March. They were followed by mallards, 
widgeon, green-winged teaI, shoveler, gadwall, 

and blue-winged teal during the first to third 
week of April. Redheads and canvasback arrived 
at about the same time as green-winged teal, 
and shovelers were usually observed 1 to 4 days 
before lesser scaup. Ruddy ducks and white
winged scoters, which rarely nested at Kindersley, 
were the latest species to migrate. The first mi
grant pairs of pintails and mallards were asso
ciated with the fust appearance of snow-water 
pools in fields. ArrivaI dates were about 1 week 
earlier at Kindersley than at Roseneath. Migrants 
arrived at Roseneath 1 to 2 weeks later than 
dates given for southern Alberta by Keith (1961: 
42) and for Delta, Manitoba, by Sowls (1955: 
12). The species sequence is about the same for 
all areas. ArrivaI dates of aIl species given by 
Ellig (1955: 11) for Montana are generally 
1 to 2 weeks earlier th an the Kindersley arrivaIs. 
Keith's arrivaI dates for aIl species in 1956 are 
5 to 8 days earlier than dates from Kindersley. 

Peak influxes of aH species were generally 1 to 
2 weeks later than first arrivaIs. Major migra
tions were associated with favourable weather, 
Le., southerly winds and temperatures above 
30°F. Prolonged April cold periods tended to 
dampen movements until early May. In the cold 
spring of 1954, Gollop and Lynch (1954: 47) 
recorded flocked mallards and pintails as late as 
May 10, after which they dispersed. Gollop 
(1954: 65) has also described the delaying effect 
of a mid-April cold snap on migration and nest
ing in the Kindersley district. Except for excep
tionally warm springs with few intervening cold 
snaps when migrants moved into the study areas, 
en masse, over 7 to 10 days, e.g., 1955, two or 
three influxes of migrants oecurred over a 3-week 
period. Few migrants were recorded as late as 
30 days after the first arrivaIs were noted. At 
Kindersley from 1956 to 1959, most mallards and 
pintail pairs were settled by May 5 whereas aIl 
other species, except lesser scaup and ruddies, 
terminated migration by May 20. At Roseneath, 
a few migrating mallard flocks were recorded as 
late as May 12. The last migrant gadwall and 
blue-winged teal were noted by May 25 while a 
small number of lesser scaup moved through until 
early June. 
Sex ratios 
Sex ratios taken on the Kindersley Study Area 
before the first clutches were found showed only 
superficiaI differences among aIl dabbler species 
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(Table 3). Utilizing the binomial probability dis
tribution (Steele and Torrie, 1960), 1 found no 
significant difference (p = >0.05) in the sex 
ratio means among aIl seven dabblers. Similarly, 
no significant difference existed among the four 
diver sex ratio means. Yearly comparisons were 
not particularly vaUd because of small sample 
sizes. However, there was a significant difference 
(p <0.05) between years for lumped samples 
of lesser scaup, i.e., 1956 plus 1957 vs. 1958 
plus 1959; the percentage of males +95 per cent 
confidence interval was 56.8 + 2.6 and 63.3 
± 1.6. For aIl species (Table 3), the sex ratios 
do not differ significantly (p = >0.05) from 
those shown for Manitoba by Bellrose et al. 
(1961: 416). 1 also found no significant differ
ence (p >0.05) for all species between the 
sex ratios gathered at Kindersley and those pre
sented by BelIrose et al. (1961: 428) for the 
mid-continent breeding grounds, except for lesser 

scaup, i.e., 61.1 + 1.4 vs. 66.1 + 2.1, and 
assuming sam pIe sizes in Bellrose et al. were in 
the order of 2,000. 

On an Alberta grassland breeding ground, sex 
ratios for five late nesting species (Keith, 1961: 
43) were sIightly higher for gadwall (113: 100), 
blue-winged teal (144: 100), lesser scaup (163: 
100) and ruddy duck (203: 100) but lower for 
redhead (127: 100) than comparable data in 
Table 3. None of these ratios was significantly 
different (p >0.05) from those taken at 
Kindersley. 

AlI dabblers including mallards and pintails, 
the most common breeders at Kindersley, did not 
show any significant departure (p = >0.05) 
from a 50:50 ratio. Yet, Bellrose et al. (1961) 
showed a consistent preponderance of drakes in 
spring counts taken of these two species through
out North America. Other authors have also 
shown consistent deviations favouring males. Sex 

TABLE 2 Recorded spring arrivaI dates of firstduck pairs, 1953 to 1959 

Roseneath District Kindersley District 

Range 
Species *1953 1954 1955 in days 1956 1957 1958 1959 

Range 
in days 

Pintai! Mar. 29 Apr. 8 Apr. 1 10 Apr. 1 Mar. 25 Mar. 29 Mar. 20 12 
Mallard Mar. 31 Apr. 8 Apr. 2 8 Apr. 4 Mar. 25 Mar. 29 Mar. 23 12 
Widgeon Apr. 23 Apr. 12 Apr. 14 11 Apr. 10 Apr. 3 Apr. 4 Mar. 31 10 
Green-winged teal Apr. 21 Apr. 16 Apr. 10 Ir Apr. 17 Apr. 18 Apr. 6 Apr. 8 12 
Shoveler Apr. 28 Apr. 18 Apr. 20 10 Apr. 12 Apr. 14 Apr. 4 Apr. 14 10 
Gadwall Apr. 27 Apr. 25 Apr. 17 10 Apr. 21 Apr. 15 Apr. 18 Apr. 11 10 
Blue-winged teal Apr. 29 Apr. 25 Apr. 17 12 May 3 Apr. 25 Apr. 24 Apr. 21 12 

------~----~~------------------------------~------------
Canvasback Apr. 21 Apr. 19 Apr. 12 9 Apr. 16 Apr. 15 Apr. 12 Apr. 11 5 
Redhead Apr. 27 Apr. 18 Apr. 17 10 Apr. 18 Apr. 15 Apr. 10 Apr. 10 8 
Lesser scaup Apr. 24 Apr. 19 Apr. 13 11 Apr. 16 Apr. 15 Apr. 10 Apr. 15 6 
Ruddy duck May 5 Apr. 13 Apr. 25 18 May 14 May 12 Apr. 29 Apr. 21 23 

---------------------------------------------------------------
* In 1952 ail species were present prior to May 9, except ruddy ducks which were fust seen on May 12. 

TABLE 3 Sex ratios of ducks, 1956 to 1959, Kindersley S'udy Area. From counts taken of spaced 
birds (not migrating Rocks) before the first clutches were found 

Biue-
winged 

MaUard Pintaii Widgeon Gadwali Shoveler teal 
---------

% % % % % % 
Year No. male No. male No. male No. male No. male No. male 

1956 36454 179 50 319 53 35 - 11352 
1957 31251 98 51 19656 225 56 
1958 31052 393 55 550 53 181 53 148 53 80 54 
1959 358 53 23553 49352 175 51 184 54 10454 
Total 1032 52.8 628 54 1534 51.9 77352 56354 52255 
95% con. int. ±3.0 ±4 ±2.6 ±4 ±5 ±5 
-
Mean ratio M:F this 
study 112:100 117:100 108:100 110:100 119:100 120:100 

Bellrose et al.· (1961 :428) 105:100 119:100 129:100 \12:100 123:100 133:100 
Bellrose et ol.t (1961 :416) 117:100" 142:100 116:100 121:100 13!i:100 117:100 

.Recalcu1ated from Table 34, for Saskatchewan. Minnesota, Manitoba, and North Dakota. 
tRecalculated from Table 27, for Manitoba, April 21 to 25 or April 29 to Mav 7. 
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Green-
winged Canvas- Lesser Ruddy 

teal back Redhead scaup duck 

% % % % % 
No. male No. male No. maie No. male No. male 

94 51 15 - 98 51 80755 59 58 
100 57 72 68 13966 785 59 
35254 24 - 171 57 1133 63.5 97 53 
135 55 65 55 37056 2003 63.2 435 66 
681 54 176 61 77857 4728 61.1 591 63 

±4 ±7 ±4 ± lA ±4 

110:100 159:100 134:100 157:100 172:100 

121 :100 174:100 127:100 195:100 211 :100 
115:100 13:UOO 111:100 ts4:100 

ratio means for mallards and pintails from Kin
dersley are close to those given for Delta, Mani
toba, by Hochbaum (1944), Le., 102: 100 for 
mallards and 109: 100 for pintails. For Montana, 
Ellig (1955: 12) gave ratios of 127: 100 for 
mallards and 107: 100 for pintails, in birds cen
sused prior to April 14, 1952. Sowls (1955: 24), 
summarizing early spring mallard and pintail sex 
ratios from Delta, gave a mean ratio of 108: 100 
in favour of males for both species. Counts made 
by Bue (in Bellrose et al., 1961: 418) in east
em South Dakota prior to April 15, 1950 and 
1951 show percentages of mallard drakes of about 
53 per cent (113: 100) and pintails of 57 per cent 
(132: 100). 

Spring sex ratios for dabblers and divers have 
been published by a number of other authors. 
Comparisons of published figures with the data 
shown in Table 3 are not particularly meaningful 
as published ratios were taken through the spring 
migration period and are not confined to the 
breeding grounds. Sex ratio data for many water
fowl species were presented in Bennett (1938), 
Fumiss (1938), Erickson (1943), Hochbaum 
(1944), Beer (1945), Low (1945), Sowls 
(1955), Ellig (1955), Johnsgard and Buss 
(1956), and Moyle (1964). A discussion of the 
errors involved in gathering and comparing 
"piece~meal" sex ratio counts is given by Bell
rose etai. (1961). The Kindersley data, which 
were gathered in a localized area of the vast 
breeding grounds, tend to substantiate the views 

of many workers that in spring populations of 
most waterfowl species there is a preponderance 
of unmated males which 1 suggest can be counted 
erroneously as indicated pairs. 
Düferential sex ratios and migration 
Bellrose et al. (1961 : 412-416) discussed 
changes in sex ratio related to times of north
ward migration in many species. Sex ratios are 
generally more unbalanced in favour of drakes 
in late spring than in early spring. In the present 
study with its small samples no such marked 
seasonal changes in prebreeding sex ratios were 
noted with any species except lesser scaup. In 
1958 when only three lesser soaup nested on the 
Kindersley area and in 1959 when no breeding 
was observed, sex ratios taken before May 15 
were significantly different (chi square, p 
<0.05) from those collected in late May and 
through June (Table 4). The data, although not 
affected by increasing number of hens nesting, 
show an increase in proportion of migrant drakes 
through early and mid-June. The change may 
reBect an increasing number of drakes abandon
ing early nesting hens away from the study block 
or may suggest that unmated males migrated 
later, perhaps remaining farther soutb than mated 
males. 

Changes in sex ratios in favour of males as 
spring migration progresses bave been reported 
for widgeon and shoveler by Erickson (1943), 
for green-winged teal by Beer (1945), and for 
pintai! and lesser scaup by Hammond {in Bell-

TABLE 4 Seasonal changes in sex ratios of migrating lesser scaup, 1958 and 1959, Killdp'r~'E'V Area 

Dates 

Year 

(95% con. 
int.) 

Dates 

Year 

(95% con. 
int.) 

Migration and prebreeding period 

April 19 to May 3 May 10 to 15 

Number % drakes Number % drakes 

870 63 

(±3) 

April 21 to May 8 

346 63 

(± 5) 

May 11 to 15 

Number % drakes Number % drakes 

861 67 1,142 60.1 

(±3) (±2.9) 

Breeding and postbreeding period 

May 24 to June 6 June 12 to 26 

Number % drakes Number % drakes 

315 73 393 86 

(± 5) (±3) 

May 28 to June 4 June 12 to 17 

Number % drakes Number 

439 71 270 84 

< .05. Both periods chi square, 1958 25.3, 1959 = 24.5, 1 d.f. 
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rose et al., 1961: 402). In Manitoba, Hochbaum 
( 1944: 16) noted that althougb April sex ratios 
were nearly balanced in mallards and pintails 
there was an influx of unmated drakes into the 
marsh in early May, as evidenced by large num
bers of "courting parties". In Illinois, Bellrose 
et al. (1961: 414) report that sex ratios were 
heavily weighted to drakes in mallard, pintail, 
canvasback, and ring-necked ducks. in late Febru
ary but that the preponderance of drakes de
clined in March and April. Lesser scaup sex ratio 
counts given for Manitoba by Kiel (in Bellrose 
et al., 1961: 416) do not show an upward swing 
in drakes through June as noted in the present 
study. However, local difIerences in sex ratios 
determined from small samples may not reflect 
similar changes in the population as a whole over 
the entire migration or breeding habitat. 
Species composition-Roseneath 
Mallard, blue-winged teal, and widgeon were the 
predominant dabbler species, making up an aver
age of 82 per cent of the 105 breeding pairs 
(Table 5). Ruddy ducks and canvasbacks were 
the major diving duck species nesting on the area, 
comprising an average of 75 per cent of the 28 
breeding di ver pairs. Green-winged teal, gadwall, 

and lesser scaup were the least numerous breed
ing species. Mallards dropped from 54 to 33 pairs 
over the 4-year span of the study, while blue
winged teal and pintails showed somewhat erratic 
yearly fluctuations. Major increases in numbers 
were noted for ruddy ducks, with a recorded in
crease from 4 breeding pairs in 1952 to 15 pairs 
in 1955. The ring-necked duck was an uncom
mon breeder in the area; one pair established a 
nest in 1954. Species composition of the study 
area and pairs observed per square mile are 
similar to those given for the same block by 
Evans, Hawkins, and Marshall (1952: 38) for 
the 1951 breeding season. In their study, of the 
88 breeding pairs recorded per square mile, mal
lard, blue-winged teal, and canvasback were again 
the most common species. For the entire New
dale-Erickson district of west-central Manitoba, 
Kiel (1951: 56) showed the blue-winged teal, 
mallard, and lesser scaup as the three most 
numerous breeding species. For the same area, 
Pospichal, Cram, and Parsons (1954: 86, 87) 
showed that from 1949 to 1954, mallard was the 
predominant breeder followed by blue-winged 
teal, lesser scaup, and pintail. 

TABLE 5 Breeding pair estimates and species composition, Roseneatb Study Area. 1952 to 1955 

Mean 
Assigned breeding pairs species pairs/ 

4-year composi- square 

1952 1953 1954* 1955 average tion mile 

Dabblers: 
Mallard 54 49 41 33 44 33.1 31.5 

Blue-winged teal 31 27 35 24 29 21.8 20.7 

Widgeon 12 13 15 12 13 9.8 9.3 

Pintail 11 6 12 7 9 6.8 6.4 

Shoveler 4 3 5 3 4 3.0 2.9 

Green-winged teal 5 3 5 0 3 2.3 2.1 

GadwaU 3 3 2 3 3 2.3 2.1 

Subtotal 120 104 115 82 105 79.1 75.0 

Divers: 
Canvasback 12 10 10 8 10 7.5 7.1 

Redhead 4 10 6 5 6 4.5 4.3 

Lesser scaup 1 2 2 0 1 0.7 0.7 

Ruddy duck 4 10 14 15 11 8.2 7.9 

21 32 32 28 28 20.9 20.0 

Total 141 10 133 100.0 95.0 

• Plus one pair of ring-necked ducks. 
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Species composition-Kindersley 
On the grassland study block, mallard and pintail 
were the predominant breeding species (Table 6). 
They made up 72 per cent of the mean breeding 
population for the 4-year period. Dabblers made 
up 97 per cent of the entire population while 
divers, chiefly lesser scaup, made up the remain
der. No ruddy ducks were found breeding on the 
area, while one nesting pair of white-winged 
scoters was recorded in 1958. This area contained 
an average of 52 breeding pairs per square mile, 
in contrast to the average of 95 pairs per square 
mile at the Roseneath study area (Table 5). 
Although 2 to 12 pairs of white-winged scoters 
were regularly censused on a 90-acre pond in late 
May and early June 1956 through 1959, only one 
pair was recorded nesting near this pond in 
June 1958. 

Major yearly fluctuations in pair numbers oc
curred with all species. Peak numbers of mallard 
and pintail pairs (358 and 269, respectively) 
were found on the area in 1957, a year of drought 
which probably forced many pairs onto the rela
tively well-watered study block from the sur
rounding drought-stricken regions. While mallards 
and pintails increased in abundance in 1957, 

other breeding species decreased. Decreases in 
breeding pair numbers occurred generally in aIl 
species in 1958 and 1959, associated with con
tinuing drought and poor production of young. 

Gollop (1954: 71) conducted pair surveys on 
a sample of 20.5 square miles in the Kindersley
Eston district and determined indicated breeding 
populations of 75 pairs per square mile in 1952 
and 40 pairs per square mile in 1953. Pintails, 
mallards, shovelers, and blue-winged teal were 
the predominant dabbler species recorded, while 
lesser scaup and canvasback made up the greatest 
portion of divers. 
Indicatedpairs and nonbreeding in divers 
As previously discussed, there is some difficulty 
in assigning diver pairs to a study area as indi
cated breeding pairs from ground census. Also, 
there is no way to difIerentiate migrating pairs 
from residents and nonbreeding from breeding 
pairs (Smith and Hawkins, 1948; ElUg, 1955). 
A comparison of the mean indicated population 
with numbers of nesting pairs found on the 1 0.5~ 
square-mile block showed that only 48 per cent 
of the indicated population of diver pairs nested 
in 1956, 38 per cent in 1957, 39 per cent in 
1958, and 3 per cent in 1959 (Table 7). Most of 

TABLE 6 Breeding pair estimates and species composition. Kindersley Study Area. 1956 to 1959 

% Mean 
species pairs/ 

4-year composi- square 
Species 1956 1957 1958 1959 average tion mile 

Sex ratio corrected breeding dabbler pairs 
Mallard 248 358 173 149 232 42.8 22.1 
Pintait 182 269 143 43 159 29.3 15.1 
Widgeon 75 40 41 35 48 8.9 4.6 
Gadwall 44 19 25 23 28 5.1 2.7 
Shoveler 30 29 29 23 28 5.1 2.7 
Blue-winged teal 38 25 27 16 26 4.8 2.4 
Green-winged teal 5 7 3 4 5 1.0 0.5 

Subtotal 622 747 441 293 526 97.0 50.1 

Nesting diver pairs 
Canvasback 1 0 0 0 <1 <0.1 Tr. 
Redhead 4 2 0 0 2 0.4 0.2 
Lesser scaup 26 15 12 3 14 2.6 1.3 
White-winged scoter 0 0 1 0 <1 <0.1 Tr. 

Subtotal 31 17 13 3 16 3.0 1.5 

Tota] 653 764 454 296 542 100.0 51.6 
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TABLE 7 Comparison of indicated pairs of diving dncks from gronnd census and observed nesting 
popnlation, May 20 to Jnne 5, Kindersley Study Area, 1956 to 1959 

1956 1957 1958 1959 

Nest Nest Nest Nest 
Mean popula- % Mean popula- % Mean popula- % Mean popula- % 

Species pairs tionbreeding. pairs tion breeding pairs tion breeding pairs tion breeding 

Lesser scaup 
Canvasback 
Redhead 
Ruddy 

Total 

57 
1 
5 
1 

64 

26 
1 
4 
o 

31 

46 
100 
80 
o 

48 

29 
7 
7 
2 

45 

15 
o 
2 
o 

17 

the breeders were lesser scaup. Only one canvas
back and six redhead pairs nested, while no ruddy 
duck nests were found. 1 conèluded that indicated 
pair populations taken only from pair counts (i.e., 
omitting aIl lone or grouped males) du ring the 
period when divers shouldbe nesting do. not 
adequately approximate pair numbers actually 
nesting. Some of the indicated pairs were un
doubtedly late migrants, especially i-uddy ducks, 
but observations showed that many pairs of l\!sser 
scaup, and to a lesser extent, canvasback and 
redhead, remained on· the an!a throilgh late June 
without making any attempt to nest. 

Some of the lesser scaup censused may have 
been nonbreeding yearlings, although McKnight 
and Buss (1962), after histologically examinlng 
16 ovaries, concluded that most, but not aH, year
lings are physiologically capable of breeding. In 
Manitoba nonbreeding in lesser scaup has been 
associated with deteriorating habitat conditions 
and nonflooding of nesting coyer (Rogers, 1964). 
Rogers (1963) also noted th·at the proportion of 
hen scaup nesting around four iIltensively studied 
potholes decreased from 64 per cent in 1958 to 8 
per cent in 1959. In 1960 with a reéovery of 
water leve1s, 60 per cent oJ the resident pairs 
nested. Each year sorne of the.hens failed to n~st. 
ln Montana, Smith (1953: 286) also noted an 
absence of lesser scaup broods in 1ate surrurier 
even though pairs were present earlier on his 
study reservoirs. Similarly, in British Columbia, 
Munro (1941) suspected that a proportion of 
the lesser scaup population did not breed but 
retained their bright breeding plumage into mid
summer. 1 suggest that, owing to poor habitat 
conditions, deteriorating water 1evels, and de
crease in pothole numbers, many divers also 
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52 
o 

29 
o 

38 

27 
1 
1 
2 

31 

12 
o 
o 
o 

12. 

44 
o 
o 
o 

39 

70 
2 

15 
27 

114 

3 
o 
o 
o 

3 

4 
o 
o 
o 

3 

became nonbreeders in the Kindersley area from 
1957 through 1959, with. the lowest ratio of 
nesting pairs to indicated pairs in 1959. 
Nonbreeding in dabblers 
Nonbreeding in mallards and pintails has been 
reported· for Alberta by Sinith (1961) who con
cluded that pairs did not breed under deteriorat
ing water conditions due to "physiological and 
psychological shock". 1 obtained no direct 
evidence for nonbreeding of dabbler species 
because of the difficulty in separating breeders 
from nonbreeders. However, in 1957, of some 
358 indicated mallard pairs censused on the 
Kindersléy Study Area, only 300 nests were 
located du ring two complete "beat-outs" of the 
upland nesting coyer. Approximately 20 more 
nests were estimated to be in stubble fields and 
fence rows. Either the coverage of nesting ha
bitat was less than 100per cent efficient, or 
some pairs nested at over 1 mile from the study 

·block, or 35 to 40 of the immigrant pairs 
failed to nest. Also, in 1959, a periodic census 
of gadwall and widgeon pairs indicated that as 
rnany as 20 of the 35 widgeon pairs and 14 of 
the 23 gadwall pairs failed to nest. Loose aggre
gations of these pairs were seen on two ponds 
through late May and early June with no evi
dence of. dispersion or laying. Six gadwall hens 
were collected frorn flocked pairs outside the 
study area on June 5. On internaI examination 
four of the hens' ovaries showed ova in various 
stages of atresia, with no evidence of ovulated 
follicles present. The other two had apparently 
attempted to lay, as regressed follicles were 
noted. The mechanisms involved in nonbreeding 
. under conditions of poor quality habitat and 
high pair densities are not known .. 
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Breeding season dynamics of dabblers-1958 
Periodic censuses conducted from 0800 to 1200 
hours on the Kindersley Study Area throughout 
the 1958 breeding season showed wide changes 
in pair, lone drake, and grouped drake categories 
of each dabbler species (Tables 8a to 8f). A 
nesting study conducted concurrently gave known 
reference points for start of nesting, peak laying, 
first broods, and peak of hatching. The major 
difference between the early nesting mallard and 

pintail population components (Tables 8a. and 
8b, respectively) and later nesting widgeon (Table 
8c), shoveler (Table 8d), gadwall (Table 8e), 
and blue-winged teal (Table 8f) is the near 
absence of a grouped drake component in the 
last four species until the mid- or late incubation 
period. AIso, no major posthatching inftuxes of 
the last nesting species were recorded. 

A graphic èomparison of one example of an 
early nester, màlIard, with an intermediate nester, 

TABLE 8a Seasonal census of mallards on Kindersley Study Area, 1958 

Date 

Apr. 4 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 19 
Apr.24 
Apr.29 
May 3 
May 10 
May 21 

May 24 
May 31 
June 6 
June 12 
June 20 
June 26 

Pairs 

33 
116 
135 
96 
71 
49 
35 
52 

48 
24 
31 
12 
4 
1 

For ail tables, 8a to 8f. 

Lone 
drake 

2 
6 

17 
62 
69 
64 
55 
49 

72 
47 
18 
10 
3 
4 

2 

1 
1 
o 
6 

13 
24 
19 
27 

21 
14 
6 
6 
o 
1 

3 

1 
4 
1 
6 

11 
13 

17 
7 
5 
1 
o 
o 

Group sizes of drakes 
Number of groups 

4 

3 
1 
2 
2 

3 
3 
o 
o 
o 
1 

5. 

3 
3 
2 

1 
3 
1 
o 
1 
o 

6-10 10+ 

1(6)C 

1(7) 
1(9) 

1(8) 
5(35) 
6(47) 
2(13) 
1(6) 
2(15) 

4(109) 
2(39) 
3(70) 
1(15) 
1(14) 

"Breeding birds in attempted rape fiights or postbreeding groups given as a ratio, drakes:hens. 
b()ptimum census period, i.e., when population reaches a plateau and is fairly stable. 
"Figures in brackets give exact number of grouped birds. 
dhp hatching peak. 

TABLE 8b Seasonal census of pintails on KindersJey Study Area, 1958 

Date 

Apr. 4 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 29 
May 3 
May 10 
May 21 

May 24 
May 31 
June 6 
June 12 
June 20 
June 26 

Pairs 

63 
84 

112 
89 
49 
53 
36 
37 

36 
21 
20 

Lone 
drake 

8 
17 
21 
46 
76 
55 
45 
39 

43 
22 
14 

2 

2 
6 

13 
11 
11 

10 
7 
2 
1 
1 

3 

o 
5 
4 
8 
4 

10 
6 
o 

o 
1 

Group sizes of drakes 
Number of groups 

4 

1 
1 
o 
3 
5 

4 
4 
1 

5 

1 
1 
2 
2 
4" 

3 
2 
o 

o 

6-10 10+ 

1(6) 
1(6) 

1(7) 
1(9) 

4(32) 
1(6) 
1(8) 

3(20) 

4(97) 
2(53) 
1(11) 

Other" 

3:1 
9:9 

19:19 
'19:19 

9:17 
10:24 

Other 

20:4 
5:1 

25:3 
6:1 
3:1 

7:2 
18:13 
28:9 
3:3 

Drakes 
as% 

ail Indicated 
birds population 

52 37 
52 124 
53 155 

66 182) 73 187 
80 198 b 

85 191 
81 212 

83 230 
90 147 
87 81 
82 37 
67 12 
67 11 

Drakes 
as% 
ail Indicated 

birds population 

55 76 
55 103 
54 133 
65 174 
78 172 
76 181 
81 162 
81 150 

hp 
82 160 
88 101 
82 42 
89 2 

6 
100 3 
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TABLE 8c Seasonal census of widgeon on Kindersley Study Area, 1958 

Date 

Apr. 4 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 19 
Apr.24 
Apr.29 
May 3 
May 10 
May 21 

- May 24 
May 31 
June 6 

June 12 
June 20 
June 26 

Pairs 

1 
15 
43 
62 
62 
76 
31 
37 
31 
16 
17 

8 
4 
o 

Lone 
drake 

2 
7 
5 
2 
5 
4 

18 
25 
25 
15 

12 
2 
o 

2 

1 
o 
1 

3 

Group sizes of drakes 
Number of groups 

4 5 6-10 

1(6) 

TABLE Bd Seasonal census of shoveler 00 Kiodersley Study Area, 1958 

Date 

Apr. 4 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 29 
May 3 
May 10 
May 21 
May 24 
May 31 
June 6 

June 12 
June 20 
June 26 

Pairs 

1 
o 

10 
32 
25 
29 
27 
24 
13 
7 
6 

1 
5 
o 

Lone 
drake 

2 
3 
2 
8 
8 

16 
13 
23 
16 

15 
5 
o 

2 3 

2 

Group sizes of drakes 
Number of groups 

4 5 6-10 

1(6) 

1(7) 

TABLE 8e Seasooal ceosus of gadwall 00 Kindersley Study Area, 1958 

Date 

Apr. 4 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 29 
May 3 
May 10 
May 21 
May 24 
May 31 
June 6 
June 12 

June 20 
June 26 
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Pairs 

3 
9 
6 

17 
24 
36 
22 
8 

15 
10 

4 

Lone 
drake 

1 
1 
6 
4 

16 
12 
6 

5 

2 3 

Group sizes of drakes 
Number of groups 

4 5 6-10 

1(10) 

10+ 

1(11) 

10+ 

10+ 

Other 

7:1 

4:1 

Other 

4:1 

3:1 

5:1 

Other 

2:2 

Drakes 
as % 

ail 
birds 

Indicated 
population 

1 
57 20 
54 50 
54 74 
52 64 
52 81 
53 35 
60 55 
64 56 
72 41 
65 32 

hp 
78 29 
83 9 

Drakes 
as % 

all 
birds 

55 
54 
52 
56 
56 
63 
73 
81 
75 

hp 
95 
77 

Drakes 
as% 

ail 
birds 

53 
50 
51 
51 
54 
54 
75 
64 
68 

bp 
78 
90 

5 

Indicated 
population 

1 
o 

12 
39 
27 
37 
35 
40 
35 
30 
30 

21 
10 
o 

Indicated 
population 

3 
10 
6 

18 
25 
42 

~~ 
2i, 
14 
7 

• 1 

TABLE 8f Seasonal ceosus of blue-wioged teal 00 Kiodersley Study Area, 1958 

Group sizes of drakes 
Number of groups 

Date Pairs 
Lone 
drake 2 3 4 5 6-10 10+ Otber 

Drakes 
as% 

ail 
birds 

Indicated 
population 

Apr. 4 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 29 
May 3 
May 10 
May 21 
May 24 
May 31 
June 6 
June 12 

June 20 
June 26 

3 

7 
27 
12 
14 
13 
5 
6 

3 
2 

1 
4 
9 

21 
17 
27 
14 

6 
4 

6 
1 

widgeon, shows the lack of grouped widgeon 
males until the June 12 count, while mallard 
groupings are evidenced as early as April 24 
(Figure 3). Optimum census periods overlapped 
in the two species during mid-May. 
Mallard 
Even before the start of egg laying between 
April 12 and 15, a number of lone and grouped 
drake mallards were observed (Table 8a). These 
were probably unmated males. On April 29 
the ratio of pairs to lone males was about 1: 1, 
but thereafter pair numbers tended to decrease 
and lone males increased until a ratio of 1: 1.5 
was recorded at the hatching peak, about May 21. 
The grouped drake component increased during 
this 22-day interval as more hens started to in
cubate. 

2 

During the peak laying interval of April 24 
to 29, most grouped drakes were found in aggre
gations of two. As the incubation period con
tinued, more groups of three to five were 
observed. During early May when first nesters 
were incubating, few aggregations of more than 
five drakes were seen. Before May 21 only three 
groups of more than five males were observed, 
one each on April 29, May 10 and May 21. 
During the censuses prior to May 24 no group 
flights associated with courtship or attempted rape 
flights were recorded, although a number were 
noted on the area in the afternoons when laying 
and incubating hens retumed to waiting areas. 

The validity of enumerating the grouped drake 
component, prior to the main hatching peak, with 

10:4 

53 
53 
66 
71 
71 
90 
79 

bp 
75 
89 

4 

8 
31 
23 

H} 
22 

9 
17 

the recorded pair and lone male components as 
indicative of the breeding pair population, was 
substantiated by the seasonal censuses. Indicated 
breeding populations, taken from an enumeration 
of the pair, lone drake, and grouped drake com
ponents before the hatching peak, were consistent 
and varied between 182 and 212 pairs (Table 
8a). After the peak of hatching between May 21 
and 24, the number of indicated pairs based on 
grouped drake counts rose and there was no way 
in which. resident grouped males and transient 
males which had left their breeding home ranges 
elsewhere could be differentiated. A marked in
flux of grouped males in aggregations of over 5 
and up to 40 was noted after May 31. Such 
postbreeding aggregations of drakes and hens 
were recorded until the end of June. 

From the present data and complementary, 
data on marked pairs, 1 concluded that drake 
mallards congregated while their hens were in 
the last stages of laying or in the first stages of 
incubation. Further, they remained on the breed
ing grounds, although not necessarily on the 
waiting site, untÎl the second or third week of 
incubation (first nesting only). Small aggrega
tions of males were associated with the waning 
of the drake-hen pair bond primarily through 
the incubation period. 

Because sorne pairs continued to renest through 
J une, the indicated population, aiter the fust 
influx of postbreeding groups on May 31, was 
considered to include the pairs, lone drakes, and 
only those groups of males five or less in number. 
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Figure 3 April to June population components from pcriodic censuses on the Kindersley Study Area, 1958. (Note 
the lack of grouped male widgeons but the prevalence of grouped male mallards.) 
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Observations of marked drakes from pairs nest
ing for the tirst time had indicated that mated 
males rarely congregated into groups of tive or 
more before their hens were in the third or fourth 
week of incubation. Therefore, an arbitrary divi
sion was made to inc1ude only groups of five or 
Iess after the hatching peak. A similar decision 
was made by Jessen, Lindmeier, and Farmes 
( 1964) and by Hammond (1966). 

The lone female component made up Jess than 
3 per cent of the total indicated pair count for 
ail May censuses, i.e., rarely were more than two 
Ione hens recorded per species per cens us. A few 
more lone hens were recorded in June after 
drakes had abandoned their home ranges and 
left tbe study area, but the maximum number 
noted during one census was tive pintai!. Only 
tive Ione mallard hens were recorded, one from 
each census from May 3 to 31. Smith (1956: 
36) reported that lone hens of each species 
made up Iess than 4 per cent of the populations 
on four Alberta study areas. At Kindersley the 
tirst small postbreeding groupings of predomi
nantly hens were recorded by June 12. They 
were usually associated with a number of males. 
SmaJl flocks of hens from 3 to 38 were periodi
caily noted in the district during the first 2 weeks 
of July. 1 assumed these were hens that had lost 
renest c1utches or abandoned nearly flying young 
and were retiring to the moulting Iakes. 

Seasonal sex ratios of mallards recorded on 
the study area showed a progressive increase in 
the percent age of drakes, as absences by laying 
and incubating hens reduced the proportion of 
visible hens. Ten days after the hatching peak, 
90 per cent of the population was made up of 
drakes. Thereafter, a downward trend in per
centage of drakes was noted as more drakes left 
the breeding grounds and postbreeding groups 
of hens moved into the region. By examination 
of sex ratio data from census and a comparison 
with prebreeding sex ratios, time of Iaying and 
incubation can be deduced. The first appearance 
of Ione drakes, i.e., when lone drakes compose 
over 10 per cent of the indicated pairs, is in
variably a good indicator of start of laying by 
hens, while the tirst appearance of groups of 
two or three drakes indicates start of incubation. 
Pintait 
The seasonal changes in population components 
paralleled those of maJlards (Table 8b). Lone 
drakes made up a small proportion of the pre-

breeding population prior to April 12, the start 
of Iaying, but the number grew as more nests 
were initiated. Grouping of males was most 
evident as soon as incubation started, although 
prebreeding association between mated and un
mated males is much more common in this 
species than in mallards (Smith, 1963). A major 
difference between the two species is the frequent 
association of pintail drakes with pairs after April 
19, i.e., in groups of three or more males and one 
hen. These were primariJy composed of males har
assing females, temporarily on ponds, in attempted 
rape flights . No pintail pairs were recorded 
after June 6, indicating an earlier abandon ment 
of home ranges by renesting individu aIs than 
by maJlards. As with mallards, a major influx 
of postbreeding grouped males was noted after 
May 24. The indicated breeding population based 
on pairs, lone males, and grouped males from 
April 24 to May 21 inclusive (the optimum 
census interval) varied between 150 and 181 pairs. 

The percentage of drakes in the breeding 
population increased to 88 per cent 10 days after 
the peak of hatching, but did not decrease 
through June, as in mallards, as no postbreeding 
groups of hens moved into the area. 
Widgeon 
The indicated breeding pair population was com
posed of pair and Ione drakes for the greatest 
portion of the breeding season (Table Sc, Fig
ure 3). The lack of the grouped male category, 
until after the hatching peak, reflects the stronger 
pair bond and site attachment in this species than 
in mallards and pintails. 

Two to seven Ione drakes were observed on 
each census prior to the start of egg laying on 
May 8, and a group of three unmated males was 
recorded only once on April 12. Lone drakes be
came more corn mon after May 10 with the peak 
of Iaying reached between May 16 and 20. Sex 
ratios became progressively weighted to maJes as 
more hens started laying and initiated incubation. 
The percentage of drakes reached a maximum of 
83 per cent sorne 10 days after the hatching peak. 
Few males apparently remained on the study area 
for more than a week after the hatching period. 
There was aJso no major influx of grouped wid
geon drakes into the area as was recorded for 
mailards and pintaiis. 
Shove/er 
Most shovelers were observed as either pairs or 
lone drakes until midway through the incubation 
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period (Table 8d). Eight lone males were ob
served on May 3, the fust indication of laying in 
the species. Groups of males were tirst recorded 
on May ~4, 2.5 weeks before the hatching peak. 
The percentage of males increased aiter May 10, 
and reached a maximum of 95 per cent after the 
hatching peak . 
Gadwall 
The seasonal population components are similar 
to those of widgeon. Only one lone male was 
observed on each count taken prior to May 21 
whereas aiter the first laying commenced, about 
May 16, the number of lone males steadily in
creased (Table 8e). Grouped males were not 
observed in morning coun1s until just before the 
hatching peak, again indicating a strong pair bond 
and site attachment in this species. However, 
several neck-banded males were observed to 
associate with other males, for varying periods 
of the day, during the third and fourth week of 
incubation. Sex ratios in favour of drakes in
creased after laying started and peaked at 90 per 
cent males, 7 days after the hatching peak. No 
large influx of postbreeding grouped maks was 
recorded in June. 
Blue-winged teal 
The pair and lone drake component made up the 
greatest proportion of the indicated pair popula
tion until the hatching peak (Table 8f). Seven 
groups of males, primarily of two, were noted 10 
days before the hatching peak. The first nest was 
recorded on May 12 and only one group of two 
males was observed on May 21. Four aggregated 
males were seen on May 31 . These may have 
been associations of mated and unmated drakes 
or of unmated drakes oruy. As with other species 
the percentage of males censused in the popula
tion progressively increased until a high of 89 
per cent males was noted on June 6, 10 days be
fore the hatching peak. 

Optimum census periods 
For aU 1958 counts, plottings of weekly, indi
cated pair populations show wide seasonal varia
bility (Fig. 4). Most dabbler species showed an 
ever increasing number of pairs in residence until 
the beginning of nesting, when a relatively stable 
"plateau" of pair numbers occurred. This plateau 
can be correlated with the initiation of laying and 
extends for 3 to 4 weeks while other hens start 
laying and incubating. Optimum census periods 
of the early nesters, maUard and pintail, over
lapped with the intermediate nesters, widgeon and 
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Figure 4 SeasoDal indicated pair numbers of six 
dabbler species. (Note the differeDces in optimum ceDSUS 
periods reflecting variatioDS in time of nesting.) 

shoveler, but did not overlap with the late nesters, 
gadwaU and blue-winged teal (Fig. 4) . For the 
1958 breeding season the optimum census period 
was April 24 to May 21 for early nesters, May 10 
to June 6 for intermediate nesters, and May 24 
to June 12 for late nesters. 

The optimum census periods can be a week 
earlier or 2 weeks later than dates given above 
because of yearly variations in spring break-up, 
migration of species, and dates of nest initiation. 
Late April cold periods affect migration and 

nest-initiation dates and may lead to double peaks 
of hatching in late May and early June. Adequate 
censuses during su ch years are extremely difficult 
as mallard and pintail drakes from early nestings 
have abandoned home ranges when late nestings 
are only being initiated. 
Estimates based on different components 
Various authors (Hochbaum, 1944; Sowls, 1947; 
Williams, 1948; Smith and Hawkins, 1948; and 
others) have recommended that only the drake 
and pair components of a censused population 
be considered indicated breeding pairs. At Kin
dersley, a wide discrepancy in pair estimates 
occurred with two species, mallard and pintail, 
if only these two components were considered 
(Table 9) . A comparison of indicated pair pop
ulations of mallards and pintails taken from a 
single count on May 10 with a mean sex-ratio 
corrected population (cf. Methods section) taken 
from five counts suggested that by enumerating 
lone males and pairs only 52 per cent of the 
estimated breeding population of mallards and 
54 per cent of the pintail pairs were assessed. 

Chronology of nesting markedly affects the com
ponent parts. During the optimum census period, 
mallard lone drakes plus pairs made up 158 of 
the 182 (or 87 per cent) indicated pairs counted 
on April 24, but had dropped to only 10 1 of the 
212 (or 48 per cent) indicated pairs noted 
on May 21 (Table 8a). The pintail lone drake 
plus pair components made up 135 of the 174 
(or 78 per cent) indicated pairs on April 24, 
but had dropped to 76 of 150 (51 per cent) 
indicated pairs on May 21 (Table 8b). 

Breeding population estimates of other dabbler 
species show less distortion when only pair and 
lone drake components are considered because 
few drakes (primarily unmated ones) associate 
with each other until after mid-incubation . How
ever, at Kindersley, population levels of ail other 
dabbler species, viz., widgeon, shoveler, gadwall, 
and blue-winged teal, were considerably lower 
than those recorded for mallard and pintai!. 
Where pair populations occur at densities in 
excess of five pairs per square mile (Table 5) 
drakes may associa te much earlier in the incuba-

TABLE 9 Comparison of 1958 Kindersley cens us resuIts utilizing various population components and sex 
ratio correction factors 

Blue-
winged 

Mallard Pintail Widgeon Shoveler Gadwall teal 

Census date in May 10 10 21 21 31 31 
A. 
Indkated breeding population from 
counts including pairs and lone drakes 
only. 90 81 55 40 24 30 

Per cent of estimate D using two 
components, pairs and lone drakes (52) (54) (134) (138) (96) (111) 

B. 
Indicated breeding population from 
counts including pairs, lone males, 
grouped males, GFAC, and ARF 191 161 55 40 24 34 

C. 
Mean indicated breeding population 
from five census dates (Table 12) 194 168 44 34 28 32 
95% confidence interval ± 12.9 ± 13.5 ± 12.4 ±4.6 ±7 .0 ± 10.2 

D. 
Mean sex ratio corrected population 
from C and Table 3 173 149 41 29 25 27 
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tian period into small groups of two's and three's. 
Such groups should be enumerated as indicated 
pairs, and the sex-ratio correction factor applied 
ta delete any groups of unmated males. 
Dany change in population components 
By hourly observation, 1 established that varia
tions occur in component parts of a population 
breeding around a single pond. Cens uses con
ducted during five intervals of the day also 
showed this variation (Table 10). Counts of 
indicated mallard pairs conducted after 0530 
hours show pairs making up but one-quarter 
of the population whereas comparable counts 
started at 0800 hours show 46 per cent pairs, 
at 1300 hours 57 per cent pairs, at 1530 hours 
63 per cent pairs, and at 1800 hours 69 per 
cent pairs (Table 10). On May 16, only 18 
mallard pairs were recorded on the 0530 hour 
count while 42 were noted on the 0800 hour 
count. 1 concluded that most pairs were visiting 
nesting caver or feeding on upland grain fields 
in the early morning and were not seen on ponds. 
Other observations on general daily activity of 
pairs confirmed this view. At 0530 hours when 
many hens would be laying, the lone drake com
ponent of the population was 30 per cent. It 
decreased from 23 per cent at the 0800 hour 
count to 18 per cent at both 1300 and 1530 
hours and was only 15 per cent at the 1800 
hour count. As the counts were taken be
tween May Il and 16, when many of the hens 

were either laying or incubating, 1 concluded 
that there is a simple change of component parts 
from lone drakes and grouped drakes to pairs 
progressively throughout the day as more hens 
return to waiting sites from laying and as more 
hens take their recesses from incubation in late 
afternoons. 

Mallard hens lay most of their eggs during 
the morning (Rochbaum, 1944; Sowls, 1955; 
Dzubin, MS.). The time spent on the nest per 
egg is highly variable between successive eggs 
and among hens. The shortest time 1 recorded 
was 2 hours 3 minutes on the nest, while the 
longest was 13 hours 8 minutes. A few hens 
may also ft y to nest sites in evening and remain 
on the nest overnight. Incubating hens also vary 
in the limes recesses are taken, but most take an 
afternoon rest period. Peak recess times occur
red between 0300 and 0600 hours and 1500 and 
1900 hours (Dzubin MS.). The average length 
of morning recesses in May was about 47 minutes, 
(N = 71) while late afternoon recess lengths 
averaged 89 minutes (N = 200). 

After leaving the nest, a laying mallard hen 
fties to the waiting area of her drake. Rens in 
early and mid-incubation periods, i.e., up ta 
18 days, also continue to ft y ta the activity centre 
of the home range and rejoin the drake. The 
exact date drakes leave hens and abandon home 
ranges varies with the individu al pair (McKinney, 
1965) and with the phenology of the season. 

TABLE 10 Cbanges in five population components of mallards at five different periods on single days 
during laying and early incubation, Kindersley Stndy Area, 1959 

May Il 
May 15 
May 16 

Total 
% aIl birds 
Ratio 

May 16 
% aU birds 
Ratio 

%00 

Prs. 

61 
42 
42 

145 
46 

100: 

Prs. 

18 
25 

100: 

0800 hours 

Lone Grp. Lone 
6 6<5 'f 

53 53 
44 61 
44 66 

141 180 1 
23 29 .2 
97: 124: .7: 

0530 hours 

Lone Grp. Lone 
6 6<5 'f 

42 64 
30 45 

233: 356 

Grp. 
birds PrS. 

9:0 80 
4:1 55 

50 

14 185 
2 56 

10 100: 

Grp. 
birds Prs. 

73 
63 

100: 

1300 hours 1800 hours 

Lone Grp. Lone Grp. Lone Grp. Lone Grp. 
6 6<5 Cj! birds Prs. 6 6<5 'f birds 

35 52 98 35 45 
45 58 5:1 53 33 28 1 
37 56 67 29 19 2 

117 166 0 6 218 97 92 3 
18 25 1 69 15 15 .5 
63: 90: 3 100: 44: 42: 1 

1530 hours 

Lone Grp. Lone Grp. 
6 6<5 'f birds 

41 44 
18 19 
56: 60 

-
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During recesses, after mid-incubation, hens may 
not return to the activity centre ta rejoin the 
drake but may take recesses elsewhere on the 
home range. The pair bond may be completely 
broken at tbis time. Rens feed alone or, uncom
monly, join other hens on recess. 

Cens uses conducted in the morning, when 
most hens were laying or incubating, showed a 
greater preponderance of lone males and grouped 
males than those taken in the afternoon and 
evening. As a greater proportion of hens start 
to incubate, fewer pairs will be observed in 
morning counts while late afternoon and evening 
counts will again show a greater percentage of 
pairs, reflecting the re-establishment of pair bonds 
by incubating hens with their waiting drakes. 

A comparison of ratios of pairs:lone drakes: 
grouped drakes showed some major changes 
through the day. Counts made after 0530 hours 
showed the greatest proportion of grouped drakes 
with progressively fewer noted at 0800, 1300, 
and 1530 hours (Table 10). The lowest per
centage of grouped drakes was noted in the 
1800-hour count. Drake aggregations tend to 
disperse in late afternoon when incubating hens 
take their recesses. Drakes return to waiting area 
sites periodically throughout the day but are 
more commonly seen as lone drakes in late 
afternoon hours. The ratio of pairs to lone 
drakes ta grouped drakes noted fromperiodic 
counts taken through the day can be used to 
crudely determine percentages of population lay
ing and incubating. Since the time laying hens 
spend on nests varies and since mallard hens 
have one or two recesses a day, precise numbers 
of hens ineach reproductive stage cannat be 
accurately determined from pair to drake ratios. 
Rowever, proportions of pairs observed in the 
0800- to 1200-hour interval when compared 
to the 1200- to 1530~hour interval can be used 
as an index to pairs laying, as most hens lay eggs 
before noon. In morning counts· a large propor
tion of lone drakes, of the total indicated pop
ulation, is good evidence of the early laying 
period for their hens. Associations of two or 
three drakes may denote late laying and early 
incubation period while groupings of four, five, . 
or more drakes suggest mid- to late incubation 
or postbreeding periods. The use of changes in 
component parts wouldbecome more com
plicated in areas where high nest losses led to 

enumeration of many renesting pairs throughout 
the day. The seasonal changes in component 
parts as assessed from comparable morni!1g 
counts have been previously shown for maIlards 
(Table 8a and Fig. 3) and other species (Tables 
8b ta 8f). Daily and seasonal changes in popula
tion components of mallards and pintails were 
similar in that drakes form associations with 
other drakes during the laying and early incuba
tion periods, while other dabbler males do not 
show the same degree of association until later 
in the incubation period. Under the low densities 
studied most widgeon, shoveler, gadwall, and 
blue-winged teal drakes were enumerated as lone 
males until 7 to 10 days before the hatching 
period. 
Seasonal variability of walking and vehicle census 
Walking census 
Population estimates of six species taken from a 
series of four or five walking censuses showed 
wide variability between each count (Table Il). 
Ail estimates were made at a period when the 
greatest proportion of the mallard and pintail 
population was known ta be in the prebreeding 
(Le., pairs spaced and showing activity localiza
tian) or breeding period with the remaining 
species in the migration (Le., pairs grouped) and 
postmigration (Le., pairs spaced but not showing 
activity localization) period. Estimates of the in
dicated breeding population of mallards on the 
Kindersley Study Area were the most consistent, 
showing a coefficient of variability of 4.8 per cent 
while shoveler estimates were least consistent 
with a coefficient of variability of 31 per cent. It 
should be recognized that consistency need not 
refiect constancy of population or accuracy of 
counts. A balance between egress and ingress on 
the area may be Occurring, with the same pairs 
not being enumerated during each count if turn
over is constant. Balanced turnover rates would 
occur rarely. Biases may also be consistent. 

For a breeding duck census period, five condi
tions are desirable: (1) that the population is 
resident and not migrating; (2) that no pairs 
move into the area during the census interval; 
(3) that approximately the same number of birds 
are fiushed and duplicate counts are minimal; 
( 4) that there is no influx of mated or unmated 
lone drakes onto the study area; (5) that mortal
ity Îs not removing part of the population during 
the census peri ad .. Assumption (1) was invalid 
for aIl species except mallard and possibly pintail. 
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Table 11 Mean population estimates of six dab
bler species from five ceosus periods in 
1956. Kindersley Study Area. Walkiog 
ceosus: 0530-1100 hours 

Early nesrers 

Mallard 

Census 
date 

5/3 
5114 
5/15 
5/16 
5/21 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coef. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

265 
274 
264 
298 
289 

278 .O± 16.7* 
6.0 
4.8% 

Census 
date 

5/3 
5/14 
5/15 
5/16 
5/21 

Pintail 

Indicated 
population 

278 
193 
200 
202 
194 

Mean 213.4±40.3 
Stand. Error 14.5 
Coer. Var. 15.2% 

Interrnediate nesters 

Widgeon 

Census 
date 

5/14 
5/15 
5/16 
5/21 
5/28 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coer. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

88 
75 
71 
78 
95 

81.4± 10.9 
3.9 

10.8% 

Shoveler 

Census 
date 

5/14 
5/15 
5/16 
5/21 
5/28 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coef. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

35 
31 
25 
33 
58 

36.4± 14.0 
5.1 

31.0% 

Late nesters 

Gadwall 

Census 
date 

5/16 
5/21 
5/28 
6/4 
6/11 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coer. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

49 
41 
50 
46 
55 

48.2±5.7 
2.1 
9.6% 

*95% confidence interval. 

Blue-winged teal 

Census 
date 

5/21 
5/28 
6/4 
6/11 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coer. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

45 
51 
39 
49 

46.0± 10.3 
3.2 

10.0% 

There was no way of assessing assumption (2), 
but perusal of the data suggested that a portion 
of the pintails enumerated on May 3 and the 
shovelers on May 28 were migrants, as the in
dicated population showed peaks at this time. 
These peaks tended to increase the variances. 
Furthermore, mobility and home range size of 
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TABLE 12 Mean population estimates of six 
dabbler species from five census peri
ods in 1958. Kindersley Study Area. 
Vehlcle census! 0800-1130 hours 

Early nesrers 

Mallard 

Census 
date 

4/24 
4/29 
5/3 

5/10 
5/21 

Indicated 
population 

182 
187 
198 
191 
212 

Mean 194.0± 12.9* 
Stand. Error 4.7 
Coer. Var. 5.4% 

Pintail 

Census 
date 

4/24 
4/29 
5/3 

5/10 
5/21 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coer. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

174 
172 
181 
161 
150 

167.6± 13.5 
4.9 
6.5% 

Interrnediate nesters 

Widgeon 

Census 
date 

5110 
5121 
5/24 
5/31 
6/6 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
coer. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

35 
55 
56 
41 
32 

43.8± 12.4 
4.5 

22.8% 

Shoveler 

Census 
date 

5/10 
5/21 
5/24 
5/31 
6/6 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coer. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

35 
40 
35 
30 
30 

34.0±4.6 
1.7 

11.0% 

Late nesters 

Gadwall 

Census 
date 

5/21 
5/24 
5/31 
6/6 

6/12 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coef. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

42 
26 
24 
27 
21 

28.0±7.0 
2.5 

20.3% 

*95% confidence interval 

Blue-winged teal 

Census 
date 

5121 
5/24 
5/31 
6/6 

6/12 

Mean 
Stand. Error 
Coef. Var. 

Indicated 
population 

23 
35 
34 
44 
22 

31.6± 10.2 
3.7 

26.0% 

pintaiIs, their lack of strong site attachment 
and their erratic long-distance wanderings could 
have posed a sampling error. There is, however, 
some consistency of estimates for the mallard, 
pintail, widgeon, and shoveler taken on 3 succes
sive days. The low densities of widgeon, shoveler, 
gadwall, and blue-winged teal on the 10.S-square-

F 
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TABLE 13 Census of six dabbler species on 3 days of the same week, Kindersley Study Area, 1959 

Indicated populations from ground count 

Blue-
winged Total CST 

hours Mallard Pintail Widgeon Shoveler Gadwall teal population 

May Il 

May 15 

May 16 

Number counts 
Mean 
95% conf. int. 
Stand. error 
Coef. var.% 

0800 
1300 
1800 

0800 
1300 
1800 

0530 
0800 
1300 
1530 
1800 

176 
167 
178 

151 
163 
114 

124 
152 
143 
158 
115 

11 
149.2 

± 14.6 
6.57 

14.6 

58 
41 
45 

47 
30 
30 

33 
48 
45 
59 
31 

Il 
42.5 
±6.8 

3.03 
23.7 

May 15 and 16 only-0800, 1300, 1530 hours only 

Number counts 
Mean 
95% conf. int. 
Stand. error 
Coef. var. % 

5 
153.4 
±7.3 

2.62 
3.8 

5 
45.8 

± 11.5 
4.15 

20.3 

mile block may have also affected the variability. 
Under low densities home ranges may be larger. 
There might be more pairs with home ranges 
partly off the study area leading to greater vari
ability of counts. 
Vehicle census 
In 1958, pair counts showed increased precision 
of estimates for pintail and shoveler but decreased 
precision of estima tes for widgeon, gadwall, and 
blue-winged teal (Table 12). The coefficient of 
variability was almost the same in mallards for 
the two counting methods, viz., 4.8 per cent for 
walking counts versus 5.4 per cent for vehicle 
counts. As the same population was not sam pied 
and a 2-year span separated the two series of 
counts, the data were inconclusive as to what 

52 
42 
47 

37 
37 
31 

28 
32 
39 
36 
32 

11 
37.5 
±4.6 

2.07 
18.3 

5 
36.2 

±2.9 
1.04 
6.4 

24 
33 
30 

27 
35 
31 

23 
20 
35 
33 
36 

11 
29.7 
±3.5 

1.57 
17.5 

5 
30.0 

±7.2 
2.59 

19.3 

21 
29 
18 

16 
23 
20 

16 
17 
25 
18 
18 

11 
20.1 
±2.6 

1.18 
19.5 

5 
19.8 

±4.4 
1.59 

17.9 

9 
9 
7 

23 
17 
20 

20 
16 
26 
24 
31 

11 
18.4 

±4.7 
2.13 

38.3 

5 
21.2 

±4.9 
1. 77 

18.8 

340 
321 
325 

301 
305 
246 

244 
285 
313 
328 
263 

method of census showed the least variation. 
Other sources of sampling error may tend to 
increase variability, masking any differences at
tributable to the two methods. Factors such as 
water and vegetation condition, population level, 
and phase of breeding season were not weighed 
and they may colour any valid conclusions. Be
cause fewer birds were flushed by the vehicle, 
one might expect higher rates of precision with 
this method. The 1958 estimates from vehlcle 
counts for mallards and pintails showed marked 
consistencies of pair estima tes for the April 24 
to May 21 interval. The data for these two species 
tended to substantiate the view that each popula
tion reaches a plateau of numbers for a 3- to 
4-week period every year. Again, low densities 
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of the other four species may have affected 
variability as there was tittle consistency among 
counts. 
Time of day and variability of estimates 
ln 1959, population estimates from 11 vehicle 
counts taken on 3 days of 1 week showed wide 
variation (Table 13, middIe). The coefficient of 
variability was lowest for mallards, 14.6 per cent, 
and highest for blue-winged teal, 38.3 per cent. 
Five mid-day counts arbitrarily chosen from 
censuses taken after 0800, 1300, and 1530 hours 
showed lower coefficients of variability for aIl 
species except shoveler, when compared to the 
variation of the 11 counts (Table 13, bottom). 1 
observed that pairs left the census ponds in early 
morning to fly to nesting cover. Many were not 
on ponds during the census period. In the evening 
and to a lesser extent in the morning, a number of 
mallard, pintail, and widgeon pairs fed in grain
stubble fields and were again not available on 
ponds for census. Therefore, estimates made from 
counts between 0800 and 1530 hours were prob
ably more representative of the absolute breeding 
population than estimates made before or after 
these times. Population estimates of blue-winged 
teal were low for May Il but much higher on 
May 15 and 16, indicating an influx of birds in 
this interval. Such migratory inftuxes naturally in
crease variance of estimates. For all species except 
mallard and pintail, the wide variation in counts 
taken after 0800, 1300, and 1530 hours suggested 
that aU counted pairs were not resident or were 
nonbreeders with no firm site attachmenis, moving 
on and off the study block at various periods of 
the day and over the 5-day period. 

An analysis of variance of dabbler counts for 
0800, 1300, and 1800 hours of 3 days in 1959 
showed that there was a significant difference 
(p = < .01) in the variances of shoveler and 
gadwall estimates (Table 14). There was no dif
ference existing between the variances of the 
morning, mid-day and late afternoon pair esti
mates of mallard, pintail, widgeon, and blue
winged teal. Even so, the test can be biologically 
misinterpreted since field observations showed 

. that mallards and pintails, especially, are prone 
to leave ponds after 1800 hours and be found in 
wheat-stubble fields .. Replication of counts over a 
longer period would better corroborate whether 
time of day has an influence· on countableness. 
On two days, May 15 and 16, counts of mallards 
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TABLE 14 Analysis of variatioD of dabbler 
counts taken at three different time 
intervals, 0800, 1300, and 1800 
bours, on 3 days. Data from 
Table 13 

Degrees Sum 
Source of 
variation 

of of Mean 
freedom squares square 

Mallard 
Total 
Time 
Error 

Pintait 
Total 
Time 
Error 

Widgeon 
Total 
Time 
Error 

Shoveler 
Total 
Time 
Error 

Gadwall 
Total 
Time 
Error 

Blue-winged teal 
Total 
Time 
Error 

8 
2 
6 

8 
2 
6 

8 
2 
6 

8 
2 
6 

8 
2 
6 

8 
2 
6 

2485 
1064 
1421 

744 
408 
336 

703 
412 
291 

290 
241 
49 

180 
144 
36 

1080 
548 
532 

For 2 and 6 d.f. Fos =5.14, FOl = 10.92. 

532 
236.8 

204 
56.0 

206 
48.5 

20.5 
8.2 

72 
6.0 

274 
88.7 

F 
Value 

2.25· 

3.64· 

4.24" 

14.75t 

12.00t 

3.09" 

·The nun hypothesis that no significant ditference exists 00-
tween Ume means of ditferent time periods is accepted at .05 
level. 
tThe null hypothesis that no significant ditference exists bè
tween time means of ditferent Ume periods is rejected at .01 
level. 

and pintails started at 1800 hours were lower 
than mid-day counts. The May Il counts do not 
show this decrease but point out the need for 
further extensive series of replicate daily and 
hourly counts. The present data are too few for 
valid conclusions. 

Counts should be conducted at times when 
pairs of aU species are most regularly found on 
ponds and not in nesting cover or fields, Le., 
between 0800 and 1800 hours. Other supporting 
data show that wind velocity generally increased 
in the afternoons. AIso, more laying and incubat
ing hens left clutches and returned to waiting sites 
alter the noon hour. The retum of hens on recess 
to ponds invariably led to increased pair contacts, 

1 

1 
1 

,1 
( 
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chases, and mobility. For these reasons counts 
might better be restricted to the 0800- to 1200-
hour interval when pairs and drakes are least 
mobile and most likely to be found on ponds. 
Pond numbers and breeding pair populations 
Discussions of the correlation between spring mal
lard breeding populations and Mayor July pond 
numbers have been presented by a number of 
authors (Evans and Black, 1956; Bellrose, Scott, 
Hawkins, and Low, 1961; Salyer, 1962; Lynch, 
Evans, and Conover, 1963; Crissey, 1963a, 
1963b, 1969; Drewien, 1967). Evans and Black 
(1956), Drewien (1967), and Bellrose et al. 
(1961) show strong positive correlations between 
May pond numbers and breeding populations of 
blue-winged teal and mallards, while Crissey 
( 1968) has shown a significant cor,relation be
tween July pond numbers and number of young 
mallards produced, and also the subsequent spring 
breeding population. 1 have pointed out that sup
plementary data on pond quality, size, and den
sities should also be considered in any such 
correlation attempts (Dzubin, 1969). Little is 
yet known of the effects of social interactions of 
duck pairs in limiting breeding population levels 
or whether "saturation points" of waterfowl oc
cupancy are yearly reached or exceeded on habi
tat units in which water levels and pond numbers 
are constantly changing. Over-harvests of local 
populations (Moyle, 1964) and shifts in popula
tions from one waterfowl stratum to another be
cause of droughts (Lynch, 1949; Crissey, 1957) 
tend to make inferences from yearly pond-pair 
correlations difficult. Also, much of the fluctua
tion in pond numbers revolves about filling and 
drying of small transie nt potholes, with the larger, 
deeper ponds generally holding some water 
through each summer or until major droughts 
occur (Dzubin, unpublished). For example, Smith 
(1949) recorded a 77 per cent decrease in pond 
numbers in the Alberta parklands in 1949 but a 
59 per cent increase in duck populations, indicat
ing that ponds, perhaps the larger, deeper pot
holes, had not yet reached critical levels of 
occupancy. A number of smaller ponds may in 
fact be superftuous to some basic number of large, 
deep ponds required by pairs in any breeding 
home range. 

Direct counts of indicated breeding pairs 
utilizing the 10.5-square-mile Kindersley Study 
Area from 1956 through 1967 show a trend 
downward from 1957 to 1963 and a partial 

recovery thereafter (Table 15). Comparable 
counts were made only once during each season 
at the optimum cens us period for mallards and 
pintails and therefore the data presented do not 
lend themselves to particular consideration of 
fluctuations of other species. From brood surveys 
1 calculated that production of young mallards in 
any of the four summers, 1956 through 1959, 
was not sufficient to balance annual mortality. 

ln a study of mortality of ftightless young mal
lards, banded throughout the Kindersley district 
from 1954 to 1959, GoHop (1965) showed a 
1088 of 32 per cent of young from 3 to 7 weeks 
of age. For flying young an average mortality of 
61 per cent was calculated for the year following 
September 1. Mean annual adult mortality was 47 
per cent. Assuming that the 1956 adult and im
mature segments were subject to these mortality 
rates, there should have been a marked reduction 
in the returning population in the spring of 1957. 
Yet breeding populations in 1957 rose markedly 
over those in 1956. 1 concluded that in 1957 
mallard and pintail pairs moved onto the study 
area from the surrounding drought-stricken re
gions. Thereafter aH pair populations continued 
to decrease to a low about 1963. These decreases 
probably reflected low production rates and their 
subsequent effects on spring adult populations 
homing to the area. Aiso poor May pond quality, 
Le. low water levels and extensive mud flats, may 
have deterred settling of pairs and led to their 
emigration northward. If production of young 
was low and if hunting ~Jld natural mortality 
yearly reduced the adult component, the popula
tion traditionaUy homing to the area would be 
quickly reduced. The study area was completely 
dry on July 25, 1963, except for a one-quarter
acre, spring-fed pond, and few young of any 
species were successfuHy fledged that year. Since 
1964 there has been a yearly recovery of the 
breeding populations of aH species, associated 
with higher May pond numbers, a greater pond 
acreage, a longer, total shore-li ne distance, and 
higher July pond numbers for broods. The popu
lation may have also experienced higher survival, 
or pond quality so improved that it attracted 
pioneering pairs (cf. Hochbaum, 1946). A lack 
of adequate supporting data on habitat require
ments of each species, young produced yearlY' 
homing rates, extent of nonbreeding, and spatial 
relationships of pairs precludes any knowledge-
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TABLE 15 Yearly trends of indicated breeding populations of dabblers and ponds from mid-May 
ground counts, Kindersley Study Area, 1956 to 1967 

1956' 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

May date 14 13 10 15 Il 10 17 15 10 14 14 20 

Mallard 274 401 191 151 69 63 54 37 40 39 97 129 
Pintail 193 315 161 47 37 40 40 19 19 60 132 139 
Widgeon 75 80 35 37 34 33 19 6 12 23 39 57 
Shoveler 31 59 35 27 20 5 12 20 16 32 50 51 
Gadwall 63 38 25 16 17 8 13 8 14 16 26 50 
Blue-winged teal 29 91 31 23 13 7 8 3 8 18 18 13 
Green-winged teal 16 8 29 5 4 24 Il 3 5 II II 7 

Total indicated pairs 681 992 507 306 194 180 157 96 114 199 373 446 

Number of ponds on 
census date 81 43 29 22 30 33 35 Il 17 59 51 49 

Total pond acreage 609 479 227 155 162 158 174 82 115 618 550 571 
Total pond shore line 

feet X 103 115, 87 , 58, 39, 45, 44, 51, 15, 22, 110 , 99, 94, 

Number of ponds, 
June 1 64 14 20 \3 15 21* 26 8 9 49 42 43 

Number of ponds, 
July 1 49 7 8 4 8 10* 15 4 3 38 30 24 

• After 1961, estimated from May water depths, expected loss to July and general observations August 1-15. 
Note : Estimates accurate for maJlards and pinta ils only, but show general trends for other species. 

able discussion of correlations between pond 
and breeding pair numbers. 

A comparison of the number of May and July 
ponds with maliard and pintai! populations from 
1956 through 1967 again showed yearly decreases 
after 1957 to 1963 and 1964, and an immediate 
recovery after 1964 (Fig. 5). The yearly de
creases from 1957 to 1959 were associated with 
decreasing May and July pond numbers . There
after, the recovery was associated with increases 
in both May and July pond numbers. Increasing 
numbers of pioneering pairs and higher produc
tion rates possibly led to increased numbers of 
pairs breeding in 1965 through 1967. Pintail 
populations dropped faster than mallard popula
tions from 1957 to 1960 but recovered faster 
from 1964 to 1967 . Neither species showed an 
increase in breeding populations from 1959 to 
1962 in spite of a slight increase in May and 
J uly pond numbers in these years. 

From 1964 through 1967, I observed that pin
tails and shovelers showed a marked propensity 
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toward using newly flooded depressions. This 
attribute may be a characteristic of species with 
strong pioneering tendencies and weaker homing 
tendencies (Sowls, 1955). Smith (1949) has also 
commented on the population. shifts of these two 
species. In Alberta , where there was a grassland 
drought in 1949, he noted that pintails and 
shovelers showed the greatest individua1 popula
tion losses after 1948, indicating a movement 
elsewhere. Lynch (1949) reported a major shift 
of pinta ils from drought-stricken Saskatchewan 
grasslands to areas beyond the parklands, even 
though mallards, widgeon, and blue-winged teal 
moved into the better watered parkland. Pintails 
and shovelers may have evolved in habitats con
taining ephemeral ponds. Any predisposition to 
quickly shift breeding grounds to better watered 
areas may hold sorne adaptive significance, espe
cially where it fosters brood survival. If these two 
species have evolved in relatively unstable en
vironments, emigration may be a major density 
regulatory mechanism whereas in mallards and 

Fipre !S May-July pond numbers and yearly mallard and pintall pair populations, 1956 to 1967. (Note tbat pintall 
numbers decreased more sbarply tban maUard numbers from 1957 to 1959 but increased more rapidly 
from 1964 to 1967.) 

perhaps blue-winged teal, self-regulatory mecha
nisms concerned with density effects on repro
ductive rates or behavioural spacing mechanisms 
controlling density may be more prominent 
(Dzubin, 1969). 

Duck census techniques 
Spring and summer duck population estimates, 
whether based on direct air or ground counts, 
remain relatively inexact. Even more inexact is 
the accu rate assessment of absolute seasonal 
populations of pairs attempting to breed in a 
stratum, along a transect, or on a sarnple block. 
Il is generally conceded that counts of absolu te 
numbers of birds breeding in a particular habitat 
are not feasible, and therefore workers are forced 
to estimate populations on the basis of various 
sampling procedures. The early works of Nichol
son (1931), Leopold (1933), Lack (1937), and 
Kendeigh (1944) reviewed many of the problems 
inherent in conducting censuses, while more 
recent reviews by Fisher (1954) and Davis 
(1963) discussed sampling problems of various 
population estimate methods and the assumptions 
on which census techniques are based. The fol-

lowing discussion co vers sorne of the difficulties 
inherent in any dabbler duck population deter
minations. 

Moore (1955) described many of the problems 
involved in using strip-transect methods for esti
mating upland game birds. A number of these 
were discussed by Stewart et al. (1958) and Diem 
and Lu (1960) for transect counts of waterfowl. 
Yapp (1956) discussed the theory of line transect 
counts and suggested that the number of animaIs 
a census taker would see, walking at a constant 
speed over a straight-line course, depended on 
(1) the density and speed of the animal, (2) the 
walking speed of the census taker, and (3) the 
effective distance of recognition or visibility. Skel
larn (1958) questioned the method because of 
inexact derivation of the average speed of the 
animal and its relationship to the speed of the 
observer. Many of the prob1ems involved in ob
taining increaS'ingly accurate and reliable passerine 
bird estimates have been exarnined by Taylor 
(1965) and Snow (1965) and apply equally well 
to census of many other bird groups. Seasonal 
replication of counts and intimate knowledge of 
species ecology and behaviour tend to make 
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census techniques more valu able in construction 
of vaIid population indices. 

Many of the techniques used for ground and 
aerial census of waterfowl in spring and faH 
have been summarized for Europe by Isakov 
(1961, 1963), Formosov and Isakov (1963), 
Matthews (1960), Tamisier (1965), and Gren
quist (1965) and for North America by Smith 
(1956), Crissey (1957), Stewart, Geis and 
Evans (1958), Diem and Lu (1960), Smith 
( 1964 ), and Hammond (1966). Population es
timates have been ca1culated by using marked 
to unmarked ratios for ducks by Lincoln (1930), 
for geese by Maclnnis (1964, 1966) and Fisher 
(1954), and for immature ducks by Cowardin 
and Higgens (1967). Photographic methods of 
estimating number and density of birds were 
presented by Chattin (1952), Cowardin and 
Ashe (1965), and Van Tets (1966). 

Recent fluctuations in absolute numbers of 
the continental mallard population, their yearly 
production of young, and correlations of pro
duction ratios and number of July ponds were 
discussed by Crissey (1969). Continental trends 
of aIl duck species from 1955 to 1966, based 
on breeding population ip.dices from aerial 
counts, were given in Martinson and Henry 
( 1966: USBSFW unpublished Administrative 
Report 119, 10 p.). 
Components counted as indicated pairs: ft review 
Estimates of abundance of waterfowl breeding 
pairs in various North American habitats have 
been based on a variety of population compo
nents. There has been a remarkable lack of 
standardization as to categories of each species 
censused. Differences of census technique have 
reflected objectives of the census-whether year
ly trends, indices, estimates, or absolu te numbers 
were desired. Comparing results of studies based 
on different components with variable errors of 
estimation is, at best, difficult. 

Counts of lone drakes on waiting sites as 
reliable indicators of breeding pairs of bllie
winged teal was first proposed by Bennett (1938). 
Hochbaum (1944) expanded the concept of 
lone drake census to inc1ude all dabbler species 
but pointed out that there were variations in 
length of localization of the drakes' activity on 
"terrltory". Low (1947) conc1uded that numbers 
of nesting pairs on an area could be ascertained 
more accurately by a count of pairs or drakes 
on their terri tories th an by a nest count. General-
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ly, censuses of breeding pairs of waterfowl were 
based on the premises of drake and pair isola
tion, activity locaIization, and conspicuousness 
during the prelaying, laying, and early incubation 
periods. Smith and Hawkins (1948) noted that 
"unique in the spring inventory are the definite
ness of the territory, tendency of the drake to 
display, tameness of ducks in the spring, sparse
ness of cover and scattered arrangement of 
birds". They describe a breeding pair census as 
the tallying of aIl water areas and breeding birds 
(as evidenced by pairs or sing1e drakes) falling 
within a designated strip. For a number of years 
after 1948 waterfowl pair censuses were based 
on "the number of breeding birds by species as 
evidenced by pairs and sing1e drakes and the 
total number of ducks by species" (Williams, 
1948). Reeves, Lundy, and Kreller (1955), 
Ellig (1955), and Ordal (in Moyle, 1964) 
utilized only lone drakes plus pairs to equal 
breeding pairs. Smith (1953) did not include 
lone drakes on his counts of territorial pairs on 
artificial reservoirs in eastem Montana, as counts 
were conducted only, once a month. No workers 
inc1uded grouped males as indicative of breed
ing pairs. 

On 12 Manitoba transects, a single hen com
ponent was added to the lone drake and pair 
categories by Kiel (1949) to arrive at an esti
mate of indicated diver and dabbler pairs. 
Groups of males or females or mixed parties 
of both were recorded as ratios and not con
sidered breeding pairs. Evans and Black (1956) 
also included lone hens on their Waubay Study 
Area censuses as did Leitch (1952) for the 
Caron Study Area. In Alberta, Smith (1957) 
included lone females, especially as an index 
of pairs in late season counts. Stoudt (1952, 
1964) also included this component in south
eastem Saskatchewan. Brood hens were taIlied 
as indicated pairs in late season counts on a 
Manitoba study area by Evans (1949) and 
Evans et al. (1952). 

ln Maine, Mendall (1949) used brood counts 
and a nesting study to estimate pair populations. 
He noted that because of the spread of the 
nesting season, accu rate waterfowl census by 
the "territorial count" method had to be sup
p!emented by counts of broods. "When this is 
done the number of breeding pairs is calculated 
by using the total number of broods and ma
ternaI or "broody" females and adding to this 

a proportion al number of pairs (to represent 
the unsuccessful breeders) as based on the 
annual nesting success study." Later, Mendall 
( 1958) determined population trends through a 
combination of three techniques: (1) counts of 
pairs and territorial males, (2) sample nesting 
studies, and (3) brood counts. In 1957, Rogers 
(1964) used brood counts divided by successful 
nests to estimate resident lesser scaup pairs. 
Jessen, Lindmeier, and Farmes (1964) also used 
nest counts, nesting success, and brood counts 
to estimate populations of ducks breeding on a 
Minnesota study area. They discuss at sorne 
length (p. 83-85) the problems involved in 
estimating numbers of breeding pairs using three 
components-pairs, lone drakes, and males in 
groups up to five, especially during protracted 
breeding seasons. 

Lynch (1951) , recognizing the behavioural 
significance of drake groupings, suggested that 
lone mallard and pintail drakes and aIl grouped 
drakes of three or four be enumerated as in
dicated pairs by aerial crews. Calculated ducks
per-square-mile figures should then be adjusted 
for the laying or incubating but unseen hens, 
associated with drakes. He stressed that hens of 
pairs were more difficult to observe from the air 
while most drakes were clearly visible. In essence, 
he recommended enumeration of aIl apparently 
resident drakes as pairs. Yearly variations in 
percentages of lone drakes to all ducks seen were 
to be utilized as an index to successful first nest
ing attempts. 

Bue (1952) has conducted the most intensive 
analysis of breeding population dynamics based 
on weekly censuses of 50 stock ponds in western 
South Dakota. Counts were made from April to 
August of 1950 and 1951 and incIuded pairs, 
lone drakes, lone hens, grouped pairs, drakes 
and hens, and postbreeding groups. He used four 
methods to arrive at seasonal breeding pair pop
ulations of mallards, pintails, shoveler, gadwall, 
and blue-winged teal: (1) the weekly indicated 
breeding pair population represented by lone 
?rakes .and pairs; (2) the weekly potential breed
mg p.arr population by enumerating aIl females 
seen 10 (1) above plus aU hens observed as lone 
hens, in grouped courting parties, or as brood 
hens; (3) the indicated breeding pair populations 
by "accumulative calculated desertion of males" 
by weeks. This method accounted for a shift of 

lone and paired males to grouped drakes and 
courting parties but the population could not be 
tallied until the last drake deserted the home 
range; (4) a weekly breeding pair population by 
adding the population from (3) to all hens 
observed as pairs and in courting parties. Females 
seen as lone hens and with broods were not used. 
Each method gave fairly comparable results but 
for different weeks of the breeding season. Bue 
(1952: 13) noted that the then current sing1e
count census techniques which enumerated only 
pairs and lone drakes did not account for pairs 
in which drakes had deserted territories, pairs 
which arrive late, or pairs which leave the area 
without attempting to nest. 

ln South Dakota, Murdy (1953) counted pairs, 
lone drakes, unpaired males, and unpaired 
females of five species of ducks during an entire 
breeding season. Using ratios of pairs to lone 
drakes plus a knowledge of nesting phenology 
and migration chronology, he was able to esta
blish optimum census periods for each species for 
the state. He concluded that (1) various per
centages of each species were paired on arrivaI, 
with pintails the least paired, (2) lone drake in
dices may have been affected by presence of 
unpaired males, (3) lone drake indices fluctuated 
throughout the season. 

ln England, Boyd and King (1959) estimated 
potential breeding pairs of mallards on four res
ervoirs from frequent direct counts and sex ratio 
counts made from February to August. They 
point out that "a nest count is in theory the best 
measure of the breeding population" but recog
nized the problems involved in finding all nests 
and the effects of finding nests on increased pred
ator loss. In Alberta, Keith (1961) used an 
average of seasonal counts of adult ducks to 
estimate the number of breeding pairs of Il 
species on bis study area impoundments. Gates 
(1965) used Keith's (1961: 66) data on average 
seasonai nests per pair to calculate breeding pair 
populations of mallard and blue-winged teal on 
Wisconsin farmlands. He assumed that renesting 
rates were similar in the two areas. 

ln their intensive evaluation of ground transect 
census methods in Alberta, Diem and Lu (1960) 
separated species into four groups based on 
observed mobility, viz. (1) sedentary puddlers, 
(2) mobile puddlers, (3) sedentary divers, and 
(4) mobile divers. They tested the influence of 
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time of day on three components (the indicated 
population, single drakes and single hens) of 
three species-mallard, blue-winged teal, and 
lesser scaup-but made no mention of enumerat
ing grouped drakes. On the basis of an intensive 
study of black duck breeding biology and be
havi our by Stotts and Davis (1960), Chamber
lain and Kaczynski (1965) utilized four compo
nents-pairs, single drakes, groups of three 
drakes, and large groups of five or more drakes
to determine stage of nesting season. The data 
were used to better predict optimum aerial census 
periods for black ducks in eastern Canada. In 
Wisconsin, Jahn and Hunt (1964) enumerated 
lone males, lone females, pairs, flocked males, and 
ftocked females, but used lone males and pairs 
only to compute pair densities on ponds. Ham
mond's (1959) recommendations of censusing 
only pair and lone drake dabblers but pairs plus 
extra female divers were used by Burgess, Price, 
and Trauger (1965) for censuses in Iowa. Martz 
( 1967) also used Hammond's recommendations 
for censusing waterfowl, mostly gadwall and blue
winged teal, at the Lower Souris National Wild
life Refuge. He excluded ftocks of three or more 
males or three or more pairs from the counts as 
representing nonbreeding or postbreeding birds. 
To obtain estimates of breeding populations of 
blue-winged teal, Glover (1956) recommended 
counts during spring migration and while males 
were on waiting stations, with associated nest 
counts on sample study areas. He utilized a series 
of seasonal censuses, chiefty of pairs, lone males 
on waiting stations, and nests per unit of habitat. 

Stewart, Geis, and Evans (1958) described 
how pairs, lone drakes, groups of mixed sexes, 
and unidentified birds were recorded by aerial 
survey crews. Each drake on a breeding area, 
except drakes in groups of mixed sexes, was 
assumed to be mated to a hen for calculations of 
the index of ducks per square mile for each pro
vincial stratum. Unidentified birds were allocated 
to species and sexes on the basis of the propor
tions in the identified segment. Aerial surveys 
were designed so that the sampling error of the 
total duck index, for each province, would be 
less than 20per cent at the 0.05 probability level. 
Smith (1964) in bis recommendations for water
fowl breeding ground aerial surveys noted that 
pairs, lone drakes, and flocked drakes should be 
enumerated for mallard" pintail, and canvasback 
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in the May pair surveys, but that groups of two 
or more drakes or groups of three or more birds 
of mixed sexes should not be recorded in the 
July production surveys. In July, late nesting in
dices should be arrived at by enumerating pairs 
or single drakes only. Hammond (1966) sug
gested enumeration of drakes in groups of up to 
five on large study blocks but only those of two 
or less on small study areas, Le., less than 640 
acres. Widgeon and shoveler grouped males were 
not to be tabulated. Lone males were to be 
enumerated but not lone females, except for lone 
diver females and hens on artificially constructed 
ponds, where the waiting drake may be located on 
a large nearby marsh. 

For divers, with heavily distorted sex ratios, 
counts of aIl males would naturally lead to over
estimation of breeding populations. Murdy 
( 1964) enumerated only observed pairs of lesser 
scaup and ring-necked ducks on the Yellow
knife Study Area, Northwest Territories. In 
Manitoba, Rogers (1964) considered pairs and 
lone females as indicated pairs of lesser scaup. 
In western Montana, Lokemoen (1966) con
sidered only pairs of redheads in estimating 
breeding populations and discounted lone drakes 
and lone hens. 
European census methods 
In Finland, Koskimies (1949), Hilden (1964), 
and Grenquist (1965, 1966) utilized counts of 
males, pairs, and the number of nests found in 
relation to pair numbers to estimate yearly 
changes in waterfowl population numbers. Most 
of the counts were conducted around islands of 
various archipelagos and included velvet scoters 
(Melanitta fusca), mergansers (Mergus serrator, 
M. merganser) , tufted duck (Aythya fuligula) , 
mallard, pintail, goldeneye, shoveler, and teal 
(Anas crecca, A. querquedula). Koskirnies 
( 1949) discussed the methodological aspects of 
hourly, daily, and seasonal estimates of island
nesting velvet scoter and red-breasted merganser 
(M. serrator) populations. He concluded that 
time of day, stage of summer, weather condi
tions, personnel experience, and other environ
mental factors aIl atfected the validity of estimates 
obtained. With velvet scoters, morning and after
noon counts gave comparable results du ring the 
early spring. Summer counts showed greater 
variability, as males left the breeding area and 
fewer pairs were enumerated. Nonbreeding year-

a 

Iings were separable by ~lumage. Diffi~ulty was 
experienced in separatmg nonbreedmg and 
breeding components of merganser populations. 

In lceland, Bengtson (1967) used a com
posite of methods to arrive at breeding popula
tions of 15 duck species on Lake Myvatn. The 
lake covered 14 square miles, had an irregular 
rocky shore line of over 20 miles and contained 
30 islands. Direct counts were used in the latter 
half of May and continued until egg laying was 
weil advanced. Preliminary counts were adjusted 
when results of nest studies, moulting area 
counts, and brood studies were available. He felt 
there was an error of only 15 per cent in his 
estimates on a population that lay between 
13,500 and 18,500 pairs. 

For grassland areas l recommend, in a follow
ing section, the periodic enumeration of all 
dabbler pairs, lone drakes, and grouped drakes 
as indicated breeding pairs before spec:fic dates, 
based on nest phenology, and the correction of 
the data with a prelaying season sex ratio to 
account for unmated males. Lone hens are not 
enumerated unless they are from an uncommon 
breeding species. Because of highly distorted sex 
ratios and aggregation of pairs on certain pre
ferred ponds, diver population estimates are 
better taken from nesting studies supplemented 
with periodic counts of pairs and lone drakes 
on waiting sites. 

In all, a number of ditferent population com
ponents have been utilized to estimate breeding 
pair abundance or to arrive at sorne population 
index. Although most authors recognize that their 
estimates are crude, few have attempted ta show 
the magnitude of errors of estimate or describe 
biases encountered in the use or rejection of a 
population component. The need for an evalua
tion of what components to count for each 
species, what time of year they should be counted, 
and the standardization of censused components 
between workers and areas is obvious. 

:4pprais~1 of factors influencing 
inventories 
On the basis of field programs on the two study 
ar~as, a number of corrections to potential sam
plmg errors and biases and solutions to problems 
of duck population estimation present themselves. 
Unmated males and the census 
Although the proportion of unmated males that 
r . th emam rough the breeding season on the pot-

hole breeding habitat is unknown, there are ob
servations that May sex ratios may be more dis
torted in large marshes where unpaired mallard 
and pintail males congregate (Hochbaum, 1944; 
Ellig, 1955). For parkland pond habitat, Diem 
and Lu (1960) discussed the errors involved in 
censuses because of distorted sex ratios and 
enumeration of unmated males as indicated pairs. 
For the present study, l assumed that the greater 
proportion of unmated males remained on the 
study areas undl immediately prior ta the brood 
season. Firstly, the assumption was based on sorne 
incomplete data on marked, unpaired drakes. Of 
23 mallard, pintail, gadwall, widgeon, and blue
winged teal unpaired males marked in 8 years, 
Il were subsequently seen on or around the study 
areas where they were marked, for periods up to 
42 days. Furthermore, observation of marked 
pairs showed that as many as one in four may 
disassociate themselves from the home range be
cause of the disturbance due to marking and 
capture. Utilizing a similar ratio for unmated 
drakes, l concluded that from 48 to 65 per cent 
of the unpaired drakes may also remain on or 
near a study area, at least during the laying and 
early incubation periods and be available for 
censusing. Secondly, in 1964 and 1965, at Wau
bay, South Dakota, Drewien (in litt.) established 
that unmated blue-winged teal drakes composed 
15 to 20' per cent of the resident population of 
drakes of a study block and remained there 
throughout the breeding season. Unmated males 
showed varying degrees of site tenacity and 
localization of activity through the month of May 
to early June, as did the mated males and breed
ing pairs. Thirdly, Bossenmaier (1951: 61), who 
intensively censused a major moulting marsh, 
Whitewater Lake in southern Manitoba, did not 
record the first ftocks of 10 or more mallard 
drakes until May 28, 1950, and May 21, 1951. 
While these may have been either previously 
paired, postbreeding or unpaired drakes, he gives 
no records of earlier congregations of drakes. 
1 suggest that the greater proportion of both 
mated and unmated drakes of most dabbler 
species do not leave the breeding ponds for the 
moulting lakes until the nesting season is weB 
under way. They are thus located on the breeding 
grounds and can be erroneously assessed as poten
tial breeding pairs. 

On both study are as, marked, unmated males 
were seen ta aggregate with mated males whose 
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hens were incubating and to take part in GF AC 
and ARF. They may also associate with pairs as 
novice drakes (Hochbaum., 1944) or form groups 
of two, three or more. In early April, associations 
of two or more unmated pintail drakes were com
mon but fewer small groupings of unmated drake 
mallards were observed. During the prenesting 
period, groupings of two unmated males of other 
dabbler species were also uncommon except for 
blue-winged teal. 

As aIl males are counted as potential breeding 
pairs, the use of a correction factor to disregard 
unpaired drakes should be valid, in order to 
assess only true pairs. 

With an species the number of unmated 
drakes observed in the prebreeding period varies 
slightly from year to year (Table 3). If sufficient 
counts are made to show a significant difference, 
then the yearly sex ratio correction factor should 
be applied to the indicated population based on 
aIl drake and pair counts. If no counts are avail
able the average prebreeding male to hen ratios 
found in Bellrose et al. (1961) and in Table 3 
might be used. 
Sex ratio correction factors 
The problem of overestimation by enumerating 
unmated lone males as indicated mated pairs 
becomes acute in those dabbler and diving duck 
species which are regularly known to have dis
torted sex ratios on the breeding grounds (Bell
rose et al., 1961). Since it is almost impossible 
to separate lone mated from lone unmated 
drakes on the basis of plumage or obvious be
havioural characteristics, 1 propose that all 
drakes should be enumerated as breeding pairs 1 
to 2 weeks before the first appearance of broods, 
and that a prelaying sex ratio correction factor 
should be applied. For yearly trend information, 
in those species whose sex ratio may not ftuc
tuate widely, enumeration of all drakes should not 
distort measures of relative abundance. For 
more sophisticated and accurate measures of 
populations and the factors limiting recruitment 
on special study blocks sorne correction for the 
unmated male component must be made (cf. 
Table 9). 

The errors jnvolved in assuming that aIl un
mated drakes are indicated pairs have been 
recognized by many workers (Hochbaum, 1944; 
Murdy, 1953; Sowls, 1955; Diem and Lu, 1960; 
BeIlrose et al., 1961; and Hammond, in litt., 
1966). Hawkins, GolIop, and WeIlein (1951) 
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concluded that obtaining prebreeding sex ratio 
data offered a logical method of correcting aerial 
counts for hens not seen associated with drakes. 
However, Kiel (1951) cau tioned against the use 
of sex ratio correction factors because egress of 
premoulting males might equal disappearance of 
nesting females from the transects, the result 
"being a constant sex ratio but a decreasing 
countable population". On the Yellowknife Study 
Area, Northwest Territories, Murdy (1962) 
enumerated aIl drake lesser scaup and ring
necked ducks and applied a sex ratio correction 
factor for the imbalance of males. The method 
assumes that sufficient prebreeding sex ratio data 
are available. Murdy (1964) later utilized counts 
of pairs and drakes on waiting sites to estimate 
breeding populations. 
Late inftuxes of pairs 
In May, the separation of late migrant pairs or 

. drought-displaced birds from residents is nearly 
impossible to make. The criterion 1 used re
volved around whether pairs were grouped or 
spaced and general behaviour, such as whether 
hens gave the persistent quacking calI or drakes 
showed hostility toward hens of pairs. However, 
during the transitory, postmigration period pairs 
may be spaced from other pairs but do not yet 
show activity localization. Such pairs could be 
included as residents. 

Late May and June inftuxes of breeding pairs 
nesting for the first time or influxes of renesting 
pairs are apparently common on sorne marsh 
and pond study areas (Jessen, Lindmeier, and 
Farmes, 1964; Hammond, 1959; Kirsch, in litt.). 
Such inftuxes give rise to a multitude of sampling 
problems in the accurate assessment of the sea
son al or total number of pairs which attempt to 
nest on a specific area. Hammond (1959; letter 
June Il, 1967) noted inftuxes of birds into the 
marsh habitat of Lower Souris National Wildlife 
Refuge, when: (1) sheet water disappeared from 
fields surrounding the marsh, (2) mass destruc
tion of nests occurred through farming practices, 
( 3) drakes and hens made premoult movements 
away from their breeding grounds, possibly after 
only one nesting attempt. Yearly, 1 recorded 
early June influxes of mallard pairs on the Rose
neath Study Area, where ponds were intensively 
surveyed, but could not differentiate late migrants 
from resident pairs on the Kindersley Study 
Area because of mu ch larger populations of aIl 
species. At present, the sampling problems in-
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lved with adequate census of seasonal popula-
vo ., f 'd t f 
t· and the differentlatton 0 reSl en s rom new Ions . 
arrivais appear insurmountable. Where. lnftuxes 
oceur indirect methods, concemed wlth ne st 
counts and brood numbers, ~ay have to be used 
to estimate breeding populatIons. 
GFAC ARF, TBF and the census 
Both :nated and unmated drakes join spring 
and summer aerial ftights, i.e., group ftights as~ 
sociated with courtship and attempted rape ftights, 
and aIl drakes in such ftights temporarily on 
ponds have been enumerated on the Kindersley 
Study Area. As such flights may extend for 1 
to 4 miles and gather drakes from a number of 
ponds they would tend to dis tort population 
estimates from narrow one-quarter-mile roadside 
strip counts and therefore might be deleted. 
Observations of behaviour of drakes in aerial 
flights temporarily on ponds should be noted 
so that late season, postbreeding groups of males 
and pairs are not classed in error as breeding 
birds in ftights. The number of fiights observed 
is smaIl in relation to over-all population num
bers, except for ARF of pintails and GF AC of 
lesser scaup, where groupings of males with one 
hen are common through May. Attempted rape 
ftights may be more frequent in aU species dur
ing late aftemoons, at a period when incubating 
hens are taking their recesses and are more prone 
to attract drakes. If censuses are conducted in the 
0800- to 1200-hour interval the number of three 
bird flights seen is much reduced over the early 
morning (0530-hour) and late evening (1800-
hour) periods. Therefore, sampling errors due to 
mobility should he minor. Most mallard ARF 
were observed in the early momings and late 
afternoons, after hens started to incubate. Few 
were enumerated in the 0800- to 1200-hour 
census interval. Mallard and pintail GFAC are 
usually seen in early and mid-April and are com
monly associated with migrating flocks. The 
number observed per day on pond breeding habi
ta.t, during any optimum census period in May, 
wIll he negligible, especially if transects or study 
blocks are located at sorne distance from habitat 
where migrants congregate. For other dabbler 
species few GFAC were recorded after May 15 
Or .during the optimum census period. 
Pair bond duration and the census 
Much variation of pair bond duration exists be
t:-veen and within species of Anatidae. The dura
bon of the pair bond, size of home ranges, and 

period of localized activity on a waiting site aIl 
affect accuracy of spring pair censuses. Hoch
baum (1944) recorded the early abandonment of 
hens by drake mallards and pintails, usually 
after laying of the cIutch. Sowls (1955: 101) 
noted that blue-winged teal and shoveler drakes 
did not abandon their hens until late incubation, 
while mallard, pintail, and gadwall did not asso
ciate with the hen after cIutches were complete. 
Similar observations were made by Smith (in 
BeIlrose et al., 1960: 427). Leitch (1952) noted 
that mallard and pintail drakes remained on ter
ritories the shortest time, while blue-winged teal, 
widgeon, and shoveler drakes remained on their 
territories much longer and population figures for 
these species, taken from ground counts, should 
be quite aceurate. Bue (1952) pointed out wide 
variations in the times that species and individual 
drakes abandon home ranges. Sirnilar variations 
in stage of incubation at which drakes desert hens 
were also reported by Oring (1964). McKinney 
( 1965) summarized the available literature on 
pair bond duration in North American Anatidae. 
He showed that many diver and dabbler drakes 
did not associate with their hens after the first 
week of incubation. However, blue-winged teal, 
shoveler, gadwall, and lesser scaup generally 
abandoned their hens only after the second or 
third week of incubation. Gates (1962) reported 
that drakes of renesting pairs of gadwall aban
doned their hens sooner than drakes of initial 
nestings, a conclusion 1 have substantiated in 
following renesting mallards, pintails, and blue
winged teal. In Maine, Stotts and Davis (1960) 
noted that seven drake black ducks attended hens 
from 7 to 22 days, averaging a minimum of 14.3 
days, du ring early, first nesting attempts. For 
eight examples of late renesting, drake attendance 
varied from 4 to 16 days and averaged only 9.1 
days. 1 noted that the pair bond may also be 
retained through a renesting attempt. Nine hens, 
of dabbler pairs which renested, were trapped 
and marked over an 8-year period. Five of the 
nine renesting hens were subsequently seen with 
their original drake while four had reformed pair 
bonds with another unmarked drake. Kirsch (in 
litt.) suggested that sorne mallard and pintail 
pairs retain the bond for periods of up to 2 
months and renest severa! times. 

1 also noted wide yearly variations in time of 
breaking of the pair bond. In 1958, an excep
tionally early breeding season with hatching start-
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ing on May 15, 22 mallard hens and broods 
were observed with associated drakes, whereas 
in years when hatching peaked after May 25, 
fewer than five were recorded annually. In 1955, 
1956, and 1958, 1 have recorded newly hatched 
broods associated with pairs of blue-winged teal 
and shoveler in late June, 2 weeks after the first 
broods of this species were recorded. Kirsch 
(letter, June 27, 1967) noted "many" blue
winged teal broods with associated drakes on the 
Woodward Study Area, North Dakota. Most 
drakes were seen with early season broods but 
seldom remained with the brood beyond the first 
few days. At Roseneath, 1 regularly saw drake 
ruddy ducks associated with hens and broods up 
to 10 days old. In aIl cases of drakes with broods 
the hen did not take the "repulsion posture" and 
it was therefore assumed to be a mated pair. 
Thus, sorne drakes have stronger hen attachments 
and are associated with their waiting areas for 
longer periods than other drakes. Therefore, they 
are more readily seen and available to be cen
sused as indicated pairs. 

Pair bond duration is related to strength of site 
tenacity by the drake and the daily re-use of the 
activity centre by the hen and drake. Pair bonds 
are periodically re-enforced through the early and 
mid-incubation period as long as the drakes re
tum to the waiting sites white hens are on recess. 
Tight pair bonds are maintained by frequent and 
joint activity through the migration, postmigra
tion, and laying period but progressively weaken 
as the pair is associated less and less during 
incubation. Strong pair bond attachment in males 
is associated with strong attachment for the wait
ing site of the home range. Site tenacity to the 
breeding home range leads to faster pair bond 
re-establishment whenever the hen retums to the 
home range to feed, bathe and preen during her 
infrequent recesses. Pintait drakes appear least 
attached to the waiting site; other dabbler drakes 
retum regularly to it or to favoured feeding areas 
in early moming and late aftemoon to rejoin the 
hen on her recesses during these periods. Other 
dabbler drakes, especially mallards, whose hens 
are in the same period of incubation do not 
disassociate themselves from drake aggregations 
and are therefore found less frequently on the 
waiting sites. Such differences appear due to in
dividual behaviour. 

In short, the period of drake desertion of the 
home range varies with the species, the individual 
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pair, the nesting phenology of a season and per
haps density of pairs. There is no sharp break 
but only a general waning of the pair bond and 
attachment to home range. Therefore, no accurate 
and predictable period of drake desertion can be 
given for a species or for any breeding season. In 
general, mallard and pintai! drakes should be 
censused before their hens are in their second 
week of incubation, whereas widgeon, shoveler, 
gadwall, and blue-winged teal can be accurately 
censused by counting drakes through the second 
or third week of incubation. The correlation of 
cens us periods with breeding phenology is im
perative. 
Grouped drakes aud the .eensus 
In spring the period of strongest pair bond at
tachments is associated with periods of maxi
mum pair spacing and maximum drake intoler
ance. These periods extend from the time of 
dissolution of the migrating Bock to the beginning 
of incubation. Paired mallard drakes rarely asso
ciated with each other in the prenesting and 
early laying periods. Unmated drakes of al] 
species remain gregarious while even sorne mated 
pintail drakes may associate with each other dur
ing the laying period (Smith, 1963). At Kinder
sley, there was a strong tendency for groups of 
four to seven drake pintails to associate, although 
this may have been a reBection of the higher per
centage of unmated males found in this species 
(Table 3). At Kindersley, more groups of two to 
eight drakes with a single hen, in GFAC or ARP, 
were seen of pintait than of mallards (Tables 8a, 
8b). In mallards the period of drake intolerance 
is foIlowed by a period of drake sociability. 
Mated drakes form small aggregations, usually 
two or three but up to ten. Such morning and 
mid-day drake associations are characteristic of 
mallards and pintails toward the end of the egg 
laying period and through incubation (Tables 8a 
and 8b). However, mated drake associations were 
rarely observed in widgeon, shoveler, gadwall, 
and blue-winged teal until mid- and late incuba
tion periods (Tables 8c, 8d, 8e, 8f). Bue (1952) 
and Evans and Black (1956) noted that grouped 
mallard and pintait drakes were conspicuous be
fore broods appeared. These authors noted that 
with blue-winged teal, whose drakes stayed with 
hens until nearly hatching time, grouping of drakes 
coincided with the appearance of broods. Thus, 
as the drake-hen bond wanes, drake intolerance 
for other drakes also wanes and males form L 

aggregations for varying periods of the day .. A 
number of inter-related phenomena occur wlth 
drakes after the hen begins incubation: (1) the 
hostility of drakes toward hens and other drakes 
decreases, (2) the tendency to behave sexually 
toward a11 hens except his own mate increases, 
(3) drakes disperse widely from their waiting 
area sites, (4) they begin to associate with other 
drakes in larger and larger groups. Most drakes 
make a final break with the breeding ground from 
2 to 5 weekS after the hen has started to incubate 
when they form large premoulting Bocks and 
migrate to moulting lakes. Few drakes of any 
species, except small groups of blue-winged teaJ, 
were recorded moulting in the parkland or grass
land study area ponds. 

Most mallard drakes with incubating hens tend 
to form associations with other drakes during 
the mid-day hours, 0800 to 1600. Before and 
after this interval drakes either avoid association 
with other drakes or remain isolated on their 
waiting areas. Moming counts, i.e., 0800 to 1200 
hours, showing a breeding population of pre
dominantly pairs and lone drakes would indicate 
that the greater portion of the pairs are in the 
prelaying and laying interval. Cens uses which 
show a preponderance of lone males and grouped 
males would indicate that most pairs are laying 
or incubating. 

1 made observations in parkland, grassland, 
and large marsh habitats which suggested that 
males associated more readily under dense than 
under sparse population situations. The oppor
tunity for drake association is increased or drakes 
may be forced to group by lack of surface waters 
or common loafing spots. AIso, if large marsh 
areas serve as congregating areas for unmated 
males, they may be seen associated throughout 
the breeding season (Hochbaum, 1944; Ellig, 
1955). 

In summary, on block-type study areas, enu
n:eration of groups of males of five or less, espe
clally mallards and pintails, before the appearance 
of first broods in mid-May, is a valid measure 
of indicated breeding pairs. They should be enu
merated on large sample plots (4 square miles 
~r over) but further investigation of their distribu
tion and activity patterns should be made before 
a1l such groups are tallied on narrow transects. 
For other dabbler species in which groupings of 
~akes are generally less than five, i.e., two's and 
t ree's, aIl such drakes should also be enumerated 

as indicated pairs on block areas prior to recom
mended cut-off dates. 
Optimum eensus periods 
1 have recommended that optimum census periods 
be established yearly for each species. These 
should be based on migration chronology and 
nesting phenology. Counts should be conducted 
when the greatest proportion of any species is in 
the prenesting (including renesting), laying, or 
early incubation stages. For 1956 through 1959 
at Kindersley, Saskatchewan, the interval from 
May 8 to 20 was considered optimum for census
ing mallards and pintails, from May 20 to June 5 
for widgeon and shovelers, and from May 25 to 
June 10 for gadwall and blue-winged teal. In years 
with no April cold snaps, counts for mallards and 
pintails cou Id be initiated 2 to 3 weeks after the 
first few hens start to lay or are seen dropping 
into nesting coyer. Egg laying may start from 
10 days to 3 weeks after the first pairs migrate 
into an area. For other dabbler species, counts 
should start 1 to 2 weeks after the first eggs are 
noted. AIl censuses should terminate before the 
first few broods appear or better still when the 
first nesting hens are in their third week of incu
bation. Cens uses taken in the above intervals will 
assess populations of pairs in their first nesting 
attempt at a relatively stable level. Exceptionally 
late migrants or drought-displaced birds moving 
into an area in mid-June would still not be ade
quately enumerated without later periodic counts. 

Murdy (1953) concluded that optimum census 
periods occurred after the migrants had left and 
before emergent vegetation and pair behaviour 
changed. For 1951, he pointed out that the opti
mum time for the annual duck survey in South 
Dakota was during the week of May 13 to 23 
when mallard, pintail, shoveler, blue-winged teal, 
and gadwall pairs were aIl in residence and popu
lations were relatively constant. The optimum sur
vey period for mallard and pintail pairs extended 
from April 28 to May 28 while for the remaining 
three species it extended from May 15 to 28. 
Hammond (1966) noted that optimum census 
periods vary annually by 7 to 10 days. He 
recommended a May 7 to 17 census period in 
North Dakota for mal1ards, pintails, canvasbacks, 
and wood ducks and a May 25 to June 7 census 
period for gadwalls, blue-winged teal, redheads, 
lesser scaup, and other species. For a study block 
in the forested habitat of the Northwest Terri
tories, Murdy (1964) recommended two censuses, 
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one immediately after ice break-up between 
May 20 and 25 for aU puddle ducks except 
shovelers (but including canvasback) and the 
second between June 6 and 12 for late nesting 
divers. Where possible, single censuses should 
be avoided, although Salyer (1962) felt a single 
valid census could be conducted in early June at 
the period of nest initiation of blue-winged teal. 
Number of seasonal counts required 
Intensive studies of waterfowl breeding chro
nology and optimum census periods show that all 
duck species do not migrate into a region or 
initiate nesting at the same time (Kiel, 1949; 
Lynch, 1951; Murdy, 1953; Bue, 1952; Stoudt, 
1952; Smith, 1956; Evans and Black, 1956; and 
others). AlI dabbler species show peak indicated 
populations at different times, usually associated 
with the period of strongest site attachment, Le., 
prenesting, 1 aying , and early incubation periods. 
Mallards, pintails, and canvasback are generalIy 
early breeders; widgeon, shoveler, redhead, and 
ring-necked duck intermediate; while gadwall, 
blue-winged teal, lesser scaup, and ruddy ducks 
are late breeders. Regional differences in st art of 
nesting May occur as Kirsch (in litt.) noted that 
blue-winged teal on the Woodward Study Area, 
North Dakota, could be considered intermediate 
breeders. GeneraIly, one census cannot accurately 
assess peak populations of all species. 1 con
cluded that a minimum of two, and ppssibly 
three, counts may be necessary to assess pair 
numbers of a multi-species breeding population 
with asynchronous nesting periods. 

Very early, Mendall (1948) had noted that 
more than one count rnight be necessary to 
enumerate early hatching black ducks and golden
eyes and late hatching ring-necked ducks and 
teal ( A . caro/inensis; A. discor s ). Kiel (1949 ) 
conducted as many as four breeding pair censuses 
on 12 Manitoba transects. The highest mallard 
and pintail populations were recorded in the 
April 21 to 25 count while the highest indicated 
populations of widgeon, shoveler, gadwaU, and 
blue-winged teal were noted from May 14 to 
June 6. Lynch (1951) recognized that late breed
ing blue-winged teal and lesser scaup could not 
be adequately surveyed in mid-May at the time 
of the mallard and pintail aerial census. For over 
10 years in the parklands of Saskatchewan, Stoudt 
(1964) used two censuses to assess breeding 
populations, one in May for early breeders and 
the second in June for an other species. Similar 
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double censuses were conducted on various 
Alberta study areas by Smith (1957). Evans and 
Black (1956) made periodic censuses, April 
through August, on the Waubay Study Area, 
South Dakota. AIl authors utilized the peak num
ber of indicated pairs for any one period as the 
estimated breeding population for the respective 
study or transect area. However, as discussed 
later, 1 suggest four or five replicate counts and 
a Mean population estimate would better describe 
species pair numbers than a maximum count 
taken from one census. To establish trends, and 
where time and manpower is limited, a single 
count can be successfully used to estimate total 
populations, as has been proposed by Hammond 
(1959; in litt.). 
Time of OOy for counts 
1 have recommended that in grassland areas 
where emergent vegetation does not affect visi
bility of ducks, ground counts be conducted be
tween 0800 and 1200 hours. Between these 
times, pairs and drakes localize their activity 
and are least mobile; most laying and incubating 
hens are on their nests, winds are low, and light 
is favourable. Diem and Lu ( 1960) recom
mended that for censusing mallards on transects 
in parkland habitat, counts be conducted in mom
ing hours after 0530 but before 0930 hours 
as both pairs and lone drakes are more visible 
in early morning and leave transect ponds in 
the forenoon. They showed no statisticalIy signifi
cant differences in indicated numbers of blue
winged teal and lesser scaup for counts conducted 
at 0530, 0930, and 1330 hours. They further 
concluded that aerial counts made at mid-day 
May be from 30 to 50 per cent lower than early 
morning counts and recommended aIl censuses 
be made from 0600 to 1200 hours. Smith (1956) 
conc1uded that for parkland areas of Alberta mid
day aerial counts, when pairs were most inac
tive, did not give accurate coverage. Numbers 
of paired ducks observed in mid-day decreased 
from early moming counts while numbers of 
single males increased. In Manitoba, Rogers 
(1964) began lesser scaùp counts between 0800 
and 0900 hours, completing them in 2 to 3t 
hours. For marshes, pond-habitat blocks, and 
transects, Hammond (1966) recommended all
day counts starting after 0900 hours, as sorne 
duck pairs were in nesting coyer prior to this 
time. Late afternoon counts in large marshes were 
to be avoided. Kirsch (in litt.) censused ducks 
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from 0800 to 1500 hours on the Woodward 
Study Area. For aerial surveys of ducks of 
prairie small pond habitat, J.D. Smith (1964) 

'nts out that transect counts should be com-
pOl • d '1 d leted by noon of each day. Optimum al y an 
p . 1 • al 

asonal times for aena pau surveys are so 
~ . 
discussed by Stewart et al .. (1958) who pomt out 
that winds generally rise toward mid-day, while 
light is poor in the early moming and evening. 

Daily patterns of use of marsh areas or ponds 
may affect optimum census times. In North 
Dakota, Lacy (1959) noted that peak use of 
ditches by nesling pairs occurred 2 hours after 
sunrise with decreasing evidence of pair use 
thereafter, as birds retired to an adjacent large 
marsh. By 1300 hours fewer than half the pairs 
enumerated in the morning were assessed. In 
1967 counts, on part of Lacy's study area, Ham
mond (letter, June 11, 1967) found substan
tially more pairs present in the morning than 
afternoon. Many pairs retired to a nearby marsh 
after egg laying and drakes of incubating hens 
also tended to fly to the marsh in afternoons. 
Hammond pointed out that late afternoons were 
a good time to find redhead drakes on open bays, 
especially during the laying period. Sowls (1955: 
54) recorded maximum populations of pairs in a 
roadside ditch from 0400 to 0800 hours, decreas
ing pair numbers through mid-day, and mini
mum numbers from 1600 to 2000 hours. He also 
stressed that sharing of a single loafing spot by 
several pairs of blue-winged teal and gadwall may 
occur at different times of the day. A pair located 
in one spot during one census period need not 
be the same pair in the spot at a later period. For 
any one species, a turn-over of pairs occurred 
with the early, intermediate, and late nesting hens 
and their drakes using the same spot for varying 
portions of the morning. Heavy vehicular traffic 
on transect routes may also tend to flush birds, 
forcing them away from well-travelled roads 
after the mid-morning hours. 

Generally, high post-noon tempe ratures and 
winds tend to affect mobility, visibility, and 
therefore, countability of ducks. On the Kinders
ley Study Area many pairs, lone, and grouped 
drakes rested on shore lines whenever tempera
tures exceeded 60°F and winds were low, a 
situation also reported by Diem and Lu (1960). 
This behaviour and their general inactivity made 
them difficult to locate visually during the after
noon, from 1200 to 1600 hours. Activity in-

creased after 1700 hours. For parkland and 
marsh habitats estimates made from early morn
ing counts, 0400 to 0800 hours, when aIl ducks 
are most active and visible, may more closely 
approximate absolute breeding populations. 
Although visibility is increased, estimate biases 
will occur because of mobility of pairs and 
absence of sorne pairs in nesting coyer or distant 
feeding grounds. Standardization of census times 
between habitats need not be important if statis
tical testing of counts shows little hourly varia
tion in countableness or if correction factors 
can be used. Most studies suggest that more 
consistent and accurate counts are obtainable in 
the early and mid-morning than in the afternoon 
and evening. 
Duck and pond distribuôon 
Ducks and ponds are not regularly or randomly 
distributed over the parkland and grassland pond 
habitat. Potholes do not occur "in neat pattems 
or regular numbers" (Smith, Stoudt, Gollop, 
1964). Pond distribution and numbers change 
seasonally as sorne small, temporary potholes dry 
through April and May. Ducks themselves tend 
to be found in aggregations on favourable pot
holes or portions of any habitat block, i.e., a 
contagious distribution (Grieg-Smith, 1964; 
Southwood, 1966). Pairs of sorne species, e.g., 
divers and blue-winged teal, appear more social 
and are found more closely associated on "pri
mary waiting areas" (Dzubin, 1955), than other 
species. In grasslands, pair and drake pintails 
are more closely aggregated th an mallards. Other 
dabbler species tend to be more dispersed be
cause of inherent behavioural spacing mechan
isms. Since the degree of spacing and intensity 
of coactions varies with the breeding phase of 
each pair and the density of pairs (Dzubin, pers. 
obs.) , the spatial distribution of pairs, lone 
drakes, grouped drakes, and grouped prebreed
ing and postbreeding birds, throughout the 
breeding season, is a constantly changing phenom
enon. In spring, newly arrived pairs are aggre
gated. With the advent of nesting, pairs space 
themselves from other pairs. Spacing mecha
nisms promote regularity of distribution while 
sociability leads to contagious arrangement of 
indicated pairs over the habitat. As early as 
1951, Lynch (1951) had recognized seasonal 
spatial distribution as a major sampling problem 
for aerial transect counts. He noted that when 
drakes and pairs start to group in late May the 
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optimum period for census has passed, especially 
since enumeration of "ganged" drakes on 
transects biases the resultant density figures. 

Any inferences or predictions of population 
densities based on single, seasonai counts during 
an extremely complex period of spatial distri
bution are subject to wide error, unless sampIing 
conditions are intimately known. The accurate 
measurement of density of a multi-species pop
ulation in any habitat is extremely difficult 
(Odum, CantIon, and Kornicker, 1960; Pres
ton, 1948, 1962; Williams, 1953) and requires 
further investigation in pond-type waterfowl 
habitat. 

The statistical concepts underlying strip in
tersect methods as measures of bird density have 
been discussed by Moore (1955) and Davis 
(1963). With waterfowl, transect censuses over 
one-quarter- or one-eighth-mile-wide strips dis
sect a large number of home ranges. Ponds on 
which ducks are enumerated may be resting, 
feeding, loafing, nesting, waiting, or social con
gregation areas. The hourly, daily, and seasonal 
use of ponds varies but replication of counts 
can be used ta pool data and determine average 
densities of breeding pairs. Density of pairs 
affects the distribution pattern of pairs or lone 
drakes, as do favoured feeding or loafing spots. 
AlI these factors should be weighed to better 
plan transect surveys and predict the accuracy 
and precision obtainable from any strip census. 

Recommendations for block study area 
census 
Grassland 
On the basis of the behaviour of marked birds, 
studies of the chronology of nesting and frequent 
direct counts of pairs, 1 propose that the fol
lowing procedures be utilized for ground census 
on large, square-shaped study areas, e.g., 10 or 
more square miles, in grassland habitats, where 
emergent vegetation has little effect on visibility 
of ducks. Their use should allow estimates which 
more closely approximate absolute breeding 
numbers per unit of pond-type breeding habitat. 
The extrapolation of these recommendations to 
marsh, parkland, and wooded habitats or to 
transect counts might require further sampling 
and modification, as visibility and mobility 
factors vary among habitats. 1 assume that all 
field workers are able to differentiate between 
waterfowl speciesand are able to recognize 
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various component groups: lone drakes, grouped 
drakes, aerial f1ights, migrating groups, etc. 

1. Censuses should be conducted during an 
optimum interval of the breeding season, i.e., 
when most pairs and drakes show maximum site 
attachment, an indication that the greatest per
centage of the population is in the prenesting 
(including renesting), laying, and early incuba
tion stages. Complementary nest phenology data 
are required to de termine optimum census 
periods. Breeding chronology can also be crudely 
deduced from ratios of pairs to lone drakes to 
grouped drakes taken du ring mid-morning cen
suses. For counts made between 0800 and 1200 
hours 1 suggest a simple rule of thumb for 
optimum census time of mal1ards and pintails. 
Ratios of pairs to lone drakes to grouped drakes 
should be approximately 1: 1: 1 (Le., one-third 
or less of the total indicated population should 
be enumerated as pairs, with the remaining two
thirds or more as lone or grouped drakes). 
Phenologically optimum census periods for other 
dabblers, who se pair bonds and site tenacity are 
stronger, and whose drakes do not aggregate 
until after the mid-incubation period, are those 
in which the pair to lone drake ratio is approxi
mately 1: 1 (i.e., one-half or less of the popula
tion is counted as pairs). To ensure that pairs 
or drakes are truly resident and show site attach
ment, counts for each species must be correlated 
with time of arrivaI on the breeding grounds and 
nesting chronology. 

2. Ground census should be conducted be
tween 0800 and 1200 hours, local standard time, 
when aIl species are least mobile and pairs and 
lone drakes are most likely to be on their waiting 
sites. As few birds as possible should be f1ushed. 
Any birds taking f1ight should be visually fol
lowed to locate their points of landing. These 
birds are then subtracted from counts if they land 
on ponds yet to be censused or added if they 
alight on already enumerated potholes. Birds 
flushing at sorne distance from the observer 
should be recorded as unidentified ducks. 

3. Census should be conducted on sunny or 
bright, but not heavily overcast days, with tem
peratures above 40°F and with winds not in 
excess of 15 mph, because rain, heavy cloud 
cover, low tempe ratures and high winds aIl affect 
mobility, dispersion, and visibility of ducks (see 
Diem and Lu, 1960). Winds increase in velocity 
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in the Canadian prairies in afternoons. Mid
mornings present more optimum counting and 
r ht conditions. Counts should be conducted from 
~ south or east edge of ponds to avoid difficul-

~. : in identification caused by backHghting and 
~:ter reflecting sunlight. Replicate counts should 
be made at the same time of day du ring the 
optimum census perio~, ~ver the same rout.e. and 
under approximate1y slmrlar weather conditIOns. 

4. To obtain adequate estimates more than 
one census should be taken at the optimum 
period for each species and aIl! averag~ of four 
to six counts be used rather than maximum or 
minimum counts of each species. Accuracy and 
precision are both increased with multiple counts. 
Average population figures taken from multiple 
counts give sorne indication of the magnitude of 
the error of estima tes due to mobility of drakes 
and the temporary absence of drakes from their 
waiting sites. 

5. Because a single census can not adequately 
measure populations of early nesters (mallard 
and pintail), intermediate nesters (widgeon and 
shoveler), or late nesters (gadwall and blue
winged teal) , a minimum of two different 
censuses must be conducted in the grasslands to 
sample a multiple-species breeding population. 
Under the conditions studied from 1956 through 
1959, censuses of mallards and pintails made 
between May 8 and 20 and censuses of widgeon, 
shoveler, gadwall, and blue-winged teal made 
between May 25 and June 5 adequately sampled 
breeding populations for determination of yearly 
trends. Counts madeafter these dates tended to 
underestimate breeding pairs when drakes aban
don home ranges or to overestimate populations 
when small, postbreeding flocks of drakes moved 
into the region. Drakes whose hens are incu
bating congregate and may wander away from 
their home ranges, beyond the boundaries of the 
study area. 

Where only a single census can be conducted, 
the optimum period in an "average" year (i.e., 
one with no bimodal peaks in nesting effort) 
could be described as approximately a week before 
the first mallard or pintail broods are observed 
and while most of the intermediate and late nesters 
are in the prenesting, laying, or incubation stages. 
At Kindersley May 15 to 25 seemed most suit
able to estimate early breeders and late breeders. 
Single censuses conducted after May 20 will tend 
to underestimate the mallard and pintail segment 

as sorne drakes have left the breeding home 
ranges. For the intermediate and late nesters, 
single counts taken as early as May 15 may not 
assess late migrants. Censuses of mallard and 
pintails taken after May 31 tend to overestimate 
the population if small groups of five or less post
breeding drakes congregate on favoured loafing 
sites and are counted as indicated pairs and not 
as postbreeding males. Censuses may be biased 
in years of extended nesting. When breeding se a
sons are staggered, with the first broods appear
ing when the late breeding pairs are initiating 
their first nests, sorne drakes have already aban
doned home ranges. Two separate censuses may 
have to be undertaken in years when cold spells 
protract the breeding season. 

6. AIl censuses should be conducted from a 
vehicle which is driven to a point overlooking 
each pond, but not close enough to flush birds. 
To assure that aU birds are visible and not sleep
ing on shore sorne minor commotion, slamming 
of car door or sounding of horn, should be used 
to alert them. Counts should be conducted in 
vegetated ponds before new growth becomes 
dense. In late June, birds may have to be f1ushed 
by walking through ponds choked with emergents. 

7. AlI lone pairs and lone drakes should be 
considered resident, indicated pairs if they are 
spaced 15 or more feet from other pairs. Before 
the start of nesting in April and again in June, 
aIl aggregated pairs are to be considered migrants, 
displaced birds, or postbreeding groups. Lone 
females are not to be considered pairs. PracticaUy 
aIl dabbler hens are paired and disassociation of 
drake and hen is invariably temporary. Late June 
and July counts of lone hens, after drakes have 
left the breeding grounds, may be used as evidence 
of incubation and continued breeding but because 
of variable daily recess periods among. hens, no 
estima te of total number of hens incubating can 
be made from single censuses taken during one 
time interval of the day. The enumeration of 
lone hens as indicated breeding pairs should be 
restricted to uncommon or rare breeding species, 
e.g., at Kindersley, green-winged teal made up 
less th an 1 per cent of the breeding population. 
Lone hens found over one-half mile from the next 
nearest drake of an uncommon breeding species 
could be assessed as a pair. 

8. AU groupings of males from 2 to 10 should 
be considered indicated pairs except for the fol
lowing stipulations: 
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(a) Mallard and pintail grouped drakes of up 
to 10 should be considered resident pairs until 
approximately 1 week before the first two to 
three broods are observed, i.e., about May 20 
at Kindersley. Thereafter, to the first week of 
July, only groups of five or less should be con
sidered resident pairs. Stage of body moult and 
behaviour may aid in separation of apparent 
breeding drakes and those in postbreeding flocks. 
Prior to mid-incubation, groups of two to five, 
inclusive, mated mallard drakes can be considered 
the same as lone males on waiting sites, as periodic 
shifts toward' aggregation and then dispersion 
occur during the day. 

(b) Widgeon and shoveler grouped drakes of 
five or less in number should be considered 
resident pairs until the first appearance of two or 
three broods, Le., approximately June 5 at Kin
dersley. Rarely do mated drakes of these species 
associaté before their hens are in mid-incubation. 
If grouped drakes are observed before May 10 
they are invariably unmated but corrections for 
these individuals can be made using the prebreed
ing sex ratio. 

(c) Gadwall and blue-winged teal grouped 
drakes of five or less should be considered resi
dent pairs until the first appearance of broods, i.e., 
about June 15 at Kindersley. Again, rarely do 
drakes of these species associate before their hens 
are in mid-incubation. Grouped drakes observed 
before May 15 are usually unmated, although an 
unmated blue-winged teal drake may occasionally 
associate with a pair or with a mated drake. 

The validity of those dates depends on time of 
~ spring migration and time of nesting of each 

species. They can be either 1 or 2 weeks earlier 
or later depending on nest chronology. For mal
lards and pintails, counts might be initiated 2 
to 3 weeks after the first hens begin to lay in 
mid-April. For intermediate and late breeding 
dabblers, counts should be started 1 to 2 weeks 
after the tirst clutches are noted. An attempt 
should be made to complete counts before the tirst 
nesting hens of any species are in their third 
week of incubation. 

9. Drakes in groupings of 2 to 30 males and 
one hen, in group flights associated with courtship 
(GFAC) or attempted rape flights (Le., aerial 
flights temporarily on ponds) should be con
sidered resident pairs as both mated and unmated 
drakes join such flights. Groupings of several 
pairs or aggregations of five or more males and 
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two females in apparent postbreeding groups 
(usuaIly after June 1) should not be enumerated 
as resident pairs. A drake initiating a three-bird 
flight ("territorial chase") from a pond should be 
considered a resident pair even though he may 
land elsewhere (see Dzubin, 1957; Lebret, 1961; 
and McKinney, 1965, for descriptions of all 
aerial flights). Drakes or pairs flying over an 
area are not to be counted as resident pairs. 

10. Because an unknown, but apparently large, 
proportion of unmated males remain on the breed
ing grounds and because sex ratios of all dabbler 
species are unbalanced toward males, a correction 
factor should be used to reduce the error arising 
when an drakes are considered potential pairs. 
Provided aIllone and grouped drakes are counted 
as pairs (under 8 and 9, above) a correction 
factor to account for unmated males should be 
applied. Su ch factors based on prelaying sex 
ratios for each species as given in this paper 
(Table 3) and by Bellrose et al. (1961) should 
be utilized to obtain a "sex ratio corrected popu
lation". Sex ratios may fluctuate yearly and may 
also be different in pond and large marsh habitats. 
Hammond (in litt.) has shown that sex ratios of 
mallards and pintails can vary yearly, especially 
following a poor production year, e.g., 1961. An 
attempt should be made to gather these ratios 
yearly in each census region. Sex ratio corrected 
populations are important in determining accurate 
productivity rates of pairs. If sex ratios do not 
appear to vary yearly in one habitat type, uncor
rected indicated pair figures can be used for de
termining trends on transects. In summary, aIl 
dabbler drakes should be enumerated as indicated 
pairs but a sex ratio correction factor should 
then be applied to account for the unmated seg
ment of the breeding population. 

11. Enumeration of populations of divers (i.e., 
Aythya sp.) is complicated by unbalanced sex 
ratios and the congregation of breeding pairs on 
deep ponds used as preferred waiting sites. Al
though dispersal, through periodic movements of 
diver breeding pairs to nearby ponds to nest, 
does oceur, divers show contagious and non
random distribution patterns. For portions of 
any day through the breeding season, diver pairs 
and drakes are found loosely associated. Canvas
back and redhead (and to a minor extent, lesser 
scaup) are also highly mobile during the breed
ing season, the maximum extent of the home 
range being sorne 2 to 4 miles. Unless counts 
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of a .., t h me 
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pond-edge and upland habitats for lesser scaup 
and ail pond-emergents plus nearby shrub up
lands for canvasback, redhead, and ruddy duck. 
For block-type study areas l concluded that a 
better estimate of diver populations could be 
made during the mid- to late incubation period 
of the early nesting pairs, through enumeration 
of nests, including aIl those which are viable, 
hatched, or destroyed. 

As with divers, ruddy ducks are best enumer
ated by nest counts as their secretive habits do 
not lend themselves to accurate ground census. 
Also, sorne pairs appear to be nonbreeding, 
summering birds. It is acknowledged that nesting 
studies can also tend to distort estimated popu
lation sizes per unit area as localization of prime 
nesting cover may attract hens from 1 to 2 miles 
away. Also, all nests may not be located and 
sorne late nesting pairs may be considered re
nesters. Enumeration of observed pairs and lone 
drakes on waiting sites should be used to comple
ment nest counts and aid in estimating pair num
bers. l suggest that census errors are sm aIler using 
nest estima tes than those obtained from a ground 
count of indicated pairs which includes aIl 
drakes. Where nesting studies are not feasible 
the enumeration of an diver pairs and drakes 
and subsequent correction of these estima tes 
with prebreeding sex ratios may give crude popu
lation estima tes useful in measuring trends 
(Murdy, 1962). On block areas, lone diver hem 
need not be assessed as indicated pairs as they 
are invariably mated with a nearby drake, which 
n:ay be enumerated as a lone male on a waiting 
sIte. 

Censuses can be further complicated by bi
modal nesting peaks which reflect April or early 
~ay cold snaps, by differential and late migra
tIons due to inclement weather factors south of 
the breeding grounds, and by major shifts of 
transient pairs in mid-breeding season from 

drought-stricken areas. Although measures of an 
influx of late migrants can be made, their breed
ing status while on a study are a is still unclear. 
At present, little measure can be made of per
centage of such pairs which have already at
tempted to nest and are nonbreeders. On the 
basis of species behaviour and examination of 
gonads, few nonbreeding pairs were found in the 
parkland habitat but more were noted in the 
grasslands in drought years. Also, no adequate 
estimates have yet been made of the seasonal 
turn-over of breeding pairs on an area (Smith 
and Hawkins, 1947; Ellig, 1955). Presently uti
lized counts aid in estimating maximum popula
tions during one time period only, whereas in a 
dynamic breeding population the actual 'number 
attempting to breed on one area may be much 
higher if the total seasonal population is con
sidered. Mortality of hens and drakes on the 
breeding ground is largely unknown. 'Keith 
(1961: 44) estimated a. summer mortality of 
less than two per cent for males and eight per 
cent for females of all species. If these are repre
sentative figures, pair estimates should be further 
corrected to account for summer mortality of 
adults. In aIl, waterfowl censuses which attempt 
to measure absolute numbers of breeding pairs 
utilizing a unit of habitat through the spring and 
summer remain inexact, but closer approxima
tions can be made of resident pair numbers by 
studying species behaviour, noting nesting phe
nology, and utilizing the above recommendations. 
ParkIand 
As previously noted, two different methods were 
used to arrive at dabbler population estimates on 
the grassland and, parkland study areas. In the 
grassland, periodic counts were averaged and a 
sex-ratio correction factor applied to account for 
unmated males. In the parkland, fewer direct 
counts were made but many ponds were visited 
daily, which Ied ta a more intimate knowledge of 
pairs and species using a particular portion of 
the block. Pair numbers were assigned to the 
block if pairs were observed on or near a par
ticular pond during three out of four censuses. 

The minimum block size, its configuration, pair 
numbers, species make-up, pond numbers, vege
tation, etc" required to obtain statistically 
adequate estÎmates for accurately measuring yearly 
changes in population size are still largely un
known. Small blocks of 1 to 2 square miles have the 
advantage of being quickly censused and are most 
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amen able to replication of counts but the assess
ment of pairs is subject to wide sampling error and 
various biases because of bird mobility, overlapping 
home ranges, and smaU sample sizes of each 
species. On larger blocks of 10 square miles or 
over, sample sizes are increased, but mobility on 
the edges stm persists and no differentiation be
tween late migrants and residents can be made. 

Many of the above grassland recommendations 
can be modified for use on small sam pIe plots of 
parkland habitat, i.e., 600 to 900 acres containing 
50 to 100 pairs of 10 species per square mile. 
A weekly census of dabbling ducks on all ponds 
of the are a, throughout the breeding season, can 
be used to determine peak indicated numbers of 
each species. Optimum census periods can then 
be calculated for the early, intermediate, and late 
breeders. For each of these three groups, counts 
might be conducted daily, from 0800 to 1200 
hours, for 4 or 5 successive days and aH pairs, 
lone drakes, grouped drakes, aerial' flights on 
ponds, lone hens, and aggregated pairs or mixed
sex groups be plotted on a base map. Such data 
can be used to determine any localization of 
activity of indicated pairs. As noted under grass
land recommendations, migration and nesting 
chronology vary with species. Counts of mallards 
and pintails should be conducted 2 weeks before 
those of other dabblers, usually in early or mid
May, i.e., about 2 to 3 weeks after the first hens 

'start to lay. AIl counts can then be used to aid 
in estimating breeding pair abundance of dabblers, 
if the assumption is made that the average indi
cated population taken from four orfive counts 
during the' optimum census period is in fact an 
accurate representation of the seasonal breeding 
population. If late migrant pairs are noted moving 
into the area through the summer, periodic counts 
from April through July may be necessary. 

It should be recognized that any counts con
ducted over a 5- to 7-day period will not 
adequately assess the seasonal turn-over of pairs 
on a block and will not measure late season 
migrants or breeders. Peak indicated populations 
may accur in June, after late season influxes of 
pairs (Jessen, Lindmeier, and Farmes, 1964; 
Evans and Black, 1956; Kirsch, in litt.). More 
accurate estima tes of breeding pairs on smaU 
study areas can be made by use of the above 
census recommendations supplemented by an 
intimate seasonal knowledge of the behaviour, 
biology, and nesting success of each pair using 
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the block. By observing pair behaviour and 
mobrlity and by locating nests, a better estimate 
of resident pairs can be made. Such intense field 
work requires that a worker confine his summer 
activities to only one block area. Objectives of 
any study will determine the degree of accuracy 
or precision required of any population estima te. 

As in the grasslands, counts of diver breeding 
pair populations are complicated by irregular 
congregations of drakes and pairs on favoured 
areas. Seasonal counts of viable, hatched, or 
destroyed diver nests obtained through periodie 
nest searches, supplemented by periodie counts 
of pairs and lone drakes on waiting stations, 
can be used to assess diver populations on a 
small block. Cens us of ruddy ducks is difficult 
because of their secretive habitat and use of 
congregating ponds by mated and unmated 
drakes. A number of hens arrive on the breeding 
ground unpaired. Early morning (0400 to 0600 
hours) and late evening (1900 to 2100 hours) 
counts on preferred congregating and nesting 
ponds, in which the observer quietly watches 
one pond for one-half to 1 hour, can be used to 
assess breeding pair numbers. Again, a nesting 
study should complement any census. 
Behaviour and census 
Waterfowl census, although requiring an appre
ciation of statistical methods and an adequate 
knowledge of species biology, also requires an 
intimate knowledge of species behaviour under 
a variety of population densities and environ
mental conditions. The decision whether to in
c1ude a group of drakes and a single hen of an 
aerial flight temporarily on a pond or a group 
of pairs, in the potential breeding pair column 
of a census sheet, will depend on how weIl the 
census-taker knows the seasonal behaviour of 
each species. Waterfowl census then becomes, in 
part, an art for those knowledgeable workers 
who can appreciate key attack, sexual, and 
escape patterns in drakes and hens and apply 
such observations to decisions as to whether to 
include a bird, an aerial flight, or group of birds 
in a count. Similar sentiments have been echoed 
by Stokes and Balph (1965) who stress the need 
for an appreciation of species behaviour for a 
better understanding of aU population ecology 
phenomena and by Diem and Lu (1960) who 
point out that "accurate interpretation of census 
data requires more basic knowledge of the be
haviour and physiology of the individual bird". 

f 1 censusing remains highly 
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habitat types is facilitated by data wlth. k~own 
sampling errors and variability. S:attsttcal1y 
describable estimates of seasonal breed:ng pop~
lations based on proven census techmques still 
remain a basic need of mos! waterfowl research 
and management programs. 
Supplementary data required 
Waterfowl breeding pair census will become 
more meaningful as data become available ou 
the following topies: 

1. The proportion of any pair population 
which is nonbreeding and the climatic, density, 
or habitat factors which lead to nonbreeding: 
do all yearling lesser scaup and late-hatched 
mallards of the previous year nest? If they do 
breed, are they late nesters? 

2. Duration of the pair bond in seasons of 
varying phenology: how long does the "average" 
drake of each species remain on his activity 
centre and when do drakes abandon home 
ranges, Le., how long are drakes available for 
counting as indieated pairs? Does site attachment 
strength change with increasing density? 

3. Mobility radii and home range sizes of lone 
drakes, pairs, and grouped drakes: how does 
pond density and availability of breeding requi
sites in each habitat affect home range and 
activity centre size? What are the daily and 

seasonal patterns of activity for each species a~d 
each population component? How do dmly 
activity patterns of lone or grouped drakes affect 
spatial distribution and census? 

4. Yearly prelaying sex ratios of aU .s~ecies 
on the breeding grounds: what is a statlstIca:ly 
adequate sample to describe prelaying sex. ratios 
of a species? How long is the period of resldence 
of unmated drakes on nesting grounds and when 
do they leave for moulting marshes? Do unmated 
drakes migrate earlier or later than mated ones? 

5. Turn-over rates of local populations and 
the adequate censuS of total seas?nal P?pula
tions: should indicated pair populatIOn eS~lmates 
obtained in early May be added to nud-June 
estima tes to account for delayed nesting by late 
migrants, yearlings, and shifting. populatio~s? 
Does the maximum or mean pau population 
counted during one 3-week period of a 2t
month-long breeding season adequately assess 
breeding populations actually breeding on a 
block or transect? 

6. The effect of nonrandom and contagious 
distribution patterns of ponds, pairs, lone drakes 
and aggregated drakes, on sampl.ing pr~c~dures: 
how do periods of intense spacmg acttvlty fol
lowed by increased sociability of ~rakes affe~t 
pair and drake distribution and thelr countabtl-
ity on strips or blocks of habitat? . 

7. Length of breeding home range re.sl~ence 
of pairs which have lost clutches: prehmma.ry 
observations indicate that sorne mallard paIrs 
may remain on or near their home range for 
periods up to 3 weeks after their clutch is 
destroyed. These pairs make no attempt to re
nest in this interval, and may never r~nest, ~ut 
they are enumerated as indicated breedmg pairs. 

As early as 1951, Murdy (1953) stre.ss.ed that 
a number of variations of waterfowl actlVlty p~t
terns affected census results: ( 1 ) sorne pairs 
made only one nesting attempt, whil~ others made 
several, (2) sorne pairs of a specles comple~ed 
clutches before others had settled, (~) ne.stln~ 
was asynchronous among species, w~th pmtatl 
drakes deserting hens before blue-wmged teal 
had dispersed for nesting, (4) pai~ed birds were 
more conspicuous and behaved dlfferently t~an 
lone drakes which had deserted hens, (5) shlft
ing of ducks from drought areas during the cen
sus interval influenced counts. These same prob
lems are still with us today. 
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Thirty years after the publication of Bennett's 
(1938) census recommendations, waterfowl biol
ogists are still usin~ methods which are not being 
constantly challenged, improved, and tested. Field 
workers have commendably adapted recom
mended census methods to varying habitat condi
tions but too few of them have published or 
tested their counting techniques. Meaningful com
parisons of results of studies by two workers using 
different methods, with varying error estimates, 
are almost impossible to make. Apparent differ
ences of yearly estimates may be due more to 
variations in census methods than to actual popu
lation status (Diem and Lu, 1960). Although 
trend data obtained from population indices are 
sufficiently accurate for yearly management pur
poses (Crissey, 1957), trends are not adequate 
for precise measures and descriptions of species 
population dynamics. 

Summary 
From 1952 to 1959, various seasonal counts and 
census techniques were utilized to obtain esti
mates of breeding populations of ducks on an 
895-acre study block in the parklands of Mani
toba and a 6, nO-acre area· in the grasslands of 
Saskatchewan. It was determined that: 

1. Pintails and mallards arrived first on both 
areas during the last week of March or first week 
of April. Later arrivaIs through mid-April in
c1uded widgeon, green-winged teal, shoveler, gad
wall, and blue-winged teal. Redheads, canvas
back, and lesser scaup generaIly migrated during 
mid-April. Ruddy ducks were the last to arrive 
in late April. 

2. Spring sex ratio counts showed various 
degrees of imbalance toward males. Of dabblers, 
widgeon showed the least disproportionate pre
laying sex ratio, 108: 100, while blue-winged teal 
showed the greatest, 120: 100. AlI divers showed 
marked ratios in favour of males, from a low 
of 134:100 for redheads to 1n:100 for ruddy 
ducks. No marked yearly variations in sex ratios 
were noted, although samples were smalt 

3. The parkland block contained a 4-year av
erage, i.e., 1952 to 1955, population of 75 pairs 
of dabblers and 20 pairs of divers. It enc10sed 
129 basins per square mile. The grassland area 
breeding population averaged 50 pairs of dab
blers and 2 pairs of divers on Il basins per square 
mile for the 1956 to 1959 period. Basins averaged 
0.7 acre on the parkland block and 5.7 acres 
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on the grassland area. MaIlards were the most 
common breeders on both areas. Nonbreeding 
lesser scaup were recorded on the grassland block 
during drought years, 1957 to 1959. 

4. Each year, for every species, there is an 
optimum census period in which the greatest pro
portion of potential breeding pairs show ties with 
specifie pond sites, i.e., activity localization. These 
periods vary yearly with time of migration, spring 
weather, and nesting phenology. However, num
bers of early and late nesting pairs may either 
have abandoned or not yet settled on breeding 
areas at the time of the optimum census interval. 
Therefore, counts during this interval may not 
adequately measure the over-aIl seasonal popu
lation breeding in a unit of habitat. A single spring 
count cannot adequately assess aIl pairs of a 
multiple breeding population with asynchronous 
nesting periods. Two and occasionally three 
counts may be necessary to enumerate early, 
intermediate and late breeding species. 

From 1956 to 1959, the optimum census period 
for mallards and pintails in grassland habitat was 
May 8 to 20; for widgeon and shoveler May 20 
to June 5; and for gadwall and blue-winged teal 
May 25 to June 10. During these intervals in
dicated pair populations showed the least fluctua
tion. Estimates of diver populations should be 
based on a nesting study, supplemented by counts 
of observed pairs and lone drakes on waiting sta
tions. A number of recommendations are given 
elsewhere in the paper for conducting census on 
grassland and parkland study plots. In grass
lands, breeding waterfowl counts should be made 
from 0800 to 1200 hours, when winds are less 
than 15 mph and temperatures above 40°F .. 

5. The most important potential source of error 
in presently used waterfowl census techniques is 
the nonenumeration of groups of mallard and 
pintail drakes of five or less as indicated breeding 
pairs. Since drakes of other dabbler species do 
not congregate until the mid-incubation period of 
their hens, this error becomes minor. Another 
major source of error is the enumeration of un
mated males as potentiai breeding pairs. Pair, 
Ione drake, and grouped drake components should 
be enumerated as indicated pairs for aIl dabbler 
species. The resultant pair figure should be cor
rected for the unmated male segment by applying 
a pre1aying sex-ratio correction factor. Grouped 
drake components were common in mallard and 
pintai! populations and refleet weak pair bond and 

hments of drakes during the early incu
site. attac . d of hens. For widgeon, shoveler, 
batlOn perlO 

11 and blue-winged teal, rarely were 
gadwa d' d kes seen until mid- and la te incubation 
grOUpe ra d 

h ecies have stronger site attachment an 
as t ese sp 1 d 

. b ds Replicate counts on the grass an 
paIr on . f h' 1 hether taken by walking or rom a ve IC e, 
area, w f . t f 1 d marked consistency 0 estlma es or ma -
showe . b'l' f th lards but large coefficients of vana 1 Ity or 0 er 

species. 
6. Pair, lone drake, and gr~uped drake com-

ponents of a censused population change season
ally and throughout the day. In a n:allard ~opu-

1 t'on in which most pairs were 1aymg or m the 
al, . d' Il 

early incubation stages, count~ made per~o Ica y 
throughout a day showed dlfferences m co~
poncnts enumerated with each census. Few paIrs 
wcre recorded on censuses started at 0530 hours 
but increasing numbers were seen at 0800, 1300, 
and 1530 hours with a maximum after 1800 
hours. During the same cens uses, there were de
creasing numbers of both lone drake and grouped 
drake components seen througb the day, after 
morning peaks at 0530 hours. As more pairs 
reached the early and mid-incubation stages, 
fewer lone males and more grouped drakes up 
to five in number were recorded. 

7. There are no published, standardized 
methods recognized to enumerate indicated duck 
pairs in ail habitats, nor to estimate pair num
bers accurately from direct count data. Presently 
lIsed aerial census methods, through which yearly 
trcnd data are gathered, are not sufficiently refined 
for use in intensive studies of population dy
namics. Comparison of results of studies that use 
dilferent population components and have no sex 
ratio correction on estimates is nearly impossible 
to make, An urgent need exists for more testing 
of estimate variances and evaluating the magni
tude of sampling errors and biases in pair popula
tion estimates. 

8. Waterfowl pair estimation techniques re
main inexact. Presently used methods crudely 
assess populations during a very narrow time 
period but do not measure weekly turn-over rates 
or scasonal populations. An apparently insur
l11~untable problem exists in attempts to count aIl 
P~lIrS of one specîes breeding on a habitat unit 
~rom April through June. With an extended breed
lOg season in which first arriving pairs have nested 
and drakes have abandoned home ranges before 
late arrivais localize their activity and commence 

nesting, assessment of populations may ultimately 
be based on two separate counts that are added. 
The presence of renesting pairs further compli
cates resuIts obtained from adding May and June 
counts. Late migrants or drougbt-displaced pairs 
moving into an area in June are still not 
adequately assessed. A further need exists for 
more intensive studies of the behaviour, biology, 
and physiology of pairs and how these factors 
relate to activity, mobility, and visibility of birds. 
What is ultimately required is a field method to 
separate and ,assess nonbreeding, renesting, early 
breeding, and late breeding pairs. 

9. Where (1) spring weather affects or pro
tracts nesting phenol ogy , (2) late arrivaIs do not 
initiate nesting until mid-June, and (3) vegeta
tion makes observation of pairs difficult, assess
ment of populations may better be accomplished 
indirectly. Intensive nesting studies and accurate 
measures of brood production can be used to 
estimate original pair numbers. A composite of 
methods to arrive at population indices may be 
required in sorne habitats. In aIl, the precision 
obtained in population estimates will depend on 
the intensity of coverage and the degree of 
accuracy required to fulfill the objectives. 
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Discussion 

Compiled by J. B. Gollop 

The following is a summary of the all-day discus-
. which took place on February 22, 1967. It 

Sion . . diff . 
must be remembered that diScus~Ions er SIg-
nificantly from prepared papers In at least two 
ways: (a) there is no opportunity to document 
statements, and (b) because a number of people 
are making spontaneous remarks, there is little 
organization. Furthermore, since the foIIowing is 
a summary and contains no direct quotations, 
there is always the possibility of misinterpretation 
on the part of the summarizer (for which he 
apologizes if it has occurred). Statements should, 
therefore, be treated with sorne caution and con
firmation or additional information should be 
obtained from the participant credited. 

The sequence of subjects and of statements 
. presented below bears no resemblance to the 

sequence in which they were given. In sorne cases, 
a person's comments have been broken into two 
or more parts in an attempt to improve continuity. 
In other cases, remarks made at various times 
through the day have been combined. No attempt 
has been made to present details of datathat were 
projected or otherwise displayed; in most cases 
the data were from papers given earlier in the 
seminar. It should be noted that what may appear 
to be irrelevant comments in the summary below 
were, in fact, relevant at the time they were made, 
possibly in answer to a question. More people 
took part in the discussion than is indicated 
below; seldom have questions been included even 
though they initiated discussion at the time. Also, 
most of the Chairman's remarks in his continuing 
summaries and his encouraging of further discus
sion have not been included. In a few cases the 
recording was not adequate for transcription. 
Pond water (water quality, pesticides, over-fertili
zation) 

Nelson: The V.S.F.W.S. water quality program 
~tarted in 1966 in the Dakotas is checking residues 
m ponds and if something that causes alarm shows 
up, furtherattention will be given to il. Bossen
maier: Water samples from the Assiniboine River 
are being compared with Lake Manitoba so that 

predictions can be made to determine the effects 
of the river diversion on plant and animal life. 
Pesticides are probably not included. 

Jalm: J. J. Hickey, Vniversity of Wisconsin, 
did sorne work in Lake Michigan where pesticides 
had been washing into the lake from orchards for 
sorne time. He found that residue concentrations 
increased from mud to water to invertebrates to 
fish to gulls, where concentrations were such that 
they should be of concern. Such a progression is 
probably similar in ducks. Certainly old-squaws 
on Lake Michigan have high pesticide residues. 
Smith: There has been sorne collecting of duck 
eggs for pesticide analysis from the Arctic through 
the western breeding grounds. Pesticides oc
curred at somewhat similar levels in samples from 
all areas. Apparently this was done for only one 
year. Nelson: One problem was that the roadside 
at Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, had been 
sprayed. Crissey: Wings from the wing survey are 
being used to monitor pesticides. 

Hammond: A major problem on the; Souris 
River, North Dakota, is that sewage is s~fficient 
at certain times of the year to produce excessive 
amounts of phosphorous and nitrogen resulting in 
algal blooms which adversely affect pondweeds 
and pondweed seed production. Smith: The algae 
Aphanizomenon, an indicator of high phospho
rous levels, was found in a 5-acre pond, probably 
the deepest pond at Lousana, Alberta, in an over
grazed grassland pasture. The most noticeable 
difference between it and other ponds were algal 
blooms and leeches; there was also a high water
mite population. Jahn: One ex ample of intensive 
management to overcome over-fertilization: Dairy 
cattle farmers around Lake Mendota, Wisconsin, 
deposited manure on the snow in win ter; nitrates 
and phosphates were washed into the lake in 
spring and, consequently, aquatic plants were 
shaded out by algal blooms. Soil conservationists 
recommended that each farmer build a cement pit 
(since subsidized), put the manure into it through 
the winter, and in spring spread it on the land so 
that nitrates and phosphates could percolate into 
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the soil. Crissey: What is happening to prame 
potholes as a result of grasshopper spraying? 
Pond invertebrates (sampling done, food habits) 
Nelson: Barly work of John Moyle in Minnesota 
is probably sorne of the more definitive in relation 
to ponds. Ray Murdy collected invertebrate 
samples on the Yellowknife study area; these 
are being analysed by the Smithsonian Institute 
now. U.S.F.W.S. Northern Prairie Wildlife Re
search Center, Jamestown, North Dakota, has a 
limnologist who will work with their chemist 
and others on water quality ofsmall wetlands. 
Techniques are a problem. Drewien: Sorne 
invertebrate collections were made on stockponds 
in South Dakota. Millar: C.W.S. had a lim
nologist originally on their weûand classification 
study areas. He did sorne collecting of inver
tebrates but did not analyse the samples. He 
concentrated on water chemistry. A graduate 
student in the Geology Department, University 
of Saskatchewan, did a study of the Ostracods of 
these ponds under C.W.S. contract. He concluded 
that he could classify sloughs at least as to 
whether they were permanent or semi-permanent 
on the basis of the Ostracods. As of April 1 we 
will have a position for a limnologist to work on 
small ponds. Smith: Water and soil samples were 
collected at Lousana in May and July near the 
shore line and centre of Type 3, 4, and 5 ponds 
in four localities one year. The next year collec
tions were made from other ponds of the same 
types. Invertebrates were collected by pouring 
1O(?) litres of water through a screen. They were 
identified by genera. Mud samples were found 
to be unsatisfactory. No conductivity tests were 
made. Invertebrate densities were found to be 
highest in ponds that had been dry for 1 or 2 
years and were then flooded. Crissey: An indica
tion of the effect of rejuvenation of dry basins 
by flooding might be the Minnedosa, Manitoba, 
area in 1959 and 1960: in 1959 everything 
around was dry but Minnedosa was wet and had 
.a lot of birds. In 1960, Minnedosa looked excel
lent and the surrounding area had only a little 
water but. there were only scattered pairs through 
the Minnedosa area while the adjacent district 
had many birds. It appeared that Minnedosa 
which had held water for several successive years 
was much less attractive than habitat that was 
dry in 1959. Jahn: This is a natural example of 
an established ecological principle that a draw-
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down is necessary to convert nutrients into a 
form that plants can use. 

Stoudt: Sorne semi-permanent areas are good 
duck producers if sufficient shore is bared 
periodically. Other areas are fertilized by an out
side source such as farmyard manure, rain, or 
siltation. Nelson: Ground-water may also be a 
factor. Hammond: Jim Salyer worked on two 
sloughs near Loxford, North Dakota. One was 
fresh and spring fed and the other was semi
permanent. Invertebrates and water chemistry 
were quite different. Neither was ever used by 
broods. Millar: A pond that is cultivated and 
then flooded again is as productive as it was 
originally, except that aquatic plants take sorne 
time to return. Jahn: John Ferguson once made 
the point that fluctuations in invertebrates are 
not important to ducks. The important thing is 
what is present and how much at particular 
stages of a bird's life cycle. Therefore, periodic 
sampling should produce results that can be 
expressed in square or cubic units. Sampling is 
more critical for absolu te than relative values. 
Paired samples should be collected from ponds 
occupied and unoccupied by breeding ducks. This 
may result in an evaluation of the potential for 
occupancy. If foods are similar, then another 
factor, e.g., spacing mechanism or short age of 
ducks, should be investigated. Smith: Inverte
brates were found to be similar in occupied and 
unoccupied ponds at Lousana. 

Stoudt: As part of a Ph.D. thesis, Jim Bar
tonek did a food habit study of canvasbacks 
at Minnedosa which included collections of 
bottom samples, chemical analyses, etc., of four 
ponds. Nelson: Also included were attempts to 
correlate abundance of invertebrates with plant 
and water characteristics. Jahn: Chura found 
that mallard ducklings in Utah lived primarily 
on invertebrates for their first 3 weeks. Stewart: 
The downy young of black ducks on the east 
coast feed almost entirely on widgeon grass seeds. 
Gollop: N.G. Perret did a Master's thesis at 
Minnedosa on the food of adult and young mal
lards and ils availability. Crissey: Was not one 
of Perret's conclusions that invertebrate popula
tions changed more from day to day or week to 
week than from pond to pond? There is also the 
effect of daily and weekly fluctuations in the 
volume of water due to drying and to showers 
on plants, animaIs, and minerals. Stewart: As 

d salinity and specific conduc-
watcr .Ievels .ror~nts and probably invertebrates 
. 'ty Increase , p 

UVI 
affected. • . 

are rs (techniques for determmmg 
fJood oUlllbe 

oumbers). ws are instructed not to count 
. Y' Au cre k b t Cnsse . porary water and mus eg, u 

d' hes tem ' road ItC. '. problem between crews. A 
, retation IS a 'gh 
JOtcr.p y in late June or early July ml t 

t r area surve 1 . 
wa e . 1 than 10 days possibly at an a tl-
1 donc III ess '. d f 
)e f 4000-5,000 feet, using wlder an ewer 
tu~e °tha~ current July surveys. July pond counts 
stnP

b
s. d by rain streaks. Photographs may not 

~ 1- . dt ~ . 1 for determimng water area a a acr 
be practlca 'b'l't f 

P .' Provinces because of the pOSSI 1 1 Y 0 the rame . h . 
d ver du ring the comparatlvely s ort tlme 

clou co d d d be-h the survey should be con ucte an 
w en f the time required to interpret the photo-
cause 0 . . d'ffi 1 . 

h Apparently there IS little 1 cu ty m grap s. . t 
. . g from the air whether there IS wa er deterlllllllll . b 

. a vegetation-choked pond. Millar: It may e 
:~practical to detect water by di~ect aerial obser
vation in choked ponds sorne distance from the 
aircraft. Infra-red film does not show water 
through solid emergent cover. ~ood~an: Jet~ at 
high altitude may overcome thls. Cnss~y: It IS a 
problelll if Armed Services must be rehed. on for 
annual operations. Stephen: Other eqmpment, 
regardless of current cost, should ?e in~estiga~ed, 
e.g., radiation detection devices whlch mlght ehm
inate the need for photography. 

Crissey: Don Hayne has prepared ~ ~ep~rt on 
a preliminary investigation using preclpltatlOn to 
predict the number of May ponds. Based on an 
analysis of (a) total precipitation from the pre
vious June through the current May and (b) t.otal 
precipitation from August 2 years prevlOus 
through the previous May, he obtained a fairly 
good fit between predicted and measured numbers 
of May ponds for many waterfowl strata from 
1951 to date. A looser fit between predicted and 
measured May ponds was obtained from an 
analysis of (a) the number of ponds counted the 
previous May and (b) the precipitation expec~ed 
between the summer period and the followmg 
May when ponds were counted again. There is a 
different formula for each stratum. While not 
adequate as yet, the method is worthy of further 
investigation. Millar: Problems are more com
plicated with specific sloughs within an area and 
between areas because of local precipitation, frost 

seaI, runoff conditions, etc. Stoudt: Tree-ring data 
for about 400 years in North Dakota suggest that 
predictions based on .the pr~vious year's pre
cipitation are not pOSSIble. CrISsey:. If a ~ys~em 
has a sufficient degree of compensatIon bUllt mto 
it (and this may be one) that it gives reasona~ly 
accurate totals for a stratum or for the entlre 
prairies, it can be used. . 
Breeding pair surveys (techmques for ground 

work) 
Hammond: Ground census methods used in 
the north-central plains for ponds an~ large 
marshes are described in the manual of mst:u~
tions inc1uded as Appendix 1. On surveys It IS 
important to record minutely in the field to ~ll?w 
for versatility or standardization in combllll~g 
data in the office. There is need for precIse 
definitions of environmental factors and stan
dardized methods for recording them from one 
ecological investigation to another.. . 

Dzubin: As a rule of thumb, the optImum tlme 
to census a population is when one-third occ~rs 
as pairs, one-third as lone drakes, and one-thud 
as grouped drakes between 0800 and 1200 hour~, 
atKindersley, Saskatchewan, at least. .There 18 

approximately a 5-day period in ~ny glven area 
wh en a single census might be vahd for ~l com
mon Canadian prairie species. A dual nest~n~ peak 
makes it very difficult to gain an apprecla1l0n .of 
a species' breeding cycle. Counts of only p~trS 
and lone drakes result in below-actual breedmg 
population. Ail grouped drakes sh~uld be. counted 

. up to a certain date whlch vanes from as pairs . 
species to species. Omit lone hens o~ major 
species in a census because they. cons.tltute an 
insignificant portion of the breedmg buds seen 
(at Kindersley) and because their drakes have 
probably been counted. This may not be so for 
uncommon species. Small g.roups ~f ~nm~ted male 
canvasbacks may remain m a dlstnct 'lOto June 
thus complicating breeding pair counts. O~ the 
other hand, the situation is further compl~cated 
if they remain less th an a week: a sex ra~lO ~e
termined while they are there for apphcahon 
later in the year to what may then, in fact, be 
only mated drakes, would produce erroneous 

figures. . . . 
Smith: Duplicate counts were probably mSlgm-

ficant on the 29-mile transect at Lousana, because 
birds were carefully "watched down" when 
flushed. Hammond: At Lostwood Refuge, North 
Dakota, six-square-mile blocks were censused by 
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strip transects with several hours between ad
jacent transects so that birds had an opportunity 
to redistribute themselves. This probably reduced 
duplicate counts. Hawkins and Goodman: In pot
hole country and on large marshes birds tend to 
land near the point of flushing, although in pot
hole country, at least, they may fly for 10 min
utes before doing so. Dzubin: Counts made at 
mid-day are less likely to flush birds, thus avoid
ing duplicate counts. Home range research is 
needed. With colour-marked birds, 12 home 
ranges of mallards were delineated in 8 years. 
With telemetry, a similar quantity of data might 
be obtained in a few weeks. Drewien: Twelve 
home ranges of a relatively immobile species, 
blue-winged teal, were delineated in 2 years in 
South Dakota. Dzubin: Telemetry is not ex
pensive when relative amounts of time for equal 
and adequate amounts of data are considered. 
J ahn: Other workers recommend that initially the 
outlay of money for telemetry projects should be 
large enough to obtain adequate samples, that 
clear-cut, specifie problems be studied, and that 
data should be analysed after 3 years. 

The problems of ponds along transect bound
aries, nest vs. duck counts on small blocks of 
land (e.g. 2 square miles), strip vs. block study 
areas, ingress of pairs, and broods equalling 
egress were also discussed with evidence of 
varying opinions and no solutions. 

Stoudt: Selection of type and location of study 
area should be based on objectives and should 
consider problems arising from special situations, 
e.g., in South Dakota, a study area in the Coteau 
where water is much more permanent than in the 
adjacent drift prairie where sheet water is com
mon, is likely to have an influx of mallards and 
pintails . as the sheet water dries up. 
Breeding pair surveys (biases in aerial work, air
ground' comparisons) 
Crissey: Sorne of the biases in air surveys are: 
(a) proportions of broods seen by air crews in 
early moming may be double those seen at 
mid-day (Smith: Moming sun has a predomi
nance of yellow rays accentuating colours; red 
setting sun tends to tum colours black); (b) 
differential visibility: green-winged teal lowest, 
canvasback probably highest; (c) personal biases, 
e.g., eyesight, proportions identified, transect 
width, fatigue, experience; (d) direction of flight; 
(e) weather (fog and wind); and (f) habitat, 
although grassland and parkland differences may 
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be less significant than once thought, partly be
cause of magnitude of other biases. Nelson: In 
one experiment the pilot's efficiency was similar 
to the observer's during the first hour, 80 per 
cent of observer's at end of second hour, and 
70 per cent after 4 hours; there was no measure 
of observer's relative efficiency. Crissey: In an
other case one person, both as pilot and as 
observer, saw 17 per cent more birds than the 
other crew member. This was apparently related 
to proportions identified, although species com
position was similar for both. It is assumed that 
unidentified ducks have the same characteristics 
(species, pairs, lone drakes, and flocks) as identi
fied birds. If not so, this would be an important 
bias if observers were not equally able to identify 
all species. In one case it required 10 days for 
a new observer to arrive at a species composition 
similar to an experienced pilot's-although results 
were unknown to either at the time. Smith: Ex
perience reduces fatigue; usually 4 hours at a 
time is sufficient although 8 hours have been 
flown in emergencies. 

Crissey: The solution to date for determining 
the proportions seen and identified by air crews 
has been to lay out 31 east-west ground beat-out 
transects across the prairies. Each transect is 
long enough to contain between 100 and 300 
potholes. Air surveys are usually started when 
blue-winged teal arrive and break up into pairs. 
In each of the Prairie Provinces, air crews are 
asked to fly 10 strips four times each in the same 
manner as regular transects. This is probably the 
maximum amount of time operational air crews 
can afford during surveys. Ground crews were to 
coyer the same strips once within 2 days of air 
coverages. It has been assumed that ground crew 
pair data are highly accurate, preferably 100 per 
cent. There are usually fewer birds recorded on 
the second of two aerial coverages than on the 
first, but the direction of flight of the first cover
age, particularly in the moming, affects such re
sults. Apparently it is impossible to take out the 
effect of such factors as time of day, direction of 
flight, sun, wind, experience, etc., by statistical 
methods and current data. Straight statistical anal
ysis indicates a very high variability, suggesting 
that the data are unusable. However, the variabil
ity may, in fact, be a measure of the magnitude of 
change actually occurring on operational transects. 

. nclusion is suggested because application ThIS co , 
of visibility factors to observed n:allard breedmg 

1 tl'ons followed by calculatlOns of produc-popu a, , . . 
. kill and other mortahty, results m an estlmate 

tlOn, , l' h f Il . f the mallard breeding popu ahon t e 0 owmg 
~ear which is close to the visibility-adjusted figure 
actually obtained in May of that year. 

Crissey: These transects are not as represent-
tive as is desirable; they have higher than 

:verage densities of ponds and there is evidence 
that density of ponds is inversely related to the 
proportion of birds seen by air crews. In theory, 
therefore, visibility rates based on those transects 
should be too low for the prairies as a whole. 
However, since they produce usable results, it 
may be that this bias (high density) is being 
balanced by unconscious (or otherwise) con
centration of air crews when flying test strips. 
Air crews need not be advised of locations of 
test strips but in this case many more ground 
transects would have to be beat-out to get the 
quantity of data currently obtained by four aerial 
coveragcs of a single strip. Few segments of 
operational air transects can be worked by road. 

Cooch: In 1966 the R.C.A.F. flew a ground
air transect in Manitoba at mid-day in a strong 
wind at 600, 1,200, 1,800, and 5,000 feet, with 
infra-red, black and white, and camouflage film. 
None of the 140 ducks known to be present was 
visible on film. A computer scanner may be suit
able for counting water areas. Crissey: Work to 
clate indicates that a helicopter probably does at 
least as good a job as a ground crew, and a 
helicopter could check ponds on operation al 
transects. However, it would probably require 
one helicopter per crew for adequate data. It is 
too slow to do operational surveys by helicopter 
beat-out. Nelson: A 7- to lO-day course for 
standardization of ground and air techniques was 
initiated at J amestown in 1966. . 
Pairs and ponds (carrying capacity and limiting 
factors) 

Crissey: There is evidence that mallards (and 
other specîes) overflew the prairies and went to 
the Northwest Territories and northern Alberta 
in 1959, 1961, 1962, and probably in other 
years Th' . , 
'. IS mdlcates that the prairies were at 

c<:lrrying capacity even though sorne areas were 
unoccupi d 'b e , POSSI ly because of the small num-
ber of po l' or qua Ity ponds. The quality of potholes 
may be Iower when potholes are fewer, e.g., brood 
mortaHty ma b . . y e Increased If ponds dry up; an 

abnormally high May:July pond ratio may de
press renesting. Research is needed to determine 
what water or other habitat factors attract birds 
to an area. Cooch: The relationship between 
ducks overflying the prairies and wetlands on the 
prairies is more easily understood if northern 
populations are given as percentages of con
tinental populations rather than as absolute num
bers, and if conditions on the prairies are ex
pressed as ducks per pond rather than numbers 
of ponds. Stewart: In North Dakota, the number 
of breeding pairs per lOO acres of water was 
fairly constant every year regard1ess of the 
number of potholes, indicating that ducks fill 
North Dakota potholes to carrying capacity each 
year. Stephen: Except for years of extremes in 
production, water quality is generally not a sig
nificant factor to ducks. Smith: Water surviving 
until July may be a measure of annual water 
quallty for ducks and currently this cannot be 
determineù across the breeding grounds in May. 

Specific ex amples of duck movements during 
the breeding season were given: pintails to 
Eskimo Point, Northwest Territories, in 1961 
( Cooch); redheads and ruddy ducks into North 
Dakota in late June 1962 (Stewart); green
winged teal or pintails to Tule Lake, California, 
in 1959 (Crissey); various species into Nebraska 
and South Dakota in 1958 and 1959 (Ham
mond). Hawkins: It cannot be assumed that de
layed breeding is always related to habitat. Lead 
poisoning which varies in importance from year to 
j'ear may be an influence. 

Hammond: Data from 1965 indicated that 
depth of a pond (related to permanency) did not 
greatly influence pair use within a size class. Dia
meters of circular ponds under 2.5 acres may be 
correlated with pair use; shore Hne may be a more 
important factor on larger sloughs and elongated 
ponds. The occupancy of channels or narrow 
sloughs is significantly influenced by width: 250-
300 feet may be a minimum width for occupancy 
of both sides by blue-winged teal. 
Pairs, ponds, and production 
Crissey: Based on a correlation between produc
tion and July ponds, air crews are apparently 
counting water areas in May that are not im
portant to what happens to the ducks. If there 
were an adequate correlation between May ponds 
and production, it might be that two surveys in 
May (one for ducks and another for ponds) would 
suffice for continental predictions of faIl flights. 
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Coach: One of my two methods of predicting 
production is based on the premise that May 
water is required ta disperse birds and July water 
to raise them. The other method involves May 
ducks, May ponds, and a factor in the order of 
2 or 3 varying with the segment of the breeding 
grounds involved. Stewart: Sorne of the very best 
ponds for breeding pairs are seasonal ponds that 
are dry by July. A late Mayor early June count 
might be the solution. Crissey: On the other hand, 
the data suggest that many more very small tem
porary ponds are being counted that do not really 
make any difference ta pairs. In a year when there 
is wide difference between May and July pond 
counts, Le., wetlands are rapidly disappearing, 
production is probably less successful than when 
the two water counts are closer. There may be an 
adverse effect on renesting in the former case. On 
the other hand, du ring a series of drought years, 
drought apparently did not decrease quality 
enough to upset the formula for predicting age 
ratios. Coach: Pond-production predictions are 
better when production is good, suggesting that 
water quality may be involved. Stewart: The num
ber of pairs in North Dakota was much more 
closely related ta the acre age of water than to the 
number of ponds. Smith: This relationship may 
be influenced by average pond size. 

Smith: Because of experience on the site, it was 
possible to predict production, based partly on 
intangible factors in late April and early May, in 
8 years out of 10 at Lousana. Hawkins, Stoudt: 
The same was possible for workers familiar with 
Minnedosa, Manitoba, and Redvers, Saskatche
wan. Crissey: If a count of effective May water, 
i.e., the water actually attracting breeding popula
tions, could be obtained, such predictions might 
be possible prairie-wide, particularly for mallards. 
It is possible that using weIl-scattered paired 
sampI es of pond counts, the percentage change 
between years could be detected with much less 
tlying than is now being done in July. Rounds: 
Preliminary feasibility data may be available from 
aerial segments. 
Harvest unit management phllosophy (adult and 
young migrations and homing to breeding areas) 
Crissey: Are harvest units up and down tlyways 
really separate from other units and manageable? 
Based on direct recovery rates, the Central Fly
way feels that the High Plains mallards of Colo
rado are underharvested. Therefore, they are re-
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questing a larger harvest on the grounds that it 
will have no effect on any other harvest unit. This 
depends in part on whether the distribution of 
young is similar to the distribution of their 
parents. Nelson: Win ter banding in that area 
traps a high proportion of adults. Crissey: Data 
examined to date suggest that young distribute 
themselves independently of their parents. If this 
is so, reduction of a population from one portion 
of the wintering area will affect harvest the next 
year over a wide area. Telemetry may provide 
part of the answer. A U.S.F.W.S. project has been 
proposed to put 1,OOO± radios on hen mallards 
in northwest Colorado in February or March and 
in July locate them and band their young. Adult 
females can be expected to return to the wintering 
area where they were marked but indications are 
that the young will fan out in aIl directions. 
Although young may not follow their parents, it 
is still possible that the distribution of aIl adults 
from a portion of the breeding grounds may in
fluence the distribution of the young in total. If 
this is true, then harvest units may constitute in
dependent entities and the number of young re
turning to a particular harvest unît will be related 
to the number of adults returning and would not 
affect other harvest areas. This I:\lso affects the 
flyway concept. At one time the irrigated Colum
bia Basin in Washington was wintering one-fifth 
of North America's mallards. This build-up was 
due, at least in part, to low vulnerability (large 
water, feeding outside shooting hours) and high 
survival rate. Regulations were liberalized to keep 
that population from building or even to knock it 
back. Did this also reduce flights from southern 
Alberta going to the Central and Mississippi 
Flyways? 

Lacy: Is it possible that an increasing Colum
bia Basin mallard population could displace 
Mississippi or Central Flyway birds in lirnited 
breeding habitat and force Eastern Flyway birds 
to breed in less favourable are as, thus reducing 
faIl flights to those flyways? Crissey: Harvest 
rates on these birds have increased with more 
liberal regulations and new hunting techniques. 

Gollop: From five Kindersley mallard broods 
for which there were two or more recoveries 
each, we know that in two cases brood mates 
were found on opposite sides of the Rockies 
and in a third case two members of one brood 
were recovered in Florida and Texas in Decem-

ber. The distribution of direct recoveries from 
one slough was similar to that from the entire 
degree block-across aIl fo~r flyway~. On three 
occasions adult hens, moultmg or Wlth broods, 
from the same slough have been recovered in 
the Pacific and Mississippi Flyways in the same 
week. There are differences in the temporal 
distribution of early hatched and late hatched 
mallards. More adult than young mallards were 
recovered in the Pacific Flyway, which may 
reHect hunting pressure or relative survival. 
Hawkins: Manitoba data give similar indications. 
lahn: Is there a critical distance between natal 
marsh and breeding site for a young duck? Frith's 
work in Australia indicates that ducks take 
advantage of suitable breeding habitat wherever 
it occurs and, therefore, they probably have few 
tics with natal areas. Does this also apply to 
duclcs in the Prairie Provinces? Crissey: The 
first year that an are a is wet after being dry for 
a long period it is filled by birds that could not 
possibly have been reared there and probably 
had never bred there. It would be interesting to 
determine from wings whether the ducks appear
ing in such areas are yearlings or oIder. Hawkins: 
Wood ducks with almost constant breeding 
habitat home preciseIy. 
Brood identification 
lahn: Is there need for a brood identification 
guide for game managers? Stoudt: It is best to 
Hush hens for identification; there is considerable 
difficulty with canvasback-redhead identification 
when downies are in the same brood. Gollop: 
Delacour and Scott's Waterfowl of the W orld 
( 1954-59) has paintings of day-old ducklings. 
lahn: Mrs. Colleen Nelson is also painting day
old ducklings for publication. In the 1950'8 F.A. 
Thompson, U.S.F.W.S., prepared a chart on the 
colours of soft parts of ducks for determining 
~pccies and sex. U.S.F.W.S. at Jamestown and 
ln Minnesota is working on coloured slide series. 
Hawkins: Michigan has data which indicate as 
mu ch . t' . vana IOn ID plumage development within 

a brood as between plumage classes used for 
aging. Hammond: Can brood size and age data 
be collected in a manner that would make them 
useful in continental management? 
Drainage 

J ahn: Luther Marsh in Ontario is one example 
of a highly productive once-drained waterfowl 
area. After drainage, Horicon Marsh, Wisconsin, 
did not produce vegetables only because tech
nology had not advanced far enough, resulting 
in inadequate drainage. Now modern machinery 
has permitted yields of 125 bushels per acre on 
similar soils there. Productivity may faH off 
rapidly on such areas but it is economical to 
counter this by refertilizing. However, wind ero
sion is still a real problem on peat soils and 
because of the woody, unpacked material, sub
sidence of peat soils is another major problem. 
Crissey: Because of subsidence, water cannot be 
kept out of sorne peat are as in New York. 
Wing survey 

Hawkins: Sexing and aging of wings requires two 
types of individuals, one fairly weIl trained and 
the other an expert to check determinations. 
Crissey: U.S.F.W.S. has only two people, Sam 
Carney and Glen Smart, fully qualified. It will 
be a problem to send qualified instructors to 
Canada if there are too many wing-bees. The 
more common species are not too much of a 
problem but it is very difficult to become profi
cient with an species. Skill cannot be retained 
without doing. An adequate reference collection 
requires 25 ± wings of each age-sex group of 
each species (100 wings per species) to properly 
train people. Competency in this work is not 
related to proficiency in other fields. Jahn: Keys 
and slides should be studied in advance of train
ing sessions. 

Conclusion 

J ahn: Who is going to follow through with 
research and other suggestions, tests, and ana
lyses brought up at this seminar? 
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Appendix 1 

Notes on conducting waterfowl 
breeding population surveys ln the 
north centra 1 states 

M.C. HAMMOND 

Introduction 
This manu al * will serve as a guide for planning, 
conducting, and reporting waterfowl breeding 
population and production surveys on ~h.e vari~us 
kinds of waterfowl habitat used by prame nestmg 
ducks . Techniques for surveys of pothole habitat 
differ in sorne respects from those for lakes and 

marshes . 
Decisions about sorne problems, such as 

whether groups of pairs and/ or males are " breed
ing" birds, depends partly upon the observer's 
objectives and the size of the habitat block sur
veyed. The rather arbitrary rules outlined here 
can be modified to meet special conditions. 

A standard set of numbered forms is available 
for field use and reporting (see p . 250 to 254). 
The item numbers and data categories listed 
under the section Data Recorded in this manual 
correspond to items on the forms. 

1 Sample selection 
Considering objectives, 

A. Decide on the sampling level to be used : 
(1) Complete count of entire habitat unit 

(marsh, lake, or pothole block) . 
(2) Partial sampling of unit to provide trend 

data (an index). 
(3) Random sampling, samples drawn from 

unit; preferably stratified . Confidence limits may 
be placed on estimates . 

If a complete count is made at intervals (say 
3 to 5 years), partial sampling may be project.ed 
to give a reasonable estimate of the total. Van~
tion in samples will give sorne idea of the magm
tude of error which may be present. 

"Expert" advice will be needed to devise a 
random sampling plan in complex habitat where 

stratification may be desirable . 
B. Select the samples to be counted; they may 

be individual water bodies , shore line segments 
and blocks of marsh , or blocks of pothole habitat. 

*1 have freely used information and techniques ~nd 
data recording from Fish and Wildlife Service, Canadl~n 
Wildlife Service. provincial, and state sources 10 

preparing this manual. 
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Transects may be used in pothole habitat to 
estimate the population of a larger habitat unit. 
Stratified, randomly selected samples are taken 
to give the degree of accuracy required (prelimi
nary surveys may be needed first to determine 

variabi\ity) . 
Comparisons between sam pie units may be 

desired (1) to compare different existing environ
ments, or (2) to measure results of existing or 
future management practices . 

As far as practical, sam pie boundaries should 
be drawn on large water bodies to separate dif
ferent types of shore line (open, wave-swept; 
over-grown; attractive broken marsh), different 
marsh conditions, channels, ditches, etc. Bounda
ries may also separate different land uses, .k i~ds 
of nesting coyer, or other upland charactenstlcs. 
Permanent landmarks may be used or artificial 
markers set out. Since location and shape of shore 
\ines will change with varying water levels, sam pie 
boundaries should be drawn so these changes will 
not le ad to future confusion . 

For random sampling, shore line segments, sec
tions of marsh, or pothole blocks should be tab
ulated in units of equal length or size. Shore 
lines may be tabulated in one-sixteenth mile (330 
feet) or one-eighth mile (660 .feet) segme.nts; 
marshes in 40-acre plots (or multiples or fractions 
of 40 acres). Pothole habitat samples should also 
lend themselves to easy conversion to a "per-

square-mile" analysis. . 
In many cases, waterfowl productIOn areas 

should be blocked off to include surrounding pot
hole habitat on private land . This wiil permit 
better evaluation of both productivity and local 
habitat conditions. These units would have a 
minimum size of 160 acres; larger blocks will 
usually be needed for an adequate sample (320, 

640 acres). 
C. Maps should be prepared showing the 

sam pie boundaries and other location data which 
a new observer would need to dup\icate exactly 
the sam pie counting. Scales of 4 inches .1 mile 
are the most practical; aerial photos to thls scale 

Eumples of sampling units (1) Large marsh or water 
lIody; (1) Waterfowl production area. 
Note: Samples No. 1 to 4 are tabulated separately. 
Segments a, b ... d would not ordinarily be used unless 
random sampling was considered. In the latter case, 
tbe marsb/water area would be divided into equal-sized 
unIts by a numbered grid system. 

are available at U.S.D.A. and most Bureau offices. 
For some purposes, a larger scale may be needed . 
Habitat and wildlife information can be placed 
on copies used in the field (transferred to office 
copies wh en desired). 

Aerial mosaics, upon which sam pie boundaries 
and numbers are sketched, pro vide satisfactory 
field-sized maps when reduced in size through 
photography. These are especially useful for units 
severa] thousand acres in size. 

Items under Pothole transect maps (below) 
May be worth noting in preparation of maps for 
large water bodies. See examples of sampling 
uoits above and on page 248. 
Pothole transect maps 
(1) Draw maps, scale 4 inches to 1 mile, from 
aeria] photograph; one-eighth mile on each side 
of section line road=one-quarter mile total width 
(they should extend slightly wider than this to 
show landmarks and water bodies Iying outside 
the transect boundary). 
(2) Show ail depressions capable of holding 
water. 

(3) Draw lines one-eighth mile from road to 
Ibo~ potholes and portions of them within and 
QJtalde the transect boundary. Portions outside 

ay be shaded. 
~ .. ) Number all potholes (see Data recorded, 

items (i) and (ii). N umber each mile segment, 
i.e., mile 1, mile 2 ... mile 8. 
(5) During first field inspection mark "X" in or 
near those potholes not visible from the road. 
(6) Show ail section lines, trails, and other land
marks. 
(7) Show any drainage completed prior to or 
during survey period. 
(8) Show land-use boundaries and enter use 
symbols during initial survey. Indicate later 
changes and dates. See Data recorded section for 
land-use code and symbols, use modified keys. 
(9) Water body record : 

(a) Colour dry areas red, or if not completely 
dry, show the location of water boundary in blue 
as accurately as possible. Water acreage may be 
obtained from this later in the office. 

(b) Emergent marsh vegetation may be 
shown in green or by cross hatching in large pot
holes. 
(10) Habitat and wild\ife information may be 
placed on field maps if a new map is used each 
time transect is run. 
(11) See Appendix i, p. 249 for mapping 
details and data tabulation of water bodies on 
transect or block boundaries. 
Il Counting methods 
Use method necessary to see all birds; goal is a 
complete cou nt. Methods depend upon water 
body character; use most rapid and efficient 
method, but emphasize accuracy. Watch where 
flushed birds alight to avoid duplication. Indicate 
if dog was used to increase efficiency. 
A. Walk/wade. Usually the most efficient, uni
versai method. 

(1) Move downwind with sun at back, if pos
sible. 

(2) Zig-zag in heavy COYer. 
(3) Shout, clap hands, throw stones as aid in 

heavy coyer. 
( 4) Splashing noise made by wading is very 

effective. 
(5) Walk through ail potholes and marshy 

shore lines where vegetation is apt to conceal 
birds. 
B. Horseback. Probably more efficient than 
walking if bottoms are not too boggy. Problems 
of fences and transportation between samples 
(may need horse trailer). 
C. Boats, canoes (with and without motor). 
Very efficient on open shore lines and with nar
row marsh borders where boat can get close to 
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shore. May also need man on shore if vegetation 
is tall . 
D. Airboats. Efficient, but noisy and windy. 
Flushes birds at greater distances and may cause 
problems in recording if birds are numerous. 
E. Aircraft. Special techniques required . Sa me ob
server and pilot each year, ground/ air correlation. 
F. Vehicle. Can be used only from elevated shore 
line and/ or where margins are free of vegetation. 
G. Marsh vehicle. Probably the most efficient 
and practical cou!1ting method, not yet available 
on most areas . 
III Time of season 
Optimum varies between years . 

Early nesting species, mallard, pintails, canvas
backs, wood ducks. May 7 to May 17. 

Late nesting species, gadwalls, bluewings, red
heads, scaup, etc. May 25 to June 7. 

Very delayed seasons. May need to delay aU 
counts by a week to 10 days. 

Late migrating flocks . When loose flocks of 
birds occur, or birds which appear to be "un
settled" (these will normally ail be paired) it is 
advisable to make an additional inspection of the 
localities where these birds were seen to determine 
whether the y remained to nest or moved on else
where; e.g. gadwalls, redheads quite frequently. 

Non-breeding flocks . Often loose ftocks of pairs 
as with late migrating flocks . Later inspection of 
localities recommended. Coots may delay nesting 
beyond the normal dates, responding to new 
ftooding or unknown factors, or may not nest at 
ail. In drought years, it has been impractical to 
determine what the status of many birds has been. 

Frequent count. Where a better estimate of 
breeding population in a local area is desired, 
counts may be made at approximately weekly in
tervals. Often the count for each species becomes 
rather stable for 2-3 weeks in its early nesting 
period. This level is assumed to represent the 
breeding population. 

Some workers have used the highest count for 
each species during its early nesting period . Stew
art and Kantrud accept only pairs or males which 
display behaviour commonly accepted to be char
acteristic of birds in their home range, e.g., pre
nesling activity, waiting site activity, characteristic 
calls and flight patterns. 

Conclusion. No practical, exact method is 
available for extensive surveys, since ducks are 
quite mobile. One of the above will meet the 
objectives of most survey plans. 
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IV Time of day 
General marsh and pothole habitat. Count 
throughout the day. If duck pairs are apt to be 
out of sight in nesting habitat (during laying 
period), do not cou nt before 9 a.m. Avoid late 
afternoon on large marshes. 

Specific sites and water bodies used as take
off point for nesting. Examples: Artificial pot
holes, ditches. Count between 6 a .m. and 9 a.m. 

Diving ducks in large marshes can usually be 
counted more readily in afternoons than in morn
ings (when they remain c10ser to nesNng cover). 
V Weather 
Wind. Birds move to protected areas, less apt to 
be on open water of pond. Harder to flush, noise 
of observer less effective. 

Cloud coyer reduces visibility. 
Rain . Disagreeable, pair counting usually less 

efficient; avoid counting in rain, if practical. 
In general, need avoid only extreme weather 

conditions. 
VI Equipment needs 
A. Hip boots a necessity. 
B. Tally "whacker" an advantage on marshes 
and boat runs. 
C . Field glasses. 
D . Pencils (Jead, red, blue, green). 
E. Forms, maps, c1ipboard, field notebook. 
F. This Manual, or pocket-sized notes with In
structions and codes. 
VII Special counting problems 
A. Avoid duplication. To avoid duplication when 
birds ft Y from one sample to another, or from a 
group of potholes being counted to a group not 
yet counted: 

(1) Count pothole habitat in belts, keeping 
track of birds which ft Y ahead and alight within 
the uncounted segment (these may depart within 
a short time, so observer must be alert to this 
possibility) . 

(2) Allow several hours to intervene before 
counting adjoining belts or samples if difficult 
problems arise. Dming morning hours pairs and 
lone males are more apt to return quickly to 
their usual waiting site and "territory". 

(3) Count adjoining problem samples on suc
cessive days, the same time each day. 
B. Unequal sex ratios. Extra drakes more apt to 
be found on larger marshes than on pothole habi
tat. For intensive studies, pre-nesting season sex 
ratio counts should be made, with corrections 
applied for the extra drakes. 

See VIII D. (p. 247-248) for treatment of male 
f1ocks. The method for large marshes will cor

rect for most extra drakes. 
C. Safety precautions: 

(1) Flashing Iights. if veh~c1es. park~d on 
shoulder. Avoid road-slde parkIng If possible. 

(2) Use extreme care when approaching blind 
hiIls with slow-moving vehicle. 

(3) Park off the road. 
(4) Use life belts in boats. 

VIII Data recorded 
Suggestions. Do not take more than the day's 
observations into the field. Files for storage of 
notes and records in vehicJes are satisfactory. 
Very desirable to summarize data at end of each 
day. Keep duplicate records of important data at 
two places. (Wildlife Techniques Manual). 

Note: Item numbers below are used on ail 

data forms. 
A. General record data 

(1) N umbering. In pothole habi tat i t is neces
sary to assign a number to each water body. It 
May be convenient to set up a numbering system 
for other wetland blocks; WPA's, easements, or 
other block of habitat. The water area numbers 
sbould be indicated on maps for field lise and 
on permanent maps filed at the office (e.g., in 
Inventory Plan). 

A file of numbers or record sheets in numer
ical order, giving details of location, may also be 
useful for reference. 

At Lostwood our numbering sequence begins 
at No. 1 for each section of land (square mile) ; 
tbe section number, township, and range must 
also be entered for each record sheet used. We 
use this pattern of number assignment: 

(begin No . 1 in NW quarter, continue counter
clockwise through each quarter-section). 
Numbers will be in two item classes: 
(i) Individual water body. Pool or unit on ref
uge. Waterfowl production area . Waterfowl pro
duction area block. Other water area or manage
ment or survey block. Transect and transect 
segment. 
(ii) Samples and sub-samples of units listed 
under (i) above, i.e.: Unit 8 on Des Lacs Refuge 
would have several samples and sub-samples with 
numbers listed under item ii. A WPA block 
with an assigned number would have several pot
holes with numbers listed under item ii. Large 
potholes on a WPA block may also have sub
sample numbers. 

In any case where chance for confusion exists 
always include a descriptive term, e.g., pothole 5, 
unit 8, WPA 97, Block 6, Transect 2. The name 
and location/ locality data will then complete the 
identification. 

Each district or refuge will establish its own 
numbering system. 

(2) Name. Enter name whenever acceptable 
local or official name is available, e .g., Chase 
Lake, Des Lacs Refuge. On most refuges the 
pools (units) have been assigned numbers, some 
have names only, some have both. It will save 
much time if numbers are used for pools, and 
also tend to heJp avoid confusion . In the num
bering/ naming system it is weil to remember that 
new faces appear regularly on the refuges and 
survey jobs and one should take ail steps neces
sary to avoid confusion (and error), even if it 
means duplication of entries . If unit number was 
entered under item (1), it should also be entered 
under (2); e.g., 332 unit, or Pool 7 . 

(3) Locality, location. In some cases two 
entries are needed: 

Locality: country, state, province, wetland 
district, county, or smaller division, as needed. 

Location: Legal land description (section, part 
of section (NW quarter NE quarter), township, 
range), distance and directions from recognized 
land-marks. Locations by reference to grazing 
unit or agricultural unit numbers are very poor; 
these are periodically revised and the files des
troyed, leaving no permanent record of what 
these numbers mean. Odometer mileage often 
used on road transects. 

For transects enter district name and number, 
as Iisted below: also enter county and location 
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of starting point at east end of transect (use 
section on north side of first mile segment (SE 
corner Section-; TWP-; R-). 
District Number District Name 

1 Tewaukon 
II Arrowwood 

III Devils Lake 
IV Slade 

Snake Creek 
Crosby 

V 
VI 

VII North Central (Upper Souris, 
Lostwood, Lower Souris, 
Mountrail, NW Ward, Ren
ville, Bottineau, North Mc
Henry Counties) 

(4) Date. Mo.-- Day-- 19-. Forms are 
provided with this format if space permits. AI
ways use this sequence and enter abbreviation 
for month if there is room (even though it lends 
a continental fiavour to reverse the order). Never 
start records or field notes on any form or slip 
of paper without first recording the year (and 
date complete). 

Sorne forms may be used in two ways ... a) 
aIl entries per page made on the same date, or 
b) entries scattered over several dates. On these 
there are two spaces for date entries. 

(5) *Geological strata (from U.S.G.S. Map 
1-331). 
Glacial Lake deposits 
End or marginal moraine 
Ground moraine 
Stagnation or collapse moraine 
Outwash, inwash, or terrace 
lee-contact stratified drift 
Unglaciated 

For transects enter major geological type: 

GL 
EM 
GM 

SCM 
OIT 
ISD 

U 

C Coteau (stagnation, collapse and end 
moraines). High relief. 

D Drift prairies (ground moraine). Low 
relief. 

L Glacial lake deposits. 
OIT Outwash, inwash, or terrace. 

U Unglaciated. 
(6) Degree Block. Enter latitude and longitude 

block within which transect or water area is 
located. 

(7) Map reference number. For use by district 
or refuge maintaining a map file as part of the 
inventory plan. 

*This and sorne other categories do not appear on 
forms; they are defined here for future consideration. 
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(8) Photo reference numbers. File numbers of 
prints or negatives of the water area or sample. 

(9) Standard counting method. Enter one or 
more of the following methods on data form, 
with additional details as needed so that (with 
maps prepared) a new observer can duplicate 
the survey procedure. Details of method should 
be included in the refuge or district inventory 
plan for each sample. 

Indicate if dog was used to increase efficiency. 
A. Walk/wade (beat-out). 
B. Horseback. 
C. Boat, canoe (with or without motor to be 

indicated) . 
D. Airboat. 
E. Aircraft. 
F. Vehicle (indicate kind, e.g., passenger or 

truck). 
G. Observation point (if used, should be located 

on map). 
H. Marsh vehicle. 

(10) Observer(s). Last name(s) and initiaIs. 
(11) Number. As used for samples or sub

samples. See item (1). 
For transects-each pothole will be numbered 

consecutively by mile, using m~le number of 
transect segment. Use a separate number series, 
starting with number 1, for each mile segment. 
Number from east to west. See Map Section 
(p. 238-239). 

( 12) Time. Enter start, end, and total as 
applicable. Use 24-hour-clock time, e.g., 3: 15 
p.m.=1515 hours. Enter for each page. 

(13) Weather. Enter wind (miles per hour), 
estimated temperature, and cloud coYer symbol. 
(Example: 8-12; 72°; () 

Wind, 
m.p.h. 

Less 
than 1 

1-3 

4-7 

8-12 

International 
description Specifications 

Calm 

Light 
air 

Light 
breeze 

Gentle 
breeze 

Calm, smoke ris es verti
cally. 

Direction of wind shown 
by smoke drift, but not 
by wind vanes. 

Wind felt on face; leaves 
rustle, ordinary vane 
moved by wind. 

Leaves and small twigs 
in constant motion; wind 
extends light fiag. 

13-18 

19-24 

25-31 

32-38 

39-46 

Moderate Raises dust, loose paper; 

Fresh 

Strong 

Near 
gale 

Gale 

small branches are 
moved. 

Small trees in leaf begin 
to sway; crested wavelets 
form on inland waters. 

Large branches in motion 
whistling heard in tele
graph wires; umbrellas 
used with difficulty. 

Whole trees in motion; 
inconvenience felt walk
ing against wind. 

Breaks twigs off trees; 
generally impedes prog
ress. 

Cloud coyer symbols 
o clear 
~ t of sky covered 
ct -t of sky covered 
.. t of sky covered 
• sky completely covered 

B. Ecological data-water body description. 
( 14) Classification (type). 
14.1) Wetland type from Classification of the 

Wetlands of the U.S., Spec. Sci. Rpt. 20., 
V.S.D.I., Fish and Wildl. Service, 1953. 

14.2) Wetland type (Stewart and Kantrud) 
See the 1965 Progress Report for description 

of a proposed revision of pothole type classifica
tion. If accepted for general use this will replace 
the standard type classes. 
Standard welland types 

I. Seasonally flooded basins or fiats. 
III. Shallow fresh marshes, often covered with 

as much as 6 inches of water. (I believe Carex 
and whitetop sloughs are commonly classed here, 
in which case they commonly have 18 to 24 
inches of water in the spring). 

IV. Deep fresh marshes. Soil covered with 
0.5 to 3 feet of water during the growing season. 
Vegetation mainly cattails, phragmites, round
stemmed buIrushes, submerged aquatics. 

V. Open fresh water. Water of variable depth. 
Vegetation mainly at depths less than 6 feet and 
consisting of submerged aquatics. 

X. Saline marshes. Often with as much as 2 feet 
~f water, mostly in shallow lake basins. Vegeta
tJ?n mainly of alkali or hardstem bulrush, often 
wlth wigeongrass or sago pondweed in openings. 

XI. Open saline water. Water of variable 
depth. Vegetation mainly at depths less than 6 
feet. Sago pondweed, wigeongrass, and musk
grasses. 

Wetland type additions suggested by the 
Centra~ Flyway Waterfowl Council Technical 
Committee: 

XXI. Dugouts. 
XXII. Stockponds. 

XXIII. Deep lakes and reservoirs. 
XXIV. Permanent deep rivers and streams. 
XXV. Intermittent streams that normally con

tain pools of possible significance for waterfowl 
use. 
Note: The above classification would be based 
upon fairly long-time trends, as far as possible. 
It is recognized that drought and a super
abundance of water can change the character of 
any water body, as far as depth is concemed. 
While deep fiooding may destroy the previous 
vegetative types and drought may completely 
change the plant sùccession, these changes should 
be recorded elsewhere. Do not change the wet
land type classification, once it is believed to be 
correctly recorded on a long-time basis. Generally 
speaking, this has been determined by examina
tion of aerial maps and field checks during the 
1947-64 period. 

15.1) Basin size. This is the basin acreage to 
the high water line (below the buckrush zone, 
usually through the sedge/wet soil plant zone). 
Will be determined from aerial photos, with 
ground checks as needed. Use main size class 
headings below for sizes larger than class 4.4, 
e.g., 5, 6, 7, 8, etc., except for specific size
class studies (See Table 1). 

If automatic data processing will be used, enter 
acreage (to two decimal places) for both basin 
size and water surface area. 

15.2) Water surface area. Actual acre age of 
basin covered with water at time of survey. Use 
size classes from item 15.1. See Maps, p. 238-
239. Water area may be coloured blue during 
field survey. Refer to basin size to aid in esti
mating. 

(16) Water depth. Enter· water depth in 
inches. If w"ter depth is estÏmated enter an "e" 
following figure. One or more of several meas
urements may be made: 

16.1) Average. 
16.2) Maximum. 
16.3) Gauge reading. 
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::1 

1 

, 1 

1 

Table 1 Round or nearly round wate~ bodies, measured in feet 16.4) Depths indicated by vegetative (aqua- In measuring "effeotive" shore tine length use 
these tentative guides: 

Diameter 
Code 

Acres Circumference tic) zone. 

Number Range Midpoint 

16.5) If dry and eoological data have been 

Range Midpoint Range Midpoint entered previously this form category has been 

1.1 0 12.5 0.000 0.003 

Double 

, i 25 
0 39 rovided for sample or pothole number. 

0.015 78 

ditches 

1.2 26 

P 17.1) Special characters. Enter code number 
Narrow Wide 

37.5 0.015 
1 i 50 0.048 

0.025 78 118 for special characters present. 
Corree- Channel roads roads 

, 1 

157 
Channel tion width (0-50 ft. (wider 

1 i 

1.3 51 62.5 0.048 0.070 
Code number width (feet) factor (feet) wide) than 50 ft.) 

75 0.105 
157 196 1 Road borrow pit 
236 

Less than 20 0.5 0-19 1.0 1.5 

!, 1 : 
1.4 76 87.5 0.105 0.138 

2 Stock dugout (See type XXI) 21 to 165 1.0 20-50 1.5 2.0 

'1 Il 100 
236 274 3 Pond with dam (See type XXII) 166 to 247 1.5 51 or 2.0 2.0 

, , 

0.2lO 314 

2.1 101 112.5 

4 Artificially deepened places in pothole 
greater 

0.210 0.228 314 353 

Greater than 247 2.0 

5 Artificial pothole 
125 0.282 393 

2.2 126 137.5 

6 N atural island ( s ) 
0.282 0.341 

150 0.417 
393 432 7 Artificial island ( s ) 

18.2) Shore line shape. Usually best shown by 

471 

2.3 151 162.5 0.417 0.476 

8 Platforms, nest boxes (specify) 
map; may be expressed as ratio of total shore 

175 0.552 
471 511 9 Rock pile 

line length to water body size (see p. 249). 

550 

2.4 176 187.5 0.552 0.634 

10 Filled with brush, trees, earth 
18.3) Shore Hne contour (slope of bottom): 

200 0.132 
550 589 Il Drainage construction 1 Nearly fiat 

628 

3.1 201 212.5 0.732 0.814 
12 Boating, fishing 

2 Gende slope 

225 0.913 
628 668 13 Building near (occupied) 3 Steep slope 

706 

3.2 226 237.5 0.913 1.017 
14 Temporary stream channel (See type XXV) 18.4) Shore line charaoter: 

250 1.138 
706 746 15 Gravel pit 1 Open, wave-swept shore line 

785 

3.3 251 262.5 1.138 1.242 

16 Hay baIes in water are a or other artificial 2 Solid, overgrown shore Hne (emergents) 

275 
785 825 

1.363 864 
loafing sites (specify ) 3 Broken marsh or zone of open water between 

3.4 276 287.5 1.364 1.490 
17 Floating sedge (+ cattail) mat shore and emergents 

300 
864 903 

1.634 942 
18 Railroad grade shore line 4 Combination of 1 + 2 

4.1 301 312.5 1.634 1.761 
19 ... 5 Combination of 1 + 3 

325 
942 982 

1.904 lO21 
17.2) Kinds of samples. 6 Combination of 2 + 3 

4.2 326 337.5 1.904 2.054 
1) Shore line 18.5) Shore Hne soil: 

350 
1021 1060 

2.220 1100 
2) Single channel (artificial) 1 Bog 

4.3 351 362.5 2.220 2.369 
3) Double channel (artificial), as road borrow 2 Clay, gumbo 

375 2.536 
1100 1139 
1178 

pit 3 Gravei 

4.4 376 387.5 2.536 2.707 
4) Natural channel 4 Mud, muck 

400 
1178 1217 

2.896 1257 
5) Open water 5 Sand 

i ! 
5.15 401 425 2.896 3.257 

6) Marsh 6 Rocky 

450 
1257 1335 

3.862 1414 
7) Mixtures not separated 7 

5.35 451 475 3.862 4.068 
8) N atural potholes 

18.6) Shore line wooded (a two-number entry): 

li 
500 4.519 

1414 1492 
1571 

9) Artificial potholes, dugouts First number 

'1 :,! 6.15 501 525 4.519 4.970 
10) Dam and pond 

1 Trace, single trees or bushes, small amounts. 

Iii 
550 5.465 

1649 

,1 

(18) Shore line description. Applies to large 2 Trace to 0.25 of shore line sample wooded. 

6.35 551 575 5.465 5.961 
water bodies. 3 0.25 to 0.50. 

600 6.502 
1806 

7.15 

18.1) Shore line length of sample or sub- 4 0.50 to 0.75. 

Il 
601 625 6.502 7.043 

sample (in feet). 50.75 to entirely wooded. 

650 7.629 
1964 

7.35 

18.15) Shore line conversion factors for nar- Second number. Percentage of overstory. Estimate 

651 675 7.629 8.215 
row water bodies, channels, ditches, and borrow 

, the percentage of the water which would be 

700 
2121 

8.846 pits. Narrow water bodies and channels have an screened from view above (as in an aerial photo-

8.15 701 725 8.846 9.477 
effective occupancy rate which increases as width graph) when leaves are out. Code numbers 1 

750 10.153 
2278 mcreases. At about 250 feet wide, channels have through 10 may be used: 

CODE 4.4 (2.896 acres) and less are "Small" potholes. 
the equivalent of a double shore Hne (where 1 10% covered 

bluewings are pro minent in the species composi- 2 20% covered ... 

tion) . 10 100% covered 
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.~ 
1 

Il 
1 

For data processing the estimated percentage will 
be used. 

18.7) Loafing sites for pairs and broods. 
1 Superior, >48 per mile" ave. 110 feet apart. 
2 Good, 24-47 per mile, ave. 150 feet apart. 
3 Average, 18-23 per mile, ave. 260 feet apart. 
4 Poor, less than 18 per mile, more than 300 feet 

apart. 
18.8) Land use of exact shore line zone 

(land-water edge). (See item 22). 
(19) Emergent vegetation. 
19.1) Emergent vegetative pattern for pot

holes. Letter symbols below describe the pattern 
of marginal (shore Une) and central (interior) 
vegetation. Vegetation matted down might be 
termed "open". Enter marginal symbol first, fol
lowed by that for interior. 

Marginal Interior Code Number 

o = open 0 open 1 
0 H = half 2 
0 C = closed 3 
H = half 0 4 
H H 5 
H C 6 
C = closed 0 7 
C H 8 
C C 9 

19.2) Marsh character, larger water bodies. 
1 Open water, no submerged aquatics visible to 

trace. 
2 Open water, aquatics trace to 25 per cent. 
3 Open water, aquatics 26-75 per cent. 
4 Open water, aquatics 76-100 per cent. 
5 Broken marsh, emergents trace to 25 per cent 

of surface. 
6 Broken marsh, emergents 26-50 per cent. 
7 Broken marsh, emergents 51-75 per cent. 
8 Closed marsh, emergents 76-100 per cent. 

19.3) Diving duck nesting coyer evaluation 
(redheads or ringnecks). 
1 No suitable coyer. 
2 Coyer suit able in very few restricted sites. 
3 Barely adequate over small areas. 
4 Mostly adequate. 
5 Top quality, good heavy mats of dead and 

standing vegetation with good interspersion. 
19.4) Emergents, kind and per cent. Enter 

code number(s) to show the vegetative species 
or group, followed by a percentage estimate of 
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the total sample water surface covered by emer
gent vegetation. Species code refers to dominant 
vegetation. 

Species 
Carex 
Whitetop 
Mixed sedges and grasses 
Mixed grasses Polygonum 
Cattail 
Eleocharis-Carex 
Flooded willow and/or aspen 
Glyceria 
Hardstem buIrush 
Prairie bulrush 
Burreed 
Phragmites 
Annual weeds 
Norte 
Eleocharis palustris 

19.5) Emergents, modification 
or prior to survey, if burned) 
1 Grazing 
2 Haying or mowing 
3 Cultivation 
4 Burning 
5 Over-ice cutting (specify how) 
6 Chemicals 
7 Other 

Code numbers 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

(previous year 

(20) Submerged aquatic vegetation (including 
algae). Special notes may be recorded on reverse 
side of forms. 
1 Filamentous algae abundant 
2 Suspended algaè abundant (especially 
. A phanizomenon) 
3 Important species present 
4 Flowering, fruiting 

(21) Limnology. 
1 Physical characteristics (e.g. turbidity) 
2 Conductivity 
3 Chemical characteristics 
4 Aquatic animal life 

Note: When water bodies appear to present 
possible limnological problems or to have value 
for study purposes, send description and location 
to Northern Prairie WildIife Research Center, 
J amestown, Attention: Chemist. 
C. Ecological data-upland. 

(~2) Land use. Enter code number of pre
dommant land use surrounding water body. Let
ter symbols may he used on field maps. 

-

Land use number (Modified) 
~-----------
Grass1and pasture 1 l.l-GLLightly grazed 
Ung

razed 
grassland 2 1.2-GM .. Moderately 

Wooded pasture 
Ungrazed woodland 
Hay crops 

3 
4 
5 

Grain crops (smaII) 6 
Stubble 7 
CuItivated or plowed 8 
Corn 9 
Other (specifY) 10 
Burning (show on map) Il 

Mixed 

grazed 
1.3-GH.Heavily grazed 
2 NO .. Non-use 
5,l-HWWiId Hay 
5.2-HT .. Tame Hay 
6 SG .. SmaII grain 
7 ST..Stubble 
8 SF .. Summer fallow 
9 RC .. Row crop 

10 O .. Other (specify) 
11 BURN .. Burned 

(note when) 
12 

---------~-------------------------

(23) Nest coyer rating, dabblers. For the zone 
within 100 yards of the pothole give the over-aIl 
rating of ne st coyer abundance and quality (ex
pressed as a density jheight factor) . Consider 
coyer of a quality used by most blue-winged teal 
for nesting, usually grass or weeds, or mixtures. 
Enter abundance first, followed by quality, e.g., 
4-2. Use two or more en tries if "mixed". 

23.1) Abundance 
Code Description 

1 None to very small amounts. 
2 SmaIl amounts to 25 per cent of area in coyer. 
3 26 to 50 per cent of area in coyer. 
4 51 to 75 per cent of area in coyer. 
5 76 to 100 per cent of area in coyer. 

23.2) Quality 
Code Description 

1 Very poor, short, overgrazed; most cropland 
and hayland. No concealment, except in very 
scattered c1umps. No barrier to animal move
ment. 

2 Density thin and height less than 12 inches. 
Most of area would offer poor nest conceal
ment and no barrier 10 animal movement. 

3 Moderate density, in c1umps or patches. 
Nests in them would be well hidden, but 
there will be little barrier to predator ani
maIs. 

4 Moderate density in fairly solid stands. Nests 
would be weB hidden; would offer a moderate 
barrier to predator animal movement. 

5 Vegetation thick, 12 inches or more taU. 
Nests wou Id be very weIl hidden. Vegetation 
wouid provide a strong barrier to predator 
animal travel over most of the area. 

(Diving duck nest cover-see item 19.3) 
(24) (Not fiIled) 

D. Ecological data-waterfowl breeding 
population. 

AB waterfowl are recorded except 1) those 
Dying over the sample or transect and 2) those 
Dying into the sample from outside the sample 
boundary and landing. 

The term "tabula te" is used to designate en
tries to be c1assified as breeding birds. 

25.l) Species (North Dakota) 

AOU Map 
number symbol Species 

Common nesting species 

132 Mal. Mallard 
135 Gad. Gadwall 
137 Bal. (Baldpate) 

Widgeon 
139 GWT GW teal 
140 BWT BW teal 
142 Sho. Shoveler 
143 Pin. Pintail 
146 Red. Redhead 
147 Cano Canyasback 
149 Scp. Lesser scaup 
167 Rud. Ruddy duck 

Rare to uncommon nesting species. Record, but 
do not tabulate as breeders without evidence of 

their nesting 

133 BLD Black duck 
141 CiT Cinnamon teal 
144 WoD Wood duck 
148 GSc Greater scaup 
151 GEy Goldeneye 
165 SCo White-winged scoter 
150 RNe Ring-necked duck 
131 HoM Hooded merganser 
153 BuH Buffiehead 

25.2) Groups/Docks of ducks. Record aIl 
groups and Docks, with size of Dock, but tabu
late only those indicated below as breeding birds. 
Pairs-tabulate for aIl common species, unless 
in flocks. GadwaIls, etc., still not settled on home 
ranges appear as 100se, scattered flocks-do not 
tabulate these. 
Inc1ude diving duck females in small courting 
parties. 
Lone males-tabulate both dabblers and rliving 
ducks. 
Lone females-do not tabula te. 
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Exceptions: (i) diving duck females , if males 
are not recorded on water bodies nearby (within 
0.25 mile) . (ii) Special studies, e.g., artificial 
potholes, where location of female and waiting 
site may be wanted. Male may be on large marsh . 
Male groups and groups of males and females. 
Large study blocks-tabulate as breeders in nu m
bers up ta and including five; exclude those over 
five . Sm ail study areas, e.g., less than 640 acres 
-do not tabulate male groups of more than two. 

Exceptions : (i) baldpates and shovelers; do 
not tabulate males other than lone males and 
pairs. (ii) large marshes and lakes where pre
malt gatherings appear. Do not tabulate male 
groups of more than two. Do not tabulate fe
males and pairs in flocks of males (refer ta dab
bling ducks). 

Diving duck courting parties-tabulate fe
males only. 

Dabbler courting (pursuit) flights-males in
volved (u p to 12 at times) may be with females . 
Care is needed ta avoid counting those coming 
from off the sample or transect. May be neces
sary ta wait uotil males disperse. 
Ducks in field or nesting caver-tabula te, fol
lowing rules above. 
Ducks flying overhead (passing over sample or 
transect) -do not record or tabulate. 
Ducks flying in and landing within sam pIe or 
transect from outside sample boundary--do not 
record or tabulate. 
Unidentified ducks--enter bath as unidentified 
and also your best guess as ta species in body of 
form. Follow rules above. 

25.3) Groups/ flocks of coots. Record ail 
groups and flocks, with size of flock, but tabu
late only those indicated below as breeding birds: 
Pairs in nesting habitat-tabula te. 
Singles in nesting habitat, mate believed ta be 
hidden in cover-tabulate as a pair. 
Flocks (and pairs not associated with nesting 
habitat)-do not tabulate . Later observation may 
be needed to determine if they nest. 

25.4) Canada geese. Tabulate pairs or singles 
if nest or indicated nest is present. Record aIl 
others. 
Flocked ducks=Mixed fiocks, bottom of Form 4.1. 
E. Ecological data-birds. 

(26) Other birds. Record other birds of inter
est, especially if apparently breeding, e.g., rails, 
upland game, grebes, crows, unusual species. 

(27) Nesting records. Fill out nest forms for 
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ail nests of interest, e.g., waterfowl, rails, grebes, 
short-eared owls, marsh hawks. Determine stage 
of nesting if time permits and convenient (might 
use fiotation method). 

(28) Other wiIdlife. Record items of interest, 
especially broods of upland game, predatory ani
maIs, big game, etc. 

(29) Management recommendations 
1. None, marsh and shore line appear satisfac
tory. 
2. Water level should be higher ta create an open 
zone. EstÎmate how much. 
3. Water level should be lower, estimate how 
much . 
4. Vegetation control needed ta create loafing 
sites or feeding zone (or ta maintain an open 
sample for survey purposes, e.g., a brood count). 
5. Shore line needs more emergent growth for 
food and / or caver; needs plantings and/ or draw
down. 

6. Off-shore marsh vegetation needs control, i.e., 
it is tao dense. 
7. Not enough off-shore marsh vegetation; needs 
drawdown ta encourage emergents. 
8. Good site for artificial pothole development 
or shore line improvement by blasting or mechan
ical means. 

9 Good site for dam and pond. 
10. Other (specify). 

pelis 1. Method for handling data frOID water 
Appe divided by transe ct or block boundaries 
~SSmall water bodies, up to 2.8960 acres (through 

class 4.4). 
11) Number 24a (24b) 25a (25b) 
14.1) Type III III 
15.1) Size 2.3 2.3 
15.2) Water area 2.1 2.1 

Ali ecological data apply to total pothole. Pair data 
e recorded for both sub-samples. The sub-sample "b" 

~r parenthesis () pair data are not included in the block 
:~tal. however. !he pair da.ta for the total pothole ~an 
be used in additlOnal analysls related to water body slze. 

B. Large water bodies, 2.8961 acres and larger (class 

S.1 and up) . . . 
If mostly outside, count only portion lDslde boundary, 

e.8., count only 17a. Enter shore line data for 17a on 
form 4.1 . 

H mostly inside, count ail, but tabulate sub-samples 
separa tel y, e.g., cou nt and tabulate 18a and 18b 
separately. Shore data from both are tabulated; only 
18a pair data are included in block total. . 

For 17a basin size and water area Will also be 
omitted (lines 15.1 and 15.2 of Form 4.1) to avoid 
chance of recording this as a complete water body . Only 
shore line data are needed (18 .1 to 18.8) . 

For 17b there will be no entry in Form 4.1. 
18a and 18b. There will be a column for each sample. 

We are primarily interested in the shore line data, but 
may have use for the other ecological characters 
(especially for record purposes). Sample 18b may be 

Appendix ii, Shore line feet per acre 

Code 
number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 

8 

Pothole 
shape 

Round 
Oval 
Square 
Hour gl ass 
Rectangular 

1-acre 
potholes 

742 
780 
836 
930 

1,072 

Irregular l , 120 
Long linear 2,258 

(30 feet or more wide) 
Long linear 

(Iess than 30 feet wide) 

10-acre 
potholes 

234 
260 
264 
318 
332 

409 
696 

grazed and quite different from 18a (if ungrazed), in 
which case separate entries would he made in each 
column. If the other characters are uniform for both 
samples (e.g., 19.1, emergent pattern) a bracket may 
be used and entries made as indicated under A (Small 
water bodies) . 
Note: Observer has considerable latitude in deciding 
whether to make a complete cou nt of large water bodies 
on boundary lines. Generally, unless 75 per cent or 80 
per cent of the water body is within the block counted 
it would be treated as for pothole 17. No data would 
be collected from the portion outside the block. 

With length = less than 4 times width . In this example, about 
4 times. 

With length = 4 or more times widlh . In this example, 27 times. 

No example given. 

Pair use expected to fall off as long linear water bodies become more narrow, e.g., especially with narrow ditches. 
Except for code number 8, shore li ne per acre increases with increasing code number and regresslOn should occur. No. 8 

should possibly be treated separately. 
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Appendix lli. Waterfowl survey fOrDIs 

1) No ______ 3) Locality:, ___________________ Location:, _______ _ 

~Nrune::----------------------------------------------------
4) Date: ______ 13) Weather:; _______________ 16.3) Gauge read:; ______ _ 

9) Count. Method: 10) Observer: 

11) Subsrunple No. 
Date, if not as 4) 

Mallard 

Gadwall 

Baldpate 

Pintail 

Bluewing 

Shoveler 

Greenwing 

Total dabblers 

Redhead 

Canvasback 

Ruddy 

Scaup 

Total divers 

Unid_ pairs 
------
Total ducks'" 

Coots (birds) 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 
Pr 

M 
F 

"'Pairs of ducks; males plus pairs only, indicate if corrected for sex ratios. 
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Form 1.1 

1 • 

Page __ of ___ 

POTHOLES 1) No: ___ _ 

, __ -----------3) Location:' ____________ ,4) Mon. Day __ Year ----
2)Name:--
1) Map 1'10 .. -___ 8) Photo No .. _____ 9) Count Method: 10) Observer(s):; ________ _ 

12) Time: Star-t .... _---, EnL. __ ....-" TotaLI ---- 13) Weather::-----------------

1 
: 

i 
1 

c 

1 
Number 

1 

14.1) Type i 
1 

1 
1 

! 

15.1) Basin size 1 : 

15.2) Water area 
i ! 

1 

1 

1 

1 i 

16.1) Water 1 

! i 
16.3) Gauge 

1 

1 

1 

17) Special char_ 
1 

18.1) Shore length 
1 

i 

1 
1 

1 
: 

Shore char. 
1 

i 

! 

i 
: : 

1 

1 

1 

1 

18.7) Loar. sites i i 

18.8) Shore land use 
1 

1 

! 

19.1) Emerg. pattern i 
1 

i 
1 

19.3) Diving ducks 
1 

1 1 
1 

19.4) Emerg. kind 
1 

1 

! 1 

i 

19.5) Emerg. modif. 1 

1 1 

22) Land use i 

23) Dab. nest cover 
1 

1 

i 
1 

i 

1 i 

i 
! 

i 
i 

: 

137 Widgeon 1 

! 

i 

1 

i : 

139 Greenwing 
1 

1 
1 

1 

140 Bluewing 
1 

i 1 

1 

: 

142 Shoveler 
-1 

i 

! 

i 

1 
i 

1 

'DaA~ ... 1 

i 

! 
1 

r.- _L ! 

i i 
! 

i .~v_'" 

i 
1 1 

Ruddy 
1 

: i i 
: 
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Il 
i 

,,1 

, 1 

1 

l' .1 

Total ducks 

Unid. ducks 

Cootpai.rs 

Flocked coots 

F1ock. ducks (mixed) 

Total broods 

29) Management Recommendations 

Form 4.1 

MARSHES Page ____ of ____ _ 

2) Name: 3) Location: ___ _ _ ____ 4) Mon. __ --'-'Day' ____ year _____ _ 

7) Map No: ___ 8) Photo No: ____ ~9) Count Method: ____ _ Observer(s)::---------

12) Time: Startl-__ _ 

11) Number 

16.3) Gauge 

17.2) Sample kind 

18.1) Shore length 

18.15) Shore conv. 

18.3) Shore contour 

18.4) Shore charac. 

18.5) Shore soil 

18.6) Shore wood 

18.7) Loaf. sites 

18.8) Sh. land use 

19.2) Marsh char. 

19.3) Diving ducks 

19.4) Emerg. kind 

19.5) Emerg. modif. 

22) Land use 

23) Dab. nest cover 

n~clw,,11 

. Widgl'on 

Continues same as Form 4.1 
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, End, ____ , Total _____ 13) Weather: ______ ~~ _______ _ 

1 ! 1 

1 ! 1 

1 

1 

1 

• 

~ 1 

1 

1 

• 

, 

! 

! 

1 

Form'4.2 

Re~·~·-------------y~---

-
! 

1 

Pintai! - 1 
1 Date 

Sample i 

17.2)K.ind 
! 

i 
--

1 

Redhead 
18.1)Length 

-
18.4)Char. Canvasback 

18.7)Loaf S 
1 1 

i 
Lesser scaup 

18.8)Sh. use 1-.---- -
Ruddy duck 

Mallard - 1-

Gadwall ! 

1 

~-

1 
Unid. ducks 

Widgeon 
i 

1 

1 
Coot pairs 

Greenwing 
1 i 

I-

I i 29) Mgt. R. 
Bluewing 

---
Shoveler Form 1.3 

ANNUAL BLOCK BREEDING POPULATION SUMMARY 

year:; ____________ _ 

District or location:, _________ State:: ________ Observers:: _____________ _ 

Species 

Mallard 
Gadwall 
Widgeon 
Greenwing 
Bluewing 
Shoveler 
Pintail 

Dabblers 

Redhead 
Canvasback 
Lesser scaup 
Ruddy duck 

Divers 

2 

Total Pairs in Sample Units (Blocks) 

3 4 s 6 Total 

Total pairs -COOt-p-a-irs------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------
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. 1 

i 1 
l, 

1'1 

CONDITION OF HABITAT BLOCK-EARLY JUNE 
1 2 3 4 5 

Number 
Main Total Water Number Total of wet 

Unit geoL block basin water water water 
no. Name County zone acres acres bodies surface bodies 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

Prepared by Manager 
cc: Area Biologist by June 15 

NR Report 

WATERFOWL BREEDING POPULATION 
Sample Unit Summary 

6(4/2) 

Per cent 
of basin 

acres 
wilh 

water 

7(5/3) 

Per cent 
ofwater 
bodies 
holding 

water 

8 

Product 
of 
6 X 7 

Form 4.3 

2) Sample Unit Block Name: _____ -:-::-_________ 3) Location: ____ _ 
7) Map Nos.: _______ 8) Photo Nos.: _____________ Observers:, _______ _ 

Maintain a separa te form for each WPA.breeding population block sampled. Both Manager and Area Biol
ogist will keep a copy. Daia obtained from Form 4.3. Annual block breeding population summary. 

Ist 2nd 2 year 2~ 3rd 3year 3 year 4th 4 year 4 year 
Species Year Year Total Ave. Year Total Ave. Year Total Ave. 

Mallard 

Gadwall 

~~ Widgeon 

Greenwing 

Bluewing 

Shoveler 

Pintait 

Dabblers 

Redhead 

Canvasback 

Lesser scaup 

Ruddy duck 

1 

Divers 
--

Total pairs l==1r 1 1 

1 

Coot pairs 
1 1 

Form 4.4 
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Appendix 2 
Background data on study areas 

Sorne basic information on four waterfowl study areas follows. 

Area Worker Period worked 

Lousana, Alta. 
Redvers, Sask. 
Strathmore, Alta. 
Waubay, South Dakota 

A.G. Smith, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
J.H. Stoudt, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
H.J. Poston, Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
R.C. Drewien, South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks 

1952-65 
1952-66 
1965-66 
1964-66* 

*Includes some data 1950-55 and 1957-63. 

Geographical location 

Lousana 

Redvers 
Strathmore 

Waubay 

Geology 

Lousana 
Redvers 

Waubay 

SoUs 

Lousana 
Redvers 
Strathmore 
Waubay 

Biome 

Lousana 
Redvers 

Strathmore 
Waubay 

Area Dimensions 
Latitude Longitude (sq. mi.) (miles) 

(4 miles south of Delburne, 0.5 miles 52°10' X 113°10' 3.625 lX 29 
north of Elnora) 

(Manor Redvers-Fairlight) 49°35' X 101°55' 5.0 lX 40 
(2 miles north, 1 mile west of 51°10' X 113°20' 3.0 1.5 X 2 

Strathmore) 
(in northern Day County, 50 miles 45°20' X 97°20' 3.45 l. 75 X 2 

east of Aberdeen) 

Keewatin End Moraine. 
Ground moraine laid down during 4th glacial age of sandy-sil ty to silty-sandy till, contain
ing minor clay. Covered by thick mantle of unconsolidated glacial drift. Outwash areas 
of sand and gravel occur along intermittent creek beds. 
Glaciated by the third substage of the Wisconsin !ce Sheet. 

Loams and silty clay loams; classed as good arable. 
Mostly medium textured, shallow black soils on resorted glacial till. 
Dark brown. 
Heterogenous glacial origin with parent materials of glacial till, lacustrine, and glacial 
outwash. Twelve soil types oceur on the study area. Parnell SiIty Clay Loam, a poorly 
drained soil, oceupies the more permanent wetland basins. 

Parkland. 
Grama grass-an tel ope biome. This is a grassland biome which has been invaded in 
recent years by quaking aspen. The Redvers Study Area is in this aspen-parklands but is 
close to the edge of the grassland prairie. 
Grassland (frequent shrub and tree growth along irrigation system). 
True prairie (mixture of medium and tall grasses). 
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Land ose, % 
Pond data 

1 i Lousana Redvers Lousana Redvers Waubay 1 
1952 1965 1965 Strathmore Waubay 

May 15 July 15 May 15 July 15 May 15 
Cultivated 31 36 57 5 55 

Number Mean 174 115 306 209 78* 
Grassland pasture 30 16 18 

8:} Range 81-295 25--192 73-574 10--290 2-178* 
W ooded pasture 16 13 8 25 

Spring-fed 11 0 0 
Hay 2 7 4 

Size (acres) Mean 0.75 0.55 0.72 1.85 
Water 5 15 Range t-2O 0.1-6.5 0.1-6.0 0.1-38.0 
Ungrazed grassland 5 18 10 

2} 
Depth (ft.) Mean 2.75± 

Ungrazed woodland 16 10 3 5 Max. 20 
Roads, farmyards 

"Per square mile. 

Precipitation (inches) 
Pond classification 

Lousana (No.) Type 3: 124 Type 4: 64 Type 5: 13 Total 
Total Type 1 3 4 5 6 7 

Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. DJF or Mean 
Redvers May (No.) 74 144 39 40 3 6 306 

Lousana 0.8 1.3 1.8 2.7 2.8 2.2 1.3 0.8 0.5 2.4 16.6 July (No.) 29 102 33 36 3 6 209 
Size (A) 0.30 0.31 0.87 1.92 0.70 0.20 0.55 

Redvers 0.7 0.8 2.2 3.4 2.4 2.6 1.3 0.9 0.6 1.8 16.7 Type lA lB 3 4 and 5 Total 

Strathmore 16.0 Waubay (No.) 83 55 33 15 186 
Av. size 0.24 0.6 2.9 13.1 1.85 

Waubay 1.05 2.12 2.61 4.15 2.67 2.48 1.81 1.27 .80 1.66 20.62 Av. acreage (/sq. mi.) 5.8 9.5 27.4 57.0 99.8 
Av. number (/sq. mi.) 24.1 16.0 9.6 4.3 54.0 

Mean temperatore (OF) 
Aqoatic plants 

Total 
Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. DJF or Mean Abundance 

Dyacreage Dy pond frequency index 
Lousana 20 37 49 56 62 59 50 41 24 11 36 Lousana Redvers Waubay Lousana Redvers Waubay Strathmore 

Redvers 15 37 50 59 65 63 52 42 23 5 35 Carex 45% dom. 5% many 146 
Ceratophyllum dom. sorne 26 

Waubay 26 42 56 65 71 70 59 47 29 14 42 Eleocharis 8 dom. 2 many 102 
Elodea 33 
Lemna minor almost all 227 

Pond density (1 sq. mi.) Lemna trisulca dom. sorne 4 
Myriophyl1um dom. sorne 287 

Total Polygonum dom. many Trace 
Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. DJF or mean. Potamogeton 35% subdom. man y 4's sorne 257 

aIl 5's (3 spp.) 
Lousana (Min) 22 7 Ruppia 12 2 

(Max) 55 53 Scirpus dom. (4 spp.) sorne Trace 
Scolochloa subdom. sorne 

Redvers 60 50 42 31 Sparganium subdom. sorne 
Typha 22 subdom. 17 sorne Trace 

Waubay 1964 51 24 12 10 7 Utricularia dom. ,sorne 
1965 39 22 49 34 15 (Also 
1966 39 34 23 others) 
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Waterfowl species composition (%) 

Average 

Lousana Redvers Waubay 

Mallard pairs 28 42 13 
a.IIIy 23 41 

BWTpairs 23 24 45 
Cl. lIIy 31 

Pintail pairs 10 12 
Widgeon pairs 7 

Cl. Illy 9 
Scaup pairs 16 

Waterfowl density (1 sq. mi.) 

Lousana 

Pairs 

Young 

Broods 

Other vertebrates 

Badger 
Coyote 
Red Fox 

Minimum 

50('63) 

82('61) 

15('61-'62) 

Ground squirrels (3 spp) 
Mink 
Muskrat 
Raccoon 

·Almost non-existent in 1952. 

Maximum 

300('58) 

689('57) 

121('58) 

R-W 
L 

R-W 
L-R-W 

R-W 
L-R-W 
R*-W 

1965 1966 

Lousana Redvers Waubay Lousana Redvers Waubay 

23 

19 

17 

36 11 
27 42 

25 47 
20 

11 6 
6 

19 

Redvers 

Minimum Maximum 

10('62) 

9('61) 

5('61) 

120('52) 

354('53) 

50('52) 

Striped skunk 
Long-tailed weasel 
Red-tailed hawk 
Swainson's hawk 
Marsh hawk 
Great horned owl 
Crow 

25 30 14 
18 

20 43 52 

4 5 
6 

8 

Waubay 

Minimum 

0.3('59) 

Maximum 

86.4('63) 

L-R-W 
L-R-W 
L-R-W 
L-R-W 
L-R-W 
L-R-W 

R-W 

L-Lousana R-Redvers W-Waubay 
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Appendix 3 
List of participants 

G. D. Adams, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
114-A Garry Street, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

T. W. Barry, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
Inuvik, 
Northwest Territories. 

D. A. Benson, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
400 Laurier Avenue West, 
Ottawa 4, Ontario. 

W. Bonter, 
PFRA, 
North Battleford, Saskatchewan. 

E. F. Bossenmaier, 
Chief, Game & Fur Management, 
Department of Mines & Natural Resources, 
Norquay Building, 
Winnipeg l, Manitoba. 

J. E. Bryant, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
293 Albert Street, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

R. J. Burns, 
Hedlin-Menzies & Associates Ltd., 
710-177 Lombard Avenue, 
Winnipeg 2, Manitoba. 

J. R. Caldwell, 
Department of Natural Resources, 
314 Avenue Building, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

J. F. Carreiro, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
University of British Columbia Campus, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

F. G. Cooch, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
400 Laurier Avenue West, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

W. F. Crissey, 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 
Migratory Bird Populations Station, 
Laurel, Maryland, 20810. 

H. J. Dirschl, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

R. L. Dix, 
Department of Plant Ecology, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

R. C. Drewien, 
Dept. of Game, Fish & Parks, 
614-Sixth Avenue S.W., 
Aberdeen, South Dakota, 57401. 

A. Dzubin, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

W. S. Eisenlohr, Jr., 
Project Hydrologist, 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 
Geological Survey, 
Federal Center, 
Denver, Colorado, 80225. 

J. G. Ellis, 
Department of Soil Science, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
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Angus Gavin, 
Ducks Unlimited, 
Room 606, 389 Main St., 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

G. C. Gentle, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
Univèrsity of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

J. B. Gollop, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

A. S. Goodman, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

U. T. Hammer, 
Department of Biology, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

M. C. Hammond, 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 
Lower Souris NWR, 
Upham, North Dakota, 58789. 

R. D. Harris, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
University of British Columbia Campus, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

A.. S. Hawkins, 
U $. Fish & Wildlife Service, 
1006 West Lake Street, 
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota, 55408. 

R. O. HedIin, 
HedIin-Menzies & Associates Ltd., 
710-177 Lombard Avenue, 
Winnipeg 2, Manitoba. 

R. C. Hutchison, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
114-A Garry Street, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
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L. R. Jahn, 
Wildlife Management Institute, 
129 Juneau Street, 
Horicon, Wisconsin, 53032. 

R. D. Jakimchuk, 
Renewable Resources 
Consulting Services Ltd., 
Revillon Building, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

John Jeglum, 
Department of Plant Ecology, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, ' Saskatchewan. 

C. Jorgenson, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
10015-103rd Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

B. Kohlert, 
PFRA, 
Outlook, Saskatchewan. 

Charles Lacy, 
Ducks Unlimited, 
10526 Jasper Avenue, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

M. N. LaRose, 
Supervisor, Central Region, 
Water Development, 
401 Motherwell Building, 
Regina, Saskatchewan. 

W. G. Leitch, 
Ducks Unlimited, 
Room 606, 389 Main St., 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

R. W. Lodge, 
Department of Agriculture, 
Experimental Fann, 
Swift Current, Saskatchewan. 

R. H. Mackay, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
10015-103rd Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

W. J. Maher, 
Department of Biology, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

C. A. Matthews, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

R. E. Melvin, 
Saskatchewan Research Council, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

J. B. Millar, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

G. C. Mitchell, 
Saskatchewan Water Resources Commission, 
S.P .C. Building, 
Regina, Saskatchewan. 

W. A. Morris, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
University of British Columbia Campus, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

H. C. Moulding, 
Ducks Unlimited, 
5-1651-1lth Avenue, 
Regina, Saskatchewan. 

D. A. Munro, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
400 Laurier Avenue West, 
Ottawa 4, Ontario. 

R. E. Murray, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

H. K. Nelson, 
U .S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 
Northem Plains Research Centre, 
Jamestown, North Dakota, 58401. 

H. R. Nixon, 
Department of Physical Education, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

M. D. Noble, 
Canadian WildIife Service, 
University of British Columbia Campus, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

1. G. Petrie, 
PFRA, 
Swift eurrent, Saskatchewan. 

S. P. Pryor, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
10015-103rd Street, . 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

D. W. Ross, 
Hedlin-Menzies & Associates Ltd., 
Suite 201, 1255 W. Pender Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

B. W. Rounds, 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 
1006 West Lake Street, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55408. 

Fred Smeims, 
Department of Plant Ecology, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

A. G. Smith, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Bear River Research Station, 
P. O. Box 459, 
Brigham City, Utah, 84302. 

V. E. F. Solman, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
161 Laurier Avenue West, 
Ottawa 4, Ontario. 

Ordel Steen, 
Department of Plant Ecology, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

W. J. D. Stephen, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
l0015-103rd Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

R. T. Sterling, 
Ducks Unlimited, 
914 Broadway Avenue, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

R. E. Stewart, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 

. Northem Prairie Wildlife Research Centre, 
Jamestown, North Dakota, 58401. 
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J. H. Stoudt, 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 
11S-Sth Avenue S. E., 
Aberdeen, South Dakota, 57401. 

E. W. Taylor, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
University of British Columbia Campus, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

K. Vermeer, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
1001S-103rd Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

Brian Walker, 
Department of Plant Ecology, 
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

H. R. Weaver, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
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10015-103rd Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

T. D. Williams, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
Prairie Migratory Bird Research Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan Campus, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

J. Woodbury, 
PFRA, 
North Battleford, Saskatchewan. 

S. Woynarski, 
Canadian Wildlife Service, 
10015-103rd Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 

W. Wishart, 
Dept. of Lands & Forests, 
Fish & WildIife Division, 
Terrace Building, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 
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